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Summary and recommendations
Investigation context and process
The treed landscape of Canberra adds an extraordinary richness, softness and diversity to our
city. It has been deliberately and carefully planned and reflects the changing design ethos over
time as the city has developed. These trees—in their diversity and seasonal metamorphosis—
lend the city a sense of cohesion, beauty and gravitas befitting a national capital. They define
and connect Canberra’s different urban communities, while protecting us and our wildlife
with summer shade and winter shelter. The city’s environment, including its liveability and
amenity, depends in considerable measure on this treed green infrastructure.
Yet our trees provide much more than just aesthetic and functional services. They link us to
the past and future, and so are important from an intergenerational perspective. This is
significant in a city not yet a hundred years old and located in a landscape that originally had
few natural trees.
As our hot summers, cold winters, variable rainfall and strong winds are not conducive to
easy propagation and rapid growth, Canberrans seem to particularly value their treed
landscape. Considerable human endeavour has been required to nurture and sustain this
landscape, giving it a very special status and engendering strong feelings in the community.
This is the context and key finding of this Tree Investigation.
On 3 December 2009 Mr Simon Corbell MLA, Minister for the Environment, Climate
Change and Water, directed that I, as Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment,
undertake an Investigation into the Government’s tree management practices and the renewal
of Canberra’s urban forest1, (the Tree Investigation). Before this, in 2008–09, there was
community disquiet about some tree management practices in the national capital and a
proposed urban forest renewal program for public urban street trees and parks managed by the
Department of Territory and Municipal Services (TAMS).
While many aspects of this Tree Investigation relate to ACT Government agencies, in
particular TAMS, the Australian Government also has urban tree management responsibilities
within the national capital.
The ACT Government manages the majority of trees in Canberra. TAMS has stated that the
number of fully maintained urban trees in streets and parks now approaches 556 268, made up
of 332 111 street trees and 224 157 park trees. A further 178 000 open space urban parkland
trees are reported to be receiving reactive maintenance. Therefore 734 268 trees are the direct

1

Mr Simon Corbell MLA, letter to Dr Maxine Cooper, Commissioner for Sustainability and the
Environment, 3 December 2009.
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responsibility of TAMS.2 Additional trees from the development of greenfield sites for new
estates become the responsibility of TAMS every year. An estimated 40 000 trees3 are
managed by various ACT Government agencies including the Department of Education
(approximately 160 pre-schools, schools and colleges), the Canberra Institute of Technology
(five campuses) and the Department of Housing and Community Services (11 500 houses and
100 community centres).4
The National Capital Authority (NCA) administers most Commonwealth land in the ACT.
This includes managing approximately 20 000 trees in the national capital estate. These are
largely in the parliamentary triangle and designated areas including Lake Burley Griffin and
foreshores, the War Memorial precinct, the suburb of Acton and various key avenues. The
NCA also has planning control for non-urban land on some elevated hills, ridges and buffer
spaces (including Mt Stromlo).
Canberra has a large number of trees to manage and while a comparison with other cities is
instructive it is also problematic because of incompatibility of data. Approximate figures
indicate that Canberra (excluding those managed by the National Capital Authority) has
1.6 urban street and park trees per resident compared with Melbourne City Council’s 0.7; and
0.9 street trees per resident compared with Brisbane City Council’s 0.5.
We also have a large amount of park area per resident: 794 square metres compared with
Melbourne’s 61 square metres and Brisbane City’s 133 square metres.
Our green infrastructure is vast and while it is a major asset, it is also a management
challenge.

Terms of Reference, recommendations and definitions
Eleven terms of reference were established by Minister Corbell to guide the Tree
Investigation, as shown in the box which follows.

Terms of Reference for the Tree Investigation
The Commissioner will investigate and report on the following matters:
1.
2.

2

3

4

the scope and efficiency of any enhancement that may be required to the Government’s
existing tree management programs
the benefits and drawbacks of considering funding for urban tree programs separately to
climate change initiatives

Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment—Clarification Questions, Open Space
Planning, TAMS, 18 February 2011, p. 2 (Appendix U).
Estimates based on ACT agency responses to a questionnaire from the Commissioner for Sustainability and
the Environment, February–May 2010.
National Capital Authority response to questionnaire from Commissioner for Sustainability and the
Environment, 19 February 2010 (Appendix F).
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3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

improved notification and consultation processes to support greater community
involvement in urban tree planning and management, including risk mitigation, tree
removal and planting
the priority given in tree management decisions to environmental values, solar access
and the retention of communities of trees in parks
the sustainable reuse of timber from felled trees
when replanting should occur following the removal of trees, the scope for pre-planting,
and principles for the number and species of trees that should be replanted
the need for enhanced management to maintain the survival and good health of trees
appropriate safeguards to ensure contractors follow best practice and adhere to
Government tree policies
principles for the decision-making process where it is proposed that a tree is removed or
is retained
improvements to the Tree Protection Act or other relevant Acts in light of the above
matters
resource implications associated with an enhanced program.

Twelve recommendations, together with other information in the Tree Investigation report,
address all the terms of reference. The relationship between the Terms of Reference,
information in the report and recommendations are shown in Table 1 of the report. While all
recommendations are considered important some have a particularly high priority. The five
high priority recommendations address the following issues:
•

•
•

replacing the proposed Urban Forest Renewal Program with comprehensive and
integrated tree protection and management that is focused on the care and maintenance
of Canberra’s treed landscape (refer to Recommendation 1)
establishing an ACT Tree Curator (refer to Recommendation 4A)
guiding Canberra’s tree management by developing:
o
a National capital—Canberra tree protection and management strategy
o
an ACT Government tree protection and management policies and procedures
guide
o
an across-agency Tree Network Committee to provide advice and coordination
between agencies on tree management and community communication
(refer to Recommendation 5)

•
•

strengthening communication and community engagement (refer to Recommendation 9)
providing additional funds for the management of Canberra’s street and park trees with
approximately $4 million per year on an ongoing basis and an extra $1 million,
approximately, for one year to accelerate programmed maintenance (refer to
Recommendation 11B).
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The proposed increase in funding supports TAMS’s objective to increase its urban street and
park tree programmed maintenance from its current level of 15 per cent to 65 per cent. While
this target is commendable, a time for its achievement needs to be specified.
The other seven recommendations cover a range of issues from how to strengthen the
protection of trees in the strategic framework that governs Canberra to numerous ways to
improve existing policies and procedures. All recommendations are presented in this
Summary as well as in the main report.
Some of the terms of reference were addressed in the Interim report on street and park tree
removals undertaken by the Department of Territory and Municipal Services (TAMS) under
classification of ‘dangerous’ and ‘hazardous’ trees that was submitted on 16 April 2010 to
Mr Jon Stanhope, Chief Minister and Minister for Territory and Municipal Services.
A response on 5 August 2010 agreed with the interim report’s seven recommendations and
stated that TAMS had begun to implement most of them. The interim report was publicly
released in August. During the Tree Investigation TAMS improved its tree management
practices and organisational structure, reflecting its responsiveness.
Throughout the investigation there was concern about the term ‘urban forest’. Some argued it
was inappropriate and there should be more emphasis on arboriculture. Others argued the
opposite.
However, both principles need to be used in managing trees in an urban area. Accordingly,
the term ‘treed landscape’ is used in this Tree Investigation to respect the need for applying
practices from both disciplines according to the situation.

Information sources
The Tree Investigation involved extensive consideration of community views, as discussed in
Section 1.3, which included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

5

holding community forums
holding a strategic communication workshop which took place over a day-and-a-half
and which identified five community perspectives
considering 53 submissions
analysing information from various government agencies and numerous discussions
with agency staff
assessing practices in other jurisdictions
considering advice from a reference panel5

Professor Don Aitkin AO—Chair, National Capital Authority.
Mr Geoff Butler—environmental and horticultural consultant.
Dr Dianne Firth—Head of Landscape Architecture, University of Canberra.
Ms Gabrielle Hurley—Director of Investigations, ACT Ombudsman’s Office.
Dr Dorothy Jauncey—Canberra resident
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•

analysing reports on selected topics, such as:
o

sustainable reuse of timber from felled trees

o

management of important remnant trees

o

solar access

o

funding options for improved management actions

o

benefits and drawbacks of tree management being funded under climate change
initiatives

o

review of papers used by the Department of Territory and Municipal Services
(TAMS) in support of the proposed Urban Forest Renewal Program.

Community forums held at the beginning of the Tree Investigation highlighted the range and
complexity of issues as well as the diversity of views within the community. These also
helped identify participants for the strategic communication workshop. These participants
held five perspectives:
•

•

•

•

•

Environmental amenity. This group is most concerned with the environmental benefits
of trees and is the most emphatic about the need to preserve urban trees and the role of
the ACT Government as manager.
Improving management. This group is the most critical of past government
management of urban trees and the potential threat to the urban landscape. It is the
strongest advocate for government involvement in tree management, with less emphasis
on community participation. There was a significant overlap of this and the
environmental amenity perspective.
Urban aesthetics. The importance of aesthetics and maintaining the bush capital theme
appears to be an imperative. This was the only group that wanted street trees watered
during a drought. Unlike the previous two, this group is not concerned about
government removal of street trees.
Public amenity and private property rights. This group is also not concerned about
tree removal, providing the overall treed landscape is protected. There is a strong ‘get
on with it’ theme regarding the role of government in managing trees. One stand-out
issue was solar access and it was proposed that the government improve this by pruning
street trees.
Landscape and climate. This group wants climate change to feature in decisions about
tree management. It also has a relaxed attitude about tree removals. However, there is
the desire to involve communities in tree management and planting and not just leave it
to government experts. The emphasis is on landscape management rather than
individual tree management.

Perspectives 1 and 2 captured the views of most workshop participants.

Mr Alan Kerlin—Canberra resident
Dr Greg Moore—Research Associate, University of Melbourne
Ms Lyndal Plant—Principal Urban Forest Policy Officer, Brisbane City Council
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The five main issues identified in the 53 public submissions were:
•
•
•
•
•

urban tree management (40 per cent of all issues raised in submissions)
urban tree policy and planning (21 per cent)
urban landscape design (18 per cent)
legislation/regulations (8 per cent)
communication/consultation (6 per cent).

Other issues were solar access, funding, planning implementation, health and safety, and
dispute resolution.
As is evident, community views are diverse. People may agree on many issues but disagree
on others. For example, some agree that trees are an essential part of the urban character of
Canberra, but disagree on how they should be managed and the degree of community
involvement.
Regardless of the differing views, Canberra’s treed landscape is important to all sections of
the community. Community views were considered in addressing all aspects of urban tree
management considered in the Tree Investigation.

Urban Forest Renewal Program
Tree removal ‘numbers’
The Urban Forest Renewal Program, especially the large number of trees proposed for
removal, was an important catalyst for this Tree Investigation and is therefore considered first.
The program focused on public street and park trees in urban areas under TAMS
management. Despite public perception to the contrary, no trees have been removed under the
Urban Forest Renewal Program.
Media coverage for the proposed Urban Forest Renewal Program included comments such as
‘Healthy 60 year-old trees will be cut down as part of Canberra’s urban forest removal
program’ and a quote from a TAMS spokesperson stating that ‘... 70 per cent of Canberra
urban forest, about 400 000 trees, would be cut down and replaced within 25 years ... the
felling of healthy but aging trees with 10 years to live was inevitable’.6
This Tree Investigation was unable to support the above claim by the TAMS spokesperson.
Dr Greg Moore was commissioned to undertake an independent review of material used by
TAMS to justify their figures and he concluded:
In pursuit of the source of a figure that between one and two thirds of Canberra’s urban trees would
need replacement over the next 20 years, I could not find any direct reference to such a scenario in
any of the documents reviewed. However, I could deduce it ... [from a Department report7] ... Such a
deduction, however, assumes a worst-case scenario, and that no management interventions, such as

6
7

E Kretowicz, ‘Thousands of healthy trees to go in urban forest plan’, The Canberra Times, 25 May 2009.
Parks Conservation and Lands, Territory and Municipal Services, Trees for the bush capital: urban trees
asset management strategy, 2005, pp. 1–19.
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pruning and dead branch removal, which are likely to be undertaken as routine, would improve tree
condition. In short the worst-case scenario is unlikely to unfold.
Consequently, I do not think one third or more of Canberra’s urban tree population is in need of
imminent replacement if it is well managed and appropriate maintenance is carried out following tree
assessments.8

There appears to have been some misunderstanding and misreporting of the 2002 consultancy
report prepared by researchers at the Australian National University Forestry Department.
The model used in the 2002 consultancy reports is Decision Information System for
Managing Urban Trees (DISMUT) which has five categories for the condition of street and
park trees:
•
•
•
•
•

Excellent: No trees in the street or park show evidence of stress or bad health
Good: up to 10 per cent of trees in a street or park show evidence of stress
Satisfactory: 10–30 per cent of trees in a street or park show evidence of stress
Poor: 30–50 per cent of trees in a street or park show evidence of stress
Unsatisfactory: more than 50 per cent of trees in the street or park show stress.

Under this modelling system a classification of Poor would apply to a street with, say, 100
trees where more than 30 (i.e. between 30 and 50 per cent) show signs of stress or ill-health
(for example, one dead limb). In this instance the whole street (including the residual 50 to 70
trees in better condition) would be classified as Poor.
Similarly, if more than 50 out of 100 trees in a street show signs of stress, the street could
potentially be classified as Unsatisfactory and therefore require felling and replacement of all
its trees.9 While predictions were made in this consultancy report about numbers of trees
shifting from one condition class to a lower one under a no-maintenance scenario, it is
important to note that these estimates were based on tree groups, not individual tree numbers.
The primary issue here is how trees are assessed and managed—as individual trees or as
single species groups. Although the Banks et al. 2002 consultancy report10 did present
different management scenarios, statements were made indicating that multiple age stands, as
would occur when individual trees are replaced in a street, are more expensive to manage
because of, for example, inefficiencies in travel. It would appear that views11 such as these

8

9

10

11

G Moore, A brief review of papers by Dr C Brack and by the Department of Territory and Municipal
Services relevant to population modelling of Canberra’s urban trees, 2005, p. 5.
JCG Banks, CL Banks and RN James, Future growth and life-cycle cost-modelling for Canberra public
urban tree assets, consultancy report prepared for Canberra Parks and Places, Australian National
University, Canberra, Australia, 2002, p. 16.
JCG Banks, CL Banks and RN James, Future growth and life-cycle cost-modelling for Canberra public
urban tree assets, consultancy report prepared for Canberra Parks and Places, Australian National
University, Canberra, Australia, 2002, p. 16.
The research and modelling was contained in three reports:
JCG Banks, CL Brack and RN James, Canberra urban tree management survey of urban tree assets. vol. 1,
consultancy report prepared for Canberra Parks and Places, 1998.
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were used by TAMS to justify its proposed tree removals under the Urban Forest Removal
Program. However, one of the original researchers, Professor Cris Brack, was consulted about
Dr Moore’s considerations and preliminary findings in this Tree Investigation and has advised
that:
The model scenarios we built up during our consultancy included the idea that once there was a
significant probability that individual trees in the street showed signs of stress, then ALL the trees
should be examined and treated ... the cost of that treatment varied between remove and replace
through to comprehensive inspection and an increased rate of frequency and crown maintenance.
This requirement to ‘treat’ all the trees in the street may have led to the confusion about
removing/replacing all the trees in the street (which was just the cost effective long-term treatment,
not the only one).12

Future tree care and maintenance
Given the material TAMS used to inform its Urban Forest Renewal Program and the fact that
numbers presented to the public were unable to be substantiated, it is proposed there be an
emphasis on care and programmed maintenance, as outlined by Professor Brack:
... the condition of a street (good, satisfactory, poor) is a function of the rate at which the trees
become stressed or unhealthy and the frequency at which they are inspected and treated. Inspection
every 5 years, in the eucalypt example, is likely to keep the street in a good or excellent condition
with fewer than 10% of the trees showing visible signs of stress or damage. Extending the inspection
period to 10 year cycles is likely to result in the street gradually degrading to a poor and
unsatisfactory condition.

13

TAMS currently spends 15 per cent of its budget on programmed maintenance for Canberra’s
urban street and park trees,14 and 1.84 to 3.62 per cent of its budget is spent on clearing power
line easements for ActewAGL. It is aiming to achieve a rate of programmed maintenance of
65 per cent;15 however, no timeframe to achieve this has been provided.
Brisbane City Council spends 40 per cent of its tree management budget on programmed
maintenance. It is aiming for 80 per cent.16

12

13
14

15

16

JCG Banks, CL Brack and RN James, Future growth and life cycle cost-modelling for Canberra’s public
urban tree assets, consultancy report prepared for Canberra Parks and Places, Australian National
University, Canberra, Australia, 2002.
CL Brack and W Merrit, Quantifying the asset, economic, environmental and social values of Canberra’s
urban forest estate, consultancy report prepared for Canberra Parks and Places, Australian National
University, Canberra, Australia, 2005.
Email from Professor Cris Brack, Chair of Forestry, Waiariki Institute of Technology, to Dr Matthew
Parker, OCSE, 30 November 2010.
Email from Professor Cris Brack, to Dr Matthew Parker, OCSE, 2 December 2010.
Response to the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, OCSE questions—resourcing, Land
Management and Planning, TAMS, November 2010, p. 8 (Appendix S).
Response to the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, OCSE questions—resourcing, Land
Management and Planning, TAMS, November 2010, p. 8 (Appendix S).
Personal communication between Ms Lyndal Plant, Brisbane City Council, and Dr Matthew Parker, OCSE,
23 March 2010.
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Professor Brack suggested a working tree management scenario that included regular
maintenance. If TAMS could:
... maintain a sufficiently frequent inspection and intervention regime (mainly engaging in ‘crown
maintenance’ or ‘crown repair’ as soon as the inspection identified a problem) then even in a
eucalypt example; the street could remain in Excellent or Good condition almost indefinitely.
However if the inspection and maintenance practice became extended there would be a decline to
Poor and Unsatisfactory conditions. For young trees, the health models predicted very small
probabilities that the inspections would find any problem requiring intervention, but as trees aged, the
probability of finding a problem and then having to intervene (with expensive machinery) increased.
Our modelling looked at various financing options ... often remove and replacing variously limited
numbers of the ‘worst’ streets (maintaining even-aged street structure) to get them back on to a
pattern where there was little frequent work.17

The Urban Forest Renewal Program placed an exceptionally strong emphasis on Canberra’s
even-aged streetscapes and was the basis for considering the removal of whole streetscapes
that could potentially contain many healthy trees. Even-aged street trees might need to be a
priority in some locations, such as in Canberra’s main avenues, at the city’s gateways or to
demarcate particular places, and in some local streets that are of particular significance.
However, the community has made it very clear that removing healthy trees for aesthetic
reasons alone is generally unacceptable. The Yarralumla Residents Association wrote that:
There is strong community feeling that any wholesale replacement of all trees in a street is highly
undesirable. While it may be cheaper to remove all the trees and replace them at the one time, there is
a deeply-felt preference to keep mature, healthy trees as long as possible. An uneven streetscape is
much preferred to the removal and replacement of all trees at one time.18

This does not discount the possibility of achieving an avenue of trees in a residential street,
but it should not be the primary goal. Tree condition and location should be the primary factor
in determining whether to remove trees, particularly in suburban streets.
A 2010 Canberra-wide ‘rapid’ audit of streets and parks as landscape units by TAMS
identified and rated priority areas for programmed maintenance. However, the data system
included a renewal rating score for a landscape unit—an area or group of trees—which was
intended to prioritise areas for tree removal and replacement.
The renewal score included information such as the condition of the surrounding landscape
and the style of street planting.19 A strong bias was built into the model to rate homogenous
streetscapes higher than mixed plantings.20
Based on the scoring system developed, it is possible that streets with healthy trees could be
identified for renewal, on the basis of planting style or the condition of the surrounding
landscape rather than the tree condition.

17

18
19
20

Email from Professor Cris Brack, Chair of Forestry, Waiariki Institute of Technology, to Dr Matthew
Parker, OCSE, 2 December 2010.
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 34, p. 3 (Appendix O).
TAMS, Canberra tree audit method field guidelines, January 2010.
Fields in addition to tree condition, such as the style of tree planting, were included to provide a greater
possible score range and to spread out the data so there were fewer units with the same score.
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To prevent future confusion the renewal score in the model should be removed.
A care and maintenance approach for managing the overall treed landscape of Canberra is
promoted. The aging of various tree plantings, which was an imperative for the Urban Forest
Renewal Program, should be managed according to the condition of the tree and the risk it
presents. Many factors affect a tree and it is frequently their combined effect that determines
its condition and risk, not simply its age. Tree removals and replacements are a normal part of
managing an urban treed landscape—they need to be undertaken as part of a comprehensive
and integrated approach to the overall protection and management of urban trees.
When this Tree Investigation began, TAMS had five main programs: Routine Tree
Maintenance, Dead and Hazardous Tree Removal, Tree Damage Claims and Insurance, Tree
Watering and the Tree Replacement Program. The Urban Forest Renewal Program was to
replace the Tree Replacement Program. These are discussed in Section 5.1.3. The five
programs appear to have been implemented with limited integration between them. This is
likely to have exacerbated the communication problems that have occurred.
While care and maintenance is emphasised, it needs to be recognised that tree removals and
replacements are a normal part of managing an urban treed landscape and need to be
undertaken as part of the overall protection and management of urban trees. However, with
enhanced routine maintenance, removal is likely to be deferred.

Recommendation 1 (High Priority)
Replace the proposed Urban Forest Renewal Program with comprehensive
and integrated urban tree protection and management focused on the care
and maintenance of Canberra’s treed landscape.

Shaping Canberra’s future treed landscape
Canberra’s strategic planning framework
This Tree Investigation provided the opportunity to strengthen Canberra’s strategic planning
framework to better direct future treed landscape planning and management. Canberra’s
strategic planning framework includes the:
•

National capital plan

•

Territory plan

•

Canberra plan, and component plans
o

Canberra spatial plan

o

Capital development

o

Canberra social plan

o

Transport for Canberra
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o

Weathering the change and its supporting Action plan 1.

Although not directly part of the strategic planning framework, the ministerial Statement of
planning intent can also affect ACT Government planning, and it is considered as part of the
Tree Investigation.

Strengthening strategic planning by incorporating the treed landscape as essential green
infrastructure
While the strategic planning framework documents mentioned above either directly or
indirectly respect Canberra’s treed landscape, they do not emphasise the important role trees
have in being part of our green infrastructure—that is, a city’s green natural features, such as
vegetation, parks, waterways and assets, designed to help improve the quality of the urban
environment for present and future communities.
The green infrastructure, discussed in Section 3.2.1, is as important in supporting the
functioning of our city as other infrastructure that supports our transport, water, sewerage and
energy supply systems. It can help reduce the physical and psychological effects of pressures
such as increased urbanisation, population growth, pollution and climate change.21
The concept of green infrastructure broadly encompasses integrated and sustainable
management of natural and designed infrastructure assets in a city to improve urban
liveability and sustainability. It has been suggested22 that green infrastructure should have
similar operating principles as other essential urban infrastructure. It should be:
•
•
•
•

designed as a whole rather than as separate unrelated parts
laid out strategically to connect across different elements and scales within the network
planned and implemented with input and involvement from the whole community
funded up-front as a primary public investment, similar to other essential services.

Details of possible amendments to incorporate the concept of green infrastructure into
strategic planning framework documents are in Chapter 3 of this report.

Recommendation 2
Strengthen recognition of the treed landscape as part of the city’s green
infrastructure in the ministerial Statement of planning intent and the strategic
planning framework, which includes:
•

21

22

the National capital plan

Australian Institute of Landscape Architects, Adapting to climate change: green infrastructure, brochure
and PowerPoint presentation, Canberra, ACT, http://www.aila.org.au/greeninfrastructure/, website accessed
12 July 2010.
A Walmsley, ‘Greenways: multiplying and diversifying in the 21st century’, Landscape and Urban
Planning 76, 2006.
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•

the Territory plan

•

the Canberra plan and its component plans
o

Canberra spatial plan

o

Capital development

o

Canberra social plan

o

Transport for Canberra

o

Weathering the change and its supporting Action Plan.

Enabling tree protection and management
Tree management in the ACT involves a complex web of government agencies and decision
makers that often act independently, although they are interconnected. These organisations
function within a legislative framework. This Tree Investigation considered legislation that
directly or indirectly affects trees.
ACT Government legislation included the:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tree Protection Act 2005
Nature Conservation Act 1980
Planning and Development Act 2007
Utilities Act 2000
Emergencies Act 2004
Pest Plants and Animals Act 2005
Roads and Public Places Act 1937
Trespass on Territory Land Act 1932
Environment Protection Act 1997
Human Rights Act 2004
Administrative Decisions Judicial Review Act 1989
ACT Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act 2008
Commissioner for the Environment Act 1993.

Commonwealth legislation included the:
•
•
•

Australian Capital Territory (Planning and Land Management) Act 1988
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999
Telecommunications Act 1997.

New tree legislation (incorporating provisions of the Tree Protection Act 2005) or amend the
Tree Protection Act 2005
The Tree Protection Act 2005, because it is the only legislation entirely aimed at protecting
trees in the ACT, is the main piece of tree legislation. However, it primarily applies to private
leased lands—the ‘front and back’ yards of Canberrans. Community members believe this is
an imbalance because government agencies that manage trees are not bound by specific tree
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legislation. The Act is a very strong management framework for leased lands, yet the
framework for unleased lands, such as street verges and urban parks, is undefined and not
covered by legislation. This is discussed in Section 4.2.1 of the report.
Under the Nature Conservation Act 1980 the Government and government agencies are held
accountable for their management of ecological matters. The Act requires the development of
certain strategic documents and policies and the preparation of a nature conservation strategy
by the Conservator. If the Minister and Legislative Assembly support the strategy, it becomes
a legally binding disallowable instrument. Part 2 Division 2.1 of the Act not only requires that
this strategy be developed, but also outlines how it should be developed and makes
community consultation mandatory. This strategy provides a framework for a coordinated and
comprehensive approach to the protection of the ACT’s biological diversity and the
maintenance of ecological processes.
A similar approach seems appropriate for urban trees on unleased lands. The Government and
government agencies could be held accountable under new provisions in the Tree Protection
Act 2005 or in new tree legislation.
Many of the recommendations in this Tree Investigation, if agreed, could be reinforced in
legislation. For example, Recommendation 4A proposes the creation of an ACT Tree Curator
(to replace the existing Conservator in the Tree Protection Act 2005), and Recommendations
5A and 5B proposes an overarching National capital—Canberra tree protection and
management strategy, and an ACT Government tree protection and management policies and
procedures guide.
The creation and maintenance of these proposed documents and the role of the proposed ACT
Tree Curator could be made binding by amendments to the Tree Protection Act 2005 or
incorporated into any new tree legislation (that should also include the Tree Protection Act
2005).

Complementary and consistent provisions in the Tree Protection Act 2005 (new tree
legislation), the Nature Conservation Act 1980 and the Emergencies Act 2004
It is important that amendments, new legislation and any consequential amendments to other
legislation that affects urban trees be consistent. This means that provisions in the Nature
Conservation Act 1980 should complement those in tree legislation and vice versa.
The Nature Conservation Act 1980 and the Tree Protection Act 2005 (or new tree legislation)
have the protection of some trees in common. Therefore principles developed under the
Nature Conservation Act 1980, which provide for the protection and conservation of native
animals and native plants, should inform decisions under the Tree Protection Act 2005 (or
new tree legislation). This should be explicitly stated within the scope of the current review of
the Nature Conservation Act 1980.
Furthermore, instruments or criteria made under the Tree Protection Act 2005 (or new tree
legislation) should include conservation considerations such as a trees’ habitat and
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connectivity values—for example, section 25 criteria for tree damaging activities for a
regulated tree; and section 45 criteria for registering or cancelling the registration of a tree.
Section 45 currently contains a subclause that addresses habitat; however, this is only related
to threatened native species.23 This subclause should be broadened to cover all species and
recognise the ecological value of a tree in terms of connectivity.
In reviewing the Tree Protection Act 2005 (or introducing new tree legislation) it would be
appropriate to ensure exemptions clauses under the Emergencies Act 2004 and the definitions
of relevant persons are consistent across ACT legislation. This is a matter the Emergency
Services Agency (ESA) raised.
There is also a need to address inconsistency in definitions for built-up area. The Tree
Protection Act 2005, Nature Conservation Act 1980 and Emergencies Act 2004 each have
their own. A consistent definition would prevent ambiguity and inadvertent mistakes.

Recommendation 3
Improve legal protection of urban trees by:
3A

developing new tree legislation (incorporating provisions in the Tree
Protection Act 2005) or amending the Tree Protection Act 2005 to protect
urban trees on leased and unleased lands

3B

reviewing existing legislation to ensure common definitions and terms for
the consideration and protection of trees, consistency in exemptions, and
one definition for ‘built-up area’ in all ACT legislation or different terms
used in the various pieces of legislation.

ACT Tree Curator
The Conservator has a pivotal statutory decision-making role under the Tree Protection Act
2005. This position was established by the Nature Conservation Act 1980 and was given
additional responsibilities under the Land (Planning and Environment) Act 1991 (replaced by
the Planning and Development Act 2007 on 31 March 2008) and the Tree Protection Act
2005.
The primary role of the Conservator is to administer and enforce the Nature Conservation Act
1980 and address high-level conservation issues within the Territory. While the

23

Tree Protection Act 2005, section 45, the relevant subclause is (3) scientific value (e) is a significant habitat
element for a threatened native species.
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administration of the Tree Protection Act 2005 includes considering conservation issues, its
effect is much broader, involving native and non-native trees.
Because of administrative arrangements, the Conservator is in the Department of
Environment, Climate Change, Energy and water (DECCEW), a separate department from
staff, who are located in the Department of Territory and Municipal Services (TAMS) and
administer the Tree Protection Act 2005. Tree protection in urban areas is a local government
issue and TAMS is the primary provider of local government services in the ACT.
Given that the Tree Protection Act 2005 is about more than conservation and given that the
Conservator is in a separate department from staff, it is timely to reconsider the role of the
Conservator in relation to this Act.
Because the focus of the Tree Protection Act 2005 is on trees, it is appropriate for a person
with arboricultural, horticultural and/or equivalent skills to be the main decision maker under
this Act. Now seems to be an opportune time to remove the Conservator’s role under the Tree
Protection Act 2005 and replace it with an ACT Tree Curator. The ACT Tree Curator should
have all the statutory powers currently held by the Conservator under this Act, as well as extra
responsibilities (refer to Section 4.1.1 in the report). With respect to other acts, for example,
the Nature Conservation Act 1980, the role of the Conservator should remain and retain all
existing responsibilities related to conservation matters, nature reserves and the National Park
reserve, and, therefore, trees in these reserves. Other legislation might need to be amended to
ensure that the ACT Tree Curator has the same powers relating to trees as the current
Conservator.
In summary, the ACT Tree Curator should be responsible for:
•
•
•
•
•

the statutory decision-making role of the exiting Conservator under the Tree Protection
Act 2005
leading TAMS in its management of urban street and park trees
coordinating urban tree management practices and work activities across ACT
Government and National Capital Authority, and communication (especially
consultation and notification processes)
ensuring tree assessments and risk analyses are consistent across all ACT Government
agencies
reviewing (if requested) proposed non-urgent urban tree removals undertaken by TAMS
tree assessors, be it internal staff or contractors, and for all other ACT Government
agencies.

In addition to creating an ACT Tree Curator, Recommendation 4 sets out other improvements
to the decision-making processes and practices. As these are self-explanatory they are not
discussed in this summary. Details are in Chapter 4 of the main report.
However, one issue that warrants explanation here is the ability of the Chief Planning
Executive to make a decision that is inconsistent with the Conservator’s (that is, the proposed
ACT Tree Curator’s) advice on a regulated tree but not a registered tree under the Tree
Protection Act 2005.
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The Planning and Development Act 2007 requires the Conservator’s advice on regulated and
registered trees within the context of urban development.
To ensure trees are protected during development, concurrent powers between the
Conservator, proposed ACT Tree Curator and the Chief Planning Executive might at first
seem like a positive proposition. However, this approach would limit the practical ability to
achieve quick, efficient decisions. This is even more pertinent given that trees and
conservation issues are just some of the many issues the Chief Planning Executive must
consider in approving plans for new estates in greenfield sites.
As criteria guide the Conservator’s decisions about tree removal, it would be worth
considering these criteria for greenfield sites to ensure that trees that present a potential
unacceptable risk to the community are not retained in inappropriate locations in future urban
areas. This matter could be addressed in the review of the Nature Conservation Act 1980 and
any future changes to the Tree Protection Act 2005 and in addressing Recommendation 3B.
It is proposed that the Major Projects Review Group in ACTPLA be expanded to include
representatives from the Conservator and the proposed ACT Tree Curator. Guidelines should
be developed to include a consultation process with the Conservator and the proposed ACT
Tree Curator before the Chief Planning Executive makes a decision that is inconsistent with
their advice. While this might not result in a consensus it does ensure that all facts are
presented to the Chief Planning Executive. These guidelines should be available to the public.

Recommendation 4
Improve decision-making processes and practices for tree protection and
management by:
4A

establishing an ACT Tree Curator responsible for: (High Priority)
•

•
•
•
•

the statutory decision-making role of the existing Conservator under
the Tree Protection Act 2005. This role should replace the
Conservator’s role regarding urban trees. The Conservator would
retain all powers under the Nature Conservation Act 1980 and any
other legislation related to conservation matters
leading TAMS in its management of urban street and park trees
coordinating urban tree management practices and work activities
across ACT Government and the National Capital Authority, and
communication (especially consultation and notification processes)
ensuring tree assessments and risk analyses are consistent across
all ACT Government agencies
reviewing (if requested) proposed non-urgent urban tree removals
undertaken by TAMS tree assessors, be it internal staff or
contractors, and for all other ACT Government agencies
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4B

expanding ACTPLA’s Major Projects Review Group to include
representatives of the Conservator and the proposed ACT Tree Curator
when there is the possibility that a decision to be made by the Chief
Planning Executive is inconsistent with the Conservator’s or proposed
ACT Tree Curator’s advice

4C

developing guidelines that outline the decision-making process and
include criteria used by the Chief Planning Executive when making a
decision that is inconsistent with the Conservator or proposed ACT Tree
Curator’s advice

4D

proving a statement of reasons for the recommendations and/or
decisions made by the Conservator, proposed ACT Tree Curator and the
Chief Planning Executive with respect to tree removal, if requested.

4E

identifying trees worthy of inclusion on the ACT Tree Register in
greenfield sites as part of the structure and concept design processes
and registering them before any detailed designs are prepared.

4F

strategically populating the ACT Tree Register and removing the blanket
coverage in selected areas

4G

providing financial assistance or relief to residents on leased lands with
registered trees to assist them manage (or remove) a registered tree

4H

the Conservator and proposed ACT Tree Curator monitoring and auditing
compliance with their recommendations and decisions about trees,
including the cumulative effects on the treed landscape of the Chief
Planning Executive’s decisions

4I

developing principles for managing a site where a registered or regulated
tree has died

4J

preparing standard tree and risk assessment criteria for ACT government
agencies (or their contractors) with provision made for additional criteria
to respect an agencies circumstances

4K

authorising a qualified person to enter private leased land to undertake a
tree assessment using standard criteria and, when a tree presents an
unacceptable safety risk, the lessee is directed to remove the tree—and if
this is not done, it is removed by TAMS with costs recovered from the
lessee

4L

having powers to issue on-the-spot fines to people who knowingly and
wilfully damage a tree on public unleased lands.
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Guiding urban tree management
Tree management framework
As previously stated responsibility for urban tree management rests jointly with the ACT and
Australian Governments under various agencies.
The National Capital Authority, the Department of Defence and the Department of Finance
and Deregulation are important Australian Government bodies whose actions can
significantly affect Canberra’s treed landscape.
ACT Government agencies that also can greatly affect this landscape include the ACT
Planning and Land Authority, the Land Development Authority, the Canberra Institute of
Technology, ActewAGL, the Department of Territory and Municipal Services, the
Department of the Environment, Climate Change, Energy and Water, the Department of Land
and Property Services, the Department of Education and Training, the Department of
Disability, Housing and Community Services, ACT Health, and the ACT Emergency Services
Agency.
There is no overarching tree strategy to guide the integration of tree activities between both
governments and no document to guide the tree activities of the various ACT Government
agencies.

National capital—Canberra tree protection and management strategy
Urban tree management emerged from public submissions and consultations as a significant
issue. As previously mentioned, it accounted for about 40 per cent of public submission
responses, with comments such as:
Existing government tree management programs appear limited by lack of a cohesive and
collaborative approach between several different ‘tree’ programs within TAMS itself. We believe
that for any efficiency to be increased or enhanced in these programs there needs to be:

24

•

an agreed, articulated strategy between all sections of TAMS, for the present and future
management of the trees

•

designation of responsibility to an overarching body within government to ensure that the
agreed common strategy is carried forward and documented

•

vastly improved efforts by government agencies to be inclusive in the development of short
and long term management plans by regular two-way communication and consultation with
the Canberra public

•

a transparent process available for resolution of possible conflicts/appeals

•

an assessment of the costs of the present programs involving tender system to private
contractors in order to ascertain if there is scope for more government in-house work to be
done at less cost and more efficiency.24

Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 34, p. 1 (Appendix O).
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While there is a need for a strategy to integrate the activities of TAMS and other ACT
Government agencies, there is also a need for one to guide ACT and Australian Government
tree activities, given that Canberra is the national capital and trees are particularly important
to this city. Therefore, it is proposed that a National capital—Canberra tree protection and
management strategy be developed between these governments.
Section 5.1.4 contains more detail on the strategy; however, it should set out a long-term
vision and commitment to a treed landscape as a part of the city’s overall green infrastructure.
In so doing it should respect broader considerations for Canberra as the capital and as the
local place where we live. It should address contemporary issues and include a statement of
principles for guiding tree management, a commitment for across-government coordination of
activities, and a commitment to community consultation and notification. It should be the
broad strategic document that guides both ACT Government and Australian Government tree
activities.

ACT Government tree protection and management policies and procedures guide
Information provided by ACT Government agencies indicated uncertainty around issues such
as:
•
•
•
•
•

the full extent of an agency’s tree management responsibilities
how trees are most effectively managed
the principles and guidelines that apply for this management
who actually does the work and on what contractual basis the work is done
work standards that should apply.

Published principals and procedures applying to tree planting, maintenance, removals and
work notification are limited. There also appears to be very limited information sharing
between agencies.
In responses from ACT Government agencies to a question seeking ideas for more support for
tree management activities, eight out of ten said they would welcome assistance. Requests
included:25
•
•
•
•

25

a cohesive tree management strategy for future removal, replacement and maintenance
of the tree estate
more information on tree assessment/management responsibilities and procedures
more information and greater clarity about tree retention/removal/decision-making
procedures
detailed information on existing significant vegetation and regulated trees to assist in
assessing the impact and trade-offs of planning decisions

ACT Government agency responses to a Tree Investigation questionnaire, February–May 2010
(Appendix F).
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•
•
•

sufficient resources to maintain and support urban trees, particularly those from gifted
from new subdivision developments
continued support beyond the normal four-year budget projections of the Department of
Treasury
tree safety management advice, tree replacement advice, management of trees in the
context of water restrictions, landscape design advice.

Given the above responses and the existence of many policies and procedures, some of which
seem to need review, it is timely for the relevant documents to be integrated into one.
Throughout this investigation this one document will be referred to as the ACT Government
tree protection and management policies and procedures guide. The guide should allow for
flexibility and the ability to balance competing interests based on principles that values trees
as green infrastructure equivalent to other urban infrastructure. Suggestions on the content of
such a guide are in Section 5.1.5 of the report.

Agency coordination
Coordination between agencies will be critical in developing, adopting and implementing the
proposed:
•
•

National capital—Canberra tree protection and management strategy
ACT Government tree protection and management policies and procedures guide.

It is therefore proposed in Section 5.1.6 that an across-agency Tree Network Committee be
established to provide advice and coordination on tree management, including advising on the
development of the two proposed documents.

Recommendation 5 (High Priority)
Guide Canberra’s tree management by developing:
5A

a National capital—Canberra tree protection and management strategy

5B

an ACT Government tree protection and management policies and
procedures guide

5C

an across-agency Tree Network Committee to provide advice and
coordination between agencies on tree management and community
communication.
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Improving tree management standards
This Tree Investigation examined tree management standards and codes used in the ACT. It
also considered emerging issues related to habitat protection, canopy cover, solar access and
protection, sustainable re-use of timber, tree irrigation, vehicular parking and information
management. These are discussed in detail in Section 5.2 along with case studies highlighting
issues regarding the implementation of some of the standards and codes.
Recommendation 6 is also derived from issues discussed in Sections 5.3 and 5.4. Because the
recommendations are self-explanatory they are not discussed in this summary.

Recommendation 6
Update existing standards and codes and address emerging issues related to
habitat protection, canopy cover, solar access and protection, sustainable reuse of timber, tree irrigation, vehicular parking and information management
by:
6A

reviewing design standards (Design standards for urban infrastructure
4—road verges; Design standards for urban infrastructure 22—soft
landscape design; Design standards for urban infrastructure 23—plant
species for urban landscape projects; Standard specification for urban
infrastructure works 09 landscape) to include provisions which:
•
promote large trees in verges
•
guide the location of street tree easements based on road hierarchy
•
specify distances between tree centres, especially for native species
•
provide greater guidance on managing trees and solar
access/protection
•
better reflect all benefits of the treed landscape and ensure that
green and non-green infrastructure is integrated
•
promote green infrastructure technologies (for example, water
sensitive urban design)
•
provide guidance on tree species and promote approved species
being made publicly available on a website as a searchable database

6B

aligning the TAMS Reference document 4—landscape management and
protection plans with the standards in the Australian Standard 4970—
protection of trees on development sites; defining key terms and
methods; and imposing sanctions if mandatory requirements under the
Tree Management Plans are not met

6C

expanding the code of practice between the Department of Territory and
Municipal Services and ActewAGL beyond inspection and maintenance
activities to cover all aspects of urban tree management
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6D

improving habitat protection by:
•
protecting important (remnant) trees in subdivision designs for
greenfield sites based on the following principles:
o

important (remnant) trees with ecological values that form
corridors being given priority for retention and protection by
being included in a park

o

private leased residential lots for single detached housing not
having important (remnant) trees located on them

o

off-sets being used if important (remnant) trees are removed

o

seeds from important (remnant) trees being collected from a
greenfield site and used to enhance plantings in this area in
accordance with the approved estate design

(Refer to Recommendation 4E regarding the protection of all important
(remnant) trees in new subdivisions.)
6E

consider retaining dead trees on existing verges and in public parks that
have habitat value if they can be made safe; consulting abutting residents

6F

increasing urban tree canopy cover by using heat island mapping to
strategically guide plantings and setting canopy coverage targets for new
urban and existing urban areas

6G

better managing solar access and protection by developing:
•
a policy based on principles that include:
o

tree shading providing solar protection

o

solar systems being installed to avoid shading from existing
trees

o

solar systems that are installed after a tree is planted not
having priority; if the systems are relocated, this should be at
the expense of the owner

o

solar systems that are installed before a tree is planted having
priority; if needed a tree could be pruned or removed at the
expense of the tree owner

o

trees on the ACT Tree Register under the Tree Protection Act
2005 having priority for retention regardless of solar access
issues

o

tree species selection and location respecting solar access and
protection

o

applications, based on solar access, to remove a street or park
tree being considered by TAMS if adjoining residents are
consulted, and if the treed landscape can be effectively
managed and the applicant is willing to cover all removal,
replanting and establishment costs of a replanting
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•
6H

solar energy infrastructure guidelines for installers and the public

developing a sustainable reuse of timber policy based on principles that
include:
•
re-use of material from local urban trees, including for management
and community purposes (see Recommendation 10E)
•

improving the ecological condition of nature reserves and other
areas of open space

•

minimising carbon footprint

•

maximising long-term use of suitable timber

•

maintaining visual amenity when considering the re-use of urban
trees

•

recovering financial cost of tree management where possible.

6I

developing a tree irrigation policy with the condition, location and
importance of a tree determining its priority for watering. Trees on the
ACT Tree Register should be given priority

6J

better control of parking to protect urban trees by:
•
raising community awareness of the importance of not parking
under trees on verges and in parks; and highlighting where parking
is permitted

6K

•

targeting priority areas to ensure enforcement using on-the-spot
fines

•

legislative changes to issue on-the-spot fines for parking on public
open spaces

•

developing a system for all government or government agency staff
and contractors to ensure that only vehicles associated with
essential maintenance operations park on verges and enter parks;
vehicles on a verge or in a park could have an authorisation
displayed (see Recommendation 8)

developing principles to guide the use of IAMS—Integrated Asset
Management System for recording and accessing tree data by all ACT
Government agencies and corporations.

Integrating tree removal, replacement and establishment
The removal (and non-replacement) of trees has been one of the most significant issues raised
during public consultation forums and public submissions to this Tree Investigation. A
common reason for this concern is that removal, replacement and tree establishment is not
integrated. Residents are also not aware of how decisions for tree removals are made and in
many cases there have been no replacement plantings.
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It is only during this Tree Investigation that TAMS has developed a replacement policy
Management of trees on public urban land.26 While this policy is seen as ‘strongly
conservative’ and very generally refers to when a tree will and will not be considered for
removal, it is too brief. A detailed tree removal guideline is needed that clearly explains how
tree removal decisions are made.
The TAMS document, A tree management and protection policy for the ACT, a document that
has not been fully adopted, provides much more detail on tree management and has a short
section [policy 7.2 (v)—p. 29] on tree removal. It appears to be the original document from
which the information in the recent Management of trees on public urban land document was
derived. It is also of limited value in providing detail of why tree removals may be
recommended.
A fundamental aspect of tree removal is tree assessment and risk management, which is
paramount, particularly in schools, where the safety of students is of the highest importance.
The main ACT Government guideline documents that address this issue appear to be
governed by the Tree Protection Act 2005 that applies to private leased lands and requires the
approval from the ACT Conservator (proposed ACT Tree Curator) before any tree damaging
activities may be undertaken.
For consistency all tree assessments on ACT Government properties or on public lands or
those under the provision of the Tree Protection Act 2005, should use the same basic criteria
and risk assessment method. Some agencies may wish to have additional criteria. The
assessment of risk should respect the location, with areas such as school grounds recognised
as having one of the highest levels of risk. These criteria should be made public.
There is concern in the community that healthy trees have been tagged for removal and that
mistakes were being made in marking trees. Part of the concern about tree assessment
practices relates to the qualification and training of tree assessors.
Brisbane City Council, City of Sydney, City of Melbourne and Hume City Council all require
tree assessors to have a minimum level of training at an Australian Qualifications Framework
(AQF) Level 5 or Certificate 5 in Arboriculture or Horticulture with five years’ experience.
Alternatively they may have proven equivalent skills.
In the ACT, TAMS staff might have a Certificate Level 3 or 4, although this is not required.
The Interim report,27 presented to the Chief Minister in April 2010, recommended that TAMS
begin to bring all assessors to a minimum level of training at an Australian Qualifications
Framework (AQF) Level 5 or Certificate 5 in Arboriculture or Horticulture.

26

27

TAMS, Management of trees on public urban land, website
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/play/pcl/parks_reserves_and_open_places/trees_and_forests/trees/tree_policy,
accessed 15 December 2010.
Interim report on street and park tree removals undertaken by the Department of Territory and Municipal
Services (TAMS) under classification of ‘dangerous’ and ‘hazardous’ trees, Commissioner for
Sustainability and the Environment, 2010, p.24 (Appendix M).
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In Canberra, assessment is undertaken by a range of people: those in TAMS, contractors
working for the government or contractors working for developers who will submit
development applications or tree management plans.
All assessors should possess the minimum level of training: a Diploma of Horticulture
(Arboriculture) Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF) Level 5 or Certificate 5 in
Arboriculture or Horticulture with a minimum of five years’ experience or proven equivalent
skills.
A minimum training requirement for all government agency tree crew members is not being
recommended, as the key issue is the quality of assessments and therefore the issue is the skill
of the assessor. Within this context officers and volunteers of the ACT Fire Brigade, ACT
Rural Fire Service and ACT State Emergency Service only manage urban trees when there is
a significant and/or time critical incident that is affecting community safety, or could do so.
Under such circumstances a tree assessment is not possible or appropriate.
Also, to ensure there is no real or perceived conflict of interest, a government assessor should
not be the person who performs operational activities unless the circumstances are urgent.
However, at no time should a contractor who undertakes a tree assessment undertake the tree
surgery or removal.
Recommendation 7 sets out these principles. Others also in this recommendation have not
been discussed in this summary because they are more self-evident. The background on, and
discussion of, matters that are the subject of Recommendation 7 can be found in Sections
5.5.3, 5.5.4 and 5.5.5 of the report.

Recommendation 7
Develop a policy for guiding the integration of tree removal, replacement and
establishment based on principles that include:
•
•

•
•
•

tree removal, replacement and establishment being an integrated process
all tree assessments being undertaken:
o
using the same basic criteria and risk assessment method with
allowance for some agencies to use additional criteria
o
by a person with an Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF)
Level 5 or Certificate 5 in Arboriculture or Horticulture, or high
level of training with a minimum of five years’ experience
o
independently so that the tree assessor/contractor is not the
same person/contractor who performs tree surgery, unless
urgent circumstances exist
tree removal being avoided wherever possible with all other tree
management options considered before a decision to remove is made
a replacement tree being planted unless circumstances prohibit it
trees being planted under a three-year establishment program with trees
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•

•
•

being monitored to allow adaptive management according to a tree’s
performance and local conditions
the community being informed using standard notification procedures
before any tree removal, unless it is done under urgent circumstances. A
period will be allowed for a community member to seek reconsideration.
All reconsiderations should be undertaken by the proposed ACT Tree
Curator
reasons for tree removals being made public to anyone who requests
all tree removals being undertaken in an environmentally responsible
manner.

Contract management
Contractors, including those undertaking tree assessments and works, are frequently used by
ACT government agencies. The use of contractors is done within an extensive framework of
legislation, guidelines, directions, instructions and policies. Departments face scrutiny from
the ACT Legislative Assembly, particularly through the Budget Estimates process and annual
reporting requirements that all contracts above $20 000 must be listed. The ACT AuditorGeneral independently assesses departments’ compliance with procurement procedures.
There was no evidence presented or allegations made to the investigation of improper
awarding of tree-related contracts. Nonetheless, other issues were raised in public
submissions, and these are considered helpful in improving the management of all
contractors.
While a contract might require money to be put aside as security, there is no specific
requirement for financial penalties if trees are damaged. Such a contract condition would
seem appropriate given the importance of trees to the Canberra community. Given that
parking vehicles under trees on verges and in parks is a problem, this should also be
addressed using a contract condition.
Also, the suite of documents that accompany standard contracts includes Acts, Australian
Standards, departmental standards and Design standards for urban infrastructure. There is no
specific reference to documents protecting trees, such as the TAMS reference document 4—
landscape management and protection plans (LMPP).
The protection of trees could be improved by ACT Procurement Solutions including specific
reference to this document in all contracts involving works on or near open space including
verges, and including the proposed ACT Government tree protection and management
policies and procedures guide (when written) in the suite of referenced documentation.
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Recommendation 8
Provide greater protection for urban trees affected by ACT Government
contract procurement processes by amending the Guideline for production of
tenders and contracts for construction projects using AS2124–1992 general
conditions of contract to include:
•
•
•
•

provisions to control contractors’ parking so that trees on verges and in
parks are protected when undertaking work for the ACT Government (see
Recommendation 6J)
financial penalties if trees are damaged
specifying that the contractor undertaking a tree assessment should not
undertake tree surgery or removal of any trees they assess
as a supporting document, the TAMS reference document 4—landscape
management and protection plans (LMPP) and the proposed ACT
Government tree protection and management policies and procedures
guide (when written).

Communication and community engagement
Communication, consultation and notification
Communication with the community on tree issues has been a common theme in submissions
and consultations to this Tree Investigation. Even though public submissions specifically
concerned with communication and consultation accounted for only 6 per cent of issues, it has
often been a point of discussion in the media and at workshops and has led to other issues
emerging.
Communication recommendations were made in the Interim report on street and park tree
removals undertaken by the Department of Territory and Municipal Services (TAMS) under
classification of ‘dangerous’ and ‘hazardous’ trees (the interim report) and many have been
or are being implemented by TAMS.
Many people in the community consider all government agencies as ‘the government’, no
matter how nuanced the differences might seem to the dedicated public servants within those
agencies. It is important that all agencies operate with a level of consistency.
Effective notification and communication can be one of the greatest aids to successful future
tree management in Canberra. A communication policy should be developed and be part of
the proposed ACT Government tree protection and management policies and procedures
guide. The policy should recognise the difference between trees that need to be removed
immediately for safety – urgent circumstances, and those trees which can be removed in a
non-urgent timeframe.
While the communication policy should apply to all ACT Government agencies and
corporations it will need to recognise the context of the trees each agency and corporation
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manages, with specific communication processes designed accordingly. For example, the
ESA should not be required to give any public notification for any trees they deal with in an
emergency. However, no system exists for ESA to inform an ACT Government agency if they
affect trees on government lands. It would be appropriate for this to occur so that tree
management activities after the emergency can be undertaken, for example, tree replacement.
As the main agency affected by ESA is likely to be TAMS, a system of notification between
these two agencies could be the basis for ESA informing other agencies and corporations.
Recommendation 9A is self-explanatory in presenting what is needed to improve
communication.

Community involvement
There is a community need for information and engagement. Under TAMS’s proposed Urban
Forest Renewal Program, community engagement and participation was regarded as an
important part of the program. This included a Tree Keepers Program similar to one initiated
in the City of Chicago. A phone interview was held with the CEO of this program, which was
developed in 1991 in response to massive tree deaths. The main activity undertaken by the
Chicago Tree Keepers Program is spreading mulch, although community members also plant,
water and prune small trees. The participation rate is very low considering the overall
population of Chicago.
Although Tree Keepers is an evocative name, the response to the program in Chicago
suggests that the model is not a broad community outreach program. The Chicago model was
funded by the community, not government, whereas the primary funding for the Canberra
model was to come from the ACT Government to support the proposed Urban Forest
Renewal Program.
An engagement program to involve the wider Canberra community is required and
Recommendation 9C captures its three proposed activities. These activities should be
integrated. The tree care outreach program could be based at the National Arboretum which
could also be the venue for the annual tree forum.

Recommendation 9 (High Priority)
Strengthen communication and community engagement in relation to the treed
landscape by:
9A

developing a communication policy which:
•

includes principles to guide all ACT Government agencies and
corporations in:
o

undertaking consultations and routine maintenance
notifications for trees
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providing adequate information to the community—for example,
assessments involving a potential or actual tree removal should
be made available to a resident or member of the community on
request
includes the recommendations made in the interim tree report for
minimal tree removal notification for urban street and park trees
managed by TAMS:
o

•

o

Tree removal (urgent circumstances)—street tree
A standard notification letter delivered to the closest three
residences on both sides of the street before or soon after the
removal—that is, the property adjacent to the verge where the
tree will be removed, the two properties either side of this one
and the three properties opposite (six properties in total).

o

Tree removal (urgent circumstances)—park tree
A sign should be erected in the park before or soon after the
removal.

o

Tree removal—street tree
To allow for public inquiries a standard notification letter
should be delivered three weeks before the removal date to the
closest three residences on both sides of the street—that is, the
property adjacent to the verge where the tree will be removed,
the two properties either side of this one and the three
properties opposite.
If the street tree (or group of trees) has a high profile (for
example, a large tree that makes a major contribution to the
landscape) or if there will be a substantial change because of
the removal of several trees, a sign should also be placed on a
tree (or group of trees), at the same time as the notification
letter is sent.

o

Tree removal—park tree
The sign should be placed on the tree in a position where it will
be obvious to park users three weeks before the tree is
removed to allow for public inquiries. If several trees are to be
removed in a park it might be necessary to place a sign at the
entrance as well as at the location where the trees will be
removed.

•

guides information in notification letters or on signs for trees
removed or to be removed, including:
o

making it obvious that the letter or sign is official
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stating that the tree assessment was undertaken by a qualified
tree assessor
o
giving reasons why the tree will be or was removed
o
stating that there is a re-planting policy unless circumstances
prohibit it
o
providing a contact number for further information
o
giving the direct website address outlining the policy and
procedures for tree activities.
includes a consultation program for preparation of tree-scape
designs—civic, town centres and selected local centres, major
gateways and avenues (Refer to Recommendation 10A)
includes principles for draft guidelines for street and park plantings
(Refer to Recommendation 10A) to be made available publicly for
comment before being finalised.
o

•

•

9B

developing a notification procedure for ESA to inform TAMS when
emergency service officers undertake works on urban trees on public
land (This could be extended to other agencies once developed.)

9C

developing a community engagement tree program that involves
•

an annual community tree forum

•

the Arboretum being the centre for public tree educational
information and programs in Canberra

•

a tree care outreach program developed under a partnership
between the Arboretum, the proposed ACT Tree Curator, TAMS,
NCA, Botanic Gardens, other bodies and the community.

Future directions for Canberra’s treed landscape
Strategic tree planning
Future tree plantings can be used to enhance the treed landscape but it needs to be guided.
Determining the level of planning required for street and park trees in a jurisdiction the size of
Canberra is difficult.
The City of Melbourne, a smaller municipality than Canberra, has an individual tree asset
register for all trees in the municipality that enables detailed planning for future tree works.
The City of Melbourne has developed precinct tree planting designs that consider the
neighbourhood character and list the tree species for each street.
Brisbane City Council has also undertaken detailed streetscape planning in some main areas,
but has not mapped and planned the street tree species for the entire city. The council uses
streetscape guidelines for planting in local areas.
The Canberra Central design manual includes master planning of trees for the city centre.
This level of streetscape planning is similar to that undertaken by Melbourne and identifies
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the tree species for individual streets. It is useful in high-profile areas and provides clear
guidance for anyone undertaking works or redeveloping in these areas. This level of
streetscape master planning across all Canberra streets is unrealistic.
A suitable model could be a hybrid between the Melbourne and Brisbane City councils.
Detailed tree-scape designs could be prepared for civic, the town centres and some local
centres, major gateways and avenues. These designs could define the character of the location
and identify how the treed landscape was to be managed in these areas, including specifying
suitable species for street planting and planned timing for any proposed works. The
community should be consulted in developing the tree-scape designs.
Tree planting in local residential streets could be undertaken using guiding principles that
should become part of the proposed ACT Government tree protection and management policy
and procedures guide.
Tree planting in parks could be coordinated with detailed park planning to identify planting
opportunities and priorities, consistent with the principles used to manage and plant trees in
streets. However, such planning for parks has been limited—therefore, the development of
guidelines is proposed to assist in tree management across all parks.

An emphasis on tree care and maintenance
As stated earlier it is recommended that there be an emphasis on care and maintenance of
Canberra’s urban trees. As previously mentioned, in 2010 TAMS undertook a Canberra-wide
‘rapid’ audit of streets and parks as landscape units, which can be used to identify priority
areas for care and maintenance activities.
The audit allows priorities to be set for maintenance works for the assessed landscape units,
so it is possible to estimate how long it would take a tree crew to complete the works. An
additional crew could complete the high-priority maintenance works in approximately one
year. This would alleviate the immediate pressure. However, to begin programmed
maintenance on an ongoing basis an extra crew would be needed. This is discussed in detail in
Section 7.3 of the report.
The audit also facilitated the identification of ‘gaps’—that is, vacant sites where trees have
been removed and not replaced.
National Arboretum Canberra
The National Arboretum—in its role as a living, botanical museum of trees from around the
world and in its research capacity—could help identify trees and provide guidance on tree
management for Canberra.
Gateways, landmarks and 2013 celebrations
The upcoming centenary of Canberra will be an opportunity to celebrate urban trees,
particularly given that the goals of the 2013 celebrations are on ‘building lasting legacies of
community value ... through quality projects’.
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The centenary could use key sites to create a legacy by specific tree planting projects and
carving dead trees for public art. To reflect the historic moment they could include key people
or items from Canberra’s history.
Tree management activities on school sites are considerable. While an overall figure of the
number of trees on school sites was not available, it is estimated to be more than 18 000. A
2013 landmark school–community project could be for each school to celebrate the centenary
by planting those species that would have been part of the region before settlement and those
that are in the arboretum. The local community could be involved in the plantings. These
ideas are discussed in Section 7.5 of the report, and captured in Recommendation 10.

Recommendation 10
Strategically enhance and celebrate Canberra’s treed landscape by:
10A future tree planning being guided by:
•

tree-scape designs for Civic, town centres and selected local
centres, major gateways and avenues

•

guidelines for all other streets

•

guidelines for parks

10B programmed maintenance work increasing to achieve TAMS’s goal of 65
per cent (currently 15 per cent) with the addition of two field crews (or
equivalent in contractors): one on an ongoing basis and one for one year
to ensure all high priority works are undertaken (funding for this is
covered under Recommendation 11B). A time for achieving the
65 per cent target should be specified.
10C planting to fill existing ‘gaps’ and replacing existing removed trees
10D the Arboretum being a focus for scientific research to inform tree
management across Canberra
10E creating a 2013 tree legacy
•

at gateways, on avenues and site plantings

•

through landmark school–community projects

•

using carvings of suitable dead trees, including in situ if appropriate,
to reflect an aspect of the tree’s location, to commemorate a person,
place or event (see Recommendation 6H).
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Resourcing
Resourcing issues considered in this Tree Investigation relate mainly to managing urban street
and park trees under the management of TAMS. However, resourcing for a community
engagement tree program (Recommendation 9C) and the implications of recommendations in
the Tree Investigation are also considered in Chapter 8 of the report.

Expenditure drivers
TAMS’s ability to meet the challenge of managing the urban street and park trees within its
existing budgets has been problematic because of expenditure drivers which include:
•

•
•
•

a continuing increase in the number of tree inquiries—the actual number has risen from
5637 in 2009 to 7002 in 2010. This is a 24 per cent increase in public inquiries in one
calendar year
a 78 per cent increase in the number of planning applications for TAMS to review in the
last four years
TAMS, during 2009–10, beginning to manage an additional 30 hectares of urban open
space in new suburbs in Gungahlin, Belconnen and Tuggeranong
a 67 per cent increase in the number of dwelling sites released in the past seven years,
from 1656 in 2003–04 to a target of 5000 in 2010–11. While not all sites will have trees
in front of them, it does emphasise a significant increase in development in the past five
years.

The increase in development has had a number of flow-on affects, as outlined by TAMS:
... Reallocation of resources—at least one full time, sometimes 1.5 FTE is now needed to respond to
development related matters. Previously this was a part-time function for one officer.
... Increase in new tree assets—approximately 5000 new trees have been assigned (gifted) to TAMS
annually for the past five years. This figure has more than doubled the number assigned 7–8 years
ago. Urban trees in their first 3–5 years have high maintenance and cost requirements for watering,
staking, mulching, formative pruning and possible replacement due to death or vandalism.28

To manage the above, programmed maintenance activities have apparently been affected. The
result of limited resources seems to have had the most profound effect on:
... programmed or proactive pruning (cyclic). The operational teams give priority to clearing the
volume of tree related enquiries from the public ... where response time deadlines have been set. This
has meant programmed proactive work, including formative pruning of young trees and maintenance
of older trees, is not to the desired level...29

Such maintenance is particularly important in Canberra where there are significant numbers
of eucalyptus trees in urban streets and parks. Brisbane City Council does not plant

28

29

Response to the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, OCSE questions—resourcing, Land
Management and Planning, TAMS, November 2010, p. 4 (Appendix S).
Response to the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, OCSE questions—resourcing, Land
Management and Planning, TAMS, November 2010, pp. 7–8 (Appendix S).
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eucalyptus trees in urban streets due to their high maintenance requirements. However,
Canberra’s climate is very different to Brisbane’s and eucalypts are an integral component of
the landscape. These trees cannot ‘self-manage’—they require maintenance, particularly in
the formative stages, to prevent the development of defects.

Tree funding and climate change initiatives
A paper was commissioned on The benefits and draw backs of considering funding for urban
tree programs separately to climate change initiatives.30
Trees have a range of positive effects on local climate conditions and are important in
managing climate change. Trees in urban areas help mitigate climate change by taking up and
storing carbon from the atmosphere. They can also indirectly reduce the production of
greenhouse gases and also decrease the need for summer cooling through shading.
It seems appropriate to apply, and claim, climate change funding for tree programs, if these
are in addition to those programs that are considered ‘core business’ and ‘business as usual’ or
are required to meet legislative requirements (for example, risk management) programs.
Special programs such as planting extra trees for climate change objectives to reduce heat
islands in urban areas, provide additional shade over foot and cycle paths, increase overall
canopy cover and so on, have benefits and could justify additional funding as part of actions
to address climate change. For example:
Linking climate change commitment to trees has helped focus the message on climate change in
Canada and enabled the community to participate in ‘doing something’ for climate change increasing
the communities [sic] long term resilience. Rather than adapting the view that is it all too hard and
what can I do to stop climate change from happening.31

Funding tree programs under climate change initiatives may offer the opportunity to source
additional funds from climate change programs, particularly from the Australian Government.
However, the tree programs specifically focused on climate change would need to be
identified and be in addition to ‘core business’. Accordingly, as a principle, funding for ACT
Government tree protection and management that is ‘core business’ should be from dedicated
tree management budgets.

Sources of funding
Given Canberra has a considerable amount of green infrastructure, this prompted
consideration of what funding sources other jurisdictions use to fund their green
infrastructure.

30

31

The benefits and draw backs of considering funding for urban tree programs separately to climate change
initiatives, Miller Consulting, 14 December 2010 (Appendix K).
Funding options for the protection of the environment through enhanced management actions – Miller
Consulting, 8 December 2010, p. 14 (Appendix J).
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The paper Funding options for the protection of the environment through enhanced
management actions32 was commissioned to assist this Tree Investigation and the Canberra
Nature Park (nature reserves), Molonglo River Corridor (nature reserves) and Googong
Foreshore Investigation.33 The paper presents information on the environmental and
sustainability levies used by councils, with more detail for 18 of these. It provides examples
of how local and state governments meet their environmental responsibilities with limited
funds and competing demands while specifically noting that:
Traditional funding through rates and taxes is largely spent on environmental management
undertaken as part of an organisation’s legislative requirement. This is seen as a minimum funding
source.34

If this premise is supported, funding options should be considered in the context of what extra
needs to be done, what it would cost and how it could be funded. The concept of an
environmental levy for specific initiatives seems worth canvassing with the Canberra
community, given the significant amount of green infrastructure, the opportunity it affords all
residents and the challenge of managing it.
While the application of a levy for urban tree management might not be appropriate in the
ACT at this time with respect to the majority of recommendations made in this investigation,
which can be considered to address matters of core business, a levy might be considered as
additional funding for some specific environmentally focused tree projects and other
sustainability initiatives such as restoration of reserves in the ACT. This will be further
explored in the Canberra Nature Park (nature reserves), Molonglo River Corridor (nature
reserves) and Googong Foreshore Investigation.35 However, at this stage most issues related
to tree management could be considered as core business.

Enhanced resourcing
There was generally a recurring view in public submissions that there are inadequate and
inappropriate resources for managing Canberra’s treed landscape. For example, the following
submissions stated:
What is urgently needed is a properly resourced, regular tree maintenance program, that involves
regular inspection, removal of dead limbs, looping of low branches, removal of suckers and
necessary shaping of trees. ... It will remove the absentee landlord look that at present is suggested by
the state of much of the street treescape.36

32

33

34

35
36

Funding options for the protection of the environment through enhanced management actions – Miller
Consulting, 8 December 2010, p. 14 (Appendix J).
Currently being undertaken by the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment,
http://www.envcomm.act.gov.au/investigations/nature_reserves_investigation.
Funding options for the protection of the environment through enhanced management actions, Miller
Consulting, 8 December 2010, p. 1 (Appendix J).
Currently being undertaken by the Commissioner for the Sustainability and the Environment.
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 20, p. 1 (Appendix O).
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Funding to adequately support the components of the Urban Forest is currently inadequate. As I
understand the current position the acceptance of a new residential sub-division into Government
maintenance does not automatically generate additional maintenance staff but rather the further
dilution of the existing few to cover the new areas.
... Renewed interest in the maintenance and management of the Urban Forest will require a large
investment in personnel and equipment. The current small group within TAMS overseeing the
maintenance and management of the Urban Forest is inadequate for the task and a team of highly
skilled, dedicated and committed managers is required to meet the expectations of the community.
Similarly the policy of contracting maintenance work on the lowest tender basis is not usually in the
best interests of the trees. In house, hands on staff, not constricted by the scope of an open tender in
what can be done, is required.37
The ACT Government tree management staff have made a clear and evidence-supported case that
they are grossly under resourced. The ACT Government in making this deliberate resource allocation
decision has made a serious decision to trade many important and significant long-term assets and
values for immediate financial savings. This decision holds at risk the trees of Canberra, the citizens
wellbeing and their trust in government.38

While resourcing is an issue to the community, so too is the balance between head office and
field staff. Community members were concerned about an increase in head office staff but not
in field staff. In considering head office to field staff ratios in other jurisdictions a 1 to 6–8
ratio emerged. This has informed the proposed resourcing allocation.
It is clear that the ACT Government is committed to increasing funds for the management of
Canberra’s treed landscape, as reflected in its 2009–10 Budget allocation of $19.4 million
over four years for the Urban Forest Renewal Program. However, as previously stated, it is
proposed that this program be replaced with comprehensive and integrated urban tree
protection and management activities focused on the care and maintenance of Canberra’s
treed landscape. In addition to programmed maintenance it will also be important to plant
trees in existing vacant sites—‘gaps’—and to remove and replace dead and declining trees.
To guide on-the-ground activities, sound planning and data management is needed.
To enhance improve routine activities and focus on care and maintenance, additional funding
above current budgets is needed. Details of how costs were derived are in Chapter 8. In
summary the additional funds required are for:
•

Care and maintenance of existing trees and overall treed landscape
As discussed in Section 7.3 (Recommendation 10B) it is proposed that programmed
maintenance be increased through increasing TAMS resources by the addition of two
field crews (or equivalent in contractors): one on an ongoing basis and one for one year
to ensure all high priority works are managed. This is likely to cost $950 000 per year
for each crew, covering salaries, vehicles, contract plant and labour hire for a crew of

37
38

Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 31, p. 4 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 17, p. 5 (Appendix O).
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eight. TAMS indicates that this configuration allows for flexibility with the crew being
split and allotted different tasks, and to continue operations if someone is absent.
The additional one-year field crew (or equivalent in contractors) would be able to
address the high priority maintenance work identified in the Canberra tree audit.
To support the expended resources a tree assessment officer would be needed, costing
about $80 000 for one year.
In addition to these maintenance works, the audit also identified approximately 17 000
dead and declining trees and 20 000 vacant planting sites in streets. The 17 000 dead
and declining trees would require individual assessment to determine works needed. If
these trees are to be removed, a decision would have to be made whether they could be
retained as habitat or for public art. If the trees are removed and replaced, then
replacement trees would require irrigation and establishment care for three years post
planting. There would also be replacement, irrigation and establishment costs for trees
planted in the existing 20 000 vacant sites. The estimated costs for removing existing
dead and declining trees, and planting in existing ‘gaps’ are shown in the table below.

Estimated cost for replacement of existing dead and declining trees, and planting in existing gaps
(compiled by OCSE using TAMS data)
Task
$ million
Replacement of existing 17 000 dead and declining trees
Assessment ($5 per tree)39
0.085
40
Removal ($300 per tree)
5.1
41
Replacement ($300 per tree)
5.1
Irrigation and establishment
1.2
—3 years ($23 per tree per annum)42
Sub-total
11.4 #
Planting trees in 20 000 vacant sites – ‘gaps’
Replacement ($300 per tree)43
6
Irrigation and establishment
1.4
—3 years ($23 per tree per annum)44
Sub-total
7.4
Total
18.4 ($2.3 million per year over 8 years)
#

This is an overestimate as a few trees are likely to be retained and some may not be replaced because of
site limitations.

39
40

41
42
43
44

Personal communication, Ms Fleur Flanery, TAMS, 20 December 2010.
Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, Land Management and Planning,
TAMS, received 27 May 2010, p.31 (Appendix F).
Personal communication, Ms Fleur Flanery, TAMS, 20 December 2010.
Personal communication, Ms Fleur Flanery, TAMS, 20 December 2010.
Personal communication, Ms Fleur Flanery, TAMS, 20 December 2010.
Personal communication, Ms Fleur Flanery, TAMS, 20 December 2010.
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Given the costs of the works identified in the above table, it seems appropriate for it to
be undertaken over at least eight years, at about $2.3 million per year for an average of
4600 trees.45 This planting could lead into an ongoing program as more trees will
always need to be removed and replanted.
•

Community involvement
To provide tree information and involve the community in tree activities it is
recommended that an outreach program be developed under a partnership between the
Arboretum, the proposed ACT Tree Curator, TAMS, NCA, Botanic Gardens, other
bodies and the community. If such a program is integrated across several agencies there
may be efficiencies—for example, the Arboretum already has a community ‘Friends of
the Arboretum’ program and is building an information centre. Therefore, an initial
$80 000 per year for two years could be allocated to this initiative.

•

Planning and data integration
Head office staff are needed to ensure a strategic and integrated approach by field staff.
There has been community concern that head office staff are disproportionately larger
than field staff. Therefore ‘head office’ to ‘field’ staff ratio of some local governments
has been derived to guide an appropriate ratio for TAMS (see Table below). Some of
the positions that were created under the Urban Forest Renewal Program are relevant to
a program focused on care and maintenance. A small group of staff needs to provide the
overall leadership and coordination for tree management, manage tree data, ensure
communication is effective and strategically guide field crews. Accordingly, it is
suggested in Table 22 that there should be five officers and some support from an
Executive Officer. The cost for such a unit, as shown in Table 21, is estimated to be
approximately $600 000 per year.
Tree assessment informs data capture and the programmed maintenance program,
therefore a rolling program of assessments is needed on a minimum 10-year cycle,
increasing to a 5-year cycle as systems are implemented. Based on a population of
556 268 trees in streets and high-use urban parks, assessing 10 per cent or 55 627 trees
per year at $5 per tree would require approximately $280 000 per year. To complete the
current tree species selection update and database it is understood that TAMS costs
would be approximately $50 000. Sitting fees for the Tree Selection Group are included
in this figure.
It is suggested that $50 000 per year for two years (2011–12 and 2012–13) will cover
the costs for developing the proposed National capital–Canberra tree protection and
management strategy and ACT Government tree protection and management policies

45

Park Conservation and Lands have previously planted 500 trees per year; Hume City Council 5000 trees
per year and Brisbane City Council 11 000 per year (including greenfield sites)—see Table 5, TAMS, Land
Management and Planning, Response to the Commissioner for the Environment and Sustainability, p. 19
(Appendix F).
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and procedures guide. Much of the documentation for these documents exists but it
needs to be integrated.
Funding of $25 000 for two years is likely to be needed to support the amendments to
the Tree Protection Act 2005 recommended in this Tree Investigation. This assumes the
availability of existing legal resources within TAMS and the ACT Government.
Some proposed actions to enhance Canberra’s treed landscape have not been costed:
•

Gateways, avenues and 2013 tree initiatives
As mentioned in Chapter 7, these are iconic projects that should be planned and
managed accordingly. Candidate sites include, but are not restricted to Northbourne,
Ainslie and Canberra Avenues, Gungahlin and Athllon Drives and heritage precincts.46
It is proposed that there be some 2013 tree legacy projects and this could include the
abovementioned avenues. However, it is also suggested that there be a 2013 landmark
school–community–Arboretum project with each school planting an endemic species
that would have been part of the region before settlement and a species from the
Arboretum.
Funding for these initiatives has not been costed as it will depend on their design. It may
be possible to fund the 2013 landmark school–community–Arboretum project through a
combination of sponsorship and community donations.

•

Funding assistance for residents with a registered tree on their property
Additional funding to support Recommendation 4F to provide financial support to a
resident on leased land who has registered trees on their property has not been
recommended as this will depend on criteria for giving such support that is
appropriately developed by the Government.

•

Populating the ACT Tree Register
The Open Space and Planning section within TAMS currently funds a Technical Officer
to undertake populating the ACT Tree Register required under the Tree Protection Act
2005. This should continue. Additional funding to support further acceleration in
populating the ACT Tree Register has not been recommended as significant progress
has been made in the last few years and it is assumed that the existing resources which
made this possible will continue.

46

Response to the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, OCSE questions—resourcing, Land
Management and Planning, TAMS, November 2010, p. 9 (Appendix S).
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•

Climate change tree initiatives (funded from climate change funds)
The aim of these are to specifically address climate change. These could be funded
project-by-project, therefore no cost estimate is presented.

•

Amending documents such as the Territory Plan.
Amending documents such as the Territory Plan could occur within current budgets and
be integrated with future amendments as these documents are frequently amended.

•

ACT Tree Curator
If the appointment of the ACT Tree Curator is part of the role of an existing executive
officer it should have no funding implications.

•

TAMS funding to meet growth
Additional funding for the Department of Territory and Municipal Services to meet the
demands of managing new residential developments is the subject of a recommendation
in Governing the City State: One ACT Government – One ACT Public Service, which
states:
The Expenditure Review and Evaluation Committee should conclude as a matter of priority a
marginal cost formula for providing additional funding to the Territory and Municipal Services
Directorate reflecting the impact of new residential developments on service demand.47

This Tree Investigation has therefore not addressed this issue.
•

Tree funding for agencies other than TAMS
It is recognised that ACT Government departments other than TAMS also undertake
tree work, such as the Department of Education and Training, which funds tree works
on a priority basis. It is beyond the scope of this Tree Investigation, which focuses on
the management of urban street and park trees managed by TAMS, to address these
issues in detail. It is assumed that these funding issues will be considered as part of
ACT Government’s budgetary processes.

The ‘Enhanced’ budget recommended is summarised in the table on page xli.

47

ACT Government, Governing the City State: One ACT Government – One ACT Public Service, February
2011, p. 19.
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Summary table for enhanced tree budget
Item

Ongoing enhanced
base budget ($)

2011–12
Additional funds ($)

2012–13
Additional funds ($)

‘Field’ operations
Existing trees
Tree crews
Tree assessor

950 000

950 000

80 000

80 000

Overall treed landscape
Plantings, establishment
and removals

2 300 000

‘Head office’
Planning, data integration
and communication unit

600 000

Tree assessments—
planning data

280 000

Communication

50 000

National capital—
Canberra tree protection
and management strategy
and ACT Government
tree protection and
management policies and
procedures guide.

50 000

Tree species selections
finalised (Tree Selection
Working Group)

50 000

Amending the Tree
Protection Act 2005

25 000

TAMS total

50 000

25 000

Assume delays in
starting proposed
projects; therefore,
assume 80 per cent of
base budget:
3 370 000 (+ above 1
year additional funds)
4 257 000

4 572 000

80 000

80 000

4 332 000

Community
involvement
Arboretum
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Given the community concern about ‘head office’ ratios the following table presents the
existing and proposed ratios.
Field staff: 'head office' ratios across three councils
Item
Existing
Head office staff
Planning, data
integration and
communication unit
DA assessor
Field staff

TAMS
Proposed

Brisbane City
Council

Hume Council

4.2*

5.2††

8.5

2

1†
26‡
4 contracts

1
37
8 contracts for 1 year

45

Tree assessors

4∫

5

Technical Officer
(Tree Register)
Head office :field
staff ratio

1#

5
1 contractor for 1
year
1

8
(+6 ongoing
contractors)
2

1:7 ongoing
1:8 for 1 year

1:6

1:8

1:7**

*1 full-time permanent as Manager Urban Tree Management (SOGC); 3 full-time contract positions as Manager
Open Space Planning (SOGA), GIS Technical Officer (TO3), and Program Coordinator (+business
support)(ASO6). This includes part of the Director City Services’ time (0.2 EFT)
†
1 additional full-time permanent Technical Officer (TO4) for assessment of development applications and
suburb redevelopment proposals
‡
26 full-time permanent field staff and 4 contractors (funded in recurrent budget)
∫
3 full-time permanent technical officers (TO3) for tree assessments and customer inquiries; 1 full-time contract
position as Operations Coordinator (TO4)
#
1 full-time permanent technical officer (TO3) to populate the ACT Tree Register is currently funded and should
continue to be funded. The assumption is that no additional funding is needed for this position.
**The Technical Officer is a position that is to address issues under the Tree Protection Act 2005 and there is no
equivalent position in other jurisdictions, therefore this position has not been included in calculations of head
office to field staff ratios.
††
Existing contract staff to become full-time permanent, plus 1 full-time permanent (SOG C/B) to undertake
cross-agency policy development and strategic tree planning.

Recommendation 11
Fund the protection and management of Canberra’s street and park trees:
11A from dedicated tree management budgets with tree plantings associated
with climate change initiatives being funded separately
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11B with an additional approximate $4 million per year on an ongoing basis
and an additional one-year funding of approximately $1 million to
accelerate programmed maintenance for high priority tree maintenance
(High Priority).

As previously discussed, TAMS has been funding the management of trees under powerlines
on unleased lands, using from 1.84 to 3.62 per cent of its budget (refer to Table 12 and
Section 8.1). Section 5.6.2 presents the history of this arrangement. It is understood that this
was preferred by TAMS.
A legal opinion confirmed that the clearing of vegetation under powerlines is ActewAGL’s
responsibility. Accordingly ActewAGL should fully bear the responsibility and costs for this
activity. The resources that TAMS currently invests in this should be allocated to work on
trees in Canberra’s urban street and parks.

Recommendation 12
ActewAGL fully fund all vegetation clearing under its powerlines on unleased
lands. The Department of Territory and Municipal Services use the resources
currently deployed on this to manage its urban street and park trees.
Specifications for pruning of urban trees to be approved by the proposed ACT
Tree Curator.
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Summary and recommendations
Investigation context and process
The treed landscape of Canberra adds an extraordinary richness, softness and diversity to our
city. It has been deliberately and carefully planned and reflects the changing design ethos over
time as the city has developed. These trees—in their diversity and seasonal metamorphosis—
lend the city a sense of cohesion, beauty and gravitas befitting a national capital. They define
and connect Canberra’s different urban communities, while protecting us and our wildlife
with summer shade and winter shelter. The city’s environment, including its liveability and
amenity, depends in considerable measure on this treed green infrastructure.
Yet our trees provide much more than just aesthetic and functional services. They link us to
the past and future, and so are important from an intergenerational perspective. This is
significant in a city not yet a hundred years old and located in a landscape that originally had
few natural trees.
As our hot summers, cold winters, variable rainfall and strong winds are not conducive to
easy propagation and rapid growth, Canberrans seem to particularly value their treed
landscape. Considerable human endeavour has been required to nurture and sustain this
landscape, giving it a very special status and engendering strong feelings in the community.
This is the context and key finding of this Tree Investigation.
On 3 December 2009 Mr Simon Corbell MLA, Minister for the Environment, Climate
Change and Water, directed that I, as Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment,
undertake an Investigation into the Government’s tree management practices and the renewal
of Canberra’s urban forest1, (the Tree Investigation). Before this, in 2008–09, there was
community disquiet about some tree management practices in the national capital and a
proposed urban forest renewal program for public urban street trees and parks managed by the
Department of Territory and Municipal Services (TAMS).
While many aspects of this Tree Investigation relate to ACT Government agencies, in
particular TAMS, the Australian Government also has urban tree management responsibilities
within the national capital.
The ACT Government manages the majority of trees in Canberra. TAMS has stated that the
number of fully maintained urban trees in streets and parks now approaches 556 268, made up
of 332 111 street trees and 224 157 park trees. A further 178 000 open space urban parkland
trees are reported to be receiving reactive maintenance. Therefore 734 268 trees are the direct

1

Mr Simon Corbell MLA, letter to Dr Maxine Cooper, Commissioner for Sustainability and the
Environment, 3 December 2009.
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responsibility of TAMS.2 Additional trees from the development of greenfield sites for new
estates become the responsibility of TAMS every year. An estimated 40 000 trees3 are
managed by various ACT Government agencies including the Department of Education
(approximately 160 pre-schools, schools and colleges), the Canberra Institute of Technology
(five campuses) and the Department of Housing and Community Services (11 500 houses and
100 community centres).4
The National Capital Authority (NCA) administers most Commonwealth land in the ACT.
This includes managing approximately 20 000 trees in the national capital estate. These are
largely in the parliamentary triangle and designated areas including Lake Burley Griffin and
foreshores, the War Memorial precinct, the suburb of Acton and various key avenues. The
NCA also has planning control for non-urban land on some elevated hills, ridges and buffer
spaces (including Mt Stromlo).
Canberra has a large number of trees to manage and while a comparison with other cities is
instructive it is also problematic because of incompatibility of data. Approximate figures
indicate that Canberra (excluding those managed by the National Capital Authority) has
1.6 urban street and park trees per resident compared with Melbourne City Council’s 0.7; and
0.9 street trees per resident compared with Brisbane City Council’s 0.5.
We also have a large amount of park area per resident: 794 square metres compared with
Melbourne’s 61 square metres and Brisbane City’s 133 square metres.
Our green infrastructure is vast and while it is a major asset, it is also a management
challenge.

Terms of Reference, recommendations and definitions
Eleven terms of reference were established by Minister Corbell to guide the Tree
Investigation, as shown in the box which follows.

Terms of Reference for the Tree Investigation
The Commissioner will investigate and report on the following matters:
1.
2.

2

3

4

the scope and efficiency of any enhancement that may be required to the Government’s
existing tree management programs
the benefits and drawbacks of considering funding for urban tree programs separately to
climate change initiatives

Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment—Clarification Questions, Open Space
Planning, TAMS, 18 February 2011, p. 2 (Appendix U).
Estimates based on ACT agency responses to a questionnaire from the Commissioner for Sustainability and
the Environment, February–May 2010.
National Capital Authority response to questionnaire from Commissioner for Sustainability and the
Environment, 19 February 2010 (Appendix F).
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3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

improved notification and consultation processes to support greater community
involvement in urban tree planning and management, including risk mitigation, tree
removal and planting
the priority given in tree management decisions to environmental values, solar access
and the retention of communities of trees in parks
the sustainable reuse of timber from felled trees
when replanting should occur following the removal of trees, the scope for pre-planting,
and principles for the number and species of trees that should be replanted
the need for enhanced management to maintain the survival and good health of trees
appropriate safeguards to ensure contractors follow best practice and adhere to
Government tree policies
principles for the decision-making process where it is proposed that a tree is removed or
is retained
improvements to the Tree Protection Act or other relevant Acts in light of the above
matters
resource implications associated with an enhanced program.

Twelve recommendations, together with other information in the Tree Investigation report,
address all the terms of reference. The relationship between the Terms of Reference,
information in the report and recommendations are shown in Table 1 of the report. While all
recommendations are considered important some have a particularly high priority. The five
high priority recommendations address the following issues:
•

•
•

replacing the proposed Urban Forest Renewal Program with comprehensive and
integrated tree protection and management that is focused on the care and maintenance
of Canberra’s treed landscape (refer to Recommendation 1)
establishing an ACT Tree Curator (refer to Recommendation 4A)
guiding Canberra’s tree management by developing:
o
a National capital—Canberra tree protection and management strategy
o
an ACT Government tree protection and management policies and procedures
guide
o
an across-agency Tree Network Committee to provide advice and coordination
between agencies on tree management and community communication
(refer to Recommendation 5)

•
•

strengthening communication and community engagement (refer to Recommendation 9)
providing additional funds for the management of Canberra’s street and park trees with
approximately $4 million per year on an ongoing basis and an extra $1 million,
approximately, for one year to accelerate programmed maintenance (refer to
Recommendation 11B).
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The proposed increase in funding supports TAMS’s objective to increase its urban street and
park tree programmed maintenance from its current level of 15 per cent to 65 per cent. While
this target is commendable, a time for its achievement needs to be specified.
The other seven recommendations cover a range of issues from how to strengthen the
protection of trees in the strategic framework that governs Canberra to numerous ways to
improve existing policies and procedures. All recommendations are presented in this
Summary as well as in the main report.
Some of the terms of reference were addressed in the Interim report on street and park tree
removals undertaken by the Department of Territory and Municipal Services (TAMS) under
classification of ‘dangerous’ and ‘hazardous’ trees that was submitted on 16 April 2010 to
Mr Jon Stanhope, Chief Minister and Minister for Territory and Municipal Services.
A response on 5 August 2010 agreed with the interim report’s seven recommendations and
stated that TAMS had begun to implement most of them. The interim report was publicly
released in August. During the Tree Investigation TAMS improved its tree management
practices and organisational structure, reflecting its responsiveness.
Throughout the investigation there was concern about the term ‘urban forest’. Some argued it
was inappropriate and there should be more emphasis on arboriculture. Others argued the
opposite.
However, both principles need to be used in managing trees in an urban area. Accordingly,
the term ‘treed landscape’ is used in this Tree Investigation to respect the need for applying
practices from both disciplines according to the situation.

Information sources
The Tree Investigation involved extensive consideration of community views, as discussed in
Section 1.3, which included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

5

holding community forums
holding a strategic communication workshop which took place over a day-and-a-half
and which identified five community perspectives
considering 53 submissions
analysing information from various government agencies and numerous discussions
with agency staff
assessing practices in other jurisdictions
considering advice from a reference panel5

Professor Don Aitkin AO—Chair, National Capital Authority.
Mr Geoff Butler—environmental and horticultural consultant.
Dr Dianne Firth—Head of Landscape Architecture, University of Canberra.
Ms Gabrielle Hurley—Director of Investigations, ACT Ombudsman’s Office.
Dr Dorothy Jauncey—Canberra resident
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•

analysing reports on selected topics, such as:
o

sustainable reuse of timber from felled trees

o

management of important remnant trees

o

solar access

o

funding options for improved management actions

o

benefits and drawbacks of tree management being funded under climate change
initiatives

o

review of papers used by the Department of Territory and Municipal Services
(TAMS) in support of the proposed Urban Forest Renewal Program.

Community forums held at the beginning of the Tree Investigation highlighted the range and
complexity of issues as well as the diversity of views within the community. These also
helped identify participants for the strategic communication workshop. These participants
held five perspectives:
•

•

•

•

•

Environmental amenity. This group is most concerned with the environmental benefits
of trees and is the most emphatic about the need to preserve urban trees and the role of
the ACT Government as manager.
Improving management. This group is the most critical of past government
management of urban trees and the potential threat to the urban landscape. It is the
strongest advocate for government involvement in tree management, with less emphasis
on community participation. There was a significant overlap of this and the
environmental amenity perspective.
Urban aesthetics. The importance of aesthetics and maintaining the bush capital theme
appears to be an imperative. This was the only group that wanted street trees watered
during a drought. Unlike the previous two, this group is not concerned about
government removal of street trees.
Public amenity and private property rights. This group is also not concerned about
tree removal, providing the overall treed landscape is protected. There is a strong ‘get
on with it’ theme regarding the role of government in managing trees. One stand-out
issue was solar access and it was proposed that the government improve this by pruning
street trees.
Landscape and climate. This group wants climate change to feature in decisions about
tree management. It also has a relaxed attitude about tree removals. However, there is
the desire to involve communities in tree management and planting and not just leave it
to government experts. The emphasis is on landscape management rather than
individual tree management.

Perspectives 1 and 2 captured the views of most workshop participants.

Mr Alan Kerlin—Canberra resident
Dr Greg Moore—Research Associate, University of Melbourne
Ms Lyndal Plant—Principal Urban Forest Policy Officer, Brisbane City Council
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The five main issues identified in the 53 public submissions were:
•
•
•
•
•

urban tree management (40 per cent of all issues raised in submissions)
urban tree policy and planning (21 per cent)
urban landscape design (18 per cent)
legislation/regulations (8 per cent)
communication/consultation (6 per cent).

Other issues were solar access, funding, planning implementation, health and safety, and
dispute resolution.
As is evident, community views are diverse. People may agree on many issues but disagree
on others. For example, some agree that trees are an essential part of the urban character of
Canberra, but disagree on how they should be managed and the degree of community
involvement.
Regardless of the differing views, Canberra’s treed landscape is important to all sections of
the community. Community views were considered in addressing all aspects of urban tree
management considered in the Tree Investigation.

Urban Forest Renewal Program
Tree removal ‘numbers’
The Urban Forest Renewal Program, especially the large number of trees proposed for
removal, was an important catalyst for this Tree Investigation and is therefore considered first.
The program focused on public street and park trees in urban areas under TAMS
management. Despite public perception to the contrary, no trees have been removed under the
Urban Forest Renewal Program.
Media coverage for the proposed Urban Forest Renewal Program included comments such as
‘Healthy 60 year-old trees will be cut down as part of Canberra’s urban forest removal
program’ and a quote from a TAMS spokesperson stating that ‘... 70 per cent of Canberra
urban forest, about 400 000 trees, would be cut down and replaced within 25 years ... the
felling of healthy but aging trees with 10 years to live was inevitable’.6
This Tree Investigation was unable to support the above claim by the TAMS spokesperson.
Dr Greg Moore was commissioned to undertake an independent review of material used by
TAMS to justify their figures and he concluded:
In pursuit of the source of a figure that between one and two thirds of Canberra’s urban trees would
need replacement over the next 20 years, I could not find any direct reference to such a scenario in
any of the documents reviewed. However, I could deduce it ... [from a Department report7] ... Such a
deduction, however, assumes a worst-case scenario, and that no management interventions, such as

6
7

E Kretowicz, ‘Thousands of healthy trees to go in urban forest plan’, The Canberra Times, 25 May 2009.
Parks Conservation and Lands, Territory and Municipal Services, Trees for the bush capital: urban trees
asset management strategy, 2005, pp. 1–19.
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pruning and dead branch removal, which are likely to be undertaken as routine, would improve tree
condition. In short the worst-case scenario is unlikely to unfold.
Consequently, I do not think one third or more of Canberra’s urban tree population is in need of
imminent replacement if it is well managed and appropriate maintenance is carried out following tree
assessments.8

There appears to have been some misunderstanding and misreporting of the 2002 consultancy
report prepared by researchers at the Australian National University Forestry Department.
The model used in the 2002 consultancy reports is Decision Information System for
Managing Urban Trees (DISMUT) which has five categories for the condition of street and
park trees:
•
•
•
•
•

Excellent: No trees in the street or park show evidence of stress or bad health
Good: up to 10 per cent of trees in a street or park show evidence of stress
Satisfactory: 10–30 per cent of trees in a street or park show evidence of stress
Poor: 30–50 per cent of trees in a street or park show evidence of stress
Unsatisfactory: more than 50 per cent of trees in the street or park show stress.

Under this modelling system a classification of Poor would apply to a street with, say, 100
trees where more than 30 (i.e. between 30 and 50 per cent) show signs of stress or ill-health
(for example, one dead limb). In this instance the whole street (including the residual 50 to 70
trees in better condition) would be classified as Poor.
Similarly, if more than 50 out of 100 trees in a street show signs of stress, the street could
potentially be classified as Unsatisfactory and therefore require felling and replacement of all
its trees.9 While predictions were made in this consultancy report about numbers of trees
shifting from one condition class to a lower one under a no-maintenance scenario, it is
important to note that these estimates were based on tree groups, not individual tree numbers.
The primary issue here is how trees are assessed and managed—as individual trees or as
single species groups. Although the Banks et al. 2002 consultancy report10 did present
different management scenarios, statements were made indicating that multiple age stands, as
would occur when individual trees are replaced in a street, are more expensive to manage
because of, for example, inefficiencies in travel. It would appear that views11 such as these

8

9

10

11

G Moore, A brief review of papers by Dr C Brack and by the Department of Territory and Municipal
Services relevant to population modelling of Canberra’s urban trees, 2005, p. 5.
JCG Banks, CL Banks and RN James, Future growth and life-cycle cost-modelling for Canberra public
urban tree assets, consultancy report prepared for Canberra Parks and Places, Australian National
University, Canberra, Australia, 2002, p. 16.
JCG Banks, CL Banks and RN James, Future growth and life-cycle cost-modelling for Canberra public
urban tree assets, consultancy report prepared for Canberra Parks and Places, Australian National
University, Canberra, Australia, 2002, p. 16.
The research and modelling was contained in three reports:
JCG Banks, CL Brack and RN James, Canberra urban tree management survey of urban tree assets. vol. 1,
consultancy report prepared for Canberra Parks and Places, 1998.
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were used by TAMS to justify its proposed tree removals under the Urban Forest Removal
Program. However, one of the original researchers, Professor Cris Brack, was consulted about
Dr Moore’s considerations and preliminary findings in this Tree Investigation and has advised
that:
The model scenarios we built up during our consultancy included the idea that once there was a
significant probability that individual trees in the street showed signs of stress, then ALL the trees
should be examined and treated ... the cost of that treatment varied between remove and replace
through to comprehensive inspection and an increased rate of frequency and crown maintenance.
This requirement to ‘treat’ all the trees in the street may have led to the confusion about
removing/replacing all the trees in the street (which was just the cost effective long-term treatment,
not the only one).12

Future tree care and maintenance
Given the material TAMS used to inform its Urban Forest Renewal Program and the fact that
numbers presented to the public were unable to be substantiated, it is proposed there be an
emphasis on care and programmed maintenance, as outlined by Professor Brack:
... the condition of a street (good, satisfactory, poor) is a function of the rate at which the trees
become stressed or unhealthy and the frequency at which they are inspected and treated. Inspection
every 5 years, in the eucalypt example, is likely to keep the street in a good or excellent condition
with fewer than 10% of the trees showing visible signs of stress or damage. Extending the inspection
period to 10 year cycles is likely to result in the street gradually degrading to a poor and
unsatisfactory condition.

13

TAMS currently spends 15 per cent of its budget on programmed maintenance for Canberra’s
urban street and park trees,14 and 1.84 to 3.62 per cent of its budget is spent on clearing power
line easements for ActewAGL. It is aiming to achieve a rate of programmed maintenance of
65 per cent;15 however, no timeframe to achieve this has been provided.
Brisbane City Council spends 40 per cent of its tree management budget on programmed
maintenance. It is aiming for 80 per cent.16

12

13
14

15

16

JCG Banks, CL Brack and RN James, Future growth and life cycle cost-modelling for Canberra’s public
urban tree assets, consultancy report prepared for Canberra Parks and Places, Australian National
University, Canberra, Australia, 2002.
CL Brack and W Merrit, Quantifying the asset, economic, environmental and social values of Canberra’s
urban forest estate, consultancy report prepared for Canberra Parks and Places, Australian National
University, Canberra, Australia, 2005.
Email from Professor Cris Brack, Chair of Forestry, Waiariki Institute of Technology, to Dr Matthew
Parker, OCSE, 30 November 2010.
Email from Professor Cris Brack, to Dr Matthew Parker, OCSE, 2 December 2010.
Response to the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, OCSE questions—resourcing, Land
Management and Planning, TAMS, November 2010, p. 8 (Appendix S).
Response to the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, OCSE questions—resourcing, Land
Management and Planning, TAMS, November 2010, p. 8 (Appendix S).
Personal communication between Ms Lyndal Plant, Brisbane City Council, and Dr Matthew Parker, OCSE,
23 March 2010.
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Professor Brack suggested a working tree management scenario that included regular
maintenance. If TAMS could:
... maintain a sufficiently frequent inspection and intervention regime (mainly engaging in ‘crown
maintenance’ or ‘crown repair’ as soon as the inspection identified a problem) then even in a
eucalypt example; the street could remain in Excellent or Good condition almost indefinitely.
However if the inspection and maintenance practice became extended there would be a decline to
Poor and Unsatisfactory conditions. For young trees, the health models predicted very small
probabilities that the inspections would find any problem requiring intervention, but as trees aged, the
probability of finding a problem and then having to intervene (with expensive machinery) increased.
Our modelling looked at various financing options ... often remove and replacing variously limited
numbers of the ‘worst’ streets (maintaining even-aged street structure) to get them back on to a
pattern where there was little frequent work.17

The Urban Forest Renewal Program placed an exceptionally strong emphasis on Canberra’s
even-aged streetscapes and was the basis for considering the removal of whole streetscapes
that could potentially contain many healthy trees. Even-aged street trees might need to be a
priority in some locations, such as in Canberra’s main avenues, at the city’s gateways or to
demarcate particular places, and in some local streets that are of particular significance.
However, the community has made it very clear that removing healthy trees for aesthetic
reasons alone is generally unacceptable. The Yarralumla Residents Association wrote that:
There is strong community feeling that any wholesale replacement of all trees in a street is highly
undesirable. While it may be cheaper to remove all the trees and replace them at the one time, there is
a deeply-felt preference to keep mature, healthy trees as long as possible. An uneven streetscape is
much preferred to the removal and replacement of all trees at one time.18

This does not discount the possibility of achieving an avenue of trees in a residential street,
but it should not be the primary goal. Tree condition and location should be the primary factor
in determining whether to remove trees, particularly in suburban streets.
A 2010 Canberra-wide ‘rapid’ audit of streets and parks as landscape units by TAMS
identified and rated priority areas for programmed maintenance. However, the data system
included a renewal rating score for a landscape unit—an area or group of trees—which was
intended to prioritise areas for tree removal and replacement.
The renewal score included information such as the condition of the surrounding landscape
and the style of street planting.19 A strong bias was built into the model to rate homogenous
streetscapes higher than mixed plantings.20
Based on the scoring system developed, it is possible that streets with healthy trees could be
identified for renewal, on the basis of planting style or the condition of the surrounding
landscape rather than the tree condition.

17

18
19
20

Email from Professor Cris Brack, Chair of Forestry, Waiariki Institute of Technology, to Dr Matthew
Parker, OCSE, 2 December 2010.
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 34, p. 3 (Appendix O).
TAMS, Canberra tree audit method field guidelines, January 2010.
Fields in addition to tree condition, such as the style of tree planting, were included to provide a greater
possible score range and to spread out the data so there were fewer units with the same score.
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To prevent future confusion the renewal score in the model should be removed.
A care and maintenance approach for managing the overall treed landscape of Canberra is
promoted. The aging of various tree plantings, which was an imperative for the Urban Forest
Renewal Program, should be managed according to the condition of the tree and the risk it
presents. Many factors affect a tree and it is frequently their combined effect that determines
its condition and risk, not simply its age. Tree removals and replacements are a normal part of
managing an urban treed landscape—they need to be undertaken as part of a comprehensive
and integrated approach to the overall protection and management of urban trees.
When this Tree Investigation began, TAMS had five main programs: Routine Tree
Maintenance, Dead and Hazardous Tree Removal, Tree Damage Claims and Insurance, Tree
Watering and the Tree Replacement Program. The Urban Forest Renewal Program was to
replace the Tree Replacement Program. These are discussed in Section 5.1.3. The five
programs appear to have been implemented with limited integration between them. This is
likely to have exacerbated the communication problems that have occurred.
While care and maintenance is emphasised, it needs to be recognised that tree removals and
replacements are a normal part of managing an urban treed landscape and need to be
undertaken as part of the overall protection and management of urban trees. However, with
enhanced routine maintenance, removal is likely to be deferred.

Recommendation 1 (High Priority)
Replace the proposed Urban Forest Renewal Program with comprehensive
and integrated urban tree protection and management focused on the care
and maintenance of Canberra’s treed landscape.

Shaping Canberra’s future treed landscape
Canberra’s strategic planning framework
This Tree Investigation provided the opportunity to strengthen Canberra’s strategic planning
framework to better direct future treed landscape planning and management. Canberra’s
strategic planning framework includes the:
•

National capital plan

•

Territory plan

•

Canberra plan, and component plans
o

Canberra spatial plan

o

Capital development

o

Canberra social plan

o

Transport for Canberra
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o

Weathering the change and its supporting Action plan 1.

Although not directly part of the strategic planning framework, the ministerial Statement of
planning intent can also affect ACT Government planning, and it is considered as part of the
Tree Investigation.

Strengthening strategic planning by incorporating the treed landscape as essential green
infrastructure
While the strategic planning framework documents mentioned above either directly or
indirectly respect Canberra’s treed landscape, they do not emphasise the important role trees
have in being part of our green infrastructure—that is, a city’s green natural features, such as
vegetation, parks, waterways and assets, designed to help improve the quality of the urban
environment for present and future communities.
The green infrastructure, discussed in Section 3.2.1, is as important in supporting the
functioning of our city as other infrastructure that supports our transport, water, sewerage and
energy supply systems. It can help reduce the physical and psychological effects of pressures
such as increased urbanisation, population growth, pollution and climate change.21
The concept of green infrastructure broadly encompasses integrated and sustainable
management of natural and designed infrastructure assets in a city to improve urban
liveability and sustainability. It has been suggested22 that green infrastructure should have
similar operating principles as other essential urban infrastructure. It should be:
•
•
•
•

designed as a whole rather than as separate unrelated parts
laid out strategically to connect across different elements and scales within the network
planned and implemented with input and involvement from the whole community
funded up-front as a primary public investment, similar to other essential services.

Details of possible amendments to incorporate the concept of green infrastructure into
strategic planning framework documents are in Chapter 3 of this report.

Recommendation 2
Strengthen recognition of the treed landscape as part of the city’s green
infrastructure in the ministerial Statement of planning intent and the strategic
planning framework, which includes:
•

21

22

the National capital plan

Australian Institute of Landscape Architects, Adapting to climate change: green infrastructure, brochure
and PowerPoint presentation, Canberra, ACT, http://www.aila.org.au/greeninfrastructure/, website accessed
12 July 2010.
A Walmsley, ‘Greenways: multiplying and diversifying in the 21st century’, Landscape and Urban
Planning 76, 2006.
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•

the Territory plan

•

the Canberra plan and its component plans
o

Canberra spatial plan

o

Capital development

o

Canberra social plan

o

Transport for Canberra

o

Weathering the change and its supporting Action Plan.

Enabling tree protection and management
Tree management in the ACT involves a complex web of government agencies and decision
makers that often act independently, although they are interconnected. These organisations
function within a legislative framework. This Tree Investigation considered legislation that
directly or indirectly affects trees.
ACT Government legislation included the:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tree Protection Act 2005
Nature Conservation Act 1980
Planning and Development Act 2007
Utilities Act 2000
Emergencies Act 2004
Pest Plants and Animals Act 2005
Roads and Public Places Act 1937
Trespass on Territory Land Act 1932
Environment Protection Act 1997
Human Rights Act 2004
Administrative Decisions Judicial Review Act 1989
ACT Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act 2008
Commissioner for the Environment Act 1993.

Commonwealth legislation included the:
•
•
•

Australian Capital Territory (Planning and Land Management) Act 1988
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999
Telecommunications Act 1997.

New tree legislation (incorporating provisions of the Tree Protection Act 2005) or amend the
Tree Protection Act 2005
The Tree Protection Act 2005, because it is the only legislation entirely aimed at protecting
trees in the ACT, is the main piece of tree legislation. However, it primarily applies to private
leased lands—the ‘front and back’ yards of Canberrans. Community members believe this is
an imbalance because government agencies that manage trees are not bound by specific tree
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legislation. The Act is a very strong management framework for leased lands, yet the
framework for unleased lands, such as street verges and urban parks, is undefined and not
covered by legislation. This is discussed in Section 4.2.1 of the report.
Under the Nature Conservation Act 1980 the Government and government agencies are held
accountable for their management of ecological matters. The Act requires the development of
certain strategic documents and policies and the preparation of a nature conservation strategy
by the Conservator. If the Minister and Legislative Assembly support the strategy, it becomes
a legally binding disallowable instrument. Part 2 Division 2.1 of the Act not only requires that
this strategy be developed, but also outlines how it should be developed and makes
community consultation mandatory. This strategy provides a framework for a coordinated and
comprehensive approach to the protection of the ACT’s biological diversity and the
maintenance of ecological processes.
A similar approach seems appropriate for urban trees on unleased lands. The Government and
government agencies could be held accountable under new provisions in the Tree Protection
Act 2005 or in new tree legislation.
Many of the recommendations in this Tree Investigation, if agreed, could be reinforced in
legislation. For example, Recommendation 4A proposes the creation of an ACT Tree Curator
(to replace the existing Conservator in the Tree Protection Act 2005), and Recommendations
5A and 5B proposes an overarching National capital—Canberra tree protection and
management strategy, and an ACT Government tree protection and management policies and
procedures guide.
The creation and maintenance of these proposed documents and the role of the proposed ACT
Tree Curator could be made binding by amendments to the Tree Protection Act 2005 or
incorporated into any new tree legislation (that should also include the Tree Protection Act
2005).

Complementary and consistent provisions in the Tree Protection Act 2005 (new tree
legislation), the Nature Conservation Act 1980 and the Emergencies Act 2004
It is important that amendments, new legislation and any consequential amendments to other
legislation that affects urban trees be consistent. This means that provisions in the Nature
Conservation Act 1980 should complement those in tree legislation and vice versa.
The Nature Conservation Act 1980 and the Tree Protection Act 2005 (or new tree legislation)
have the protection of some trees in common. Therefore principles developed under the
Nature Conservation Act 1980, which provide for the protection and conservation of native
animals and native plants, should inform decisions under the Tree Protection Act 2005 (or
new tree legislation). This should be explicitly stated within the scope of the current review of
the Nature Conservation Act 1980.
Furthermore, instruments or criteria made under the Tree Protection Act 2005 (or new tree
legislation) should include conservation considerations such as a trees’ habitat and
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connectivity values—for example, section 25 criteria for tree damaging activities for a
regulated tree; and section 45 criteria for registering or cancelling the registration of a tree.
Section 45 currently contains a subclause that addresses habitat; however, this is only related
to threatened native species.23 This subclause should be broadened to cover all species and
recognise the ecological value of a tree in terms of connectivity.
In reviewing the Tree Protection Act 2005 (or introducing new tree legislation) it would be
appropriate to ensure exemptions clauses under the Emergencies Act 2004 and the definitions
of relevant persons are consistent across ACT legislation. This is a matter the Emergency
Services Agency (ESA) raised.
There is also a need to address inconsistency in definitions for built-up area. The Tree
Protection Act 2005, Nature Conservation Act 1980 and Emergencies Act 2004 each have
their own. A consistent definition would prevent ambiguity and inadvertent mistakes.

Recommendation 3
Improve legal protection of urban trees by:
3A

developing new tree legislation (incorporating provisions in the Tree
Protection Act 2005) or amending the Tree Protection Act 2005 to protect
urban trees on leased and unleased lands

3B

reviewing existing legislation to ensure common definitions and terms for
the consideration and protection of trees, consistency in exemptions, and
one definition for ‘built-up area’ in all ACT legislation or different terms
used in the various pieces of legislation.

ACT Tree Curator
The Conservator has a pivotal statutory decision-making role under the Tree Protection Act
2005. This position was established by the Nature Conservation Act 1980 and was given
additional responsibilities under the Land (Planning and Environment) Act 1991 (replaced by
the Planning and Development Act 2007 on 31 March 2008) and the Tree Protection Act
2005.
The primary role of the Conservator is to administer and enforce the Nature Conservation Act
1980 and address high-level conservation issues within the Territory. While the

23

Tree Protection Act 2005, section 45, the relevant subclause is (3) scientific value (e) is a significant habitat
element for a threatened native species.
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administration of the Tree Protection Act 2005 includes considering conservation issues, its
effect is much broader, involving native and non-native trees.
Because of administrative arrangements, the Conservator is in the Department of
Environment, Climate Change, Energy and water (DECCEW), a separate department from
staff, who are located in the Department of Territory and Municipal Services (TAMS) and
administer the Tree Protection Act 2005. Tree protection in urban areas is a local government
issue and TAMS is the primary provider of local government services in the ACT.
Given that the Tree Protection Act 2005 is about more than conservation and given that the
Conservator is in a separate department from staff, it is timely to reconsider the role of the
Conservator in relation to this Act.
Because the focus of the Tree Protection Act 2005 is on trees, it is appropriate for a person
with arboricultural, horticultural and/or equivalent skills to be the main decision maker under
this Act. Now seems to be an opportune time to remove the Conservator’s role under the Tree
Protection Act 2005 and replace it with an ACT Tree Curator. The ACT Tree Curator should
have all the statutory powers currently held by the Conservator under this Act, as well as extra
responsibilities (refer to Section 4.1.1 in the report). With respect to other acts, for example,
the Nature Conservation Act 1980, the role of the Conservator should remain and retain all
existing responsibilities related to conservation matters, nature reserves and the National Park
reserve, and, therefore, trees in these reserves. Other legislation might need to be amended to
ensure that the ACT Tree Curator has the same powers relating to trees as the current
Conservator.
In summary, the ACT Tree Curator should be responsible for:
•
•
•
•
•

the statutory decision-making role of the exiting Conservator under the Tree Protection
Act 2005
leading TAMS in its management of urban street and park trees
coordinating urban tree management practices and work activities across ACT
Government and National Capital Authority, and communication (especially
consultation and notification processes)
ensuring tree assessments and risk analyses are consistent across all ACT Government
agencies
reviewing (if requested) proposed non-urgent urban tree removals undertaken by TAMS
tree assessors, be it internal staff or contractors, and for all other ACT Government
agencies.

In addition to creating an ACT Tree Curator, Recommendation 4 sets out other improvements
to the decision-making processes and practices. As these are self-explanatory they are not
discussed in this summary. Details are in Chapter 4 of the main report.
However, one issue that warrants explanation here is the ability of the Chief Planning
Executive to make a decision that is inconsistent with the Conservator’s (that is, the proposed
ACT Tree Curator’s) advice on a regulated tree but not a registered tree under the Tree
Protection Act 2005.
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The Planning and Development Act 2007 requires the Conservator’s advice on regulated and
registered trees within the context of urban development.
To ensure trees are protected during development, concurrent powers between the
Conservator, proposed ACT Tree Curator and the Chief Planning Executive might at first
seem like a positive proposition. However, this approach would limit the practical ability to
achieve quick, efficient decisions. This is even more pertinent given that trees and
conservation issues are just some of the many issues the Chief Planning Executive must
consider in approving plans for new estates in greenfield sites.
As criteria guide the Conservator’s decisions about tree removal, it would be worth
considering these criteria for greenfield sites to ensure that trees that present a potential
unacceptable risk to the community are not retained in inappropriate locations in future urban
areas. This matter could be addressed in the review of the Nature Conservation Act 1980 and
any future changes to the Tree Protection Act 2005 and in addressing Recommendation 3B.
It is proposed that the Major Projects Review Group in ACTPLA be expanded to include
representatives from the Conservator and the proposed ACT Tree Curator. Guidelines should
be developed to include a consultation process with the Conservator and the proposed ACT
Tree Curator before the Chief Planning Executive makes a decision that is inconsistent with
their advice. While this might not result in a consensus it does ensure that all facts are
presented to the Chief Planning Executive. These guidelines should be available to the public.

Recommendation 4
Improve decision-making processes and practices for tree protection and
management by:
4A

establishing an ACT Tree Curator responsible for: (High Priority)
•

•
•
•
•

the statutory decision-making role of the existing Conservator under
the Tree Protection Act 2005. This role should replace the
Conservator’s role regarding urban trees. The Conservator would
retain all powers under the Nature Conservation Act 1980 and any
other legislation related to conservation matters
leading TAMS in its management of urban street and park trees
coordinating urban tree management practices and work activities
across ACT Government and the National Capital Authority, and
communication (especially consultation and notification processes)
ensuring tree assessments and risk analyses are consistent across
all ACT Government agencies
reviewing (if requested) proposed non-urgent urban tree removals
undertaken by TAMS tree assessors, be it internal staff or
contractors, and for all other ACT Government agencies
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4B

expanding ACTPLA’s Major Projects Review Group to include
representatives of the Conservator and the proposed ACT Tree Curator
when there is the possibility that a decision to be made by the Chief
Planning Executive is inconsistent with the Conservator’s or proposed
ACT Tree Curator’s advice

4C

developing guidelines that outline the decision-making process and
include criteria used by the Chief Planning Executive when making a
decision that is inconsistent with the Conservator or proposed ACT Tree
Curator’s advice

4D

proving a statement of reasons for the recommendations and/or
decisions made by the Conservator, proposed ACT Tree Curator and the
Chief Planning Executive with respect to tree removal, if requested.

4E

identifying trees worthy of inclusion on the ACT Tree Register in
greenfield sites as part of the structure and concept design processes
and registering them before any detailed designs are prepared.

4F

strategically populating the ACT Tree Register and removing the blanket
coverage in selected areas

4G

providing financial assistance or relief to residents on leased lands with
registered trees to assist them manage (or remove) a registered tree

4H

the Conservator and proposed ACT Tree Curator monitoring and auditing
compliance with their recommendations and decisions about trees,
including the cumulative effects on the treed landscape of the Chief
Planning Executive’s decisions

4I

developing principles for managing a site where a registered or regulated
tree has died

4J

preparing standard tree and risk assessment criteria for ACT government
agencies (or their contractors) with provision made for additional criteria
to respect an agencies circumstances

4K

authorising a qualified person to enter private leased land to undertake a
tree assessment using standard criteria and, when a tree presents an
unacceptable safety risk, the lessee is directed to remove the tree—and if
this is not done, it is removed by TAMS with costs recovered from the
lessee

4L

having powers to issue on-the-spot fines to people who knowingly and
wilfully damage a tree on public unleased lands.
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Guiding urban tree management
Tree management framework
As previously stated responsibility for urban tree management rests jointly with the ACT and
Australian Governments under various agencies.
The National Capital Authority, the Department of Defence and the Department of Finance
and Deregulation are important Australian Government bodies whose actions can
significantly affect Canberra’s treed landscape.
ACT Government agencies that also can greatly affect this landscape include the ACT
Planning and Land Authority, the Land Development Authority, the Canberra Institute of
Technology, ActewAGL, the Department of Territory and Municipal Services, the
Department of the Environment, Climate Change, Energy and Water, the Department of Land
and Property Services, the Department of Education and Training, the Department of
Disability, Housing and Community Services, ACT Health, and the ACT Emergency Services
Agency.
There is no overarching tree strategy to guide the integration of tree activities between both
governments and no document to guide the tree activities of the various ACT Government
agencies.

National capital—Canberra tree protection and management strategy
Urban tree management emerged from public submissions and consultations as a significant
issue. As previously mentioned, it accounted for about 40 per cent of public submission
responses, with comments such as:
Existing government tree management programs appear limited by lack of a cohesive and
collaborative approach between several different ‘tree’ programs within TAMS itself. We believe
that for any efficiency to be increased or enhanced in these programs there needs to be:

24

•

an agreed, articulated strategy between all sections of TAMS, for the present and future
management of the trees

•

designation of responsibility to an overarching body within government to ensure that the
agreed common strategy is carried forward and documented

•

vastly improved efforts by government agencies to be inclusive in the development of short
and long term management plans by regular two-way communication and consultation with
the Canberra public

•

a transparent process available for resolution of possible conflicts/appeals

•

an assessment of the costs of the present programs involving tender system to private
contractors in order to ascertain if there is scope for more government in-house work to be
done at less cost and more efficiency.24

Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 34, p. 1 (Appendix O).
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While there is a need for a strategy to integrate the activities of TAMS and other ACT
Government agencies, there is also a need for one to guide ACT and Australian Government
tree activities, given that Canberra is the national capital and trees are particularly important
to this city. Therefore, it is proposed that a National capital—Canberra tree protection and
management strategy be developed between these governments.
Section 5.1.4 contains more detail on the strategy; however, it should set out a long-term
vision and commitment to a treed landscape as a part of the city’s overall green infrastructure.
In so doing it should respect broader considerations for Canberra as the capital and as the
local place where we live. It should address contemporary issues and include a statement of
principles for guiding tree management, a commitment for across-government coordination of
activities, and a commitment to community consultation and notification. It should be the
broad strategic document that guides both ACT Government and Australian Government tree
activities.

ACT Government tree protection and management policies and procedures guide
Information provided by ACT Government agencies indicated uncertainty around issues such
as:
•
•
•
•
•

the full extent of an agency’s tree management responsibilities
how trees are most effectively managed
the principles and guidelines that apply for this management
who actually does the work and on what contractual basis the work is done
work standards that should apply.

Published principals and procedures applying to tree planting, maintenance, removals and
work notification are limited. There also appears to be very limited information sharing
between agencies.
In responses from ACT Government agencies to a question seeking ideas for more support for
tree management activities, eight out of ten said they would welcome assistance. Requests
included:25
•
•
•
•

25

a cohesive tree management strategy for future removal, replacement and maintenance
of the tree estate
more information on tree assessment/management responsibilities and procedures
more information and greater clarity about tree retention/removal/decision-making
procedures
detailed information on existing significant vegetation and regulated trees to assist in
assessing the impact and trade-offs of planning decisions

ACT Government agency responses to a Tree Investigation questionnaire, February–May 2010
(Appendix F).
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•
•
•

sufficient resources to maintain and support urban trees, particularly those from gifted
from new subdivision developments
continued support beyond the normal four-year budget projections of the Department of
Treasury
tree safety management advice, tree replacement advice, management of trees in the
context of water restrictions, landscape design advice.

Given the above responses and the existence of many policies and procedures, some of which
seem to need review, it is timely for the relevant documents to be integrated into one.
Throughout this investigation this one document will be referred to as the ACT Government
tree protection and management policies and procedures guide. The guide should allow for
flexibility and the ability to balance competing interests based on principles that values trees
as green infrastructure equivalent to other urban infrastructure. Suggestions on the content of
such a guide are in Section 5.1.5 of the report.

Agency coordination
Coordination between agencies will be critical in developing, adopting and implementing the
proposed:
•
•

National capital—Canberra tree protection and management strategy
ACT Government tree protection and management policies and procedures guide.

It is therefore proposed in Section 5.1.6 that an across-agency Tree Network Committee be
established to provide advice and coordination on tree management, including advising on the
development of the two proposed documents.

Recommendation 5 (High Priority)
Guide Canberra’s tree management by developing:
5A

a National capital—Canberra tree protection and management strategy

5B

an ACT Government tree protection and management policies and
procedures guide

5C

an across-agency Tree Network Committee to provide advice and
coordination between agencies on tree management and community
communication.
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Improving tree management standards
This Tree Investigation examined tree management standards and codes used in the ACT. It
also considered emerging issues related to habitat protection, canopy cover, solar access and
protection, sustainable re-use of timber, tree irrigation, vehicular parking and information
management. These are discussed in detail in Section 5.2 along with case studies highlighting
issues regarding the implementation of some of the standards and codes.
Recommendation 6 is also derived from issues discussed in Sections 5.3 and 5.4. Because the
recommendations are self-explanatory they are not discussed in this summary.

Recommendation 6
Update existing standards and codes and address emerging issues related to
habitat protection, canopy cover, solar access and protection, sustainable reuse of timber, tree irrigation, vehicular parking and information management
by:
6A

reviewing design standards (Design standards for urban infrastructure
4—road verges; Design standards for urban infrastructure 22—soft
landscape design; Design standards for urban infrastructure 23—plant
species for urban landscape projects; Standard specification for urban
infrastructure works 09 landscape) to include provisions which:
•
promote large trees in verges
•
guide the location of street tree easements based on road hierarchy
•
specify distances between tree centres, especially for native species
•
provide greater guidance on managing trees and solar
access/protection
•
better reflect all benefits of the treed landscape and ensure that
green and non-green infrastructure is integrated
•
promote green infrastructure technologies (for example, water
sensitive urban design)
•
provide guidance on tree species and promote approved species
being made publicly available on a website as a searchable database

6B

aligning the TAMS Reference document 4—landscape management and
protection plans with the standards in the Australian Standard 4970—
protection of trees on development sites; defining key terms and
methods; and imposing sanctions if mandatory requirements under the
Tree Management Plans are not met

6C

expanding the code of practice between the Department of Territory and
Municipal Services and ActewAGL beyond inspection and maintenance
activities to cover all aspects of urban tree management
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6D

improving habitat protection by:
•
protecting important (remnant) trees in subdivision designs for
greenfield sites based on the following principles:
o

important (remnant) trees with ecological values that form
corridors being given priority for retention and protection by
being included in a park

o

private leased residential lots for single detached housing not
having important (remnant) trees located on them

o

off-sets being used if important (remnant) trees are removed

o

seeds from important (remnant) trees being collected from a
greenfield site and used to enhance plantings in this area in
accordance with the approved estate design

(Refer to Recommendation 4E regarding the protection of all important
(remnant) trees in new subdivisions.)
6E

consider retaining dead trees on existing verges and in public parks that
have habitat value if they can be made safe; consulting abutting residents

6F

increasing urban tree canopy cover by using heat island mapping to
strategically guide plantings and setting canopy coverage targets for new
urban and existing urban areas

6G

better managing solar access and protection by developing:
•
a policy based on principles that include:
o

tree shading providing solar protection

o

solar systems being installed to avoid shading from existing
trees

o

solar systems that are installed after a tree is planted not
having priority; if the systems are relocated, this should be at
the expense of the owner

o

solar systems that are installed before a tree is planted having
priority; if needed a tree could be pruned or removed at the
expense of the tree owner

o

trees on the ACT Tree Register under the Tree Protection Act
2005 having priority for retention regardless of solar access
issues

o

tree species selection and location respecting solar access and
protection

o

applications, based on solar access, to remove a street or park
tree being considered by TAMS if adjoining residents are
consulted, and if the treed landscape can be effectively
managed and the applicant is willing to cover all removal,
replanting and establishment costs of a replanting
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•
6H

solar energy infrastructure guidelines for installers and the public

developing a sustainable reuse of timber policy based on principles that
include:
•
re-use of material from local urban trees, including for management
and community purposes (see Recommendation 10E)
•

improving the ecological condition of nature reserves and other
areas of open space

•

minimising carbon footprint

•

maximising long-term use of suitable timber

•

maintaining visual amenity when considering the re-use of urban
trees

•

recovering financial cost of tree management where possible.

6I

developing a tree irrigation policy with the condition, location and
importance of a tree determining its priority for watering. Trees on the
ACT Tree Register should be given priority

6J

better control of parking to protect urban trees by:
•
raising community awareness of the importance of not parking
under trees on verges and in parks; and highlighting where parking
is permitted

6K

•

targeting priority areas to ensure enforcement using on-the-spot
fines

•

legislative changes to issue on-the-spot fines for parking on public
open spaces

•

developing a system for all government or government agency staff
and contractors to ensure that only vehicles associated with
essential maintenance operations park on verges and enter parks;
vehicles on a verge or in a park could have an authorisation
displayed (see Recommendation 8)

developing principles to guide the use of IAMS—Integrated Asset
Management System for recording and accessing tree data by all ACT
Government agencies and corporations.

Integrating tree removal, replacement and establishment
The removal (and non-replacement) of trees has been one of the most significant issues raised
during public consultation forums and public submissions to this Tree Investigation. A
common reason for this concern is that removal, replacement and tree establishment is not
integrated. Residents are also not aware of how decisions for tree removals are made and in
many cases there have been no replacement plantings.
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It is only during this Tree Investigation that TAMS has developed a replacement policy
Management of trees on public urban land.26 While this policy is seen as ‘strongly
conservative’ and very generally refers to when a tree will and will not be considered for
removal, it is too brief. A detailed tree removal guideline is needed that clearly explains how
tree removal decisions are made.
The TAMS document, A tree management and protection policy for the ACT, a document that
has not been fully adopted, provides much more detail on tree management and has a short
section [policy 7.2 (v)—p. 29] on tree removal. It appears to be the original document from
which the information in the recent Management of trees on public urban land document was
derived. It is also of limited value in providing detail of why tree removals may be
recommended.
A fundamental aspect of tree removal is tree assessment and risk management, which is
paramount, particularly in schools, where the safety of students is of the highest importance.
The main ACT Government guideline documents that address this issue appear to be
governed by the Tree Protection Act 2005 that applies to private leased lands and requires the
approval from the ACT Conservator (proposed ACT Tree Curator) before any tree damaging
activities may be undertaken.
For consistency all tree assessments on ACT Government properties or on public lands or
those under the provision of the Tree Protection Act 2005, should use the same basic criteria
and risk assessment method. Some agencies may wish to have additional criteria. The
assessment of risk should respect the location, with areas such as school grounds recognised
as having one of the highest levels of risk. These criteria should be made public.
There is concern in the community that healthy trees have been tagged for removal and that
mistakes were being made in marking trees. Part of the concern about tree assessment
practices relates to the qualification and training of tree assessors.
Brisbane City Council, City of Sydney, City of Melbourne and Hume City Council all require
tree assessors to have a minimum level of training at an Australian Qualifications Framework
(AQF) Level 5 or Certificate 5 in Arboriculture or Horticulture with five years’ experience.
Alternatively they may have proven equivalent skills.
In the ACT, TAMS staff might have a Certificate Level 3 or 4, although this is not required.
The Interim report,27 presented to the Chief Minister in April 2010, recommended that TAMS
begin to bring all assessors to a minimum level of training at an Australian Qualifications
Framework (AQF) Level 5 or Certificate 5 in Arboriculture or Horticulture.

26

27

TAMS, Management of trees on public urban land, website
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/play/pcl/parks_reserves_and_open_places/trees_and_forests/trees/tree_policy,
accessed 15 December 2010.
Interim report on street and park tree removals undertaken by the Department of Territory and Municipal
Services (TAMS) under classification of ‘dangerous’ and ‘hazardous’ trees, Commissioner for
Sustainability and the Environment, 2010, p.24 (Appendix M).
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In Canberra, assessment is undertaken by a range of people: those in TAMS, contractors
working for the government or contractors working for developers who will submit
development applications or tree management plans.
All assessors should possess the minimum level of training: a Diploma of Horticulture
(Arboriculture) Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF) Level 5 or Certificate 5 in
Arboriculture or Horticulture with a minimum of five years’ experience or proven equivalent
skills.
A minimum training requirement for all government agency tree crew members is not being
recommended, as the key issue is the quality of assessments and therefore the issue is the skill
of the assessor. Within this context officers and volunteers of the ACT Fire Brigade, ACT
Rural Fire Service and ACT State Emergency Service only manage urban trees when there is
a significant and/or time critical incident that is affecting community safety, or could do so.
Under such circumstances a tree assessment is not possible or appropriate.
Also, to ensure there is no real or perceived conflict of interest, a government assessor should
not be the person who performs operational activities unless the circumstances are urgent.
However, at no time should a contractor who undertakes a tree assessment undertake the tree
surgery or removal.
Recommendation 7 sets out these principles. Others also in this recommendation have not
been discussed in this summary because they are more self-evident. The background on, and
discussion of, matters that are the subject of Recommendation 7 can be found in Sections
5.5.3, 5.5.4 and 5.5.5 of the report.

Recommendation 7
Develop a policy for guiding the integration of tree removal, replacement and
establishment based on principles that include:
•
•

•
•
•

tree removal, replacement and establishment being an integrated process
all tree assessments being undertaken:
o
using the same basic criteria and risk assessment method with
allowance for some agencies to use additional criteria
o
by a person with an Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF)
Level 5 or Certificate 5 in Arboriculture or Horticulture, or high
level of training with a minimum of five years’ experience
o
independently so that the tree assessor/contractor is not the
same person/contractor who performs tree surgery, unless
urgent circumstances exist
tree removal being avoided wherever possible with all other tree
management options considered before a decision to remove is made
a replacement tree being planted unless circumstances prohibit it
trees being planted under a three-year establishment program with trees
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•

•
•

being monitored to allow adaptive management according to a tree’s
performance and local conditions
the community being informed using standard notification procedures
before any tree removal, unless it is done under urgent circumstances. A
period will be allowed for a community member to seek reconsideration.
All reconsiderations should be undertaken by the proposed ACT Tree
Curator
reasons for tree removals being made public to anyone who requests
all tree removals being undertaken in an environmentally responsible
manner.

Contract management
Contractors, including those undertaking tree assessments and works, are frequently used by
ACT government agencies. The use of contractors is done within an extensive framework of
legislation, guidelines, directions, instructions and policies. Departments face scrutiny from
the ACT Legislative Assembly, particularly through the Budget Estimates process and annual
reporting requirements that all contracts above $20 000 must be listed. The ACT AuditorGeneral independently assesses departments’ compliance with procurement procedures.
There was no evidence presented or allegations made to the investigation of improper
awarding of tree-related contracts. Nonetheless, other issues were raised in public
submissions, and these are considered helpful in improving the management of all
contractors.
While a contract might require money to be put aside as security, there is no specific
requirement for financial penalties if trees are damaged. Such a contract condition would
seem appropriate given the importance of trees to the Canberra community. Given that
parking vehicles under trees on verges and in parks is a problem, this should also be
addressed using a contract condition.
Also, the suite of documents that accompany standard contracts includes Acts, Australian
Standards, departmental standards and Design standards for urban infrastructure. There is no
specific reference to documents protecting trees, such as the TAMS reference document 4—
landscape management and protection plans (LMPP).
The protection of trees could be improved by ACT Procurement Solutions including specific
reference to this document in all contracts involving works on or near open space including
verges, and including the proposed ACT Government tree protection and management
policies and procedures guide (when written) in the suite of referenced documentation.
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Recommendation 8
Provide greater protection for urban trees affected by ACT Government
contract procurement processes by amending the Guideline for production of
tenders and contracts for construction projects using AS2124–1992 general
conditions of contract to include:
•
•
•
•

provisions to control contractors’ parking so that trees on verges and in
parks are protected when undertaking work for the ACT Government (see
Recommendation 6J)
financial penalties if trees are damaged
specifying that the contractor undertaking a tree assessment should not
undertake tree surgery or removal of any trees they assess
as a supporting document, the TAMS reference document 4—landscape
management and protection plans (LMPP) and the proposed ACT
Government tree protection and management policies and procedures
guide (when written).

Communication and community engagement
Communication, consultation and notification
Communication with the community on tree issues has been a common theme in submissions
and consultations to this Tree Investigation. Even though public submissions specifically
concerned with communication and consultation accounted for only 6 per cent of issues, it has
often been a point of discussion in the media and at workshops and has led to other issues
emerging.
Communication recommendations were made in the Interim report on street and park tree
removals undertaken by the Department of Territory and Municipal Services (TAMS) under
classification of ‘dangerous’ and ‘hazardous’ trees (the interim report) and many have been
or are being implemented by TAMS.
Many people in the community consider all government agencies as ‘the government’, no
matter how nuanced the differences might seem to the dedicated public servants within those
agencies. It is important that all agencies operate with a level of consistency.
Effective notification and communication can be one of the greatest aids to successful future
tree management in Canberra. A communication policy should be developed and be part of
the proposed ACT Government tree protection and management policies and procedures
guide. The policy should recognise the difference between trees that need to be removed
immediately for safety – urgent circumstances, and those trees which can be removed in a
non-urgent timeframe.
While the communication policy should apply to all ACT Government agencies and
corporations it will need to recognise the context of the trees each agency and corporation
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manages, with specific communication processes designed accordingly. For example, the
ESA should not be required to give any public notification for any trees they deal with in an
emergency. However, no system exists for ESA to inform an ACT Government agency if they
affect trees on government lands. It would be appropriate for this to occur so that tree
management activities after the emergency can be undertaken, for example, tree replacement.
As the main agency affected by ESA is likely to be TAMS, a system of notification between
these two agencies could be the basis for ESA informing other agencies and corporations.
Recommendation 9A is self-explanatory in presenting what is needed to improve
communication.

Community involvement
There is a community need for information and engagement. Under TAMS’s proposed Urban
Forest Renewal Program, community engagement and participation was regarded as an
important part of the program. This included a Tree Keepers Program similar to one initiated
in the City of Chicago. A phone interview was held with the CEO of this program, which was
developed in 1991 in response to massive tree deaths. The main activity undertaken by the
Chicago Tree Keepers Program is spreading mulch, although community members also plant,
water and prune small trees. The participation rate is very low considering the overall
population of Chicago.
Although Tree Keepers is an evocative name, the response to the program in Chicago
suggests that the model is not a broad community outreach program. The Chicago model was
funded by the community, not government, whereas the primary funding for the Canberra
model was to come from the ACT Government to support the proposed Urban Forest
Renewal Program.
An engagement program to involve the wider Canberra community is required and
Recommendation 9C captures its three proposed activities. These activities should be
integrated. The tree care outreach program could be based at the National Arboretum which
could also be the venue for the annual tree forum.

Recommendation 9 (High Priority)
Strengthen communication and community engagement in relation to the treed
landscape by:
9A

developing a communication policy which:
•

includes principles to guide all ACT Government agencies and
corporations in:
o

undertaking consultations and routine maintenance
notifications for trees
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providing adequate information to the community—for example,
assessments involving a potential or actual tree removal should
be made available to a resident or member of the community on
request
includes the recommendations made in the interim tree report for
minimal tree removal notification for urban street and park trees
managed by TAMS:
o

•

o

Tree removal (urgent circumstances)—street tree
A standard notification letter delivered to the closest three
residences on both sides of the street before or soon after the
removal—that is, the property adjacent to the verge where the
tree will be removed, the two properties either side of this one
and the three properties opposite (six properties in total).

o

Tree removal (urgent circumstances)—park tree
A sign should be erected in the park before or soon after the
removal.

o

Tree removal—street tree
To allow for public inquiries a standard notification letter
should be delivered three weeks before the removal date to the
closest three residences on both sides of the street—that is, the
property adjacent to the verge where the tree will be removed,
the two properties either side of this one and the three
properties opposite.
If the street tree (or group of trees) has a high profile (for
example, a large tree that makes a major contribution to the
landscape) or if there will be a substantial change because of
the removal of several trees, a sign should also be placed on a
tree (or group of trees), at the same time as the notification
letter is sent.

o

Tree removal—park tree
The sign should be placed on the tree in a position where it will
be obvious to park users three weeks before the tree is
removed to allow for public inquiries. If several trees are to be
removed in a park it might be necessary to place a sign at the
entrance as well as at the location where the trees will be
removed.

•

guides information in notification letters or on signs for trees
removed or to be removed, including:
o

making it obvious that the letter or sign is official
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stating that the tree assessment was undertaken by a qualified
tree assessor
o
giving reasons why the tree will be or was removed
o
stating that there is a re-planting policy unless circumstances
prohibit it
o
providing a contact number for further information
o
giving the direct website address outlining the policy and
procedures for tree activities.
includes a consultation program for preparation of tree-scape
designs—civic, town centres and selected local centres, major
gateways and avenues (Refer to Recommendation 10A)
includes principles for draft guidelines for street and park plantings
(Refer to Recommendation 10A) to be made available publicly for
comment before being finalised.
o

•

•

9B

developing a notification procedure for ESA to inform TAMS when
emergency service officers undertake works on urban trees on public
land (This could be extended to other agencies once developed.)

9C

developing a community engagement tree program that involves
•

an annual community tree forum

•

the Arboretum being the centre for public tree educational
information and programs in Canberra

•

a tree care outreach program developed under a partnership
between the Arboretum, the proposed ACT Tree Curator, TAMS,
NCA, Botanic Gardens, other bodies and the community.

Future directions for Canberra’s treed landscape
Strategic tree planning
Future tree plantings can be used to enhance the treed landscape but it needs to be guided.
Determining the level of planning required for street and park trees in a jurisdiction the size of
Canberra is difficult.
The City of Melbourne, a smaller municipality than Canberra, has an individual tree asset
register for all trees in the municipality that enables detailed planning for future tree works.
The City of Melbourne has developed precinct tree planting designs that consider the
neighbourhood character and list the tree species for each street.
Brisbane City Council has also undertaken detailed streetscape planning in some main areas,
but has not mapped and planned the street tree species for the entire city. The council uses
streetscape guidelines for planting in local areas.
The Canberra Central design manual includes master planning of trees for the city centre.
This level of streetscape planning is similar to that undertaken by Melbourne and identifies
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the tree species for individual streets. It is useful in high-profile areas and provides clear
guidance for anyone undertaking works or redeveloping in these areas. This level of
streetscape master planning across all Canberra streets is unrealistic.
A suitable model could be a hybrid between the Melbourne and Brisbane City councils.
Detailed tree-scape designs could be prepared for civic, the town centres and some local
centres, major gateways and avenues. These designs could define the character of the location
and identify how the treed landscape was to be managed in these areas, including specifying
suitable species for street planting and planned timing for any proposed works. The
community should be consulted in developing the tree-scape designs.
Tree planting in local residential streets could be undertaken using guiding principles that
should become part of the proposed ACT Government tree protection and management policy
and procedures guide.
Tree planting in parks could be coordinated with detailed park planning to identify planting
opportunities and priorities, consistent with the principles used to manage and plant trees in
streets. However, such planning for parks has been limited—therefore, the development of
guidelines is proposed to assist in tree management across all parks.

An emphasis on tree care and maintenance
As stated earlier it is recommended that there be an emphasis on care and maintenance of
Canberra’s urban trees. As previously mentioned, in 2010 TAMS undertook a Canberra-wide
‘rapid’ audit of streets and parks as landscape units, which can be used to identify priority
areas for care and maintenance activities.
The audit allows priorities to be set for maintenance works for the assessed landscape units,
so it is possible to estimate how long it would take a tree crew to complete the works. An
additional crew could complete the high-priority maintenance works in approximately one
year. This would alleviate the immediate pressure. However, to begin programmed
maintenance on an ongoing basis an extra crew would be needed. This is discussed in detail in
Section 7.3 of the report.
The audit also facilitated the identification of ‘gaps’—that is, vacant sites where trees have
been removed and not replaced.
National Arboretum Canberra
The National Arboretum—in its role as a living, botanical museum of trees from around the
world and in its research capacity—could help identify trees and provide guidance on tree
management for Canberra.
Gateways, landmarks and 2013 celebrations
The upcoming centenary of Canberra will be an opportunity to celebrate urban trees,
particularly given that the goals of the 2013 celebrations are on ‘building lasting legacies of
community value ... through quality projects’.
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The centenary could use key sites to create a legacy by specific tree planting projects and
carving dead trees for public art. To reflect the historic moment they could include key people
or items from Canberra’s history.
Tree management activities on school sites are considerable. While an overall figure of the
number of trees on school sites was not available, it is estimated to be more than 18 000. A
2013 landmark school–community project could be for each school to celebrate the centenary
by planting those species that would have been part of the region before settlement and those
that are in the arboretum. The local community could be involved in the plantings. These
ideas are discussed in Section 7.5 of the report, and captured in Recommendation 10.

Recommendation 10
Strategically enhance and celebrate Canberra’s treed landscape by:
10A future tree planning being guided by:
•

tree-scape designs for Civic, town centres and selected local
centres, major gateways and avenues

•

guidelines for all other streets

•

guidelines for parks

10B programmed maintenance work increasing to achieve TAMS’s goal of 65
per cent (currently 15 per cent) with the addition of two field crews (or
equivalent in contractors): one on an ongoing basis and one for one year
to ensure all high priority works are undertaken (funding for this is
covered under Recommendation 11B). A time for achieving the
65 per cent target should be specified.
10C planting to fill existing ‘gaps’ and replacing existing removed trees
10D the Arboretum being a focus for scientific research to inform tree
management across Canberra
10E creating a 2013 tree legacy
•

at gateways, on avenues and site plantings

•

through landmark school–community projects

•

using carvings of suitable dead trees, including in situ if appropriate,
to reflect an aspect of the tree’s location, to commemorate a person,
place or event (see Recommendation 6H).
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Resourcing
Resourcing issues considered in this Tree Investigation relate mainly to managing urban street
and park trees under the management of TAMS. However, resourcing for a community
engagement tree program (Recommendation 9C) and the implications of recommendations in
the Tree Investigation are also considered in Chapter 8 of the report.

Expenditure drivers
TAMS’s ability to meet the challenge of managing the urban street and park trees within its
existing budgets has been problematic because of expenditure drivers which include:
•

•
•
•

a continuing increase in the number of tree inquiries—the actual number has risen from
5637 in 2009 to 7002 in 2010. This is a 24 per cent increase in public inquiries in one
calendar year
a 78 per cent increase in the number of planning applications for TAMS to review in the
last four years
TAMS, during 2009–10, beginning to manage an additional 30 hectares of urban open
space in new suburbs in Gungahlin, Belconnen and Tuggeranong
a 67 per cent increase in the number of dwelling sites released in the past seven years,
from 1656 in 2003–04 to a target of 5000 in 2010–11. While not all sites will have trees
in front of them, it does emphasise a significant increase in development in the past five
years.

The increase in development has had a number of flow-on affects, as outlined by TAMS:
... Reallocation of resources—at least one full time, sometimes 1.5 FTE is now needed to respond to
development related matters. Previously this was a part-time function for one officer.
... Increase in new tree assets—approximately 5000 new trees have been assigned (gifted) to TAMS
annually for the past five years. This figure has more than doubled the number assigned 7–8 years
ago. Urban trees in their first 3–5 years have high maintenance and cost requirements for watering,
staking, mulching, formative pruning and possible replacement due to death or vandalism.28

To manage the above, programmed maintenance activities have apparently been affected. The
result of limited resources seems to have had the most profound effect on:
... programmed or proactive pruning (cyclic). The operational teams give priority to clearing the
volume of tree related enquiries from the public ... where response time deadlines have been set. This
has meant programmed proactive work, including formative pruning of young trees and maintenance
of older trees, is not to the desired level...29

Such maintenance is particularly important in Canberra where there are significant numbers
of eucalyptus trees in urban streets and parks. Brisbane City Council does not plant

28

29

Response to the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, OCSE questions—resourcing, Land
Management and Planning, TAMS, November 2010, p. 4 (Appendix S).
Response to the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, OCSE questions—resourcing, Land
Management and Planning, TAMS, November 2010, pp. 7–8 (Appendix S).
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eucalyptus trees in urban streets due to their high maintenance requirements. However,
Canberra’s climate is very different to Brisbane’s and eucalypts are an integral component of
the landscape. These trees cannot ‘self-manage’—they require maintenance, particularly in
the formative stages, to prevent the development of defects.

Tree funding and climate change initiatives
A paper was commissioned on The benefits and draw backs of considering funding for urban
tree programs separately to climate change initiatives.30
Trees have a range of positive effects on local climate conditions and are important in
managing climate change. Trees in urban areas help mitigate climate change by taking up and
storing carbon from the atmosphere. They can also indirectly reduce the production of
greenhouse gases and also decrease the need for summer cooling through shading.
It seems appropriate to apply, and claim, climate change funding for tree programs, if these
are in addition to those programs that are considered ‘core business’ and ‘business as usual’ or
are required to meet legislative requirements (for example, risk management) programs.
Special programs such as planting extra trees for climate change objectives to reduce heat
islands in urban areas, provide additional shade over foot and cycle paths, increase overall
canopy cover and so on, have benefits and could justify additional funding as part of actions
to address climate change. For example:
Linking climate change commitment to trees has helped focus the message on climate change in
Canada and enabled the community to participate in ‘doing something’ for climate change increasing
the communities [sic] long term resilience. Rather than adapting the view that is it all too hard and
what can I do to stop climate change from happening.31

Funding tree programs under climate change initiatives may offer the opportunity to source
additional funds from climate change programs, particularly from the Australian Government.
However, the tree programs specifically focused on climate change would need to be
identified and be in addition to ‘core business’. Accordingly, as a principle, funding for ACT
Government tree protection and management that is ‘core business’ should be from dedicated
tree management budgets.

Sources of funding
Given Canberra has a considerable amount of green infrastructure, this prompted
consideration of what funding sources other jurisdictions use to fund their green
infrastructure.

30

31

The benefits and draw backs of considering funding for urban tree programs separately to climate change
initiatives, Miller Consulting, 14 December 2010 (Appendix K).
Funding options for the protection of the environment through enhanced management actions – Miller
Consulting, 8 December 2010, p. 14 (Appendix J).
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The paper Funding options for the protection of the environment through enhanced
management actions32 was commissioned to assist this Tree Investigation and the Canberra
Nature Park (nature reserves), Molonglo River Corridor (nature reserves) and Googong
Foreshore Investigation.33 The paper presents information on the environmental and
sustainability levies used by councils, with more detail for 18 of these. It provides examples
of how local and state governments meet their environmental responsibilities with limited
funds and competing demands while specifically noting that:
Traditional funding through rates and taxes is largely spent on environmental management
undertaken as part of an organisation’s legislative requirement. This is seen as a minimum funding
source.34

If this premise is supported, funding options should be considered in the context of what extra
needs to be done, what it would cost and how it could be funded. The concept of an
environmental levy for specific initiatives seems worth canvassing with the Canberra
community, given the significant amount of green infrastructure, the opportunity it affords all
residents and the challenge of managing it.
While the application of a levy for urban tree management might not be appropriate in the
ACT at this time with respect to the majority of recommendations made in this investigation,
which can be considered to address matters of core business, a levy might be considered as
additional funding for some specific environmentally focused tree projects and other
sustainability initiatives such as restoration of reserves in the ACT. This will be further
explored in the Canberra Nature Park (nature reserves), Molonglo River Corridor (nature
reserves) and Googong Foreshore Investigation.35 However, at this stage most issues related
to tree management could be considered as core business.

Enhanced resourcing
There was generally a recurring view in public submissions that there are inadequate and
inappropriate resources for managing Canberra’s treed landscape. For example, the following
submissions stated:
What is urgently needed is a properly resourced, regular tree maintenance program, that involves
regular inspection, removal of dead limbs, looping of low branches, removal of suckers and
necessary shaping of trees. ... It will remove the absentee landlord look that at present is suggested by
the state of much of the street treescape.36

32

33

34

35
36

Funding options for the protection of the environment through enhanced management actions – Miller
Consulting, 8 December 2010, p. 14 (Appendix J).
Currently being undertaken by the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment,
http://www.envcomm.act.gov.au/investigations/nature_reserves_investigation.
Funding options for the protection of the environment through enhanced management actions, Miller
Consulting, 8 December 2010, p. 1 (Appendix J).
Currently being undertaken by the Commissioner for the Sustainability and the Environment.
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 20, p. 1 (Appendix O).
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Funding to adequately support the components of the Urban Forest is currently inadequate. As I
understand the current position the acceptance of a new residential sub-division into Government
maintenance does not automatically generate additional maintenance staff but rather the further
dilution of the existing few to cover the new areas.
... Renewed interest in the maintenance and management of the Urban Forest will require a large
investment in personnel and equipment. The current small group within TAMS overseeing the
maintenance and management of the Urban Forest is inadequate for the task and a team of highly
skilled, dedicated and committed managers is required to meet the expectations of the community.
Similarly the policy of contracting maintenance work on the lowest tender basis is not usually in the
best interests of the trees. In house, hands on staff, not constricted by the scope of an open tender in
what can be done, is required.37
The ACT Government tree management staff have made a clear and evidence-supported case that
they are grossly under resourced. The ACT Government in making this deliberate resource allocation
decision has made a serious decision to trade many important and significant long-term assets and
values for immediate financial savings. This decision holds at risk the trees of Canberra, the citizens
wellbeing and their trust in government.38

While resourcing is an issue to the community, so too is the balance between head office and
field staff. Community members were concerned about an increase in head office staff but not
in field staff. In considering head office to field staff ratios in other jurisdictions a 1 to 6–8
ratio emerged. This has informed the proposed resourcing allocation.
It is clear that the ACT Government is committed to increasing funds for the management of
Canberra’s treed landscape, as reflected in its 2009–10 Budget allocation of $19.4 million
over four years for the Urban Forest Renewal Program. However, as previously stated, it is
proposed that this program be replaced with comprehensive and integrated urban tree
protection and management activities focused on the care and maintenance of Canberra’s
treed landscape. In addition to programmed maintenance it will also be important to plant
trees in existing vacant sites—‘gaps’—and to remove and replace dead and declining trees.
To guide on-the-ground activities, sound planning and data management is needed.
To enhance improve routine activities and focus on care and maintenance, additional funding
above current budgets is needed. Details of how costs were derived are in Chapter 8. In
summary the additional funds required are for:
•

Care and maintenance of existing trees and overall treed landscape
As discussed in Section 7.3 (Recommendation 10B) it is proposed that programmed
maintenance be increased through increasing TAMS resources by the addition of two
field crews (or equivalent in contractors): one on an ongoing basis and one for one year
to ensure all high priority works are managed. This is likely to cost $950 000 per year
for each crew, covering salaries, vehicles, contract plant and labour hire for a crew of

37
38

Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 31, p. 4 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 17, p. 5 (Appendix O).
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eight. TAMS indicates that this configuration allows for flexibility with the crew being
split and allotted different tasks, and to continue operations if someone is absent.
The additional one-year field crew (or equivalent in contractors) would be able to
address the high priority maintenance work identified in the Canberra tree audit.
To support the expended resources a tree assessment officer would be needed, costing
about $80 000 for one year.
In addition to these maintenance works, the audit also identified approximately 17 000
dead and declining trees and 20 000 vacant planting sites in streets. The 17 000 dead
and declining trees would require individual assessment to determine works needed. If
these trees are to be removed, a decision would have to be made whether they could be
retained as habitat or for public art. If the trees are removed and replaced, then
replacement trees would require irrigation and establishment care for three years post
planting. There would also be replacement, irrigation and establishment costs for trees
planted in the existing 20 000 vacant sites. The estimated costs for removing existing
dead and declining trees, and planting in existing ‘gaps’ are shown in the table below.

Estimated cost for replacement of existing dead and declining trees, and planting in existing gaps
(compiled by OCSE using TAMS data)
Task
$ million
Replacement of existing 17 000 dead and declining trees
Assessment ($5 per tree)39
0.085
40
Removal ($300 per tree)
5.1
41
Replacement ($300 per tree)
5.1
Irrigation and establishment
1.2
—3 years ($23 per tree per annum)42
Sub-total
11.4 #
Planting trees in 20 000 vacant sites – ‘gaps’
Replacement ($300 per tree)43
6
Irrigation and establishment
1.4
—3 years ($23 per tree per annum)44
Sub-total
7.4
Total
18.4 ($2.3 million per year over 8 years)
#

This is an overestimate as a few trees are likely to be retained and some may not be replaced because of
site limitations.

39
40

41
42
43
44

Personal communication, Ms Fleur Flanery, TAMS, 20 December 2010.
Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, Land Management and Planning,
TAMS, received 27 May 2010, p.31 (Appendix F).
Personal communication, Ms Fleur Flanery, TAMS, 20 December 2010.
Personal communication, Ms Fleur Flanery, TAMS, 20 December 2010.
Personal communication, Ms Fleur Flanery, TAMS, 20 December 2010.
Personal communication, Ms Fleur Flanery, TAMS, 20 December 2010.
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Given the costs of the works identified in the above table, it seems appropriate for it to
be undertaken over at least eight years, at about $2.3 million per year for an average of
4600 trees.45 This planting could lead into an ongoing program as more trees will
always need to be removed and replanted.
•

Community involvement
To provide tree information and involve the community in tree activities it is
recommended that an outreach program be developed under a partnership between the
Arboretum, the proposed ACT Tree Curator, TAMS, NCA, Botanic Gardens, other
bodies and the community. If such a program is integrated across several agencies there
may be efficiencies—for example, the Arboretum already has a community ‘Friends of
the Arboretum’ program and is building an information centre. Therefore, an initial
$80 000 per year for two years could be allocated to this initiative.

•

Planning and data integration
Head office staff are needed to ensure a strategic and integrated approach by field staff.
There has been community concern that head office staff are disproportionately larger
than field staff. Therefore ‘head office’ to ‘field’ staff ratio of some local governments
has been derived to guide an appropriate ratio for TAMS (see Table below). Some of
the positions that were created under the Urban Forest Renewal Program are relevant to
a program focused on care and maintenance. A small group of staff needs to provide the
overall leadership and coordination for tree management, manage tree data, ensure
communication is effective and strategically guide field crews. Accordingly, it is
suggested in Table 22 that there should be five officers and some support from an
Executive Officer. The cost for such a unit, as shown in Table 21, is estimated to be
approximately $600 000 per year.
Tree assessment informs data capture and the programmed maintenance program,
therefore a rolling program of assessments is needed on a minimum 10-year cycle,
increasing to a 5-year cycle as systems are implemented. Based on a population of
556 268 trees in streets and high-use urban parks, assessing 10 per cent or 55 627 trees
per year at $5 per tree would require approximately $280 000 per year. To complete the
current tree species selection update and database it is understood that TAMS costs
would be approximately $50 000. Sitting fees for the Tree Selection Group are included
in this figure.
It is suggested that $50 000 per year for two years (2011–12 and 2012–13) will cover
the costs for developing the proposed National capital–Canberra tree protection and
management strategy and ACT Government tree protection and management policies

45

Park Conservation and Lands have previously planted 500 trees per year; Hume City Council 5000 trees
per year and Brisbane City Council 11 000 per year (including greenfield sites)—see Table 5, TAMS, Land
Management and Planning, Response to the Commissioner for the Environment and Sustainability, p. 19
(Appendix F).
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and procedures guide. Much of the documentation for these documents exists but it
needs to be integrated.
Funding of $25 000 for two years is likely to be needed to support the amendments to
the Tree Protection Act 2005 recommended in this Tree Investigation. This assumes the
availability of existing legal resources within TAMS and the ACT Government.
Some proposed actions to enhance Canberra’s treed landscape have not been costed:
•

Gateways, avenues and 2013 tree initiatives
As mentioned in Chapter 7, these are iconic projects that should be planned and
managed accordingly. Candidate sites include, but are not restricted to Northbourne,
Ainslie and Canberra Avenues, Gungahlin and Athllon Drives and heritage precincts.46
It is proposed that there be some 2013 tree legacy projects and this could include the
abovementioned avenues. However, it is also suggested that there be a 2013 landmark
school–community–Arboretum project with each school planting an endemic species
that would have been part of the region before settlement and a species from the
Arboretum.
Funding for these initiatives has not been costed as it will depend on their design. It may
be possible to fund the 2013 landmark school–community–Arboretum project through a
combination of sponsorship and community donations.

•

Funding assistance for residents with a registered tree on their property
Additional funding to support Recommendation 4F to provide financial support to a
resident on leased land who has registered trees on their property has not been
recommended as this will depend on criteria for giving such support that is
appropriately developed by the Government.

•

Populating the ACT Tree Register
The Open Space and Planning section within TAMS currently funds a Technical Officer
to undertake populating the ACT Tree Register required under the Tree Protection Act
2005. This should continue. Additional funding to support further acceleration in
populating the ACT Tree Register has not been recommended as significant progress
has been made in the last few years and it is assumed that the existing resources which
made this possible will continue.

46

Response to the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, OCSE questions—resourcing, Land
Management and Planning, TAMS, November 2010, p. 9 (Appendix S).
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•

Climate change tree initiatives (funded from climate change funds)
The aim of these are to specifically address climate change. These could be funded
project-by-project, therefore no cost estimate is presented.

•

Amending documents such as the Territory Plan.
Amending documents such as the Territory Plan could occur within current budgets and
be integrated with future amendments as these documents are frequently amended.

•

ACT Tree Curator
If the appointment of the ACT Tree Curator is part of the role of an existing executive
officer it should have no funding implications.

•

TAMS funding to meet growth
Additional funding for the Department of Territory and Municipal Services to meet the
demands of managing new residential developments is the subject of a recommendation
in Governing the City State: One ACT Government – One ACT Public Service, which
states:
The Expenditure Review and Evaluation Committee should conclude as a matter of priority a
marginal cost formula for providing additional funding to the Territory and Municipal Services
Directorate reflecting the impact of new residential developments on service demand.47

This Tree Investigation has therefore not addressed this issue.
•

Tree funding for agencies other than TAMS
It is recognised that ACT Government departments other than TAMS also undertake
tree work, such as the Department of Education and Training, which funds tree works
on a priority basis. It is beyond the scope of this Tree Investigation, which focuses on
the management of urban street and park trees managed by TAMS, to address these
issues in detail. It is assumed that these funding issues will be considered as part of
ACT Government’s budgetary processes.

The ‘Enhanced’ budget recommended is summarised in the table on page xli.

47

ACT Government, Governing the City State: One ACT Government – One ACT Public Service, February
2011, p. 19.
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Summary table for enhanced tree budget
Item

Ongoing enhanced
base budget ($)

2011–12
Additional funds ($)

2012–13
Additional funds ($)

‘Field’ operations
Existing trees
Tree crews
Tree assessor

950 000

950 000

80 000

80 000

Overall treed landscape
Plantings, establishment
and removals

2 300 000

‘Head office’
Planning, data integration
and communication unit

600 000

Tree assessments—
planning data

280 000

Communication

50 000

National capital—
Canberra tree protection
and management strategy
and ACT Government
tree protection and
management policies and
procedures guide.

50 000

Tree species selections
finalised (Tree Selection
Working Group)

50 000

Amending the Tree
Protection Act 2005

25 000

TAMS total

50 000

25 000

Assume delays in
starting proposed
projects; therefore,
assume 80 per cent of
base budget:
3 370 000 (+ above 1
year additional funds)
4 257 000

4 572 000

80 000

80 000

4 332 000

Community
involvement
Arboretum
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Given the community concern about ‘head office’ ratios the following table presents the
existing and proposed ratios.
Field staff: 'head office' ratios across three councils
Item
Existing
Head office staff
Planning, data
integration and
communication unit
DA assessor
Field staff

TAMS
Proposed

Brisbane City
Council

Hume Council

4.2*

5.2††

8.5

2

1†
26‡
4 contracts

1
37
8 contracts for 1 year

45

Tree assessors

4∫

5

Technical Officer
(Tree Register)
Head office :field
staff ratio

1#

5
1 contractor for 1
year
1

8
(+6 ongoing
contractors)
2

1:7 ongoing
1:8 for 1 year

1:6

1:8

1:7**

*1 full-time permanent as Manager Urban Tree Management (SOGC); 3 full-time contract positions as Manager
Open Space Planning (SOGA), GIS Technical Officer (TO3), and Program Coordinator (+business
support)(ASO6). This includes part of the Director City Services’ time (0.2 EFT)
†
1 additional full-time permanent Technical Officer (TO4) for assessment of development applications and
suburb redevelopment proposals
‡
26 full-time permanent field staff and 4 contractors (funded in recurrent budget)
∫
3 full-time permanent technical officers (TO3) for tree assessments and customer inquiries; 1 full-time contract
position as Operations Coordinator (TO4)
#
1 full-time permanent technical officer (TO3) to populate the ACT Tree Register is currently funded and should
continue to be funded. The assumption is that no additional funding is needed for this position.
**The Technical Officer is a position that is to address issues under the Tree Protection Act 2005 and there is no
equivalent position in other jurisdictions, therefore this position has not been included in calculations of head
office to field staff ratios.
††
Existing contract staff to become full-time permanent, plus 1 full-time permanent (SOG C/B) to undertake
cross-agency policy development and strategic tree planning.

Recommendation 11
Fund the protection and management of Canberra’s street and park trees:
11A from dedicated tree management budgets with tree plantings associated
with climate change initiatives being funded separately
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11B with an additional approximate $4 million per year on an ongoing basis
and an additional one-year funding of approximately $1 million to
accelerate programmed maintenance for high priority tree maintenance
(High Priority).

As previously discussed, TAMS has been funding the management of trees under powerlines
on unleased lands, using from 1.84 to 3.62 per cent of its budget (refer to Table 12 and
Section 8.1). Section 5.6.2 presents the history of this arrangement. It is understood that this
was preferred by TAMS.
A legal opinion confirmed that the clearing of vegetation under powerlines is ActewAGL’s
responsibility. Accordingly ActewAGL should fully bear the responsibility and costs for this
activity. The resources that TAMS currently invests in this should be allocated to work on
trees in Canberra’s urban street and parks.

Recommendation 12
ActewAGL fully fund all vegetation clearing under its powerlines on unleased
lands. The Department of Territory and Municipal Services use the resources
currently deployed on this to manage its urban street and park trees.
Specifications for pruning of urban trees to be approved by the proposed ACT
Tree Curator.
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1

Investigation context and process

The treed landscape of Canberra adds an extraordinary richness, softness and diversity to our
city. It has been deliberately and carefully planned and reflects the changing design ethos over
time as the city has developed. These trees—in their diversity and seasonal metamorphosis—
lend the city a sense of cohesion, beauty and gravitas befitting a national capital. They define
and connect Canberra’s different urban communities, while protecting us and our wildlife
with summer shade and winter shelter. The city’s environment, including its liveability and
amenity, depends in considerable measure on this treed green infrastructure.
Yet our trees provide much more than just aesthetic and functional services. They link us to
the past and future, and so are important from an intergenerational perspective. This is
significant in a city not yet a hundred years old and located in a landscape that originally had
few natural trees.
As our hot summers, cold winters, variable rainfall and strong winds are not conducive to
easy propagation and rapid growth, Canberrans seem to particularly value their treed
landscape. Considerable human endeavour has been required to nurture and sustain this
landscape, giving it a very special status, and engendering strong feelings in, the community.
This is the context of and key finding of this Tree Investigation.
On 3 December 2009 Mr Simon Corbell MLA, Minister for the Environment, Climate
Change and Water, directed that I, as Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment,
undertake an Investigation into the Government’s tree management practices and the renewal
of Canberra’s urban forest48, (the Tree Investigation). Before this, in 2008–09, there was
community disquiet about some tree management practices in the national capital and a
proposed urban forest renewal program for public urban street trees and parks managed by the
Department of Territory and Municipal Services (TAMS).
Responsibility for urban tree management in Canberra rests with both the Australian and ACT
Governments. The National Capital Authority (NCA) administers most Commonwealth land
within the ACT and this includes managing approximately 20 000 trees in the national capital
estate. These trees are largely within the parliamentary triangle and in designated areas
including Lake Burley Griffin and foreshores, the War Memorial precinct, the suburb of
Acton and various key avenues. The NCA also has planning control for non-urban land on
elevated hills, ridges and buffer spaces (including Mt Stromlo). The ACT Government
manages the vast number of trees in Canberra. TAMS has stated that the number of fully
maintained urban trees in streets and parks is estimated to be 566 268, made up of 332 111
street trees and 224 157 park trees. A further 178 000 open space urban parkland trees are

48

Mr Simon Corbell MLA, letter to Dr Maxine Cooper, Commissioner for Sustainability and the
Environment, 3 December 2009.
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reported to be receiving reactive maintenance. Therefore 734 268 trees are the direct
responsibility of TAMS.49 Additional trees from the development of greenfield sites for new
estates become the responsibility of TAMS every year. An additional estimated 40 000 trees50
are managed by various ACT Government agencies, including the Department of Education
(approximately 160 pre-schools, schools and colleges) with more than 18 000 trees51, the
Canberra Institute of Technology (five campuses), and the Department of Housing and
Community Services (11 500 houses and 100 community centres).52
Canberra has a large number of trees to manage and while a comparison with other cities is
instructive it is also problematic because of incompatibility of data. Approximate figures
indicate that Canberra (excluding those managed by the National Capital Authority) has
1.6 urban street and park trees per resident compared with Melbourne City Council’s 0.7; and
0.9 street trees per resident compared with Brisbane City Council’s 0.5.
We also have a large amount of park area per resident: 794 square metres compared with
Melbourne’s 61 square metres and Brisbane City’s 133 square metres.
Our green infrastructure is vast and while it is a major asset, it is also a management
challenge.

1.1 Terms of reference, recommendations and definitions
Eleven terms of reference were established by Minister Corbell to guide the Tree
Investigation (Box 1) (Appendix A).
Box 1: Terms of reference for the Tree Investigation.

The Commissioner will investigate and report on the following matters:
1.
2.

49

50

51

52

the scope and efficiency of any enhancement that may be required to the Government’s
existing tree management programs
the benefits and drawbacks of considering funding for urban tree programs separately to
climate change initiatives

Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment-Clarification Questions, Open Space
Planning, TAMS, 18 February 2011, p. 2 (Appendix U). This is updated information further to that
provided on 27 May 2010, p. 9 (Appendix F).
Estimates based on ACT agency responses to a questionnaire from the Commissioner for Sustainability and
the Environment, February to May 2010.
Assuming an average of around 120 trees per school site (this is likely to be conservative), given 150
schools this would mean there are at least 18 000 trees.
National Capital Authority response to questionnaire from Commissioner for Sustainability and the
Environment, 19 February 2010 (Appendix F).
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Box 1 continued...

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

improved notification and consultation processes to support greater community
involvement in urban tree planning and management, including risk mitigation, tree
removal and planting
the priority given in tree management decisions to environmental values, solar access
and the retention of communities of trees in parks
the sustainable reuse of timber from felled trees
when replanting should occur following the removal of trees, the scope for pre-planting,
and principles for the number and species of trees that should be replanted
the need for enhanced management to maintain the survival and good health of trees
appropriate safeguards to ensure contractors follow best practice and adhere to
Government tree policies
principles for the decision-making process where it is proposed that a tree is removed or
is retained
improvements to the Tree Protection Act or other relevant Acts in light of the above
matters
resource implications associated with an enhanced program.

The Terms of Reference cover issues which are interconnected; therefore they have been
addressed in various chapters and recommendations. It is only for some specific issues that
there is a direct relationship between a section and a term of reference. All the terms of
reference have been addressed, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Addressing the Terms of Reference in this report—chapters and recommendations
Terms of
Reference
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Chapter references

Associated recommendation(s)

Chapters 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 and
8
Chapter 8
Chapter 1 and 6
Chapter 1, 3, 4, 5 and 7
Chapter 5 (5.3.4)
Chapter 1(1.3), 2 and 5
Chapter 3, 4 and 5
Chapter 5 (5.6)
Chapter 5 (5.5)
Chapter 4
Chapter 8

Recommendation 1, 4 (A–L), 5 (A–C), 6 (A–K), 7, 8, 9, 10 (A–E)
and 11
Recommendation 11A
Recommendation 9 (A–C)
Recommendation 2 and 6 (D–G)
Recommendation 6H
Recommendation 7
Recommendation 2, 3 (A–B), 4 (A–L), 5 (A–C) and 6 (I–J)
Recommendation 8
Recommendation 7
Recommendation 3 (A–B)
Recommendation 11 (A–B), 12

While all recommendations are considered important some have a particularly high priority.
These have been marked accordingly.
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The definitions for two key terms used in the terms of reference are:
A tree is defined as a ‘long lived woody perennial plant [growing to] greater than (or usually
greater than) 3 metres in height with one or relatively few main stems or trunks.’53
‘Urban forest’ is a term that is used internationally; however, there is no universally accepted
definition. Trees and Shrubs of Canberra54 defines urban forest as ‘the sum total of all woody
and associated vegetation in and around dense human settlements’. Using this definition,
urban forest includes all trees in the urban area, on both private and public land, in places such
as parks, streets, bike paths, creeks, golf courses, cemeteries and schools.
The term ‘urban forest’ is used in the Tree Protection Act 200555 where the Objects of the
Act, Section 3(1) include:
(b) to protect urban forest values that may be at risk because of unnecessary loss or degradation; and
(c) to protect urban forest values that contribute to the heritage significance of an area.

The Act then goes on to state that in this section:
‘urban forest’ means the trees located in the built-up urban area
‘urban forest values’ means the amenity and economic and environmental benefits derived from the
urban forest and the associated tree canopy cover.

While the term urban forest in its broad sense does include Canberra Nature Park reserves—
for example, Black Mountain and Mount Ainslie—these reserves are not included in this Tree
Investigation. They are, however, the subject of a separate but concurrent investigation into
the Canberra Nature Park (nature reserves), the Molonglo River Corridor (nature reserves)
and Googong Foreshores by the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment.
While the scope of this Tree Investigation is broad it mainly focuses on ACT Government
activities, particularly trees in Canberra’s urban streets and parks, and on urban private leased
lands covered by the ACT Government administered Tree Protection Act 2005.

1.2 Investigation protocols and procedures
Under Part 3, Section 12(1)(b) of the Commissioner for the Environment Act 1993, the
Commissioner can be directed to undertake an investigation by the relevant Minister. Part 3 of
this Act deals with the functions and powers of the Commissioner, and guides the manner in
which investigations can be undertaken.

53

54

55

Standards Australia, Pruning of amenity trees, AS 4373-2007, Standards Australia, Sydney, Australia,
2007.
LD Pryor and JCG Banks, Trees and shrubs of Canberra, Little Hills Press with the cooperation and
assistance of the ACT Government, 2nd ed., 2001. The definition of tree is based on a definition used in RW
Miller, Urban forestry—planning and managing urban greenspaces, Prentice-Hall, New Jersey, USA,
1988.
Tree Protection Act 2005 at http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/a/2005-51/default.asp.
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1.2.1 Tree Investigation key activities
The following key activities were undertaken.
•
•

3 December 2009
18 December 2009

•
•

14 January 2010
28 January 2010

•
•
•

11 February 2010
15 February 2010
19 February 2010

•

4 March 2010

•

12 March 2010

•

16 April 2010

•
•

28 April 2010
11-12 May 2010

•
•
•
•

13-14 May 2010
1 July 2010
1 July 2010
5 August 2010

•
•

3 September 2010
15 November 2010

Minister directs Commissioner to undertake Tree Investigation
Commissioner calls for public submissions and registration of
interest in the Tree Investigation
Tree Investigation Reference panel formed
Questions sent to all ACT Government agencies about policies
or actions that may affect trees
Public forum—Ainslie
Public forum—Manuka
Specific forum on birds to inform the Tree Investigation and the
investigation into Canberra Nature Park (nature reserves), the
Molonglo River Corridor (nature reserves) and Googong
Foreshores
Specific topic papers commissioned: Report on the sustainable
reuse of timber from felled urban trees in the ACT; A
management framework for important trees in the ACT; Solar
access; and A brief review of papers by Dr Brack and by the
Department of Territory and Municipal Services relevant to
population modelling of Canberra’s urban trees
Submissions officially closed (last formal submission received
18 June 2010)
Interim report on street and park tree removals undertaken by
the Department of Territory and Municipal Services under
classification of ‘dangerous’ and ‘hazardous’ trees submitted to
Minister
Site visit: Brisbane City Council
Site visits: Melbourne—Shire of Yarra Ranges, Tree Logic Pty
Ltd, City of Melbourne, City of Boroondara, Hume City Council
Strategic communications workshop
Commissioner visited TAMS field crews to observe operations
Follow-up meeting to strategic communications workshop
Government responded to the Interim report on street and park
tree removals undertaken by the Department of Territory and
Municipal Services under classification of ‘dangerous’ and
‘hazardous’ trees
Release of Interim report
Specialist papers commissioned: funding options for protecting
the environment through enhanced management actions; the
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•
•

24 December 2010
14 January 2011

•
•

18 February 2011
28 February 2011

benefits and draw backs of considering funding for urban tree
programs separately to climate change initiatives
Draft of final Report completed
Final draft of Report circulated to relevant agencies to ensure
compliance with Section 15 (7) of the Commissioner for the
Environment Act 199356
Final response from agencies received
Report finalised

1.2.2 Tree Investigation Reference Panel
A Tree Investigation Reference Panel with community members and relevant experts was
established to assist with the investigation. The members are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Professor Don Aitkin AO—Chair, National Capital Authority
Mr Geoff Butler—Environmental and Horticultural Consultant
Dr Dianne Firth—Head of Landscape Architecture, University of Canberra
Ms Gabrielle Hurley—Director of Investigations, ACT Ombudsman’s Office
Dr Dorothy Jauncey—Canberra resident
Mr Alan Kerlin—Canberra resident
Dr Greg Moore—Research Associate, University of Melbourne
Ms Lyndal Plant—Principal Urban Forest Policy Officer, Brisbane City Council.

1.3 Information sources
The investigation involved gathering and analysing information from numerous sources.
Public submissions and public forums provided a rich and diverse collection of views,
experiences and ideas of tree management in Canberra. Answers to questions to selected ACT
and Australian Government agencies and business were useful in mapping the complex web
of activities and policies that affect urban trees in the Canberra.

1.3.1 Public submissions
A call for public submissions to the Tree Investigation was made on 18 December 2009 with
the initial closing date of 26 February 2010 which was then extended to 12 March 2010. We
received submissions from 53 individuals or groups (and one dog)57 with the last submission
accepted on 18 June 2010. The submissions ranged in size from half page emails to an 18page document, and varied greatly in the number of issues presented. The majority of the
56

57

Commissioner for the Environment Act 1993, Section 15 (7) requires that if ‘the commissioner sets out
opinions that are, either expressly or impliedly, critical of an agency or person, that agency or person
should be given the opportunity to respond’.
Part of Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 19 (Appendix O), ‘A morning with a dog
called Buster’ raising issues from a dog’s perspective—checking weemail—and concern regarding some
human treatment of trees including application of pink dots.
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views (about 70 per cent) were in the form of suggestions with constructive comments and
feedback and others (about 25 per cent) raised complaints about existing practices and
situations related to urban trees and tree management.
Submissions were qualitatively analysed using coding theory,58 with specific issues in each
submission being identified, logged, coded and subsequently grouped into broad themes. An
overview of the main themes is shown in Table 2. It is clear that a large portion of the points
raised in submissions (40 per cent or 118 of 295 issues) relate to the manner in which urban
trees have been managed in Canberra.
Table 2: Public submissions summary—grouped and ranked by theme
Themes

Issues count

Percentage

Urban tree management

118

40.0

Urban tree policy and planning

63

21.4

Urban landscape design

52

17.6

Legislation/regulations

23

7.8

Communication/consultation

18

6.1

Solar access

7

2.4

Funding

5

1.7

Planning implementation

5

1.7

Miscellaneous

2

0.7

Health and safety

1

0.3

Dispute resolution

1

0.3

Total

295

100.0

Issues of concern relating to the first three themes—urban tree management, urban tree policy
and planning and urban landscape design—were further evaluated.

1.3.1.1 Urban tree management
Views expressed in public submissions highlighted a range of tree management issues:
... continued [tree] health depends not on age, but on the nature of their site and soil conditions (soil
depth and fertility, moisture, fire history, insect/termite attack).59
Taken to its logical but absurd conclusion, the protection of government against litigation would
require total removal of Canberra’s trees and replacement with desert.60

58

59
60

L Richards, and JM Morse, Users Guide to Qualitative Methods, Sage Publications Inc., Thousand Oaks,
California, 2007.
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 26, p. 2, (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 26, p. 5, (Appendix O).
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A major health risk to street trees is the increasing practice of parking cars and trucks around the base
of established trees, compacting the ground so no water can be received. 61
[Call to examine] ... the appropriateness of criteria used to assess the need for tree removal.62
For example, eucalypts typically begin forming tree hollows suitable for wildlife from 120–220 years
of age and will continue to provide these structures for the remainder of their standing life (300–600
years) depending on species.63

The first significant theme, urban tree management, accounted for 40 per cent (118 of 295) of
responses in public submissions. Sub-themes under this, in decreasing rank order are:
Tree maintenance: for example, poor or inadequate tree maintenance, new or replacement
trees not being maintained effectively, lowest tender maintenance contracting not being in the
best interests of trees, low tree-survival rates on new estates.
Tree operations management: for example, inadequate woody weed or pest tree
management, unrealistic tree-life expectancies, supporting/enhancing/streamlining the tree
program.
Tree risk management: for example, inappropriate focus on risk minimisation, adverse risk
management affecting the urban forest program, use of realistic priorities for risk
management, effective maintenance to minimise risks from trees, tree hollow presence not
directly translating to tree structural instability.
Timber reuse: for example, inadequate or inappropriate reuse of felled timber, auctioning off
large logs, reuse of mulched timber locally, the ‘biochar’ reuse option.
Tree assessment: for example, query about the adequacy and accuracy of tree assessment
processes, concern about assessor qualifications and experience, concern about conflicts of
interest in tree assessment procedures, call for the use of qualified tree advisory committees.
Tree removal: for example, inappropriate [healthy] tree removals, call to use evidence and
safety-based tree removal criteria, minimise tree removals, use people and property risk treeremoval criteria, don’t remove all trees in street if some are stressed or dying.
Verge misuse enforcement: for example, tree damage from verge car-parking, damage to
trees on verges during construction activities.
Qualifications/knowledge/experience of tree maintenance workers: for example,
introducing a professional code of conduct for arborists, using qualified people.
Funding: for example, inadequate resource allocation to tree maintenance, providing a
maintenance budget for each tree in the urban estate, focusing resources on actual
maintenance and replacement work.

61
62
63

Public Submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 20, p. 3, (Appendix O).
Public Submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 16, p. 3, (Appendix O).
Public Submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 45, p. 1, (Appendix O).
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1.3.1.2 Urban tree policy and planning
The policy and planning issues that were raised in public submissions ranged broadly:
The question is: What do we want the urban forest to look like in 50 years time?64
We consider that the solutions to the issues considered by the Inquiry are to be found at the upper
levels of management. They are not to be found in low level changes … 65
It is necessary to formulate a set of sound tree management objectives to guide management of urban
trees in streets and parks.66
The current approach to the urban forest management appears, from a community perspective, to lack
an organised framework or program of management that would ensure a sustainable future for the
existing urban forest.67
There is strong community feeling that any wholesale replacement of all trees in a street is highly
undesirable.68
Funding for renewal of the urban environment could be augmented with the use of voluntary
[carbon] offsets.69

This second significant theme, urban tree policy and planning, accounted for 21.4 per cent (63
out of 295) of the responses in the public submissions. Under this theme, sub-themes, in
decreasing rank order are:
Policy/planning issues relating to tree management: for example, wholesale street tree
removal being undesirable, maintaining tree strategic focus
Urban tree planning issues: for example, the adoption of an integrated tree management
program, clear articulation of short and long-term tree strategies, the need for a tree ‘master
plan’
Policy relating to tree watering issues: for example, relaxing water restrictions for trees,
creating problems for local trees by using bores, diverting garden watering to trees
Funding/resourcing policies: for example, adequate sustained funding, needing a larger tree
team, adequate resourcing for the tree program
Planning implementation: for example, faulty or inadequate DA processes in promoting tree
planting and preservation, tree retention/promotion often being overruled by planning
agencies, losing trees on development sites, inadequate accountability of the planning agency.

64
65
66
67
68
69

Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 51, p. 1, (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 44, p. 1, (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 43, p. 2, (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 46, p. 3, (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 34, p. 3, (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 45, p. 2, (Appendix O).
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1.3.1.3 Urban/landscape design
The urban/landscape design issues raised in public submissions were varied:
Trees beautify, define and soften landscapes and give scale to buildings in addition to providing
shade and wildlife habitat.70
... in the main the greening of the limestone plains has led to one of the most beautiful urban
environments in the world.71
ACT Government should first publically commit itself to the principle that trees are integral to
Canberra’s identity and reputation ...72
Canberra used to be called the Garden City. Suddenly, by a clever sleight of hand, it has become an
‘Urban Forest’ ... 73
Currently, the small block size in new residential estates do not provide opportunity for tree planting
of a size and stature that could contribute to the urban forest.74
We suggest that urban forest settings are best served by a suitable mix of species, native and nonnative.75
... higher density urban developments have had a major and irretrievable impact on the urban forest.76

The third significant theme, urban landscape design, accounted for 17.6 per cent (52 out of
295) of responses in public submissions. Under this theme, sub-themes, in decreasing rank
order are:
Urban forest design: for example, having a vision and master plan, maintaining ‘garden city’
landscaping, calling for integrated planning, tree selection and planting strategies
Urban forest amenity: for example, the benefits of beautification and ‘softening’, attenuating
climate extremes, realising the habitat value of trees, trees supporting outdoor activity and
issues of general amenity
Planning issues: for example, long-term strategic planning, the impact of urban high-density
on trees, realising the ecological benefits of urban trees, making use of past experience,
knowledge and information, calling for an integrated systems approach to planning and urban
design.
While it is evident from the public submissions that there is disquiet and discontent within the
Canberra community about the planning and management of trees, there is also a significant
amount of goodwill as reflected in the high proportion of suggestions received. It is also clear
that the Canberra community places substantial value on the broad amenity derived from the
urban treed landscape and supports action to maintain and promote this green infrastructure.

70
71
72
73
74
75
76

Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 30, p. 1, (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 24, p. 1 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 26, p. 4 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 26, p. 2 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 28, p. 3 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 33, p. 4 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 41, p. 1 (Appendix O).
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The breadth of issues and suggestions in the public submissions will be drawn on in other
sections of this report.

1.3.2 Public forums and workshops
1.3.2.1 Community forums
In February 2010 the Canberra community was invited to public forums—one in Ainslie on
11 February 2010 and the other in Manuka on 15 February 2010. At these forums people
received information on the Tree Investigation and tree management in Canberra, participated
in public discussions or one-on-one conversations with me and my staff and provided written
anonymous thoughts or concerns. Both forums were facilitated by external consultants, using
a similar format each night. In Ainslie 34 members of the public attended and 71 in Manuka.
The report on both forums was placed on our website and is included as Appendix B.
The forums were beneficial in establishing an understanding early in the Tree Investigation of
the range and complexity of issues as well as the diversity of views within the community.
The forums served as a source to identify participants for the strategic communication
workshop.
1.3.2.2 Bird forum
A bird forum held on 19 February 2010 provided further information for the Tree
Investigation and the Investigation into the Canberra Nature Park (nature reserves), the
Molonglo River Corridor (nature reserves) and Googong foreshores, with the objectives to:
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

provide and/or identify information on birds relevant to the investigations of the
Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment
allow people with expertise and knowledge to collectively share their views on the
effect of the urban forest and nature reserve system on the diversity, quantity and health
of birds in the ACT and region
identify sources of existing information and gaps
identify likely and possible future changes in the urban forest and nature reserve system
and highlight the current and future challenges and opportunities for birds from these
changes
identify innovative approaches that might need to be explored to better manage the
urban forest and nature reserve system to afford greater protection for birds
identify priority areas for research
consider resourcing needs for the above.

Attendees included scientists, researchers, government officers, and members of environment,
wildlife and ornithological organisations. The report of the bird forum was placed on the
Commissioner’s website and is at Appendix C. The bird forum identified five key areas for
attention:
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Future timely planning at a landscape level—the need for a collaborative whole-ofgovernment approach to planning, particularly in new suburbs, considering tree size when
planning verges and the importance of under canopies for small birds.
Strategic connectivity—the need for a map that identifies key links across the city and for
further research into the anticipated connectivity networks.
Nest boxes and tree hollows—the need for nest boxes to be monitored, maintained and
species-specific has reduced their effectiveness and use by the species of concern, therefore
further research is required.77
Community education and engagement—the need to recognise the diversity in
communities when determining methods of engagement, with community care programs,
ongoing community education through information and positive media stories, and engaging
families in urban care programs through schools.
Funding and resources—seeking opportunities to access non-government funding by
establishing ‘round-up’ trusts whereby the community is offered the opportunity to donate the
difference between the cost of an item to the round-up amount of the nearest dollar when
paying bills, and an environmental levy.78
1.3.2.3 Strategic communication workshop
Following the two initial public forums, the bird forum and consideration of the public
submissions, it was determined that the Tree Investigation would benefit from more detailed
public discussion on key topics using a deliberative democracy method. Participants were
selected from those who had attended the two public forums and those who had made a
submission or provided information for the Tree Investigation.
On the evening of 13 May 2010 participants undertook a pre-workshop opinion-charting
survey. They were given information on the workshop process and the investigation, and
various experts provided information on trees and communicating with the public. The
following day participants were clustered into four discussion groups to discuss four topic
areas, before reconvening for a summation and post-workshop survey. The four topic areas
were:
•
•

77

78

effective communication with the affected community (what people expect and need)
effective communication with the wider community (tools and processes for
information flow)

The Canberra Indian Myna Action Group Inc. provides members with nesting boxes for rosellas to breed in
as part of a myna control program. If mynas took over the nesting box then the group would come around
and remove them. This would not apply for people in Red Hill, Campbell, Chapman, Bonython and
O’Connor until March 2011 as these were the five non- trapping suburbs of a PhD research project on
Indian mynas.
It is considered that these types of funding are more applicable the management of Canberra Nature Park
than urban tree management and are therefore addressed in the Investigation into the Canberra Nature Park
(nature reserves); the Molonglo River Corridor (nature reserves) and Googong Foreshores, which is
currently being undertaken.
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•
•

tree management policies and practices
management, resources and legislation.

Participants were briefed on the results and analysis of the workshop on 1 July 2010. The
report from the Strategic Communication Workshop (Appendix D) and the associated
Analysis of the ACT Tree Management Opinion Charting Exercise (Appendix E) were made
available on the Commissioner’s website.79 The workshop produced in-depth discussion
between people with very diverse views, which has informed this Tree Investigation.
Three commonalities were drawn from the Strategic Communication Workshop:
1.

A 21st century vision for Canberra’s urban forest is necessary. This includes:
•

•
2.

A high-level focus for tree management is essential. This would include:
•

•
3.

a 100-year vision for urban trees within the wider green infrastructure of the
national capital, responding to new challenges (such as climate and urban change)
with objectives and key performance indicators
a layered approach to consultation that is forward looking.

rectifying a perceived decline in the commitment to Canberra’s landscape quality
since self-government that has inevitably been reflected in the governance
arrangement and resources
a position, office or authority, with cross-agency and cross-jurisdictional
influence, to bring consistency and confidence to tree management in the ACT.

Proactive community engagement is needed, which should include:
•
•
•
•

improved communication processes
multiple methods to reach a wider audience to help alleviate some of the current
anxiety
building an awareness of Canberra’s special tree management issues
providing better sources of information to ensure effective collaboration between
the government and the community.

Analysis of the pre and post-workshop survey highlighted the diversity of views regarding
tree management in Canberra and showed that many concerns are entrenched. The analysis
identified five different perspectives held by the participants of the workshop; however, these
perspectives are not held exclusively. For example, some might agree that trees are an
essential part of the urban character of Canberra, but then disagree on the manner in which
they should be managed and the degree of community involvement. These views are
represented in Figure 1.

79

Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment,
http://www.environmentcommissioner.act.gov.au/investigations/canberras_urban_forest, accessed
16 August 2010.
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In summary the five perspectives are:
•

•

Environmental amenity. People with this perspective are most concerned with the
environmental benefits of trees and are the most emphatic about the need to preserve
urban trees and the role of the ACT Government as manager. While urban trees are
important for landscape reasons, they are considered to have important ecological roles
such as providing wildlife corridors and habitat. There is keen support for future
developments to have tree plantings; however, new planting should respond to
emerging issues such as climate change and therefore need to be resilient in droughts.
While there was a slight favouring of planting eucalyptus, there was no objection to
planting non-native trees. Some members of this group, although favouring a strong
government role in tree management, were not in favour of total government control
over trees in private backyards and there was an emphasis on having an integrated
whole-of-government approach that involves the community.
Improving management. These people are the most critical of past government
management of urban trees and the potential threat to the urban landscape. They are the
strongest advocates for government involvement in tree management, with less
emphasis on community participation. There is the perception that trees are not given a
high enough priority in urban planning and that enforcement of legislation is weak.
There appears to be grievances about past experiences of removal of trees without
consultation.
There was a significant overlap of people holding the environmental amenity and
improving management perspectives and Dr Niemeyer noted that:
Although difficult to test with the available evidence, it is conceivable that the latter perspective has
actually emerged out of perspective A [environmental amenity] due to experiences with government
management of the urban landscape. If this is indeed the case, addressing the core management
concerns inherent in this perspective might result in a number of its adherents ‘migrating’ back to
perspective A.80

•

•

80

There were fewer people with the following perspectives—in urban aesthetics, public
amenity, private property rights and landscape and climate—than environmental
amenity and improving management perspectives.
Urban aesthetics. The importance of aesthetics and maintaining the bush capital theme
appears to be an imperative for people with this perspective. This was the only
perspective where there was a desire to have street trees watered during a drought.
Unlike environmental amenity and improving management, the urban aesthetics
group was not concerned about government removal of street trees. The importance of
maintaining Canberra’s reputation as a ‘capital in the bush’ was evident in the response

Analysis of the ACT tree management opinion charting exercise—Dr Simon Niemeyer, Australian National
University, prepared for the Office of the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, August
2010, p. 31 (Appendix E).
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from the community in the ACT Government’s Time to talk Canberra 2030
consultation.81

Figure 1: Community perspectives identified in Strategic communications workshop82

81
82

Time to talk: Canberra 2030 Outcomes report, ACT Government, December 2010, p. 7.
Analysis of the ACT tree management opinion charting exercise – Dr Simon Niemeyer, Australian National
University, prepared for the Office of the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, August
2010, p. 18 (Appendix E).
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•

•

Public amenity and private property rights. This perspective shares the urban
aesthetics perspective’s view about tree removal provided the overall treed landscape is
protected. Public amenity, private property rights (and landscape and climate) have
an emphasis on deferring to expert opinion rather than the community and there is a
strong ‘get on with it’ theme towards the role of government in managing trees. There is
less of an emphasis on consultation. With respect to ‘getting on with it’, there are limits
particularly if it impinges on property rights. One participant also strongly resisted any
new tax for tree management. One stand-out issue is solar access and it was proposed
that the government improve solar access by pruning street trees.
Landscape and climate. This perspective has a strong link with a concern about
climate change, or at least the desire for climate change to feature in decisions about
tree management. Like the public amenity, private property rights perspective, there
is a relaxed attitude about tree removals. However, there is also the desire to involve
communities in tree management and planting and not just leave it to the experts of
government. The emphasis is on landscape management rather than individual tree
management.

1.3.3 Agency questions
Agency-specific questionnaires were sent to 15 organisations on 28 January 2010 to
understand and clarify the roles, responsibilities and influences that government agencies and
organisations have on urban tree management in Canberra.
Commonwealth agency
•

National Capital Authority (NCA)

ACT authorities and territory-owned corporations
•
•
•
•
•

ACT Planning and Land Authority (ACTPLA)
ACT Conservator of Flora and Fauna (Conservator)
ACT Land Development Authority (LDA)
Canberra Institute of Technology (CIT)
ActewAGL—a joint government–private energy and water services organisation

ACT Government agencies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chief Minister’s Department (CMD)
Department of Treasury (DT)
Department of Environment, Climate Change, Energy and Water (DECCEW)
Department of Land and Property Services (DLAPS)
Department of Territory and Municipal Services (TAMS)
Department of Education and Training (DET)
Department of Disability, Housing and Community Services (DHCS)
ACT Health (Health)
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•

Department of Justice and Community Safety (JACS), including its ACT Emergency
Services Agency (ESA) sub-section.

Responses to the questionnaires indicate that urban tree management in Canberra is complex
with responsibilities and activities of agencies and organisations varying widely. The
interconnecting roles and responsibilities of each organisation are discussed in Section 5.1.1,
with the Agency responses to a questionnaire in Appendix F.

1.3.4 Specific topic papers
Five papers were commissioned to inform the Tree Investigation on specific topics:
•
•
•
•
•

Report on the sustainable reuse of timber from felled urban trees in the ACT—Farm
Forestry Consulting, 2010 (Appendix G)
A management framework for important trees in the ACT—CB Richard Ellis Pty Ltd,
11 October 2010 (Appendix H)
Solar access—Purdon and Associates, October 2010 (Appendix I)
Funding options for the protection of the environment through enhanced management
actions—Miller Consulting, 8 December 2010 (Appendix J)
The benefits and drawbacks of considering funding for urban tree programs separately
to climate change initiatives—Miller Consulting, 14 December 2010 (Appendix K).

These papers explored selected issues of tree management, provide ideas and initiate
discussion. They are not necessarily exhaustive studies of the topic areas. The first three were
released for public information in September and October 2010 before the Tree Investigation
recommendations were finalised. The last two were not released because there would not have
been sufficient time for people to respond before the Tree Investigation report was finalised.
A further paper, A brief review of papers by Dr Brack and by the Department of Territory and
Municipal Services relevant to population modelling of Canberra’s urban trees, was prepared
by Dr Greg Moore, an Associate of the University of Melbourne and a member of the Tree
Investigation Reference Panel (Appendix L).
Information and issues from the specific topic papers are discussed throughout this report.

1.3.5 Complaints
One of the Commissioner’s legislated roles is to examine specific complaints made against
ACT Government agencies on environmental issues. Information from complaints about the
management of trees has also been used to inform the Tree Investigation.
Issues which were the subject of complaints included:
•
•
•
•
•

notification measures for when trees are to be removed
the criteria used by TAMS to assess trees
uses of timber and organic material from removed trees
principles of replacement planting
public park usage
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•
•
•
•
•

organisational and contractor vehicle management
the neglect of ailing trees by ACT Government agencies
the timing of responses to tree inquires to TAMS
the consideration given to trees by utility companies and their contractors
the tree condition threshold at which TAMS decides to remove the trees.

1.3.6 Other jurisdictions
The following local government councils were contacted to gain information for the Tree
Investigation: Brisbane City Council, City of Sydney, City of Melbourne, Hume City Council
(Victoria), City of Boroondara (Victoria) and Shire of Yarra Ranges (Victoria).83 President
and CEO of Chicago’s community based organisation, Openlands, Jerry Alderman84 was
interviewed via telephone to discuss its TreeKeepers initiative (Section 6.3).
Information obtained from the local councils (Table 3) is used in the Tree Investigation and
has already been used to inform the recommendations made in my April 2010 Interim report
on street and park tree removals undertaken by the TAMS under classification of ‘dangerous’
and ‘hazardous’ trees (refer to Section 1.4). This interim report was placed on the
Commissioner’s website85 and a copy is at Appendix M.
The information covered:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

number of trees managed or removed
urgent tree removal process
non-urgent tree removal process
replacement tree planting
tree assessment surveys
tree assessor qualifications
legal framework
community communication processes (Appendix M, pp. 5–11).

Table 3: Trees managed by Territory and Municipal Services compared to other councils
Council

Street trees

Park trees

Trees removed 2008–09
(% of total)

Brisbane City Council

543 000

unknown

3 900 (0.7)

City of Sydney

28 000

20 000

600 (1.3)

City of Melbourne

63 000 (street and park)

Not classified

700 (1)

Hume City Council

138 000 (street and park)

Not classified

4 000 (3)

83

84
85

All councils listed, except City of Sydney, were visited by the Commissioner, Dr Maxine Cooper, and Dr
Matthew Parker, Senior Technical Advisor & Project Manager—Tree Investigation.
Personal communication, Mr Jerry Alderman, Openlands, 27 May 2010.
http://www.environmentcommissioner.act.gov.au/investigations/canberras_urban_forest/.
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Table 3 continued...
ACT—Territory and
Municipal Services

332 111

224 157 (parks)
178 000 (open space
parkland – reactive
maintenance only)

3 000 (0.5%)86
(average 1 800 (0.3%))

1.4 Interim report
On 24 February 2010 Mr Jon Stanhope MLA, ACT Chief Minister, Minister for Territory and
Municipal Services, requested ‘early advice on the Government’s Dead and Hazardous Tree
Removal Program’.87 The Interim report on street and park tree removals undertaken by
TAMS under classification of ‘dangerous’ and ‘hazardous’ trees (Appendix M) was
submitted to the Chief Minister on 16 April 2010. The Chief Minister sent a response on
5 August 2010 (Appendix N) which agreed with the seven recommendations and stated that
TAMS had started implementing most of the recommendations (Table 4).88 The interim report
was released in August 2010.
The interim report only considered the urban street and park trees, which are managed by
TAMS. There were seven recommendations (Appendix M pp. i–iii) including having a treereplacement policy, using a city-wide audit (already underway) to identify gaps for future tree
planting, modify community communication processes and ensure tree assessors are
appropriately qualified. The next chapter considers the urban forest renewal program,
particularly the issue of trees publicly reported as needing removal.

86

87

88

Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment-Clarification Questions, Open Space
Planning, TAMS, 18 February 2011, p. 2 (Appendix U) and Response to Commissioner for Sustainability
and the Environment, Land Management and Planning, TAMS, received 27 May 2010, p. 19 (Appendix F).
Letter from Mr Jon Stanhope MLA to Dr Maxine Cooper, Commissioner for Sustainability and the
Environment, 24 February 2010.
Letter from Mr Jon Stanhope MLA to Dr Maxine Cooper, Commissioner for Sustainability and the
Environment, received 5 August 2010.
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Table 4: Progress on implementation of recommendations in the Interim report on street and park tree removals undertaken by the Department of Territory and
Municipal Services (TAMS) under classification of ‘dangerous’ and ‘hazardous’ trees (Appendix M)89
Commissioner’s recommendation

TAMS implementation

Recommendation 1
It is recommended that a tree replacement policy for streets and parks be
developed and adopted by TAMS.

In progress. A Tree Management Policy for TAMS which includes policies for tree
replacement and removal will be developed by 30 December 2010 and adopted following
approval from the Minister for Territory and Municipal Services.

Recommendation 2
It is recommended that the city-wide tree condition audit, currently being
undertaken by TAMS, identifies opportunities for tree planting where ‘gaps’ exist
and that tree planting occurs in these ‘gaps’, unless circumstances prohibit.

In progress. The city-wide tree condition audit will identify gaps where trees can be replaced.
Replacement planting will be conducted in line with Tree Management Policy, as noted in
recommendation 1 (above). The Tree Management Policy will identify opportunities for tree
planting where gaps exist. Strategies will be developed to undertake planting within these
gaps on a priority basis consistent with land use and aligned with the budget.

Recommendation 3
It is recommended that the terms ‘dangerous’ and ‘hazardous’ not be used to
describe a category of trees.

The Tree Management Policy will include references to tree removal under ‘urgent
circumstances’ and planned tree replacement programs; once approved it will be on the
TAMS website.

Recommendation 4
It is recommended that TAMS tree removal technical and administrative policies
and procedures be strengthened by the following:
4.1 TAMS undertaking a sample audit of trees that consultants recommend for
removal. This audit should be undertaken on-site by a qualified and experienced
tree assessment officer from within TAMS. This audit should be documented.

89

In progress. Auditing of 5% (as a sample size) of ‘green’ trees that have been identified for
removal by external contractors is underway. This approach will also be applied to trees that
have been assessed by internal staff i.e. not removed under contract. A consistent method has
been developed across Parks Conservation and Lands to determine when removal is required
or if other pruning treatments can be used to improve the safety of the tree(s). The audit of
trees recommended for removal by consultants will include green and dead trees, and
furthermore it will be recorded.

Letter from Mr Jon Stanhope MLA to Dr Maxine Cooper, Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, received 5 August 2010. Additional clarifying material
provided by email from Shane Breynard, Senior Advisor, Office of Jon Stanhope MLA 26 August 2010.
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Table 4 continued...
4.2 A senior officer being held accountable for the final decision for non-urgent
tree removal of :

In progress. The senior officer in charge of the Urban Tree Unit will be responsible for the
final decision of removal of:

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

‘green trees’;
trees in heritage precincts;
dead trees in parks, which are of potential value as a habitat tree; or
trees on the ACT Tree Register.

green trees;
trees in heritage precincts;
dead trees in parks – potential habitat value; and
trees on the ACT Tree Register.

4.3 Allowing a resident or public member, with respect to non-urgent tree
removal, the opportunity to request that an Executive Officer undertake an
internal reconsideration of a decision. The Executive Officer should give their
decision in writing with reasons.

In progress. People seeking a reconsideration of the decision to remove a tree will be directed
to Canberra Connect through signage placed on the tree (3 weeks prior to removal) and also
through the TAMS website. Canberra Connect will pass the request to a senior officer in the
tree team who will contact the community member with information about the tree. If the
community member is still unhappy with this decision, they will be directed to the website to
lodge a formal request for a reconsideration of the decision. This information will be referred
to an Executive Officer to initiate a review of the decision. A response provided in writing.
The community member will need to lodge a formal request for a reconsideration no more
than 2 weeks after the date displayed on the sign that is attached to the tree.
Timelines for tree removal are dependent on the risk the tree poses to people and property. A
tree is removed in urgent circumstances in (up to) 48 hours and in non-urgent circumstances
in (up to) 6 months following the tree assessment.
In urgent circumstances there will be no review of the decision to remove the tree.
If a tree is identified as requiring removal under non-urgent circumstances and the review of a
decision to remove a tree cannot be completed before the stated removal date, the removal
will be suspended until the review is complete.
However if the tree deteriorates after having been initially identified as requiring removal in
non-urgent circumstances, it may need more urgent attention and thus may require removal
under ‘urgent circumstances’ in which case no review of the decision to remove the tree will
be made.

4.4 TAMS undertaking a sample audit of removed trees to validate visual tree
assessments and inform future assessments.

In progress. A sample audit of removed trees will be undertaken on 5% of green trees with
defects. This information will be assessed to inform future assessments. The sample audit
will commence in June 2010.

4.5 Markings on trees for assisting TAMS staff or contractors to locate trees
being discrete with information communicating a tree removal occurring via a
communication procedure and not by the prominence of a marking.

TAMS will test a new marking system for trees that require removal, away from the
prominent dots to a combination of discrete tags attached to the tree and GPS coding. Signs
will also be placed on the trees three (3) weeks prior to removal as noted in Recommendation
5. The new process for marking trees will be phased in from August 2010 after the current
contract for dead and hazardous tree removal is complete.
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Table 4 continued...
4.6 Publishing the policies and procedures on the TAMS website as soon as
possible and keeping them up to date with future changes.

In-progress. Policies and procedures will be developed and made available on the TAMS
website.

Recommendation 5
It is recommended that the TAMS tree (or group of trees) removal (and
replacement) communication process be strengthened by the following:
5.1 A tree assessment being made available to a resident or member of the
community on request.

In progress. This assessment will be available on request for green trees. It is will not
automatically be provided as part of the notification process. The current tree assessment
process applies to green trees. Individual assessments are not conducted on dead trees unless
they are to be retained for habitat. All future trees recommended for removal, whether dead or
‘green’, will have an individual tree assessment undertaken

5.2 Adopting as a minimum the following notification.
i) Tree removal (urgent circumstances) - Street Tree
A standard notification letter/card delivered to the closest three residents adjacent
to the verge where the tree will be removed and three properties opposite.

In progress. A standard notification letter/card will be delivered to the closest three residents
adjacent to the verge where the tree will be removed, i.e. the two properties either side of this
one and the tree properties opposite. While the Department will aim to deliver letters where
possible, this may not always be practical during storm events.

ii) Tree removal (urgent circumstances) - Park Tree
Erect a sign in the park before or soon after the removal

New arrangements will be implemented from 1 July. Tree removal in urgent circumstances is
normally carried out within 48 hours. While the Department will aim to erect signs where
possible, this may not always be practical during storm events.

iii) Tree removal- Street Tree
A standard notification letter/card delivered to the closest three residents on both
sides of the street prior to removal, i.e. the property adjacent to the verge where
the tree will be removed, two properties either side of this one and three
properties opposite.

In progress. A standard letter has been utilised for the dead and hazardous tree removal
program. This letter will be developed to be a card format for ease of distribution.

iv) Tree removal- Park Tree
A sign placed on the tree in a position where it will be obvious to park users. In
situations where several trees will be removed in a park, it might be necessary to
consider placing a sign at the entrance to the park in addition to where the trees to
be removed are located.

In progress. A standard sign has been used for the April - May 2010 tree removal program in
parks This will be updated based on feedback from the public.
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Table 4 continued...
5.3 Including in a Tree Notification letter/card or on a Tree Notification sign for
trees removed or to be removed, as a minimum information which:
•
•
•
•
•
•

makes it obvious that the letter/card is official;
states that the tree assessment was undertaken by a qualified tree assessor;
gives the reasons why the tree is to be removed or was removed;
states that the policy is for a replacement planting unless circumstances
prohibit;
provides a contact number where further information can be gained;
gives the specific and direct website address for the policy and procedures
covering the subject tree activities.

Residents and community members will be directed to a specific page on the TAMS Tree
Management Policy on the website once it is developed and agreed. Expected completion
date December 2010. Interim measures will be undertaken prior to the completion and
approval of the Tree Management Policy.

Recommendation 6
It is recommended that TAMS tree assessors have an Australian Qualifications
Framework (AQF) Level 5 or Certificate 5 in Arboriculture or Horticulture with
5 years experience or proven equivalent skills.

In progress. Future employment agreements will stipulate minimum qualification levels
and/or willingness to obtain these levels. Training will be offered on an on-going basis and
included in performance management agreements.

Recommendation 7
It is recommended that the TAMS tree assessment form be modified to include
information relating to :

In progress. The assessment form will be modified to include this information.

•
•

retaining a tree, or part of a tree in a park, for habitat; and
replanting options.
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2

Urban Forest Renewal Program

The Urban Forest Renewal Program, particularly the large number of trees proposed for
removal, was a catalyst for this Tree Investigation. Accordingly it is considered before other
tree management issues. This program focused only on public street and park trees in urban
areas under the management of TAMS.

2.1 Tree removal ‘numbers’
Media coverage for the proposed urban forest renewal program included comments such as
‘Healthy 60 year-old trees will be cut down as part of Canberra’s urban forest removal
program’ and a quote from a TAMS spokesperson stating that ‘... 70 per cent of Canberra
urban forest, about 400 000 trees, would be cut down and replaced within 25 years ... the
felling of healthy but aging trees with 10 years to live was inevitable’.90 This rate of felling is
an average 20 000 trees replaced per year over 25 years. This compares with the last six years
where 18 500 trees have been removed91—an average of approximately 3000 trees per year
or 0.5 per cent of the trees managed by TAMS.92
From material considered in this Tree Investigation it has not been possible to support the
claim that 70 per cent or 400 000 trees of Canberra’s urban forest would have to be replaced
within 25 years. Dr Greg Moore was commissioned to undertake an independent review of
material used by TAMS to justify their tree removal figures, and he concluded that:
In pursuit of the source of a figure that between one and two thirds of Canberra’s urban trees would
need replacement over the next 20 years, I could not find any direct reference to such a scenario in
any of the documents reviewed. However, I could deduce it ...[from a Department report93] ... Such a
deduction, however, assumes a worst-case scenario, and that no management interventions, such as
pruning and dead branch removal, which are likely to be undertaken as routine, would improve tree
condition. In short the worst-case scenario is unlikely to unfold.
Consequently, I do not think one third or more of Canberra’s urban tree population is in need of
imminent replacement if it is well managed and appropriate maintenance is carried out following
tree assessments.94

There appears to have been some misunderstanding and misreporting of the 2002 consultancy
report prepared by researchers at the Australian National University Forestry Department

90
91

92

93

94

E Kretowicz, ‘Thousands of healthy trees to go in urban forest plan’, The Canberra Times, 25 May 2009.
Ms Fleur Flanery, TAMS, presentation at community meeting organised by Commissioner for
Sustainability and the Environment, Manuka Oval, 15 February 2010.
Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, Land Management and Planning,
TAMS, received 27 May 2010, p.9 (Appendix F). Trees managed comprise: 230 000 street trees, 235 000
park trees and 178 000 trees in open space parkland receiving reactive maintenance only.
Parks Conservation and Lands, Territory and Municipal Services, Trees for the bush capital: urban trees
asset management strategy, 2005, pp. 1–19.
A brief review of papers by Dr Brack and by the Department of Territory and Municipal Services relevant
to population modelling of Canberra’s urban trees—Dr G. M. Moore, University of Melbourne, 2010, p. 5.
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(ANU Forestry). This research and modelling95 was used by TAMS as the basis for justifying
its proposed tree removals under the Urban Forest Renewal Program.
The research and analysis undertaken by the ANU Forestry researchers culminated in the
development of model scenarios to estimate how tree condition and growth might change
with age, as well as the likely effect of various management strategies. From this information,
possible changes in five categories of tree condition, ranging from excellent to unsatisfactory,
were presented. The emphasis was on likely changes in the categories and not on a specific
number of tree removals. The information was designed to help guide strategic management
considerations rather than be a prescriptive tool for removing trees. The ANU Forestry
material does show that the trees in Canberra are aging and that tree management does
require attention.

2.2 Urban forestry and arboriculture—treed landscape
In the community consultation the appropriateness of using the term ‘urban forestry’ was
discussed. It was stated in a public submission:
... the program’s science is based too much on forestry paradigms of the previous century and those
of plantation and not sufficiently on those akin to community gardening, landcare, resilience
building and urban planning.
The models adapted from forestry experts have been used to justify the program on efficiency
grounds. Tree surgeons have been used to justify individual tree removals. Their expertise is not able
to solely resolve the wicked issues of acceptable risk, change and trust or help the credibility of
96
government program implementation.

The submission from the Friends of ACT Arboreta provided an alternative view, in that:
... the extent of Canberra’s treed landscape is on such a scale that a ‘horticultural approach’ which
may be suitable for single trees in a park or garden is now no longer effective. A ‘forestry approach’
is the only way to have any chance of covering such a wide area effectively.
This approach would recognise that the unit of management for the urban forest is not the individual
tree but the group of trees, for example all the trees in a street. The next level is the suburb and then
97
the district.

A Tree Investigation Reference Panel member, Dr Greg Moore, was asked by the
Commissioner to comment on these issues and Dr Moore made the point that:

95

96
97

The research and modelling was contained in three reports:
JCG Banks, CL Brack and RN James, Canberra urban tree management survey of urban tree assets.
vol. 1, consultancy report prepared for Canberra Parks and Places, 1998.
JCG Banks, CL Brack and RN James, Future growth and life cycle cost-modelling for Canberra’s public
urban tree assets, consultancy report prepared for Canberra Parks and Places, Australian National
University, Canberra, Australia, 2002.
CL Brack and W Merrit, Quantifying the asset, economic, environmental and social values of Canberra’s
urban forest estate, consultancy report prepared for Canberra Parks and Places, Australian National
University, Canberra, Australia, 2005.
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 17, p. 1 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 44, pp. 1–2 (Appendix O).
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The phrase urban forestry is often used as a synonym for arboriculture. However, the terms do have
different meanings and while the semantics may not be of interest to urban tree managers, the
consequence for tree management and urban tree populations might be. It should be remembered
that in Australia arboriculture and urban forestry come from different traditions ... and sometimes
conflicting, philosophies. Urban forestry comes from a forestry tradition of managing groups of trees
for their production value ... arboriculture tradition comes from a horticulture tradition that focuses
on a tree as a specimen.
Both approaches have value ... however, there is a need for a word of caution about the use of the
term ‘urban forestry’ ... In focusing on the urban forest it is easy for the importance of the individual
specimen to be ... undervalued, which could see the removal of individual trees as long as the forest
is maintained. Clearly neglecting the removal of a single tree could also see the forest as a whole
reduced ... but the arboricultural focus on the specimen ensures that the forest is undiminished.98

Given the discussion in this chapter, it is proposed that the focus on renewal needs to shift to
one of care and maintenance; and a concept be embraced that reflects both urban forestry and
arboriculture. To do this, the term ‘treed landscape’ is used in this report. While care and
maintenance should be emphasised, tree removals and subsequent replacements will continue
to be part of the overall management of our treed landscape.
Given the apparent misinterpretation of the ANU Forestry information, it is important to
understand the long history of work that culminated in the proposed urban forest renewal
program.

2.3 History of Urban Forest Renewal Program
In 1998, 2002 and 2005 consultancy reports were prepared by ANU Forestry, and
commissioned by the ACT Government agency responsible for public urban street and park
trees. 99 Information was extrapolated from these reports to justify the urban forest renewal
proposal. Importantly, a Decision Information System for Managing Urban Trees (DISMUT)
emerged from the 1998 report. DISMUT is a tree condition and growth modelling system that
is used to predict and prioritise future tree maintenance and enable budget forecasting for
urban tree maintenance and replacement.
The DISMUT modelling is based on standard regression techniques that calibrate growth
habit and crown width curves for each tree species. Predictions of the mean growth or
deterioration of tree species groups are based on statistical models (derived from

98

99

A brief review of papers by Dr Brack and by the Department of Territory and Municipal Services relevant
to population modelling of Canberra’s urban trees—Dr G. M. Moore, University of Melbourne, 2010, p. 6.
JCG Banks, CL Brack and RN James, Canberra urban tree management survey of urban tree assets,
vol. 1, consultancy report prepared for Canberra Parks and Places, 1998.
JCG Banks, CL Brack and RN James, Future growth and life cycle cost-modelling for Canberra’s public
urban tree assets, consultancy report prepared for Canberra Parks and Places, Australian National
University, Canberra, Australia, 2002.
CL Brack and W Merrit, Quantifying the asset, economic, environmental and social values of Canberra’s
urban forest estate, consultancy report prepared for Canberra Parks and Places, Australian National
University, Canberra, Australia, 2005.
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measurements of sampled trees) that incorporate species, age and other parameters.100
DISMUT model predictions can be made about tree groups (species) of specified age, but
cannot reliably be applied to individual trees. That is, knowing the age of similar tree species
within a particular Canberra street, the DISMUT model could produce estimates of the
height, and condition of that group of trees. As indicated by the quote below that addresses
tree modelling, DISMUT was also used to estimate maintenance or replacement work
required at any nominated time in the life cycle of the tree species:
the DISMUT tree census database defined a street or park as a single asset or unit. The estimated
condition of each unit reflected the proportion of trees showing visible evidence of stress or poor
health. Indicators used to rate tree condition (that is, stress and poor health) included features such
as: presence of high-angle forks, dead branches, crown dieback, epicormic branches, hollows and
fungal fruiting bodies.101

The model used five categories for the condition of street and park trees:
•
•
•
•
•

Excellent: No trees in the street or park showed evidence of stress or bad health
Good: up to 10 per cent of trees in a street or park showed evidence of stress
Satisfactory: 10–30 per cent of trees in a street or park show evidence of stress
Poor: 30–50 per cent of trees in a street or park show evidence of stress
Unsatisfactory: more than 50 per cent of trees in the street or park show stress.

Under this modelling system, a classification of Poor would apply to a street with say, 100
trees where more than 30 trees (that is, between 30 and 50 per cent) show signs of stress (for
example, one dead limb). In this instance the whole street (including the residual 50 to 70
trees in better condition) would be classified as Poor. Similarly, if more than 50 out of a 100
trees in a street are showing signs of stress, the street could potentially be classified as
Unsatisfactory, therefore requiring removal of all its trees102. According to the Banks et al.
2002 consultancy report103 individual or progressive replacement of street trees results in
multiple age stands that are more expensive to manage due to inefficiencies in travel for
crews.
Based on the research data, the 2002 consultancy report also provided table information
estimating that nearly 31 000 trees a year in the period 2002–07 could move one condition
category down under a ‘no maintenance’ scenario. For the period 2007–12 it was estimated
that 13 500 trees a year would decline one condition category, only a portion of which would
be in the Poor and Unsatisfactory categories of the five nominated condition categories

100

101

102

103

JCG Banks, CL Brack and RN James, ‘Modelling changes in dimensions, health status, and arboricultural
implications for urban trees’, Urban Ecosystems, vol. 3, 1999, p. 39.
JCG Banks, CL Brack and RN James, ‘Modelling changes in dimensions, health status, and aboricultural
implications for urban trees’, Urban Ecosystems, vol. 3, 1999, p. 39.
JCG Banks, CL Banks and RN James, Future growth and life-cycle cost-modelling for Canberra public
urban tree assets, consultancy report prepared for Canberra Parks and Places, Australian National
University, Canberra, Australia, 2002, p. 16.
JCG Banks, CL Banks and RN James, Future growth and life-cycle cost-modelling for Canberra public
urban tree assets, Consultancy report prepared for Canberra Parks and Places, Australian National
University, Canberra, Australia, 2002, p. 16.
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ranging from Excellent to Unsatisfactory. The 2002 report assumed that tree groups in the
Poor and Unsatisfactory categories should be felled and replaced.
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, Dr Greg Moore reviewed the key reports that
purportedly served as argument for future tree removal numbers and was unable to find
information that justified the number proposed by TAMS. While this is the case, Dr Moore
found the consultancy reports of ANU Forestry and subsequent papers published on these
reports104 to be unbiased and useful. He also found them to be a reasonable data-based
approach to tree management on a population scale. He noted that:
•

•
•

•

the modelling was derived from forestry plantation inventory systems using data based
on species groups rather than individual trees and as such it is not reasonable to apply
the group condition to any particular trees105
the modelling was based on worst-case scenarios for tree conditions, but that readers of
the report might not clearly understand this
the research used data from street trees that was then applied to park trees, potentially
creating interpretation problems if park trees grow in conditions different from street
trees
none of the ANU Forestry journal articles, describing the DISMUT model, considered
changed management regimes (such as mulching, improving soil condition and
supplementary irrigation) to improve tree condition and/or life expectancy.

Dr Moore noted that there was scope for confusion in interpreting data in the 2002 ANU
Forestry consultancy reports. However, he could not find evidence of a figure stipulating the
number of trees that would need removal and replacement over a specified time. This is
contrary to agency assertions and news reports late in 2008–09 about the need to remove
large numbers of trees each year in Canberra, with the consultancy reports of ANU Forestry
used to justify these statements.106 Professor Cris Brack, formerly of ANU Forestry, stated:
The model scenarios we built up during our consultancy included the idea that once there was a
significant probability that individual trees in the street showed signs of stress, then ALL the trees
should be examined and treated ... the cost of that treatment varied between remove and replace
through to comprehensive inspection and an increased rate of frequency and crown maintenance.
This requirement to ‘treat’ all the trees in the street may have led to the confusion about
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JCG Banks, CL Brack and RN James, ‘Modelling changes in dimensions, health status, and aboricultural
implications for urban trees’, Urban Ecosystems, vol. 3, 1999, pp. 35–43.
JCG Banks, CL Brack, ‘Canberras’s urban forest: evolution and planning for future landscapes’, Urban
Forestry and Urban Greening, vol.1, issue 3, 2003, pp. 151–90.
CL Brack, ‘Updating urban forest inventories: an example of the DISMIT model, Urban Forestry and
Urban Greening, vol. 5, issue 4, 2006, pp. 189–94.
A brief review of papers by Dr Brack and by the Department of Territory and Municipal Services relevant
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(Appendix L).
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January 2008.
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removing/replacing all the trees in the street (which was just the cost effective long-term treatment,
not the only one).107

2.4 The Urban Forest Renewal Program
The 2002 consultancy reports of ANU Forestry were used by the then Canberra Urban Parks
and Places branch to develop and produce two tree asset management documents:
•
•

Trees for the bush capital: urban trees asset management strategy 2005–2022: this
states a target service standard for managing urban trees.108
Urban trees asset management plan 2005–2022 (2005–06 version): develops a plan to
meet the target service standard and builds a case for additional recurrent funding.109

The second tree asset management document purported to address the requirement that:
‘... maintenance levels should be sufficient to optimise the safe useful life of the trees, without
placing the Territory at risk of unmanageable replacement or maintenance burdens in future
years’.110

The Urban Forest Renewal Program evolved from these tree asset management plans and was
reportedly supported by the consultancy reports of ANU Forestry. Media reporting of agency
announcements and media interviews with key personnel in late 2008 and 2009
communicated information about the uneven age class distribution of trees in Canberra. It
was further reported by a departmental spokesperson that up to 70 per cent of Canberra’s
urban forest (that is, more than 400 000 trees) would need to be replaced over several decades
and that the proposed Urban Forest Renewal Program involved complete removal of trees of
a particular age class in a street. This was the case even if many of the trees were apparently
healthy, but were estimated to be approaching the end of their useful and safe life.111
Some information published by TAMS about the Urban Forest Renewal Program was more
circumspect. A Renewing Canberra’s urban forest fact sheet (3 December 2008, rev. 7)
stated that ‘... a plan and process for the replacement of the aging urban forest ...’ will be
developed. The Parks, Conservation and Lands web page, Renewing Canberra’s Urban Forest
states under the heading, Challenges and Opportunities:112
Over the next 25 years substantial numbers of trees will need to be replaced. There is a pressing need
to commence replacement of Canberra’s urban forest.

And on the same web page under the heading ‘Urban Forest Renewal Program’ it states:
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Email from Professor Cris Brack, Chair of Forestry, Waiariki Institute of Technology, to Dr Matthew
Parker, OCSE, 30 November 2010.
Produced by Urban Parks and Places branch, (now Parks Conservation and Lands), TAMS, 2005.
Produced by Urban Parks and Places branch, (now Parks Conservation and Lands), TAMS, 2006.
Produced by Urban Parks and Places branch, (now Parks Conservation and Lands), TAMS, 2006.
E Kretowicz, ‘Thousands of healthy trees to go in urban forest plan’, The Canberra Times, 25 May 2009.
TAMS, ‘Renewing Canberra’s Urban Forest’ web page, Parks, Conservation and Lands branch, accessed
24 September 2010,
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The Urban Forest Renewal Program will develop a plan and process for the replacement of the aging
urban forest. Input will be sought from leading heritage, planning, urban development, horticulture,
landscape architecture, forest and climate change experts as well as considerable community
participation and engagement. Through consultation and planning Canberra’s urban forest will
continue for all to enjoy.

The Urban Forest Renewal Program in its first phase was reported by TAMS to involve:
a) a condition assessment of Canberra’s urban forest
b) introduction of a programmed preventative maintenance (cyclical) program
c) strategic replanting
d) an informed and supportive community.113

It is understood that a communication and community engagement strategy designed to
provide more information to the community was to be implemented,114 however,
communication regarding the Urban Forest Renewal Program prior to its launch was
problematic.
Given that there are options as to how our treed landscape might be managed, it would be
reasonable to expect that the TAMS website should have a summary of the modelled
scenarios presented in the 2002 consultancy report of ANU Forestry.
These modelled scenarios provide for different levels of tree replacement and maintenance
along with estimates of associated costs and risks. These include:
•
•
•
•
•

do nothing
no maintenance and no replacement management program
undertake scheduled replacement and maintenance program without budgetary
constraints
undertake scheduled replacement and maintenance program within budgetary or other
limitations (for example, public acceptance)
create a more balanced age-class distribution of trees within Canberra to allow
stabilisation of the yearly management costs as well as enable effective management of
the community health and safety benefits of the urban forest.115

Despite the availability of these scenarios and their potential to clarify and inform tree
management options, none of them seem to have been conveyed to the community. The
relationship, if any, of the scenarios to the Urban Forest Renewal Program is unclear, yet
TAMS was relying on the consultancy report that contained them. Community concern may
have been allayed had these options, even as concepts, been conveyed.
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Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, Land Management and Planning,
TAMS, received 27 May 2010, p. 8 (Appendix F).
Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, Land Management and Planning,
TAMS, received 27 May 2010, p. 32 (Appendix F).
JCG Banks, CL Brack and RN James, Future growth and life cycle cost-modelling for Canberra’s public
urban tree assets, consultancy report prepared for Canberra Parks and Places, Australian National
University, Canberra, Australia, 2002, sections 8.1, 8.2, 8.3, 8.4.
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It is understood that the Urban Forest Renewal Program was to take into account a condition
assessment before determining detail tree management activities, and that this influenced
TAMS not presenting scenarios.116 Given this, it is difficult to understand why information
with estimates of number of trees that may need to be removed was conveyed to the
community before such assessments were completed. It is the communication related to this
information which appears to have fostered community concern.
Despite public perception to the contrary, no trees have been removed under the Urban Forest
Renewal Program.
Given the publicity associated with the Urban Forest Renewal Program, many community
members consider it to be a tree removal program. This has been exacerbated by many urban
trees, not under this program, having been removed and not replaced and that, when this
program was promoted, there was no tree replacement policy for trees that had been removed.
The title Urban Forest Renewal Program may even elicit adverse responses, as a prerequisite
to tree renewal is often tree removal. Furthermore, it is unclear how this program was to be
integrated with other tree management programs that TAMS managed.
Given this and the lack of justification for the proposed numbers of trees to be removed, it
seems inappropriate to proceed with this program.

2.5 Future urban tree management focused on the care
and maintenance
The importance of care and maintenance is illustrated in Figure 2, which presents the
modelled results for a eucalypt species. Professor Cris Brack commented that:
... the condition of a street (good, satisfactory, poor) is a function of the rate at which the trees
become stressed or unhealthy and the frequency at which they are inspected and treated. Inspection
every 5 years, in the eucalypt example, is likely to keep the street in a good or excellent condition
with fewer than 10% of the trees showing visible signs of stress or damage. Extending the inspection
period to 10 year cycles is likely to result in the street gradually degrading to a poor and
unsatisfactory condition.

117

There are two types of tree maintenance: reactive that addresses a problem, and
programmed that aims to prevent problems. To focus on care and maintenance there needs
to be an emphasis on programmed maintenance.
TAMS currently spends about 85 per cent of its budget on reactive tree maintenance which
leaves approximately 15 per cent for programmed tree maintenance; and from 1.84 to 3.62
per cent of its budget is on programmed maintenance for clearing power line easements for
ActewAGL.118 TAMS has an ambitious target to increase the programmed work from 15 per
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Letter from Mr Gary Byles, TAMS, to Dr Maxine Cooper, Commissioner for Sustainability and the
Environment, 31 January 2011.
Email from Dr Cris Brack, to Dr Matthew Parker, OCSE, 2 December 2010.
Response to the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, OCSE questions—resourcing,
Land Management and Planning, TAMS, November 2010, p. 8 (Appendix S) and Response to Response to
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cent to 65 per cent119; while this ambitious target is noted it should specify interim targets
and target times for its achievement.
Brisbane City Council spends 60 per cent of its tree management budget on reactive
maintenance and 40 per cent on programmed maintenance. It is aiming for 80 per cent on
programmed maintenance.120 The Shire of Yarra Ranges in the outer east of Melbourne is
adopting programmed maintenance and has allocated $1.05 million for this purpose.121

Figure 2: Interaction between tree health models and frequency of maintenance for a eucalypt species122

Since 2005 Hume City Council has adopted a programmed maintenance program resulting in
all of its 120 000 street trees being inventoried and work allocated in a strategic manner. It is
taking the same approach with its park trees.123
Professor Cris Brack suggested a program whereby the agency could:
... maintain a sufficiently frequent inspection and intervention regime (mainly engaging in ‘crown
maintenance’ or ‘crown repair’ as soon as the inspection identified a problem) then even in a
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eucalypt example; the street could remain in Excellent or Good condition almost indefinitely.
However if the inspection and maintenance practice became extended there would be a decline to
Poor and Unsatisfactory conditions. For young trees, the health models predicted very small
probabilities that the inspections would find any problem requiring intervention, but as trees aged,
the probability of finding a problem and then having to intervene (with expensive machinery
increased). Our modelling looked at various financing options ... often remove and replacing
variously limited numbers of the ‘worst’ streets (maintaining even-aged street structure) to get them
back on to a pattern where there was little frequent work.124

The Urban Forest Renewal Program placed an exceptionally strong emphasis on retaining
Canberra’s even-aged streetscapes and was the basis for considering the removal of whole
streetscapes that could potentially contain many healthy trees. Professor Cris Brack’s,
formally of ANU Forestry, view is that:
... the current streetscape in Canberra is predominately even-aged. The iconic photographs of
Canberra’s streets are even-aged, even-sized trees of the same species and development. These trees
all have the same history, and maybe even the same parents, and this repetition of similar/identical
trees is at(sic) lot of the character of the Canberra streetscape. It is true that skilled arboriculturalists
could maintain any one of these trees for many years and replace individuals when an explicit
decision on cost of replacement/maintenance is made, but what would this do to the streetscape? Did
anyone ask the question about what exactly was the streetscape that was being developed—and
contrast the current even-aged one with an uneven-aged / mixed tree-scape. I suppose too that if the
decision is made that un-even aged is OK, the next logical question is whether mixed species should
also be examined.125

Even-aged street trees might need to be a priority in some locations, such as in Canberra’s
main avenues, at the city’s entrances or to demarcate particular places, and in some local
streets that are of particular significance. However, the community has made it very clear that
removing healthy trees for aesthetic reasons alone is generally unacceptable. The Yarralumla
Residents Association wrote that:
There is strong community feeling that any wholesale replacement of all trees in a street is highly
undesirable. While it may be cheaper to remove all the trees and replace them at the one time, there
is a deeply-felt preference to keep mature, healthy trees as long as possible. An uneven streetscape is
much preferred to the removal and replacement of all trees at one time.126

This does not discount the possibility of achieving an avenue of trees in a residential street,
but it should not be the primary goal. Tree condition and risk should be the primary factor in
determining whether to remove trees, particularly in suburban streets.
A care and maintenance approach for managing the overall treed landscape of Canberra is
promoted. The aging of various tree plantings, which was an imperative for the Urban Forest
Renewal Program, should be managed according to the condition of the tree and the risk it
presents. Many factors affect a tree and it is frequently their combined effect that determines
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its condition and risk, not simply its age. Tree removals and replacements are a normal part of
managing an urban treed landscape—they need to be undertaken as part of a comprehensive
and integrated approach to the overall protection and management of urban trees.
When this Tree Investigation began, TAMS had five main programs; Routine Tree
Maintenance, Dead and Hazardous Tree Removal, Tree Damage Claims and Insurance, Tree
Watering and the Tree Replacement Program. The Urban Forest Renewal Program was to
replace the Tree Replacement Program. These are discussed in Section 5.1.3. The five
programs appear to have been implemented with limited integration between them. This is
likely to have exacerbated the communication problems that have occurred.
TAMS’s proposal to increase its programmed maintenance from approximately 15 per cent to
65 per cent (Section 7.2) will provide a strong emphasis on care and maintenance and assist
in delaying the removal of trees.
Any tree removals and replacements, and TAMS proposed increase in programmed
maintenance, should be part of comprehensive and integrated urban tree management
covering all of TAMS tree activities: planning, planting, maintenance, removal and
replacement, including specifying communication and consultation protocols. The focus
should be on care and maintenance of the overall treed landscape.

Recommendation 1 (High Priority)
Replace the proposed Urban Forest Renewal Program with comprehensive
and integrated urban tree protection and management focused on the care and
maintenance of Canberra’s treed landscape.
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3

Shaping Canberra’s future treed landscape

In just under a century a sparsely treed plain has been transformed into the national capital,
Canberra, whose urban environment is dominated by trees (Figure 3). This transformation is
remarkable and it is an achievement guided by the visions held by past generations. This
section gives a brief history of our treed landscape and explores how its future is being
shaped under the City’s strategic planning framework.

Figure 3: Left: An early view from Mt Ainslie, ca. early 1920s (Photo: National Library of Australia,
Mildenhall Collection). Right: Contemporary view from Mt Ainslie (Photo: Dr Dianne Firth, 2010)

3.1 History of Canberra’s treed landscape
3.1.1 Early developments in the Canberra region
Part of the region now occupied by central Canberra was known to early European settlers as
the Limestone Plains because of the limestone outcrops in the area and the extensive open
grasslands with few trees. Before European occupation there is evidence that the Canberra
region had been home to Indigenous people for at least 21 000 years and many Aboriginal
groups are known to have lived in the area and surrounding regions.
European access to the Limestone Plains region was made much easier when construction of
a road began in 1820 from Sydney to Goulburn Plains (100 km from Canberra).127 To the
first European graziers the plains between Canberra and Yass appeared almost devoid of
trees. Early photographs show a sparsely-treed grassland plain, with the surrounding hills
generally forested with eucalypts. A relatively low rainfall associated with high evaporation
rates and frequent desiccating winds from the Australian interior resulted in the landscape
presenting a grey-brown outlook for much of the year—‘Half as wet, twice as cold as
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Canberra—Australia’s capital city, April 2010, http://www.cultureandrecreation.gov.au/articles/canberra/,
webpage accessed 18 August 2010.
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Sydney’.128 The diurnal temperature range was one of the more extreme to be found
anywhere in Australia.
The first settlers, in the early 1800s, planted trees around their homesteads for shade, shelter
and food (fruit trees) with exotic trees such as willows often established along river and creek
banks where grazing occurred. Local native trees on the plain were reportedly at risk of
ringbarking to clear the way for fenced cultivation (and grazing) areas.129
The initial tree plantings on the Limestone Plains were aided by the Rector of St John’s
Church, Reverend Pierce Galliard Smith, referred to as the ‘galloping gardener’ because of
his practice of taking exotic tree cuttings on his rounds and using these to propagate more
trees. Reverend Smith diversified the vegetation in the region through this practice. The area
now occupying Glebe Park was planted out by Reverend Smith and friends to drain and
shade the grounds of his rectory.130 In the mid to late 1800s, farm plantings became more
extensive and varied as landholdings became more profitable, but by and large the ‘shade and
shelter’ concept prevailed with introduced vegetation remaining close to homesteads.131
During this same period, and possibly due to clearance for grazing and the requirement for
fencing timber on local farms, the surrounding hills were becoming denuded of their eucalypt
forests.132 Towards the end of the 19th century, however, events beyond the local area
heralded much greater changes to the Limestone Plains landscape.

3.1.2 Creation of the Federal Capital
The Federal Capital133 was conceptualised from the outset as a city in a picturesque
landscape. In 1908 this was emphasised by the Minister for Home Affairs, Mr H Mahon, by
requiring that in selecting a site:
... the Surveyor will bear in mind that the Federal Capital should be a beautiful city, occupying a
commanding position, with extensive views, and embracing distinctive features which will lend
themselves to a design worthy of the object, not only for the present, but for all time.134

After considering various areas within NSW, a site on the Limestone Plains near Queanbeyan
was eventually selected and the Australian Capital Territory was declared on 1 January 1911.
In April of that year an Australian capital city design competition was advertised
internationally and subsequently won by American architect, Walter Burley Griffin, who,
with his partner, the architect Marion Mahony Griffin, merged many contemporary ideas
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about the integration of buildings with nature and the regional landscape.135 In particular,
movements such as the American ‘City Beautiful’ and British ‘Garden City’ that shaped town
planning during the 19th and 20th centuries are noted influences. Another influence was
Griffin’s time with Frank Lloyd Wright during the development of the Prairie style of
building design.136 A defining aspect of Griffin’s plan was its connection to and effective use
of the landscape. From the material available to him in Chicago, Griffin was able to grasp the
significance of Canberra’s regional setting including visualising the site and its strategic
points.137

3.2 Creating Canberra’s treed landscape
It was largely due to the foresight, knowledge
and experience of Charles Weston, and later,
Lindsay Pryor, that we owe for much of the
present treed landscape character of the city
(Figure 4).
Although Weston was a supporter of Griffin’s
design philosophy, differences between the
two about selecting tree species did arise
during Griffin’s time as Federal Capital
Director. However, it was Weston who
appeared to have the keener awareness of the
need for forestation of the region.138 This
Figure 4: Early urban planning in Canberra
resulted in the early establishment of
(NLA Mildenhall Collection ca.1920)
Yarralumla Nursery and the arboretum at
Westbourne Woods. The nursery provided horticultural resources for the development and
testing of the many vegetation species later used in the Canberra region.
Beginning in 1913, Weston appears to have been largely influenced by the forestation and
conservation concerns of the day, particularly the need to restore the loss of tree cover that
occurred during the early European settlement. Weston’s focus was therefore broader than
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just the urban area and he vigorously pursued the conservation and development of the
Territory’s rural landscapes.139
In the early 1920s, given the planned building work in the new suburbs of Braddon and
Ainslie, Haig Park was established to minimise dust and act as a windbreak for construction
work in the inner suburbs.140 Between 1921 and 1924 Charles Weston was instrumental in
planting over one million trees in the now inner suburbs of Braddon, Reid, Griffith,
Yarralumla and the Parliamentary Triangle. John Sulman, appointed Chairman of the Federal
Capital Advisory Committee in 1921, had a keen interest in town planning and implemented
ideas such as services at the rear of blocks and the ‘no front fence’ rule to allow for larger
trees on the street verge.141 Landscape development of the Parliament House surrounds was
particularly well resourced in preparation for its opening in 1927. Weston retired in 1926142
and after this surge of tree planting and construction activity, development of the national
capital faltered due to the depression in 1929 and World War II.
With Lindsay Pryor’s appointment in 1944 as the Parks and Gardens Superintendent, urban
landscaping work once again resumed and rapidly expanded. Pryor’s aim was to unify the
city by having dense informal planting of open space areas. He introduced the concept of
planting deciduous species on the plains and natives on the slopes leading up to the eucalypts
on the hills. Pryor saw avenue plantings as key elements in the landscape design of the city
and suburbs in residential areas were developed with nature strips wide enough to allow for
planting of medium to large trees. These extensive plantings by Pryor helped to create a more
sheltered city where the effects of frost, wind and sun are moderated by vegetation.143
In 1958 the National Capital Development Commission was set up as a statutory authority to
further develop the national capital. The Commission’s brief was to ‘plan and construct
Canberra as the national capital’. At a time when only a few national buildings had been
built, Peter Harrison—the Commission’s first Chief Planner—recognised the significance of
landscape development to provide form and structure for the emerging city. With the early
assistance of Richard Clough and Margaret Hendry as landscape architects, the approach was
to relate the urban landscape to the existing natural and man-made rural landscape using all
the open spaces in the city. The intent was to provide for a unified landscape by connecting
the diverse city developments and relating this back to the landscape surroundings of the
city.144
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The first landscape task initiated by the new Commission was to integrate the dispersed urban
centres of Canberra by constructing and landscaping the lakes along the floodplain of the
Molonglo River. When this was completed in 1964, further work was done in the central
areas. It was decided to move away from strictly geometric planting, except for the main axis
of the city.145 The Commission also set limits on the development of the existing urban area,
adopting a Y-plan with new ‘towns’ developed beyond ridges, but with sharply defined
boundaries between the urban and rural areas.146 The decision to expand into self-contained
new towns separated by hills, ridges and other undeveloped land maintained in their natural
state not only reduced the apparent size and impact of the city, but also preserved a visual
relationship between residential areas and the open countryside.147
The National Capital Development Commission was abolished when the new Parliament
House on Capital Hill was completed in 1988. Most of the Commission’s staff and functions
were transferred to ACT government planning agencies. An Australian Government
department, the National Capital Authority (NCA), was established at this time to assume
responsibility for the Commonwealth’s assets and national interests within the national
capital.148 The introduction of ACT self-government in 1989 created a situation where two
governments, on federal and territory levels, now had shared responsibility for the overall
development of Canberra. Under the provisions of the Australian Constitution, the
Commonwealth remains owner of the land in the Territory, even after the granting of selfgovernment. Both the federal and territory governments have responsibility to manage
Canberra’s treed landscape.

3.2.1 Canberra’s contemporary treed landscape: today’s green
infrastructure
Trees in road verges, parks, vegetation corridors and nature reserves are increasingly being
seen as something more than just providing visual and recreational ‘amenity’ within the
urban environment. They are part of our city’s green infrastructure, which provides a range of
social, environmental and economic benefits. They are as important in supporting the
functioning of our city as other infrastructure that supports our transport, water, sewerage and
energy supply systems. Green infrastructure can help reduce the physical and psychological
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R Clough, ‘Landscape of Canberra: a review’, Landscape Australia, 3/88, 1988, p. 198.
John E Gray, ‘Charles Weston: Pioneer of afforestation and conservation at the National Capital, Canberra
Historical Journal, no. 44, September, 1999, pp. 9–18.
National Capital Authority, History of the NCA web page, ‘1989 to Present Day National Capital
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website accessed 27 April 2010, last updated 4 June 2009.
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effects of pressures such as increased urbanisation, population growth, pollution and climate
change.149
Green infrastructure is more than trees. It includes natural and designed urban assets that
involve restoring and regenerating the natural environment, supporting energy efficiency and
using resources sparingly. Ecosystem services derived from green infrastructure provide
healthy environments for people living in cities. It contributes to the improved socioeconomic, physical and psychological benefits of those communities.150
The concept of green infrastructure broadly encompasses integrated and sustainable
management of natural and designed infrastructure assets in a city to improve urban
liveability and sustainability. An example of this could be a new hospital that is designed to
collect water to irrigate trees—the trees benefit from the water; however, smaller stormwater
systems are required because the trees are using the water which reduces the costs of service
installation; the trees also shade the building and reduce summer cooling costs; the greenery
from the trees can improve patient recovery, reducing the length of stay in hospital and
therefore the number of beds required; construction savings from providing less beds could
fund tree planting along pathways to the hospital; with protection and shade from trees,
people are encouraged to walk to the hospital and so improving their health and the need to
require medical treatment; and so on. The green infrastructure is designed to be an essential
component of the city.
It has been suggested151 that green infrastructure should have similar operating principles as
other essential urban infrastructure. It should be:
•
•
•
•

designed as a whole rather than as separate unrelated parts
laid out strategically to connect across different elements and scales within the network
planned and implemented with input and involvement from the whole community
funded up-front as a primary public investment, similar to other essential services.

Although international organisations152 and universities153 are using the term, the concept of
green infrastructure is still evolving and there is no commonly accepted definition. The
Australian Institute of Architects uses this term to describe:
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Australian Institute of Landscape Architects, Adapting to climate change: green infrastructure, brochure
and PowerPoint presentation, Canberra, ACT, http://www.aila.org.au/greeninfrastructure/, website
accessed 12 July 2010.
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K Tzoulas, K Korpela, S Venn, V Yli-Pelkonen, A Kazmierczak, J Niemela, and P James, ‘Promoting
ecosystem and human health in urban areas using green infrastructure: a literature review’, Landscape and
Urban Planning, 81, 2007, pp. 167–87.
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A Walmsley, ‘Greenways: multiplying and diversifying in the 21st century’ Landscape and Urban
Planning 76, 2006.
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Towards a green infrastructure for Europe website, European Commission Directorate-General for the
Environment, http://www.green-infrastructure-europe.org/, website accessed 31 Aug. 2010.
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University of Melbourne, Green Infrastructure Group, School of Land and Environment, University of
Melbourne, http://www.landfood.unimelb.edu.au/green/, website accessed 31 Aug. 2010, last updated 2
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... the network of natural landscape assets which underpin the economic, socio-cultural and
environmental functionality of our cities and towns—i.e. the green spaces and water systems which
intersperse, connect and provide vital life support for human and other species within our urban
environments.154

For the purpose of this Tree Investigation a definition of green infrastructure is therefore
proposed:
A city’s green infrastructure comprises natural features, vegetation, parks, waterways and assets
designed to help improve the quality of the urban environment for present and future communities.

Such a definition, while clearly including trees, also ensures that infrastructure designed to
address emerging issues such as climate change and climate variability could be included.
Green infrastructure through trees and other forms of vegetation provides shelter, adds to our
heritage, provides havens for wildlife and brings life and colour to this ‘garden city’.155
Unlike other urban infrastructure, ‘... which takes years to build and which no one wants
nearby, green infrastructure projects offer benefits the moment the first tree is planted’156, and
it is fundamentally different in that ‘... it has the unique, inherent capacity to enhance and
regenerate natural resources, rather than simply minimise the damage to environmental
systems’.157
A 2005 ANU study for TAMS stated that while urban trees in Canberra significantly
contribute to aesthetics, they also have direct economic value and environmental benefits to
the value of $15 million per year, including:
•
•
•

$3.9 million in energy reduction (less heating and cooling required)
$7.9 million for pollution mitigation (carbon dioxide capture and sequestration,
particulate capture, runoff filtering)
$3.5 million for storm-water attenuation (rainfall interception, improved soil
absorption, impeded overland flow).158

Other benefits of urban trees are shown in Box 2.
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accessed 12 July 2010.
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Box 2: Benefits of urban trees (compiled by OCSE)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mediation of climate extremes resulting in more pleasant environments and reduced
energy use.
Mitigation of adverse urban effects; reduce pollution, ‘heat islands’, glare and carbon
sequestration.
Minimise energy use and thereby reduce the need to invest in new power stations.
Shading, wind shielding, moderation of air temperature and UV reduction can extend
the life of exposed materials on buildings, outdoor equipment and urban infrastructure.
Rainfall retention—reduced storm runoff through canopy interception and stem flow.
Improve water, land and air quality.
Contributes to maintaining biodiversity.
Habitat provision.
Buffer/refuge capacity in extreme weather events.
Improves the urban form.
Improves human physical and mental health.

Our treed landscape significantly contributes to our city’s green infrastructure and improves
our quality of life; it has significant sustainability and intergenerational impacts and should
be given a high priority in key policy documents and the strategic planning framework for
Canberra. While this is proposed, it is respected that green infrastructure does incur costs,
like any other infrastructure, for its maintenance. It may also compromise non-green
infrastructure but the reverse is also likely. However, to be a sustainable city we need both
these forms of infrastructure and our challenge is how best to integrate them to optimise their
benefits and minimise costs.

3.3 Canberra’s strategic planning framework
The vision of Walter Burley Griffin, Charles Weston, Lindsay Pryor and many others are, to
varying degrees, reflected in the strategic policy and planning documents that form
Canberra’s strategic planning framework:
•

the National capital plan 159

•

the Territory plan 160

•

the Canberra plan, 161 and component plans
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National Capital Authority, National capital plan, National Capital Authority, Canberra ACT,
http://www.nationalcapital.gov.au/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=372&Itemid=260,
accessed 22 November 2010.
ACT Government, Territory plan, ACT Government, Canberra ACT,
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/ni/2008-27/current/default.asp, accessed 22 November 2010.
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o

Canberra spatial plan

o

Capital development

o

Canberra social plan

o

Transport for Canberra

o

Weathering the change and its supporting Action plan 1.

Although not directly part of the strategic planning framework, the ministerial Statement of
planning intent162 can affect ACT Government planning and therefore mention of this
statement is made. This statement, in combination with elements in the strategic framework,
can inform the development of Canberra, including its spatial layout, building density and
urban character. They form the directions that are enshrined in legislation. The way in which
the treed landscape is captured in the Statement of planning intent and Canberra’s strategic
planning framework is therefore important.
The Australian Capital Territory (Planning and Land Management) Act 1988 provides that
land used by or on behalf of the Commonwealth may be declared national land and is to be
managed by the Commonwealth. This Act therefore provides for a division of responsibilities
between two categories of land in the ACT:
•

National land: land used by or held and managed on behalf of the Commonwealth.
This national estate land is administered and managed in the ACT by the National
Capital Authority and the Department of Finance and Deregulation.

•

Territory land: includes all the remaining land of the ACT. The ACT Government’s
planning agency, the ACT Planning and Land Authority, oversees territory land
planning; the management and maintenance responsibilities are split between ACT
Government departments as discussed in Section 5.1.

3.3.1 Commonwealth planning controls
The National capital plan, prepared and reviewed by the National Capital Authority,
embodies and articulates the interests of the Commonwealth in ensuring Canberra is
developed appropriately as a city reflecting its importance as the national capital and the seat
of government. It should also reflect its significance in the nation’s history and its importance
as a visitor destination.163 This plan sets out general land use and other planning policies for
the Territory as a whole.
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Chief Ministers Department, The Canberra Plan—toward our second century, Chief Ministers
Department, ACT Government, Canberra ACT, http://www.cmd.act.gov.au/policystrategic/canberraplan,
accessed 23 December 2010.
Bar, A. Statement of planning intent, ACT Government, 2010,
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The National Capital Authority has primary responsibility for the national land areas of
Canberra, which include: the parliamentary zone, Lake Burley Griffin and parts of the
foreshore including Yarramundi Reach, Anzac Parade, the War Memorial, and the diplomatic
estates in Yarralumla, Deakin and O’Malley (Figure 5).
The importance of the natural setting of the national capital has been recognised in the
National capital plan through the National Capital Open Space System, commonly referred
to as NCOSS. Planning and management of
NCOSS requires cooperation between
Commonwealth and Territory authorities.164
All areas of open space within NCOSS have
trees and are:
•

•

•
•

the symbolic spaces providing unique
and monumental landscapes necessary
in the national capital
conservation spaces protecting the
natural and cultural heritage of the
ACT including national parks, heritage
and wilderness areas, and nature parks
and reserves
living space including the network of
regional and metropolitan parks
the interlinking spaces consisting of
urban land and open space that
physically join and visually unite the
city and countryside.

Figure 5: National Land areas managed by the
NCA (Source: National capital plan)

As well as defining national land and the NCOSS, the National capital plan also specifies
land areas that have special national significance by nominating these as designated areas.
These areas may overlap with NCOSS areas. Designated areas include: the Parliamentary
Triangle and War Memorial precincts, the suburb of Acton, Lake Burley Griffin and
foreshores, Anzac Parade, key road avenue approaches to Canberra, and non-urban land on
elevated hills, ridges and buffer spaces (including Mt Stromlo).
The Commonwealth also has ‘special requirement’ interest in other non-designated land
within the national capital, including: Civic centre (city), Haig and Telopea Parks, Kingston
foreshores, the Australian Institute of Sport, and Symonston Technology Park.

164

http://www.nationalcapital.gov.au/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=374&Itemid=267,
accessed 30 August 2010, last updated 27 October 2009.
National Capital Authority, ‘National Capital Open Space System’, National capital plan, National Capital
Authority, Canberra ACT, 2008, pp.110–111.
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The National Capital Authority also directly administers and maintains the National Estate,
consisting of Commonwealth property and infrastructure assets within the ACT. These
include: monuments and fountains, public infrastructure (for example roads, parking,
pathways and lighting), and landscape settings for buildings, public parks, and places of
commemoration and celebration.165 These assets, together with approximately 20 000 trees,
are extensive and include land and buildings within and outside the urban boundary of
Canberra.
While Griffin’s urban landscape planning principles for the national capital were re-affirmed
in a 2006 amendment to the National capital plan, these mainly focused on the national
capital significance and aesthetic amenity. Given the importance of some emerging issues
related to urban trees and other environmental assets, it is timely for this plan to be updated to
incorporate contemporary issues and concepts. Importantly, the plan should incorporate the
concept of green infrastructure, which would enable more effective support for urban
vegetation within the full range of ACT planning policy and planning documentation linked
to this plan. The Australian Institute of Landscape Architects has produced a brochure,
Adapting to climate change: green infrastructure166, to help advance the protection,
management and development of urban vegetation as part of green infrastructure.
The concept of green infrastructure could be integrated by amending the National capital
plan in the following manner:
Introduction—Elements of the Plan:
•
•

Build on the Griffin Legacy (p. 8) could incorporate the concept of green
infrastructure as an extension of the ‘Garden City’ and ‘City Beautiful’ concepts.
Principles and Policies (p. 11) could be updated to emphasise the importance of urban
vegetation as green infrastructure in providing many social, economic and
environmental benefits to urban areas.

Chapter 7—Urban Design
•
•

165

166

7.2 Principles for Urban Design (p. 106) could be improved by adding a clause
promoting the socio-economic and environmental benefits of green infrastructure.
7.3 Policies and Standards for Urban Design (p. 106) could refer to developed and
accepted principles for green infrastructure incorporation into city design.

National Capital Authority, National Capital Authority Service Charter, National Capital Authority,
Canberra, ACT,
http://www.nationalcapital.gov.au/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=1780:nationalcapital-authority-service-charter-&catid=56:links-authority&Itemid=707, accessed 30 August 2010.
Australian Institute of Landscape Architects website, Adapting to climate change: green infrastructure,
PowerPoint presentation, Canberra, ACT, http://www.aila.org.au/landscapeprinciples/.
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Chapter 11—Environment
•

11.2 Principles for Environment (p. 131) could be improved by adding a policy
statement affirming the importance of urban vegetation and other elements of green
infrastructure as an essential element in city design.

Chapter 12—Infrastructure
•

12.2 Principle for Infrastructure (p. 132) could similarly be improved by
incorporating a primary statement supporting creative use of green infrastructure.

3.3.2 ACT Government planning controls
3.3.2.1 Territory plan
An important overarching policy statement that sets out principles that govern planning and
land development in the ACT is the Minister for Planning’s Statement of planning intent. It
may include policy material that is inconsistent with that in the Territory plan, but the plan
would have to be amended before the policy could be implemented.167 The current Statement
of planning intent 2010 contains a section titled ‘Preparing for a sustainable future’, but does
not specifically address the issue of the treed landscape or green infrastructure. Given its
importance it would be timely for the next Statement of planning intent to incorporate these
issues.
The Territory plan is the ACT Government’s primary statutory planning document and
guides planning and land development in the ACT. It is administered by the ACT Planning
and Land Authority. Along with the National capital plan, the Territory plan provides the
overall statutory framework for the administration and management of land planning.168
Variations to this plan may be applied from time to time after review to account for changes
in social, economic and environmental conditions. The main purpose of the Territory plan is
to manage development and land-use change in accordance with strategic directions set by
the ACT Government, the Legislative Assembly and the community. A key principle
mediating the Territory plan is that it must not be inconsistent with the National capital plan.
Specifically, the Territory plan is used:
•
•
•
•
•

167
168

as a key part of the policy framework for administering planning in the ACT,
particularly where the Authority has decision-making roles
to manage land development (how land is used and what may be built on it)
to guide the development of new urban estate areas
in the management of public land
in development application assessments.

Australian Capital Territory Government Solicitor’s advice to the Commissioner, 8 November 2010.
ACT Planning and Land Authority, Territory plan overview, http://www.actpla.act.gov.au/
tools_resources/legislation_plans_registers/plans/territory_plan/territory_plan_master_page, accessed
7 May 2010.
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Key components of the Territory plan are listed in Box 3. Strategic issues are discussed in
this section, with other components of the plan considered in other sections of this report.

Box 3: The Territory plan

Territory plan components comprise:
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

a Statement of Strategic Directions—outlining principles for sustainable
development, and economic and social sustainability
Zoning Tables—defining overall development guidelines for specific areas within the
ACT
Precinct and General Codes—these codes provide additional planning, design and
environmental controls to support the zone objectives and assessable uses in the
Development Tables
Structure Plans—sets out planning policy objectives and principles for specific areas
within the ACT, for example Kingston foreshore
Concept Plans—are used to guide the preparation and assessment of estate
development plans or alternative development in an area formerly set aside as a future
urban area1
Overlays—identify particular land where special overlay provisions apply
Development Codes—the Residential Subdivision Development Code applies to the
design and subdivision of residential areas that are subject to an Estate Development
Plan (EDP). The subdivision code is subdivided into two sections to deal with EDPs
with and without the support of a precinct code.

Strategically the Territory plan supports urban vegetation in several sub-sections of its
Statement of Strategic Directions. In section 1: Principles for Sustainable Development and
section 2: Spatial Planning and Urban Design Principles, support for urban vegetation is
articulated in general concepts by the use of terms such as environmental quality,
biodiversity, conservation, recreation, urban landscape amenity, and preservation of
Canberra’s unique national capital character. The strongest support for urban vegetation is
expressed in section 2.16 of the Statement of Strategic Directions. However, there is scope
for amending this section to support the concept that the treed urban landscape is an
important part of the city’s green infrastructure, by adding the following words (shown in
bold), or something to that effect:
2.16 Retention of Canberra’s unique landscape setting, including the integration of natural and
cultural elements that create its ‘garden city’ and ‘bush capital’ qualities, will be accorded the
highest priority. Special attention will be given to safeguarding visual amenity, protecting and
improving green infrastructure (especially its treed landscape) and other important features
within the established urban landscape, and ensuring the high quality of environmental design in
new developments or redevelopment.
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3.3.2.2 The Canberra plan
The Canberra plan in addition to the Territory plan is an important strategic document,
which is normally updated every four years and is currently under review. It comprises
multiple documents, in alphabetical order, these are:
•
•
•
•
•

Capital development (the economic white paper)
The Canberra social plan
The Canberra spatial plan
Transport for Canberra (Action Plan for sustainable transport)
Weathering the change (Action Plan relating to climate change).

In line with its purpose of providing forward-looking policy directions, the current Canberra
plan (2008) presents a vision statement summarising key goals and desired outcomes:
Canberra will be recognised throughout the world as a truly sustainable and creative city; as a
community that is socially inclusive— acknowledging and supporting those who are vulnerable and
in need and enabling all to reach their full potential; as a centre of economic growth and innovation;
as the proud capital of the nation and home of its pre-eminent cultural institutions; and as a place of
great natural beauty169

Although urban vegetation is not specifically mentioned here, its integration into the
infrastructure of the city would substantially support the Canberra plan vision, and also
support more specific aims in sub-documents.
The Capital development, the economic white paper for the ACT ‘... is a plan to increase the
attractiveness of Canberra as a place to live and work, invest and do business’.170 The stated
vision was, in part, for ‘... the most liveable of cities—a safe, prosperous and fair-minded
community that people love to belong to’.171
The Canberra social plan, similarly, affirms the values of a strong vibrant community and a
healthy economy along with keeping our natural and built environment healthy. One of the
priorities in the Canberra social plan, stated in: ‘Priority 7: Respect and protect the
environment’, recognises the value of parks, landscapes, remote areas, biodiversity, public
space, and the environment generally in supporting the health of an urban community.
The Canberra spatial plan provides strategic policy directions for the development of
Canberra over the next 30 years and beyond, but is regularly reviewed in response to changed
conditions. This plan ‘... outlines a strategic direction that will help manage change and
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Chief Minister’s Department, ‘The Vision’, The Canberra Plan: Toward our Second Century, Chief
Ministers Department, ACT Government, Canberra ACT, 2009, p. 6.
Chief Minister’s Department, Foreword by the Chief Minister in Capital Development: Towards our
Second Century, ACT Government, Canberra ACT, 2008, p. 1.
Chief Minister’s Department, ‘Vision, 1. Introduction’, Capital Development: Towards our Second
Century, Chief Minister’s Department, ACT Government, Canberra ACT, 2009, p. 4.
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provide for growth to achieve the social, environmental and economic sustainability of
Canberra.’172 Stated Canberra spatial plan goals173 are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

create and maintain a healthy community
sustain employment opportunities
retain ease of movement and facilitate good travel connections
maintain a unique sense of place
respect the natural environment
ensure fiscal responsibility.

Although the Canberra spatial plan outlines broad goals and objectives covering many
different aspects of strategic planning, it could be strengthened if it were to give specific
support for vegetation as part of essential green infrastructure. The most obvious sections to
amend to incorporate this concept are the goals in section 4: (i) Maintain a unique sense of
place, and (ii) Respect the natural environment. The ‘Open space’ and ‘high-quality built
environment’ sub-sections within the ‘Maintain a unique sense of place’ goal could benefit
by including policy response statements and actions focused on green infrastructure. For
example, the ‘High-quality built environment’ sub-section would be improved by a policy
response statement with words to the effect:
To take advantage of the many benefits of green infrastructure, encourage the use of innovative
estate planning and urban landscape design principles to promote the creation of a treed landscape
on leased and unleased land within the city.

3.3.2.3 Weathering the Change
The Weathering the change policy strategy174 and Action plan 1175 commit substantial
resources to tackle climate change and acknowledge the direct benefits of street and park
trees as an important component in climate change adaptation strategies. However, no
specific tree programs or targets were promoted to reduce heat islands in the city, enhance
shade cover over footpaths, cycle ways, car parks and community parks, or conversely
stipulate targets for facilitating solar access. This policy is under review and specific targets
related to urban trees and their management should be included. This investigation may assist
in this regard as the issue of solar access is explored in Section 5.3.3 of this report and the
benefits and drawbacks of funding for urban tree programs separate to climate change
initiatives is presented in section 8.6.
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ACT Planning and Land Authority, Chapter 1: The future direction for Canberra, The Canberra Spatial
Plan, ACT Planning and Land Authority, ACT Government, Canberra ACT, 2004, p. 1.
ACT Land and Planning Authority, Chapter 4: Achieving The Canberra spatial plan goals, The Canberra
spatial plan, ACT Land and Planning Authority, ACT Government, Canberra ACT, 2004, pp. 35–81.
Department of Territory and Municipal Services, Weathering the change: The ACT Climate Change
Strategy 2007–2025, Department of Territory and Municipal Services, ACT Government, Canberra ACT,
2007.
Department of Territory and Municipal Services, Weathering the change: Action Plan 1 2007–2011,
Department of Territory and Municipal Services, ACT Government, Canberra ACT, 2007.
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The Weathering the change documents should be strengthened to present the value of green
infrastructure and include specific targets. In particular, the next action plan could promote
urban vegetation, which in the format of Action Plan 1, might be to the effect of:
Promotion of urban vegetation as essential green infrastructure
The ACT Government recognises the value of urban vegetation in providing many social, economic
and environmental benefits to our city. These benefits include significant climate change moderation
effects as well as attenuation of extreme weather events. The protection and enhancement of urban
trees as essential green infrastructure will be progressively integrated into all relevant ACT
Government strategic urban policy and planning documents.

3.4 Strengthening strategic planning by incorporating the
treed landscape as essential green infrastructure
Public submissions received as part of the Tree Investigation highlighted urban tree ‘policy
and planning’ (21.4 per cent of issues) and urban landscape design (17.6 per cent of
issues) as being of concern to the community. In a substantial number of submissions, urban
tree planning and urban design was perceived to lack any long-term integrated urban tree
planning for the national capital and there was concern expressed that the quality of the treed
landscape was being eroded. While there was widespread acknowledgement of Griffin’s
design legacy for Canberra, there was concern that it was not broad enough to include urban
tree planning more sensitive to contemporary issues such as climate change, sustainability
and urban liveability. These concerns are exemplified in one submission:
... The Garden City concept which so influenced the design of Canberra is a concept of the early
1900s ... one may ask is this concept one which will serve us well into the next century ...? If we
were starting today would the overall concept be quite different? Would energy conservation and
other environmental concerns lead us to quite different and more sustainable solutions?176

Other similar concerns were also associated with issues such as estate planning (for example,
‘little space for trees in newer high-density suburbs’; ‘... [more] public and private space
allocation for urban trees ...’, and tree maintenance and replanting issues. These views were
expressed in another submission as:
These higher density developments have already had an irretrievable and major impact on the urban
forest, and such developments are likely to be a continuing problem under current planning
directions ... we believe the scale and size of the urban forest of the future has been (and will
continue to be) compromised as the opportunity for planting urban forest scale tree species is lost
within more dense urban development ... the compression of the residential estate has resulted in
very narrow leased block frontages and narrow verges ... Amongst all this [above and below-ground
services] are the street trees, which now almost appear to be an afterthought and have to compete for
space in the streetscape zone.177

176
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Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 51, p.1 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 41, p.1 (Appendix O).
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There is significant impetus to identify ways to strengthen the focus on the urban treed
landscape and to do this it is important that the city’s strategic planning framework recognise
this. While Griffin’s vision for a city in the landscape is captured in some overarching
National capital plan sections and also in the ACT Government’s strategic plans, there is an
opportunity to reinforce trees as essential to this vision, and elevate their recognition from an
aesthetic element to that of an important part of the city’s essential green infrastructure
designed to contribute to the city’s liveability and sustainability, and be both a physical and
symbolic intergenerational link. Therefore, the treed landscape as part of the city’s green
infrastructure should be more explicitly supported in the National capital plan, the Territory
plan and the Canberra plan (in particular the Canberra spatial plan and Weathering the
change).

Recommendation 2
Strengthen recognition of the treed landscape as part of the city’s green
infrastructure in the ministerial Statement of planning intent and the strategic
planning framework, which includes:
•

the National capital plan

•

the Territory plan

•

the Canberra plan and its component plans
o

Canberra spatial plan

o

Capital development

o

Canberra social plan

o

Transport for Canberra

o

Weathering the change and its supporting Action Plan.
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4

Enabling tree protection and management

Tree management in the ACT involves a complex web of government agencies and decisionmakers that often act independently, although they are interconnected. These organisations
function within a legislative framework. The Tree Protection Act 2005 (ACT) is the one
piece of legislation that is entirely focused on trees, but it only covers private leased lands
and a limited number of trees on public leased lands. The various pieces of legislation that
affects trees is captured in the story of ‘Josephine’s’ walk to work (Box 4).
Box 4: ‘Josephine’s’ walk to work
‘Josephine’ walks to work and enjoys reflecting on Canberra’s trees. She is an environmental lawyer
so she knows what legislation affects and protects Canberra’s trees. Here is her story.

I leave my house near Corroboree Park, Ainslie, and walk down past Olims Hotel on
Limestone Avenue, then through Civic, across Commonwealth Bridge into my office near
Old Parliament House. By the time I arrive at work I have passed trees defined as ‘protected’
under the ACT Government’s Tree Protection Act 2005, these being either a tree ‘registered’
by the Conservator on the ACT Tree Register or a ‘regulated’ tree that is a tree of a certain
size and canopy space on leased land within the built-up urban area. I have a eucalypt in my
front garden that is 14 metres tall which makes it a regulated tree under this Act. If I want to
undertake any ‘tree damaging’ activity such as killing or removing the tree, I would have to
apply to the TAMS Tree Protection Unit for approval from the Conservator of Flora and
Fauna in the Department of Environment, Climate Change, Energy and Water—otherwise I
would be committing an offence. If my tree was overhanging a public place (the pavement,
for example) and causing a nuisance or endangering public safety, then an officer authorised
under the Roads and Public Place Act 1937 could issue a notice demanding that I remove the
tree or part of the tree. Failing to do so or ignoring the notice is an offence.
Crossing the road at the corner of Limestone Avenue I can see the Mount Ainslie Nature
Reserve. The trees there are covered by the Nature Conservation Act 1980 and managed by
Parks, Conservation and Lands within TAMS. A registered tree at the side of Olims Hotel on
Ainslie Avenue is fully protected and nothing can be done to it without approval from the
Conservator. However, if a utility company has to undertake urgent work under the Utilities
Act 2000 to maintain and protect their networks, they would be exempted from requiring
approval. In certain ‘emergency’ circumstances, they would even be exempted from notifying
those affected, including the Heritage Council for a heritage registered tree.
If I take a different route into town, I walk past Ainslie School. The trees on this land are
managed by the Department of Education. Under Commonwealth stimulus funding, building
work at schools that affect regulated trees can be undertaken without meeting the
requirements of the Tree Protection Act 2005. This exemption will remain in place until
2013.
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Box 4 continued...

I pass through Braddon where new apartments and townhouses are being built on former
residential blocks. These development applications are assessed by the ACT Planning and
Land Authority (ACTPLA) under the Planning and Development Act 2007, applying the
merit track system. A request to undertake tree damaging activities as part of the
development is referred to the TAMS Tree Protection Unit as the relevant entity for advice
and sign off. The development application has to be supported by a tree management plan.
However, advice from the Conservator on a regulated tree can be overruled by the Chief
Planning Executive of ACTPLA.
Trees across the road in the ‘pocket park’ are managed by City Services within TAMS and
any potentially dangerous or hazardous trees can be removed in urgent circumstances at their
discretion. Removal of the trees by TAMS staff in the course of their duty can be carried out
without approval from the Conservator; removal of a dangerous ‘registered’ tree by an
external contractor would, however, require a licence. If the tree was a native species then the
Conservator would need to give permission under the Nature Conservation Act 1980 for a
contractor to remove that tree.
As I walk through Civic I observe the ongoing work on the city’s roads and pavements. This
work falls mainly under the direction of ACT Roads and Asset Acceptance (both units sit
within TAMS) and is usually carried out by contractors. Just over the Commonwealth Bridge
I walk onto national land where the management of trees is carried out by the National
Capital Authority (NCA), any consultation on the planning and management of the trees
would be undertaken by the NCA.
I love the changing colours of the various trees, and I know that they provide food and shelter
for many birds and animals. We are so lucky in Canberra, with the number of trees we
have—compared with many other cities, Canberra seems to have as many trees per person as
other cities have people per tree.

4.1 Overview of the legal framework and key decisionmakers
The management and protection of trees in the ACT is guided by several pieces of legislation
with varying degrees of relevance.

4.1.1 Tree Protection Act 2005 (ACT)
Because the Tree Protection Act 2005178 is the only legislation entirely aimed at protecting
trees in the ACT, it can be considered the main piece of ‘tree’ legislation. Under this
legislation, the Conservator of Flora and Fauna (the Conservator) is the key decision maker.
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Tree Protection Act 2005 at http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/a/2005-51/default.asp.
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This Act applies to trees in built-up urban areas, which is most of the ACT’s ‘suburban’
leased land. It does not include areas defined for planning purposes as broad acre, hills,
ridges, buffers, forestry, river corridors, rural and major water features; however, areas
currently identified for greenfield development have been included within the definition of
the urban boundary (Appendix H).179 A substantial area of national land is not covered under
the Act. It provides a framework for the protection and management of native and non-native
protected trees. Protected trees are either ‘regulated’180 trees on leased land within a tree
management precinct or ‘registered’181 trees on leased and unleased land. Therefore the Tree
Protection Act 2005 would only cover a tree in a nature reserve or on public land, as these are
unleased lands, if it was a ‘registered’ tree.182 There is a system in place to administer this
legislation with information on the processes being publicly available on the TAMS
website.183 Staff in the Tree Protection Unit, which is part of the Licensing and Compliance
Section within TAMS, undertake the day-to-day administration of this Act.184 They are
appointed as ‘authorised persons’ and have delegated decision-making functions from the
Conservator under the Act.
Under current arrangements, the Conservator is also the Chief Executive in the Department of
the Environment, Climate Change, Energy and Water (DECCEW).185 Certain decisions to
register a tree or cancel a registration are made only by the Conservator and are not
delegated. The position of Conservator is established under the Nature Conservation Act
1980.
This Act covers protected (native and non-native) trees primarily on built-up Territory
land.186 Trees on unleased land, for example nature strips and verges, plantations, reserves,
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A management framework for important trees in the ACT—CB Richard Ellis Pty Ltd., 11 October 2010,
p.19 (Appendix H).
180
Section 10 of the Tree Protection Act 2005 reads: (1) A regulated tree is a living tree (other than a
registered tree or a palm tree) that is on leased land within a tree management precinct and—(a) is 12 m or
more high; or (b) has a trunk with a circumference of 1.5 m or more, 1 m above natural ground level; or (c)
has 2 or more trunks and the total circumference of all the trunks, 1 m above natural ground level, is 1.5 m
or more; or (d) has a canopy 12 m or more wide. (2) However, a tree is not a regulated tree if it is a pest
plant under the Pest Plants and Animals Act 2005. (3) A tree management precinct is an area declared
under Part 5 to be a tree management precinct.
181
Section 9 of the Tree Protection Act 2005 reads a registered tree is s a tree that is registered (or
provisionally registered) under part 7 (Registration of trees).
182
Correspondence from the Conservator of Flora and Fauna to the Commissioner for Sustainability and the
Environment dated 22 February 2010 states that 29 trees are provisionally registered on the Tree Register,
as well as individual trees listed on the Heritage Register; however, none appear to be on unleased land.
The number of trees on the Tree Register at 23 November 2010 is understood to be 36 fully registered and
56 provisionally registered.
183
Urban Tree Protection in the ACT, TAMS, website,
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/live/environment/treeprotection, accessed 24 December 2010.
184
Administrative Arrangements 2009 No 3 Notifiable instrument NI2009-593.
185
The legislative instrument is at http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/ni/2010-192/current/pdf/2010-192.pdf.
186
The built-up area is defined by the Minister under the Tree Protection (Built-Up Urban Areas) Declaration
2009 (No 1) NI 2009-62 (repealed) as most of the territory’s ‘suburban’ (leased) land (it does not include
area defined for planning purposes as broad acre, hills, ridges, buffers, forestry, river corridors, rural and
major water features, effectively excluding future greenfield sites).
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public parks and land designated for future urban development, are generally not covered by
the Tree Protection Act 2005 unless they are so significant that they fall under the definition
of a ‘registered’ tree — that is as an individual tree, registered (by the Conservator) on the
ACT Tree Register.
The objects of the Tree Protection Act 2005 set the tone and intention of the framework and
are used by administrative and judicial decision makers to interpret the Act. The ‘objects’
clause indicates the objectives that the legislature intended to achieve by enacting a particular
piece of legislation; it helps to interpret and administer the legislation. Section 139 (1) of the
Legislation Act 2001 compels a court to give an Act the meaning ‘that would best achieve the
purpose of the Act’.
The objects of the Act, Part 1(3)(i) are:
(a) to protect individual trees in the urban area that have exceptional qualities because of their
natural and cultural heritage values or their contribution to the urban landscape; and
(b) to protect urban forest values that may be at risk because of unnecessary loss or degradation; and
(c) to protect urban forest values that contribute to the heritage significance of an area; and
(d) to ensure that trees of value are protected during periods of construction activity; and
(e) to promote the incorporation of the value of trees and their protection requirements into the
design and planning of development; and
(f) to promote a broad appreciation of the role of trees in the urban environment and the benefits of
good tree management and sound arboricultural practices.

Regulated trees are those on urban leased land within the tree management precincts defined
under the Tree Protection (Tree Management Precincts) Declaration 2009 (No 1) NI 2009213.187 A registered tree is generally on leased land in a suburban backyard; however, it can
also be on unleased land, for example the Himalayan Cypress in Kingston or the Atlas Cedar
on the corner of Limestone and Ainslie Avenue in Braddon.
Tree management precincts are areas of leased land that may be declared by the Minister
under the Tree Protection Act 2005 (section 38) subject to certain criteria:
–if satisfied that a significant threat to the urban forest values exists or is likely to exist in the near
future (for example, due to existing or projected high levels of development activity; or in an area of
low or reducing level of tree canopy cover); or
(b) the area is entered on the Heritage Register under the Heritage Act 2004; or
(c) the area is a new estate development that is subject to construction activity.
(2) In declaring an area to be a Tree Management Precinct, the Minister may have regard to the
broader strategic planning objectives of the Territory plan and associated urban planning by the
ACT Planning and Land Authority.188

187
188

The precincts are defined at http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/ni/2009-213/.
Criteria for Tree Management Precincts, Determination 2006 (No 1) at
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/di/2006-58/default.asp.
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Part 7 of this Act sets out the process for both the provisional and full registration of a tree by
the Conservator, as well as the process for cancelling registration. The process from
provisional to full registration can take up to 18 months to complete. A registered tree is
currently the only tree that has full protection from planning decisions. The Chief Planning
Executive from ACTPLA can act inconsistently or override the Conservator’s advice on a
regulated tree but not the advice on a registered tree. This is an issue discussed further in
Section 4.3.2.
The Minister determines the registration criteria which the Conservator must take into
account when deciding whether to register a tree or group of trees. Currently this includes the
following values: natural or cultural heritage, scientific, landscape and aesthetics. The
Conservator may include a tree on the register under section 52 of the Act if it is located in an
urban area (which covers all suburbs in the Territory land but not broad acre, hills, ridges and
buffers, forestry, river corridors, rural and water features) and fulfils the registration criteria.
The Nature Conservation Act 1980189 does not generally apply to the urban area, except for
section 52—Preservation of native timber190, which covers native timber on unleased land
within the built-up area and native timber on leased or unleased land outside the built-up
area; and section 51—Taking plants, which requires a licence to ‘legally’ take a native plant
(this definition includes a native tree seedling of up to 2 metres in height). Both of these
provisions are linked to the definition of the ‘built-up area’, as referred to in the Nature
Conservation Act 1980 and defined in the Emergencies Act 2004. The issue of inconsistent
definitions across legislation is discussed later in Section 4.2.3. A licence is required to
remove native trees on unleased land or to take out a tree seedling unless the removals are
carried out by a conservation officer or a public servant in the course of their duty. A
contractor would require a licence from the Conservator to remove a native tree or native
seedling. Under Part 4 of the Nature Conservation Act 1980, interfering with a nest in a tree
or an activity that would lead to killing of a native animal require a licence from the
Conservator; exemptions apply for conservation officers.

4.1.2 Nature Conservation Act 1980 (ACT)
The Nature Conservation Act 1980 is also relevant because it allows for the appointment of a
Conservator of Flora and Fauna (the Conservator) who, among other things, ‘may give the
occupier of land directions for the protection or conservation of native animals, native plants
and native timber on the land’ (section 60).191 This Act is currently under review.

189
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Nature Conservation Act 1980 at http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/a/1980-20/default.asp.
According to the Dictionary in the Nature Conservation Act 1980, ‘native timber means timber from a tree
that is a native plant, whether living or dead, including—(a) standing or fallen timber; and (b) any material
from such a tree; but not including a tree seedling’.
Nature Conservation Act 1980, p. 38.
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4.1.3 Planning and Development Act 2007 (ACT)
The Planning and Development Act 2007192 requires the Conservator’s advice on ‘regulated’
and ‘registered’ trees within the context of urban development, and the advice of the Heritage
Council on individual trees with heritage significance or trees registered as part of a heritage
precinct under the Heritage Act 2004.193 Under section 21 of the Planning and Development
Act 2007 the Chief Planning Executive is appointed with decision-making powers including
for trees and development. As previously stated, the Chief Planning Executive can override
the Conservator’s advice on a regulated tree, but not the advice on a registered tree. The
powers of these two decision makers is discussed further in Section 4.3.

4.1.4 Utilities Act 2000 (ACT)
The Utilities Act 2000194 provides the framework for utilities and network services within the
ACT. In carrying out network operations a utility must take all reasonable steps to ensure that
it causes as little inconvenience, detriment and damage as possible. The Act provides
exemption from the usual 7-day notification process for network operations that involve tree
lopping, root trimming and clearing removal of vegetation in ‘urgent circumstances’.195 The
Utilities (Telecommunication Installations) Act 2001196 also allows for the ‘lopping’ or
removal of trees and clearance of vegetation for the installation of telecommunications
facilities.

4.1.5 Emergencies Act 2004 (ACT)
The Emergencies Act 2004197 has objects that include (a) to protect and preserve life,
property and the environment; and (b) to provide for effective emergency management. The
Act has in effect pre-eminence over all other legislation in an emergency. Environmentrelated ACT legislation, such as the Nature Conservation Act 1980, but interestingly not the
Tree Protection Act 2005, include a clause stating that:
This Act does not apply to the exercise or purported exercise by a relevant person of a function
under the Emergencies Act 2004 for the purpose of protecting life or property, or controlling,
extinguishing, or preventing the spread of a fire. (Heritage Act 2004, section 7; Environment
Protection Act 1997, Dictionary, section 6: Relationship with Emergencies Act)
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Planning and Development Act 2007at http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/a/2007-24/current/pdf/200724.pdf.
Heritage Act 2004 at http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/a/2004-57/default.asp.
Utilities Act 2000 at http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/a/2000-65/current/pdf/2000-65.pdf.
Under the Utilities Act 2000, Part 7, sections 109 and 110 include a broadly defined ‘urgent’ circumstances
exemption within the Act. In section 109(5)—‘Subsection (1) does not apply if the operations are to be
carried out in urgent circumstances in which it is necessary to protect (a) the integrity of a network or
network facility; or (b) the health or safety of people; or (c) public or private property; or (d) the
environment. In section 110(8), the same applies for subsections (2) and (3).
Utilities (Telecommunication Installations) Act 2001 at http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/a/200134/default.asp.
Emergencies Act 2004 at http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/a/2004-28/current/pdf/2004-28.pdf.
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The powers of the chief officer of an emergency service may, for the protection or preservation of
life, property or the environment, include the ability to (g) remove or destroy an animal, a substance
or vegetation. (Emergencies Act, Part 3.2, section 34)

The Tree Protection Act 2005 includes a general exemption to prohibit activities under
section 19 that states:
(1) Sections 15 to 18 do not apply to—
(f) anything done honestly by a relevant person in the exercise or purported exercise of a function
under the Emergencies Act 2004 for the purpose of protecting life or property, or controlling,
extinguishing or preventing the spread of fire.

In this example ‘relevant person’ means a member of the fire brigade, rural fire service or a
police officer, but it fails to mention the ACT State Emergency Service which also
undertakes tree removals after a major incident.

4.1.6 Pest Plants and Animals Act 2005 (ACT)
The Pest Plants and Animals Act 2005198 identifies species of plants and animals that have
become problematic in the ACT. This Act has the potential to affect some of the early tree
plantings in the city that are now decades old, as the characteristics that made the tree species
successful and survive, mean they can be too successful and become weeds. This can be
problematic in heritage precincts. Some of the trees planted 50 years ago are an intrinsic
feature of the heritage significance of the place and are now senescing and need to be
replaced. However, some of these original species may now be listed as a prohibited pest
plant under the Pest Plants and Animals (Pest Plants) Declaration 2009 (No 1)199, or
identified as a weed, such as the Nettle Tree (Celtis australis). In most instances the Heritage
Council can approve the replacement of trees listed as pest species with non-pest species trees
of a similar form to protect heritage values. The replacement species, at maturity, must be of
similar size, shape and habit to the original tree(s).

4.1.7 Roads and Public Places Act 1937 (ACT)
Section 13 of the Roads and Public Places Act 1937200 requires that an occupier of land must
cut or remove a tree if that tree overhangs a public place and obstructs, inconveniences or
endangers passers-by. The Roads and Public Places Act 1937 also includes it as an offence to
damage or interfere with a public place201 without written permission. This could include
damage (to tree roots) from vehicles, materials and machinery parked on street verges or in
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Pest Plants and Animals Act 2005at http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/a/2005-21/current/pdf/2005-21.pdf.
Pest Plants and Animals (Pest Plants) Declaration 2009 (No1) DI 2009-67 at
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/di/2009-67/current/pdf/2009-67.pdf.
Roads and Public Places Act 1937at http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/a/1937-24/default.asp.
Roads and Public Places Act 1937 Section 7: ‘Any person who—(a) wilfully or negligently damages or
suffers or causes damage to be done to; or (b) without the written permission of the Minister or a roads and
public places officer (proof of which lies on the person accused), interferes with; any public place or any
kerbstone, watertable, gutter, footpath or other work on it or any fence, post, lamp, lamp post, structure or
other property of the Territory in any public place, commits an offence.’
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public places. A permit could be sought under section 15A of the Roads and Public Places
Act 1937 to place an object (in this case vehicles, material, machinery etc.) on Territory land.
Permit conditions could potentially include that the object is not placed in a location that
could cause soil compaction within the root zone of the tree, or the de-oxygenation of the soil
around the tree due to stockpiling of material. There is scope to introduce a Magistrates Court
(Roads and Public Places) Infringement Notice Regulation allowing for ‘on-the-spot’ fines;
however, there is no evidence that this has been used.

4.1.8 Trespass on Territory Land Act 1932 (ACT)
Under the Trespass on Territory Land Act 1932202 it as an offence to damage or destroy trees
without reasonable excuse on unleased Territory land or land occupied by the Territory.

4.1.9 Environment Protection Act 1997 (ACT)
The Environment Protection Act 1997203 does not specifically mention trees or vegetation,
but could apply in terms of the protection of environmental assets and the integration of
environmental, economic and social considerations in decision-making processes.

4.1.10 Human Rights Act 2004 (ACT)
The Human Rights Act 2004204 currently protects only civil and political rights; it does not
provide direct protection for environment-related matters. However, under Part 5A of this
Act, public authorities (broadly defined to include government agencies and private entities
carrying out a function of government) are required to act in a way that is consistent with
human rights, and must take relevant human rights into account in decision-making (section
40B of the Act).
Human rights as protected under the Human Rights Act 2004 may be particularly relevant in
this context. It includes the rights of minority groups, such as Aboriginal people, to enjoy
their culture (section 27), and the right to equality (section 8). The right to enjoy culture may
require access to environmental sites of cultural significance, and consultation regarding the
management of these sites. The right to equality (section 8) is relevant to issues of
accessibility of natural and recreational areas to people with a disability.
Equality and access issues may also arise in the management of trees in urban settings. For
example, the right to equality would be relevant where a tree impedes footpath access for a
person with impaired mobility. Other rights, such as the right to liberty and security of person
(section 18) and the rights of children and families (section 11) may also be relevant when
balancing any risks posed by urban trees.
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204

Trespass on Territory Land Act 1932, section 7: ‘a person shall not, without reasonable excuse, damage or
destroy trees, plant, garden, plantation or afforestation area on unleased Territory land or land occupied by
the Territory’, at http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/a/1932-20/current/pdf/1932-20.pdf.
Environment Protection Act 1997 at http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/a/1997-92/current/pdf/1997-92.pdf.
Human Rights Act 2004 at http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/a/2004-5/current/pdf/2004-5.pdf.
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4.1.11 Reviews and investigations (ACT)
A review of certain decisions related to trees can occur under the Administrative Decisions
Judicial Review Act 1989205 and the ACT Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act 2008.206 The
ACT Civil and Administrative Tribunal does review certain decisions about trees (refer to
Section 4.2.1). In a judicial review case (under the Administrative Decisions Judicial Review
Act 1989) the court will consider whether a tree or a planning decision affecting a tree was
decided in accordance with the law only and will not look at the merits of the case, while the
ACT Civil and Administrative Tribunal will consider the merits and if the decision was a
‘good’ or a ‘bad’ one.
The Commissioner for the Environment Act 1993 can be relevant to trees as it gives the
Commissioner a range of functions relating to the environment, including the power to
conduct investigations and investigate complaints either on her own behalf, or, as in the case
of this Tree Investigation, at the request of the Minister.

4.1.12 Commonwealth legislation
Various Commonwealth pieces of legislation also affect trees and tree management in the
Territory. The management of national land including the trees on that land is covered within
the Territory by the Australian Capital Territory (Planning and Land Management) Act 1988
(Commonwealth)207, with the requirements of the National capital plan administered by the
National Capital Authority. These pieces of legislation were discussed in Chapter 3 as they
are part of the strategic framework for Canberra’s treed landscape.
The Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Commonwealth)208
covers matters of national environmental significance. Under this Act the Yellow Box / Red
Gum Grassy Woodland is listed as critically endangered. A bilateral agreement signed by the
Commonwealth and the ACT Governments stipulates that all assessments required under the
provisions of this Act be carried out by the Territory in accordance with the territory planning
requirements as of 9 June 2009.
The Telecommunications Act 1997 covers all telecommunication installations and networks.
Important to tree management in the Territory is the Telecommunications (Low Impact
Facilities) Determination 1997 made under this Act.
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Administrative Decisions Judicial Review Act 1989 at http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/a/alt_a198933co/current/pdf/alt_a1989-33co.pdf.
ACT Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act 2008 at http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/a/200835/current/pdf/2008-35.pdf.
Australian Capital Territory (Planning and Land Management) Act 1988, (Commonwealth) at
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/a/db_22277/default.asp.
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 at
http://www.comlaw.gov.au/comlaw/management.nsf/lookupindexpagesbyid/IP200401830?OpenDocument
.
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4.2 Future legislative framework
4.2.1 New tree legislation (incorporating provisions of the Tree
Protection Act 2005) or amend the Tree Protection Act 2005
The ACT’s Tree Protection Act 2005 is primarily focused on leased lands; the ‘front and
backyards’ of Canberrans.209 As previously mentioned, some community members believe
this is an imbalance because government agencies that manage trees are not bound by
specific tree legislation. Furthermore,
... the EDO [Environmental Defender’s Office] is of the view that the protection of Canberra’s urban
forests provided for in the Tree Protection Act 2005 must be viewed in the broader context of
environmental protection in the ACT. The urban forest must be seen as an important part of
biodiversity conservation in the Territory. Urban forest and connectivity corridors are vital in
protecting native species and it is essential that all the legislative schemes which are aimed at
vegetation protection work harmoniously... the ACT Government should act on its stated intention of
conducting a review of the Nature Conservation Act 1980 as soon as possible to provide a
consistent, holistic approach to vegetation management and tree protection within the ACT; and that
a single legislative scheme should apply for the protection and management of all trees and native
vegetation in the ACT, regardless of land tenure or location.210

If there was legislation that covered the ACT’s entire green infrastructure, such as Brisbane
City Council’s Natural Assets Local Law 2003, then the incorporation of legislation covering
trees and conservation assets may be appropriate. Brisbane’s law implements aspects of the
Queensland Integrated Planning Act 1997 that requires the protection of ‘valuable features’,
including ecological features and processes as an important objective of its planning scheme.
The objectives of the Natural Assets Local Law 2003 are to protect the biodiversity of the city
including, but not limited to, the habitat and ecological requirements of native flora and
fauna. It is also important to preserve the natural landforms such as waterways, wetlands,
bushlands, ridgelines and steep slopes and help retain the landscape character of the city. This
also includes restricting indiscriminate clearing of vegetation, the control of hazardous
vegetation and the control and management of pest vegetation—‘No person other than a
Council employee in the due performance of his or her duties may interfere with street trees
or gardens or vegetation in any park or other land owned or occupied by the council’.211
While it would be possible to create new legislation that covers our entire green
infrastructure, similar to the Brisbane City Council law, it would take considerable time as it
would involve a diverse number of issues. The Environmental Defender’s Office’s (EDO)
view that trees have an important environmental role is fully supported; however, trees also
fulfil other non-environmental functions. Accordingly, to incorporate tree protection and
management fully within the Nature Conservation Act 1980 seems inappropriate. Maybe all
green infrastructure can in future be incorporated in the one piece of legislation, but before
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Leased land can include residential, commercial, industrial, special purpose and sports areas.
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, submission 27, pp. 1–2 (Appendix O).
Brisbane City Council, Natural Assets Local Law 2003, p. 8.
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this happens, there are specific issues that need to be resolved. Brisbane City Council’s law
evolved over many decades and combines many previous laws.
At this time it seems more appropriate to proceed with the current review of the Nature
Conservation Act 1980 so that existing issues can be effectively managed and urban tree
management can be addressed separately. The types of changes recommended in this Tree
Investigation, particularly legislation to cover trees on public unleased lands, can be
accommodated by expanding provisions in the Tree Protection Act 2005 or creating new
legislation incorporating the existing Tree Protection Act 2005.
The government and government agencies could be held accountable under new provisions in
the Tree Protection Act 2005, or in new tree legislation, as they are under the Nature
Conservation Act 1980 about ecological matters. The Nature Conservation Act 1980 requires
the development of certain strategic documents and policies and the preparation of a nature
conservation strategy by the Conservator. If the Minister, and subsequently the Legislative
Assembly, support the strategy, it becomes a disallowable instrument that is legally binding.
The Nature Conservation Strategy provides a framework for a coordinated and strategic
approach to protecting the ACT’s biological diversity and the maintenance of ecological
processes. Part 2 Division 2.1 of the Nature Conservation Act 1980 not only requires that this
strategy be developed, but it outlines how it should be developed and also makes community
consultation mandatory.
Chapter 5 of this report recommends the development of a National capital—Canberra tree
protection and management strategy, supported by an ACT Government tree protection and
management policies and procedures guide. The development of these could be made
mandatory under an amendment to the Tree Protection Act 2005 or any new tree legislation.
An important role of the proposed strategy and the policies and procedures guide will be to
provide consistent assessment measures across the ACT so that trees can be protected after
considering and determining appropriate levels of risk and public safety.

Recommendation 3
Improve legal protection of urban trees by:
3A

developing new tree legislation (incorporating provisions in the Tree
Protection Act 2005) or amending the Tree Protection Act 2005 to protect
urban trees on leased and unleased lands
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4.2.2 Complementary and consistent provisions in the Tree
Protection Act 2005 (or new tree legislation), the Nature
Conservation Act 1980 and the Emergencies Act 2004
The Nature Conservation Act 1980 is administered by the Department of the Environment,
Climate Change, Energy and Water with the Conservator of Flora and Fauna as the key
decision maker.212 Under this Act, native trees on both leased and unleased land outside the
built-up area and unleased land within the built-up area, are covered by section 52 of the Act
(Preservation of native timber). Individuals require a licence from the Conservator to remove
these trees, as they do to take a native plant, which includes in its definition a native seedling
up to 2 m in height (section 51). Under the Act the Conservator may declare native plants of a
particular kind to be protected native plants, and schedule 3 includes, for example, the
mountain swamp gum (Eucalyptus camphora), the grass tree (Xanthorrhoea australis), the
bull oak (Casuarina luehmannii) and several other trees to be protected as native plants under
the Act. Under section 38 the Minister has declared the Yellow Box / Red Gum Grassy
Woodland as an endangered community. This woodland has also been identified as a
critically endangered community under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999. A separate specialist paper details how these important (remnant)
trees could be factored into the future planning of greenfield sites (Appendix H).
The management of Canberra’s treed landscape needs to respect biodiversity conservation
and environmental protection. At the same time it should accommodate other values of trees
and management imperatives. An important and emerging issue is the changing climate—for
species’ resilience and the ability of trees to act as a valuable carbon sink. Therefore,
principles developed under The Nature Conservation Act 1980, which provide for the
protection and conservation of native animals and native plants, should be used to inform
decisions under the Tree Protection Act 2005 (or a new tree legislation).
The Nature Conservation Act 1980 and the Tree Protection Act 2005 (or new tree legislation)
have the protection of some trees in common. This relationship should be explicitly stated
within the scope of the current review of the Nature Conservation Act 1980, particularly as it
is recommended that the Conservator’s role in the Tree Protection Act 2005 (or the new tree
legislation) should be removed and replaced by an ACT Tree Curator (Section 4.3.1).
Furthermore, instruments or criteria made under the Tree Protection Act 2005 (or the new
tree legislation) should explicitly include conservation considerations such as a tree’s habitat
and connectivity values. For example, the criteria under section 25 for tree damaging
activities for a ‘regulated’ tree; and under section 45 for registering or cancelling the
registration of a tree, should explicitly include the need to consider a tree’s habitat and
connectivity values. Section 45 currently contains a subclause that addresses habitat;
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Administrative Arrangements 2009 (No 3) Notifiable Instrument NI 2009-593.
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however, this is only related to threatened native species.213 This subclause should be
broadened to cover all species and recognise the ecological value of a tree in terms of
connectivity. This would address issues raised in the submission from the ACT EDO214, who
suggested that the criteria in the Tree Protection Act 2005 should mirror the decisions made
by the Conservator under the Nature Conservation Act 1980. The EDO also suggested that
the criteria that the Conservator uses to consider tree removal applications under the Tree
Protection Act 2005 should be amended to be consistent with the decisions made under the
Nature Conservation Act 1980 to be more considerate of the ecological importance of a
particular tree.
In reviewing the Tree Protection Act 2005 (or introducing new tree legislation) it would be
appropriate to ensure exemptions under the Emergencies Act 2004 and the definitions of
relevant persons are consistent across ACT legislation (see Section 4.1.5).

4.2.3 Definition of built-up area
An area has to be defined as a built-up area to be declared a tree management precinct and be
subject to the Tree Protection Act 2005, accordingly this definition is important. The
definition of built-up area varies under different legal instruments. The definition under the
Nature Conservation Act 1980215 is linked to the definition in the dictionary of the
Emergencies Act 2004 which is ‘built-up area means an area declared to be a built-up area
under section 65’, which reads:
65 What is a built-up area and a rural area?
(1) The [Emergency Services] commissioner may, in writing, declare an area to be a built-up area.
(2) Before making a declaration, the commissioner must consult with the chief officer (fire brigade) and
the chief officer (rural fire service).
216
(3) A declaration is a notifiable instrument.

These built-up areas are declared under Notifiable Instrument NI 2006-225 217, which
includes areas defined under the Territory plan, the National capital plan and 19 specific
pieces of land. They are different to the built-up areas defined under the Tree Protection Act
2005 which states:
7 Application of Act—built-up urban areas
(1) This Act applies to trees on land in built-up urban areas.
(2) A built-up urban area is an area of land declared, in writing, by the Minister to be a built-up urban
area for this Act.
(3) A declaration is a notifiable instrument.

213

Tree protection Act 2005, section 45, the relevant subclause is (3) scientific value (e) is a significant
habitat element for a threatened native species.
214
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 27, p. 2 (Appendix O).
215
Nature Conservation Act at http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/a/1980-20/default.asp, p. 89.
216
Emergencies Act 2004 at http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/a/2004-28/current/pdf/2004-28.pdf , p. 35.
217
Emergencies (Built-up Area) Declaration, 2006, Notifiable Instrument NI 2006-225,
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/ni/2006-225/current/pdf/2006-225.pdf
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The notifiable instrument under the Tree Protection Act 2005 is NI 2010-414.218 It defines
built-up areas by six schedules consisting of detailed coloured maps of Gungahlin suburbs
and Hall; Belconnen suburbs; Canberra Central suburbs (including Oaks Estate); Weston
Creek/Molonglo suburbs; Woden Valley suburbs and Tuggeranong suburbs (including
Tharwa and Hume).
The EDO raised the need for consistent definition across legislation, stating:
... whilst preferring a single legislative framework for protecting the ACT’s trees, in the interim the
EDO makes the following recommendations to improve the existing laws which operate to protect
the ACT’s urban and non urban trees: remove the concept of ‘built-up urban areas’ and ‘tree
management precincts’ and link the operation of the Tree Protection Act to Territory plan zones and
make complementary amendments to the Nature Conservation Act 1980. 219

The definition of built-up area is important and should be the same across legal instruments
because ‘different definitions ... leaves open the potential for gaps or overlap in applicability
and is not an effective legislative scheme ... Having different rules apply depending upon the
location of the tree and the land tenure make it difficult for the public to ascertain exactly
which rules apply to which trees’.220
An alternative to having the same definition of built-up area in all legislation, would be to use
a different term in the Tree Protection Act 2005 (or any new tree legislation) and the Nature
Conservation 1980 that aligns with the purposes of these Acts. However, two terms roughly
meaning the same thing could also be confusing, and so if possible all legislation should use a
common definition.
The need for criteria to allow the Conservator to consider the potential unacceptable risk to
the community of retaining trees in greenfield sites, is mentioned in Section 4.3.2. This
matter is addressed as part of Recommendation 3B.

Recommendation 3
Improve legal protection of urban trees by:
3B

218

219
220

reviewing existing legislation to ensure common definitions and terms for
the consideration and protection of trees, consistency in exemptions, and
one definition for ‘built-up area’ in all ACT legislation or different terms
used in the various pieces of legislation.

Tree Protection (Built-up Urban Areas) Declaration 2010 (No 1), Notifiable Instrument NI2010—414,
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/ni/2010-414/current/pdf/2010-414.pdf.
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 27, p. 2 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 27, p. 6 (Appendix O).
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4.3 Decision-making
4.3.1 ACT Tree Curator
The Conservator has a pivotal statutory decision-making role under the Tree Protection Act
2005. This position was established by the Nature Conservation Act 1980 and has been given
additional responsibilities under the Land (Planning and Environment) Act 1991 (replaced by
the Planning and Development Act 2007 on 31 March 2008) and the Tree Protection Act
2005.
The primary role of the Conservator is to administer and enforce the Nature Conservation Act
1980 and address high-level conservation issues within the Territory. While the
administration of the Tree Protection Act 2005 includes considering conservation issues, its
effect is much broader, involving native and non-native trees.
Because of administrative arrangements, the Conservator is DECCEW, a separate department
from relevant staff, who are located in the TAMS and administer the Tree Protection Act
2005. This is cumbersome and prevents the Conservator from directly managing resources
that support this role.
Urban tree protection in other jurisdictions is a local government issue and TAMS is the
primary provider of local government services in the ACT. Given that the Tree Protection
Act 2005 is about more than conservation and that the Conservator is in a separate department
from staff, it is timely to reconsider the role of the Conservator in relation to the this Act.
Because the focus of the Tree Protection Act 2005 is on trees, it is appropriate for a person
with arboricultural, horticultural and/or equivalent skills to be the main decision maker. Now
seems to be an opportune time to remove the Conservator’s role under the Tree Protection
Act 2005 and replace it with an ACT Tree Curator.
The ACT Tree Curator should have all the statutory powers currently held by the Conservator
under the Tree Protection Act 2005, as well as extra responsibilities (Section 4.1.1). With
respect to other acts, for example, the Nature Conservation Act 1980, the role of the
Conservator should remain and retain all existing responsibilities related to conservation
matters, nature reserves and the National Park reserve, and, therefore, trees in these reserves.
Other legislation might need to be amended to ensure that the ACT Tree Curator has the same
powers relating to trees as the current Conservator.
Given that TAMS has urban street and park tree management as a core function as well as the
staff that implement the Tree Protection Act 2005, it is the natural location for the proposed
ACT Tree Curator. This role would be responsible for those officers within TAMS who are
responsible for tree management and the administration of the Tree Protection Act 2005. This
position would be analogous to the position of an Environment Protection Authority under
the Environment Protection Act 1997 concerning environmental management decisions.
Currently trees are managed by many government agencies and there is limited coordination
of tree management practices or work activities across these agencies or with the National
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Capital Authority. For the community and ACT Government, important aspects of tree
management are tree assessments and risk analyses. These require specialist skills and as
most agencies do not have tree management as their central business they contract
consultants to undertake this work. While such an approach is appropriate, given the
importance of this tree assessments and risk management should be consistent across all
government agencies. The proposed ACT Tree Curator could play an important role in
providing across-agency coordination and ensuring all agencies used appropriate tree
assessments and risk analyses. The ACT Tree Curator would not be responsible for the daily
management of agencies’ operational activities. However, there may be advantages in TAMS
managing some other agencies’ tree activities or at least advising other agencies. For
example, TAMS could advise the Department of Education and Training in the development
of its landscape master plans and tree operations. Expanding TAMS’s role to assist other
agencies needs to be further considered after the position of the proposed ACT Tree Curator
has been established and improvements in TAMS own tree management system
implemented.
The Interim Report221 described an escalation process for non-urgent tree removal decisions
in streets and parks whereby residents can request a reconsideration following notification of
an intended removal. It is appropriate that the ACT Tree Curator fulfil this role and be
responsible for reviewing (if requested) proposed non-urgent tree removals undertaken by
TAMS tree assessors, whether internal staff or contractors, and for all other agencies. While
this role, for administrative purposes, could report to a senior executive position, their tree
assessment decisions and advice to the Government should not be influenced or overridden
by the people to whom they report.
In summary, the ACT Tree Curator should be responsible for:
•
•
•
•
•

the statutory decision-making role of the existing Conservator under the Tree
Protection Act 2005
leading TAMS in its management of urban street and park trees
coordinating urban tree management practices and work activities across ACT
Government and National Capital Authority, and communication (especially
consultation and notification processes)
ensuring tree assessments and risk analyses are consistent across all ACT Government
agencies
reviewing (if requested) proposed non-urgent urban tree removals undertaken by
TAMS tree assessors, be it internal staff or contractors, and for all other ACT
Government agencies.

All recommendations and assessment decisions of the ACT Tree Curator should be in writing
with reasons given and made public. Two further mechanisms exist for reconsidering
decisions: appeals to the ACT Civil and Administrative Tribunal for matters covered by the

221

Interim report on street and park tree removals undertaken by the Department of Territory and Municipal
Services (TAMS) under classification of ‘dangerous’ and ‘hazardous’ trees, Commissioner for
Sustainability and the Environment, 2010, p.21 (Appendix M).
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Tree Protection Act 2005, and complaints to the Commissioner for Sustainability and the
Environment. This system will afford an appropriate degree of review.

Recommendation 4
Improve decision-making processes and practices for tree protection and
management by:
4A

establishing an ACT Tree Curator responsible for: (High Priority)
•

•
•
•
•

the statutory decision-making role of the existing Conservator under
the Tree Protection Act 2005. This role should replace the
Conservator’s role regarding urban trees. The Conservator would
retain all powers under the Nature Conservation Act 1980 and any
other legislation related to conservation matters
leading TAMS in its management of urban street and park trees
coordinating urban tree management practices and work activities
across ACT Government and the National Capital Authority, and
communication (especially consultation and notification processes)
ensuring tree assessments and risk analyses are consistent across
all ACT Government agencies
reviewing (if requested) proposed non-urgent urban tree removals
undertaken by TAMS tree assessors, be it internal staff or
contractors, and for all other ACT Government agencies

4.3.2 Conservator, proposed ACT Tree Curator and the Chief
Planning Executive
The EDO’s submission222 raised concerns about the Chief Planning Executive’s power to act
inconsistently with the Conservator’s advice on a ‘regulated’ tree and suggested that the
Planning and Development Act 2007 be amended ‘so that the Conservator plays a greater
decision-making role in regards to trees subject to development applications’.
The system in place during the time of the Planning and Land Management Authority
(PALM) in the late 1980s and 1990s gave the Conservator and the Chief Planning Officer
concurrent powers regarding trees under the Australian Capital Territory (Planning and Land
Management) Act 1988.
Section 5.2.2 considers the retention or otherwise of trees in greenfield areas with reference
to the paper, A management framework for important trees in the ACT.223 This paper was
prepared before the development of the recommendation to have an ACT Tree Curator.
Greenfield site developments are likely to involve the existing Conservator on conservation
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Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 27, p. 2 (Appendix O).
A management framework for important trees in the ACT—CB Richard Ellis Pty Ltd., 11 October 2010, p.
31 (Appendix H).
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issues and this could include trees, and the proposed ACT Tree Curator on all trees.
Accordingly, both these roles regarding trees are discussed and the role of the Chief Planning
Executive.
The paper, A management framework for important trees in the ACT224, includes a discussion
of the roles of the Conservator and the Chief Planning Executive in protecting trees during
new developments. It concludes that due to the complexity of planning decisions and the
need for a holistic approach, it is appropriate for the Chief Planning Executive to make the
final decision on what trees are retained in greenfield sites including whether ‘regulated’ trees
are included in new developments.
However, it also raised the possibility that ‘the Conservator [or the proposed ACT Tree
Curator] should have appeal rights to decisions on EDP [Estate Development Plan]
applications if the advice of the Conservator is overridden [by the Chief Planning
Executive]’225 or that ‘Joint Agreements’ be made between ACTPLA, the Conservator [or the
proposed ACT Tree Curator] as the means by which coordination could be improved. Such a
system is unlikely to achieve integrated results in a time-efficient manner and could be costly.
However, another approach would be to have guidelines which were made public. These
could outline the decision-making process, specify criteria considered and ensure that an
issue was discussed between the Conservator, ACT Tree Curator and the Chief Planning
Officer before the latter made the final decision.
The development of guidelines was advocated by the authors of the paper, A management
framework for important trees in the ACT226, as they consider that the existing system is
essentially an effective process. They note that they are unaware of any guidelines used by
the Chief Planning Executive to consider advice from the Conservator on whether or not to
approve a development where a tree would have to be removed. ACTPLA advised that:
There are no applicable guidelines under section 119(2)(a)(i) [which would apply when development
approval would be inconsistent with advice from a referral entity such as the conservator]. ACTPLA
has documented its Standard Operating Procedures that require any possible decision to act
inconsistently with the Conservator’s advice to be elevated to ACTPLA’s Major Projects Review
Group. Feasible alternative design options are the key considerations in whether or not to act
inconsistently from the Conservator’s advice.227

The Major Projects Review Group is an internal ACTPLA group consisting of senior
departmental staff, and does not include a representative of the Conservator. Wider
representation, including a representative of the Conservator and in the future the proposed
ACT Tree Curator, would seem appropriate given the importance of trees in this city.

224
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A management framework for important trees in the ACT – CB Richard Ellis Pty Ltd., 11 October 2010,
p. 31 (Appendix H).
A management framework for important trees in the ACT – CB Richard Ellis Pty Ltd., 11 October 2010,
p. 31 (Appendix H).
A management framework for important trees in the ACT—CB Richard Ellis Pty Ltd., 11 October 2010, p.
31 (Appendix H).
John Meyer, A/g Chief Planning Executive, ACTPLA, letter, ‘A Management Framework for Important
Trees in the ACT’, 1 October 2010, p. 2.
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While ‘feasible alternative design options are the key consideration in whether or not to act
inconsistently with the Conservator’s advice’ it is unclear what this could involve.
To ensure the protection of trees during development, concurrent powers between the
Conservator, proposed ACT Tree Curator and the Chief Planning Executive might at first
seem like a positive proposition; however, this approach would limit the practical ability to
achieve decisions quickly and efficiently. This is even more pertinent given that trees and
conservation issues are some of the many issues the Chief Planning Executive must consider
in approving plans for new estates in greenfield sites.
As criteria guide the Conservator’s decisions about tree removal, it would be worth
considering these criteria for greenfield sites to ensure that trees that present a potential
unacceptable risk to the community are not retained in inappropriate locations in future urban
areas. This matter could be addressed in the review of the Nature Conservation Act 1980 and
any future changes to the Tree Protection Act 2005 and in addressing Recommendation 3B.
It is proposed that the Major Projects Review Group be expanded to include representatives
from the Conservator and the proposed ACT Tree Curator. Guidelines should be developed to
include a consultation process with the Conservator and the proposed ACT Tree Curator
before the Chief Planning Executive makes a decision that is inconsistent with their advice.
While this might not result in a consensus it does ensure that all facts are presented to the
Chief Planning Executive. These guidelines should be available to the public.
Some community members and groups expressed the view that information about decisions
made about Canberra’s urban trees is not always easy to find. One submission stated:
Current information provision is inadequate and exaggerates other issues. In addition registering
trees and checking the register should be easy. For example to check if a tree is registered this site
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/live/environment/urbantreeprotectionintheact/acttreeregister/registered_t
rees points to this site http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/a/2005-51/default.asp but it seems
impossible to get a list of registered trees. It should be easy.228

Section 26 of the Tree Protection Act 2005 requires that a notice be given to various bodies
about proposed tree damaging activities for ‘regulated’ trees; however, it does not require that
this be made public, nor does it prohibit it.229 Regarding provisionally registered or registered
trees, there is a legal requirement for a public notice under sections 49 and 53. In all these
cases it is not stipulated what information should be included in the notice to explain the
decision. During the Tree Investigation the removal of an oak tree in Acton was brought to
the attention of the Commissioner’s office. In August 2010 the provisionally registered oak
tree (Nomination 16, Number PTR01, Block 6, Section 21 City West) was not supported for
full registration and the provisional registration was cancelled. Notification on the TAMS

228
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Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 17, p. 3 (Appendix O).
Tree Protection Act 2005, section 26 (4): The conservator may give written notice of the decision to
anyone else the conservator considers appropriate.
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website notes that no reason was given (Appendix T).230 In this case, the tree met the criteria
for cancellation because it compromised the broader strategic planning objectives of the
Territory plan, but this was not communicated as part of the notification.
The Conservator currently recommends to the Chief Planning Executive which trees on
development sites should be protected and retained. The Chief Planning Executive, in
determining a good planning outcome, may only accept part or none of a recommendation.
This has caused some concern in the community. A particular issue was the removal of trees
in Crace, Stage 1. Advice received states that:
Whilst the Notice of Decision referred to the removal of 24 regulated trees, my understanding is that
108 remnant trees were removed as part of this development and that over 100 of these were
regulated. The Conservator was unable to support the removal of 24 of those trees based on their
health and safety. The remaining trees were poor quality.231

The EDO232 raised the point that for good governance a statement of reasons should
accompany all decisions and that standing and merits reviews should be expanded to allow
public interest matters to be heard. Therefore, to achieve greater transparency in decisionmaking, an improved record-keeping system would be required to not only record the
Conservator’s (and proposed ACT Tree Curator’s) recommendations for tree protection and
retention, but also ACTPLA’s decisions to fully adopt, partially adopt or totally reject the
recommendations and the reasons for the decision. The information should be available to the
public on request and should be sufficiently robust to allow review under the Administrative
Decisions Judicial Review Act 1989.

Recommendation 4
Improve decision-making processes and practices for tree protection and
management by:
4B

expanding ACTPLA’s Major Projects Review Group to include
representatives of the Conservator and the proposed ACT Tree Curator
when there is the possibility that a decision to be made by the Chief
Planning Executive is inconsistent with the Conservator’s or proposed
ACT Tree Curator’s advice

4C

developing guidelines that outline the decision-making process and
include criteria used by the Chief Planning Executive when making a
decision that is inconsistent with the Conservator or proposed ACT Tree
Curator’s advice

230

Tree registration notification, Nomination 16, Number PTR01,
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/163194/16.pdf (Appendix T).
231
Email from Ms Helen McKeown, TAMS, to Dr Matthew Parker, OCSE, 25 November 2010.
232
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 27, p. 12 (Appendix O).
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4D

proving a statement of reasons for the recommendations and/or
decisions made by the Conservator, proposed ACT Tree Curator and the
Chief Planning Executive with respect to tree removal, if requested.

4.4 Implementation of the Tree Protection Act 2005
The implementation of the Tree Protection Act 2005 comprises two key components:
regulated trees and registered trees.

4.4.1 Regulated trees
The Conservator has to assess regulated trees before a ‘tree damaging activity’ (for example,
pruning or removal) can be undertaken. Over the past three years the Conservator has made
the following decisions on applications for a tree damaging activity:
•

•

•

2008–09: 1842 decisions were made on applications, 1355 were granted approval with
conditions and 467 were declined, 88 reconsideration requests were received of which
34 were changed.
2007–08: 1888 decisions were made on applications, 943 were granted approval with
conditions and 270 were declined, 73 reconsideration requests were received of which
29 were changed.
2006-07: 1705 decisions were made on applications, 1127 were granted approval with
conditions and 578 were declined, 69 reconsiderations were received of which 22 were
changed.233

An important part of the tree protection assessment system is the opportunity for an applicant
to seek a reconsideration of a decision. This involves an independent advisory panel of
arborists and horticulturists assessing all the reconsiderations (between 10 and 15) once a
month. The next step involves appealing to the ACT Administrative Civil and Administrative
Tribunal. Since 2006, only 10 appeals were lodged with the tribunal. All of these were
upheld, with one or two being withdrawn (until 31 December 2010).234 Having a matter
considered by the ACT Administrative Civil and Administrative Tribunal can be costly. The
low appeal rate is likely because of the independent advisory panel assessing all the
reconsiderations.
In the past three years most applications for tree damaging activities have been granted. Even
with this high percentage of removals, there is limited public comment on tree losses on

233
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In a letter from the Conservator for Flora and Fauna to the Commissioner for Sustainability and the
Environment on 22 February 2010, the Conservator noted that not all applications for a tree damaging
activity relate to the removal of trees. The application may cover groundwork or major pruning. Also many
applications involve multiple trees and in some cases the removal of some trees may be approved while
other trees on the same site are retained.
Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment-Clarification Questions, Open Space
Planning, TAMS, 18 February 2011, p. 4 (Appendix U).
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private leased land. However, there is concern about treating private and public trees in the
same way:
Trees are affected by government works with no problem but a nondescript tree in a private person’s
property is treated like a crown jewel. Unfair treatment of the little people. It creates a grinding
disenchantment with trees in general and unwillingness to plant235
The current rules on private property tree-removal are a colonial cringe and absurdly inconsistent ...
they are based primarily on height rather than origin. Provided applicable laws and safety rules are
applied, any ACT lease-holder should have the right to remove any exotic tree at any time.236

The EDO’s submission expressed the view that the right to seek a merits review of decisions
should be extended to ‘any person whose interests are affected’.237 It seems reasonable to
assume that such appeals would likely be due to a person wishing an approved tree removal
or pruning activity to be rescinded. The Tree Protection Act 2005 appears to achieve the
balance between protecting Canberra’s treed landscape and limiting a lessee’s flexibility in
managing their leased land. From information submitted to this Tree Investigation, it does not
seem necessary to place further limitations on a lessee.

4.4.2 Registered trees
Registered trees (see Section 4.1.1) are those listed on the ACT Tree Register. The history of
registration is shown in Table 5.
Table 5: History of populating the ACT Tree Register238
Financial year

Individual trees
provisionally
registered

Individual
trees fully
registered

Comments
(Tree Protection Act 2005, enacted in 2006)

2007–08

0

0

2008–09

12

0

2009–10

38

11

6 groups of trees fully registered, including trees
in Haig Park, City Hill and Olims Hotel

November 2010

55

31

6 groups of trees fully registered and 1 group of
trees provisionally registered

January 2011

88 (47 on leased land
and 41 on unleased
land)

41

6 groups of trees fully registered and 8 groups of
trees provisionally registered

Up to 2008 (Table 5), no trees had been listed on the ACT Tree Register. This issue was
brought to the attention of TAMS when resolving a complaint in November 2008. Since then
TAMS’s endeavours in addressing this matter for consideration by the Conservator is
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The Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment ran the Tree Investigation Strategic
Communications Workshop in the ACT on 13–14 May 2010. The Strategic Communications Workshop
13–14 May 2010, report, p. 55 (Appendix D).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 15, p. 1 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 27, p. 12 (Appendix O).
Email from Ms Fleur Flanery, TAMS, to Dr Matthew Parker, OCSE 24 November 2010.
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commendable. Trees on leased and unleased lands are now included on the ACT Tree
Register. A significant advantage of listing trees means that they can be given special
consideration in planning and management decisions.
Populating the ACT Tree Register needs to continue; however, to achieve the intent of the
Tree Protection Act 2005, trees on private leased lands need to be included in a strategic
manner to ensure those which do need protection are captured so that the current blanket
coverage of all regulated trees can be lifted in some areas of Canberra. Strategically
populating the ACT Tree Register and lifting the blanket coverage could occur by targeting
areas for including appropriate trees for registration which are not subject to development
pressures. A call for nominations could be part of such a strategic approach. While TAMS
has advised that its website provides nomination forms for the ACT Tree Register,239 it seems
that there has not been a call for nominations for some time.
Only suburbs and areas with a genuine threat to the treed landscape or heritage, mainly from
development pressures, should remain as tree protection precincts. While this process could
initially require more staff, once the blanket coverage was lifted the number of applications
for tree damaging activities should decline and fewer resources would be required. Removing
the blanket tree protection coverage would also provide more certainty to home owners in
managing their leases.
Trees worthy of inclusion on the ACT Tree Register in greenfield sites could be identified as
part of the structure and concept design processes and registered before any detailed designs
were prepared. This would ensure that these trees were retained in all stages of the planning
and land development process. It is likely that not all trees considered worthy of retention
would be registered. Non-registered trees would therefore need to be the subject of the
process of the Conservator and proposed ACT Tree Curator making recommendations to the
Chief Planning Executive, as discussed in Section 4.3.2.
While trees on unleased land can be placed on the ACT Tree Register for the ‘good of the
community’ (and this is unlikely to be opposed), this may not be the case for trees on private
leased lands. Some community members may consider it a privilege to have a tree worthy of
registration on their lease, while others may find it an imposition. If the intention of the Tree
Protection Act 2005 is to register all suitable trees across Canberra and then remove the
blanket coverage resulting in the current practice of all regulated trees needing to be assessed
before any ‘tree damaging activity’ can be undertaken, an incentive is needed to encourage
private lessees with suitable trees to nominate these for registration.
It is understood that in December 2010 and January 2011there were four nominations of trees
for consideration for the ACT Tree Register by owners of the properties on which the trees
are located; three nominations from persons who want their neighbour’s tree registered and
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Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment-Clarification Questions, Open Space
Planning, TAMS, 18 February 2011, p. 6 (Appendix U).
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one nomination from Tree Protection staff. Those who wanted their neighbour’s tree
registered, had not sought their neighbour’s consent.240
Residents with registered trees have to accept the maintenance, and ultimately the removal,
costs for these trees and while TAMS might help by preparing a tree management plan, it
gives no financial assistance. Given the importance of registered trees to the broader
Canberra landscape and community, it seems appropriate that financial assistance or relief to
help manage (or remove) a registered tree be available. The existing Tree Advisory Panel
could assess the appropriateness and the degree of support.

Recommendation 4
Improve decision-making processes and practices for tree protection and
management by:
4E

identifying trees worthy of inclusion on the ACT Tree Register in
greenfield sites as part of the structure and concept design processes
and registering them before any detailed designs are prepared.

4F

strategically populating the ACT Tree Register and removing the blanket
coverage in selected areas

4G

providing financial assistance or relief to residents on leased lands with
registered trees to assist them manage (or remove) a registered tree.

4.4.3 Tree management plans—guidelines
The Conservator advises ACTPLA on tree protection and development under sections 82 and
83 of the Tree Protection Act 2005 and in response to the requirements of the Planning and
Development Act 2007, sections 148–51.
Section 82 of the Tree Protection Act 2005 states:
... if the conservator is satisfied, on reasonable grounds, that a development involves, or is likely to
involve, an activity that would or may—(a) damage a tree; or (b) be prohibited groundwork in—(i)
the protection zone for a protected tree; or (ii) a declared site.
The conservator may give the planning and land authority written advice in accordance with section
83 about the development.
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Section 83 of the Tree Protection Act 2005 states:
... if the conservator gives advice—(a) under section 82 in relation to a development; or
(b) under the Planning and Development Act 2007, section 149 in relation to a development
application.
The advice given must include advice about tree protection requirements for each protected tree with
a protection zone on, or partly on, the land subject to development.

The Conservator can also set out changes to tree management plans for development
applications.
During the course of this Tree Investigation, a staff member in the Commissioner’s office
noted that the notifiable instrument to determine section 31: ‘Guidelines for tree management
plans’ was made by the Minister when it should have been made by the Conservator. Advice
was sought from the ACT Government Solicitor’s Office and the Commissioner was advised
that the notifiable instrument was invalid and, although there were remedies for its invalidity,
it was better that the guidelines be made proper as soon as possible. The Department of
Territory and Municipal Services and the Conservator were contacted and the Conservator
signed a replacement notifiable instrument on 15 October 2010, which was posted on
4 November 2010 at http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/ni/2010-586/current/pdf/2010-586.pdf.

4.4.4 Monitoring and auditing
The Tree Protection Act 2005 has been in place for five years and before this the Tree
Protection (Interim Scheme) Act 2001 had been in place for four years. In July 2004 an
audit/assessment was undertaken for compliance with the determinations under the interim
scheme. It found that of the 774 rejected tree removal applications only six trees appeared to
have been removed without approval, suggesting a very high compliance rate. Since then
there has been no formal auditing or monitoring of compliance with determinations under the
Act. Staff members of the Tree Protection Unit do undertake ‘random inspections’ of tree
management plans depending on workloads; however, a more formal system should be
developed to monitor trees protected under the Act. It is understood that a compliance audit
has not been undertaken due to insufficient resources. In 2008, as part of recommendations
relating to a complaint about the death of a Yellow Box (Eucalyptus melliodora) on the
corner of Nettlefold Street and Coulter Drive in Belconnen, it was recommended that a
monitoring and auditing of compliance be undertaken and this information be made public.241
There are practical challenges in assessing whether or not the Chief Planning Executive’s
decisions align with the Conservator’s advice for ‘regulated’ trees. Decisions are recorded in
a database242 but it is difficult to easily ascertain if ACTPLA accepted all, some or none of
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Report on Block 12 Section 2 Belconnen by Mr Mark Carmody with comments and recommendations
regarding tree protection by Dr Maxine Cooper Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, 25
November 2008 (Appendix P).
Personal communication, Ms Helen McKeown, Conservator Liaison, TAMS, April 2010.
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the Conservator’s advice. ACTPLA’s system should be modified to facilitate the search
function and ensure there are reasons recorded and available for every decision.
The Chief Planning Executive has to accept the Conservator’s advice for registered trees, but
for other trees in development decisions, the Chief Planning Executive is the key decision
maker. The Chief Planning Executive’s decision in 2008 to remove trees in Crace Stage 1
caused some community concern.
The Conservator and proposed ACT Tree Curator should be responsible for monitoring and
auditing the Chief Planning Executive’s decisions relating to their cumulative effect. This
information should be publicly available. As part of the recommendations made in 2008
about the death of the Yellow Box (Eucalyptus melliodora) on the corner of Nettlefold Street
and Coulter Drive in Belconnen, it was recommended that the Conservator undertake such an
audit. This is yet to occur.

Recommendation 4
Improve decision-making processes and practices for tree protection and
management by:
4H

the Conservator and proposed ACT Tree Curator monitoring and auditing
compliance with their recommendations and decisions about trees,
including the cumulative effects on the treed landscape of the Chief
Planning Executive’s decisions.

4.4.5 Dead registered or regulated tree
While registered trees are alive it is mandatory for an approved tree management plan to
govern how they are protected. However, such plans do not normally address the
management of the tree should it die. As part of the 2008 recommendations about the
previously mentioned Yellow Box (Eucalyptus melliodora) in Belconnen, it was
recommended that the Conservator and TAMS develop principles for managing a site with a
dead registered tree; and that lessees be informed of these before a tree on their property is
registered. It is understood that no such guidelines have been developed even though trees on
leased lands are being registered.
According to the Conservator, there are grounds for cancellation if a registered tree dies;
however, if it is considered that the tree died under suspicious circumstances a site
declaration can be issued preventing any development or construction on the area for five
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years. Furthermore, a dead tree is not covered by the legislation and therefore retrospective
enforcement is not possible.243
Brisbane City Council’s Natural Asset Local Law 2003 adopts a similar position (Section
4.2.1); however, if it appears that a protected tree has been tampered with, the Council may
also require the tree to be replaced.244
Two issues under the Tree Protection Act 2005 need to be addressed. Firstly, as raised in a
public submission:
The Tree Protection legislation is silent on the renewal of regulated and registered trees. What
happens to their contribution to the urban forest when they die? Is there an obligation to replant?
Should there be an obligation to replant?245

Secondly, before agreeing to register a tree on their lease, residents should be fully informed
about the implications. They should know about requirements to replace the tree; whether it
is deliberately killed or dies of natural causes. This was the intent of the guidelines sought in
2008.

Recommendation 4
Improve decision-making processes and practices for tree protection and
management by:
4I

developing principles for managing a site where a registered or regulated
tree has died.

4.4.6 Standard tree assessments and protection of all properties
If a regulated tree presents a safety threat, it can be removed under the Tree Protection Act
2005 either through a normal application process or it can be removed under urgent
circumstances by the lessee. Removal of trees other than regulated or registered trees on
private leased land is at the discretion of the lessee. However, if a tree, because of its
structural condition could potentially compromise the safety of an adjoining neighbour’s
property, there appears to be no mechanism to resolve this situation if the person with the tree
does not wish to take action.
Between 1 January 2006 and 31 May 2010 approximately 3300 disputes were reported to the
Conflict Resolution Service, according to its submission.246 Of these, 45 per cent were
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Email letter from Mr David Papps, Conservator of Flora and Fauna to Dr Maxine Cooper, Commissioner
for Sustainability and the Environment, 22 November 2010.
Personal communication, Mr Bill Mannis, Brisbane City Council, 28 April 2010.
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 28, p. 9 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 52, p. 3 (Appendix O).
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neighbourhood disputes and 16 per cent (550 complaints) were disputes over trees, shrubs
and plants. They also stated that:
... neighbours with legitimate concerns about trees on neighbouring properties were not able to have
these trees assessed because their neighbours refused permission for qualified arborists to enter their
property for the purpose of assessment.
... some residents accepted mediation which was then offered to their neighbours. The Conflict
Resolution Service was unable to assist further because the neighbour either did not respond to the
invitation, or declined mediation.

In comparison, if a tree on unleased land presents safety issues and is a threat to the public or
government property, section 13 of the Roads and Public Places Act 1937247 gives delegated
roads and public places officers within TAMS certain powers to rectify the situation.
The lack of powers to address safety issues about trees on private leased lands is also
illustrated by the inability of TAMS officers to remove a dead Yellow Box (Eucalyptus
melliodora) on the corner of Nettlefold Street and Coulter Drive in Belconnen, as mentioned
previously in Section 4.4.4. In November 2008 I prepared a report248 on the decision-making
process that affected this tree. It was recommended that the dead tree should be removed for
public safety reasons as it was close to the pathway into the private medical and dental centre.
It is understood that TAMS officers tried to contact the owner, but were unsuccessful in
having the tree removed as they had no legislative powers to enforce its removal.
It seems reasonable that people on private leased land should be able to obtain the same level
of safety as those on public unleased lands. This is not the case and the situation needs to be
corrected. The Conflict Resolution Service suggested that preventive measures could include:
Right of entry to property for assessment of trees in cases where there is suspected causal effect of
damage to neighbouring properties. Entry would be granted to licensed arborists, government
officers etc. ...
Regulations to limit the amount of certain species of trees to be planted on private property where
there is a concern of potential damage to neighbouring properties as the trees grow.
... Although one of the principles of mediation is that it is voluntary, CRS believes that compulsory
mediation may be justified in the public interest for addressing matters involving trees and the
impact on neighbourly relations249

As mediation should be voluntary, it is best to base the process on conflict resolution.
The risk assessment of trees should be the same across all tenures. At present this is not the
case. Even within TAMS, officers undertaking tree assessments for tree applications on
private leased lands use a different assessment procedure to those officers assessing trees on
public unleased lands.
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Roads and Public Places Act 1937 at http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/a/1937-24/default.asp.
Report on Block 12 Section 2 Belconnen by Mr Mark Carmody with comments and recommendations
regarding tree protection by Dr Maxine Cooper Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, 25
November 2008 (Appendix P).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 52, p. 3 (Appendix O).
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It also appears that government agencies or their contractors apply their own tree assessment
risk criteria. Accordingly, it seems appropriate that the process for removing a tree that
presents a potential safety issue be a standard procedure, regardless of tenure, even though
some agencies may wish to have additional criteria to respect their particular circumstances.

Recommendation 4
Improve decision-making processes and practices for tree protection and
management by:
4J

preparing standard tree and risk assessment criteria for ACT government
agencies (or their contractors) with provision made for additional criteria
to respect an agencies circumstances.

4K

authorising a qualified person to enter private leased land to undertake a
tree assessment using standard criteria and, when a tree presents an
unacceptable safety risk, the lessee is directed to remove the tree—and if
this is not done, it is removed by TAMS with costs recovered from the
lessee.

4.4.7 Prosecuting offenders that damage trees
Tree on public unleased lands are afforded little protection from wilful damage and TAMS
has expressed the view that:
It would be beneficial for an amendment of the Tree Protection Act to be passed that specifically
addresses the protection of exotic and native trees on public land. In its current form the Act applies
only to leased land250 so it is not possible to prosecute individuals or businesses that damage public
trees.251 A simplification and streamlining of the legislative framework around tree management and
the development of clear policies when to retain a tree, tree removal, infrastructure interference,
removal of trees on leased land, may assist in protecting trees, improving their management and
aiding communication to the public.

Recommendation 4
Improve decision-making processes and practices for tree protection and
management by:
4L

250
251

having powers to issue on-the-spot fines to people who knowingly and
wilfully damage a tree on public unleased lands.

Note the Tree Protection Act 2005 already covers a registered tree on unleased land.
Note the Trespass on Territory Lands Act 1932, section 7 already includes an offence of damaging trees
without reasonable excuse on unleased territory land or land occupied by the territory. The penalty
however is only 20 penalty units for an individual or five times that for a corporation.
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5

Guiding urban tree management

Urban tree management emerged from public submissions and consultations as a significant
issue. As mentioned in Chapter 1, it accounted for about 40 per cent of public submission
responses. While the total number of urban trees in the national capital is unknown there is
information available that gives reasonable tree population estimates for specific areas.
However, ‘compared with many other cities it seems that Canberra has as many trees per
person as other cities have people per tree’ (Box 4 Josephine’s walk to work tree story, p.67).
The Department of Territory and Municipal Services (TAMS) stated that the number of fully
maintained urban trees in streets and parks is approximately 556 268 – 332 111 street trees
and 224 157 park trees.252 There are a further 178 000 open space parkland trees which
receive reactive maintenance only. An additional estimated 40 000 trees253 are managed by
various other ACT government agencies. The National Capital Authority reports it has
responsibility for around 20 000 trees in the national estate, which covers the parliamentary
triangle and designated areas including Lake Burley Griffin and foreshores, the War
Memorial precinct, the suburb of Acton, various key avenues, as well as planning control for
non-urban land on elevated hills, ridges and buffer spaces (including Mt Stromlo).254
The total estimated number is over 700 000. This does not include trees in the Canberra
Nature Park reserves around and within the city, nor does it include trees on leased
residential, commercial, industrial or special purpose land.
This chapter considers the policy framework for tree management as expressed in tree design
standards, codes and reference documents which shape the way trees are managed and
affected by development. It also considers the emerging challenges of solar access and
protection, sustainable reuse of timber; integration of environmental values, irrigation of
street and park trees, and car parking on verges and in parks. As well, it discusses the
integration of tree removal, replacement and establishment, data capture and contract
management.

5.1

Tree management framework

The Yarralumla Residents Association submission presented problems and suggestions on
what can be considered the ACT’s tree management framework:
Existing government tree management programs appear limited by lack of a cohesive and
collaborative approach between several different ‘tree’ programs within TAMS itself. We believe
that for any efficiency to be increased or enhanced in these programs, there needs to be:
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Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment-Clarification Questions, Open Space
Planning, TAMS, 18 February 2011, p. 2 (Appendix U). This is updated information further to that
provided on 27 May 2010, p. 9 (Appendix F).
Estimates based on ACT agency responses to questionnaire from the Commissioner for Sustainability and
the Environment, February–May 2010.
National Capital Authority response to questionnaire from Commissioner for Sustainability and the
Environment, 19 February 2010, p. 1 (Appendix F).
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•

an agreed, articulated strategy between all sections of TAMS, for the present and future
management of the trees

•

designation of responsibility to an overarching body within government to ensure that the
agreed common strategy is carried forward and documented

•

vastly improved efforts by government agencies to be inclusive in the development of short
and long term management plans by regular two-way communication and consultation with
the Canberra public

•

a transparent process available for resolution of possible conflicts/appeals

•

an assessment of the costs of the present programs involving tender system to private
contractors in order to ascertain if there is scope for more government in-house work to be
done at less cost and more efficiency.255

5.1.1 Agencies that manage or affect trees in the ACT
Responsibility for urban tree management rests jointly with the ACT and Australian
Governments.
ACT government agencies, Territory-owned corporations, and two Australian Government
agencies were contacted for information about their responsibilities and activities that affect
trees. Relevant responses are discussed in this chapter.
The Australian Government agencies were:
•

•
•

National Capital Authority—is responsible for national land including the
parliamentary zone, Lake Burley Griffin and parts of the foreshore, Anzac Parade, the
War Memorial and diplomatic estates in Yarralumla, Deakin, and O’Malley. It also has
special requirement interest in other land including the Civic centre (city), Haig and
Telopea Parks, Kingston foreshores, Australian Institute of Sport and Symonston
Technology Park.
Department of Finance and Deregulation—broadly administers the Australian
Government non-defence domestic property portfolio.
Department of Defence (not contacted)—manages the Russell Offices complex,
Royal Military College and Australian Defence Force Academy (Duntroon) and Centre
for Defence and Strategic Studies (Weston Creek). It is responsible for maintaining all
vegetation on its sites.

The ACT Government and Territory-owned corporations include:
•

255

ACT Planning and Land Authority (ACTPLA)—affects trees via its strategic
planning, as discussed in Chapter 3. This includes the Territory plan and the Canberra
spatial plan. It also makes development decisions based on planning assessments of
proposals that might affect trees through the Development Assessment and
Environmental Impact Assessment processes.

Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 34, p.1 (Appendix O).
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On leased land, as discussed later in this chapter, ACTPLA approves the retention or
removal of regulated trees after referral to the Conservator.
In new subdivisions, estate development plans include landscape master plans and
require ACTPLA approval. They are the basis for detailed design of planting plans
which TAMS approves.
Road planning, road and verge design, and street and park trees are designed, selected
and sited according to many different planning documents, standards and codes. These
include ACTPLA’s Territory plan Residential subdivision development code and
TAMS’s Design standards for urban infrastructure. Both contain specifications for
estate infrastructure; however, TAMS’s design standards tend to prevail because of
their asset-acceptance requirements.
•

•

•

Land Development Authority—part of the Department of Land and Planning
Services. It is a statutory authority set up to develop, among other things, new estates in
greenfield sites. It retains or removes trees in greenfield sites according to Chief
Planning Executive or Conservator approvals, and has previously worked to the Draft
guidelines for the Preparation of tree management reports for development on unleased
territory land (2004), replaced in November 2010 with the Guidelines for Tree
management plans (NI2010—586). It plants and maintains new trees in its estates for an
initial period, increasing Canberra’s treed landscape.
Canberra Institute of Technology—manages trees on five campuses in the ACT:
Bruce, Fyshwick, Phillip, Reid and Tuggeranong. Tree operations are managed entirely
in-house by the Campus Manager facilities-management team.
ActewAGL—a joint government–private organisation providing energy and water
services. Its activities affect trees as it constructs, operates and maintains above and
below-ground water, sewerage, gas and electricity infrastructure within ACT road
reserves, parklands, and on private property.
There is no universal tree management policy or vegetation management plan operating
across all sections of ActewAGL, although a Code of Practice with TAMS has been
developed.
Jemena Asset Management is contracted to construct, operate and maintain gas
infrastructure.
ActewAGL Electricity Asset Management Branch sets strategy and policy and oversees
tree inspection, trimming and contract clearing after notifying the TAMS Parks
Conservation and Lands through ActewAGL Networks Service Delivery section.
Customer Services Branch notifies leaseholders and residents of their vegetation
clearing obligations.
There is a September 2009 code of practice agreement between TAMS and ActewAGL
covering inspection and maintenance activities on controlled land which includes
Canberra Nature Park, nature reserves, Namadgi National Park, recreational areas, and
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urban parks, ovals, greenstrips and road verges (but not leased residential land or rural
leases).
Urban trees are largely administered and managed by ACT government agencies. The
departments whose activities either directly or indirectly affect trees are:
•

•

•

The Chief Minister’s Department—provides strategic policy advice and executive
support to the Chief Minister and government. It advises on whole-of-government
policies and programs and therefore may indirectly affect trees.
The Department of Treasury—provides strategic financial and economic advice and
services for the ACT Government and, through priorities established during the Budget
Estimates processes, influences individual program funding, including resourcing for
urban services.
The Department of Territory and Municipal Services—plans, develops and delivers
a diverse range of municipal services. The two divisions which directly affect trees are
Transport and Infrastructure, and Land Management and Planning. Within the latter,
the City Services Branch has a major role covering a wide range of tree activities, for
example:
o

its Public Asset Integration and Management Section assesses the integrity of
civil and landscape infrastructure before it is transferred to TAMS for
maintenance responsibility

o

its Open Space Planning Section has primary responsibility for trees on urban
streets and parks (unleased lands) including the Urban Forest Renewal Program

o

its Licensing and Compliance Section has the Tree Protection Unit which is
accountable for the day-to-day administration of the Tree Protection Act 2005. As
discussed in Chapter 4, it covers regulated trees on private leased urban lands and
registered trees.

When this Tree Investigation began the organisational structure just mentioned was
different and the main area managing trees on unleased urban streets and parks was
Parks, Conservation and Lands within TAMS. The Tree Protection Unit previously
existed so its accountabilities have remained much the same.
•

•

The Department of the Environment, Climate Change, Energy and Water—as its
title indicates, the department provides strategic direction in a range of areas, all of
which may indirectly affect urban trees. The Chief Executive is the ACT Conservator
of Flora and Fauna who, as discussed in Chapter 4, has a direct and significant effect
on some urban trees, particularly those regulated and registered under the Tree
Protection Act 2005.
Tree removal on urban unleased land requires a licence under the Nature Conservation
Act 2005. A licence is also required if the tree is a protected species or if an activity
interfered with a nest or would result in the killing of a native animal. However, this
department has no direct involvement in the day-to-day management of urban trees.
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•

The Department of Land and Property Services—is responsible for land
development, land release, major property development, project facilitation, and
government accommodation and property services. It helps align the roles and
responsibilities of agencies dealing with land property and development to ensure
government priorities are achieved, particularly in relation to affordable housing,
sustainable development and meeting community needs in the management of
government property assets.
ACT Property Group within the department is custodian of ACT Government
properties and undertakes project management work for ACT Government agencies
which may include tree condition assessment, maintenance and tree removal under
advice from TAMS or an arborist.

•

Department of Education and Training—has overall responsibility for ACT preschool, primary, secondary and college institutions. In conjunction with specific
schools, it undertakes construction and refurbishment work as well as tree maintenance
and removal.
Currently the Repairs and Maintenance Section arranges assessment of all trees at
educational sites: most assessments are done by private arboriculture contractors with
school principals responsible for arranging any identified maintenance work. From
2011 the department will take over the complete management of trees on educational
sites. The department is working with each school to prepare landscape master plans to
guide the use of the space and future tree planting, and has sought additional funding
for this.

•

•

•

Department of Disability, Housing and Community Services—is responsible for a
wide range of human service functions in the ACT. Housing ACT manages
approximately 11 500 residential dwellings and Assets Management Branch manages
around 100 community facility centres. Many contain trees requiring ongoing
management. Tree work on public housing properties is carried out by Housing ACT's
Total Facility Manager (Spotless) and on occasion private contractors may be used for
tree work at the department’s Community Facilities. Major work at DHCS Community
Facilities is largely contracted out to the Department of Land and Property Services
ACT Property Group.
ACT Health—has a primary role in protecting public health and minimising the risk of
disease to the community. The Government Relations, Planning and Development
Branch oversees the department’s Capital asset development plan refurbishment and
expansion of existing assets as well as new building projects and their impact on
existing trees. The Business and Infrastructure Section undertakes grounds maintenance
and management of minor works, which includes tree maintenance and management.
ACT Emergency Services Agency—an independent agency, administered under the
Department of Justice and Community Safety, whose activities could potentially affect
urban trees.
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Three of its 13 subunits deal with trees in the course of their work: ACT Fire Brigade,
ACT Rural Fire Service and ACT State Emergency Service.
The Emergency Services Act 2004 provides broad powers for the Emergency Services
Commissioner, the ACT Fire Brigade Chief Officer and the Rural Fire Service Chief
Officer to undertake and order programs and activities that reduce fire risk and the
impact of fires in the ACT. These include:
o

the maintenance, upgrading and construction of fire trails

o

parkland and reserve management (mowing, clearing, and prescribed burning) to
reduce potential fire fuel

o

corridor clearing to slow the advance of major fires

o

tree trimming, tree felling and removal in fire emergency situations.

Other agencies, including TAMS and the land development agencies also have
responsibility to plan, design and layout new suburbs to reduce their vulnerability to
bushfire. This planning must consider the bushfire risk-management issues of urban
tree plantings.
Many agencies’ operations either directly or indirectly affect Canberra’s trees, with
seemingly no coordination or limited sharing of information between them.

5.1.2 Australian and ACT Government
The National Capital Authority has overall administrative and management responsibility for
the Australian Government’s interest in Canberra. Although it does not publish specific
planning or policy documents relating to urban trees, the National capital plan broadly
promotes trees within the Canberra landscape. The plan’s introduction reiterates elements of
the Garden City and City Beautiful values through:
Maintaining a mix of tree species which enriches the landscape by providing beauty, shade, shelter
and wildlife habitats and enhance the built environment.256

The Authority’s annual tree condition assessment is carried out by expert independent
arboriculturists while day-to-day maintenance responsibility is outsourced to private
contractors. There are no published plans or policies relating to this work.
Within the ACT Government day-to-day management of trees is significantly shaped by the
Territory plan which:
•
•
•

256

defines and provides specifications on planning zoning, codes and overlays
provides structure plans and concept plans for specific ACT areas
holds the Residential Subdivision Development Code (currently under review) to guide
development applications and assessment.

National Capital Authority, National capital plan, Canberra ACT, p.9.
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As discussed in Chapter 3, the Territory plan statement of strategic directions section
supports urban vegetation in Statement 2.16. It is suggested that it be amended to emphasise
the role of the treed landscape as an important part of the city’s green infrastructure
(Recommendation 2).
The Residential subdivision development code largely determines the final infrastructure
design of an estate. The code was under review during this Tree Investigation, as draft
variations 301 and 303, which nominate minimum specifications for facilities such as
carriageways, verge and footpath widths, and street trees. It also references and defers to
standards and specifications nominated in TAMS’s Design standards for urban
infrastructure.
From a street tree space perspective, the Territory plan draft variation documents (DV-301
and DV-303) propose a mix of (i) unchanged verge widths (on access streets A and B) or (ii)
relatively narrower verges (on minor and major collector streets). In these instances the
unpaved verge width available for trees including any shared services is proposed to be
4.75 m and 4.45 m respectively.
Road and residential block infrastructure, including driveways, stormwater, sewerage, water,
electricity, gas, telephone and broadband services may all encroach on the potential verge
space available for trees and the root system. The existing or draft codes do not allow for
dedicated tree space on street verges or for setbacks for protection in the way other services
infrastructure is often protected.
The treed landscape needs to be treated as green infrastructure and given the same level of
protection as other infrastructure.

5.1.3 TAMS and other ACT Government agencies
TAMS has primary responsibility for urban street and park trees in Canberra. Other ACT
government agencies and ActewAGL also engage in day-to-day operational tree work. Some
of this work occurs without the guidance of specific documented tree management
procedures. For example, the Department of Land and Property Services Property Group has
an operational plan for all its managed properties to conduct an asset condition audit on a
rolling five-year cycle. This audit includes checking the condition of existing trees. In another
instance the Department of Education has an annual assessment and maintenance program to
inspect and maintain trees on ACT schools and college grounds.
The operational policy of TAMS’s former Urban Tree Management Unit accords with Parks
Conservation and Land’s 2008–09 internal customer service charter and involves:
•
•
•

responding to public tree-related inquiries
field assessment of trees
programming priority pruning.
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This work is primarily reactive,257 which accounts for 85 per cent of all the work undertaken
by this agency.258
With so many agencies involved in urban tree management there is potential for differences
in procedures and risk management protocols. The Banks et al. 2002 consultancy report
highlighted the increase in risk to the public resulting from lack of regular tree
maintenance.259 The frequency and the manner in which tree condition assessment is carried
out differs markedly across agencies, varying from regular annual programmed assessment to
irregular reactive maintenance prompted by public or other reporting of problems.260
Public submissions have drawn attention to the accuracy and consistency of tree condition
assessments261 and highlighted the experience and qualifications of tree assessors generally262
and whether existing standards (for example, AS 4970–2009)263 are applied.
During the investigation it also became obvious there were instances where an assessment
was carried out by the same person or organisation quoting on or undertaking the proposed
maintenance or removal work, therefore raising issues about potential conflicts of interest. An
example of this is in the maintenance of trees in schools, where arboricultural companies
assess the trees and provide a report of required works along with a quote to undertake the
works.
Within TAMS, urban street and park tree work has been carried out under five main
programs within the former Urban Tree Management Unit:
•
•
•
•
•

Routine Tree Maintenance
Dead and Hazardous Tree Removal Program
Tree Damage Claims and Insurance
Tree Watering
Tree Replacement Program.

There appears to be limited integration between these programs, as mentioned in section 2.5.
Routine Tree Maintenance is primarily reactive in response to routine tree assessment and
public reporting, feedback and complaints. This work is conducted in line with Parks,
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Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, Land Management and Planning,
TAMS, received 27 May 2010, p.9 (Appendix F).
Response to the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, OCSE questions—resourcing,
Land Management and Planning, TAMS, November 2010, p.8 (Appendix S).
JCG Banks, CL Brack and RN James, Future growth and life cycle cost-modelling for Canberra’s public
urban tree assets, consultancy report prepared for Canberra Parks and Places, Australian National
University, Canberra, Australia, 2002. (Scenario 8.1, No repair or replacement: predicts a rise in the level
of risk of injury from trees of 450 per cent over a 20-year period).)
ACT Government agency responses to a Tree Investigation questionnaire, February-May 2010.
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 8, p.2 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 33, p.4 (Appendix O).
AS 4970–2009, section 1.4.4 Project Arborist, Protection of trees on development sites, Standards
Australia, p.6.
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Conservation and Land’s 2008–09 customer service charter. This is currently an internal (that
is, non-public) document.
The Dead and Hazardous Tree Removal Program procedures for removal of dead and
hazardous trees have undergone significant changes in 2010. This program manages risks
associated with failing and damaged trees but does not address longer term issues relating to
the age class decline of particular species. Given the stated inefficiencies of the current
reactive tree maintenance program and without an adequately resourced and upgraded target
service standard being implemented, the current minimal service standard is reportedly likely
to result in significantly increased public risk from urban tree decline in the future.264
Tree Damage Claims and Insurance is focused on personal injury and private property
damage claims caused by urban trees.
The Tree Watering Program is part of routine management to help mainly young trees (up
to five years old) survive dry conditions. This program required additional funding during the
recent dry periods. The average cost of watering four to five times in summer is $22.50 per
tree. In 2009, $328 000 was allocated to this program.
The Tree Replacement Program removes old and declining trees with the intention of
replacing them in the appropriate season. This program was implemented in 1992 when the
scale of management issues and cost implications of the city’s ageing trees became more
evident. This is a modest program with a variable budget averaging $250 000 per year. It is
understood this program was to be replaced by the proposed Urban Forest Renewal Program.
It appears that the various programs are not integrated.
The above discussed programs could be in one program to ensure that activities are
integrated.
TAMS stated in its questionnaire response265 that two decision-making priorities guide its
urban tree management. These are:
•
•

managing risk and the safety of people and property
maintaining the amenity of the urban landscape.

TAMS further states that as a public body:
The ACT Government therefore has a duty to ensure its tree management program operates to limit
and minimise risk where risk is identified. That risk, because of the nature of tree management, is
more focused on protection against personal injury and property damage. This focus rests on the
common law obligation associated with duty of care.266
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Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, Land Management and Planning,
TAMS, received 27 May 2010, p. 10 (Appendix F).
Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, Land Management and Planning,
TAMS, received 27 May 2010 p. 12 (Appendix F).
Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment-Clarification Questions, Open Space
Planning, TAMS, 18 February 2011, p. 1 (Appendix U).
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The Open Space Planning unit uses a risk matrix to identify maintenance priorities including
the circumstances which would require tree removal.’267
General operational principles and policy can be found in a policy document (Management of
trees on public urban land) on the Parks Conservation and Land’s website.268 A policy,
created in June 2009 and modified on 3 September 2010 sets out general guidelines for urban
tree management, inspection, pruning, watering, spraying, removal and replacement. A 2008–
09 internal customer service charter covers TAMS’s responsibilities. Just over one page of
this 21-page charter gives general information on trees and shrub maintenance, and urban
park and street trees.
While the comprehensive response from TAMS showed that it has established tree
management procedures for day-to-day operations including printed forms, guidelines and
procedures, there were opportunities for these to be updated and integrated. The primary
guide is the Service level agreement between Canberra Urban Parks and Places and
Cityscape Services for provision of tree maintenance services in the north tree maintenance
area of Canberra and south tree maintenance area of Canberra, (SLA 2003/2004) which
informs current tree management operations.
Separate documented guidelines and procedures associated with this agreement include:
•
•
•

Guidelines for clearance of vegetation and powerlines, July 2001
Guidelines for management of urban parkland and trees for habitat creation, July 2001
Guidelines for dealing with shading by public trees, July 2001.

Other documents and strategies include:
•
•
•
•

Memorandum of understanding between Parks, Conservation and Lands and
Yarralumla Nursery, 2009
Tree root damaged pavement: procedures for claiming for repair and applying for
reimbursement for tree root damaged pavement, version 4, 24 August 2008
Integrated Asset Management System (IAMS) incorporating tree inventory and tree
condition assessment fields
revised tree notification procedures and forms. These were developed in response to
recommendations contained in the Investigation into the Government’s tree
management practices and the renewal of Canberra’s urban forest: Interim report on
street and park tree removals undertaken by the Department of Territory and
Municipal Services (TAMS) under classification of ‘dangerous’ and ‘hazardous’ trees.

In addition, Parks, Conservation and Lands have a 2009 code of practice agreement with
ActewAGL. This is discussed in Section 5.2.2.1.
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Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment-Clarification Questions, Open Space
Planning, TAMS, 18 February 2011, p. 1 (Appendix U).
268
TAMS, Management of trees on public urban land, website,
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/play/pcl/parks_reserves_and_open_places/trees_and_forests/trees/tree_policy,
accessed 15 December 2010.
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It therefore appears that many procedures need to be updated and integrated to achieve a high
degree of overall protection and management. An attempt was made in 2001 to bring together
all ACT Government policies and strategies relating to future tree management and
protection. The intention of this proposed policy document, A tree management and
protection policy for the ACT,269 was to provide a clear statement on management (including
a vision for trees within Canberra) and to provide a framework and principles guiding
development and implementation of management activities. There is no evidence that this
comprehensive policy document was presented to the ACT Government for consideration.
In 2009 a code of sustainable land management was drafted.270 This code contains values and
guiding principles to underpin all operations carried out across lands managed by Parks,
Conservation and Lands, be it by internal staff, contractors, volunteers and other groups or
individuals.271 The code is still being developed within Parks, Conservation and Lands.
In ACT Government agencies’ responses to a question seeking ideas for more support for tree
management activities, eight out of 10 said they would welcome assistance. Requests
included272:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

a cohesive tree management strategy for future removal, replacement and maintenance
of the [tree] estate
more information on tree assessment/management responsibilities and procedures
more information and greater clarity regarding tree retention/removal/decision-making
procedures
detailed information on [existing] significant vegetation and regulated trees to assist in
assessing the impacts and trades-offs of planning decisions
sufficient resources to maintain and support urban trees, particularly those from
ongoing asset acceptance
continued support beyond the normal four-year budget projections of ACT Treasury
tree safety management advice, tree replacement advice, management of trees in the
context of water restrictions, landscape design advice.

Given the above responses and the existence of many policies and procedures, some of which
seem to need review, it seems timely for the relevant documents to be integrated into one. For
the purpose of this investigation this one document will be referred to as ACT tree protection
and management policies and procedures guide.
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Environment ACT, Department of Urban Services, A tree management and protection policy for the ACT,
ACT Government, September 2001.
ACT Parks, Conservation and Lands, Territory and Municipal Services, Code of sustainable land
management, ACT Government, 14 April 2009.
ACT Parks, Conservation and Lands, Territory and Municipal Services, Code of sustainable land
management, ACT Government, 14 April 2009, executive summary.
ACT Government agency responses to a Tree Investigation questionnaire, February-May 2010 (Appendix
F).
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However, given the separate roles of the ACT and Australian Governments, a separate
overarching document is also proposed. This can be called the National capital—Canberra
tree protection and management strategy.
While ACT and Australian Governments high-level strategic documents support the
protection of Canberra’s treed landscape, and while recommendations have been made to
strengthen these (Chapter 3), the proposed overarching document would be a powerful
communication document for shaping policies and communicating with the community.

5.1.4 National capital—Canberra tree protection and management
strategy
The proposed National capital—Canberra tree protection and management strategy should
incorporate the principles that underpin the commitment to trees. These should include the
proposed amendments recommended in Chapter 3 to the National capital plan, Territory plan
and the Canberra plan. It should be jointly prepared by the ACT Government and National
Capital Authority (in consultation with the Department of Finance and Deregulation).
The proposed strategy should set out a long-term vision and commitment to a treed landscape
as a part of the city’s overall green infrastructure. In so doing it should respect broader
considerations for Canberra as the capital and as the local place where we live. It should
address contemporary issues and include a statement of principles for guiding tree
management, a commitment for across-government coordination of activities, and a
commitment to community consultation and notification. It should be the broad strategic
document that guides both ACT Government and Australian Government tree activities.

Recommendation 5 (High Priority)
Guide Canberra’s tree management by developing:
5A

a National capital—Canberra tree protection and management strategy

5.1.5 ACT Government tree protection and management policies
and procedures guide
ACT Government agency responses to the investigation show substantial variation in
understanding of tree legislation, general statutory requirements, management responsibilities
and procedures, and even the extent of an agency’s tree assets.
Some agencies have full responsibility for their assets and are managing them effectively and
efficiently with often unpublished but nevertheless clear and well established policies and
procedures. Others appear to have some internal understanding of their roles but these are
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often undocumented. Still others, although managing their assets, are less clear about many
aspects of their practices and responsibilities.
Information provided by ACT Government agencies indicated uncertainty around issues such
as:
•
•
•
•
•

the full extent of an agency’s tree management responsibilities
how trees are most effectively managed
the principles and guidelines that apply for this management
who actually does the work and on what contractual basis the work is done
work standards that should apply.

Published principles and procedures applying to tree planting, maintenance, removals and
work notification were limited. There also appeared to be very limited information sharing
between agencies.
Although some agencies have in-house tree maintenance teams, in many instances
assessment, maintenance and removal work is contracted to commercial enterprises. In these
situations, work standards appear to be at the discretion of contractors based on commercial
practices. There is also often no separation between those contractors doing assessments and
those doing the subsequent operational work.273
These are compelling reasons for standard procedures to be developed and adopted to guide
all ACT Government agencies in managing trees. These should include:
•
•
•
•

•
•

273

standard and consistent terminology
accountability for tree management decisions being specified
processes for resolving tree disputes
assessment criteria—standardised methods and forms should be specified to ensure
consistent tree condition assessment and tree risk management:
o

across all agencies and private contractors undertaking work on government
trees

o

on leased and unleased land

standardising work procedures to ensure the same level of risk to the public and trees
regardless of land responsibility
tree removal rules and guidelines—some of the most strident feedback received related
to tree removals perceived to be inappropriate and unnecessary. Rules for removal need
to be clear and unambiguous, with information on guidelines and procedures readily
available to the public. Tree replacement needs follow-up care for an extended period
to sustain health and growth.

ACT Government agency responses to a Tree Investigation questionnaire, February-May 2010
(Appendix F).
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•
•
•

•
•

replacement and planting strategies including infill—lack of information about when
removed trees would be replaced drew comment and feedback in public submissions
specifying frequency and type of tree maintenance—TAMS currently has a small
percentage of programmed tree maintenance
communication and consultation procedures—development of standard and realistic
communication and consultation protocols that meet the needs of the public for
information about tree work that might affect them
procedures for managing trees as green infrastructure should be specified, for example
a database listing all trees managed by ACT Government agencies
publishing all agency codes of agreement such as the 2009 agreement between Parks,
Conservation and Lands and ActewAGL (which needs to be revised, Recommendation
6).

Many local governments 274 have documents similar to the proposed ACT Government tree
protection and management policies and procedures guide. The draft Tree management
protection policy for the ACT275 is an example. Chapter headings in such documents include,
but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

strategy (this could be covered by the proposed National capital—Canberra tree
protection and management strategy)
tree planning
decision-making framework
tree policies
tree assessment/risk framework
operational procedures (tree assessment methods; hollow bearing trees; protection of
trees during construction; tree support systems; tree pruning and maintenance; tree root
management; management of weed, animal and disease species; tree removal; tree
planting; tree selection; special considerations, for example, watering during drought,
vehicular access, solar access/protection, reuse of timber)
tree asset management (data capturing, procedures, priorities for management)
communication and community engagement (information, consultation, complaints
procedure, notification, grants, field days).

Given the number of ACT agencies involved in tree management, the proposed ACT
Government tree protection and management policies and procedures guide should also
include:
•
•

274

275

across-agency coordination procedures
information about the Tree Protection Act 2005.

Examples are: City of Boroondara Council Tree development and management policy, March 2010; Yarra
Ranges Tree management plan 2009; City of Sydney Urban tree management policy, May 2005.
Environment ACT, Department of Urban Services, A tree management and protection policy for the ACT,
ACT Government, September 2001.
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This guide should be the framework to guide the tree activities of all ACT Government
agencies and corporations. However, it should achieve flexibility and balance between
competing interests based on principles to integrate green and non-green infrastructure.

Recommendation 5 (High Priority)
Guide Canberra’s tree management by developing:
5B

an ACT Government tree protection and management policies and
procedures guide

5.1.6 Agency coordination
Coordination between agencies will be critical in developing, adopting and implementing:
•
•

a National capital—Canberra tree protection and management strategy
an ACT Government tree protection and management policies and procedures guide.

5.1.6.1 ACT Government and the Australian Government
The proposed National capital—Canberra tree protection and management strategy should be
jointly prepared by the ACT Government and National Capital Authority (in consultation
with the Department of Finance and Deregulation). It has been obvious during the Tree
Investigation that TAMS, on behalf of the ACT Government, and the National Capital
Authority, on behalf of the Australian Government, jointly acknowledge the importance of
the treed landscape and the benefits of coordinating activities.
No formal mechanism is proposed for developing the strategy; however, the National Capital
Authority should be a supporting member of a proposed Tree Network Committee discussed
in the following section. This committee could advise on the content of the strategy.
5.1.6.2 ACT agencies coordination
Information-sharing between groups managing similar tree assets can provide benefits:
... it was becoming increasingly obvious that there is a real need for Canberra’s different
arboriculture activities to be much more aware of what each is doing. This is especially in terms of
what might be of value for them to share.
The initial ‘arboriculture network’ meeting was held at the National Arboretum and I invited
representatives from the Lindsay Pryor Arboretum, Urban Forest Renewal Program, the Australian
National Botanic Gardens and the National Arboretum.
The first meeting was found to be worthwhile and the group agreed to continue this collaboration....
At that second meeting it was suggested that the Yarralumla Nursery also become a part of the
group. ...
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While there is a relatively loose relationship within this network, it is providing an opportunity for
them to stay aware of what is happening ...276

This arboriculture network should be formalised and expanded to, for example, guide and
advise on the development and implementation of the proposed ACT Government tree
protection and management policies and procedures guide. The proposed ACT Tree Curator
should support this group, referred to as the Tree Network Committee.
Other agencies should be involved, especially if they will be required to undertake tree
management according to the policies and procedures in the guide. The committee should be
established for two years to help develop and implement the guide. At the end of two years it
should be reviewed. The ACT Tree Curator should be responsible for convening meetings,
setting and meeting a work plan, and promulgating the outcomes.
The committee should include a core group of representatives from all the ACT Government
agencies whose activities affect trees. This should include but not be limited to representation
from various sections of TAMS, the Arboretum, Yarralumla Nursery, Cemeteries and the
Department of Education and Training.
The National Capital Authority and the Australian National Botanical Gardens should be
invited to be supporting members to attend meetings when matters affect or require
coordination with them.
While the committee’s initial focus should be on the ACT Government tree protection and
management policies and procedures guide, it should also provide a coordination role for
operational tree management activities and community consultation. A subgroup of this
committee should be the existing Tree Selection Working Group, discussed in Section
5.2.1.2.

Recommendation 5 (High Priority)
Guide Canberra’s tree management by developing:
5C

276

an across-agency Tree Network Committee to provide advice and
coordination between agencies on tree management and community
communication.

Email from Mark Richardson, National Arboretum, to Maxine Cooper, OCSE, 12 December 2010.
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5.2

Improving tree management standards

5.2.1 Design standards
TAMS has 25 design standards for urban infrastructure. Of these the most directly relevant to
this Tree Investigation are:
•
•
•

Design standards for urban infrastructure 4—road verges
Design standards for urban infrastructure 22—soft landscape design
Design standards for urban infrastructure 23—plant species for urban landscape
projects.

The Standard specification—09 landscape for urban infrastructure works is also considered.
The above documents are marked as being Urban Services, which became TAMS many years
ago. It appears they have not been revised and some of their content overlaps. There is a
pressing need to integrate all information.
While aspects of this are discussed in this section, it is envisaged that relevant parts will be
updated and incorporated into the proposed ACT Government tree protection and
management policies and procedures guide (Recommendation 5B).
Trees on verges and in parks are important in shaping the overall streetscape and character of
an area, particularly where there is medium to high density developments. The government
plans and manages trees on these areas. Leaseholders adjacent to verges maintain the area
that adjoins their property. Verges and some parks are often placed under pressure from
activities such as vehicle parking and suburban redevelopment/refurbishment projects.
The three design standards previously mentioned shape how trees on unleased urban lands
are managed. Issues related to these codes are discussed under the following headings:
•
•
•
•
•

5.2.1.1 Verges
5.2.1.2 Species selection
5.2.1.3 Root barriers
5.2.1.4 Planting
5.2.1.5 Green infrastructure technology

These standards relate to existing urban areas and new greenfield sites. Although, the
standards and codes apply to the estate development plan stage of greenfield developments,
they can also usefully inform the structure and concept planning stage.
Also, any review of these standards and codes should consider bushfire management issues
and the effects that these potentially have on urban tree plantings.
5.2.1.1 Verges
A verge may include various subsurface infrastructure accommodating sewer, water,
stormwater and gas pipes and electricity and telecommunications cabling which usually run
parallel to the street. It also hosts service ties into leases and tree roots. Above ground the
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verge needs to accommodate such things as driveways, streetlights, mini-pillars, garbage
collection locations, footpaths and trees.
Verges in the older suburban areas are considerably wider and originally contained fewer
services. In general they have been able to be retrofitted with new services with minimum
disturbance to existing street trees.
Canberra is a widely spread city with a relatively small population. While this is one of its
designed and attractive features, there has been a recognised need for higher density urban
development to make it more sustainable, reducing vehicle usage and the costs of installing
and maintaining infrastructure into the future.
The density of hard household footprints in some suburban zones (primarily residences on
urban lots) means that few if any large trees will be planted in either front or back yards. This
leaves the verge as the only space available to support trees suitable to the urban scale. Under
some previous planning practices it appears that high density development has simply meant
the compression of all suburban features to fit the space available. This has included the
narrowing of street verges in which trees are expected to grow, despite the reduced area and
larger bulk of services into leased blocks. This has been particularly noticeable in recently
constructed urban areas, for example, Gungahlin.
Publicly managed open space (essentially drainage reserves, parks and road reserves)are
relied on for the location of below and above-ground services. To some degree this open
space is also used for tree plantings to absorb the visual impact of development. Again,
conflict can occur between the location of infrastructure and suburban tree plantings.
Design standards 4277 guides the distances between trees and services, driveways, streetlights
and adjacent constructions. Urban planning compression in some residential areas has
resulted in very narrow frontages to leased blocks and narrow road verges, resulting in
competition for limited space between the service infrastructure and the green
infrastructure—that is, street trees. As a result, landscape design choices for trees in streets
and other parts of the public realm are limited to smaller species.
As medium to high density development is essential to accommodate future growth, it is
important that design standards 4 ensures that the treed landscape is protected. While the
standard is basically appropriate, it needs be updated and ensure that it guides how some
large streets can be accommodated in residential developments.
Design standards 4 should recognise the importance of the treed landscape (green
infrastructure) in the same way as hard (engineered infrastructure) by treating the tree asset
similarly and providing a dedicated space for the trees—that is, a tree easement.
The standard refers to a planting reservation width at the ‘absolute minimum level’ of
1200 mm, with the statement that ‘It (the 1200 mm) provides sufficient width for the planting
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Department of Urban Services, Design standards for urban infrastructure 4—road verges, 1st edn,
revision 0, no date, http://www.tams.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/12584/ds04_roadverges.pdf.
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of advanced stock’. While it may provide sufficient space for the planting of advanced stock,
it does not take into account the growth of the root system (root zone). The majority of tree
roots are in the top 50–100 cm and it is crucial to provide lateral space and appropriate soil
volume.
The size of the easement would depend on the actual size of the species to be used, and the
size could be chosen based on a hierarchical system of carriageway size and therefore verge
width within the urban area. Accordingly, with respect to tree easements, Design standards 4
needs to be reviewed to promote the use of large trees.
Also, the standard contains other outdated expressions and ideas that need to be addressed,
for example:
•

•

Section 4.5.2 (c) states that ‘Tree root intrusion can be a problem to most underground
services’. While this is true, it could equally be said that underground services
easements are a hindrance to tree growth and development.
The standard recognises that ‘The most important role of trees is to provide streetscape
which is the major element in the design of suburban Canberra and the primary visual
role of the verge.’278 There are many more roles or benefits that trees provide which
should be reflected in the standards, including but not limited to their important role as
green infrastructure.

5.2.1.2 Species selection
Selecting the right species for any particular location is essential. When Canberra was
established and plantings began, there was already a wide range of exotic (and a smaller
selection of native) species that had been used widely in similar climatic and environmental
zones. This provided a base stock of species that were likely to do well here.
Canberra was also established at a time when selection and breeding work was being
undertaken in many countries, so the trialling of species was an important part of the
development of tree planting in Canberra. Research on new introductions of tree and shrub
species remained a prominent function of government agencies for over 50 years, but almost
no programs are currently undertaken by these agencies today.
This is not necessarily a problem, because similar selection programs are still undertaken in
the private sector, and new cultivars and selections are regularly being released into the
market. However, these cultivars need to be trialled and tested in local regions, as the
financial imperative for new releases often make claims that are not always substantiated.
While data on these species may be made gradually available from private sources cultivating
these plants, there is still a role for trialling them over multiple sites, and this is more likely to
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Department of Urban Services, Design standards for urban infrastructure 4—road verges, 1st edn,
revision 0, no date, http://www.tams.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/12584/ds04_roadverges.pdf,
p.6
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be done through government programs and trials. The Treenet organisation based out of the
Waite Arboretum in Adelaide coordinates some street tree species trials in Australia.
Design standards 23279 guides ACT Government agencies use of plant species. TAMS is
reviewing this standard with guidance from a Tree Selection Working Group which advises
on the performance of tree species used in the ACT and on the listing of new or little used
species that might be suitable for use.
The working group is taking into account the high probability of adverse effects from climate
change, and considering whether currently used tree species or potential new tree species are
likely to tolerate future hotter and drier conditions, including their weed potential under
current and future climatic conditions.
Given this, completing the review is important, with guidance from the Tree Selection
Working Group. Its membership does not include representation from the Botanic Gardens or
the National Arboretum. It is important that the working group have membership from the
Arboretum given the level of investigation and trialling that is already occurring there. Mark
Richardson, a consultant to the National Arboretum, has said that:
At the meetings that were held by the ‘tree group’ ... several species were identified for trialling for
future tree plantings in Canberra. When I was reviewing these species, I was able to make a direct
comparison between that list and the selections of species we had made for plantings at the
Arboretum. Not only were several of the species common to both lists but a large number of other
species selected for the Arboretum would also be suitable as trial species for the urban forest.
The Arboretum plantings will be particularly worthwhile for the urban forest trials, as the Friends of
the Arboretum are already assisting in the regular recording of growth rates and condition of the
plantings. This information will be held in the database that is to be developed over the next 6
months for the Arboretum.
... As noted above, a database is to be established as a part of developing the Arboretum plantings ...
many of the Arboretum’s species are already growing in Canberra or could be future plantings, the
interpretive information could be valuable ... promotion. As a part of the work being done for the
interpretation, images of fully grown trees are being taken around Canberra and it has already been
agreed to share these ...
One extension of the above database will be the Arboretum’s website, and again there is a good
opportunity to link the Arboretum plantings with examples of other plantings in the city.280

Design standards 23 is publicly available through the internet and the approved tree species
could also be made publicly available through the internet as a searchable database with
various searchable criteria. These criteria should include size, shape, presence of flowers,
disease or insect resistance, foliage colour, seasonal attributes and suitability to certain
locations or uses. This would guide tree selection and make the information more accessible
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Department of Urban Services, Design standards for urban infrastructure 23—plant species for urban
landscape projects, 1st edn, revision 0, no date,
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/12568/ds23_plantspecies.pdf
Email from Mark Richardson, National Arboretum, to Maxine Cooper, OCSE, re Arboriculture links in
Canberra, 12 December 2010.
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to landscape designers, government departments and the public. Similar databases are already
available (for example, Botanica), but are not tailored to the ACT environment.
5.2.1.3 Root barriers
For some large tree species (>10 m in height) Design standards 23281 recommends that root
barriers be used at a distance of 2.5m from the tree. This is very limiting given the size of
many verge trees, and could be dangerous if used on mature trees. Accordingly, this design
standard needs to be reviewed to specify clearly when root barriers would be required and the
width before they are employed.
The use of larger trees in narrow verges is often avoided because of a perceived conflict with
nearby buildings. There does not need to be a conflict as large trees can be used provided
they are pruned in the formative stages to reduce the potential for branch and building
conflicts. This should be accommodated in Design standards 23.
5.2.1.4 Planting
Most tree plantings on urban streets and in parks are undertaken by contractors who are
managed by TAMS. Design standards 22 guides these plantings.282 This standard does not
incorporate recent tree planting and establishment advances—for example, the use of tree
planting holes three times the width of the root ball and the creation of a basin with a berm
around the newly planted tree to direct water to the roots. Similarly, the standard does not
provide requirements for a program (with irrigation) to ensure trees are successfully
established and not left to fend for themselves.
Although some of these issues are partly addressed in the Standard specification—09
landscape for urban infrastructure works, it has not been updated since 2002.283 Accordingly,
it, and Design standard 22, need to be revised to take into account contemporary planting
practices.
Native trees have often been planted very close together, in particular on some main
street/avenue median or verges. The trees are sometimes located on very difficult sites with
poor growing conditions, for example on acoustic or visual soil mounds.
Wide verges planted with native trees provide flight corridors, protective and browsing
habitat and often breeding habitat for at least some more common bird species. This aids
migratory species navigating dense urban areas and should be continued.
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Department of Urban Services, Design standards for urban infrastructure 23—plant species for urban
landscape projects, 1st edn, revision 0, no date,
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/12568/ds23_plantspecies.pdf.
Department of Urban Services, Design standards for urban infrastructure 22—soft landscape design,
1st edition revision 0,
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/work/standards_and_procedures/design_standards_for_urban_infrastructure,
accessed 23 November 2010.
TAMS, Standard specification— 09 landscape for urban infrastructure works, 1st edn, revision 0,
September 2002,
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/34690/SS09_Landscape_01_00.pdf.
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Native trees are often more densely planted than exotics, partly to achieve a more natural
bush character, but also due to the cost-effective production methods for natives. These
factors lead to the ability to form a denser screen or barrier to nearby urban leases. Close
native tree plantings, however, do not assist in appropriate development of the trees and
individual trees are soon in competition with their neighbours. While many survive, they
receive little or no attention in their formative years and generally are not robust due to the
competition.
The use of native trees needs to be encouraged in parks and on main carriageway verges for
the environmental and social benefits, but the distance between planting centres needs more
guidance. This could be given in Design standards 4.
An emerging issue that needs to be considered when planting trees is access to sunlight for
solar receptors (hot water and photo voltaic panels) and providing passive solar home heating
in winter and shade in summer. These issues are more challenging in the new compressed
urban areas than in older suburbs simply because of the size of verges, blocks and building
setbacks.
A growing number of residents are installing household solar appliances and interest will
continue to grow in passive solar residences.
In the public domain there is a need to maximise the use of trees in summer to reduce the
energy required to cool buildings and to provide shade for reducing the local temperature;
while in winter solar access is needed to heat buildings. Solar access/protection is likely to
best be addressed in Design standards 4 and 23, and the ACT tree protection and management
policy. Solar access is discussed further in Section 5.3.3.
5.2.1.5 Green infrastructure technology
During the course of this Tree Investigation the importance of managing trees as part of the
city’s green infrastructure was promoted. Concern was raised that the introduction of new
technologies (for example, water sensitive urban design principles) appears to be facing some
resistance.284 This resistance might not necessarily be a failure to understand the benefits
these technologies provide; it could be related to current maintenance practices dominating
the technologies that are adopted, particularly when there is a cost implication.285 This could
be addressed in Design standards 4.
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Meeting with Michael Reeves, DSB, 17 March 2010.
A management framework for important trees in the ACT – CB Richard Ellis Pty Ltd., 11 October 2010,
p.23 (Appendix H).
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Recommendation 6
Update existing standards and codes and address emerging issues related to
habitat protection, canopy cover, solar access and protection, sustainable reuse of timber, tree irrigation, vehicular parking and information management
by:
6A

reviewing design standards (Design standards for urban infrastructure
4—road verges; Design standards for urban infrastructure 22—soft
landscape design; Design standards for urban infrastructure 23—plant
species for urban landscape projects; Standard specification for urban
infrastructure works 09 landscape) to include provisions which:
•
promote large trees in verges
•
guide the location of street tree easements based on road hierarchy
•
specify distances between tree centres, especially for native species
•
provide greater guidance on managing trees and solar
access/protection
•
better reflect all benefits of the treed landscape and ensure that
green and non-green infrastructure is integrated
•
promote green infrastructure technologies (for example, water
sensitive urban design)
•
provide guidance on tree species and promote approved species
being made publicly available on a website as a searchable
database.

5.2.2 Tree protection and development
Tree protection and development should be considered in relation to tree location. This may
vary depending on whether they are in:
•
•

existing urban areas (Section 5.2.2.1)
proposed new urban areas in greenfield sites (Section 5.2.2.2).

In urban areas, trees on private leased lands are protected during development under the Tree
Protection Act 2005, as discussed in Chapter 4.
However, this Act does not cover unleased urban lands unless trees are registered on the ACT
Tree Register. The Nature Conservation Act 1980 gives some trees a limited degree of
protection if they are native timber.286

286

Nature Conservation Act 1980, section 52, preservation of native timber reads native timber means ‘timber
from a tree that is a native plant, whether living or dead, including (a) standing or fallen timber; and (b)
any material from such a tree; but not including a tree seedling’.
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Therefore, the protection of trees on unleased lands in urban areas relies mainly on
management policies and procedures. Therefore, the TAMS Reference document 4—
landscape management and protection plans287 is important. The Department of Territory
and Municipal Services also uses Australian standard 4970—protection of trees on
development sites (Standards Australia 2009) as a minimum requirement for tree protection.
5.2.2.1 Protection of existing urban trees
The TAMS Reference document 4—landscape management and protection plans288 specifies
requirements for protecting public landscape assets from damage during development
activities on road verges, public open spaces and unleased Territory land through mandatory
requirements. The developer must submit a Landscape Management and Protection Plan that
sets out how public assets are to be protected during the course of proposed works. The
document must provide detail on various public assets and how they will be protected.
During the investigation the application of the TAMS Reference document 4—landscape
management and protection plans procedures was considered, particularly in relation to
construction work in Bunda Street, Civic (Box 5). Bunda Street is presented as a case study,
which reflects a lack of control by TAMS because of human error, and a lack of compliance
with mandatory tree protection by contractors and subcontractors. When senior departmental
staff were made aware of the situation they immediately responded. The independent
consultant who assessed the tree protection measures and process concluded that: 289
I am advised that the project must be done and will be proceeding. At present the approvals for the
project have been given, but this does not negate the requirements for tree protection.
There are some generic tree protection conditions that have been unprofessionally implemented or
not undertaken at all. Most of these are easily rectified.
With implementation of the above recommendations, the trees will be provided with the best chance
to adapt to the disturbances caused.

The TAMS Reference document 4—landscape management and protection plans should fully
align with, or exceed, the standards in the Australian Standard 4970—protection of trees on
development sites.290 The tree protection zone is defined in different ways in the two
documents. Assets and the methods that might be used to protect trees from stored
construction materials are undefined in the TAMS Reference document 4. There also appear to
be no strong sanctions available if mandatory requirements under a Tree Management Plan
are not implemented. It might be appropriate for financial sanctions to be imposed, including
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TAMS, TAMS Reference document 4—Landscape management and protection plans—requirements for
the protection of public landscape assets adjacent to development works, issue 2, revision 2, 2010.
TAMS, TAMS Reference document 4—Landscape management and protection plans —requirements for
the protection of public landscape assets adjacent to development works, issue 2, revision 2, 2010.
Geoff Butler and Associates, Environmental & horticultural consultancy, assessment of street trees, Bunda
St, Civic. 20 May 2010.
Standards Australia, Protection of trees on development sites, AS 4970-2009, Standards Australia, Sydney,
Australia, 2009.
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a bond before work commences to provide an incentive to meet requirements. The document
should be strengthened to address these issues.
Box 5: Case Study—Bunda Street, Civic

Construction work in Bunda Street, 3 April 2010 (left) and 21 May 2010 (right) (OCSE).

An upgrade of underground services was undertaken in Bunda Street (Civic) under the
management of TAMS (the then Design and Development Section). The excavation was to
pass through the structural root zone of trees on the verge. As the upgrade of services was not
on leased land, the Tree Protection Act 2005 did not apply.
The Commissioner’s Office considered the Tree Management Plan for this site and found it
to be a copy of a management plan that had been prepared for another project. The tree
species listed (Zelkova serrata) was not the species (Platanus orientalis) within the
Bunda Street verge. The plan was approved by the department as the plan for Bunda Street
without correcting the species and with a minor amendment only to the pressure of water
used in the hydro-excavation.
When work began a number of plan requirements were not respected (trunk/branch wrapping,
use of rumble boards for machinery, wrapping and moisture retention around exposed roots,
parking of vehicles and storage of materials within the tree protection zones). Refer to the
above photographs.
It is acknowledged that the area available to undertake this project was very limited and that
the Departmental senior management openly shared information and took action to rectify the
situation, and in so doing implemented advice from the Commissioner’s Office. However, on
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Box 5 continued...

25 August 2010 the Commissioner’s Office asked TAMS:
In response to the issues encountered at Bunda Street, what changes have been made to the
systematic processes TAMS use to manage projects and procure contractors for works that are near
trees?291

The department responded on 27 September 2010 that the:
TAMS processes for management of projects and contractors working near trees ... will be finalised
now that the Bunda St report has been received. It will require follow up work with Urban Tree
Management section and other areas of TAMS to ensure we have a thorough approach that can be
applied across Canberra. We will keep you informed of progress.292

However, no further correspondence has been received.
In 2009 TAMS (Parks, Conservation and Lands) and ActewAGL adopted a code of practice
to protect flora and fauna during ActewAGL operations. Although the document provides
useful information on the two agencies, including their responsibilities, relevant legislation,
works plans and approvals and guidelines on likely activities of both parties, it is limited in
its scope in that it applies only to inspection and maintenance activities. It explicitly excludes
new developments, network facilities or Parks, Conservation and Lands assets.
TAMS states that:
The Urban Tree Management Unit did provide input to the Code of Practice between PCL and
ActewAGL, but the focus was on access to ‘natural areas’ rather than urban works. It is recognised
the Code of Practice has some limitations around the protection of trees in the urban area,
particularly trenching. Further discussions will be held with ActewAGL in regard to updating this
Code to improve the guidelines on trenching on public land and any other issues identified as
requiring further detail.293

Given this, it would be appropriate to amend the document to comprehensively cover all
aspects of urban tree management. This would address the issue of some clearances seeming
too large for urban areas and if strictly applied in these areas may result in tree removals that
may not be needed.294 As part of the review of the Code of Practice a regular review of the
document, on say 5-year intervals, should be specified.
In one instance, ActewAGL field staff and their contractors were unaware of their fieldwork
obligations, as evident from the Dooring Street case study (Box 6). This issue was quickly
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Email from Dr Matthew Parker, OCSE, to Ms Diana Hill, TAMS, 25 August 2010.
Email from Ms Diana Hill, TAMS, to Dr Matthew Parker, OCSE, 27 September 2010.
Additional questions from the Commissioner of the Environment and Sustainability for the investigation
into the ACT government’s management of urban trees and the need for the urban forest renewal program,
Land Management and Planning, TAMS, received 7 July 2010, p. 2.
The Code of Practice includes a provision that trees must be planted and maintained so that their mature
canopy does not come within two metres of ActewAGL assets, and includes a diagram with the tree crown
being 2 metres from a manhole cover.
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addressed once ActewAGL management was informed. It illustrates the need for ongoing
training of staff, which could be incorporated into the Code of Practice review.
Box 6: Case Study—Dooring Street, Dickson

Verge excavation in Dooring Street photographs (left), site supervisor with Commissioner (right), 4 June
2010 (OCSE).

In Dooring Street, Dickson, ActewAGL field staff and contractors were excavating the verge
very close to a tree to access underground electricity lines, but did not implement any tree
protection measures. Additionally, heavy equipment had driven over the tree roots and had
damaged the trunk of the tree. It was apparent that ActewAGL services infrastructure was
perceived to be of greater importance than existing vegetation associated with works-inprogress. Initial unhelpful attitudes of onsite staff confirmed these views. However, once
senior ActewAGL officers were informed of the situation the work practices changed
markedly and it is understood that training on tree management for all field crews was
undertaken. The speed of senior ActewAGL management in correcting the situation and
taking action to ensure it did not occur on other sites is commendable.

Recommendation 6
Update existing standards and codes and address emerging issues related to
habitat protection, canopy cover, solar access and protection, sustainable reuse of timber, tree irrigation, vehicular parking and information management
by:
6B

aligning the TAMS Reference document 4—landscape management and
protection plans with the standards in the Australian Standard 4970—
protection of trees on development sites; defining key terms and
methods; and imposing sanctions if mandatory requirements under the
Tree Management Plans are not met.
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6C

expanding the code of practice between the Department of Territory and
Municipal Services and ActewAGL beyond inspection and maintenance
activities to cover all aspects of urban tree management.

5.2.2.2 Protection of greenfield trees
Existing trees in greenfield sites proposed for new urban areas are important as they are a
physical link with the past, provide habitat, and can be sources of material for future
plantings as well as a range of other environmental services. While this is the case it needs to
be remembered that planning these sites requires a multitude of issues to be considered and
any protection of trees occurs within this context.
In the ACT some existing trees on greenfield sites are likely to belong to the endangered
yellow box and red gum grassy woodland ecological community. Trees in these communities
are usually widely spaced and when fully grown are very large, so protecting them requires
considerable land. Coupled with their dispersal means they cannot all be protected if urban
development is to be accommodated. In the past some of these trees have been retained as
part of private leased lots or near the boundary of these lots, sometimes resulting in
maintenance problems or the death of such trees. Accordingly, retention of trees in
developing greenfield sites is a vexed issue (Box 7).
Box 7: Case Study – Retention of remnant trees in urban areas

Considerable resources are allocated to the survey of
remnant native trees in greenfield sites in the early
stages of planning for new urban areas. All trees are
allocated individual identity numbers and mapped and
individual tree reports are prepared. There is intensive
effort to retain the high quality trees within the new
urban area.
While these individual or groups of trees are better
able to be retained on public land, in some cases high
quality remnant trees are retained within or near urban
leased lots. This can be problematic. Large mature
native trees can be a threat to personal and property
safety through the loss of large limbs. It is not an
uncommon situation that once the lot is purchased an
application is made to remove the tree. It is therefore
relevant to question the value of the retention of trees
on leased lots.
Proponents of retaining these trees in new urban areas
claim it is appropriate to simply design new

Dead Yellow Box tree on unleased
public land in Nicholls. Source:
Michael Brice, Department of
Territory and Municipal Services, 13
July 2010.
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Box 7 continued...

subdivisions around the trees. At the best of times, designing new urban areas is a
complicated process requiring the integration of many issues. This has become even more
challenging as urban densities are increased to control urban sprawl and advance our efforts
to be more sustainable. It is now generally regarded as a far better outcome in both town
planning and ecology to retain large areas of native vegetation with greater ecological
connectivity through and around urban areas than have scattered trees that are unconnected.
Offsetting the loss of isolated trees by adding further areas to open space and nature
conservation areas has greater benefits for wildlife and movement corridors in the long term.
The yellow box tree shown in the photograph was retained in the early planning stages but
has subsequently died. It would appear that the builder, when cutting out the side of the hill to
construct the house, removed a significant number of roots leading to the decline of the tree.
This happens often as developers attempt to maximise block yield by reducing the amount of
space allocated to the protection of remnant trees, resulting in builders having to build too
close to the tree. This tree will most likely be cut and retained as a habitat tree as it is on
public unleased land. However, it has caused community anxiety and pruning to make it safe
is costly. There are likely to be other trees in similar condition.

A submission suggested that the current planning regime and legislation regarding isolated
trees in greenfield sites did not necessarily protect them:
The current planning regime and Tree Protection Act tends to isolate large trees in inaccessible
pockets of private space, often rendering the spaces unsuitable to the residents adjacent to the tree,
and in many cases not necessarily providing a viable landscape space (leading to premature loss of
the tree).295

Another submission suggested that more work needed to be done to incorporate existing trees
as a valuable part of the treed landscape:
We also look to greater recognition and commitment to protecting remnant vegetation and paddock
trees in the development of new suburbs. Remnant trees or forested environments are a valuable
resource and need to be managed and in most cases protected in appropriate settings. While this has
not been part of the urban renewal program we believe that it should be included as resources will be
required to meet best practice management requirements. Highly significant paddock trees or
patches of remnant trees should go on a register of significant trees in the Territory. There should
also be plans for renewal of these trees or remnant forests to maintain their genetic integrity and long
296
term contribution to the urban setting.

Another submission emphasised the importance of old trees, no matter their size, and stated
that they should be protected:
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Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 40, p. 7 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 33, p. 2 (Appendix O).
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Trees that are older than Canberra should have special protection. It takes a long time to produce a
100-year old tree, and CSIRO found trees at the Gungahlin Drive extension that were up to 400
years old.
The old trees are not essentially the largest ones, quite large trees can be produced in 20 to 30 years
when fast growing species are given the optimum growth conditions.297

CB Richard Ellis (V) Pty Ltd, Canberra was commissioned to review the issue of retaining
trees in greenfield sites. They produced a paper; A management framework for important
trees in the ACT, which was provided for community information on the Commissioner’s
website in October 2010.298
The authors considered what might be a remnant tree and found no clear legal or planning
definition in ACT legislation or policies. There also does not seem to be a clear definition in
other jurisdictions, even in their consideration of remnant vegetation. The authors developed
a working definition of a remnant tree as:
a native tree of indigenous origin and which has regenerated from or is a remnant of the original
vegetation community prior to urban development.299

They were concerned, however, that this definition might cover smaller, immature trees
which ‘do not provide the same landscape amenity or ecological (habitat) value as the larger,
older trees’300 and also that this definition might not cover all trees that need to be protected.
Since they were considering how planning regulation and legislation dealt with trees the
authors broadened their scope:
to include what may be defined as Important Trees in the ACT, such that all trees regarded as
important in the context of Canberra’s urban landscape and treescapes, be they ‘Remnant’ or
otherwise, are included in this assessment.301

The authors considered these trees under various relevant legislation, policies and plans,
including:
•
•
•
•
•
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Nature Conservation Act 1980 and Regulation 1982
Commissioner for the Environment Act 1993
Environment Protection Act 1997 and Regulation 2005
Tree Protection Act 2005
ACT Government action plan No. 10—yellow box/red gum grassy woodland: an
endangered ecological community (replaced by Action plan No. 27—ACT lowland
woodland conservation strategy, see below)

Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 12, p. 2 (Appendix O).
A management framework for important trees in the ACT—CB Richard Ellis Pty Ltd., 11 October 2010,
http://www.envcomm.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0019/205930/OCSE_ACT_Remnant_Tree_Mgt_St
rategy.pdf (Appendix H).
A management framework for important trees in the ACT—CB Richard Ellis Pty Ltd, 11 October 2010,
p. 5 (Appendix H).
A management framework for important trees in the ACT – CB Richard Ellis Pty Ltd., 11 October 2010,
p. 6 (Appendix H).
A management framework for important trees in the ACT – CB Richard Ellis Pty Ltd., 11 October 2010,
p. 6 (Appendix H).
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•
•
•

ACT Government action plan No. 27 ACT lowland woodland conservation strategy
ACT natural resource management plan 2004–2014
land management agreements (LMAs) made under section 283 of the Planning and
Development Act 2007.

They also considered the roles of the Conservator and the Chief Planning Executive with
regard to important trees in various locations. This issue combined with the role of the ACT
Tree Curator are discussed in section 4.3.2. The authors concluded that although
interpretation and implementation might not always meet expectations, important (remnant)
trees ‘are currently relatively well protected by existing legislation, regulations, policies,
strategies and guidelines.’302 Recommendations 4B, 4C and 4D have been made to improve
the existing system.
The issue of when trees should be preserved was considered in the paper, A management
framework for important trees in the ACT, and the authors stated that the focus should be on
retention in urban open spaces rather than private leased land and that this protection should
be done at the early stage of planning—that is, in concept planning. Open spaces allow for
sufficient room for the tree to have desired habitat values and the authors suggest that for
open space areas:
a design code or other similar policy document should be prepared to give urban designers and
others greater clarity as to what the desirable features are and how they are to be managed.303

The authors recognise that there needs to be clarity for planners so the ecological values of
trees are considered with the costs of management and maintenance. They suggest that:
All [Important] Remnant trees are worthy of protection and are considered to be important in the
context of maintaining Canberra’s unique environmental character. Therefore, all reasonable efforts
should be made to retain them ... differences between [Important] Remnant Trees where one should
be retained and another removed ... must be done on a case-by-case basis and based on holistic
planning assessments.304

The best protection for remnant trees will occur when they are considered early and
comprehensively in the planning process.
A management framework for important trees in the ACT has an extensive set of
recommendations including a call for more public education on issues about retaining trees,
and updating mapping to assist early planning to retain trees. Safety of the public and
property must be paramount, and resources should be dedicated to mapping and consolidated
data for strategic planning decisions.
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A management framework for important trees in the ACT – CB Richard Ellis Pty Ltd., 11 October 2010,
p. 1 (Appendix H).
A management framework for important trees in the ACT—CB Richard Ellis Pty Ltd., 11 October 2010,
p. 23 (Appendix H).
A management framework for important trees in the ACT – CB Richard Ellis Pty Ltd., 11
October 2010, p. 24 (Appendix H).
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The authors highlight the need for greater clarity on the criteria that either protects or allows
important (remnant) trees to be removed, and recommend as a minimum that ACTPLA
would need to develop and publish guidelines that inform their decision-making, ‘particularly
in relation to when they make a decision that is inconsistent with the advice of the
Conservator [and proposed Act Curator]’. This is addressed under Recommendation 4.
Problems with retaining trees on private lots have been identified in the above paper and it is
promoted that this situation should be avoided altogether with important (remnant) trees only
retained in parks, and not pocket parks. Given that the inclusion of an important (remnant)
tree in residential lots for single detached housing is problematic, particularly given the trend
to have smaller lots with larger residences, the authors’ position is supported. However,
retaining these trees on large group housing and non-residential lots should be considered.
In bushland and garden settings in the ACT, greater consideration should be given to planted
trees. ‘The maintenance of habitat values of the ACT’s urban forests should focus on
interconnected open spaces more so than individual trees in verges and private lots’.305
The authors suggest that environmental offsets should be considered if important (remnant)
trees are removed as a consequence of development. The Department of the Environment,
Climate Change, Energy and Water is developing a policy on offsets306 which might include
removing remnant trees if this is offset or compensated for by increased rehabilitation of
urban treed landscapes or other suitable urban open space. If a policy of offsets were adopted
it would be necessary to monitor its implementation to ensure that replacement trees were
successfully established and therefore retained in the landscape.
The authors favour an increase in housing density and argue that it is more efficient to focus
on saving remnant trees in non-urban areas rather than focus on scattered trees in the built-up
area:
We consider that it is a far better outcome from a sustainability (ecological, economic and social)
perspective to increase density and hence decrease the speed and extent of urban sprawl. This in turn
then serves to better protect the existing woodland communities outside of the built-up urban area
where the ecological values are far greater than those provided by a few scattered trees in backyards
and road verges. Isolated trees in private leases have continuously diminishing ecological values as a
consequence of the interaction with the human environment (which includes but is not limited to the
effects of traffic, noise, night-time lighting, fragmented connectivity, loss of important understorey
habitat values, and the presence of domestic animals, all of which provide a deterrence to native
fauna).307

This view is noted; however, the authors also agree that there is a place in the urban area for
some of the ecological values that are associated with remnant trees. This could be achieved
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A management framework for important trees in the ACT—CB Richard Ellis Pty Ltd., 11 October 2010,
p. 27 (Appendix H).
For example, see ACT Government, Government response to the report on the ACT Lowland Native
Grassland Investigation by the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, March 2010.
A management framework for important trees in the ACT—CB Richard Ellis Pty Ltd., 11 October 2010,
p. 27 (Appendix H).
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by retaining these trees on large group housing sites and non-single detached residential sites,
and using provenance planting in locations that provide for connectivity, restoring the native
understorey and exploring measures such as nest boxes. It is important to use seeds collected
locally to enhance plantings.
As discussed in Section 4.4.2 all important (remnant) trees in new subdivisions (former
greenfield sites) that are considered worthy of retention should be considered for registration
on the Tree Register and registered at the structure planning stage or earlier (refer to
Recommendation 4E). Those trees not registered but considered worthy of retention will need
to be the subject of the decision-making process discussed in Section 4.3.2. City rangers
should be made aware of the location of trees, both registered and retained, and what
activities might be tree-damaging. This highlights the importance of having a database.
A management framework for important trees in the ACT notes ambiguity concerning
definitions in the Nature Conservation Act 1980 for native plants and native timber, and
whether these include trees. The Government Solicitor’s Office clarified this, concluding that
the definition of plants under section 51 of the Nature Conservation Act 1980 includes native
tree seedlings up to 2 m in height and that section 51 applies to trees managed by the
government in urban public land in the built-up area.
The above paper states that ‘tree management plans ... [should be] mandatory for greenfield
subdivisions’308 as a means of further protecting important (remnant) trees, specifically by
amending the planning guidelines to make tree management plans mandatory. It is
understood that such plans are mandatory under ACTPLA estate development plan
preparation guidelines.

Recommendation 6
Update existing standards and codes and address emerging issues related to
habitat protection, canopy cover, solar access and protection, sustainable reuse of timber, tree irrigation, vehicular parking and information management
by:
6D

improving habitat protection by:
•
protecting important (remnant) trees in subdivision designs for
greenfield sites based on the following principles:
o

308

important (remnant) trees with ecological values that form
corridors being given priority for retention and protection by
being included in a park

A management framework for important trees in the ACT – CB Richard Ellis Pty Ltd., 11 October 2010,
p.31 (Appendix H).
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o

private leased residential lots for single detached housing not
having important (remnant) trees located on them

o

off-sets being used if important (remnant) trees are removed

o

seeds from important (remnant) trees being collected from a
greenfield site and used to enhance plantings in this area in
accordance with the approved estate design

(Refer to Recommendation 4E regarding the protection of all important
(remnant) trees in new subdivisions.)

5.3

Emerging challenges

Many of the challenges associated with our treed landscape over past years will likely
continue; however, more are emerging. Papers were commissioned to help understand and
identify ways to meet these emerging challenges. The views of the community about these
challenges were considered using information from submissions and workshops.

5.3.1 Greater integration of environmental values
Five community perspectives were identified in the community strategic workshop. Two
related to the environment: environmental amenity, and landscape and climate.309 People with
an environmental amenity perspective are most concerned about the environmental value of
trees. They wish new plantings to support wildlife; therefore, habitat trees are important to
them. Those with a landscape and climate perspective have a strong concern about climate
change; their emphasis is on managing the treed landscape rather than the individual tree.
The Australian standard for protecting trees on development sites lists some benefits of trees
(see also Box 2), with environmental ones being extensive:
Established trees of appropriate species and sound structure are beneficial components of the built
environment and a potential asset to any development site. Trees may be retained because of their—
•

aesthetic qualities

•

heritage values

•

ecosystem benefits, including—

•

309

o

stormwater management

o

shade and heat reduction qualities

o

wildlife habitat and biodiversity

carbon dioxide absorption

Analysis of the ACT tree management opinion charting exercise—Dr Simon Niemeyer, Australian
National University, prepared for the Office of the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment,
August 2010, p. 18 (Appendix E).
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•

particulate pollution capture

•

salt wind protection and

•

social and psychological values310

Many submissions noted both the aesthetic and environmental contributions made by trees:
Trees beautify, define and soften landscapes and give scale to buildings in addition to providing
shade and wildlife habitat. Trees are the most life enriching of all the types of vegetation used in the
urban environment. They also contribute significantly to the maintenance of a healthy urban
environment by trapping airborne pollutants and absorbing carbon dioxide.311

Another suggested that although the treed landscape might be considered a forest, it had other
values that needed to be considered and supported:
Efficiency gains of forestry management techniques need to be moderated by the recognition ACT
urban trees are not being grown for maximum wood production but for longevity, resilience and
diverse values. Concerns about overplanting, lock-up and thinning, trunk form and over-mature trees
fall away once forestry concepts are replaced by other values. Retention of hollow trees,
regeneration from epicormic buds and root stock, acceptance of fallen wood and slow growth rates,
natural thinning of regeneration and plantings are more acceptable in the urban forest.312

Among a range of values, one submission suggested that the environmental value of
Canberra’s tree landscape was also attractive to tourists visiting the ACT:
In plain, cold, commercial terms, what is Canberra’s claim to product differentiation? What attracts
tourists here, rather to any other Australian city? It is not just the occasional cultural event, not just
the museums, library, and lake. It is the whole planned environment, including all these aspects.
However, the essence of this environment, which is the source of Canberra’s international and
national reputation, is that it fits a city into a natural environment in a balanced and harmonious
fashion. One of the keys to this unity and harmony between structure and landscape is Canberra’s
trees, which are common to both.313

Many people noted the importance of the treed landscape as habitat and the need for it to be
considered in the ACT’s tree management programs. For example, there was the suggestion
that the urban tree renewal program might:
... need to exclude trees with hollows, the hollows are potential homes and secure daytime refuges
for many animals and birds. Without those trees we will lose so much of the bush character of
Canberra, cockatoos (including galahs and gang gangs) and all the parrots and possums.314

Another person stated:
… we have guests at our house from the young gang-gang population, and I have seen these lovely
birds nesting in the trees around our area, not just in the Red Hill nature reserve. In addition, we have
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Standards Australia, Protection of trees on development sites, AS 4970-2009, Standards Australia, Sydney,
Australia, 2009, p. 4.
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 30, p. 1 (Appendix O), citing Ian Shears, Senior
Tree Planner, City of Melbourne (2008). Water management of mature street trees. Tree information fact
sheet, http://treelogic.com.au/facts/2008/12/water-management-of-mature-street-trees/.
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 17, p. 2 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 25, p. 4 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 1, p. 1 (Appendix O).
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visits from king parrots, crimson rosellas, eastern rosellas and wattle birds, and of course galahs and
cockatoos. Amongst the smaller birds are silvereyes, pardalotes, thornbills and wrens, although their
visits are more infrequent. It is what I love about Canberra, and the urban native trees are important
to their survival.315

Another submission suggested that old and dead trees might need to be retained so they are
available as habitat:
Old/dead trees - are wildlife habitat, which wildlife are able to turn into hollows to use as their
homes, they don’t have the ability to turn young trees into their homes where hollows are needed,
therefore, careful consideration needs to be taken into account on how to preserve these, to avoid
another chain reaction, of loss of habitat, wildlife extinction, climate change, rather than blindly
destroying them, and again, the law and offence put into place so that they are not removed for
firewood or for any other purpose.316

Another submission said that although trees could and should be replaced, habitat
considerations had to be kept high:
If it is senescing but is still structurally sound, start a pre-planting program that will ensure the
replacement tree is established before the old one is removed. We are opposed to the mass removal
of street trees simply because they have reached a certain age. Avoiding loss of canopy and
provision for wildlife (which often require hollows in older or dead trees) are key objectives.317

Early in the Tree Investigation the importance of trees for birds were noted and a Bird Forum
was conducted on 19 February 2010 to consider the issue of ranges. The forum considered
the value of the treed landscape and a range of suggestions were made. The group session on
connectivity recommended an innovative approach that:
Reserves are the main source of trees and urban trees provide the connectivity, need to map
connectivity, to identify ‘critical habitat streets’ so that trees are not removed until connectivity is
maintained.318

One of the themes of the forum was planning and its importance to the environmental values
of trees. It was proposed under this theme that the top two considerations for encouraging
Australian native birds were:
Planning for new developments that requires a much clearer focus on landscape level connectivity to
include adequate corridor structures, adequate road verges with appropriate understorey, appropriate
fire management aspects, and takes account of existing natural assets such as creeks, wetlands,
woodland and grassland areas in the planning processes
Planning processes that include as a matter of priority environmental advice and to achieve this the
role of the Conservator should be expanded to include consideration of landscape level planning.319

The Chief Planning Executive advised that there were several ways that ACTPLA obtained
environmental and landscape architecture advice:
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Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 2, p. 2 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 13, p. 2 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 30, p. 5 (Appendix O).
OCSE, Report of the bird forum, 19 February 2010, p. 5 (Appendix C).
http://www.envcomm.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/206898/Bird_Forum_report_final.pdf
Report on bird forum 19 February 2010, prepared for OCSE, p. 4, (Appendix C).
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The Development Services Branch has officers with a diverse range of skills, qualifications and
experience including landscape architecture, which is listed as a desirable qualification for a number
of positions within the Branch.
Where landscape and other environmental matters require consideration outside of the development
application process, there are a range of mechanisms available, which are utilised depending on the
nature of the work. ACTPLA has landscape architect and a range of other expertise within the
Planning Services Branch providing input to strategic planning and policy development. ACTPLA
also uses expert consultants as required and consults with both Government agencies who have
landscape and environmental expertise and the community to ensure a broad range of input to the
planning process at all levels.320

ACTPLA should continue to maintain and develop its capacity to consider environmental and
landscape architecture advice.
Further work is available on connectivity in the ACT in the report Ecological connectivity for
climate change in the ACT and surrounding region, commissioned by the ACT Government
to address Action 34 of its climate change strategy, Weathering the change (Develop an
ecosystem connectivity map). This is a significant report and the authors noted that habitat
and connectivity need to be considered in a range of ways:
New thinking and understanding of how animals and plants perceive and/or respond to landscapes
requires a more nuanced and ecologically realistic concept of habitat in the planning process.
Therefore, the type of ecological corridor or area for connectivity adopted in this report envisages
plant and animal movement as potentially occurring anywhere where conditions are suitable. Such
conditions might extend from high quality habitat at one extreme to single, mature trees in a
residential development at the other. The only fundamental characteristic is that the individual
animal or plant perceives or responds to the environment in such a way that it is enabled to move
across the landscape.321

This would be beneficial and should be undertaken so that all identified trees are considered
for registration under the Tree Protection Act 2005. It is important that work continue on all
aspects of connectivity so the effects of climate change and changes in land use related to the
size and form of the urban area are able to be assessed.
Currently it is an unwritten practice of TAMS to remove all dead trees from verges and leave
some in urban parks. Given the importance of some dead trees, if they can be made safe the
option of retaining them in the verge should be considered with abutting neighbours being
consulted.
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Letter from Neil Savery, Chief Planning Executive, ACTPLA, to Dr Maxine Cooper, Commissioner for
Sustainability and the Environment, 26 October 2010.
AD Manning, DJ Shorthouse, JL Stein and JA Stein, Ecological connectivity for climate change in the
ACT and surrounding region, Fenner School of Environment and Society, ANU, August 2010, p. 25.
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Recommendation 6
Update existing standards and codes and address emerging issues related to
habitat protection, canopy cover, solar access and protection, sustainable reuse of timber, tree irrigation, vehicular parking and information management
by:
6E

consider retaining dead trees on existing verges and in public parks that
have habitat value if they can be made safe; consulting abutting residents

5.3.2 Heat islands and canopy coverage
The Cancer Council ACT values trees for shade to reduce exposure to cancer-causing solar
ultraviolet radiation:
Whilst it is common knowledge that trees provide shade, it can be debated which tree species may
provide the most effective long term shade that are also suitable to Canberra’s climate. It is
important that trees that do provide effective shade are also inviting and planted in accessible and
practical public places including our schools, bus stops, playgrounds, picnic spots, shopping areas
and sporting venues etc. ... Cancer Council SunSmart campaigns have emphasized the importance of
the use of shade as a strategy in the reduction of human exposure to solar ultraviolet radiation
(UVR), particularly in early life with the provision of shade in primary and secondary school
environments.322

The Cancer Council also provided a study that compared the relative shade performance of
selected species in Adelaide which concluded that although there were some differences, it is
the height, width and density of the canopy that is more important. Trees might be larger in
parklands and open spaces, but where trees are restricted, such as in urban settings with roads
and powerlines:
Increasing tree density along roadways to produce closed canopies will compensate for the reduction
in individual performance due to canopy management practices and increase the amount and
duration of protection afforded to pedestrians.323

The Bureau of Meteorology defines a heat island as a:
dome of warm and polluted air which covers an urban area and in which the temperature is higher
than in the surroundings. It appears as an ‘island’ in the pattern of isotherms on a surface map.324
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Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 25, p. 1 (Appendix O).
P Gies, R Elix, D Lawry, J Gardner, T Hancock, S, Cockerell, C Roy, J Javorniczky and S Henderson, ‘
‘Assessment of the UVR protection provided by different tree species’, Photochemistry and Photobiology,
2007, 83: 1465–1470, provided with Public Submission 25 (Appendix O).
Heat Island, website, http://www.virtuallab.bom.gov.au/euromet/courses/glossary/heatisla.htm, accessed
24 December 2010.
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Therefore heat islands are areas that are warmer than surrounding areas; an island of heat in a
cooler sea. Canopy coverage is the area of ground beneath tree branches and leaves that
receives some cover from them. The heat island effect has a particular impact in Canberra in
warmer months, both day and night, and canopy coverage can help ameliorate that effect.
An urban area with reduced vegetation and increased thermal mass from buildings and paved
areas has a specific urban heat island effect which is measurable.
According to Ms Belinda Campbell, climatologist with the Bureau of Meteorology:
We can now confidently say that the reason our cities are warmer and warming faster than the
surrounding countryside during the day is because of the urbanisation, the fact that all those offices,
houses and factories absorb the heat and retain it a little bit longer.325

The additional effect of urbanisation on warming varies from city to city—depending on the
buildings and open parkland close to the observation site.
The Bureau of Meteorology separately cites a US study which suggests that an additional
25 per cent tree canopy cover in a hot dry climate can reduce temperatures by over two
degrees at the hottest part of the day.326
Trees and the canopy provide natural cooling effects through shading and evaporation of
water from leaves and from surrounding soil (evapotranspiration). The Bureau of Rural
Sciences provides a definition of crown cover:
Crown cover is determined by estimating or measuring the area of ground covered by tree canopies,
ignoring overlap and gaps within individual canopies. A line around the outer edge defines the limits
of an individual canopy, and all the area within is treated as ‘canopy’ irrespective of gaps and
overlaps.327

In Australia there has been some work done on the heat island effect, particularly in
Melbourne (the source of data for the Bureau of Meteorology work mentioned above) and
Sydney.
The City of Sydney has installed monitoring systems in Chippendale and Redfern to measure
temperature, humidity and the strength of the sun ‘to see how shade trees and pavement
colour affect urban temperatures’.328 This information is proposed to be used ‘to quantify
costs and benefits for solutions to reduce the heat island effect’.
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Ms Belinda Campbell, media release, ‘Hot cities’ Bureau of Meteorology
http://www.bom.gov.au/announcements/media_releases/ho/20101013.shtml regarding paper ‘Urbanisation
and maximum temperature’, Australia–New Zealand Climate Forum 2010, Hobart, October 2010.
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Bureau of Meteorology, urban design leaflet at http://www.bom.gov.au/info/leaflets/urban_design.pdf,
p. 4.
327 Distribution by crown cover category, Bureau of Rural Sciences, Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and
Forestry, website, http://www.daff.gov.au/brs/forest-veg/nfi/forest-info/distribution, accessed 24
December 2010.
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Measuring the urban heat island effect in Sydney, City of Sydney, website,
http://www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/Environment/EnergyAndEmissions/UrbanHeatIslandEffect.asp,
accessed 24 December 2010.
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TAMS describes some of the benefits provided by Canberra’s trees with regard to the heat
island effect.
The shade provided by trees not only makes the city a more pleasant place to live, but also helps
reduce temperature build-up in the summer known as the heat island effect. Shading of paved
surfaces (such as concrete footpaths and bitumen roads and carparks), significantly reduces the
build-up of heat in a city, thereby reducing energy consumption for air conditioning and making the
city a more pleasant place to live. Summer shade on the northern side of a house also significantly
reduces air conditioning costs.329

One submission stated:
Trees play a huge role in making urban areas liveable under extreme weather conditions and reduce
the Urban Heat Island Effect. Removal of the urban forest or changing the canopy will increase:
temperatures, duration of extreme temperatures in summer, night temperatures. It reduces the
liveability and reduces the ability of people to maintain other plants and biodiversity. It increases
reliance on air conditioning and increases vulnerability to future energy shortages. In parks trees
provide shade and encourage people outdoors and into active environments—reducing the risk of
obesity, heart disease and depression.330

Another submission noted the benefit of specific trees with relation to heat, arguing the case
for recognition of non-indigenous trees for their cooler shade:
Trees (exotic and native) line the street along Flinders Way, along the storm water drains, across the
area between the present Club House and the ‘Brumbies’ Oval, and between the two ovals. The
entire section bordered by Flinders Way, La Perouse Street, Austin Street and Captain Cook
Crescent should be looked at very carefully in relation to how the trees give a cooler climate not
available in the parks with native trees alone. This area is at present a cool, green sward and on the
unprecedented hot days from October 2009 to now (09/02/10) the protection has been extraordinary
and the temperatures have been many degrees lower than the surrounding area.331

Dr Sara Beavis described the effect of the urbanisation on the heat island effect, and its
impact on trees:
A well defined heat island effect has been measured in the Canberra Civic area in the past (Beavis,
unpublished), with much weaker ‘islands’ in the Belconnen and Tuggeranong centres. However, the
temperature differences between these centres and the surrounding environs are increasing, and in
particular a well defined heat island effect has developed in the Gunghalin area. Although the latter
may be mitigated slightly as trees mature, this will be limited by the reduced garden potential in
these newer developments which are characterised by high building to block area ratios.332
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This material is provided under Frequently asked questions: ‘What is an Urban Forest? An urban forest can
be described as the collection of trees that grow in a city. The cover provided by tree canopies across the
city plays an important role in improving the sustainability of our urban environment whilst helping to
make Canberra a pleasant place to live.’
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/live/environment/treeprotection/frequently_asked_questions.
Public submission to the Tree Investigation, Submission 17, pp .2–3 (Appendix O).
Public submission to the Tree Investigation, Submission 9, p .1 (Appendix O).
Dr Sara Beavis, Fenner School of Environment and Society, Australian National University, ‘Water,
change and sustainability in the Australian Capital Territory’, presentation to the ACTPLA sustainable
future project workshop, 10 March 2009.
http://www.actpla.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0013/13423/Beavis_paper.pdf, p. 4.
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There is a conundrum. Denser building areas create a greater heat island effect and would
benefit from more trees; however, there is less room for trees, especially large ones that
provide the most benefit. Planners need to make specific allowance for space for trees in
built-up areas to help ameliorate the heat island effect, and existing trees should be managed
and maintained for maximum health and practicable size.
Taking into account that there might be some winter benefit from the heat island effect (it
will be warmer), this would indicate the particular benefits of additional deciduous trees in
built-up areas.
Dr Jane Tarran and Mr Philip Hewett, in a presentation to the 2009 Australia Institute of
Landscape Architects, estimated that a 5 per cent increase in canopy reduces summer
temperatures by 1-2◦C because trees intercept up to 90 per cent of summer sun. This has airconditioning energy savings ranging from 25-50 per cent and up to 80 per cent.333 This shows
the potential benefits of trees in Canberra to reduce energy use and adjust for climate change.
ACTPLA’s draft Estate development code334 promotes the planting of trees to achieve:
•

•
•
•

a minimum of 30 per cent of summer shade to the estate movement routes surfaces
(vehicular, pedestrian and cycle) provided by trees (measured by estimated canopy size
when minimum 20 years old)
biodiversity
aesthetics
microclimate.

This approach is strongly supported. It is recognised that planting trees to achieve canopy
coverage will need to respect overhead infrastructure, such as utility lines and streetlights, to
minimise future conflicts.
Canopy coverage principles and targets could be specified in the Territory Plan subdocuments: Structure Plans, Precinct Codes, General Codes and the Residential Subdivision
Development Code or its proposed replacement the Estate Development Code. The canopycover principles and targets could also be set out in TAMS Design Standards for Urban
Infrastructure or its successor.
Some cities have mapped their heat islands and used this to guide tree plantings.335
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Dr Jane Tarran, Mr Philip Hewett, ‘Urban forestry and urban greening: benefits to people and their cities
from well-managed urban vegetation’, presentation to AILA national conference, 2009, p. 20,
http://www.aila.org.au/conference/2009perth/speakers/docs/Urban_Forests_JT_North_Sydney_.pdf.
ACTPLA draft Estate Development Code, June 2010, attachment 1, element 2 2.2 Street trees.
Personal communication, Ms Lyndal Plant, Brisbane City Council, 28 April 2010.
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Recommendation 6
Update existing standards and codes and address emerging issues related to
habitat protection, canopy cover, solar access and protection, sustainable reuse of timber, tree irrigation, vehicular parking and information management
by:
6F

increasing urban tree canopy cover by using heat island mapping to
strategically guide plantings and setting canopy coverage targets for new
urban and existing urban areas.

5.3.3 Solar access and protection
Solar access has become a topic of interest in recent years as people have become more aware
of its importance in maximising winter solar gain and summer shading. The introduction of a
generous feed-in tariff for renewable energy in the ACT has encouraged many people to
research the amount of sunlight on their roofs and the energy savings available with improved
solar hot water systems and install solar panels.
The residents of Canberra are well aware of the solar implications of trees. For example, one
submission pointed out the summer and winter benefits:
I am a resident of Ijong Street, having recently moved from Bangkok, Thailand. The presence of the
mature oak trees on the street was a major consideration in my decision to move to the street, for
reasons of both visual amenity and sustainability. The mature trees are a major asset to the street and
Braddon as a whole.
The trees provide visual shielding from overlooking in this street with predominantly medium
density housing. They also provide shade to all residents in summer and, being deciduous, will shed
their leaves to allow sun to filter through to provide passive solar heating in summer. These are
important amenity and sustainability reasons in my view to make the retention of these particular
trees a priority…336

Another submission stated:
One function of trees could be shading streets in summer, which would keep down the temperature
in Canberra. However, if the trees are non-deciduous, one would also need to include the
disadvantage of a tree keeping down the temperature in the winter. Likewise, shading houses can be
both positive (protection from the sun in hot times) and negative (not allowing the sun through in
cold times). An additional problem with shade can be that it hinders the growth of other plants. 337
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Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 14, p. 1 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 49, p. 3 (Appendix O).
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To consider the issue of solar access and protection, the Office of the Commissioner for
Sustainability and the Environment (OCSE) commissioned a paper, Solar access by Purdon
and Associates. It was placed on the OCSE’s website in October 2010.338
Solar access noted a range of issues relating to solar access and trees, including the effect of
shading from trees on photovoltaic panels for generating electricity and for solar hot water
systems. It also noted the influence of trees on macro and micro-climatic conditions, reducing
the heat island effect, cooling and reduced energy consumption. At the same time the authors
recognised that Canberra’s trees are one of the city’s key defining characteristics. The paper
particularly looked at the relationship between tree management, overshadowing and roofmounted solar hot water systems, photovoltaic systems and passive solar access in residential
areas in Canberra.
Overshadowing of residential properties can be from trees on streets, adjacent properties and
within private property. Overshadowing by new buildings in residential zones is generally
addressed during the assessment of development applications.
Solar access highlighted the government’s multiple objectives, policies and programs
including:
•
•
•
•
•

a reduced demand for energy consumption at the household level
to encourage solar passive building and subdivision design
to encourage the use of solar hot water systems
to encourage solar electricity generation
the use trees for ecosystem services, providing solar protection, cooling, shelter, storm
water control, pollution mitigation, climate change initiative and carbon sequestration,
as well as amenity and aesthetic appeal.339

The authors also noted that Canberra receives an annual average of 7.5 sunlight hours a day.
Taking advantage of this, 2486 photovoltaic systems, eligible for the ACT Government’s
feed-in tariff as at 30 June 2010, were connected to the electricity grid.340
Passive solar provides natural heating that is especially beneficial during the colder months;
however, too much solar access in summer can significantly increase the temperature inside
dwellings with related increases in the use of air conditioning. Good urban design and
landscaping, along with well-designed buildings, can maximise the benefits of passive solar,
reducing the need for additional demands on energy.
Appropriate species of deciduous trees and careful choice of locations for planting on the northern
side of living spaces can contribute significantly to summer household heat reduction by shading,
and provide passive solar access for winter warmth, thus reducing household energy needs.341
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Solar access –Purdon and Associates, October 2010
http://www.envcomm.act.gov.au/investigations/canberras_urban_forest (Appendix I).
Solar access—Purdon and Associates, October 2010, p. 2 (Appendix I).
Personal communication between Ms Alice D’Costa, Department of the Environment, Climate Change,
Energy and Water, and Mr Larry O’Loughlin, OCSE, August 2010.
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Currently the main types of solar energy production in Australia are thermal solar and
photovoltaic cells. Solar water and space heating use thermal solar, collecting solar heat for
later use. Photovoltaic cells make electricity from sunlight through a semiconductor
photoelectric effect. Both systems work best when favourably oriented north with good sun
exposure between 9 am and 3 pm. Shading during this time reduces the efficiency of the
systems.
One public submission made several points about solar energy systems and trees with the
conclusion that tree planting needs to be regulated for solar energy systems to be effective.
Emphasis is underlined in the original submission:
Increasing urban density, the need for increasing take-up of distributed energy e.g. photovoltaic (PV)
panels (and solar hot water panels) on roofs and walls and the need for CO2 absorbing foliage are on
a collision course of decreasing effectiveness.
PVs require orientation to north within an arc of 30º either side of north to be effective - so pitched
roofs must run approx. E-W.
PVs will not work if shaded by tall trees.
Decreasing ground areas around houses mean trees are closer to houses, so trees need to be lower in
height when mature.
Trees planted on the southern boundaries of blocks are likely to shade the northern windows of the
house on the southern side.
Trees cast longer shadows in winter - when the solar gain is most needed.
Tree planting on suburban blocks therefore needs to be regulated if we are to have any hope of
creating distributed electrical energy to reduce greenhouse gases.342

If trees overshadow a dwelling, residents have some course of action as they can apply to
TAMS to seek removal of a tree for solar access reasons. This however might be difficult if
there are other priorities for retaining the tree and neighbours want it kept. There is no formal
policy to guide TAMS’s considerations in considering requests for tree management based on
solar access.
If overshadowing is from a tree in a neighbour’s property, the resident can only negotiate
directly with the neighbour but there is no legal requirement for the neighbour to remove the
tree. Overhanging branches can be trimmed to the property boundary but impacts on the
health of the tree have to be considered and, in some cases, trimming of branches might
constitute a ‘tree damaging activity’ under the Tree Protection Act 2005’.343
Under the Act the Conservator must take into account a range of issues before approving a
tree damaging activity: the approval criteria, the advice, if relevant, of the advisory panel and
anything else the Conservator considers relevant.344 The approval criteria are in Disallowable
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Solar access—Purdon and Associates, October 2010, p. 4 (Appendix I).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 10, p. 1 (Appendix O).
Solar access—Purdon and Associates, October 2010, p. 7 (Appendix I).
Tree Protection Act 2005, section 25(3).
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Instrument DI 2006-60 by the Minister for the Territory and Municipal Services.345 Of
particular relevance is that the Conservator may approve the removal or pruning of a
regulated tree under section 25 when:
(e) the tree is substantially affecting solar access to the lessee’s lease, or neighbouring lease, during
winter between the hours of 9am to 3pm and pruning is not sufficient to remedy this (excluding
remnant eucalypts).

There are no existing ACT requirements for assessment of overshadowing of vegetation on
solar devices or explicit protection of solar access on roofs.
There have been some laws developed in California to protect rights to solar access. The laws
include prohibition of unreasonable restrictions on use of solar technology, and establishment
of, and support for, ‘solar easements’ as a means of assuring access to direct sunlight.
Current requirements under the ACT’s development regime allow for all new developments
or redevelopments of existing dwellings to have a minimum level of solar access and
orientation, although solar roof space is not addressed. Solar access found that ... ‘there is
currently no explicit legislation in the ACT for protection of solar access to roof spaces’.346
However, on presenting the Statement of planning intent 2010 in the Legislative Assembly on
25 February 2010, ACT Minister for Planning Andrew Barr said:
The government’s intent is to develop and implement statutory arrangements for protecting solar
rights. We intend to consult industry to alter the current solar access rules in the territory plan to
ensure better tools for measuring energy gain. And we intend to strengthen the rules around passive
solar orientation of stand-alone blocks in new subdivisions.

347

The introduction of feed-in tariffs for solar power provides a potential legal mechanism for a
person to claim economic or financial loss if there is overshadowing from neighbouring trees,
although this argument might not apply to solar hot water.
Solar access rules should take into account a range of circumstances. For example, if
someone wanted to install a solar energy system in a shaded area caused by a neighbour’s
tree, it would be unreasonable to expect that the neighbour should prune or remove the tree
unless the owner agrees to it. And if the tree removal was agreed to, a tree should be planted
in the same area but without obstructing the required solar access or in another location so
that overall there is no loss in canopy cover.
The overall priorities for retaining a tree and solar access should be balanced. If there was no
feed-in tariff, it might make more sense to have a shady tree than a sunny, hot roof. Any
proposed solar access legislation should take account of the social, economic and ecological
values of trees as well as the economic and social value of solar energy systems. Solar panels
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Tree Protection (Approval Criteria) Determination 2006 (No. 2) Disallowable instrument DI2006—–60
made under the Tree Protection Act 2005 section 21 at http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/di/200660/default.asp.
Solar access –Purdon and Associates, October 2010, p. 11 (Appendix I).
Andrew Barr MLA, Statement of Planning Intent 2010, Paper and statement by Minister,
http://www.hansard.act.gov.au/hansard/2010/pdfs/20100225.pdf, 25 February 2010.
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for electricity are a relatively recent technology, and are still developing, whereas the benefits
of trees have been proven over a longer period. As one submission stated:
A personal observation is that solar access in Canberra is preoccupied with providing winter sun.
Whilst this is important, it is not the only consideration in the uncertain times of climate change. The
need for shade in summer to ameliorate harsh summer sun is believed as important and the aspect of
summer shade seems to be grossly under-rated. As house blocks are becoming more compact, and
the footprint ratio of dwelling / garage / paved surface increases there is less opportunity for the
provision of private shade trees. The resultant is energy consuming air conditioners becoming the
norm. 348

If a solar energy system was already in place before the tree was planted, the rights of the
resident with the existing system should be respected. This should also be the case when
street trees or parks trees cause the overshadowing.
One member of the public wrote to the Commissioner of a particular situation related to their
house of 21 years that faced directly onto adjacent bush:
… The house is sited east-west with the result that all the main living areas have the advantage of a
perfect northerly aspect.
… the house had solar hot water installed when it was first built, some 26 years ago and I gladly
replaced this with a new solar system when needed a few years ago. Over the past year or so I have
been seriously considering installing solar panels on my ideally sited roof. The problem is that, what
was a stand of mere, small saplings growing on the reserve at the rear of the house when we moved
in have grown into substantial, mature trees and have become a serious problem in increasingly
depriving me of what should be ideal solar access.349

The person also writes that these trees present a fire hazard. In the longer term it might be
better to consider the adequacy of buffers between residences and reserves for both solar
access and fire protection for new developments.
The authors of Solar access suggested a non-legislative response to some problems:
Given the statutory responsibilities of various government agencies for tree protection, it may be
appropriate for an independent arbitration mechanism to be established to consider applications for
tree removal to enhance solar access to individual properties. This would be a matter for discussion
between stakeholders as to the most appropriate mechanism. A quick, non-bureaucratic response
mechanism would also be required to avoid extended delays in advice to applicants.350

This arbitration mechanism could apply for trees in both the leased and non-leased areas, that
is, the streets and parks and the back and front yards. However, arbitration while often
successful might not resolve all issues.
Neighbours discussing problems and ongoing government support to provide services such as
the Conflict Resolution Service (CRS) should be encouraged. The CRS generally uses
mediation and also recognises the need for other mechanisms:

348
349
350

Meagan Cousins, submitted response to Solar access, 3 October 2010, p. 3.
Email from M Robinson to Dr Maxine Cooper, OCSE, 27 July 2010.
Solar access—Purdon and Associates, October 2010, p. 18 (Appendix I).
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Although one of the principles of mediation is that it is voluntary, CRS believes that compulsory
mediation may be justified in the public interest for addressing matters involving trees and the
impact on neighbourly relations.351

This proposal in the submission above is similar to the arbitration mechanism proposed in the
Solar access paper and should be considered in the ACT Government’s development of
arrangements to protect solar rights. Contrary to the view in the Solar access paper, it
considers that some statutory guidance might reduce potential conflicts in the community.
The authors of Solar access compared various Canberra suburb types for their potential solar
access problems. They noted that in older suburbs with more established trees there was
potential overshadowing, although urban renewal tended towards removing large trees. In
newer suburbs with smaller block sizes and fewer retained remnant trees, overshadowing was
less of a problem. In some suburbs with medium-sized blocks and mixed plantings there were
potential problems with solar access blocked by neighbouring and street trees.
In these cases, there should be increased attention to the placement of solar installations that avoid
tree shadow, or an arbitration mechanism that facilitates tree removal (or pruning) on both public
and private land to address future solar access provisions.352

There is also some merit in the selection of tree species and appropriate management to allow
for the shading of living areas as well as solar panel sun access. Deciduous trees have
particular benefits for passive solar design solutions.
The authors also suggested allowing property owners to buy into a community solar facility
to obtain the advantages of the feed-in tariff:
As an alternative to the use of house tops for solar generation, consideration could be given to a
scheme whereby individual property owners could buy into a “community” or private solar farm
established on open land within the suburb or district.
This approach would allow residents to have the benefit of being part of an efficient solar energy
generation program without the problems associated with individual electricity generation on roof
tops. The approach would reduce the potential level of conflict between trees and solar access, and
the use of larger solar farms would be a more efficient and cost effective way of generating power.353

In this case there would have to be a cost-benefit analysis of this proposal. Recent changes to
the feed-in tariff scheme make allowance for such arrangements.
The issue of how best to achieve solar access and protection while also managing the treed
landscape is complicated. As an emerging issue there is still limited information. Brisbane
City Council354 adopts the approach that a tree has priority; however, they also do not plant
eucalyptus trees in their verges and they do not have cold winters when solar access can be
particularly important. The Solar access paper provides some guidance on the principles that
could be used in a solar access and protection policy. The authors’ ideas are summarised as:
351
352
353
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Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 52, p. 3 (Appendix O).
Solar access—Purdon and Associates, October 2010, p. 11 (Appendix I).
Solar access –Purdon and Associates, October 2010, p. 11 (Appendix I).
Personal communication, Joe Donovan, Senior Technical Officer, Brisbane City Council, Tree Assessor
Northern Region, 28 April 2010.
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•
•
•

solar systems should be installed to avoid any problems with shading from existing
trees
solar systems that are installed after a tree is planted should not have priority. If the
systems have to be relocated, it should be at the expense of the owner
solar systems that are installed before a tree is planted should have priority. The tree
should be pruned or removed at the expense of the tree owner.

To the above could be added:
•
•
•

tree shading could be used to provide solar protection
all ‘registered’ trees under the Tree Protection Act 2005 have priority for retention
regardless of solar access issues
sub-division, redevelopment designs and plantings should explicitly incorporate solar
access and protection with tree plantings.

For unleased public urban street verges and parks, the following principles could apply:
•
•
•
•
•

solar access and protection should be explicitly considered in locating and choosing
species for new plantings
an application to remove a street or park tree based on solar access should be
considered by TAMS if:
adjoining residents are consulted
it does not overall adversely affect the treed landscape
the applicant is willing to cover all costs for the removal and the replanting and
establishment costs of a different tree species in the general or another location of the
removed tree to achieve a similar canopy cover.

The installation of solar hot water systems will likely continue as will the feed-in tariff as an
incentive for installing photovoltaic systems. Therefore it would be timely to capture the
above principles in a policy and publish advice to help property owners and installers of solar
energy infrastructure. This advice should outline how to make a landscape assessment before
installing panels on the roof. There could also be short training courses for installers to help
them avoid placing panels on roofs that could be significantly overshadowed in the future.
In June 2001 Canberra Urban Parks and Places in the Department of Urban Services (the
precursor to TAMS) developed guidelines for dealing with shading by public trees.355 It
included strategies such as pruning trees within the Australian Standards to decrease shading
of solar appliances and increase passive solar access, as well as removing undesirable species
if they are not viable in the short-term. However, these guidelines are outdated and not
sufficient and principles such as those mentioned above should be adopted.
Recommendation 6 proposes that the Design standards for urban infrastructure 4—road
verges, and Design standards for urban infrastructure 23—plant species for urban landscape

355

Canberra Urban Parks and Places, Guidelines for dealing with public trees, June 2001.
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projects356 should be updated. In doing this the principles mentioned in this section to guide
tree management and solar access and protection should be incorporated. In the longer term a
policy on this issue should be included in the proposed ACT Government tree protection and
management policies and procedures guide (Recommendation 5B), along with relevant
sections of the design standards.

Recommendation 6
Update existing standards and codes and address emerging issues related to
habitat protection, canopy cover, solar access and protection, sustainable reuse of timber, tree irrigation, vehicular parking and information management
by:
6G

better managing solar access and protection by developing:
•
a policy based on principles that include:

•

356

o

tree shading providing solar protection

o

solar systems being installed to avoid shading from existing
trees

o

solar systems that are installed after a tree is planted not
having priority; if the systems are relocated, this should be at
the expense of the owner

o

solar systems that are installed before a tree is planted having
priority; if needed a tree could be pruned or removed at the
expense of the tree owner

o

trees on the ACT Tree Register under the Tree Protection Act
2005 having priority for retention regardless of solar access
issues

o

tree species selection and location respecting solar access and
protection

o

applications, based on solar access, to remove a street or park
tree being considered by TAMS if adjoining residents are
consulted, and if the treed landscape can be effectively
managed and the applicant is willing to cover all removal,
replanting and establishment costs of a replanting.

solar energy infrastructure guidelines for installers and the public

Department of Urban Services, Design standards for urban infrastructure 4—verge design, ed. 1, revision
0, no date, http://www.tams.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/12584/ds04_roadverges.pdf,
Design standards for urban infrastructure 23—Plant species for urban landscape projects, ed. 1, revision
0, no date, http://www.tams.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/12568/ds23_plantspecies.pdf.
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5.3.4 Sustainable reuse of timber
The sustainable reuse of timber from felled trees is an emerging issue. A paper was
commissioned, Report on the sustainable reuse of timber from felled urban trees in the ACT, from
Farm Forestry Consulting, 2010357, and was subsequently published for community discussion.
There were several comments from members of the public on the term of reference—the
sustainable reuse of timber from felled trees—and the discussion paper.
One submission succinctly traversed the topic:
What is meant by ‘sustainable’ in the context of felled trees? We suggest you simply mean ‘re-use’.
Thus we suggest you consult with the forestry industry and saw-milling industry lobby groups.
Distributors of firewood could also have an interest, Use as firewood would reduce demand for
electricity.358

The report considered a range of potential sustainable uses for timber from felled trees. In the
context, sustainable is defined as ‘the use of material from those trees which provides the best
environmental, economic and social outcomes, including the minimum possible carbon
footprint’.359 The guiding principles for achieving sustainability are:
Reuse of material from urban trees locally, where possible to
•

minimise handling and transport costs;

•

maximise long term use of suitable timber;

•

recover some of the financial cost of tree maintenance and management where possible;

•

improve ecological condition of the local area;

•

minimise carbon footprint; and

•

maintain visual amenity when considering re-use of urban trees.360

The paper’s author noted that the main differences between trees in an urban landscape and a
traditional forestry resource were:

357

358
359

360

•

trees in the urban environment are usually planted on a wider spacing (for wide crown
development) than trees in both plantation forests and native forests which have a closer
spacing and therefore straighter trunks;

•

management to maintain wide spreading healthy crowns limits the usefulness of trees for
high quality timber, although some trees will certainly be useful; and

Report on the sustainable reuse of timber from felled urban trees in the ACT—Farm Forestry Consulting,
2010,
http://www.envcomm.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0016/203641/ACT_REPORT_McArthur_V6.pdf
(Appendix G).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 22, p.3 (Appendix O).
Report on the sustainable reuse of timber from felled urban trees in the ACT—Farm Forestry Consulting,
2010, p. 4 (Appendix G).
Report on the sustainable reuse of timber from felled urban trees in the ACT—Farm Forestry Consulting,
2010, p. 4 (Appendix G).
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•

an urban environment usually has a large number of different species whereas a forestry
resource is usually a monoculture, ‘and all but a few native forests have a relatively small
range of tree species in any limited geographical area.361

The paper considered the potential and constraints of a range of timber and forest products
that might be available from Canberra’s urban trees: sawlogs, posts, specialty products,
firewood, bio-energy, bio-char, mulch, seed and ecological habitat and restoration.
Although each of these products could be available from the felled trees of Canberra, it was
concluded that:
Even if all possible felled trees were to be utilised for the highest possible value end usage, the
money (or royalty) received will not cover all the costs of harvesting. In a forestry operation,
harvesting has a high level of mechanisation that allows high levels of efficiency. This is not
possible in the harvesting of urban street and park trees, and high costs of removal will be a fact of
life. At best, the sustainable re-use of felled trees will only be able to partly offset some of the
financial costs.362

The paper made five main recommendations for consideration, which are summarised here
but not necessarily endorsed:
•

consider a power station fired by woody bio-mass (and investigate the integration of organic
household waste) burning in such a manner as to produce the maximum quantity of bio-char

•

develop a list of portable saw-millers interested in taking small quantities of high value
sawlogs from selected felled trees

•

enter discussions with suitable seed merchants for the sale of seed from selected trees and tree
species

•

consider minor changes in future tree management, such as pruning techniques to remove
lower branches on selected species, to increase the value of felled trees without detracting
from the visual amenity of the urban forest

•

consider obtaining certification for the urban forest as a guarantee that the urban forest is
being managed in a sustainable manner.

The Department of Environment, Climate Change, Energy and Water (DECCEW) noted in
response to the paper that it:
... has been actively examining options for waste to energy in the development of the waste strategy
and in the work we are doing on the pathway to carbon neutrality

and also suggested:
... that the calculations within the report be subject to verification, particularly the example given to
powering of 160 houses from 1000 trees.363

361
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363

Report on the sustainable reuse of timber from felled urban trees in the ACT – Farm
Forestry Consulting, 2010, p. 8 (Appendix G).
Report on the sustainable reuse of timber from felled urban trees in the ACT – Farm Forestry Consulting,
2010, p. 18 (Appendix G).
Email from Ms M Mangeruca, Executive Officer, Department of Environment, Climate Change, Energy
and Water, to Mr Larry O’Loughlin, OCSE, 14 October 2010.
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Some of DECCEW’s policy work is outlined in the Draft Sustainable Energy Policy 2010–
2020 under ‘Outcome seven: reduced emissions and generate renewable energy from waste’,
which includes the statement that:
... organic waste including food, wood and paper can be processed through a thermal conversion
facility to generate renewable energy. Thermal conversion technologies also have potential to
produce ‘biochar’, a stable form of carbon that can then be sequestered.364

It is acknowledged that most felled trees in Canberra are near or at the end of their useful life
with degrading timber and there might not be many available high-quality sawlogs.
Nonetheless, agencies might consider making falling timber available to high-end users and
TAMS should consider maintaining and sharing with other agencies a list of portable sawmillers.
In some jurisdictions dead trees and felled timber are used for community purposes, including
art works (Figure 6). This is an opportunity under consideration in the ACT, for example
recent art work at the Ainslie shops. It could be something worth considering on a larger
scale, such as having some dead trees retained for art purposes, where appropriate.

Figure 6: Recent stump carving in park in the Shire of Yarra Ranges, Victoria, 10 May 2010 (left) and
one of six Avenue of Honour trees carved in the seaside town of Lakes Entrance, Victoria, to represent
scenes from World War I365

Various tree species that have been successful in Canberra should be used to obtain seed for
further planting. This could be considered in the updating of Design standard 23—plant
species for urban landscape projects that is underway.
Changes to tree management to obtain better timber, such as pruning for height and
straightness, would have to be balanced against other values, such as environmental
(including habitat) and amenity. This approach is not advocated, as the primary objective for
trees in the urban landscape is not timber production.

364

365

Draft Sustainable Energy Policy 2010–2020, December 2009, p. 23 at
http://www.environment.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/174687/Draft_Sustainable_Energy_Policy
_FINAL.pdf.
Lakes Entrance Avenue of Honour WWI Memorial Statues, website accessed 15 December 2010,
http://www.skp.com.au/memorials2/pages/30098.htm.
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With respect to the fifth recommendation from the Farm Forestry Consulting report, the
Australian Government Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry says of
certification that:
Forest certification has developed around the world as a way of demonstrating the implementation of
sustainable forest management practices. To have a forest certified as being sustainably managed, an
audit is undertaken by an independent, third party certification body. The audit assesses the forest
management practices of a forest manager or owner against the standard for certification. Both
native forests and plantations can be certified.366

The Farm Forestry Consulting paper noted some disadvantages of certification, including:
Certification is a long process, with a large amount of paperwork, and a requirement for external
approval. There would probably be 4 to 6 months work by one official involved in gathering and
providing all relevant documents and data, and collating the material.367

Forest certification aims to inform end-product consumers of the sustainability of the source
of the timber. Given the limited end-products from Canberra’s treed landscape, it is currently
not a priority to seek certification. This could be considered in the future if there is an
increase of consumer products from the treed landscape.
It is stated in the Farm Forestry Consulting paper:
If the ACT Government were to obtain certification, then this would be a first for the certification of
an urban forest. However, it would be very desirable if long term sale and supply arrangements were
to be entered into.368

Currently much of Canberra’s felled timber is used for mulch. As TAMS states in its
response to questions from the Commissioner:
Timber from felled and pruned trees is normally chipped on site and spread as mulch in park areas.
Larger tree butts are taken to storage areas at the Curtin or Mitchell Depots. Stored timber is
subsequently chipped using a tub grinder and converted to mulch. PCL use this mulch throughout
Canberra.369

The use of felled timber for mulch seems to be widely accepted for its benefits to remaining
trees. As one submission puts it:
Tree material that is unsuitable for re-use as timber and is mulched could be used on site. This could
be done in conjunction with a program that encourages mulched and vegetated nature strips instead
of lawns. This would reduce the detrimental impact to trees and attractiveness and ease of parking on
nature strips, improve water infiltration to sustain trees, and reduce greenhouse gases associated with
mowing and carting tree prunings/mulch. 370
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Department of Agriculture Fisheries and Forestry, Forest Certification in Australia, at
http://www.daff.gov.au/forestry/national/forest-mgnt/certification, last reviewed 6 September 2010.
Report on the sustainable reuse of timber from felled urban trees in the ACT—Farm Forestry Consulting,
2010, p. 16 (Appendix G).
Report on the sustainable reuse of timber from felled urban trees in the ACT – Farm Forestry Consulting,
2010, p. 16 (Appendix G).
Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, Land Management and Planning,
TAMS, received 27 May 2010, p. 34 (Appendix F).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 30, p. 3 (Appendix O).
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There were some suggestions that timber from felled trees should be used for park furniture
or art works. One submission noted that:
... a proposal had been put forward that the timber pruned from the ‘Tall Tree’ be used for Park
furniture or perhaps sculpted into art
Box 8: Timber for craft
forms.371

The Woodcraft Guild ACT Inc.
provided comments about the use of
felled timber:
The Guild would certainly like to be
listed as an ‘interested party’ when
selected high value trees are available.
Given our limited storage and the fact
we are all volunteers, it is likely that
we could only handle three to four
reasonable sized trees each year.
However, timber for wood turners
does not need to be in long lengths
and short sections can readily be cut
into turning blanks with a
chainsaw.372

Species of most interest to members of the Woodcraft
Guild373 include a number of exotic hardwoods
planted around Canberra, including:
•
Fraxinus sp. (most of the Ashes)
•
Juglans sp. (any of the Walnuts)
•
Maclura pomifera (Osage Orange)
•
Melia azedarach (White Cedar)
•
Morus sp. (Mulberries)
•
Olea (Olive)
•
Platanus sp. (Planes)
•
Pyrus ussuriensis (Manchurian Pear)
•
Quercus sp. (any of the Oaks)
•
Robinia pseudoacacia (Black Locust)
•
Ulmus sp. (any of the Elms)
Native species of interest include both planted and
local species such as:
•
Acacia melanoxylon (Blackwood)
•
E. crebra (and other Ironbarks)
•
Eucalyptus blakelyi (Blakely’s Red Gum, and
other Red Gums)
•
E. polyanthemos (Red Box)
•
Grevillea robusta (Silky Oak)

Given that the membership of the
Guild is over 200 craftspeople, and
currently only three or four trees
would be required each year, the use
of wood for craft will only be part of
the sustainable reuse of the felled timber in the ACT.

Nonetheless, the Guild listed some of the most interesting trees for its members (Box 8) and
this information was given to TAMS with Mr Brice, Manager, Urban Tree Management,
facilitating access for the Guild to the TAMS wood yards. This quick response is welcomed.
The Farm Forestry Consulting recommendation that garnered most attention was to consider
the use of timber to generate electricity while maximising the production of bio-char374:
That the ACT Government give consideration to calling for tenders or expressions of interest to
operate a power station fired by woody bio-mass ... to be burnt in such a manner as to produce the
maximum quantity of bio-char.
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Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 5, p. 1 (Appendix O).
Email from R Cromer, response to McArthur report, 23 September 2010.
Email from R Cromer, response to McArthur report, 23 September 2010.
‘Biochar is a stable form of carbon with significant potential for use in carbon sequestration and in
improving soil condition … produced from heating natural organic materials (crop and other waste,
woodchips, manure) in a high temperature, low oxygen process known as pyrolysis.’ From CSIRO
Biochar fact sheet, http://www.csiro.au/files/files/pnzp.pdf.
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In conjunction with this recommendation, ACT No Waste could investigate the integration of
organic household waste with the woody bio-mass as a means of lessening the amount of this
material that currently goes into landfill.375

There were concerns about the suggestion to generate energy from biomass. John Hibberd,
Executive Director of the Conservation Council ACT Region Inc., emailed the Commissioner
on 13 October 2010 after the release of the Farm Forestry Consulting paper and stated:
It should be noted that many Australian energy companies have indicated that they will not buy
electricity generated from biomass.
There is also the issue of atmospheric pollution caused from wood-burning, a problem which is
significant in some parts of the ACT (e.g. Tuggeranong Valley). The continuation (or even
expansion) of wood-burning in the ACT is leading to significant loss of timber from rural and crown
lands across the Southern Tablelands, and even further afield (in a recent visit to the Murray I saw
Red Gum loggers offering cut timber for the ACT firewood market). This market, which could be
encouraged by any ACT biomass burner, is creating severe environmental impacts across the
landscape.376

One company wrote to Simon Corbell MLA, as Minister for Energy and as Minister for the
Environment, Climate Change and Water (with a copy to the Commissioner) and supported:
... bio-energy derived from timber wastes and other ACT organic waste streams as a commercially
and environmentally sustainable energy source which will significantly contribute to the
Government’s greenhouse gas emission targets ...’

They urged the Minister to make a determination to make bio-energy eligible for the ACT’s
renewable energy feed-in tariff. They noted ‘the potential for 400,000 of Canberra’s urban
trees to be available for a combination of mulch and bio-energy over the next 20 years’ and
that the report prepared for the Commissioner had recommended consideration of that
resource.377 While this claim is made, as discussed in Chapter 2, removal numbers presented
by TAMS need to be questioned.
A submitted response to the Farm Forestry Consulting paper said that it made good sense:
The Macarthur report is well-founded being based on an appropriate definition of environmental
sustainability. The discussion through the report is concise and identifies appropriate potential uses
for felled urban street trees. The potential for energy production (with bio char as a by-product) has
medium economic (dollar) value but high carbon-economy value. This is a good example of a use
that requires facilitation for sustainability reasons rather than straight economic return. Ironically
direct use of the same wood in heating a home (and heating water through fire place wet-backs) has
potentially higher efficiency. The advantages of burning in a biomass plant are greater efficiency in
capturing the heat value of the wood and regulated emission-control. But it has the disadvantage of
loss of efficiency in then producing electricity for distribution through a grid.378
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Report on the sustainable reuse of timber from felled urban trees in the ACT—Farm Forestry Consulting,
2010, p. 18 (Appendix G).
Email from Mr John Hibberd, Executive Director, Conservation Council ACT Region Inc., to Dr Maxine
Cooper, Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, 13 October 2010.
Ian Booth, Gus Sharpe, Directors, Carbon Innovation, letter, 22 September 2010 (Appendix Q).
Email from Michael Wilson, response to the McArthur paper, 12 October 2010 (Appendix Q).
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The ACT Australian Air Quality Group wrote that they supported the recommendations but
with some qualification and called for correction of some perceived errors:
The ACT is to be congratulated for considering the important issue of sustainable re-use of timber
from felled urban trees. Provided no additional PM2.5 [particulate matter <2.5 microns in diameter]
pollution is generated, a wood-fired power station that maximises the production of biochar will
increase sustainability, as will using felled timber for sawlogs and mulching any remnants. Saving
seed, pruning trees to maximise their future commercial value without affecting their aesthetic value,
and the sustainable management of forests are all sound recommendations. ...
A serious problem with this report is that it contains some dangerously incorrect details about the use
of felled timber for firewood. Pages 10-11 states incorrectly that, because New Zealand heaters burn
pine, Australian heaters can also burn softwoods.
This is false and dangerously misleading. New Zealand heaters are designed for softwoods. Before
they can be installed in urban areas, measured emissions of NZ heaters burning softwood must be
less than 1.5 g/kg, with some cities requiring emissions less than 0.7 g/kg.
In contrast, Australian heaters are designed for, and tested on, hardwoods. A study by CSIRO expert
Dr John Gras, commissioned by Environment Australia, reported that a typical Australian model
satisfying AS4013 emitted 15.8 g/kg when burning pine, more than 10 -20 times the limit of 1.50.7 g/kg in NZ cities. [emphasis in original]
There is increasing evidence that fine particle air pollution is a health hazard. An economic analysis
by the BDA group calculated the costs of air pollution in the ACT. Their estimated health cost was
$82 per kg of PM10 (airborne particles less than 10 microns in diameter) emissions.379

Another submitted response to the Farm Forestry Consulting paper noted various issues while
also noting that the paper was convincing on the need for further investigation:
The findings (albeit from a forester’s perspective) are that the urban forest tree waste is potentially a
resource, however given the trees are not managed in terms of forestry there is limited re-use
capacity based generally on:
•

Health and Safety (unknown metal)

•

Commercial viability (low grade resource due to management of the trees for urban amenity
rather than or lack of forestry technique)

•

Undervalued commodity/unapparent demand

The paper however builds a very convincing argument to further investigate:
•

the viability of a utilising the material as biomass for electricity generation

•

investigating a different model for the sustainable management of the urban forest as a
forestry resource rather than purely for the purposes of urban amenity (i.e. certification).380

This submitted response also considers that the paper was unbalanced, focusing on the merits
of bio-energy electricity generation, suggesting that:
in its current form the name of the paper is misleading ....and as such should be renamed and/or
proceed logically to investigate:
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Email from ACT Australian Air Quality Group, response to the McArthur paper, p. 1 (Appendix Q).
Meagan Cousins, submitted response to sustainable reuse of timber from felled urban trees in the ACT, 3
October 2010, p. 1. (Appendix Q).
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•

Building a business case for a wood-fired biomass electricity generation from ACT tree
waste resources; or

•

Building a business case for managing Canberra’s tree resources as an Urban Forest i.e.
forest certification (outsourcing and or in-house).381

One local small saw miller, Gordon Smith, provided a comprehensive commentary on the
reuse of timber and the Farm Forestry Consulting paper. Smith raised many points, some of
which are summarised below.
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

381

There is sometimes better community acceptance of tree felling and salvage if trees are
turned into furniture rather than mulch.
As well as bio-char, bio-diesel from trees might be considered. Also there has been
interest in using oak branches for the growing of shitake mushrooms.
‘The short nature of the salvageable trunks and hardware in them is a problem.’ Trees
can be felled safely and for maximum length with some training and cooperation.
Government expenditure on tree removal would be lowered if arrangements were made
for tree salvage.
Smith estimates ‘that only about 5 to 10 per cent of the trees currently being removed
would be of interest to small scale saw millers, the option of pellet production over fire
wood apart from its environmental plus is that pellets can be used immediately while
firewood would have to be seasoned and stored for a few years once processed, an
added cost’.
Local native species are usually in decline when they are removed and there is no
economically recoverable timber, and ACT conifers often have little usable timber due
to a lack of pruning. Exotics are of interest for fine furniture and ‘the nature of street
trees gives far more feature to the timber which if suitably milled is a more highly
valued timber for fine furniture and instrument making’.
Speciality products are a major untapped market and the value can increase if the
provenance of the material is known. ‘Locally salvaged trees have a much lower carbon
footprint than imported timber and as such appeal to a more environmentally conscious
public; this will only increase over time.’
Oak, elm, claret ash, London plane, casuarina, sequoia, walnut and fruit woods
probably average about $4000 cubic metre and can retail for up to $7000 cubic metre
with an average tree yielding about ¼ cubic metre of high-quality material.
The sale of logs to small-scale millers might not justify the costs to the government
including time, labour, transport of the logs to one area, storage (logs lose value if not
end sealed and stored correctly to avoid dirt contamination) and administering the sale.
He proposes that a more efficient method would be to allow interested parties access to
the list of trees for removal and allow them to indicate which trees are to be salvaged

Meagan Cousins, submitted response to sustainable reuse of timber from felled urban trees in the ACT, 3
October 2010, p. 1 (Appendix Q).
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•
•
•

and at what length the bare poles are to be left. The purchaser could inspect before
felling and collect the logs from the roadside.
Certification is desirable but the ACT already has creditably strict tree removal
measures and it would only be for small-scale timber recovery.
Metal scanning need not be too costly even for small millers.
An option for salvage ‘could be to allow an independent operator to contract for all the
saw logs under a proviso they make the some available to other millers at reasonable
cost, in order to avoid a monopoly and damage existing businesses’. A similar model
operates in Tasmania.382

Mr Smith was recommended by several people for his knowledge and experience. The
proposal to use an independent contractor for managing the salvage needs further
consideration.
There was some discussion on the use of felled and fallen trees for local ecological
reconstruction. The Department of Territory and Municipal Services has used some fallen
timber to good effect for other public spaces.
PCL has participated in research programs where felled trees and prunings have been used for
environmental restoration and enhancement projects, such as at Goorooyarroo Nature Reserve and in
suburban wetlands (e.g. O’Connor, Lyneham).383

Another submission pointed out that the Land Development Agency also used felled trees:
In the absence of policy, it is known that that the Land Development Agency, pending the evaluation
of existing trees, re-use felled timber where practicable as landscape elements e.g. fallen logs,
hollow logs, mulch, vehicle restraint. There is however a limit to re-use of materials in this
manner.384

Fallen trees used in this way might also have value in providing habitat in some
circumstances, particularly for invertebrates, fungi and bacteria that contribute to local
ecosystems.
There was also some discussion on the use of felled trees for firewood, given that many
people use firewood and that the current supply tends to be trucked into Canberra over long
distances. One response to the Farm Forestry Consulting paper included:
I would suggest that current EPA regulations for firewood merchants could apply to those that
commercially access felled trees, but informal ad-hoc access to firewood should be authorised
without requiring EPA regulation. This would be analogous to ACT grey-water and rainwater
harvesting where EPA regulations exist for plumbers undertaking commercial services but allow a
range of low-risk activities by householders on an unregulated and ad-hoc basis. This model of
unregulated activity by householders integrated with regulated professionals is ideal for small-scale
local activities like reuse of felled trees. Minimal regulation using a risk-based framework may
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Email from Gordon Smith, response to the McArthur paper, 30 September 2010, p. 4 (Appendix Q).
Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, Land Management and Planning,
TAMS, received 27 May 2010, p. 34 (Appendix F).
Meagan Cousins, submitted response to Sustainable reuse of timber from felled urban trees in the ACT, 3
October 2010, p. 1 (Appendix Q).
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facilitate local and novel business opportunities using the felled trees. This will particularly apply to
small niche opportunities like seed harvesting, selected timber salvage for wood-turning, iconic tree
salvage etc.385

Government support for the use of felled trees for firewood would have to be balanced
against other programs to reduce the use of firewood in Canberra, especially in the inversionprone Tuggeranong Valley.
It would be useful for all agencies with some responsibility for trees to have a policy to
consider practicable further use of fallen trees, perhaps in a cascade of higher-end values
from reusing locally to improve the ecology to generating electricity, but in all cases keeping
fallen timber away from landfill. The use of wood-burning for electricity generation needs to
be part of broader government considerations. There should be a process for allocating highvalue timber when it becomes available and for making timber available for other community
uses including art work. Regarding the latter, given the importance of Canberra’s treed
landscape, it could be anticipated that trees will be part of our celebrations in 2013. TAMS
has identified approximately 17 000 dead and declining trees386 that need to be assessed for
removal, and therefore the opportunity to use some of them in situ for 2013 projects, either
for habitat and/or art, should be considered.

Recommendation 6
Update existing standards and codes and address emerging issues related to
habitat protection, canopy cover, solar access and protection, sustainable reuse of timber, tree irrigation, vehicular parking and information management
by:
6H

385
386

developing a sustainable reuse of timber policy based on principles that
include:
•
reuse of material from local urban trees, including for management
and community purposes (see Recommendation 10E)
•

improving the ecological condition of nature reserves and other
areas of open space

•

minimising carbon footprint

•

maximising long-term use of suitable timber

•

maintaining visual amenity when considering the re-use of urban
trees

•

recovering financial cost of tree management where possible.

Email from Michael Wilson, response to the McArthur paper, 12 October 2010, p. 1 (Appendix Q).
Personal communication, Fleur Flanery, TAMS, 14 September 2010.
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5.3.5 Irrigation during dry times
Trees are selected (or should be) to fit with the available site and prevailing climate. While
there may be small focused planting from time to time when extra irrigation is available or
when it can be provided, trees should generally not rely on permanent artificial watering. It is
not feasible or reasonable (as was expressed in some public consultation sessions) to irrigate
the whole tree estate. Once trees are established, they should be able to cope with the general
seasonal and soil conditions.
It is obvious that extreme seasons or short periodic seasonal conditions might affect wellestablished planted trees. The cost of landscape design, stock purchase, planting and
establishment of new trees is considerable. The time it takes for a tree to have a landscape
impact is also considerable. It is therefore a false economy to let trees decline or die for the
want of water. While the selection of the right tree for the site will minimise maintenance
watering, some allowance should be made to water trees suffering from lack of water in harsh
seasons. It might be necessary to provide a water retention basin or other devices for getting
water into the root zone, but this is best done for individual trees because a wholesale
watering program for every tree would not be possible. When a tree reaches a wilt point and
does not recover overnight, it will be in a stressed state, and if this continues, watering might
be necessary. One public submission suggested, after noting four dead/dying trees due to
drought, that tree watering should be:
... part of environmental flows since—
•

The water nourishes the urban natural environment, and

•

The water by and large seeps back to replenish the rivers or evaporates and falls elsewhere
387
within the basin.

A further submission noted:
... there is strong evidence in Grant Crescent that trees subjected to a regular watering program are in
far better condition than those not.388

For trees on residential verges or near to leased lots, resident involvement with tree watering
should be encouraged (within the current restrictions). Some people might consider that
watering trees during drought conditions a waste of resources on non-essential amenity;
however, trees cool the surrounding environment by evaporating and transpiring water, and
by providing shade. Any watering of established trees must be done strategically and in an
environmentally responsible manner (for example, the watering of our sports fields during the
last drought). A policy for irrigating trees needs to be developed. This policy should focus on
trees selected according to criteria such as those of most value and at high risk of
significantly declining. Trees on the ACT Tree Register might be given priority for watering
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Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 21, p.1 (Appendix O).
Public submission to the Tree Investigation, Submission 46, p.7, (Appendix O).
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if they were to show signs of distress in drought. It might also be appropriate to water trees in
high-use areas as they would be providing shade to many people. It is important to develop a
tree irrigation policy before the next drought.

Recommendation 6
Update existing standards and codes and address emerging issues related to
habitat protection, canopy cover, solar access and protection, sustainable reuse of timber, tree irrigation, vehicular parking and information management
by:
6I

developing a tree irrigation policy with the condition, location and
importance of a tree determining its priority for watering. Trees on the
ACT Tree Register should be given priority.

5.3.6 Parking under trees
Over recent decades there appears to have been an increase in the use of verges for parking
vehicles, often to take advantage of the shade provided by trees. The fact that most members
of a household now own a car, combined with the decreasing size of urban lots, means less
space for parking. Therefore the verge is used for parking as it is treated as an extension of
private lots.
Construction around Canberra is common, particularly in the inner suburbs. Trade vehicles
are often parked on the verge adjacent to the construction site and also on verges along the
street (Figure 7). This issue was raised in several public submissions, with one commenting:
Michael Brice and his staff in the Department of Territory and Municipal Services have always been
most helpful ... approaching a minority of residents who park their cars on the verge to encourage
parking in driveways to avoid damage to tree roots. However, this has not always been entirely
successful ...
... An important issue that appears to have never been fully resolved in the gap between
responsibility of parking regulations and responsibility for street trees ... parking regulations never
seem to be enforced ...389

The parking of vehicles under verge trees has a serious effect on the compaction of soil over
the surface absorptive root system. Soil compaction is the compression and/or breakdown of
particles that make up the soil, pushing them so close together that it reduces the pore spaces
in the soil that are normally occupied by air or water. It reduces the permeation of water into
soil and the water-holding capacity of the soil, and also reduces available air in the soil. Both
water and oxygen are essential to a healthy root system. The effects of compaction are

389

Public submission to the Tree Investigation, Submission 3, p. 1 (Appendix O).
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increased greatly when the soil is moist. The surface root system is also immediately
impacted by crushing and bruising of the fine feeder roots. In some cases mechanical damage
can also be caused to the trunk of trees. The obvious signs of compaction are bare hard
ground with no grass.390 However, it is often not possible to see the damage to the trees.

Figure 7: Construction vehicles parked on verges in Dooring St (left) and Majura Ave (right) Dickson on
4 June 2010

Vehicles are often parked under trees surrounding vehicle-accessible sportsgrounds. There
has also been a tendency in recent years to drive vehicles into parks. Apart from vehicles
necessary for park maintenance and those that deliver equipment for public events, members
of the public will often drive into the park simply to get near a picnic table or BBQ. Vehicle
access to public open space is restricted and TAMS uses a permit system to administer access
to public spaces.391 Given the propensity for contractors to park under trees, a system might
be required to limit access to public open spaces unless the work site is a nominated distance
from a hard surface suitable for parking.
Parking on verges is already an offence in the ACT, but it has rarely been enforced. TAMS
indicated that:
Parking Inspectors can issue infringement notices for illegal parking on the verge up to the property
line under the Road Transport General Act 1999. Rangers and Parking Inspectors will respond to
any complaints received regarding uncontrolled access to public open space. Under this Act, Parking
392
Operations are the only authorities who are authorised to issue parking fines.

It seems incongruous that extraordinary levels of verge tree protection is enforced when
development or redevelopment projects are undertaken, and yet the parking of vehicles under
verge trees (which does equivalent damage) has virtually been ignored for decades. As verge
parking is so common, it will be extremely difficult to rectify and is likely to prove
unacceptable to many residents. However, to protect and manage trees and prevent the further

390
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Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, photographs in Submission 19, p. 6 (Appendix O).
Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, Land Management and Planning,
TAMS, received 27 May 2010, p. 38 (Appendix F).
Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, Land Management and Planning,
TAMS, received 27 May 2010, p. 38 (Appendix F).
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degradation of our landscape, it is essential to change practices and work with the community
to manage parking on public land so that trees are not adversely affected.
In terms of enforcing parking restrictions on public open space, TAMS stated:
Under current legislation there are no enforcement codes for breaches of parking in public open
space/parkland (not road verges or medians). To make it illegal to park in a parkland area, plans
must be drawn up of the site identifying the no-parking zone and locations of placing no parking
signs, with relevant wording. These signs must be approved by Roads ACT and a formal request
needs to be made to Parking Operations seeking them to enforce the ‘no parking zone’ before
393
infringement notices can be issued.

TAMS has also indicated that an authorised officer must witness the illegal parking before
issuing a parking infringement notice. Park trees would have more protection if legislative
amendments enabled Parking Operations to issue the same on-the-spot fines as for the illegal
parking on road verges.
It is necessary to identify and provide incentives for people not to park on verges and in
public open space. Such incentives could include designated parking bays in streets, designed
permeable parking areas on the verges, passive control measures to restrict access, such as
vegetation, logs, large rocks and the occasional bollard. Verge planting could be encouraged
with small plants (to confirm with guidelines and approved by TAMS) to discourage parking.
This could also have environmental benefits for small birds and for water retention.
It will also be necessary to change practices by enforcing the law. Therefore existing parking
laws should be enforced across Canberra with on-the-spot infringements issued on vehicles
parked illegally. Further, legislation governing open space should be amended to make
vehicle access illegal and infringements enforceable through on-the-spot fines. These parking
control measures should be enforced jointly in ACT-managed and Commonwealthdesignated and managed land. The need for these measures was articulated in a public
submission—‘the laws making it an offence to park motor vehicles on nature strips [should]
be enforced’394 and
... an important issue that appears to have never been fully resolved is the gap between the
responsibility of parking regulations and the responsibility for street trees. ... Parking regulations [on
verges] never seem to be enforced.395

In relation to parking in Corroboree Park, TAMS responded that they are taking action to
address this issue. Some of their actions could be extended to other areas. With greater
control of parking restrictions it will be necessary to identify sites used for public events
where existing parking arrangements might be unclear, for example at sporting facilities.
There might be peak parking events at these venues, for example a football match with a
large crowd, or short-term parking needs, for example a local swimming pool. It will be
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Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, Land Management and Planning,
TAMS, received 27 May 2010, p. 38 (Appendix F).
Public Submission to the Tree Investigation, Submission 7, p. 1 (Appendix O).
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necessary to develop strategies to address parking at these sites, which could include
delineated parking areas, short-term parking zones, controlled over-flow parks areas,
enforcement of illegal parking on verges and in public space, as well as raising public
awareness. It is also necessary to consider the safety of government staff or contractors who
work on the verge and in doing so identify alternative parking strategies.
It is proposed that parking and tree protection be given higher priority. As this is a complex
issue that will involve several agencies and the support of the community, a strategic
approach is advocated to identify priority areas and issues. Some priority issues include:
•
•
•

informing the community of the effect on trees of parking on verges and in parks and
then targeting some priority areas to ensure enforcement using on-the-spot fines
legislative changes to issue on-the-spot fines for parking on public open spaces
developing a system for all government or government agency staff and contractors to
ensure that only vehicles associated with essential maintenance operations are allowed
to park on verges and enter parks. Those vehicles allowed on a verge or in a park could
have an authorisation displayed on the vehicle.

Recommendation 6
Update existing standards and codes and address emerging issues related to
habitat protection, canopy cover, solar access and protection, sustainable reuse of timber, tree irrigation, vehicular parking and information management
by:
6J

better control of parking to protect urban trees by:
•
raising community awareness of the importance of not parking
under trees on verges and in parks; and highlighting where parking
is permitted
•

targeting priority areas to ensure enforcement using on-the-spot
fines

•

legislative changes to issue on-the-spot fines for parking on public
open spaces

•

developing a system for all government or government agency staff
and contractors to ensure that only vehicles associated with
essential maintenance operations park on verges and enter parks;
vehicles on a verge or in a park could have an authorisation
displayed (see Recommendation 8)
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5.4

Urban tree information management

A tree condition assessment form (Appendix R) that was introduced in late 2009 is used by
TAMS—the agency which undertakes the largest number of assessments and makes
decisions that affect the largest number of trees in Canberra. This form allows a large number
of trees to be assessed quickly. It was used by TAMS to assess trees under their ‘Dangerous’
and ‘Hazardous’ Tree Removal Program in April 2010. The assessment form is used to
evaluate the level of risk, which is important to determine suitable management actions.
In the Interim report on street and park tree removals undertaken by the Department of
Territory and Municipal Services (TAMS) under classification of ‘dangerous’ and
‘hazardous’ trees (Appendix M) it was recommended that the form be modified to include
consideration of retaining a tree for habitat and assessment of planting options; this was
agreed (Appendix N).
TAMS’s tree condition assessment form, used by the Urban Tree Management Unit, could be
used as a basis for a consistent assessment method by all ACT agencies. It is acknowledged
that the Tree Protection Unit in TAMS uses a different form to the one mentioned above. Its
form is very complex, to explicitly reflect requirements under the Act. This Tree
Investigation proposes that the Act be amended to cover unleased lands and therefore
assessments on these areas, and leased lands, should be consistent. Developing a common
assessment and recording method would reassure the community that there is consistency
across all land tenures. It would also simplify the process for contractors and consultants,
who would know what information they would need to collect in advance. If all trees are
assessed using the same criteria and form, then comparing assessments will be possible.
Some local councils in Australia have started to mandate the information needed on tree
assessment forms and in 2008 the Council Arboriculture Victoria published draft guidelines
for arboriculture reports.396 If individual agencies need to collect additional information, a
specific field could be included on the form.
An advantage of TAMS’s tree assessment method is that it has been designed to be recorded
electronically and to locate the individual trees in a Geographic Information System (GIS).
Similar systems are used in both the City of Melbourne397 and Hume City Council.398
Recording the geographic position of trees allows them to be recorded in the TAMS mapping
system and asset register, known as IAMS—Integrated Asset Management System. This
recording of individual trees is important as it recognises green infrastructure as being equal
to other forms of infrastructure, such as roads and footpaths, and allows it to be strategically
managed. In recording a tree as an asset the system can record its condition at a certain point
in time and include a history of maintenance works performed on it. This level of recording
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Arboricultural reporting guidelines for developments, Council Arboriculture Victoria, 10 December 2008,
http://www.cavinc.org//images/docs/cav_arboricultural_reporting_developments_v1_dec08.pdf.
Personal communication, Mr Ian Shears, City of Melbourne, 12 May 2010.
Personal communication, Mr Jason Summers, Hume City Council, 12 May 2010.
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keeping would provide a history of the tree, should a claim for damages be made against the
government. Accordingly, a common across-government tree registry should be created.
Given that TAMS, of all government agencies, has the greatest number of trees to maintain
and a system already developed and implemented to record trees as assets, it seems
reasonable that this system be extended to other agencies and government corporations.
Using the IAMS system would require some modifications to the system to record the
responsible agency relative to a specific tree, such as the Department of Education and
Training, the Department of Territory and Municipal Services or Department of Land and
Property Services. Any resource implications would need to be resolved between the
departments and corporations, possibly based on the level of use. A set of principles could
guide the use of IAMS for recording and accessing tree data by all ACT Government
agencies and corporations.
In 2010 TAMS engaged consultants to undertake a city-wide ‘windscreen’ survey of street
and urban park trees. The consultants were required to drive along streets and record the
general condition of trees as a street or landscape unit; the presence of dead or declining trees
was noted for future assessment. This survey has enabled a quick assessment across Canberra
to enable future management actions to priority areas. It is not a detailed tree-by-tree
assessment, but a one-off snapshot to help populate IAMS at a strategic level. The benefits of
this survey will be achieved if IAMS is maintained and populated at a tree-by-tree level as
opportunities permit. Populating IAMS with information on individual trees is expected to be
an ongoing process, and it might take many years to capture all trees. However, in low-risk
areas individual trees might not require assessment. The Shire of Yarra Ranges in east
Melbourne assesses trees in different areas at different intervals, which means that very highrisk streets are assessed every one to two years; high-risk streets every two to three years;
moderate-risk streets every three to five years; and low-risk streets are assessed on request.399
Councils with a small tree population, for example 65 000 trees, might assess the total tree
population every one to two years,400 whereas Hume City Council in Melbourne’s northern
growth corridor are using a four- to five-year cycle, with trees in high-risk areas assessed
every one to two years. The results of both are used to program maintenance works.401 It
would be necessary to determine a suitable assessment cycle for Canberra, and four to five
years appears reasonable for trees in urban streets. If the cycle between assessments is much
longer than this, the tree condition could substantially change between assessments.
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Anon., Shire of Yarra Ranges tree management plan 2009, Version 1.0, 6 May 2010.
Personal communication between Mr Ian Shears, City of Melbourne, and Dr Matthew Parker, OCSE, 23
March 2010.
Personal communication between Mr Jason Summers, Hume City Council, and Dr Matthew Parker,
OCSE, 7 December 2010.
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Recommendation 6
Update existing standards and codes and address emerging issues related to
habitat protection, canopy cover, solar access and protection, sustainable reuse of timber, tree irrigation, vehicular parking and information management
by:
6K

developing principles to guide the use of IAMS—Integrated Asset
Management System for recording and accessing tree data by all ACT
Government agencies and corporations.

5.5

Integrating tree removal, replacement and
establishment

The removal (and non-replacement) of trees has been one of the most significant issues raised
during public consultation forums and in public submissions to this Tree Investigation. A
common reason for this concern is that residents are not aware of how decisions for tree
removals are made and in many cases there have been no replacement plantings. It is only
during this Tree Investigation that TAMS has developed a replacement policy, Management
of trees on public urban land.402
Many public submissions received recognised the need to manage risk and indicated that tree
removal decisions should first consider public safety and potential risk to buildings and
infrastructure.403 According to the ACT Insurance Authority (ACTIA)404 there have been 62
claims (an incident where a demand has been made for compensation) and 79 incidents (a
circumstance which may give rise to a claim) involving ACT Government trees/tree roots in
the past 10 years. The combined cost of claims already paid and funds allocated for existing
claims related to trees (excluding $5000 agency excess) is:
•
•
•

402

403
404

16 claims relating to ACT property damage, approximate costs of $848 801 to date
19 claims relating to third party property damage, approximate costs of $33 009 to date
27 claims relating to personal injury to a third party, approximate costs of $2 414 500 to
date.

TAMS, Management of trees on public urban land, website,
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/play/pcl/parks_reserves_and_open_places/trees_and_forests/trees/tree_policy,
accessed 15 December 2010.
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 22, p. 3, (Appendix O).
ACTIA response to questions from the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, 10 June
2010.
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With respect to small claims that are not covered by ACTIA, TAMS makes payments of
approximately $50 000 annually for claims of infrastructure damage from trees or falling tree
parts.405
So while the total claims of about $3.3 million is a significant amount of money, the number
of incidents is relatively low compared to the ACT’s population, particularly for personal
injury. For example, 27 claims over 10 years is 2.7 per year, which, in a population of
350 000, equates to a risk of approximately 1 in 130 000—a relatively low risk per person.
This rate might be low because people readily perceive a risk from trees and call the relevant
agency to address the issue.
TAMS has recorded an increase in public inquiries in recent years. From 2001 to 2004 the
number of inquiries has increased from less than 3000 to almost 8000 per year, and in the
year from August 2008, 6043 inquiries for tree-related requests were received.406 Figure 8
also shows that the number of inquiries for other categories, including tree removal and
assessment increased from 2006 to 2008, and was only slightly less in 2009. Interestingly,
inquiries about dead trees have declined over the same period. The increase in inquiries has
occurred during the drought period when people might have been more observant of the
changes in trees.
TAMS stated that the two decision-making priorities that guide its urban tree management
are:
•
•

managing risk and the safety of people and property
maintaining the amenity of the urban landscape.407

The first priority is strongly supported. However, given the information presented in this
chapter it is suggested that the second reason be amended and others added:
•
•
•
•
•

improve the amenity of the urban landscape
effectively manage emerging issues
increase the environmental and social values of the city
integrate tree management with solar access and protection
apply sustainable reuse principles in managing dead and felled trees.

These priorities should be used to guide how tree removal, replacement and establishment are
integrated to manage Canberra’s trees.
A documented and transparent tree removal process is critical. However, this alone is
insufficient as tree removal must be integrated with tree replacement and establishment. This
section considers these issues, starting with a consideration of the current ACT tree removal
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Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, Land Management and Planning,
TAMS, received 27 May 2010, pp. 21–22 (Appendix F).
Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, Land Management and Planning,
TAMS, received 27 May 2010, p. 27 (Appendix F).
Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, Land Management and Planning,
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policy. There is no policy of integrating tree removal, replacement and establishment
procedures.
es. TAMS’s removal policy is a step towards such a policy.

Figure 8:: Number of inquiries by category received by Parks, Conservation and Lands, (TAMS) from
2006 to mid-2010408

5.5.1 Current ACT tree removal policy
The current policy forr deciding about tree removals on ACT Government properties or lands
managed by the government appears to be governed by the Management of trees on public
urban land409 and A tree management
anagement and protection policy for the ACT (Environment ACT
410
2001).
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Email from Russell Watkinson, TAMS, Land Management and Planning response to additional questions
from the Commissioner, 7 July 2010.
TAMS, Management of trees on public urban land,
lan website,
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/play/pcl/parks_reserves_and_open_places/trees_and_forests/trees/tree_policy
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/play/pcl/parks_reserves_and_open_places/trees_and_forests/trees/tree_policy,
accessed 15 December 2010.
Environment ACT, Department of Urban Services, A tree management and protection policy for the ACT,
ACT Government, September 2001.
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There is a small section dealing with tree removals and the circumstances under which they
will be removed in the Management of trees on public urban land policy.411 The objective of
this policy is ‘ensuring dead and dying or dangerous trees are removed and replaced with tree
species that give expression to the original landscape design intent’.412 Section 5 of this
document states:
Removal: A strongly conservative policy is adopted towards the removal of live trees on public
land. Trees are:
Removed when they are dead, damaged or in irreversible decline; constitute a traffic hazard/other
identifiable hazard to public safety which can't be corrected by pruning; or interfering with above or
below-ground services such as power lines or water pipes and the problem is likely to require
repeated remedial action.
Considered for removal where the tree is an unsuitable species for where it is planted, such as
poplars and willows near storm water lines, or in conflict with the design intent of the landscape; are
part of a dense planting which requires thinning to promote the health of the remaining trees; or were
designated as temporary in the original landscape design and have reached the end of their intended
life span.
Not removed for reasons such as householder preference for no street tree or for a different species;
complaints about appearance (unless these are related to very poor tree health); complaints about leaf
litter or twigs; or complaints relating to tree roots protruding above the ground or competing with
lawns.
If it is necessary to remove individual living trees from nature strips, regardless of whether the tree
was planted by the ACT Government or the householder, the householder will be consulted as to the
reasons why the tree is to be removed. Where a group of trees are to be removed the level of
consultation will be more extensive. Where the removal of a street tree is necessitated for reasons
associated with a redevelopment of a block it will be replaced with a new tree of an appropriate
species in a similar location.

While this policy is seen as ‘strongly conservative’ and very generally refers to when a tree
will and will not be considered for removal, it is too brief and a detailed tree removal
guideline needs to be developed that clearly explains how tree removal decisions are made.
A Tree management and protection policy for the ACT—a document that has not been fully
adopted—provides much more detail on tree management and has a short section [policy 7.2
(v)—p. 29] on tree removal. It appears to be the original document from which the
information in the recent Management of trees on public urban land document was derived.
It is also of limited value in providing detail of why tree removals may be recommended.
There are other ACT Government guideline documents that address trees and tree
assessments; however, these documents appear to be governed by the ACT Tree Protection
Act 2005 that applies to private leased lands and requires the approval from the ACT
411
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TAMS, Management of trees on public urban land, website,
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/play/pcl/parks_reserves_and_open_places/trees_and_forests/trees/tree_policy,
accessed 15 December 2010.
TAMS, Management of trees on public urban land, website,
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/play/pcl/parks_reserves_and_open_places/trees_and_forests/trees/tree_policy,
accessed 15 December 2010.
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Conservator (proposed ACT Tree Curator) before any tree damaging activities may be
undertaken.
For consistency all tree assessments on ACT Government properties or on public lands or
those under the provision the Tree Protection Act 2005 should use the same basic criteria and
risk assessment method. However, some agencies may require additional issues to be
considered. The assessment of risk should respect the location, with areas such as school
grounds recognised as having one of the highest levels of risk. Therefore, Management of
trees on public urban land should be reviewed and amended to become part of the proposed
ACT Government tree protection and management policies and procedures guide.

5.5.2 Tree assessor qualifications and independence
There is concern in the community that healthy trees have been tagged for removal413 and
that mistakes were being made in marking trees for removal.414 Part of the concern about tree
assessment practices relates to the qualification and training of tree assessors.415 Adequate
training for tree assessors will help the community have confidence in the assessment process
that leads to a tree decision.
The Institute of Foresters of Australia (IFA) wrote in its submission:
IFA recommends that health surveillance and maintenance programs are overseen by suitably
qualified professionals. It is important that staff undertaking such work have some knowledge of
arboriculture and silviculture, tree physiology, entomology and pathology and access to experts
when required.416

Suitable qualifications and knowledge in these areas is desirable as it assists arborists to not
only assess trees for faults, but also to recommend appropriate remedial action, if available,
to extend the useful life and improve the amenity of the tree.
The Commissioner’s April 2010 Interim report on street and park tree removals undertaken
by the Department of Territory and Municipal Services (TAMS) under classification of
‘dangerous’ and ‘hazardous’ trees (Appendix M) noted the importance of knowledge and
experience for removing trees and assessing associated risk:
Assessing the condition of trees and making decisions regarding their removal requires specialist
knowledge and experience to make judgements related to risk. It is not simply sufficient to identify
that a defect is present, but there is a need to be able to determine how likely it is for a tree to fail or
become unsafe over time.417

The interim report stated that the Brisbane City Council, the City of Sydney, the City of
Melbourne and Hume City Council all require tree assessors to have a minimum level of
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Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 2, p. 1 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 8, p. 2 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submissions 8, p. 2 and submission 33, p. 4 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 33, p. 4 (Appendix O).
Interim report on street and park tree removals undertaken by the Department of Territory and Municipal
Services (TAMS) under classification of ‘dangerous’ and ‘hazardous’ trees, Commissioner for
Sustainability and the Environment, 2010, p. 24 (Appendix M).
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training at an Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF) Level 5 or Certificate 5 in
Arboriculture or Horticulture with five years’ experience or proven equivalent skills.
At the time of the interim report, TAMS staff might have had a Certificate Level 3 or 4,
although this was not required. The interim report recommended that TAMS begin to bring
all its tree assessors to a minimum level of training at an Australian Qualifications
Framework (AQF) Level 5 or Certificate 5 in Arboriculture or Horticulture.
This requirement respects the Australian Standard, Protection of Trees on Development Sites
(AS 4970 – 2009) which requires the person carrying out tree assessment to:
... be suitably experienced and competent in arboriculture, having acquired through training,
qualification (minimum Australian Qualification Framework (AQF) Level 5, Diploma of
Horticulture (Arboriculture)) and/or equivalent experience, the knowledge and skills enabling that
person to perform the tasks required by this Standard.418

The Australian Qualifications Framework ‘is a structure of recognised and endorsed
qualifications’419 that accepts learning through education, training and experience
(recognition of prior learning). Among other things, the AQF allows for people who have
been in a field of work for some time to have their on-the-job learning recognised and
articulated into other education and training.
The City of Sydney requires that all tree reports be prepared by a qualified arborist:
who holds the Diploma of Horticulture (Arboriculture) Australian Qualification Framework (AQF 5)
or equivalent with demonstrated experience in high level tree assessment and diagnosis.420

In Canberra tree assessment is undertaken by a range of people: those in TAMS, contractors
undertaking tree assessments for the government or contractors working for developers who
will submit development applications or tree management plans. All tree assessors should be
required to have the minimum level of training of a Diploma of Horticulture (Arboriculture)
Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF) Level 5 or Certificate 5 in Arboriculture or
Horticulture with a minimum of five years experience. This should include contractors who
undertake tree assessment work for any government agency. To ensure that the private sector
also uses suitably qualified people, all tree assessments or plans based on tree assessments
that require government approval should be prepared by a person with AQF Level 5 or above
with a minimum of five years experience.
One submission cautioned that arborists’ views are only part of the answer:
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Standards Australia, Protection of trees on development sites, AS 4970-2009, Standards Australia, Sydney,
Australia, 2009, p. 6.
The Australian Qualifications framework, website,
http://www.aqf.edu.au/AbouttheAQF/TheAQF/tabid/108/Default.aspx, accessed 24 December 2010.
Guidelines for arborists, City of Sydney, website,
http://www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/Environment/TreeManagement/GuidelinesForArboristsReports.asp,
accessed 24 December 2010.
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Expert arborist opinion only makes sense if the criteria on the basis of which the advice is provided
are made clear. Otherwise, one is left with the personal decision of one expert, which may represent
a quite different attitude to risk from that which the community considers appropriate.421

The required qualifications for all members of tree crews also came under the spotlight
during the Tree Investigation. There is a view in the industry that training through increasing
a crew’s skills affects new tree plantings survival and performance.
Included in any list of factors associated with the failure of tree plantings would be inadequate site
analysis, poor design, inadequate or incorrect standard specifications which are not site specific,
poor quality stock, sloppy planting practices and inadequate or destructive maintenance procedures.
It is essential that everyone involved in the process of tree planting and establishment understand the
biology and physiology of trees, their environmental requirements and the principles of soil science.
Consistently, it is the below ground aspect of planting designs and tree establishment that leads to
failures.422

The Institute of Foresters of Australia also has a view on the training of maintenance crews:
Tree maintenance contractors must be suitably qualified to undertake tasks such as pesticide
application and be able to identify and implement appropriate water, nutrition and weed management
423
regimes.

However, a minimum training requirement for all government agency tree crew members is
not being recommended, as the key issue is the quality of assessments and therefore the real
issue is the skill of the assessor. That said, agencies could assist and encourage tree
maintenance staff to undertake training and improve their formal qualifications, including by
recognising and formalising on-the-job experience. Within this context officers and
volunteers of the ACT Fire Brigade, ACT Rural Fire Service and ACT State Emergency
Service only manage urban trees when there is a significant and/or time critical incident that
is affecting community safety, or could do so. Under such circumstances a tree assessment is
not possible or appropriate. Therefore while these emergency staff should not be required to
undertake tree assessment training, they do need to know how to carry out activities in a safe
manner. It is understood that this latter issue is addressed in their emergency training.
One public submission raised an issue relating to tree assessors, stating:
Appropriate commercial practice in engaging and supervising contractors for tree removal and
replanting must be in place to ensure that conflicts of interest are not possible.424

To ensure that there is no real or perceived conflict of interest, a government tree assessor
should not be the same person who performs operational activities unless there are urgent
circumstances. However, at no time should the same contracting business who undertakes a
tree assessment also undertake the tree surgery or removal for that tree.
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Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 20, p.2 (Appendix O).
JudyFakes, ‘Planting and Establishment of Trees on Difficult Sites’ Treenet Proceedings of the 2nd
National Street Tree Symposium: 6–7 September 2001.
http://www.treenet.com.au/images/stories/symposia/2001PDFs/01TS%20PLANTING%20AND%20ESTA
BLISHMENT%20OF%20TREESON%20DIFFICULT%20SITES_JudyFakes.pdf.
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 33, p.4 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 33, p.4 (Appendix O).
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5.5.3 Principles for tree removal practices
The following principles are presented to guide any future tree removal practices.
•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

Tree removal should be avoided wherever possible and all other tree management
options considered before a removal decision is made.
Tree removal, replacement and establishment should be an integrated practice.
All tree assessments on ACT Government properties or on public lands or those
undertaken to enforce the Tree Protection Act 2005 should use the same criteria and
risk assessment method. These criteria should be made public.
Only qualified tree assessors holding a certificate of Australian Qualifications
Framework (AQF) Level 5 in Arboriculture or Horticulture with five years experience
should undertake tree assessments; those undertaking the assessment should not be
involved in the management or removal of the tree/s.
Dead trees may be left when they pose no safety issues and have characteristics that
make them desirable as habitat trees or have potential use for in situ art works,
providing local residents are consulted.
The community should be informed using standard notification procedures (Section
6.1), before any tree is removed unless it is done under urgent circumstances. A period
will be allowed for a community member to seek reconsideration. The proposed ACT
Tree Curator should determine all reconsiderations (Section 4.3.1).
Reasons for tree removals should be made public to anyone who requests them.
All tree removals should be undertaken in an environmentally responsible manner.

5.5.4 Principles for replanting
There has been significant discontent in the ACT community about trees being removed but
not replaced. Trees on residential street verges have generally not been replaced within a
reasonable time after removal or not replaced at all (Figure 9). This has led to gaps in
plantings (especially noticeable in street verge and median strip plantings) and some residents
have replanted the verge with species of their own choice. While this can be problematic if
inappropriate species have been planted, it is also understandable.
Management of trees on public urban land and A tree management and protection policy for
the ACT includes a section on tree replacement in three categories:
•
•
•

replacement of young trees to ensure the landscape design intent is achieved in new
areas
routine tree replacement to ensure the landscape design intent is retained as plantings
mature
replacement of aging trees to ensure that the original landscape design intent is retained
for future generations.

Each one of the above categories is supported by relevant policies and implementation
strategies.
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Figure 9: Trees removed in Manuka that have not been replaced (left)425 (right)426

Replacement of young trees
In A tree management and protection policy for the ACT the implementation strategy to
replace young trees is stated as trees being surveyed every two years for the next six years
after planting and if missing they are replaced. After the sixth year, they are only replaced
(with the same or similar species) if requested by the resident. In Management of trees on
public urban land the information is markedly different and states:
Trees are planted at the rate of at least one street tree per residential frontage in new suburbs. This
ensures that formal streetscapes are established as the city grows. Depending on the availability of
funding, missing trees are replaced with the same or similar species as originally planted. Residents
are encouraged to monitor and care for young trees on their nature strip to maximise survival rate.

The reason for the difference between the two documents is not known. The latter seems to
be the prevailing policy as it is published on TAMS’s website. This policy does not
specifically address vandalism of young and small trees but this issue needs to be dealt with
in the proposed tree removal, replacement and establishment policy.
Routine tree replacement
A tree management and protection policy for the ACT states that street and park trees are
routinely replaced with a species appropriate to the landscape setting at the beginning of the
next planting season if they have had to be removed as a result of death or storm damage.
Management of trees on public urban land states:
Trees in parks or streets that have been removed for the reasons above or are missing are recorded
and routinely replanted in a later planting season. This procedure ensures that the original landscape
design intent is retained as plants mature.
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Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission number 46, p.4, (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission number 19, p.9, (Appendix O).
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The difference is that ‘... a later planting season ...’ is ambiguous. The strategy as written in A
tree management and protection policy for the ACT is more specific. However, it could be
unrealistic to assume planting would occur in the next planting season, but the next two
planting seasons might not be unrealistic. It is important that residents have an idea when the
replacement will occur.
Replacing ageing trees
A tree management and protection policy for the ACT sets out the establishment and
maintenance of a database that includes the health and condition of the tree which is then
used to develop tree replacement programs. TAMS has started developing this system,
incorporating trees into the existing Integrated Asset Management System (IAMS). In doing
this, trees can be recorded either individually or as a landscape unit, such as a street.
Management of trees on public urban land states:
Ageing trees in parks and streetscapes are subject to strategic tree replacement programs. Parks and
streets where aging (sic) trees need to be removed and replaced are identified and subject to funding,
these sites are included on the annual tree replacement program. This ensures that the original
landscape design intent is retained for future generations. Local residents are informed of the reasons
for the replacement of street trees and consulted to ensure that their wishes are taken into
consideration.427

Again there is a specific reference to the availability of funding for replacement. The wishes
of residents are also taken into consideration.
In all three categories it is important that emerging issues such as solar access and protection
be included, as discussed in Section 5.3.3.
The following principles are proposed to guide any future tree replacement practices:
•

•
•

427

Tree replacements should be guided by context and by emerging issues, for example,
solar access and protection; knowledge of tree species performance, environmental
considerations for example, role as a corridor.
When an assessment is made about removing a tree, the location should be checked to
determine if an appropriate replacement will be planted.
The community should be informed whether or not a tree is to be replaced using a
standard notification procedure for tree removal (Section 6.1). If the tree is not being
replaced, they should be informed of the reason. If a tree is to be replaced they will be
informed of the process or the likely trees species to be planted with an indicative
timing. A period will be allowed for a community member to seek reconsideration. All
reconsiderations will be determined by the proposed ACT Tree Curator (Section 4.3.1).

TAMS, Management of trees on public urban land, website,
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/play/pcl/parks_reserves_and_open_places/trees_and_forests/trees/tree_policy,
accessed 28 February 2011.
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5.5.5 Principles for tree establishment
In a phone discussion, Jerry Alderman, president and CEO of Openlands in Chicago, said:
tree planting is not just about numbers – planting 1 Million trees is no good if they die... if you don’t
take care of them; it’s quality that matters.428

The Canberra climate can be severe on newly planted trees. After due consideration of the
site design, selection of the best species for the site and the quality of the planted stock, the
initial post-planting care of the trees is critical if the tree is to be given the best chance of
performing. As trees planted on public lands can be subject to a variety of environmental
influences, they are generally semi-advanced to advanced specimens. This type of stock is
expensive, so it is prudent to provide care after planting to protect this investment.
Most local governments use contractors to plant trees in streets and parks. The contractors are
then responsible for the post-planting care.429 The establishment program often costs more
than the initial planting and typically lasts for one to two years; although a few councils
might use longer programs with varying levels of intervention. The City of Melbourne and
Boroondara City Council both use a two-year establishment program; the cost of supplying,
planting and establishing a tree costs $560 and $350 to $400 respectively.430
It is difficult to locate detailed written establishment procedures, and when they are available
they are usually very brief. The Interim report on street and park tree removals undertaken
by the Department of Territory and Municipal Services (TAMS) under classification of
‘dangerous’ and ‘hazardous’ trees (Appendix M) describes the establishment programs of
various councils including Brisbane which has a 12-month program with 22 irrigation events;
whereas Hume City Council has a 24-month program with up to 40 irrigations per year.
Currently in the ACT due to the general dry conditions, newly planted trees by TAMS might
be irrigated four to five times per year for three years. Accordingly, an establishment program
that includes a realistic irrigation program based on local conditions should be used for tree
planting in public lands of Canberra.
A tree management policy and protection policy for the ACT431 contains two policies and
seven implementation strategies, but these do not refer to establishment procedures. The
current Management of trees on public urban land432 does not refer to plant establishment at
all. Design standards for urban infrastructure 22—Soft landscape design433 covers mulching
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Personal communication, Mr Jerry Alderman, Openlands, 27 May 2010.
Personal communication, Simon Gordon, River City Garden & Lawn, Pty. Ltd., 28 April 2010.
Personal communication, Ian Shears, City of Melbourne, and Stuart Campbell, City of Boroondara, 12
May 2010.
Environment ACT, Department of Urban Services, A tree management and protection policy for the ACT,
ACT Government, September 2001.
TAMS, Management of trees on public urban land, website,
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/play/pcl/parks_reserves_and_open_places/trees_and_forests/trees/tree_policy,
accessed 15 December 2010.
Department of Urban Services, Design standard for urban infrastructure—22 Soft landscape design,
undated, website, http://www.tams.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0013/12541/ds22_softlandscape.pdf,
accessed 24 December 2010.
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materials, aspects of ground preparation and tree staking and guards, but it is more related to
design factors.
Specifying a tree establishment period is challenging as it will vary according to local and
seasonal conditions. While a two-year establishment program is used in parts of Melbourne,
TAMS indicate that an adaptive management approach with flexibility and less irrigations per
year for three years, provides better outcomes in terms of successful tree growth in
Canberra.434 Adaptive management involves routine monitoring with management initiatives
such as watering responding to the needs of the tree. In Section 5.2.1.5 it is proposed that the
use of green infrastructure technologies, for example water-sensitive urban design, be used to
help manage urban trees.
The following principles are proposed to guide any future tree establishment practices.
•

•

Trees planted will be subjected to a three-year establishment program with trees being
monitored to allow adaptive management according to a tree’s performance and local
conditions.
Promote the use of green infrastructure technologies (for example, water-sensitive
urban design).

Recommendation 7
Develop a policy for guiding the integration of tree removal, replacement and
establishment based on principles that include:
•
•

•
•
•

434

tree removal, replacement and establishment being an integrated process
all tree assessments being undertaken:
o
using the same basic criteria and risk assessment method with
allowance for some agencies to use additional criteria
o
by a person with an Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF)
Level 5 or Certificate 5 in Arboriculture or Horticulture, or high level
of training with a minimum of five years experience
o
independently so that the tree assessor/contractor is not the same
person/contractor who performs tree surgery, unless urgent
circumstances exist
tree removal being avoided wherever possible with all other tree
management options considered before a decision to remove is made
a replacement tree being planted unless circumstances prohibit it
trees being planted under a three-year establishment program with trees
being monitored to allow adaptive management according to a tree’s
performance and local conditions

Personal communication between Ms Fleur Flanery, TAMS, and Dr Matthew Parker, OCSE, 28 February
2011.
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•

•
•

the community being informed using standard notification procedures
before any tree removal, unless it is done under urgent circumstances. A
period will be allowed for a community member to seek reconsideration.
All reconsiderations should be undertaken by the proposed ACT Tree
Curator
reasons for tree removals being made public to anyone who requests
all tree removals being undertaken in an environmentally responsible
manner.

5.6 Contract management
5.6.1 ACT Government tree contractors
Contractors are frequently used by councils to undertake tree management activities. ACT
government agencies also employ tree contractors. Their engagement has been guided since
2003 by a Department of Treasury guideline outlining the policy under which contractors
might be used:
Use of contractors should be undertaken to:
•

alleviate short term staff shortages, and/or

•

obtain expertise that is not otherwise available within the department.

Engagement of contractors should be undertaken in accordance with the highest standards of probity
and should be, and be seen to be, without prejudice or favour.435

The use of contractors is done within an extensive framework of legislation, guidelines,
directions, instructions and policies. Departments face scrutiny from the ACT Legislative
Assembly, particularly through the Budget Estimates process and annual reporting
requirements that all contracts above $20 000 must be listed. The ACT Auditor-General
independently assesses departments’ compliance with procurement procedures.
TAMS outlined some of its guidelines in its annual report:
TAMS uses contractors to provide services to the community. During 2009–10 the procurement
selection and management processes for all contractors, including consultants, complied with the
Government Procurement Act 2001, Government Procurement Regulation 2007, and policy
circulars.

436

TAMS specified how it uses contractors for tree management:
During the past 10 years, PCL has used a mix of contractors and in-house teams to deliver tree
maintenance programs. Current contracts are in-place for the supply of plant and equipment,
including trucks, chippers, travel towers, water trucks, crane trucks and stump cutting. Contracts are
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ACT Treasury, Better practice guidelines, Chief Executive financial instructions, Chapter 2.8.2: Use of
Contractors, p. 1, http://www.treasury.act.gov.au/accounting/download/bp2_17.doc.
TAMS, 2009–2010 Annual Report, p. 101,
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0017/205226/Volume_1_09-10.pdf.
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also in-place for the supply of labour hire personnel. The majority of the dead and drought-affected
tree removals (~18,500) over the past seven years have been carried out by contractors.437

The use of contracts enables TAMS access to specialised equipment with skilled operators
according to annual or seasonal requirements. TAMS provided some details of its total tree
management budget and the amount spent on contractors (Table 6).438
Table 6: Expenditure on contractors according to contract type (2007–08 to 2009–10) converted to 2010
dollars (using a CPI increase of 3% per annum)
Type of contract

Plant and equipment

2007-08
$

2008-09
$

2009-10
$
(expected outcome)

1 067 420

1 030 000

1 000 000

Water trucks

477 000

463 500

448 000

Stump cutting

63 600

61 800

60 000

Labour hire

661 440

515 000

200 000

Dead tree removal

634 940

401 700

330 000

Electricity clearance

339 200

0

–

3 243 600

2 472 000

2 038 000

Total

The amount allocated to tree removal by contractors in 2008–09 ($401 700) and 2009–10
($330 000) was the total expenditure for those years (see Table 7 below), indicating that the
dead tree removal was a program undertaken by contractors. Department staff also remove
some trees.
Table 7: Budget summary for urban tree management (2007–08 to 2009–10) converted to 2010 dollars
(using a CPI increase of 3% per annum)
2007-08
$
Year base

2008-09
$

2009-10
$

4 147 707

3 343 346

3 650 000

Supplementary funding for water

263 940

329 600

328 000

Funding allocated for dead trees

846 940

401 700

330 000

5 258 587

4 074 646

4 308 000

Total tree management budget

Base totals have historically been variable depending on ACT Government allocation to PCL and its predecessors.
Capital works funding amounts have not been included in the total tree management budget amounts.
Departmental funding includes funds redirected intra-department additional to trees base.

Other tree management tasks allocated to contractors might include specialist assessments,
some research and some involvement in tree planting through the Tree Replacement
Program. There might be an advantage in contractors working on ACT Government tasks as

437
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Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, Land Management and Planning,
TAMS, received 27 May 2010, p. 30 (Appendix F).
Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, Land Management and Planning,
TAMS, received 27 May 2010, p. 30 (Appendix F).
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they would be identified with appropriate vehicle markings. Brisbane City Council requires
that their tree contractors are readily identified as working for them, including having their
vehicles marked with relevant magnetic signs.
TAMS has procedures in place with ACT Procurement Solutions for the development and
selection of tenders, and in-house contract management:
All contract management processes including assessment and auditing are governed by the ACT
Government procurement guidelines and carried out in consultation with ACT Procurement
Solutions staff. Procurement Solutions is involved in the development of all Request for Tender
documentation and associated contracts, whilst contract administration and management is carried
out in-house by suitably skilled staff who normally have undertaken a Level IV training in Contract
Management. Contracts are managed in accordance with the contract management plans that have
approval from Executive Level officers within TAMS.
Contractors are required to provide weekly reports and members of the urban tree management team
randomly audit the quality of work after it has been signed off as completed. If work is not
completed as required contractors are required to return to work sites to bring sites up to
specification.439

There was no evidence presented to the Tree Investigation or even allegations made of
improper awarding of contracts. Nonetheless, other issues were raised in public submissions,
and these are considered helpful in improving the management of contractors.
Some people thought that the problem was with the government and that the contractors
were, or should be, working within a larger framework. One submission said that the overall
objective needed to be sorted out before tree management could be properly addressed:
The objective of maintaining the survival and health of trees is critical to Canberra’s reputation as a
planned city ... the ACT Government should first publicly commit itself to the principle that trees are
integral to Canberra’s identity and reputation and that individual trees in Canberra should only be
removed if they are found to be dying. Only then is it relevant to ask whether … appropriate
safeguards and regulations should be introduced to ensure contractors follow best practice (ref. 8).440

Another said that appropriate safeguards were:
Not required. Most people want to save trees, unlike our criminal government of vandals. Moreover
‘best practice’ as used in connection with the environment is usually a weapon wielded by those with
subjectively political or ideological agendas. Contracting by governments is not a new practice or
science. The ACT government needs to be transparent in its motives and fair and just in setting out
its rules for contractors.441

And another thought that matters could be dealt with through codes of practice:
Contractors surely have a code of practice both professional and laid down by those issuing the
contracts?442
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Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, Land Management and Planning,
TAMS, received 27 May 2010, p. 37 (Appendix F).
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Another suggested that there might need to be additional measures to deal with accidental or
deliberate damage and removal:
The performance of contractors is a matter for government program managers. It may be necessary
to increase insurance and punishments to cover the full and future value of accidentally or
deliberately damaged or removed trees.443

Other submissions had concerns about the resourcing and competence of the contractors. One
submission stated:
Canberra’s park and street trees are being poorly maintained by the ACT Government. There is very
little remedial pruning carried out on these trees, and when this does occur it is often of a poor
standard (perhaps it is carried out by inexperienced local contractors).444

This suggestion might have more to do with resourcing (considered in Chapter 8) than with
contractors. Others also suggested that reduced resourcing had led to reduced expertise in
government agencies and that this had led to the use of contractors who advocated policies
based on reducing costs:
Smaller government, with its concomitant outsourcing of services, together with fear of litigation in
the event of branches falling, have been the twin sources of the ACT government’s sudden perceived
need to fell trees. The tree experts in government have been downsized and the work of
implementing the new ‘tree policy’ ‘outsourced’ to non-expert sub-contractors, who have chosen to
remove whole clumps of trees at a time, rather than individually according to the actual health of the
tree, in order to ‘save costs’.445

However, all tree removals are approved by TAMS.
Another submission related the use of contractors to reduced resources:
The need for regular maintenance was recognised in earlier times when there were dedicated teams
of tree surgeons for each suburb. The teams knew their area, developed a stewardship role in relation
to the local treescape and took professional pride in their region of responsibility. This is what is
again needed. Ad hoc contractors are no substitute.446

If such resources were ever available as suggested in some submissions, it is no longer the
case. Some additional resources are recommended in this report, and changes to policy along
with a strategic overview of the treed landscape will provide greater consistency, contractors
or not.
One submission saw a problem with contracts and suggested a particular remedy:
The time taken to replace trees that have been removed seems inordinately long and, in some cases,
it has taken years before the new replacement trees were planted. The new trees are often left to
manage their own survival after the short term maintenance contract has expired. The replacement
trees that do not survive are rarely replaced.
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The Government should review its contractual practices with the view to moving to ‘whole of life’
contracts that consider the removal, replacement and maintenance as part of one contractual
process.447

This approach would mean a far greater use of contractors and much lengthier contracts than
is currently the case. However, it is a practice that the Brisbane City Council employs with
some significant benefits, although it is likely to be more costly than managing some aspects
using departmental staff.
The expertise of contractors is recognised by some community members:
Some Canberra community responses to removal and replanting of trees within the public realm
have been outrage [sic] by the affected locals. This outrage has been accompanied by rejection of
ACT Government, Parks Conservation and Lands risk assessment and expert advice from consultant
arborists.
ACT Parks Conservation and Lands, in concert with the consultant arborists of Canberra, are
managing the urban forest for the interests of the community and the continuation of the urban
forest.
Would the same reaction be forthcoming should the ACT Government refurbish the road pavement
or the footpath? These and the trees are all ACT Government assets.
Individuals should not have such a disproportionate influence on the implementation of public urban
forest management of an ACT Government asset.
The professional ACT Government tree managers and professional consultant arborist expert
opinions should not be dismissed so quickly.448

Another submission suggested that there needed to be minimum standards for contractors and
that their work should be monitored:
… there should be agreed Australian standards for contractors as to adequate training and
certification …
… contractors’ work should be monitored at the time of work by TAMS officers, and this process
documented.449

It is agreed that all tree assessors regardless of whether they are government staff or
contractors should hold a minimum qualification, as discussed in Section 5.5.2. Regarding
monitoring contractors, TAMS requires that contractors provide weekly reports and the
quality of the completed work is randomly audited by departmental staff.
There should be procedures in place so that potential conflicts of interest are avoided,
particularly for a contractor providing an assessment then undertaking the tree surgery work.
This was addressed in Section 5.5.2. The general principle should be that contractors cannot
quote to undertake or actually undertake tree surgery they have recommended.
A recent TAMS contract for tree removal was considered: Panel arrangement for urban tree
removal projects on behalf of Territory and Municipal Services (6 March 2010). It could be
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improved by specifying that a tree assessor could not undertake tree surgery or removal on
any trees they assess.
It is important that all future contracts take account of revised government policies as would
be the case in the proposed ACT Government tree protection and management policies and
procedures guide.
One submission pointed out:
There are different categories of contractors: those engaged by TAMS, the NCA and others
specifically to assist with tree management, and those engaged by developers, government and
private landholders for construction and other projects.450

This raises the issue of contract management on projects other than those specifically related
to tree activities. An examination of the template for production of contracts—ACT
Procurement Solutions: Guideline for production of tenders and contracts for construction
projects using AS2124-1992 general conditions of contract451, has mandatory requirements
for the general protection of trees and flora:
5.04
5.04.1

EXISTING FLORA
The Contractor must protect from damage all trees and other plants that:
(a)
(b)
(c)

5.04.2

are shown or specified to be retained;
are beyond the limits allowed to the Contractor; or
which need not be removed or damaged for construction operations.

If trees, shrubs, lawns or gardens (“flora”) are affected by the Works, the Contractor must:
(a)

give 14 days written notice (prior to commencing the Works) to Parks,
Conservation and Lands (PCL); and

(b)

comply with any request or direction by PCL in relation to the flora.

While the contract might require money to be put aside as security, there is no specific
requirement for financial penalties if trees are damaged. Such a contract condition would
seem appropriate given the importance of trees to the Canberra community. Also given that
parking vehicles under trees on verges and in parks has been a problem, this issue could also
be addressed in a contract condition.
Furthermore the suite of documents included with standard contracts452 indicates that Acts,
Australian Standards, departmental standards and Design Standards for Urban Infrastructure
make up the contract; however, there is no specific reference to documents protecting trees,
such as the TAMS Reference document 4—landscape management and protection plans
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(LMPP). The protection of trees could be improved by Procurement Solutions including
specific reference to this document and the inclusion of the proposed ACT Government tree
protection and management policies and procedures guide.

Recommendation 8
Provide greater protection for urban trees affected by ACT Government
contract procurement processes by amending the Guideline for production of
tenders and contracts for construction projects using AS2124–1992 general
conditions of contract to include:
•
•
•
•

provisions to control contractors parking so that trees on verges and in
parks are protected when undertaking work for the ACT Government (see
Recommendation 6J)
financial penalties if trees are damaged
specifying that the contractor undertaking a tree assessment should not
undertake tree surgery or removal of any trees they assess
as a supporting document, the TAMS reference document 4—landscape
management and protection plans (LMPP) and the proposed ACT
Government tree protection and management policies and procedures
guide (when written).

5.6.2 Power line clearance
This section considers the working relationship between the land managers (TAMS) and the
utility provider (ActewAGL). For more than 20 years the Territory and ActewAGL have been
jointly involved in clearing urban trees from utility lines, where the Territory originally:
... opted to undertake the clearing of urban street trees and other vegetation from ActewAGL
overhead power line assets. The Territory decided that this was the best approach to ensure the
visual amenity of the vegetation was maintained to an acceptable community standard while still
453
achieving the required clearance from ActewAGL's Electricity Network Facilities...

In response to charges for providing power line outages TAMS and ActewAGL developed a
joint program for contracting live line clearance pruning in parts of the city in 2005 and 2006.
The initial clearance program was jointly funded by TAMS and ActewAGL, costing
approximately $120 000 for ActewAGL and $158 000 for TAMS, with TAMS financially
responsible for the subsequent cyclic clearance of about $224 000 in 2006–07 and $320 000
in 2007–08.454 When the contractor withdrew from the contract in 2008 TAMS took over the
maintenance for non-urgent tree clearance operations in urban areas with ActewAGL
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providing the power outages to enable the works. It is understood that this arrangement was
preferred by TAMS.455 The cost of this work to TAMS in 2009–2010 was around $40 000
(just under 2 per cent of TAMS’s budget).456 For the first six months of 2010–11 the cost to
TAMS was around $45 000.457 ActewAGL carries the cost of assessment and reports on
urban street vegetation and its emergency tree clearance pruning, as well as clearance pruning
in rural areas.458
With the existing arrangements it is clear that the driver for the tree works is the clearing of
powerlines. Therefore TAMS is still undertaking the work to maintain ActewAGL’s asset,
behaving as a contractor to ActewAGL—essentially taking this resource away from
managing urban trees for the community.
The Commissioner requested advice from the ACT Government Solicitor about who should
be legally responsible for managing vegetation in power easements on unleased public lands
in the ACT. The ACT Government Solicitor advised that:
1)

In my view, ActewAGL is legally responsible for clearing and managing vegetation under
powerlines in the ACT.

2)

With respect to trees and vegetation emanating from private land, ActewAGL has a limited
right to share the responsibility with the relevant owner/occupier. However, this right does
not apply with respect to trees or vegetation on unleased Territory land.459

The approach to pruning in power line easements between TAMS and ActewAGL is not
reflected in other jurisdictions. In South Australia, in non-bushfire prone areas, a tree
trimming program is agreed between the electricity entity and the local council, although the
electricity entity is responsible.460 In Brisbane City Council, the utility company ENERGX
funds and manages cyclic and emergency tree trimming to clear overhead powerlines in the
Brisbane City Council area.461 Brisbane City Council has a memorandum of understanding
with ENERGEX, which includes a list of agreed species for planting, and provisions for the
removal of inappropriate species, notification of officers before cyclic work starts, special
pruning clearance to avoid over-pruning of slow growing species, and a program where
ENERGEX can request and pay for tree removal, with Council undertaking the replanting.462
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Given the need for TAMS to focus on managing urban street and park trees for the
community, it should not continue to be a contractor to ActewAGL. ActewAGL should be
accountable for managing contracts for power line clearance pruning, with TAMS ensuring
that protocols are in place for ACT Government tree policies to be realised and for quality
control. Specifications for power line clearance pruning works should be endorsed by TAMS,
and be consistent with 4373-2007—Pruning of amenity trees. The memorandum between
Brisbane City Council and ENERGEX may help TAMS and ActewAGL define their future
working arrangements for managing urban vegetation under powerlines.

Recommendation 12 addresses power line clearance.
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6

Communication and community engagement

Communication with the community on tree issues has been a common theme in submissions
and consultations to the Tree Investigation. Comments from participants in the community
forums in February included ‘the Canberra community is interested in all of Canberra’s trees
not just in their suburb’ and ‘how can we help preserve and care for our street trees?’ and
‘how does the community become informed?’463
While public submissions specifically concerned with communication and consultation only
accounted for 6 per cent of issues (Chapter 1, Table 2); it has often been a point of discussion
in the media, at workshops and has led to other issues emerging:
... the current tree management program of the ACT Government has failed to convince me, and
many people I’ve spoken to, that it understands the issues and values that the Canberra people have
for and with their trees.464

Some submissions were critical of past communications practices:
... providing advice randomly to concerned locals is probably a good reason for the distrust that
exists between ACT Gov't and residents.465

Many submissions made suggestions with one stating:
... any major changes to the city tree-scape must be followed up by a campaign to inform the public
about the reasons and intended goals.466

One submission stated in regards to a TAMS tree replacement program that:
Consultation with residents gave opportunity for comment on proposals (we appreciated the
opportunity to indicate a preference between two species, but would have accepted either of the tree
types proposed. TAMS are, after all, the custodian of the Unleased land and owner / manager of
official street trees and we would have accepted the decision of Department staff).467

A need for greater community engagement was expressed to foster a greater understanding:
... the community is largely ignorant of what management practices government has in place, and so
forms an opinion of what is observed in its local area.468
There is a need for greater engagement with the community to foster increased understanding of the
need to ‘normalise’ the Canberra urban forest towards a more diverse range of species and plant
communities over a longer timeframe—especially in terms of renewal and regrowth planting
program.469

The bird forum on 19 February 2010 identified community education and engagement as a
high priority and recognised:
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the diversity of communities and the need to consider and apply the most appropriate methods to
assess and engage the different communities.470

It has been evident throughout this Tree Investigation that opinions in the community are
mixed about how trees have been, and should be, managed. Chapter 1 of this report described
the Strategic Communications Workshop held on 13–14 May 2010, where an opinion
charting exercise by Dr Simon Niemeyer mapped differences in community perspectives.471
While it identified five differing perspectives among attendees, the opinion charting also
identified the very strong shared desire to maintain Canberra’s trees as part of its overall
urban character, but ‘beyond this core concern there are a number of potentially competing
demands.’472 The workshop invited discussions on tree matters, including tree management
and communication. While some different perspectives came from rather intractable
positions, Niemeyer473 indicated that through the process a simple consensus started to
emerge that is:
... oriented around the way in which the issue is managed: specifically the way in which stakeholders
are engaged. When it comes to community engagement and communication, there appears to be a
move during the workshop in favour of broad approaches involving the community that are
informative and, in ideal cases, inclusive, but not prescriptive in terms of specific actions dealing
with specific trees.

TAMS identified the need for a strategic approach to communication on tree management,
and a communication and community engagement strategy was developed for the Urban
Forest Renewal Program (UFRP) and approved in May 2009. The plan had three stages:
•
•
•

inform stakeholders at a broad-scale across Canberra
engage with stakeholders to identify the issues and potential solutions
involve stakeholders in on-ground actions. 474

The communication strategy’s first stage was to inform the Canberra public about the
program by raising awareness. However, given the community concern about the program
and the department’s management of trees, the ACT Government deferred the UFRP in
November 2009, including implementation of the communication strategy, pending the
outcome and government response to this Tree Investigation. Many of the communication
strategy’s proposals to engage and inform the community could still be deployed with a
change of focus to emphasise care and maintenance. Any future communication strategy will
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have to be coordinated across all agencies and bodies that manage trees, as the community is
generally unaware which agency is responsible for particular trees.
The remainder of this chapter discusses communication and community engagement from the
perspective recommended in Chapter 2—the need to focus on tree care and maintenance, but
it is also acknowledged that there is a need for tree removal and replacement.

6.1 Communication, consultation and notification
Communication recommendations were made in the Interim report on street and park tree
removals undertaken by the Department of Territory and Municipal Services (TAMS) under
classification of ‘dangerous’ and ‘hazardous’ trees (the interim report).475 Many of these
have been or are being implemented (Table 4). In developing the communication
recommendations, practices in other jurisdictions were considered. Some recommendations
in the interim report are repeated in this Tree Investigation report and should guide
communication with the community on trees.
In February 2010 the Commissioner considered a complaint about the removal of street trees
in front of a new development in Ijong Street, Braddon. This involved removing three verge
trees to allow for a driveway crossing over the nature strip. Two of the trees were assessed to
be in fair condition with medium longevity expected. While all the correct procedures were
undertaken by ACTPLA and TAMS, ACTPLA approved removal of the trees without
notifying TAMS or adjacent residents.476 While there was no lapse in the current procedures,
the process would have been improved if ACTPLA had communicated by notifying relevant
agencies and residents in the local area before the trees were removed. This could be
addressed by ACTPLA adopting the existing notification procedures now used by TAMS
based on the recommendations the interim report mentioned above.
Poor communication about forthcoming tree removals was part of several complaints to the
Commissioner in 2009 and 2010. Complaints have centred on the timing of the notification of
the works, information provided to justify removals and the number of people notified. In
November 2009, street trees were removed from Captain Cook Crescent, Griffith, as part of
the annual tree replacement program. While adjacent residents were given letters months
before the removal explaining the works, there was no signage to inform people visiting the
area—which is near a busy shopping centre. Similarly with the ‘Tall Tree’ in Corroboree
Park, Ainslie, there was initially limited information provided to the community about the
works and it was only after some media coverage and the involvement of senior public
servants that a more informative discussion was held with the community.
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Another example of poor communication and notification occurred in July 2010. A resident
in Eungella Street, Duffy, only discovered that the ‘green’ tree in front of her neighbour’s
house was to be removed when the works crew started removing branches and cutting the
trunk. In this case the works stopped when the OCSE became involved. A removal sign was
then placed on the tree (Figure 10) and TAMS officers met with the resident to explain the
reasons for removal. Another issue involved a tree in Hack Street, O’Connor, where a
resident was assured by letter from TAMS that a tree on the front verge would be retained.
Yet they had to ask the tree surgeon, commissioned by TAMS, to stop cutting it. When
TAMS senior management was made aware of the situation, action was taken to give the tree
care to try and retain it (Figure 10). TAMS continues to monitor the tree and in February
2011 it is reported to be doing well.477 Some of these issues have occurred since TAMS
adopted new notification procedures, thereby illustrating the challenge of making changes
within an agency.

Figure 10: Removal of a tree in Hack St, O’Connor
(left) commenced after the resident was informed
that the tree would be retained, 3 June 2010. Tree
removal notification in Eungella St Duffy (right)
only occurred after the tree had been cut, 6 July
2010 (Photographs OCSE).

Many people in the community consider all government agencies as ‘the government’, no
matter how nuanced the differences might seem to the dedicated public servants within those
agencies. It is therefore important that all agencies operate with a level of consistency so that
people know what to expect when a tree is proposed for removal. There should be no
difference to the public which a government agency or part of TAMS manages a tree;
communication procedures should be similar.
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One submission stated that tree assessments can help members of the public get better
information:
Information about dangerous or hazardous trees should be public and available. It should be easy to
get the tree surgeons report on hazardous trees and that information should be available before
removal.
This is necessary because the community is awash with stories of perfectly healthy trees or treatable
trees being removed. In my area citizens chop up fallen branches before the ACT Government find
them because they have seen [that] a fallen branch triggers the immediate removal of whole trees.
The principle should be all about transparency and partnerships.478

The recommendations on notification practices are designed to improve transparency in
decisions and provide a basic level of community information. They provide for further
information if requested and build confidence in the assessment and decision-making process.
Another submission stated that there is no consultation with the local community:
Most controversially, large mature trees that might be in declining health but not actually dead are
removed without any consultation with the local community.479

The recommendations for improved notification practices recognise that the ACT
Government is responsible for managing and maintaining trees in public areas. While
community input is important, it is not practical to consult on every decision affecting trees in
public areas. This is consistent with practices in other jurisdictions, such as Brisbane and
Melbourne, where information is provided to alert the community that an activity affecting
trees is required and people are given the opportunity to comment and discuss the issues.
Another public submission suggested that additional education and information would help
public understanding and acceptance of various factors in tree management and suggested:
With a full inventory of the street trees of Canberra such as the magnificent beginning by Pryor and
Banks, it would clearly be possible to run a coded commentary on a web site on the health of the
trees of Canberra over say a five year cycle, which alerts people to change and allows public input in
proposed changes. Such a site might well deal with ‘normal’ or anticipated outcomes from general
knowledge of the performance of the major species.
Such a site might look like:
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The point being to enable Canberra citizens to see that the urban forest is being managed, that trees
have a lifetime, that some species might be better replaced, and that some species might be better
replaced in total whereas others might have replacements of the same species made.480

This proposal would give a longer-term perspective on the trees of Canberra and would help
to provide useful information to the community. It would, however, have to be based on
accurate data. TAMS’s integrated asset management system (IAMS) discussed in Section 5.4
could ultimately be used to provide such information.
Effective communication is essential and the Yarralumla Resident’s Association is very clear
on what they consider this to be:
If one tree is listed for removal, then there should be notification to residents in that street several
weeks before planned commencement of work re:
* the proposed removal/major pruning of a tree, the reasons for this, timescale, and opportunity to
respond. Concerns need to be taken seriously and responded to adequately—not dismissed or
glossed over. If safety is the reason for removal, clear explanations of risk should be made, and the
causes of this risk.
* the replacement program: what? when? If change of species or no replacement planned, the
reasons for this (e.g. species now designated as weed, area already overplanted, etc.)481

Another submission suggested that there is too much time spent in responding to the more
vocal community members, while noting that there is a place for trust and education:
I believe that too much importance is given to the noisy few in matters of tree removal and
replacement. The Government does not acquiesce to citizens or devote as much time, effort and
resources to the replacement or repair of the footpath or drain or road as is provided for trees. The
recommendations of qualified and experienced specialists/experts is accepted and the work done.
Why not with trees? The Government allows and tolerates far too much ‘heart over ruling the head’
in matters of trees. Citizens do not get an opportunity to not pull up a broken footpath or a damaged
road or to have pink path instead of a standard cement coloured path – so why with trees? The
development of a climate and culture of trust and support for the tree decision makers is necessary
probably through education, demonstrations of how trees live and decline and transparency in the
decision making.482

Trust depends on a combination of many factors, such as the availability of information
before actions are implemented. But it will also require that the community respects the tree
assessors and therefore, as discussed in Section 5.5.2, a minimum qualification should be
mandatory. The interim tree report483 recommended an escalation process whereby an
affected community member can initially seek information and clarification, and then if
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required seek a reconsideration of a decision by an executive level officer.484 This Tree
Investigation recommends that an ACT Tree Curator position be created. Any reconsideration
of a decision about an urban tree in the ACT should be with the proposed ACT Tree Curator,
and community members should be able to approach that office with their concerns.
However, the person seeking a reassessment should first seek information and clarification
from the relevant department, before approaching the proposed ACT Tree Curator.
Effective notification and communication is likely to be one of the greatest aids to successful
future tree management in Canberra. A communication policy should be developed and be
part of the proposed ACT Government tree protection and management policies and
procedures guide. This communication policy should among other things, incorporate the
recommendations made to assist TAMS, on notification made in the interim report.485
The policy should, regarding urban street and park trees managed by TAMS, include the
following:
1.

Tree assessments, for those trees proposed to be removed, should be made available to
a resident or member of the community on request.

2.

Notification should include the following:

•

Tree removal (urgent circumstances)—street tree
A standard notification letter delivered to the closest three residences on both sides of
the street before or soon after the removal—that is, the property adjacent to the verge
where the tree will be removed, the two properties either side of this one and the three
properties opposite (six properties in total).

•

Tree removal (urgent circumstances)
A sign should be erected in the park before or soon after the removal.

•

Tree removal—street tree
To allow for public inquiries, a standard notification letter should be delivered three
weeks before the removal date to the closest three residences on both sides of the
street—that is, the property adjacent to the verge where the tree will be removed, the
two properties either side of this one and the three properties opposite.
If the street tree (or group of trees) has a high profile (for example, a large tree that
makes a major contribution to the landscape) or if there will be a substantial change
because of the removal of several trees, a sign should also be placed on a tree (or group
of trees), at the same time as the notification letter is sent.
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•

Tree removal—park tree
A sign should be placed on the tree in a position where it will be obvious to park users
three weeks before the tree is removed to allow for public inquiries. If several trees are
to be removed in a park or site, it might be necessary to place a sign at the entrance as
well as at the location where the trees will be removed.

•

A tree notification letter or sign for trees removed or to be removed should:
o
o
o
o
o
o

make it obvious that the letter or sign is official
state that the tree assessment was undertaken by a qualified tree assessor
give reasons why the tree will be or was removed
state that there is a replanting policy unless circumstances prohibit it
provide a contact number for further information
give the specific and direct website address outlining the policy and procedures
for tree activities.

While the communication policy should apply to all ACT Government agencies and
corporations it will need to recognise the context of the trees each agency and corporation
manages, with specific communication processes designed accordingly. For example, the
ESA should not be required to give any public notification for any trees they affect in an
emergency. However, no system exists for ESA to inform an ACT Government agency if
they affect trees on government lands. It would be appropriate for this to occur so that tree
management activities after the emergency can be undertaken, for example, tree replacement.
As the main agency affected by ESA is likely to be TAMS, a system of notification between
these two agencies could be the basis for ESA informing other agencies and corporations. It
was previously mentioned that ACTPLA could improve its communication processes if it
adopted the existing notification procedures now used by TAMS for street trees. This issue
and the matter of ESA notifying agencies and corporations could be addressed concurrently
with developing the proposed communication policy.
The Tree Investigation has addressed notification processes for TAMS urban street and park
activities but not for other agencies and corporations because the TAMS’s issues were the
most pressing. However, TAMS’s processes can be used to inform those of other agencies
and corporations. The proposed ACT Tree Curator is charged with ‘providing across ACT
Government ... coordination of ... communication (especially consultation and notification
processes)’ (Recommendation 4A, Section 4.3.1) and therefore the matter of appropriate
notification can be addressed once the proposed ACT Curator role is established.
Communication will be important for future tree planting at major sites (Civic, town centres
and selected local centres, major gateways and avenues) and the proposed guidelines for
street plantings (Recommendation 10). Regarding the former, a community consultation
program should be designed according to the subject site. However, for streets not considered
to be major sites, it is proposed that draft guidelines be developed and made available
publicly for comment before being finalised. These guidelines should be the basis for local
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tree street tree plantings and each tree planting should therefore not be the subject of a
consultation program.
Programmed maintenance should have a greater emphasis (Recommendation 10) and
therefore special mention is made of this when informing the community of when this is to
occur. A general principle should be that the public is informed when programmed tree
maintenance will occur. This should be achieved via website sites and in relevant
publications, such as school newsletters and the ACT Government Community Notice Board.
It is not considered necessary to letter box drop residents.

6.2 Education and information dissemination
One public submission to the Tree Investigation, which expressed the view of many
participants at the community forums, stated plainly ‘current information is inadequate and
exacerbates other issues’.486 There is limited information about TAMS’s tree management
policies and procedures, and virtually nothing about how other agencies manage trees. The
TAMS website does describe some tree management ‘policies’;487 however, without any
overarching policy, there is only limited guidance to officers and minimal information for the
community about how the ACT Government is trying to manage trees. Ideally the community
should be able to compare current practices with the stated policies to gauge whether policies
are being appropriately applied or whether they are deficient.
Before the Tree Investigation, TAMS was in the process of developing a dedicated website
for the UFRP to provide more detailed information about tree management. Some sections of
the community want to learn more about their trees and what they can do to help maintain
them. One group wrote:
There is significant scope for greater government-community partnerships in urban tree planning and
management, including by: More active ACT Government publication (eg on the internet) and
communication about current tree management planning and management processes. At the
moment, it is difficult to find all the relevant information easily on the TAMS website. 488

The Yarralumla Residents Association also pointed out that processes and policies about tree
management need to be well-publicised:
Once a general strategy for consultation has been agreed between government agencies and
communities, this needs to be documented and publicised, so that everyone has the opportunity to
understand how to be part of the process and what the outcomes will be. This would perhaps
alleviate the present scepticism and even anger felt by many residents as to the management program

486
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Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 17, p. 3, (Appendix O).
TAMS, Management of trees on public urban land, website,
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/play/pcl/parks_reserves_and_open_places/trees_and_forests/trees/tree_policy,
accessed 15 December 2010.
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 30, p. 2, (Appendix O).
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of the immediate past. This agreed strategy should then not be altered at the whim of any
government officer, agency, or political party.489

Tree management policies and procedures should therefore be clearly published on ACT
Government websites for information and to enable public scrutiny and evaluation.
Some members of the community want to be involved in the management of their local trees.
One public submission made a call for information to help them protect trees, stating that:
... an urgent priority is a communication program to advise Canberrans on how they can help save
currently stressed trees and prevent other trees becoming stressed.490

In 2007 TAMS launched the ‘Give a tree a drink’ campaign, designed to encourage
Canberrans to water street trees, which included a webpage and a brochure available in ACT
shopfronts.491 Information is also available on the TAMS website on the Tree Protection Act
2005 and the significant tree register, which provides information on the registration of trees
under the Act and restrictions on activities that affect regulated and registered trees.492
While some information is available, it appears difficult to access. It might be necessary to
refresh these campaigns and create a suite of fact sheets on topics such as:
•
•
•

Frequently asked questions (nature strip trees)
Caring for street trees (watering, mulching, monitoring, etc.)
Benefits of trees on private and public land—encourage tree planting on private land.

More integrated information could be publicly provided on the roles and responsibilities of
the various agencies in the management of trees on public land. This should, for example,
include:
•
•
•
•

TAMS for street and park trees
the NCA for trees in designated land
the Conservator (or proposed ACT Tree Curator) for trees on leased land
ACTPLA for planning and development that affects trees.

Information should also be provided on the responsibility of the community. A submission by
the Conflict Resolution Service also supported the call for more information to the
community on tree management, particularly about trees on leased land, and stated:
A public education program about trees and the responsibilities of lease holders would seem to be
timely and appropriate following this investigation.493
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Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 34, p. 2, (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 30, p. 4, (Appendix O).
TAMS, Give a tree a drink campaign, website,
www.tams.act.gov.au/play/pcl/parks_reserves_and_open_places/trees_and_forests/trees/wateringtrees,
accessed 15 December 2010.
TAMS, Urban tree protection in the ACT, website,
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/live/environment/treeprotection, accessed 15 December 2010.
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 52, p. 3 (Appendix O).
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6.3 Community involvement
As discussed, there is a community need for information on tree management. However,
some members of the community would like to be actively involved in the care of trees.
A programme of neighbourhood caring for their local plantings should be developed as part of a
broader policy of involving the community in the selection of species for replanting.494

One submission commented on the success of past collaboration between the community and
the ACT Government stating:
The Department of Territory and Municipal Services have always been most helpful in arranging for
new trees to be planted (or giving permission for residents to plant replacement trees themselves).495

Yet, another submission expressed a desire for a more active partnership between residents
and the ACT Government:
The residents of Grant Crescent propose that the ACT Government should enter into a partnership
with them in the management of the existing trees in the street.496

Under the UFRP, community participation was explored, including a Tree Keepers Program.
The City of Chicago has had a Tree Keepers Program since 1991, hosted by an independent,
philanthropy-funded community organisation, Openlands. Openlands Chief Executive, Jerry
Alderman, said in an interview with the Commissioner that the program was developed in
1991 in response to massive tree deaths. Openlands wanted educated citizens who could look
after the trees and speak for the trees if the municipal tree care budgets were cut.497 The
Chicago Tree Keepers is only one of many land conservation programs run by the
community-funded organisation where people pay $80 for the training and to be registered.
Of the 8 million people in metropolitan Chicago (3 million in the city proper), 2000 have
completed training and are registered. About 20–30 might turn up to an organised event,
while others are active on their own projects. The main activity undertaken by Chicago Tree
Keepers is spreading mulch; however, they also plant, water and prune the smaller trees.498
The Canberra Tree Keepers was still being developed when the UFRP was suspended. The
proposals included up-skilling, engagement and community development with either a
TAMS-led, TAMS-NGO partnership or NGO-led arrangement. ACT Government
contributions were costed at between $150 000 and $350 000 per year for four years with
training programs ranging from $25 to $75 per person.499
Although Tree Keepers is an evocative name, the response to the program in Chicago
suggests that the model is not a major broad community outreach program, and there is no
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Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 37, p. 9 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 3, p. 1 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 46, p. 10 (Appendix O).
Personal communication, Mr Jerry Alderman, Openlands, 27 May 2010.
Personal communication, Mr Jerry Alderman, Openlands, 27 May 2010.
Canberra TreeKeepers: an implementation scoping paper (Appendix 13 of TAMS Land Management and
Planning Response to Commissioner’s questions, 27 May 2010).
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evidence to suggest that it would be different in Canberra. Furthermore, the Chicago model
was community-funded and not funded by Government, whereas the primary funding for the
Canberra model was to come from the ACT Government to support the proposed Urban
Forest Renewal Program.
An engagement program to involve the broader Canberra community is required and could
include the following three suggestions:
•
•
•

an annual community tree forum
the Arboretum being the centre for public tree educational information and programs in
Canberra
a tree care outreach program developed under a partnership between the Arboretum, the
proposed ACT Tree Curator, TAMS, NCA, Botanic Gardens, other bodies and the
community.

These three activities should be integrated. The tree care program could be based at the
National Arboretum which could also be the venue for the annual tree forum.
The annual tree forum could be held over half a day with a guest speaker and an open
invitation to all community members. It could involve researchers, arborists, horticulturalists,
foresters and representatives from government agencies and corporations. The NCA and the
Botanic Gardens could be invited to share information and give an update on proposed
activities. If this forum is approved, it would be appropriate to hold the first one within one
year of accepting the recommendation.
A tree care outreach program could raise awareness of tree care by making information
available through websites and hard copy brochures. It might also be appropriate to host a
series of informal information sessions similar to the ‘Morning tea with trees’ idea in the
communication strategy of the TAMS Urban Forest Renewal Program. These information
sessions could cover a range of tree-related topics and either be presented on site, in a street
or park, or at the Arboretum or the Botanical Gardens. It would be appropriate for some
activities to be held at the Arboretum, as this would support its developing role in promoting
urban trees and forests and strengthen the proposal that the Arboretum be a focus for
scientific research to inform tree management across Canberra. Mark Richardson, a
consultant to the National Arboretum states that:
... as part of the interpretation [of the trees at the National Arboretum] ... it is planned to try and
make it relevant to school and TAFE education programs.500
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Email from Mr Mark Richardson, National Arboretum, to Dr Maxine Cooper, 12 December 2010.
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Recommendation 9 (High Priority)
Strengthen communication and community engagement in relation to the treed
landscape by:
9A

developing a communication policy which:
•

includes principles to guide all ACT Government agencies and
corporations in:
undertaking consultations and routine maintenance
notifications for trees
o
providing adequate information to the community—for example,
assessments involving a potential or actual tree removal should
be made available to a resident or member of the community on
request
includes the recommendations made in the interim tree report for
minimal tree removal notification for urban street and park trees
managed by TAMS:
o

•

o

Tree removal (urgent circumstances)—street tree
A standard notification letter delivered to the closest three
residences on both sides of the street before or soon after the
removal—that is, the property adjacent to the verge where the
tree will be removed, the two properties either side of this one
and the three properties opposite (six properties in total).

o

Tree removal (urgent circumstances)—park tree
A sign should be erected in the park before or soon after the
removal.

o

Tree removal—street tree
To allow for public inquiries a standard notification letter
should be delivered three weeks before the removal date to the
closest three residences on both sides of the street—that is, the
property adjacent to the verge where the tree will be removed,
the two properties either side of this one and the three
properties opposite.
If the street tree (or group of trees) has a high profile (for
example, a large tree that makes a major contribution to the
landscape) or if there will be a substantial change because of
the removal of several trees, a sign should also be placed on a
tree (or group of trees), at the same time as the notification
letter is sent:
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o

Tree removal—park tree
The sign should be placed on the tree in a position where it will
be obvious to park users three weeks before the tree is
removed to allow for public inquiries. If several trees are to be
removed in a park it might be necessary to place a sign at the
entrance as well as at the location where the trees will be
removed.

•

guides information in notification letters or on signs for trees
removed or to be removed, including:
making it obvious that the letter or sign is official
stating that the tree assessment was undertaken by a qualified
tree assessor
o
giving reasons why the tree will be or was removed
o
stating that there is a re-planting policy unless circumstances
prohibit it
o
providing a contact number for further information
o
giving the direct website address outlining the policy and
procedures for tree activities.
includes a consultation program for preparation of treescape
designs—civic, town centres and selected local centres, major
gateways and avenues (Refer to Recommendation 10A)
includes principles for draft guidelines for street and park plantings
(Refer to Recommendation 10A) to be made available publicly for
comment before being finalised.
o
o

•

•

9B

developing a notification procedure for ESA to inform TAMS when
emergency service officers undertake works on urban trees on public
land (This could be extended to other agencies once developed).

9C

developing a community engagement tree program that involves
•

an annual community tree forum

•

the Arboretum being the centre for public tree educational
information and programs in Canberra

•

a tree care outreach program developed under a partnership
between the Arboretum, the proposed ACT Tree Curator, TAMS,
NCA, Botanic Gardens, other bodies and the community.
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7

Future directions for Canberra’s treed landscape

This chapter considers the importance of emphasising care and maintenance in managing and
strategically planning Canberra’s treed landscape. It also presents ideas for celebrating the
treed landscape as part of the city’s centenary in 2013.

7.1 Strategic tree planning
7.1.1 Planning tree planting
The manner in which tree replacement is undertaken is important. A submission commented
about a past tree replacement program:
... the program has been partially suspended ... with only a small number of failed trees being
identified for replacement, and ... the result will be a limited (at least in the medium term)
improvement to street amenity, with inconsistent tree ages ... total replacement of senescent and
failing stock with all new trees would have, in our opinion, had a greater long-term benefit to
501
amenity, despite the obvious short-term loss of tree presence in our likely tenure in the street.

Another submission by a group of residents indicated a different point of view:
There has been much publicity about the method of tree renewal preferred by government being a
gradual replacement street by street, based on the general well being of the street at the time of
assessment. This approach is not supported by the residents of Grant Crescent, who are firmly of the
view that if a particular tree needs replacing then it alone should be replaced, and there should not be
502
tree replacement on a ‘whole of street’ basis.

Strategic planning is important to prioritise which trees to remove and replant. One
submission stated that:
... tree removal and retention should occur within the context of a precinct/suburban tree
management and renewal plan that has been developed in consultation with the affected
503
community.

The Department of Education and Training is currently working with ACT public schools to
prepare landscape master plans to guide, among other things, future tree planting, and has
sought additional funding for these. Given the number of schools in the ACT, an effective
approach may be to prepare a generic landscape master plan framework with principles for
what should be achieved in all schools, and then schedules and a site specific map could be
prepared for each school. The proposed across-agency Tree Network Committee and the
proposed ACT Tree Curator (TAMS) may be able to provide guidance on this issue
(Recommendation 5C).
Determining the level of planning required for street and park trees in a jurisdiction the size
of Canberra is difficult. The City of Melbourne, a smaller municipality than Canberra, has an
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Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 32, p. 1, (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 46, p. 8, (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 30, p. 5, (Appendix O).
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individual tree asset register for all trees in the municipality that enables detailed planning for
future tree works. The City of Melbourne has developed precinct tree planting designs that
consider the neighbourhood character and list the tree species for each street.504 The Brisbane
City Council has also undertaken detailed streetscape planning in some main areas, but has
not mapped and planned the street tree species for the entire city. The council uses streetscape
guidelines for planting in local areas.505
The Canberra Central design manual includes master planning of trees for the city centre.506
This level of streetscape planning is similar to that undertaken by Melbourne, and identifies
the trees for individual streets. It is useful in high profile areas and provides clear guidance
for anyone undertaking works or redeveloping in these areas. This level of streetscape master
planning across all of Canberra’s streets is unrealistic.
A suitable model for streetscape planning in Canberra could be a hybrid between the
Melbourne and Brisbane City Councils. Detailed tree-scape designs could be prepared for
Civic, the town centres and some local centres, major gateways and avenues. These designs
could define the character of the location and identify how the treed landscape was to be
managed in these areas, including specifying suitable species for street planting and planned
timing for any proposed works. The community should be consulted in developing the treescape designs. Tree planting in local residential streets could, however, be undertaken using
guiding principles that become part of the proposed ACT Government tree protection and
management policy and procedures guide. However, if a master plan is being developed for
an area, for overall planning purposes, trees should be considered as part of this process.
Tree planting in parks could be coordinated with detailed park planning to identify planting
opportunities and priorities, consistent with the principles used to manage and plant trees in
streets. However, such planning for parks have been limited—therefore, the development of
guidelines is proposed to assist in tree management across all parks.

7.1.2 Guiding tree planting planning
A common perception in the community was that trees would be automatically removed
when they reached a certain age under the UFRP. A participant in the community forum in
Manuka stated:
I deplore the arbitrary assessment that 70 years is a life span of any tree and trees over 70 years will
507
be removed.

While this was not the case, the perception does exist. Yet with other infrastructure such as
roads, the reverse is widely accepted. Roads ACT does not replace roads just because they
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Personal communication, Mr Ian shears, City of Melbourne, 12 May 2010.
Personal communication, Ms Lyndal Plant, Brisbane City Council, 20 December 2010.
ACT Planning and Land Authority, Canberra Central design manual, ACT Government, July 2007,
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/work/standards_and_procedures/design_standards_for_urban_infrastructure/ca
nberra_central2.
Report on community forums, prepared for OCSE, February 2010, p. 32 (Appendix B).
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have reached a certain age; they wait for clear evidence that the road is about to fail before
resurfacing, which is then done on a priority basis.508
It was stated that under the UFRP healthy trees might need to be removed, to replant and
create a consistent streetscape. This raises the issue of what principles should guide tree
planting and tree replacement in the urban areas. This has partly been addressed in Section
5.5.4. However, in the context of strategic planning it is necessary to consider how sites for
tree replanting are identified. Chapter 2 indicated that tree condition and location should be
the determining factors when considering tree removal and replacement. For example, it was
suggested that tree replacement in key areas should aim to retain, say an avenue’s iconic
look, but in most residential streets, healthy trees should not be sacrificed to retain an
‘avenue’ look.
A Canberra-wide ‘rapid’ audit of streets and parks conducted in 2010 assessed the condition
of trees as a landscape unit. The audit covered entire streets or parks, or parts of it.509 It
included information on the health and structure of trees, the age of the planting, risk level,
condition of surrounding landscape, the number of trees and vacant sites suitable for planting.
The use of this data to prioritise program maintenance works is discussed in Section 7.2;
however, the data can also be used to identify priority areas for replanting. The number of
vacant sites in a street is an easy means of determining short-term planting priorities.
The method used in the audit enabled scored fields to be combined to produce a renewal
rating for the landscape unit—an area or group of trees—which was intended to prioritise
areas for tree removal and replacement. The renewal score included information such as the
condition of the surrounding landscape and the style of street planting, where homogenous
avenues achieved a higher score than mixed plantings.510
Based on the scoring system developed in the tree audit, it is possible that streets with healthy
trees could be identified for renewal, based on planting style or the condition of the
surrounding landscape rather than the tree condition. An inherent strong bias was built into
the model to rate homogenous streetscapes higher than mixed plantings.511 This does not
mean that TAMS would have replaced these trees if the condition did not warrant it, but
rather that the model was biased because it included value-based judgments rather than
simply tree condition and location, the primary factors in determining risk. However, to
prevent future confusion the ‘renewal score’ in the model should be removed.
While a focus on care and maintenance is emphasised, replacing trees on a priority basis
determined by tree condition and the level of risk will be needed. When removal is required
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Personal communication between Mr Ian Hickson, Roads ACT, and Mr Larry O’Loughlin, OCSE, 21
December 2010.
Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, Land Management and Planning,
TAMS, received 27 May 2010, p.16 (Appendix F).
TAMS, Canberra tree audit method field guidelines, January 2010.
Fields in addition to tree condition, such as the style of tree planting, were included to provide a greater
possible score range and to spread out the data so there were less units with the same score.
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opportunities should be pursued for integrating the management of green and non-green
infrastructure. For example, tree management in verges, especially removals, could be when
road, sewerage or electricity works were also being undertaken.

Recommendation 10
Strategically enhance and celebrate Canberra’s treed landscape by:
10A future tree planning being guided by:
•

tree-scape designs for Civic, town centres and selected local
centres, major gateways and avenues

•

guidelines for all other streets

•

guidelines for parks.

7.2 An emphasis on tree care and maintenance
Maintenance cannot be based only on unforeseen events and customer inquiries (reactive
maintenance). It has to be programmed in advance and based on tree assessments. TAMS is
aiming for a ratio of 65 per cent programmed works and 35 per cent reactive works.512 This
reflects trends in other municipalities. The lack of substantial routine maintenance on ACT
trees has been a concern in the community with one public submission stating:
Canberra’s treed landscape is now seriously neglected. Professional pruning and ongoing
maintenance has not been in evidence for some years. Replanting of trees lost through natural
attrition and vandalism has been inconsistent or absent ... general signs of neglect are all present, to
513
some degree...

Another submission indicated that:
... what is urgently needed is a properly resourced, regular tree maintenance program, that involves
regular inspection, removal of dead limbs, lopping of low branches, removal of suckers and
necessary shaping of trees. Such maintenance will enhance the life of existing trees making up the
valuable urban forest. It will remove the absentee landlord look that at present is suggested by the
514
state of much of the street treescape.

A further submission emphasised the importance of directing resources to field works,
stating:
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Response to the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, OCSE questions—resourcing,
Land Management and Planning, TAMS, November 2010, p. 8 (Appendix S).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 35, p. 4, (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 20, p. 4, (Appendix O).
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... we recommend that tree management systems be critically examined to ensure they are focussed
on the clearly defined aims of the urban forestry program so that resources can be applied to as much
515
actual tree work as possible.

Information received from TAMS about the change in resource levels and the effect on
programmed (cyclic) pruning indicates that:
... operational teams give priority to clearing the volume of tree related enquiries from the public
where response time deadlines have been set. This has meant programmed proactive work, including
formative pruning of young trees and maintenance of older trees, is not to the desired level ... Over
the past 10 years many street and park trees in some areas of Woden-Weston and Belconnen regions
have not been systematically pruned. As a result some trees in these areas have a less sound structure
516
than trees that have received this type of work.

The Urban Forest Renewal Program (UFRP) proposed an audit on the condition of urban
trees, and the establishment of a cyclic maintenance program.517 While this Tree Investigation
was underway TAMS undertook an audit of street and park trees and in 2010 assessed trees
in 82 per cent of the city’s urban areas.518 This assessment did not record information on
individual trees, but assessed them as groups or landscape units, such as a street. The
assessment identified and assigned priorities to required maintenance works (Table 8).
Table 8: The priority of different maintenance activities for street and park landscape units (compiled by
OCSE)519
Street landscape unit summary
Task
General maintenance—juvenile
General maintenance—mature
Hazard tree assessment
Removal
Utility line clearance
None
Park landscape unit summary

Urgent
0
1
0
0
0
*

High
1
17
2
4
8
*

Task
General maintenance—juvenile
General maintenance—mature
Hazard tree assessment
Removal
Utility line clearance
None

Urgent
0
0
0
0
2
*

High

515
516

517

518
519

12
6
9
9
*

Priority
Medium
Low
8
48
159
991
21
14
27
41
36
49
*
*

Very low
109
1047
1
5
15
*

None
*
*
*
*
*
2026

Priority
Medium
Low
2
22
119
468
15
10
40
28
26
18
*
*

Very low
68
464
1
18
7
*

None
*
*
*
*
*
1900

Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 44, p. 2, (Appendix O).
Response to the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, OCSE questions—resourcing,
Land Management and Planning, TAMS, November 2010, p. 7 (Appendix S).
Fleur Flanery, TAMS, ‘Managing Canberra’s urban forest’, presentation to OCSE community forum on
tree investigation, 15 February, 2010.
Personal communication, Fleur Flanery, TAMS, 20 December 2010.
Based on data from the tree audit supplied by TAMS on 27 July 2010.
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The values for maintenance tasks in the table relate to landscape units and therefore include
multiple trees. From this information it is possible to identify priority areas for consideration
for maintenance works that is more than just responding to incidents and community
inquiries. Regularly updated assessment data will help to program works in identified areas.
It also means that the community can be informed in advance where tree maintenance will
take place. In this way a ‘cyclic’ maintenance program can be developed, and it might be that
only the ‘high’ and some of the ‘medium’ works are completed in the first cycle and the
lower priority works are deferred. This corresponds to ACT road management where there is
a 3-year rolling inspection program that assesses the condition of the roads and then
prioritises works.520
The model described above is similar to that used by the Hume City Council in Melbourne’s
northern growth corridor where contractors undertake assessments on a 4–5-year ‘cyclic’
program and then prioritise the works for the tree crews, based on the assessments. This
council also undertakes additional assessments in high-profile areas as a separate program.521
The care and maintenance of urban street and park trees in Canberra needs to be based on a
system of programmed maintenance. To do this, it will be necessary to maintain existing
service levels for reactive works while undertaking the programmed work. A public
submission also reflected the same idea, stating:
... regular windscreen and on-ground assessments of street trees on something like a 5 year rolling
cycle should not break the budget of the ACT, after all our treescape is major part of the selling of
Canberra, take it out of the Tourism budget, it surely is as useful as Floriade?522

7.3 Initial intense programmed maintenance period
Given that the existing TAMS tree crews spend most of their time addressing reactive
maintenance works, it is necessary to calculate the resources needed to undertake additional
programmed maintenance. This can be done using information from the audit of street and
park trees which prioritises maintenance works for assessed landscape units (Table 8). Using
this information it is possible to estimate how long it would take a tree crew to complete
programmed maintenance works (Table 9).

520

521

522

Personal communication between Mr Ian Hickson, Roads ACT, and Mr Larry O’Loughlin, OCSE, 21
December 2010.
Personal communication between Mr Jason Summers, Hume City Council, and Dr Matthew Parker,
OCSE, 17 December 2010.
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 24, p. 3, (Appendix O).
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Table 9: Estimation of time requried to complete high and medium priority works from tree condition
audit (compiled by OCSE using TAMS data)523
Street landscape units
Maintenance item
General maintenance—juvenile
General maintenance—mature
Total
Park landscape units

Adjusted high priority
Adjusted medium priority
Number of trees Days required Number of trees Days required
40
2
156
4
1 512
126
11 162
930
1 552
128
11 318
934
Adjusted high priority

Maintenance Item

Adjusted medium priority

Number of trees Days required

Number of
Days
trees
required
0
0
58
3
General maintenance—juvenile
1 124
75
8 772
585
General maintenance—mature
1 124
75
8 830
588
Total
The adjusted numbers take into account comments and attributes of the specific units, such as the
maintenance works being recommended for the dominant species that constitutes 61 per cent of trees in the
landscape unit.
General maintenance—juvenile = two-person team with ute and trailer completing 20 trees a day, mulch,
prune irrigate.
General maintenance—mature = days required determined on the basis of a 6-person team with truck and
chipper plus travel tower completing maximum of 15 trees per day.

Table 9 indicates that it would take a single crew of six staff over eight years to complete the
high and medium priority works (assuming no reactive works). TAMS currently has four tree
crews and if these were to only undertake programmed work and no reactive customer
requests it would take approximately two to two-and-a-half years to complete the high and
medium priority programmed work.524 If a fifth crew were included then the minimum work
timing would be reduced to 1.6 years, again assuming no reactive works.
To progress significantly from mostly reactive maintenance to programmed maintenance, an
initial intense period of maintenance would be desirable. This could be done by contracting a
crew to focus on some of the programmed work for a limited time. Based on the figures in
Table 9, one tree crew could complete the high-priority works in approximately one year.
This would alleviate the immediate pressure and allow the existing four crews and one new
permanent crew to meet the reactive requests and commence the medium priority works
(refer to Table 9).
Currently crews spend 20 to 25 per cent of their day travelling between jobs and the depot.525
Having more crews would reduce this percentage as crews would not need to travel as far and
could spend this time undertaking field operations. Further efficiency could be achieved if
tree assessments and responses to community inquiries were streamlined by having
nominated officers managing these, and programming activities for the crews.

523
524
525

Email from Ms Fleur Flanery, TAMS, to Dr Maxine Cooper, OCSE, 21 December 2010.
Email from Ms Fleur Flanery, TAMS, to Dr Maxine Cooper, OCSE, 21 December 2010.
Email from Ms Fleur Flanery, TAMS, to Dr Maxine Cooper, OCSE, 21 December 2010.
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The audit of Canberra’s street and park trees also identified approximately 17 000 dead and
declining trees and 20 000 vacant planting sites—or ‘gaps’—in streets.526 There has been
limited tree planting undertaken by the Urban Tree Management Unit in recent years with
approximately 500 trees planted annually,527 and 1400 trees programmed to be planted in
2010–11.

Recommendation 10
Strategically enhance and celebrate Canberra’s treed landscape by:
10B programmed maintenance work increasing to achieve TAMS’s goal of 65
per cent (currently 15 per cent) with the addition of two field crews (or
equivalent in contractors): one on an ongoing basis and one for one year
to ensure all high priority works are undertaken (funding for this is
covered under Recommendation 11B). A time for achieving the
65 per cent target should be specified.
10C planting to fill existing ‘gaps’ and replacing existing removed trees.

7.4 National Arboretum Canberra
In December 2003 the ACT Government agreed in-principle to the recommendation in
Shaping our territory: final report: opportunities for non-urban ACT that the burnt-out pine
forest area known as Green Hills adjacent to the Tuggeranong Parkway and the Dairy
Farmers Hill be preserved as a national arboretum. The pine forest was destroyed by the 2001
and 2003 Canberra bushfires. Its website describes the role of the Arboretum as:
This living, botanical museum of trees from all around the world can serve a major role in research,
teaching, recreation, landscape and fostering international links and relations as well as replacing the
33 arboreta destroyed in the fires. The arboretum can be a positive legacy arising from the January
2003 fires, and a gift to future generations of Canberrans.528

An extract from the jury’s report on the arboretum design competition said that one of the
features of the winning design was:

526
527

528

TAMS rapid tree audit data supplied to OCSE on 27 July 2010.
Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, Land Management and Planning,
TAMS, received 27 May 2010, p. 19 (Appendix F).
National Arboretum Canberra, Burley Griffin’s Plan, website,
http://www.nationalarboretum.act.gov.au/burley_griffins_plan, accessed 22 December 2010.
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A powerful philosophy underlying the design approach centred on the protection and celebration of
endangered, threatened and rare trees’.529
The Department of Land and Property Services website uses the introductory heading: ‘National
Arboretum—Trees that may benefit another age530

While this Tree Investigation does not focus on the Arboretum’s ‘tree management
practices’, the Arboretum is considered because of the contribution it makes to the better
management of Canberra’s urban treed landscape, community involvement and overall tree
education. It is administratively separate from the ACT Government’s tree management
programs.
The Arboretum is governed by a board appointed by the ACT Government. It has links with
the Australian National University and the National Capital Authority. These links should be
maintained and formalised as appropriate. The Arboretum should also be part of an acrossagency Tree Network Committee as discussed in Section 5.1.6 (Recommendation 5C).
In this regard the Arboretum would have a useful role to identify trees for planting in
Canberra. Mark Richardson said that:
At the meetings that were held by the ‘tree group’ for the Urban Forest Renewal Program, several
species were identified for trialing for future tree plantings in Canberra. When I was reviewing these
species, I was able to make a direct comparison between that list and the selections of species we
had made for plantings at the Arboretum. Not only were several of the species common to both lists
but a large number of other species selected for the Arboretum would also be suitable as trial species
for the urban forest.
The Arboretum plantings will be particularly worthwhile for the urban forest trials, as the Friends of
the Arboretum are already assisting in the regular recording of growth rates and condition of the
plantings. This information will be held in the database that is to be developed over the next 6
months for the Arboretum.531

The Arboretum should have an increased role in providing public information on tree care
and the history and roles of Canberra’s urban treed landscape. Administratively, the
Arboretum is under the Department of Land and Property Services, which has no other major
tree-related activities (other than the Land Development Agency, part of the portfolio, which
establishes greenfield sites for development thereby affecting remnant and important trees).
For the ACT Government to obtain the best value from its scientific and educational work,
the Arboretum could be located in TAMS, which is the ACT department with a major
responsibility for trees. Data should be shared between the Arboretum and other ACT tree
management programs and, if required, resources should be made available to achieve this
purpose. The Arboretum should also be included in the development of communication
strategies and educational material.

529

530

531

Mr Jon Stanhope MLA, media release, ‘Chief Minister announces winner of Arboretum and Gardens
Design Competition’, http://www.chiefminister.act.gov.au/media.php?v=3218, 31 May 2005.
ACT Department of Land and Property Services, website, http://www.laps.act.gov.au/, accessed 6
December 2010.
Email from Mr Mark Richardson, National Arboretum, Dr Maxine Cooper, OCSE, on 12 December 2010.
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Recommendation 10
Strategically enhance and celebrate Canberra’s treed landscape by:
10D the Arboretum being a focus for scientific research to inform tree
management across Canberra.

7.5 Gateways, landmarks and 2013 celebrations
Trees are inter-generational; we enjoy the benefits of trees planted many years ago, and what
we plant will be there for our great-grandchildren. There are opportunities to celebrate urban
trees in conjunction with the centenary of Canberra in 2013, particularly given that the goals
of the 2013 celebrations are to:
… build lasting legacies of community value through memorable celebrations and high quality
projects.532

One example of a 2013 tree initiative could be the Canberra Avenue of trees, which has been
suggested to run along Canberra Avenue between Canberra and Queanbeyan to celebrate the
100th and 175th anniversaries respectively of these towns, both of which occur in 2013.533
Initiatives to celebrate Canberra’s centenary is one opportunity to focus on the importance of
trees; however, there are other key focal points and sites in the city, many of which are the
gateways (Box 9). Some of these already have iconic tree avenues. TAMS indicated that the:
... key areas that are being considered as requiring priority funding through both their risk and
amenity rating are arterial avenues or gateways including Northbourne, Ainslie and Canberra
Avenue, collector roads, Gungahlin and Athllon Drive and Heritage Precincts.534

Using 2013 tree projects might provide an opportunity to start a conversation with the
community about some of these iconic sites and start planning how they will be managed in
the future. Communication with the community should be a major component of any plans
for managing trees in iconic locations.

532

533

534

Other goals are also relevant from the full list: ‘Increase the pride and ownership of Australians in their
capital; Fully engage the community of Canberra, the Capital region, and the broader Australian
community in the celebrations; Establish enduring international recognition of Canberra, and its role as the
capital; Build the positive image and reputation of Canberra as a city and community; Build lasting
legacies of community value through memorable celebrations and high quality projects; Create impetus for
future development of the National Capital’ http://www.canberra100.com.au/visions_and_goals/index.php
Jon Stanhope MLA, media release ‘Progress made on cross-border issues at ACT–QBN meeting’
2 December 2010, http://www.chiefminister.act.gov.au/media.php?v=10217&m=51.
Response to the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, OCSE questions—resourcing,
Land Management and Planning, TAMS, November 2010, p. 9 (Appendix S).
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Box 9: Case Study—Northbourne Avenue trees

The replacement of the central trees of Northbourne Avenue was raised by members of the
public during the course of the investigation. 535 The trees, River Peppermint (Eucalyptus
elata), help form a magnificent avenue at one of the main entrances to Canberra. The trees
are reaching the end of their useful life in the location, evidenced by a number of fallen trees
especially during storms or after rain. TAMS’s tree assessment audit (2010) indicates that
there are about 500 trees currently requiring attention, including some to be removed.536
The trees are of a similar age, and as they are removed and replaced there will inevitably be a
change to the future character of Northbourne Avenue. There is therefore an opportunity for
the new landscape to be planned using community consultation. As some have suggested,
trees could be pre-planted537 or they could be removed in stages block by block, taking into
account that there are trees that will need to be removed sooner in each block.
The upcoming Canberra centenary provides an opportunity to use trees to create a legacy.
Other opportunities include specific tree planting or carving dead trees for public art, these
could be done at key sites, and to reflect the historic moment they could include key people
or items from Canberra’s history.
Tree management activities on school sites are considerable, especially tree assessments.
Many of the ACT’s 150 schools538 have a significant number of trees. While an overall figure
of the number of trees on school sites was not available, it is estimated to be more than
18 000.539 Many of the ACT Government schools have a robust inventory and assessment of
their trees. For example, Aranda Primary School has plotted and assessed its 210 trees;
Kaleen High School its 125 trees, Duffy pre-school its 41 trees and Erindale College its 386
trees.540 The management of trees is an important issue for schools and from discussions with
some school principals,541 replacing and maintaining trees is a challenge. Some additional
assistance in these areas would be welcomed. There is an opportunity for school sites to be
the focus of community planting and to set targets for canopy cover for shade, thereby
integrating tree planting with climate change mitigation. School sites might also offer the
opportunity for planting fruit trees; however, this would need to be done with a view to their
ongoing management. Some community members in workshops have suggested that fruit
trees should be grown on public lands. It seems that the most appropriate place for this would

535

536
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538

539

540
541

Personal Communication between Ms Val Hamilton and Mr Larry O’Loughlin, OCSE, 5 November 2010
The resident lived in new apartments on Northbourne Avenue and was concerned that the trees might be
removed without adequate replacement as it was the trees that made the address not only liveable but
beautiful. The resident suggested planting now so that when the trees come out the avenue still looks good.
Personal communication, Ms Fleur Flanery, TAMS, 20 December 2010.
Personal Communication between Ms Val Hamilton and Mr Larry O’Loughlin, OCSE, 5 November 2010.
Australian Schools Directory, Guide to all Australian Primary and Secondary Schools, www.australian
schools directory.co.au/canberra-schools.php.
Assuming an average of around 120 trees per school site (this is likely to be conservative), given 150
schools this would mean there are at least 18 000 trees.
Email from Ms Cathy Graham, Department of Education and Training, 23 April 2010.
Commissioner in giving presentations at schools on environmental issues informally discussed their tree
management, 2010.
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be schools as they could become part of a school’s sustainability education program and
therefore be used and maintained. They present public safety and maintenance issues in
streets and therefore might not be appropriate in these locations.
As discussed in Section 7.4, it is proposed that the Arboretum be an educational focus for
trees. It would be worthwhile linking school tree planting to the Arboretum so that some
species in schools were the same as in the Arboretum. A 2013 landmark school–community
project could be to have each school celebrate the centenary by planting those species that
would have been part of the region before settlement and those that are in the Arboretum.
These could be planted with the involvement of the local community. Specific funding would
be required under the 2013 celebrations to achieve such projects.

Recommendation 10
Strategically enhance and celebrate Canberra’s treed landscape by:
10E creating a 2013 tree legacy
•

at gateways, on avenues and site plantings

•

through landmark school–community projects

•

using carvings of suitable dead trees, including in situ if appropriate,
to reflect an aspect of the tree’s location, to commemorate a person,
place or event (see Recommendation 6H).
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8

Resourcing

This chapter examines resourcing for tree management in Canberra with a focus on funds
needed for enhancing the management of urban street and park trees under the management
of TAMS. It also addresses funding tree management in relation to climate change initiatives
and the implications of recommendations made in this Tree Investigation.
As Canberra has a significant amount of green infrastructure, more than many other cities,
this chapter considers the issue of how other cities fund their green infrastructure. Two papers
were commissioned from Ms Lisa Miller (Miller Consulting). They are Funding options for
the protection of the environment through enhanced management actions and The benefits
and draw backs of considering funding for urban tree programs separately to climate change
initiatives.542 The former paper on funding options also applies to my Investigation into the
Canberra Nature Park (nature reserves); the Molonglo River Corridor (nature reserves) and
Googong Foreshores.543
Data on green infrastructure is not readily comparable between jurisdictions, and while an
attempt has been made to base this on various estimates, the only real conclusion is that
Canberra does seem to have a significant amount, particularly compared to the City of
Melbourne and Brisbane City Council (Table 10).This is a major asset, but also presents
significant management and funding challenges.
... when this [ACT self-government] occurred, the ACT Government inherited a well-planned city,
which, amongst other things, provided for a level of public space well above that normally
encountered in other cities of comparable size. A consequence of this is high Local Government
recurrent and capital infrastructure costs required to service this public space.544

Canberra’s trees are a community asset providing a range of benefits.
The costs associated with trees in urban landscapes are often well known but their real direct and
indirect benefits are rarely fully-valued. Economists driven by the huge, real costs of damage to the
environment, and the costs of attempting environmental amelioration and rehabilitation, are only
now starting to redress this problem and put balance back into the economic models.545

542

543

544

545

Funding options for the protection of the environment through enhanced management actions – Miller
Consulting, 8 December 2010 (Appendix J); and The benefits and draw backs of considering funding for
urban tree programs separately to climate change initiatives—Miller Consulting, 14 December 2010
(Appendix K).
This investigation is currently being under taken by the Commissioner for Sustainability and the
Environment.
Australian Capital Territory, submission to the Productivity Commission’s Issues Paper (May 2007):
Assessing Local Government Revenue Raising Capacity, July 2007
http://www.pc.gov.au/__data/assets/file/0004/66856/sub059.rtf.
GM Moore, ‘Managing Trees During Climate Change’, Arborist News, December 2009, p. 31.
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Table 10: Comparison of green infrastructure in three municipalities (compiled by OCSE)
Melbourne city
546

Brisbane city
547

Canberra

Resident population (approx:
2009 figures)

93 105

1 052 458

352 200548

Parkland (ha)

568549

more than 7 700—
natural areas
almost 14 000550—total
park estate

22 912—nature reserves
5 597—open space
27 952—total urban area
(includes open space)551

Trees
- street
- park
- street and park
- open spaces
Total urban trees

63 000552
63 000

543 000553

332 111554
224 157
556 268
178 000
734 268

Residents for each:
- street tree
- park tree
- street and park tree
- total urban trees

1.5
-

2
-

1
1.6
0.6
0.5

Trees for each resident
- street tree
- park tree
- street and park tree
- total urban trees

0.7
0.7

0.5
-

0.9
0.6
1.6
2.1

Square metres of park per
resident

61

133

794

Hectares of park per resident

0.006

0.01

0.08

Residents per hectare of park

164

75

13

Note: Tree numbers listed for Canberra are for urban areas managed by TAMS and do not include trees
managed by other ACT Government agencies or corporations or the National Capital Authority.
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553
554

City of Melbourne, Melbourne in Numbers, website,
www.melbourne.vic.gov.au/AboutMelbourne/Statistics/Pages/MelbourneSnapshot.aspx, accessed 23
December 2010.
Brisbane City Council, Estimated Resident Numbers, website,
http://profile.id.com.au/Default.aspx?id=327&pg=210, assessed 23 December 2010.
Australian Bureau of Statistics, Australia Capital Territory, website,
www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Products/3235.0~2009~Main+Features~Australian+Capital+Territory?
OpenDocument, assessed 23 December 2010.
City of Melbourne, Guide to parks, website,
www.melbourne.vic.gov.au/ParksandActivities/Parks/Pages/Guidetoparks.aspx, accessed 23 December
2010.
Brisbane City Council, Natural Areas, website, www.brisbane.qld.gov.au/environment-waste/bushlandwaterways/natural-areas/index.htm, assessed 23 December 2010.
Land use in State of the Environment Report 2007–08—National parks excluded to make figures
comparable, http://www.envcomm.act.gov.au/publications/soe/2007actreport/indicators/landuse07.
Personal communication between Mr Ian Shears, City of Melbourne, and Dr Matthew Parker, OCSE,
23 March 2010.
Email from Ms Lyndal Plant, Brisbane City Council, to Dr Matthew Parker, OCSE, 25 February 2010.
Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment-Clarification Questions, Open Space
Planning, TAMS, 18 February 2011, p. 2 (Appendix U).
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One public submission stated:
While the approach of encouraging and educating people to look after trees is to be preferred, I
wonder if consideration has also been given to the economic aspects? In particular, the planting of
street trees is an investment by the community. If some members of the community damage trees,
they impose costs on the community. Not just in terms of the resource costs of replacing trees, but
also in terms of loss of environmental amenity (cooler streets, cooler cars, evening strolls, etc). A
holistic policy approach to urban trees should take these costs into account, perhaps on the polluter
pays principle.555

There was generally a recurring view in public submissions that there were inadequate and
inappropriate resources for managing Canberra’s treed landscape. For example, the following
submissions stated:
What is urgently needed is a properly resourced, regular tree maintenance program, that involves
regular inspection, removal of dead limbs, looping of low branches, removal of suckers and
necessary shaping of trees ... It will remove the absentee landlord look that at present is suggested by
the state of much of the street treescape.556
Funding to adequately support the components of the Urban Forest is currently inadequate. As I
understand it the current position the acceptance of a new residential sub-division into Government
maintenance does not automatically generate additional maintenance staff but rather the further
dilution of the existing few to cover the new areas.557
... Renewed interest in the maintenance and management of the Urban Forest will require a large
investment in personnel and equipment. The current small group within TAMS overseeing the
maintenance and management of the Urban Forest is inadequate for the task and a team of highly
skilled, dedicated and committed managers is required to meet the expectations of the community.
Similarly the policy of contracting maintenance work on the lowest tender basis is not usually in the
best interests of the trees. In house, hands on staff, not constricted by the scope of an open tender in
what can be done, is required.558
The ACT Government tree management staff have made a clear and evidence-supported case that
they are grossly under resourced. The ACT Government in making this deliberate resource
allocation decision has made a serious decision to trade many important and significant long-term
assets and values for immediate financial savings. This decision holds at risk the trees of Canberra,
the citizens wellbeing and their trust in government.559

A public submission presented the view that the issue is with using resources more
effectively. The submission from the Yarralumla Residents Association said that although
there would be benefits from additional funds:
… we believe that an enhanced program could occur to some extent without additional cost if there
was better management in the following:
reorganisation of some sections of TAMS so that there was one ‘tree program’ and not several as
presently exists …

555
556
557
558
559

Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 3, p. 1 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 20, p. 1 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 31, p. 1 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 31, p. 3 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 17, p. 4 (Appendix O).
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reassessment of the costs of tender system used at present …
non-expensive care of trees by increased community involvement …
much improved people skills with those government officers involved in public consultation …
ultimately leading to a more efficient and streamlined process.560

8.1 TAMS tree funding
The Department of Territory and Municipal Services in its submission to the Tree
Investigation provided information on the resourcing of the Urban Forest Renewal Program
and the Urban Tree Management Unit (Table 11).561 This advice was provided in May 2010
and the department has provided updated figures for the funding of the Urban Tree
Management Unit of $4.18 million at the end of June. The Tree Replacement Program was
not funded in 2010 as tree replacement work would have been progressed under the Urban
Forest Renewal Program.
Table 11: TAMS tree management programs562
PCL section

Program

Duration

Funding

Urban Forest Renewal
Program

Urban Forest Renewal
Program

2009–13

Initiative $19.3 million*
over 2009–13

Urban Tree Management
Unit

Routine tree maintenance

Recurrent budget

$4.3 million p.a. (actual
$4.18 million 2009–10)

Dead and Hazardous Tree
Removal Program

2002–cont. Annual
budget bid

$250 000 to $350 000 p.a.
on average

Tree Watering Program

20% base funding; 80%
subject to annual
application through
initiative funding

$300 000 average

Tree damage claims and
insurance

Continuing

Operational (at cost)

Tree Replacement
Program (Minor Capital
Works)

1998–2009

$250 000 p.a. (capital)

*Note that the figures in the 2009–10 Budget totalled $18.7 million563

In the financial year 2009–10, TAMS advised that it spent 85 per cent or approximately $3.55
million of its urban tree management budget on maintenance in response to inquiries.564 The

560
561

562

563

564

Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 34, pp. 4–5 (Appendix O).
Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, Land Management and Planning,
TAMS, received 27 May 2010, p. 6 (Appendix F).
Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, Land Management and Planning,
TAMS, received 27 May 2010, p. 6 (Appendix F).
TAMS, 2009-10 Budget Paper No. 4 Department of Territory and Municipal Services,
http://www.treasury.act.gov.au/budget/budget_2009/files/paper4/05tams.pdf, p. 76.
Response to the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, OCSE questions—resourcing,
Land Management and Planning, TAMS, November 2010, p. 8 (Appendix S).
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remaining 15 per cent on programmed maintenance includes both programmed pruning and
formative pruning (Table 12). As stated in Section 7.2 TAMS’s target is to increase the
percentage of its programmed activities from 15 per cent to 65 per cent—it has provided
benchmarking figures, see Table 12, to allow its progress to be monitored. With respect to
monitoring, the important columns to consider are ‘programmed pruning’ and ‘formative
pruning’. Given that TAMS has provided Table 12 as its bench mark, budget reporting should
continue using this format.
Table 12: Summary of open space planning – field operations tree budget565
Open Space Planning—Budget Summary 2009–10 Field Operations Only
Programmed Storm
Formative Public
Tree
Depot
pruning
damage
pruning
requests
Removals
Gungahlin
$18 590
$99 199
$0
$374 798
$206 169
Belconnen
$143 453
$100 174
$0
$195 406
$98 642
City
$33 064
$127 977
$125 965
$409 940
$125 559
Kambah
$195 107
$327 350
$125 965
$980 144
$430 370
9.30%
15.61%
6.01%
46.73%
20.52%
% of total
Trees Budget Summary 2010/11 after 6 months Field Operations Only
Programmed Storm
Formative Public
Tree
Depot
pruning
damage
pruning
requests
Removals
$15
136
$32
125
$92
380
$36
007
$8 527
Gungahlin
$520
$151 991
$0
$147 438
$65 823
Belconnen
$19 043
$92 136
$0
$99 617
$84 162
City
$47 313
$88 274
$6 957
$104 740
$99 173
Kambah
$82 012
$364 526
$99 337
$387 802
$257 685
6.63%
29.49%
8.04%
31.37%
20.85%
% of total

Power
lines
$17 319
$19 224
$2 016
$38 559
1.84%

Power
lines
$0
$8 269
$24 443
$12 003
$44 715
3.62%

Total
$0
$716 075
$556 899
$824 521
$2 097 495

Total
$184 175
$374 041
$319 401
$358 460
$1 236 077

Trees Budget Summary 2009/10 total plus 2010/11 after 6 months Field Operations Only

Depot
Gungahlin
Belconnen
City
Kambah

Programmed
pruning
$15 136
$19 110
$162 496
$80 377

Storm
damage
$32 125
$251 190
$192 310
$216 251

Formative
pruning
$92 380
$0
$0
$132 922

Public
requests
$36 007
$522 236
$295 023
$514 680

Tree
Removals
$8 527
$271 992
$182 804
$224 732

Power
lines
$0
$25 588
$43 667
$14 019

Total
$184 175
$1 090 116
$876 300
$1 182 981

$277 119
$691 876
$225 302
$1 367 946
$688 055
$83 274 $3 333 572
8.31%
20.75%
6.76%
41.04%
20.64%
2.50%
% of total
Note The figures are extracted from the City Services Financial reporting from June 09–10 to June 10–11. They
provide a summary of the actual expenditure by field operations crews against the 6 project lines in the tree
operations budget. Programmed works is a compilation of formative and programmed pruning. All other works
are considered reactive. The figures do not include funding for tree watering, tree removal, tree planting which
coordinated by the technical/management team nor salary and other costs incurred by the technical/management
team.
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Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment-Clarification Questions, Open Space
Planning, TAMS, 18 February 2011, Appendix 2 (response) (Appendix U).
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There has been some restructuring of TAMS resulting in the Urban Forest Renewal Program
and the Urban Tree Management Unit being amalgamated into the Open Space Planning
Unit. This unit is now also responsible for populating and managing the Tree Register under
the Tree Protection Act 2005. TAMS stated that:
As of September 2011 [2010], one full time officer at a TO3 level has been dedicated to the ACT
Tree Register. This role has been funded through recurrent funding budgets from the Tree Protection
Unit (TPU) prior to September 2010 and then from the Open Space Planning budget. Ancillary costs
for mandatory notification activities such as letters, advertising and tree assessment by the
Independent Advisory Panel have been funded by DECCEW. Open Space Planning has not received
additional funds for this role.566

TAMS funds the Tree Protection Unit which implements compliance under the Tree
Protection Act 2005. TAMS is also responsible for the million trees program for planting
trees and large shrubs with a budget of $250 000 per year. However, neither of these
programs affects urban street or park trees.
The estimated budget for the Open Space Planning Unit 2010–11 is in Table 13:
Table 13: Open Space Planning Unit budget 2010–11567
Total budget—Open Space Planning Unit

$5 208 000

Urban forest

$950 000

Water (initiative)

$336 000

Dead tree (initiative)

$42 000

Recurrent tree operations (pays 4 teams)

$3 880 000

If the proportion of work in response to inquiries is 85 per cent this would amount to
$4.43 million in the financial year 2010–11.
The budget for the Urban Forest Renewal Program was presented in the 2009 ACT Budget
papers as $18.7 million over four years to 2012–13 (Table 14).
Table 14: Urban Forest Renewal Program budget (2009–10 Budget papers)568
Government payment for outputs

2008–09
Estimated
output
$’000

2009–10
Budget
$’000

2010–11
Estimate
$’000

2011–12
Estimate
$’000

2012–13
Estimate
$’000

Urban Forest Renewal

–

4450

4753

4746

4739

It is understood that the ACT Government deferred funding the Urban Forest Renewal
Program in the 2010–11 Budget (Table 15), and reduced it to approximately $1 million for
the next three years pending information from this Tree Investigation.

566

567
568

Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment-Clarification Questions, Open Space
Planning, TAMS, 18 February 2011, p. 5 (Appendix U).
Email from Ms Fleur Flanery, TAMS, to Mr Larry O’Loughlin, OCSE, 21 December 2010.
ACT Treasury, 2009–10 Budget Paper No. 4. Department of Territory and Municipal Services,
http://www.treasury.act.gov.au/budget/budget_2009/files/paper4/05tams.pdf, p. 76.
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Table 15: 2010–11 Budget policy adjustments for Urban Forest Renewal Program569
Government payment for outputs

2009–10
Estimated
output
$'000

Partial deferral—Urban Forest Renewal
Program

-

2010–11
Budget
$'000
(3753)

2011–12
Estimate
$’000
(3746)

2012–13
Estimate
$’000
(3739)

2013–14
Estimate
$'000
-

8.2 Urban Forest Renewal Program funding
The funding for the Urban Forest Renewal Program was for a strategic tree management
program, and although it had a focus on tree renewal and therefore tree removal, it had other
elements that were important in managing urban trees: a condition assessment of Canberra’s
trees; a cyclical preventative maintenance program; and a commitment to develop a
communication strategy. Funding of $19.3 million was provided over four years (refer to
Table 11).570 While details were sought on what was in the budget bid for this program, this
information is cabinet-in-confidence and therefore could not be provided. However, relevant
information on aspects of the program was provided to assist the Tree Investigation (Table
16). Progress in implementing activities in this table is shown in italics.571

Table 16: Territory and Municipal Services proposal for ongoing activity from Urban Forest Renewal
Program572
Activity

Description

Improved management
and care of trees
Cyclic maintenance
team—Gungahlin

Five permanent officers, equipment, fuel, training, operating costs, upgrade
Nicholls depot to house team; this team has been established within existing
recurrent funding from the Urban Forest Renewal Program and tree operations
budgets.

Review of Design
Standard for Urban
Infrastructure, Chapter
23, Plant species for use in
urban landscaping
(in progress)

The Tree Selection Working Group is currently reviewing the standard to update
it and remove trees that have been classified as weeds and determine other trees
that are now suitable for Canberra’s environment. The review also aims to make
the standard more accessible and easier to manage. This includes developing it
into a web-based electronic format on the TAMS website. The work of this
group is almost complete with additional meetings required at a cost of about
$50 000.

569

570

571

572

ACT Treasury, 2010–11 Budget Paper No. 4, Department of Territory and Municipal Services
www.treasury.act.gov.au/budget/budget_2010/files/paper4/05tams.rtf, p. 76.
It was described in the budget papers as ‘Urban Forest Renewal; $18.7 million over 4 years; provides for
the staged replacement of the Urban Forest across Canberra and the improved maintenance of trees.’
http://www.treasury.act.gov.au/budget/budget_2009/files/paper2/bpaper2.pdf p. 42.
Meeting between Fleur Flanery, TAMS, and Dr Maxine Cooper, Dr Matthew Parker and Mr Larry
O’Loughlin, OCSE, 20 December 2010.
TAMS provided a briefing dated 10 December 2009 which was forwarded to this Office
16 December 2009. The table is Attachment A of the briefing.
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Table 16 continued...
Tree planting and
watering

Tree planting, establishment and equipment; this work is required at a cost of
about $23 per tree for first three years for new trees.

Tree audit and asset
management planning

Project team to continue:
Urban forest audit
Develop and coordinate audit (when trees are in leaf between October and
March) along with long-term data management of information. Just over 80 per
cent of audit concluded ($900 000 spent) and would require about $50 000 to
conclude all work.

Asset management
Record data into Integrated Asset Management System (IAMS)
Prepare and coordinate data from audit into IAMS and ensure tree data is
updated as operational crews undertake routine work. This work is being done by
an officer in the Tree Management Unit.
Tree species profiling
Ensure proposed plantings are suitable for Canberra’s climate. Data extracted
from tree audit. Not yet commenced.
Operations Manager
Manage operational crews and training to help communication flow and improve
work efficiencies and monitoring. Appointed.
Tree assessments for
priority zones/areas

Tree inventories on Northbourne Ave, Glebe Park (part of Heritage Plan) and
Corroboree Park. Specific audits of these priority areas needed immediately as
significant numbers of trees are rapidly declining. Tree care in Corroboree Park
of high community concern. Require more specialised and broader audit to
manage potential risk from declining trees. Commenced.

Reuse of timber postharvest

Research into multiple uses of timber from Canberra’s urban forest, which
contains significant and rare timber. Some uses include mulch, sale of high-end
wood and re-use in the landscape. Cost $50 000 (in conjunction with
DECCEW—$100,000) The tender process started but was not concluded. The
work was discontinued and DECCEW reallocated its money.

Communication and
community engagement
Community survey

For tree management issues across Canberra not only for Urban Forest Renewal
Program. Aims to identify issues community deems important. Some of these
issues will help effective functioning and implementation of program. Not
commenced.

Tree Keepers
(Preparation of materials
and training packages)

Innovative program to engage and educate community members about tree care
and in return seek a commitment of voluntary help with tree care. Builds
community capacity to help with care of future forest. Not commenced.

Communication material
Signage
Mobile trailer
Letter box drops
Managing inquiries

To meet new guidelines for community engagement, communication material
will need to be developed and managed. Not commenced.
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8.3 Tree funding other than through TAMS
8.3.1 ACT Government departments or authorities
This Tree Investigation mainly considers the resources invested in managing public street and
park trees through the TAMS budget. Expenditure on tree management is dispersed across
many government agencies and authorities. Costs to some agencies are significant.
The two agencies who have quantified their tree costs are the Land Development Agency
(Table 17) and the Department of Education and Training. Their tree costs are significant.

Table 17: Land Development Agency expenditure on trees573
Tree surveys and assessments (based on 4 assessments/year @ $25 000 to $30 000)
Tree establishment in new estates (street and park trees) assuming $800 per block x 2 500
blocks

$120 000
$2 000 000

Pruning dead wood and cutting fallen branches

$20 000

Watering

$40 000

Total per year (estimate only)

$2 180 000

The Department of Education and Training spends a considerable amount:
... the estimated cost to undertake work recommended in tree condition assessment reports at all
ACT public school sites is over $900,000 ... In addition, $220,000 will be spent protecting heritage
trees at Ainslie School.574

From discussions with some school principals575 any assistance with tree management,
especially tree planting and maintenance would be welcomed.
Many agencies were unable to provide a figure for tree management as the costs for this are
covered under general maintenance programs:
... DHCS is not able to easily identify the cost of managing trees, however, the Housing ACT
business unit does spend in excess of $2m per annum on horticulture maintenance and landscaping
works. ... a proportion is spent on trimming trees particularly those growing near power lines.576
... noting the limited extent of trees on ACT Health assets, expenditure on trees is incidental to
overall capital project costs and to the agency’s ongoing operating costs.577

573

574

575

576

577

Land Development Agency, response to questionnaire from Commissioner for Sustainability and the
Environment, 30 April 2010, p. 4 (Appendix F).
Education and Training Department, response to questionnaire from Commissioner for Sustainability and
the Environment, 22 February 2010, p. 4 (Appendix F).
Personal communication with the Commissioner when visiting schools for discussions on sustainability
issues, 2010.
Department of Disability, Housing and Community Services, response to questionnaire from
Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, 12 April, 2010, p. 3 (Appendix F).
ACT Health, response to questionnaire from Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, 6
February, 2010, p. 6 (Appendix F).
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Canberra Institute of Technology spends approximately $20 000 annually on tree
management.578

8.3.2 National Arboretum Canberra
While this Tree Investigation does not specifically examine the Arboretum’s tree
management program or practices, it does consider its value for scientific research to inform
tree management across Canberra and as a centre for educational information and programs.
Given this, the Arboretum’s budget is presented.
The ACT Government budgeted $12 million for capital works to the National Arboretum
before its opening in spring 2008 (Table 18). The Arboretum was allocated $2.1 million in
the 2005–06 Budget in recurrent funding over four years and $2 million in capital funding.
The $2.1 million in recurrent funding was to support the management and maintenance of the
250-hectare site, with preliminary work in 2005. The funding in the 2005–06 Budget was in
addition to the $10 million previously allocated to the Arboretum capital works project.

Table 18: Arboretum capital appropriations579
2004-05 to
2008-09
($’000)
Current
New
Total

2009-10
($’000)

2010-11
($’000)

2011-12
($’000)

2012-13
($’000)

2013-14
($’000)

Total
($’000)

12 351

6 640

5 460

1 000

0

0

25 451

0

0

7 710

12 110

2 800

0

22 620

12 351

6 640

13 170

13 110

2 800

0

48 071

8.4 ActewAGL funding arrangements
As previously discussed (Section 5.6.2) currently 85 per cent of tree works undertaken by
TAMS is in response to community inquiries and unforeseen events, such as storms.580 A site
visit with TAMS field crews (17 June 2010) and responses from TAMS to OCSE questions
indicate that from 1.84 to 3.62 per cent of its budget is spent on programmed maintenance for
clearing power line easements on unleased urban land for ActewAGL.581 Although this is the
legal responsibility of ActewAGL, TAMS funds have been allocated to this task. The initial
clearance program was jointly funded by TAMS ($158 000) and ActewAGL ($120 000), with
TAMS financially responsible for the subsequent cyclic clearance to the value of

578

579

580

581

Canberra Institute of Technology, response to questionnaire from Commissioner for Sustainability and the
Environment, 17 February, 2010, p. 2 (Appendix F).
Department of Land and Property Services, response to questionnaire from Commissioner for
Sustainability and the Environment, p. 5 (Appendix F).
Response to the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, OCSE questions—resourcing,
Land Management and Planning, TAMS, November 2010, p. 8 (Appendix S).
Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment-Clarification Questions, Open Space
Planning, TAMS, 18 February 2011, Appendix 2 (response) (Appendix U).
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approximately $224 000 in 2006–07 and $320 000 in 2007–08.582 It is understood that when
the contractor withdrew from the contract in 2008 TAMS took over the maintenance for nonurgent tree clearance in urban areas with ActewAGL providing the power outages to enable
the works. The cost to TAMS in 2009–2010 was $39 000,583 with a further $45 000 spent in
the first six months of 2010–11.584 ActewAGL carries the cost of assessment and reports on
urban street vegetation and its emergency tree clearance pruning, as well as clearance pruning
in rural areas.585 As the clearing of vegetation under powerlines is ActewAGL’s
responsibility, it should fully bear the costs for this work. The resources TAMS currently
invests in this task should be allocated to work on trees in Canberra’s urban street and parks.

8.5 Expenditure drivers
TAMS expenditure drivers for urban street and park trees include:
•

•
•
•

a continuing increase in the number of tree inquiries—the actual number has risen from
5637 in 2009 to 7002 in 2010. This is a 24 per cent increase in public inquiries in one
calendar year
a 78 per cent increase in the number of planning applications for TAMS to review in
the last four years
TAMS, during 2009–10, beginning to manage an additional 30 hectares of urban open
space in new suburbs in Gungahlin, Belconnen and Tuggeranong
a 67 per cent increase in the number of dwelling sites released in the past seven years
from 1656 in 2003–04 to a target of 5000 in 2010–11. While not all sites will have trees
in front of them, it does emphasise a significant increase in development in the past five
years.

The increase in development has had a number of flow-on affects, as outlined by TAMS:
... Reallocation of resources—at least one full time, sometimes 1.5 FTE is now needed to respond to
development related matters. Previously this was a part-time function for one officer.
... Increase in new tree assets—approximately 5000 new trees have been assigned (gifted) to TAMS
annually for the past five years. This figure has more than doubled the number assigned 7–8 years
ago. Urban trees in their first 3–5 years have high maintenance and cost requirements for watering,
staking, mulching, formative pruning and possible replacement due to death or vandalism.586

To manage the above, programming maintenance activities have apparently been affected. It
is noted in the TAMS’s response that although

582
583

584

585

586

Email from Mr Michael Brice, TAMS, to Dr Matthew Parker, OCSE, 1 October 2010.
Letter from Mr Russell Watkinson, PCL, to Dr Maxine Cooper, OSCE, questions relating to power line
clearance arrangements, 27 July 2010.
Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment-Clarification Questions, Open Space
Planning, TAMS, 18 February 2011, Appendix 2 (response) (Appendix U).
ActewAGL, response to questionnaire from Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, 22
February 2010, p. 2, (Appendix F).
Response to the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, OCSE questions—resourcing,
Land Management and Planning, TAMS, November 2010, p. 4 (Appendix S).
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base level funding has been supplemented for specific needs including the post 2003 bush fires clean
up and replanting, removal of dead and drought affected trees, tree watering in times of drought and
tree planting ... [that] since 2005-6, the base level recurrent funding for tree maintenance has
remained relatively stable’.587

The TAMS response further stated the result of limited resources seems to have had the most
profound effect on:
... programmed or proactive pruning (cyclic). The operational teams give priority to clearing the
volume of tree related enquiries from the public... where response time deadlines have been set. This
has meant programmed proactive work, including formative pruning of young trees and maintenance
of older trees, is not to the desired level...
Over the past 10 years many street and park trees in some areas of Woden-Weston and Belconnen
regions have not been systematically pruned. As a result some trees in these areas have a less sound
structure than trees that have received this type of work. 588

This illustrates the reasons why current levels of programmed maintenance need to be
enhanced.

8.6 Tree funding and climate change initiatives
The Tree Investigation under Term of Reference 2 was required to consider ‘the benefits and
drawbacks of considering funding for urban tree programs separately to climate change
initiatives’.589 A paper—The benefits and draw backs of considering funding for urban tree
programs separately to climate change initiatives—was commissioned to assist on this.590
Trees have a range of positive effects on local climate conditions and are important in
minimising the adverse impacts of climate change. Trees in urban areas help mitigate climate
change by taking up and storing carbon from the atmosphere. Urban trees can also indirectly
reduce the production of greenhouse gases and so decrease the need for summer cooling
through shading.
The ACT Government commissioned the Australian National University’s Fenner School to
produce the 2008 report—A Carbon Sequestration Audit of Vegetation Biomass in the
Australian Capital Territory—which measured and modelled how much carbon was taken up
and stored by the urban estate (which included streets and parks and reserves within the urban
area and excluded residential or other gardens). This report was useful in not only measuring
carbon content, but also ascribing a notional dollar value to the contributions of the trees:

587
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590

Response to the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, OCSE questions—resourcing,
Land Management and Planning, TAMS, November 2010, p. 7 (Appendix S).
Response to the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, OCSE questions—resourcing,
Land Management and Planning, TAMS, November 2010, pp. 7–8 (Appendix S).
Term of reference 2, Investigation into the Government’s tree management practices and the renewal of
Canberra’s urban forest (Appendix A).
The benefits and draw backs of considering funding for urban tree programs separately to climate change
initiatives—Miller Consulting, 14 December 2010 (Appendix K).
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The urban estate was estimated to sequester 98,000 tonnes of carbon between 2008 and 2015, giving
an average annual sequestration of 14,000 tonnes (0.6 t/ha). The largest contribution to sequestration
came from suburbs established between 25 and 45 years ago, which sequestered between 0.6 and 1.8
t/ha (mean =0.9 t/ha/year). Suburbs established within the last 20 years contained on average 0.1 t/ha
of carbon, while suburbs established more than 50 years ago contained 22 t/ha. The mitigation value
of the urban estate was estimated to be $23,564,000 per year in 2008. This comprised of $6,086,000
for energy mitigation, $12,068,000 for pollution mitigation and $5,409,000 for hydrologic
engineering and water quality mitigation.591

The authors of the 2008 Carbon Sequestration Audit noted that this information would
‘contribute to the reporting of carbon flows necessary for the ACT Government to meet its
responsibilities under any carbon emissions or trading agreements’.592
The paper, The benefits and draw backs of considering funding for urban tree programs
separately to climate change initiatives, states that:
Deforestation has contributed to as much as 18% of the world’s carbon emissions into the
atmosphere over the last five years (Stern Review, 2006). Reforestation projects around the world
over the last five years have contributed to reversing the trend of forest emissions. One of the key
reasons reforestation projects have recently been successfully implemented is through funds being
available for such projects through carbon offsets.593

The ‘total climate investment’ was listed in the May 2008 ACT Budget papers (Table 19) and
shows a range of programs relating both to trees and to climate change. These programs
include aspects of the Urban Forest Renewal Program (including development of the
strategy), the Free Plant Issue Scheme, Additional Trees at Lake Ginninderra and Lake
Tuggeranong Foreshores, One Million New Trees over 10 years, Additional Tree Plantings,
the Canberra International Arboretum and Gardens, and Drought Proofing Parks and Open
Spaces. This is the only time when all climate change actions have been shown so
comprehensively in budget papers.

591

592

593

Paul Killey, Dr Cris Brack, Dr Chris McElhinny, Dr Geoff Cary and Dr Karen King, A Carbon
Sequestration Audit of Vegetation Biomass in the Australian Capital Territory, Fenner School of
Environment and Society, Australian National University, a report for the ACT Government, 2008, p. 2.
http://www.environment.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/155018/Carbon_Audit_ANU_Final.pdf.
Paul Killey, Dr Cris Brack, Dr Chris McElhinny, Dr Geoff Cary and Dr Karen King, A Carbon
Sequestration Audit of Vegetation Biomass in the Australian Capital Territory, Fenner School of
Environment and Society, Australian National University, a report for the ACT Government, 2008, p. 52.
The benefits and draw backs of considering funding for urban tree programs separately to climate change
initiatives—Miller Consulting, 14 December 2010, p. 3 (Appendix K).
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Table 19: Total climate investment594
Recurrent initiatives
2006-07 Budget
Carbon Neutral Schools (Education Package)
Total 2006–07 Budget
2007–08 Budget
Implementation of Climate Change Strategy
(ICCS)
Public Transport Improvements
Total 2007–08 Budget
2007–08 Budget 2nd Appropriation
ICCS—Urban Forest Renewal Strategy
ICCS—Carbon Sequestration Audit
ICCS—Grant Program for Community Groups
ICCS—Bike and Ride For Free
ICCS—Free Plant Issue Scheme
Public Transport Improvements
Additional Trees at Lake Ginninderra & Lake
Tuggeranong Foreshores
Stromlo Forest Park Walking Trails—Shade
Trees and Landscaping
Sports Drought Proofing Self-Help Scheme
Water Demand Management
Drought Proofing Parks and Open Spaces
Total 2007–08 Budget 2nd Appropriation
2008–09 Budget
ANU Co-Investment Program—Climate
Change Adaptation Research Centre
ICCS—Renewable Energy Targets
ICCS—Urban Forest Replacement Program
ICCS—One Million New Trees over 10 years
ICCS—Protection of High Conservation Areas
Carbon Neutral Schools
Energy Efficient Housing
Additional Tree Plantings
East Lake Sustainable Urban Renewal
New ‘Park and Ride’ / ‘Bike and Ride’ Facility
ACTION—Network 08 Implementation
Solar Farm Feasibility Study
Additional Regional Recycling Centres
'Where Will We Play’
Future Provision—Additional Trees *
Future Provision for Climate Change Works *
Total 2008–09 Budget

594

2007–08
$’000s

2008–09
$’000s

2009–10
$’000s

2010–11
$’000s

2011–12
$’000s

Total
$’000s

1 500
1 500

1 500
1 500

1 500
1 500

1 500
1 500

1 500
1 500

7 500
7 500

1 000

1 000

1 000

1 000

0

4 000

1 250
2 250

0
1 000

0
1 000

0
1 000

0
0

1 250
5 250

400
50
300
23
63
3 950
50

0
0
700
46
125
5 500
0

0
0
0
47
125
5 500
0

0
0
0
48
125
5 500
0

0
0
0
49
125
5 500
0

400
50
1 000
213
563
25 950
50

70

0

0

0

0

70

2 000
1 075
0
7 981

0
550
100
7 021

0
0
0
5 672

0
0
0
5 673

0
0
0
5 674

2 000
1 625
100
32 021

0

2 500

0

0

0

2 500

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

175
731
589
104
400
116
1 050
970
0
3 050
70
30
0
0
0
9 785

77
0
1 065
108
400
118
100
750
0
3 170
0
0
0
5 000
0
10 788

79
0
808
112
400
120
0
0
6
3 300
0
0
60
5 000
0
9 885

81
0
828
116
400
122
0
0
6
3 430
0
0
120
5 000
0
10 103

412
731
3 290
440
1 600
476
1 150
1 720
12
12 950
70
30
180
20 000
40 551
86 112

ACT Department of Treasury, 2008–2009 Budget Paper No.2: Ready for the Future, May 2008, pp. 42–3,
http://www.treasury.act.gov.au/budget/budget 2008/files/paper2/bpaper2.html.
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Table 19 continued...
Recurrent initiatives
Total Climate Change Initiatives – Recurrent
Capital
2007–08 Budget
Energy Efficiency Fund
ACTION—Bus Fleet Replacement (16 buses)
Public Transport Improvements
East Lake Urban Renewal Project
Carbon Neutrality in Government Buildings
Renewable Energy Technology Showcase
Total 2007–08 Budget
2007–08 Budget 2nd Appropriation
Public Housing Energy Efficiency
Improvements
ICCS—Bike and Ride For Free
Water Demand Management
Drought Proofing Parks and Open Spaces
Total 2007–08 Budget 2nd Appropriation
2008–09 Budget
Million Trees Initiative—Canberra International
Arboretum & Gardens
Energy Efficient Street Lights
New ‘Park and Ride’ and ‘Bike and Ride’
Facility
‘Where Will We Play’ Outdoor Sports Facilities
Water Reduction Strategies
Bus Lanes and Bus Priority Measures
ACTION—Bus Fleet Replacement (100 buses)
Future Provision—‘Where Will We Play’
Outdoor Sports Facilities Water Reduction
Strategies *
Total 2008–09 Budget
Total Climate Change Initiatives—Capital

2007–08
$’000s
11 731

2008–09
$’000s
19 306

2009–10
$’000s
18 960

2010–11
$’000s
18 058

2011–12
$’000s
17 277

Total
$’000s
130
883

1 000
5 000
2 395
350
1 410
1 000
11 155

0
3 000
6 050
0
0
0
9 050

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1 000
8 000
8 445
350
1 410
1 000
20 205

1 000

2 333

2 333

2 334

2 000

10 000

70
375
1 500
2 945

0
0
1 400
3 733

0
0
0
2 333

0
0
0
2 334

0
0
0
2 000

70
375
2 900
13 345

0

2 400

2 400

3 400

2 400

10 600

0
0

3 000
530

0
0

0
0

0
0

3 000
530

0

500

1 500

3 000

3 000

8 000

0
0
0

500
6 000
0

0
15 500
2 000

0
15 500
2 000

0
12 500
2 000

500
49 500
6 000

0
14 100

12 930
25 713

21 400
23 733

23 900
26 234

19 900
21 900

78 130
111
680
242
563

Total Climate Change
Note: table reflects all Climate Change Strategy related Actions.
* Totals for these provisions do not add due to the funding commitment in the fifth year, 2012–13.

While the figures in Table 19 are clustered under Climate Change, it is understood that they
are funded through other programs and not as a central climate change initiative.
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The benefits and draw backs of considering funding for urban tree programs separately to
climate change initiatives595 addressed the issue of carbon trading. While noting that there
were several ways to get involved that were not mutually exclusive, it suggests:
… developing your measurement and monitoring in line with the requirements of a carbon trading
scheme without actually participating in the scheme. Brisbane City Council has adopted this model
and have partnered with the University of Queensland to establish carbon predictor models for any
future participation in a scheme if required. They therefore improve the existing systems of
measurement, monitoring and reporting without actually risking low rates of return on investment.
The advantage is also that they will be ready when and if they choose to participate.596

The income generated from carbon offsetting depends on many variables including gaining
coverage on a continuous hectare basis. For example, Brisbane City Council estimates:
... the mass plantings of Kholo/Mount Crosby store approximately 6 tonnes of carbon per hectare per
year. The total land area at this site is 80 Ha. Therefore the site is generating approximately 480
tonnes of CO2-e sequestration per year. On the current market that is between $5,280 and $24,000
per annum (Carbon Offset Guide price of $11-$50+ per tonne).597

If this issue were to be pursued, planting in some of the government lands that offer the
necessary scale, such as the Canberra Nature Park, might be better than focusing on street
tree planting with respect to carbon trading.
The 2008 ACT Carbon Sequestration Audit calculated that the ACT’s urban estate between
2008 and 2015 would have ‘an average annual sequestration of 14 000 tonnes (0.6 t/ha)’.598
Based on the same carbon prices as above, the total annual income from Canberra’s
sequestration would be between $154 000 and $700 000.
Community views, although varied, generally favoured not having urban street and park tree
programs funded under climate change; however, some advocated securing additional
funding under such programs:
Supplementary funds should come through climate change mitigation and adaptation initiatives in
view of the significant role of the urban forest as a carbon sink and wildlife habitat, and as a way of
cooling Canberra as global warming increases, so as to reduce reliance on energy-intensive air
conditioners and evaporative coolers (which also use valuable water)599
Canberra’s urban forest makes aesthetic, climate control and social contributions, in addition to and
separate from its role in climate mitigation and adaptation. Therefore, ... [it] ... should be funded
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The benefits and draw backs of considering funding for urban tree programs separately to climate change
initiatives – Miller Consulting, 14 December 2010 (Appendix K).
The benefits and draw backs of considering funding for urban tree programs separately to climate change
initiatives – Miller Consulting, 14 December 2010, p. 7 (Appendix K).
Funding options for the protection of the environment through enhanced management actions—Miller
Consulting, 8 December 2010 p.9 (Appendix J).
Paul Killey, Dr Cris Brack, Dr Chris McElhinny, Dr Geoff Cary and Dr Karen King, A Carbon
Sequestration Audit of Vegetation Biomass in the Australian Capital Territory, Fenner School of
Environment and Society, Australian National University, A report for the ACT Government, 2008, p. 2,
http://www.environment.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/155018/Carbon_Audit_ANU_Final.pdf
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 30, p. 6 (Appendix O).
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separately. Nevertheless, there should be co-ordinated planning with climate change initiatives to
ensure policies in these two fields support each other and maximise synergies wherever possible.600
Funding for urban tree management programmes needs to be assured and precisely targeted. Since
climate change science is still in a state of flux, at least from the point of view of acceptance by the
community funding for urban tree management must not be linked to something that is subject to
change.601
Funding for the Urban Forest should be dedicated to the Urban Forest and most certainly should not
be linked to climate change or any other ‘greening’ or environmental programmes.602
As a general rule we emphasise the long term importance of the urban forests program and the need
for sustained funding if the program is to be successful. This suggests that short term funding
programs, whether focused on climate change or other issues, should not be the primary source of
funds for the program.603
Forests perform an important role in the removal and storage of greenhouse gases from the
atmosphere. Urban forests can therefore help meet climate change mitigation objectives. We do not
see any conflict in objectives and believe that the tree renewal program is consistent with effective
carbon mitigation. There are significant costs in considering climate change targets without
604
considering rural and urban forest management contributions.
Funding for renewal of the urban environment could be augmented with the use of voluntary offsets.
Organisations such as GreenFleet could be used as potential partners to encourage Canberrans to
offset their vehicle (and other) greenhouse gas emissions via investment in Canberra’s urban
forest.605

A further submission made the point that the size of Canberra’s treed landscape is not really
going to deal with the scale of climate change:
Climate change and tree planting programs though they have a feel good connection are only very
slightly ‘connected’ (600,000 trees is negligible in the scheme of things unfortunately, what our
federal politicians do not understand!) so I would decouple these issues.606

Another submission argued that climate change and urban tree programs should be separated
and emphasised that there are many benefits from urban trees—in addition to climate
change—that deserve respect:
There is an inherent risk in linking funding for urban tree programs only to climate change
initiatives, in that management focus may subsequently prioritize a limited range of landscape
performance issues – e.g. carbon sequestration potential or bushfire & public risk management –
over more complex, less ‘tangible’ or easily quantifiable landscape values – such as the linkages
between spatial landscape quality and physical and mental health, community identity, social
opportunity, and cultural and spiritual expression. Outcomes relating to these vital aspects of human
well-being are significantly influenced by the quality of our access to, and interaction with, high-
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Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 30, p. 2 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 43, p. 2 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 31, p. 1 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 33, p. 3 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 33, p. 3 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 45, p. 2 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 24, p. 2 (Appendix O).
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quality urban landscapes – and deserve equal consideration and weight in decision-making and
funding support.607

The benefits and draw backs of considering funding for urban tree programs separately to
climate change initiatives found that:
Examples where tree programs are not funded under climate change initiatives are... by far the
greatest proportion of local government programs in Australia. ... the traditional tree program
remains funded through the general revenue base and climate change initiatives are an additional
program often funded through a levy mechanism or similar.608

Another example in this paper where climate change projects have funded tree plantings in
local government areas:
Wollongong City Council ... in partnership with Shellharbour and Kiama Councils, have developed a
Sustainability Roadmap 2008 ... carbon sequestration is identified in the roadmap...it is seen as
additional to the existing tree program ...609

It appears that funding tree planting as part of climate change initiatives is likely to be
supported if it is in addition to ‘business as usual’610 and beyond meeting legislative
requirements related to a council’s obligation for tree planting.
Ms Lyndal Plant, Brisbane City Council, states:
Maintaining street and park tree assets (proactively and reactively) is both a core function and
legislative responsibility (especially re risk management, and duty of care). Planting replacement
trees is also usually regarded as core business, traditionally supported by the rates/tax base....These
core activities, their communication and skilled execution are the very activities which this
investigation has found to be in most need of resources.611

It seems that it is appropriate to apply, and claim, climate change funding for tree programs,
if these are in addition to those programs that are considered ‘business as usual’, ‘core
business’, that is, one of the essential activities of the organisation or agency, or are required
to meet legislative requirements (for example, risk management programs). Special programs
such as planting an additional number of trees for climate change objectives to reduce heat
islands in urban areas, provide additional shade over footpaths/cycle paths, increase overall
canopy cover and so on, may have benefits if funded as part of actions to address climate
change. For example, the commissioned Funding options for the protection of the
environment through enhanced management actions paper stated:
Linking climate change commitment to trees has helped focus the message on climate change in
Canada and enabled the community to participate in ‘doing something’ for climate change
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Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 40, p. 4 (Appendix O).
The benefits and draw backs of considering funding for urban tree programs separately to climate change
initiatives—Miller Consulting, 14 December 2010, p. 10 (Appendix K).
The benefits and draw backs of considering funding for urban tree programs separately to climate change
initiatives – Miller Consulting, 14 December 2010, p. 11 (Appendix K).
The benefits and draw backs of considering funding for urban tree programs separately to climate change
initiatives – Miller Consulting, 14 December 2010, p. 11 (Appendix K).
Email from Ms Lyndal Plant, Brisbane City Council, to Dr Matthew Parker, OCSE, regarding the paper on
funding options, 17 December 2010.
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increasing the communities[sic] long term resilience. Rather than adapting the view that is it all too
hard and what can I do to stop climate change from happening.612

Funding tree programs under climate change may offer the opportunity to source additional
funds from climate change programs, particularly from the Australian Government.

8.7 Sources of funding
Owing to Canberra having a considerable amount of green infrastructure, the Tree
Investigation considered funding sources used by other jurisdictions to fund green
infrastructure. The paper, Funding options for the protection of the environment through
enhanced management actions613, was commissioned to assist this Tree Investigation and the
Canberra Nature Park (nature reserves), Molonglo River Corridor (nature reserves) and
Googong Foreshores Investigation.614 It stated:
... Given the extent of our environmental impact it is often difficult to set appropriate priorities with
limited funds available given competing demands. In addition, we grapple with the extent to which
we ‘maintain’ current environmental amenity versus how we might continually improve and enhance
amenity.615

Several innovative ideas for funding were included in public submissions, for example:
While the approach of encouraging and educating people to look after trees is to be preferred, I
wonder if consideration has also been given to the economic aspects? In particular, the planting of
street trees is an investment by the community. If some members of the community damage trees,
they impose costs on the community. Not just in terms of the resource costs of replacing trees, but
also in terms of loss of environmental amenity (cooler streets, cooler cars, evening strolls, etc). A
holistic policy approach to urban trees should take these costs into account, perhaps on the polluter
pays principle.616
Funding for renewal of the urban environment could be augmented with the use of voluntary offsets.
Organisations such as GreenFleet could be used as potential partners to encourage Canberrans to
offset their vehicle (and other) greenhouse gas emissions via investment in Canberra’s urban
forest.617
... if people are given the opportunity to give a little more than required on, say, their rates notice, I
believe that many people would do so.618
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Funding options for the protection of the environment through enhanced management actions—Miller
Consulting, 8 December 2010, p. 14 (Appendix J).
Funding options for the protection of the environment through enhanced management actions – Miller
Consulting, 8 December 2010, p. 14 (Appendix J).
Currently being undertaken by the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment,
http://www.envcomm.act.gov.au/investigations/nature_reserves_investigation.
Funding options for the protection of the environment through enhanced management actions – Miller
Consulting, 8 December 2010, p. 1(Appendix J).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 3, p. 1 (Appendix O).
Public submissions to the Tree Investigation, Submission 45, p. 2 (Appendix O).
Email from Dr Dorothy Jauncey to Dr Matthew Parker, OCSE, response on levy paper, 15 December
2010.
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Funding options for the protection of the environment through enhanced management
actions619 presents information on the environmental and sustainability levies used by
councils, with details for 18 of these. It provides examples of how local and state
governments meet their environmental responsibilities with limited funds and competing
demands while specifically noting that:
Traditional funding through rates and taxes is largely spent on environmental management undertaken
as part of an organisation’s legislative requirement. This is seen as a minimum funding source.620

If this premise is supported, funding options should be considered in the context of what extra
needs to be done, what it would cost and how it could be funded.
The paper stated that ‘no one funding stream is the panacea for all shortfalls in funding’621
and that most organisations seek several sources of funding for projects and use one source to
generate support from other areas. This ‘leveraging’ requires project managers to have
networking skills as well as technical skills.
In NSW the process of charging additional rates as an environment levy involves councils
applying to the State Government to set a special rate that meets certain criteria, including
that the rate has a specific purpose and it is in place for a limited time. A majority of NSW
councils have used this mechanism to raise rates for environmental initiatives often called an
environmental levy.622
In Queensland, the Brisbane City Council has two environmental levies: the Environmental
Management and Compliance Levy, which is collected to protect waterways and manage and
remediate landfills, and the Bushland Preservation Levy.
The Brisbane City Council adopted the Bushland Preservation Levy in 1991. Brisbane
residents and businesses—all properties that are charged general rates—pay a Bushland
Preservation Levy as part of their rates account. The levy goes to the:
•
•

protection and enhancement of the natural environment
creation of a world-class natural area network for Brisbane.

In 2010–11 the Brisbane City Council charges a flat rate of $49.80 for its Bushland
Preservation Levy on the grounds that:
... all rateable land in the City has benefited or will benefit from –the acquisition and protection of
natural bushland or other areas in the City and the provision of facilities for public access to those
areas and the protection of other natural bushland areas in the City whether privately owned or
otherwise and the preservation, restoration, rehabilitation, management and enhancement of the
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Funding options for the protection of the environment through enhanced management actions—Miller
Consulting, 8 December 2010, (Appendix J).
Funding options for the protection of the environment through enhanced management actions – Miller
Consulting, 8 December 2010, p. 1 (Appendix J).
Funding options for the protection of the environment through enhanced management actions – Miller
Consulting, 8 December 2010, p. 2 (Appendix J).
Funding options for the protection of the environment through enhanced management actions – Miller
Consulting, 8 December 2010, pp. 2–3 (Appendix J).
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City’s environment ... undertaken or proposed to be undertaken by the Council (‘activities and
facilities’).623

Funds raised from the levy are used to manage and buy land. Using the Bushland
Preservation Levy, land is bought that supports significant ecosystems, plants and animals
through the Bushland Acquisition Program. This land is managed as conservation reserves,
most of which are accessible to the public. Over 2500 hectares have been protected since the
program started in 1991. Between 2008 and 2012 Brisbane City Council has a target to secure
an extra 500 hectares of bushland.624 The Brisbane City Council levies do not apply to urban
trees.
Brisbane City Council’s Environmental Management and Compliance Levy is charged as a
differential rate based on zoning and in 2010-11 it was $22.76 for home owners.
There are several existing levies in the ACT.625 Most levies are based on a particular activity.
There is one major existing levy that applies directly to all rateable properties in the ACT—
the Fire and Emergency Services Levy, which is charged on all rateable properties in ACT to
partly cover the cost of providing fire and emergency services. In 2010-11 the Residential
and Rural Fixed Charge was $98.20.626
Funding options for the protection of the environment through enhanced management actions
considered the scope for philanthropy in various forms to make a greater contribution to
environmental programs. Examples include donations of land for botanical gardens
(Wollongong), bush care programs (various) and community street tree plantings
(Brisbane).627 The paper also made the point that it should be clear what support will be
sought and used, and that this should be coordinated:
To encourage philanthropy the giver needs to know the receiver will value the donation. It is
worthwhile to establish a philanthropic strategic action plan that identifies what type of philanthropy
is sought and how it can be supported by the organisation and articulated to the community.628

It also stated that there might sometimes be support for additional environmental programs
through grants and sponsorship, such as ‘matching funding’ arrangements.629 Sources for
matching funding for local councils include Australian and state governments, philanthropic
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Brisbane City Council, Resolution of rates and charges, website,
www.brisbane.qld.gov.au/2010%20Library/2009%20PDF%20and%20Docs/1.About%20Council/1.10%20
News%20and%20publications/Budget%202010-2011/budget_1011_resolution_of_rates_and_charges.pdf,
accessed 6 January 2010.
Brisbane City Council, Bushland preservation levy, website, www.brisbane.qld.gov.au/environmentwaste/plans-projects/bushland-preservation-levy/index.htm, accessed 6 January 2010.
Further detail is at: http://www.revenue.act.gov.au/other_levies_and_taxes.
A 50 per cent rebate applies for eligible pensioners and the commercial rate is calculated on the basis of
(Average Unimproved Value (AUV)—$16,500) x 0.3666%.
http://www.revenue.act.gov.au/other_levies_and_taxes/fire_and_emergency_services_levy
Funding options for the protection of the environment through enhanced management actions—Miller
Consulting, 8 December 2010, p.7 (Appendix J).
Funding options for the protection of the environment through enhanced management actions – Miller
Consulting, 8 December 2010, p. 8 (Appendix J).
Funding options for the protection of the environment through enhanced management actions—Miller
Consulting, 8 December 2010, p. 8 (Appendix J).
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foundations and the private sector. There seems to be value in exploring this possibility for
the ACT, but not necessarily for urban street and park trees, noting that there might be fewer
available sources for the ACT. There might be more support for philanthropy if it was tax
deductible, which would have to be negotiated with the Australian Government. TAMS has
indicated that people would like to make donations for enhancement tree planting and care in
their local areas.630
Funding options for the protection of the environment through enhanced management actions
suggested that there were some attributes that ‘seem to significantly contribute to the success
of funding options for enhanced environmental management’. These included a clear vision
and measurable objectives; political support; transparency both in how money is spent and
what it achieved; diversity of funding to enable leveraging; charismatic leaders; a ‘sunset’
clause to allow review and reconsideration ...’.631
Funding options for the protection of the environment through enhanced management actions
concluded that:
An environmental levy can be implemented and attract significant funds for environmental programs
without causing any long term stress to residents. The levy can then underpin more transitory or
volatile funding streams such as grants, sponsorship, philanthropy and carbon trading. However,
once a funding stream is secured all other leverage opportunities should be explored to leverage the
ratepayer or taxpayer dollar.
It should be noted that introducing an environmental levy requires some political leadership but all
of the cases discussed through local Councils or Departments of local government proved popular in
the long term with residents. Once residents ‘see’ the benefits this often aligns with their
environmental values.632

The concept of an environmental levy for specific initiatives seems worth canvassing with the
Canberra community, given the large amount of green infrastructure, the amenity it gives all
residents and the challenge of managing it. While the application of a levy for urban tree
management might not be appropriate in the ACT at this time, a levy might be considered as
additional funding for some specific environmentally focused tree projects and other
sustainability initiatives such as restoration of reserves in the ACT. This will be further
explored in the Canberra Nature Park (nature reserves), Molonglo River Corridor (nature
reserves) and Googong Foreshores Investigation.633
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Personal communication between Ms Fleur Flanery, TAMS, and Dr Matthew Parker, OCSE,
23 February 2011.
Funding options for the protection of the environment through enhanced management actions—Miller
Consulting, 8 December 2010, pp. 13–14 (Appendix J).
Funding options for the protection of the environment through enhanced management actions – Miller
Consulting, 8 December 2010, p. 10 (Appendix J).
Currently being undertaken by the Commissioner for the Sustainability and the Environment.
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Recommendation 11
Fund the protection and management of Canberra’s street and park trees:
11A from dedicated tree management budgets with tree plantings associated
with climate change initiatives being funded separately.

8.8 Enhanced resourcing
This Tree Investigation has made a range of recommendations and these are discussed in this
section in relation to assumptions about resources and their implementation. Some specific
resourcing estimates are presented for term of reference 11—‘resource implications
associated with an enhanced [tree management] program’.634 These are only estimates and
resources will vary according to the preferred timing for implementing the improvements.
Balancing funding to support planning, data management and strategic activities that could be
characterised as ‘head office’ functions with ‘on-the-ground’ activities is quite challenging.
Very limited analysis on this issue has been done by TAMS and other municipal authorities
regarding urban street and park trees. However, given the findings of the Tree Investigation it
is critical that the on-the-ground support be given priority.
It is clear that the ACT Government has committed to increase funds for the management of
Canberra’s treed landscape, as can be seen from its 2009–10 Budget of $19.4 million over
four years (Section 8.1) for the Urban Forest Renewal Program. As previously stated, it is
proposed that this program be replaced with comprehensive and integrated urban tree
protection and management activities focused on the care and maintenance of Canberra’s
treed landscape. In addition to programmed maintenance it will also be important to plant
trees in existing vacant sites—‘gaps’—and to remove and replace dead and declining trees.
Recommended ‘enhanced’ tree management funding is outlined below:
•

Care and maintenance of existing trees and overall treed landscape
As discussed in Section 7.3 (Recommendation 10B) it is proposed that programmed
maintenance be increased through increasing TAMS resources by the addition of two
field crews (or equivalent in contractors): one on an ongoing basis and one for one year
to ensure all high priority works are managed. This is likely to cost $950 000 per year
for each crew, covering salaries, vehicles, contract plant and labour hire for a crew of
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Term of reference 11, Investigation into the Government’s tree management practices and the renewal of
Canberra’s urban forest (Appendix A).
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eight. TAMS indicates that this configuration allows for flexibility with the crew being
split and allotted different tasks, and to continue operations if someone is absent.635
The additional one-year field crew (or equivalent in contractors) would be able to
address the high priority maintenance work identified in the Canberra tree audit (refer
to Section 7.3).
To support the expended resources a tree assessment officer would be needed, costing
about $80 000 for one year.
In addition to the maintenance works, the audit also identified approximately 17 000
dead and declining trees and 20 000 vacant planting sites in streets.636 The 17 000 dead
and declining trees would require individual assessment to determine works needed. If
these trees are to be removed, a decision would have to be made as to whether they
could be retained as habitat or for public art. If the trees are removed and replaced, then
replacement trees will require irrigation and establishment care for 3 years post
planting. There would also be replacement, irrigation and establishment costs for trees
planted in the existing 20 000 vacant sites. The estimated costs for removing existing
dead and declining trees, and planting in existing ‘gaps’ are shown in Table 20.
Table 20: Estimated cost for replacement of existing dead and declining trees, and planting in
existing ‘gaps’ (compiled by OCSE using TAMS data)
Task
$ million
Replacement of existing 17 000 dead and declining trees
Assessment ($5 per tree)637
0.085
638
Removal ($300 per tree)
5.1
639
Replacement ($300 per tree)
5.1
Irrigation and establishment – 3 years
1.2
($23 per tree per annum)640
Sub-total
11.4 #
Planting trees in 20 000 vacant sites – ‘gaps’
Replacement ($300 per tree)641
6
Irrigation and establishment – 3 years
1.4
($23 per tree per annum)642
Sub-total
7.4
Total
18.4 ($2.3 million per year over 8 years)
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Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment-Clarification Questions, Open Space
Planning, TAMS, 18 February 2011, p. 4 (Appendix U).
TAMS rapid tree audit data supplied to OCSE on 27 July 2010.
Personal communication, Ms Fleur Flanery, TAMS, 20 December 2010.
Response to Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, Land Management and Planning,
TAMS, received 27 May 2010, p. 31 (Appendix F).
Personal communication, Ms Fleur Flanery, TAMS, 20 December 2010.
Personal communication, Ms Fleur Flanery, TAMS, 20 December 2010.
Personal communication, Ms Fleur Flanery, TAMS, 20 December 2010.
Personal communication, Ms Fleur Flanery, TAMS, 20 December 2010.
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#

This is an overestimate as a few trees are likely to be retained and some may not be replaced because of
site limitations.

Given the costs of the works identified in Table 20, it seems appropriate for it to be
undertaken over at least eight years, at about $2.3 million per year for an average of
4600 trees.643 This planting could lead into an ongoing program as more trees will
always need to be removed and replanted.
•

Community involvement
To provide tree information and involve the community in tree activities it is
recommended that an outreach program be developed under a partnership between the
Arboretum, the proposed ACT Tree Curator, TAMS, NCA, Botanic Gardens, other
bodies and the community. TAMS estimated costs for the community involvement
under the Urban Forest Renewal Program was about $250 000 per year for four years,
involving updating the website, brochures and meetings. If such a program is integrated
across several agencies there may be efficiencies—for example, the Arboretum already
has a community ‘Friends of the Arboretum’ program and is building an information
centre. Therefore, an initial $80 000 per year for two years could be allocated to this
initiative (Table 21).

•

Planning and data integration
‘Head office’ staff are needed to ensure a strategic and integrated approach by field
staff. There has been community concern that head office staff are disproportionally
larger than field staff. Therefore head office to field staff ratio of some local
governments has been derived to guide an appropriate ratio for TAMS (Table 22).
Some of the positions that were created under the Urban Forest Renewal Program are
relevant to a program focused on care and maintenance. A small group of staff needs to
provide the overall leadership and coordination for tree management, manage tree data,
ensure communication is effective and strategically guide field crews. Accordingly, it is
suggested in Table 22 that there should be five officers and some support from an
Executive Officer. The cost for such a unit, as shown in Table 21, is estimated to be
approximately $600 000 per year.
Tree assessment informs data capture and the programmed maintenance program,
therefore a rolling program of assessments is needed on a minimum 10-year cycle,
increasing to a 5-year cycle as systems are implemented. Based on a population of
556 268 trees in streets and high-use urban parks, assessing 10 per cent or 55 627 trees
per year at $5 per tree would require approximately $280 000 per year (Table 21). To
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Park Conservation and Lands have previously planted 500 trees per year; Hume City Council 5000 trees
per year and Brisbane City Council 11 000 per year (including greenfield sites)—see Table 5, TAMS,
Land Management and Planning, Response to the Commissioner for the Environment and Sustainability, p.
19 (Appendix F).
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complete the current tree species selection update and database it is understood that
TAMS costs would be approximately $50 000 (Table 21). Sitting fees for the Tree
Selection Group are included in this figure.
It is suggested that $50 000 per year for two years (2011–12 and 2012–13) will cover
the costs for developing the proposed National capital—Canberra tree protection and
management strategy and ACT Government tree protection and management policies
and procedures guide. Much of the documentation for these documents exists but it
needs to be integrated.
Funding of $25 000 for two years is likely to be needed to support the amendments to
the Tree Protection Act 2005 recommended in this Tree Investigation. This assumes the
availability of existing legal resources within TAMS and the ACT Government.
Some proposed actions to enhance Canberra’s treed landscape have not been costed:
•

Gateways, avenues and 2013 tree initiatives
As mentioned in Chapter 7, these are iconic projects that should be planned and
managed accordingly. Candidate sites include, but are not restricted to, Northbourne,
Ainslie and Canberra Avenues, Gungahlin and Athllon Drives and heritage precincts.644
It is proposed that there be some 2013 tree legacy projects and this could include the
abovementioned avenues. However, it is also suggested that there be a 2013 landmark
school–community–Arboretum project with each school planting an endemic species
that would have been part of the region before settlement and a species from the
Arboretum.
Funding for these initiatives has not been costed as it will depend on their design. It
may be possible to fund the 2013 landmark school–community–Arboretum project
through a combination of sponsorship and community donations.

•

Funding assistance for residents with a registered tree on their property
Additional funding to support Recommendation 4F to provide financial support to a
resident on leased land who has registered trees on their property has not been
recommended as this will depend on criteria for giving such support that is
appropriately developed by the Government.

•

Populating the ACT Tree Register
The Open Space and Planning section within TAMS currently fund a Technical Officer
to undertake populating the ACT Tree Register required under the Tree Protection ACT
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Response to the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, OCSE questions—resourcing,
Land Management and Planning, TAMS, November 2010, p.9 (Appendix S).
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2005. This should continue. Additional funding to support further acceleration in
populating the ACT Tree Register has not been recommended as significant progress
has been made in the last few years and it is assumed that the existing resources which
made this possible will continue.
•

Climate change tree initiatives (funded from climate change funds)
The aim of these are to specifically address climate change. These could be funded on a
project-by-project basis therefore no cost estimate is presented.

•

Amending documents such as the Territory Plan.
Amending documents such as the Territory Plan could occur within current budgets
and be integrated with future amendments as these documents are frequently amended.

•

ACT Tree Curator
If the appointment of the ACT Tree Curator is part of the role of an existing executive
officer it should have no funding implications.

•

TAMS funding to meet growth
Additional funding for the Department of Territory and Municipal Services to meet the
demands of managing new residential developments is the subject of a recommendation
in Governing the City State: One ACT Government – One ACT Public Service; which
states:
The Expenditure Review and Evaluation Committee should conclude as a matter of priority a
marginal cost formula for providing additional funding to the Territory and Municipal Services
Directorate reflecting the impact of new residential developments on service demand.645

This Tree Investigation has therefore not addressed this issue.
•

Tree funding for agencies other than TAMS
It is recognised that ACT Government departments other than TAMS also undertake tree
work, such as the Department of Education and Training, which funds tree works on a
priority basis. It is beyond the scope of this Tree Investigation, which focuses on the
management of urban street and park trees managed by TAMS, to address these issues in
detail. It is assumed that these funding issues will be considered as part of ACT
Government’s budgetary processes.

The ‘Enhanced’ budget recommended is summarised in Table 21. Given the community
concern regarding ‘head office’ ratios Table 22 presents the existing and proposed ratios.
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ACT Government, Governing the City State: One ACT Government – One ACT Public Service, February
2011, p. 19.
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Table 21: Summary table for enhanced tree budget
Item

Ongoing enhanced
base budget ($)

2011–12
Additional funds ($)

2012–13
Additional funds ($)

Field operations
Existing trees
Tree crews
Tree assessor

950 000

950 000

80 000

80 000

Overall treed landscape
Plantings establishment
and removals

2 300 000

Head office
Planning data integration
and communication unit

600 000

Tree assessments—
planning data

280 000

Communication

50 000

National capital—
Canberra tree protection
and management strategy
and ACT Government
tree protection and
management policies and
procedures guide.

50 000

Tree species selections
finalised (Tree Selection
Working Group)

50 000

Amending the Tree
Protection Act 2005

25 000

TAMS total

50 000

25 000

Assume delays in
starting proposed
projects; therefore
assume 80 per cent of
base budget: 3 370
000 (+ above 1 year
additional funds)
4 257 000

4 572 000

4 332 000

Community
involvement
Arboretum

80 000

80 000
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Table 21 continued...

Item

Ongoing enhanced
base budget ($)

2011–12
Additional funds ($)

Tree species selections
finalised (Tree Selection
Working Group)

50 000

Amending the Tree
Protection Act 2005

25 000

TAMS total

2012–13
Additional funds ($)

25 000

Assume delays in
starting proposed
projects; therefore
assume 80 per cent of
base budget:
3 370 000 (+ above 1
year additional funds)
4 257 000

4 572 000

80 000

80 000

4 332 000

Community
involvement
Arboretum

Table 22: Field staff: head office ratios across three councils
Item
Existing
Head office staff
Planning, data
integration and
communication unit
DA assessor
Field staff

TAMS
Proposed

Brisbane City
Council

Hume Council

4.2*

5.2††

8.5

2

1†
26‡
4 contracts

1
37
8 contracts for 1 year

45

Tree assessors

4∫

5

Technical Officer
(Tree Register)
Head office :field
staff ratio

1#

5
1 contractor for 1
year
1

8
(+6 ongoing
contractors)
2

1:7 ongoing
1:8 for 1 year

1:6

1:8

1:7**

*1 full-time permanent as Manager Urban Tree Management (SOGC); 3 full-time contract positions as Manager
Open Space Planning (SOGA), GIS Technical Officer (TO3), and Program Coordinator (+business
support)(ASO6). This includes part of the Director City Services’ time (0.2 EFT)
†
1 additional full-time permanent Technical Officer (TO4) for assessment of development applications and
suburb redevelopment proposals
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‡

26 full-time permanent field staff and 4 contractors (funded in recurrent budget)
3 full-time permanent technical officers (TO3) for tree assessments and customer inquiries; 1 full-time contract
position as Operations Coordinator (TO4)
#
1 full-time permanent technical officer (TO3) to populate the ACT Tree Register is currently funded and should
continue to be funded. The assumption is that no additional funding is needed for this position.
**The Technical Officer is a position that is to address issues under the Tree Protection Act 2005 and there is no
equivalent position in other jurisdictions, therefore this position has not been included in calculations of head
office to field staff ratios
††
Existing contract staff to become full-time permanent, plus 1 full-time permanent (SOG C/B) to undertake
cross-agency policy development and strategic tree planning
∫

Recommendation 11
Fund the protection and management of Canberra’s street and park trees:
11B with an additional approximate $4 million per year on an ongoing basis
and an additional one-year funding of approximately $1 million to
accelerate programmed maintenance for high priority tree maintenance
(High Priority).

As discussed in Section 8.4, TAMS has been funding the management of trees under
powerlines on unleased lands. As this is the responsibility of ActewAGL, it should be funded
and managed by ActewAGL.

Recommendation 12
ActewAGL fully fund all vegetation clearing under its powerlines on unleased
lands. The Department of Territory and Municipal Services use the resources
currently deployed on this to manage its urban street and park trees.
Specifications for pruning of urban trees to be approved by the proposed ACT
Tree Curator.
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Terms of Reference
Investigation into the Government’s tree management practices
and the renewal of Canberra’s urban forest
The Commissioner will investigate and report on the following matters:
1.

the scope and efficiency of any enhancement that may be required to the Government’s
existing tree management programs;

2.

the benefits and drawbacks of considering funding for urban tree programs separately to
climate change initiatives;

3.

improved notification and consultation processes to support greater community
involvement in urban tree planning and management, including risk mitigation, tree
removal and planting;

4.

the priority given in tree management decisions to environmental values, solar access
and the retention of communities of trees in parks;

5.

the sustainable reuse of timber from felled trees;

6.

when replanting should occur following the removal of trees, the scope for pre-planting,
and principles for the number and species of trees that should be replanted;

7.

the need for enhanced management to maintain the survival and good health of trees;

8.

appropriate safeguards to ensure contractors follow best practice and adhere to
Government tree policies;

9.

principles for the decision-making process where it is proposed that a tree is removed or
is retained;

10.

improvements to the Tree Protection Act or other relevant Acts in light of the above
matters; and

11.

resource implications associated with an enhanced program.
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1 . Introduction

On 3 December 2009 the ACT Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, Dr Maxine
Cooper, was directed by the Minister for Environment, Climate Change and Water, Simon Corbell
to conduct an investigation into ACT tree management practices and the renewal of Canberra’s
urban forest. The terms of reference are provided at Appendix A. A Tree Investigation Reference
Panel was established for the purposes of the Investigation. (See Appendix B).

Public notices inviting comment on the Investigation into the Government’s tree management
practices and the renewal of Canberra’s urban forest were placed on the website of the Office of
the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment (OCSE) from mid December 2009.
Notices were also placed in the Canberra Times and local Community Council newsletters
throughout January and early February.

On 18 December 2009 community members were invited to register their interest or make a
submission to the Investigation. All submissions to the Investigation are to be made public unless
requested otherwise. Community members were also invited to share their views on tree
management in the ACT by attending one of two community forums during February 2010. This
report describes the outcomes of the community forums only.

Timeframes
•

22 January 2010: Final date for community members to register their name and email
address to be informed about consultation during the investigation;

•

2 February 2010: A general invitation was issued for community members to share their
views on tree management in the ACT by attending a community forum on 11 or 15
February 2010. (Appendix C provides an example invitation)

•

12 March 2010: Final date to lodge a submission via either mail or email with respect to
the terms of reference for the Investigation (Note: Extended from original date of 26
February 2010)

•

30 June 2010: Final date for the Commissioner‘s report on the Tree Investigation to the
Minister for the Environment, Climate Change and Water.
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2. Community Forums

The two community forums were held on:
•

11 February 2010 at Ainslie Football Club, 52 Wakefield Avenue, Ainslie.
o

•

34 members of the public attended

15 February 2010 in the Bradman Room, Manuka Oval, Canberra Avenue, Manuka.
o

71 members of the public attended.

The Forum Process
The proceedings for each Forum are presented at Appendix D. The Terms of Reference of the
Investigation were printed on the reverse of a Draft Agenda for the information of attendees.
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The process involved both provision of information, and involvement through identification of
issues, and exchange of concerns and ideas.
•

Information - a series of short presentations by government and community
representatives, was followed by a Question and Answer session, to provide a foundation
of knowledge for the discussions and for community submissions.

•

Involvement - four methods were used to identify issues for the Investigation.
•

Issue identification using yellow ‘post-it’ notes. Participants each identified three
key issues. These were grouped, reviewed and further discussed during the night,
both in the full group, and in topic specific workgroups.

•

A discussion forum expanded on the issues to provide greater depth to the
concerns and suggestions.

•

‘Thought cards’ were used to collect further ideas, clarifications and suggestions.

•

Small topic specific workgroups discussions and one-on-one discussions with
staff.
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Background to Tree Management in Canberra
The information component of the Forum, provided a background and brief history of trees in the
Canberra urban environment. Formal presentations were made by members of the Investigation
Reference Panel. On 11 February Mr. Geoff Butler, a horticultural and environmental consultant,
presented “Renewal of the ACT Urban Forest – the Big Issues.” On 15 February “Trees and
Canberra” was presented by Dr Diane Firth, Associate Professor of Landscape Architecture
University of Canberra, and Deputy Chair of the ACT Heritage Council.

Brief presentations followed, providing information on Public Area Tree Management by Fleur
Flanery, Manager of the Urban Forest Renewal Program; Tree Protection in the ACT by Richard
Allen of the ACT Tree Protection Unit in TAMS, and Tree management in National Lands by
National Capital Authority CEO Gary Rake. Appendix D provides a summary of key points raised
by the speakers. The Forum was facilitated by BEACONHILL, supported by staff of OCSE.
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3 . Outcomes

During the course of the two Community Forums many important issues were identified for
consideration. These are outlined in further detail at Appendix F. The issues discussed and
considered were those that were raised by the people who attended.

Many of the issues and concerns were strongly felt including the following:
•

A need and desire for much better community information and engagement with
affected communities. A lack of confidence in the process of tree management, and
maintenance, as well as tree assessments, removal and replanting was closely linked to
the approach and quality of communications.;

•

Much stronger investment in systematic maintenance of the trees in the public domain;

•

Stronger Government control, oversight of maintenance and removal practices ; and

•

Transparency of the Investigation process.

Whilst there was an acknowledgement of the change issues leading to stressed trees, i.e. natural
aging, urban change and city growth, changing climate, and water restriction policies; there was
a clear voice of concern for the city’s landscape character and the need to invest significantly in
improved approaches to communication, and better management and maintenance systems.
There was also a strong desire expressed to better understand the government’s priorities in
relation to allocation of resources for tree removal and replacement. At the same time
community representatives did appreciate the opportunity to participate in the investigation
process.
‘That was a most interesting meeting’
Lorna, 93, Manuka

Timeframes
In response to concerns about the timeframes for submissions to the Inquiry, the Commissioner
announced on 15 February that the deadline for submissions had been extended to 12 March
2010, and that anyone who is still having trouble managing that deadline can contact her office
to discuss their submission requirements.
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4. Conclusion

Community forums held with the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment during
February have identified many issues of concern, along with suggestions for improved tree
management in the ACT.
Residents attending showed their concern for the issues under investigation. Whilst there were a
range of perspectives and experiences presented, there was a common concern for what was
seen as an erosion of the landscape character, inadequate communication of changes associated
with the Urban Forest Renewal process, and a lack of commitment or capacity to protect and
enhance the urban forest. At the same time there was an appreciation of the current challenges
for tree management and the opportunity to participate in the Investigation process.

Whilst forums of this nature represent only a relatively small section of the community they do
provide a very important insight into the nature and depth of community views. Attendees at
both events were highly interested and engaged.

These issues along with written submissions to the Commissioner for Sustainability and the
Environment, research, and other forms of discovery and consultation are to inform the current
Tree Management Investigation.
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Trees selected for summer shade and winter sun.
Excerpt from presentation, Canberra and Trees, Dr Dianne Firth 15 February 2010
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APPENDIX A TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE INVESTIGATION

The Commissioner will investigate and report on the following matters:
1. the scope and efficiency of any enhancement that may be required to the Government’s
existing tree management programs;
2. the benefits and drawbacks of considering funding for urban tree programs separately to
climate change initiatives;
3. improved notification and consultation processes to support greater community
involvement in urban tree planning and management, including risk mitigation, tree
removal and planting;
4. the priority given in tree management decisions to environmental values, solar access
and the retention of communities of trees in parks;
5. the sustainable reuse of timber from felled trees;
6. when replanting should occur following the removal of trees, the scope for pre-planting,
and principles for the number and species of trees that should be replanted;
7. the need for enhanced management to maintain the survival and good health of trees;
8. appropriate safeguards to ensure contractors follow best practice and adhere to
Government tree policies;
9. principles for the decision-making process where it is proposed that a tree is removed or
is retained;
10. improvements to the Tree Protection Act or other relevant Acts in light of the above
matters; and
11. resource implications associated with an enhanced program.
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APPENDIX B TREE INVESTIGATION REFERENCE PANEL

The Tree Investigation Reference Panel is providing advice to the Commissioner on the Tree
Investigation from expert and community perspectives.
Mr Alan Kerlin Alan is the president of the Gungahlin Community Council and is a resident of
Harrison. He is an advocate of sustainable housing design, and has a history in natural resource
management as a former Landcare manager and a former local government Councillor. He has
previously served as a community representative on the ACT Planning Minister's Territory Plan
Review Reference Panel.
Dr Dianne Firth Dianne is Associate Professor of Landscape Architecture, Head of Landscape
Architecture, Faculty of Arts and Design, University of Canberra. She is also a Fellow of the
Australian Institute of Landscape Architects and Deputy Chair of the ACT Heritage Council. Her
research interests cover the designed landscape of Canberra, its values and management.
Professor Don Aitkin AO Don is presently the Chairman of the National Capital Authority and of
the Cultural Facilities Corporation. In a former life he was Vice-Chancellor and President of the
University of Canberra (1991-2002), and founding Chairman of the Australian Research Council
(1987-1990).
Dr Dorothy Jauncey Dorothy has been a teacher and principal in the ACT public schools system
from 1978 until 1992. After completing a PhD, she has undertaken research at ANU, where she is
now a Visiting Fellow. She has lived in Yarralumla for 35 years, her family have all grown up there,
and she is interested and involved in planning issues as they impact at the local community level.
Ms Gabrielle Hurley Gabrielle has studied environmental law at the Australian National
University graduating with a masters of law in 2009 and has significant experience conducting
administrative investigations. She is Director of Investigations at the Australian Capital Territory
Ombudsman and is representing this Office.
Mr Geoff Butler Geoff has worked in many aspects of horticulture and environment for 38 years.
He has been involved with tree assessment and maintenance during that time. He has been self
employed for 18 years, during which time he has undertaken tree assessment work in Canberra,
including preparation of tree management plans and conservation management plans. His main
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areas of work have been centred on National Lands in the ACT for the NCA and private
contractors working for the NCA.
Dr Greg Moore Greg was Principal of Burnley College (Melbourne) for 20 years and Head of the
School of Resource Management, University of Melbourne for 5 years. He is interested in
horticultural plant science, revegetation, ecology, and all aspects of arboriculture (the scientific
study of the cultivation and management of trees). He has written one book, contributed to two
others and had 90 papers and articles relating to trees published.
Ms Lyndal Plant Lyndal is the Principal Urban Forest Policy Officer with Brisbane City Council.
She is a graduate of James Cook University and a Churchill Fellow with 20 years experience in
local government tree management. Lyndal recently completed a review of Brisbane City
Council's tree policies.
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APPENDIX C PUBLIC ADVERTISEMENT

SHARE YOUR VIEWS ON TREES IN CANBERRA
The Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment is undertaking an Investigation
into the Government’s tree management practices and the Renewal of Canberra’s urban
forest.
Terms of reference are at: www.envcomm.act.gov.au
As part of the Investigation the Commissioner is conducting two forums to:
•

inform community participants of some issues relating to tree

•

management and the urban forest in the ACT;

•

identify issues for consideration for the report on the investigation;

•

provide information on how the public might participate in the
Investigation, particularly through making submissions.

You are invited to join the Commissioner on
Thursday 11 February 2010, 6-8:30 pm
Ainslie Football Club, 52 Wakefield Avenue, Ainslie
OR
Monday 15 February 2010, 6-8:30 pm
Bradman Room, Manuka Oval, Canberra Ave, Griffith
Everyone is welcome to attend
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APPENDIX D COMMUNITY FORUM PROCEEDINGS

Investigation into the Government’s tree management practices and the
renewal of Canberra’s urban forest
Community Forum –Ainslie Football Club
11 February 2010
6.00pm

Welcome and Purpose

Maxine Cooper

6:05pm

Facilitator introduces process

Lincoln Hawkins

6.10pm

Trees in the urban environment

Mr Geoff Butler
(Reference Panel member)

6.25pm

Tree Management in ACT
• Public area tree management
• NCA Issues
• Tree Protection in the ACT

Fleur Flannery
Gary Rake
Richard Allen

6.50pm

Question and answer session
Lincoln Hawkins
Activity - Identification of Important issues

7.00pm

Break

7.10pm

Involvement/Feedback
Discussion Forum

7.55pm

Group Discussions

8.25pm

Closure

Lincoln Hawkins
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Investigation into the Government’s tree management practices and the
renewal of Canberra’s urban forest
Community Forum – Manuka Oval Bradman Room
15 February 2010
6.05pm

Welcome and Purpose

Maxine Cooper

6:10pm

Facilitator introduces process

Lincoln Hawkins

6.15pm

Trees in the urban environment

Dr Dianne Firth
(Reference Panel member)

6.40pm

Tree Management in ACT
• NCA Issues
• Public area tree management
• Tree Protection in the ACT

Gary Rake
Fleur Flannery
Richard Allen

6.55pm

Question and answer session
Lincoln Hawkins
Activity - Identification of Important issues

7.05pm

Break

7:15pm

Discussion Forum
Feedback

8.00pm

Group Discussions

8.20pm

Closure

Lincoln Hawkins
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APPENDIX E

COMMUNITY FORUM PRESENTATIONS

Forum Presentations:
‘Renewal of the ACT Urban Forest – the Big Issues’ Geoff Butler, Horticultural and Environmental
consultant (11 February)
Geoff briefly presented a series of key issues of concern:

replanting processes, urban

compression, climate change, species selection, invasiveness, research into suitable species,
preservation of the historical landscape of the national capital, significant trees register, tree
protection legislation, solar issues, fruit crops, sustainability of urban areas of wildlife, degrees of
risk, appropriate tree management policies and resources, consultation and communication, and
community involvement.
He emphasized that tree management and renewal of Canberra’s urban forest is a very long term
project that must be commenced. He believes that there is across-the-board political recognition
of the urban forest issues, and encouraged the community to appreciate the issues and provide
appropriate support for the renewal process.

‘Trees and Canberra’, Dr Diane Firth, Associate Professor of Landscape Architecture University of
Canberra (15 February)
Dr Firth encouraged people to put in submissions to the OCSE as residents need to be heard. She
provided background to Canberra and its development, presenting the Griffin vision and the fact
that the urban forest was part of the vision that the city’s planners and developers have worked.
Key points raised included:
Canberra was built on degraded agricultural land, overrun with rabbits. Therefore, fencing was
required before any planting and kept them out of the nursery.
Canberra is considered as a “City in the landscape” by design. When planning it is important to
understand soils, trees, seasons, frost problems, floods, drought, and winds. Windbreaks were
planned using a selection of propagated suitable species (selection undertaken with advice from
other states’ botanical gardens).
Trees were selected for verge width and aesthetics – for summer shade and winter sun – needing
the balance. In addition, planners sought low fire risk trees…some of these trees are now listed as
environmental weeds.
Native trees are planted adjacent to native parks. Many of Canberra’s residents trees were from
free issue program so there was some control over the species planted…”we can learn a lot from
the past”.
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National Capital Authority (NCA), Gary Rake, CEO.
Trees in Canberra today are a gift from generations past – we need to look at the gift we give to
future generations. NCA will look closely at the recommendations from this investigation, and
where it can, it will apply them; but NCA has some different constraints and legislation to the ACT
government. The NCA also seeks to keep trees as healthy as possible. NCA is working hard to
change and improve its consultation and communications. Before Christmas NCA needed to
remove 600 trees that were dying or rotten. A community meeting was held, followed by a walk
through the trees to look at them in situ. This process was helpful for the NCA and residents.
There will be another community meeting regarding Dunrossil trees in Yarralumla during March

Public Area Tree Management: Fleur Flanery: Manager Urban Forest Renewal Program
Canberra is often regarded as a city in the landscape. Canberra’s urban forest is made up of over
one million trees, There are of the order of 650,000 trees in public arena, managed by the ACT
Government - 450,000 in nature strips and mown parks. Most of Canberra’s trees were planted
in one of the two main plantings:
•Pre 1930, deciduous and evergreen and generally found in the older parts of Canberra
• 1955-1975, mainly Eucalypt and hardy natives in a time of rapid growth for the city.
These trees are aging and reaching the end of their life simultaneously. They also need greater
levels of maintenance to minimise risk to community and property. 185,000 dead or dangerous
trees have been removed over the past 6 years.

The ACT Government committed to an Urban Forest Renewal Program in order to respond to this
challenge and maintain and enhance the urban forest. ANU research has contributed to planning
and assessment. Trees are here for a long time…well past the lives of different governments, so
they need to be considered into the future. Whilst there are funds for the removal of trees, there
is not always budget for the replacement of trees. A dedicated long term program is required.
Further information is at
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/data/assets/pdf file/0007/156427/fact sheet urban forests rev7
3 12 08.pdf
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Tree Protection in the ACT: Richard Allen TAMS
The Tree Protection Unit receives approximately 2000 requests per year for tree assessment and
removal or pruning of trees on leased land. Unacceptable risks need to be managed immediately.
Assessment of risks is undertaken by different authorities and arborists, and management of a
tree’s health is preferred, to removal.
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APPENDIX F

COMMUNITY FORUM - ISSUES AND OUTCOMES

Outcomes from Community Forum (Ainslie)
11 February 2010
A: IDENTIFICATION OF PRIORITY ISSUES FOR THE INQUIRY
(YELLOW STICKERS)
Note: issues were identified by individuals then grouped during the meeting for further
consideration. Alphabetical listing below is by topic group
Benefits
•
•
•

Indigenous trees of cultural significance
Solar shading
Potential for storm harvesting/diversion for trees particularly during
establishment

Climate Change
• How to optimise our urban habitat via trees in our new climate?
• Will the new trees live, given climate change?
Communication
• Educating all about the longevity of trees on nature strips-residents help in
watering and car parking
• A thorough consultation process needed between house owners and
government well before trees are removed
• Community consultation for street tree removal especially for developments e.g
not because they are unhealthy but because they are in the way.
• Taking community on a long journey requires more care and sincere investment
• Opportunity to use your community groups.i.e. give plants to landcare groups etc
• Open communication between ACT government and community. (websites
blogs??)
Costs
•
•
•
•

Insufficient funds for management/maintenance of every tree
Why don’t we realise the economic return from removed trees? Instead of
mulching, sell to timber merchants for firewood or woodworking
How to convince ACT and Federal government to guarantee sufficient funds/staff
to handle the urgent management issues promptly
Are the criteria used for removal of trees the same for private land, NCA land and
ACT land? If not how do they differ?

Decision Making
• Register of significant trees, How to reactivate it for urban forest individuals.
• What is the vision for the urban forest? How is this vision documented?
• Possible overlaps of government departments in managing the urban forests—
merge into one department?
• How can we have least amount of time without trees in streets?
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•
•

How is the decision reached to remove heritage/good tree specimens, if they are
“weed species”? i.e. Lake B. Griffin willows
Why does ACTEW boast the planting of 10,000 Mallee trees in regional Australia
when locally obtained profits could be used locally?

Habitat
•
•
•
•
•

Hollow trees might be seen as dead but provides critical habitat for birds/animals
What is your attitude towards “dead” trees?
Habitat structures may be a good idea during removal of trees to create artificial
habitats for animals who may become homeless with the removals
Increase in biodiversity must be major consideration with all new trees
Older/dead trees are homes of native wildlife

Investigation /Inquiry
• Where is the funding for community groups to make submissions that can
compete with government and industry
• How is the inquiry staffed?
• When was a tree advisor employed? What is his background?
• How many submissions have you received? Where do they come from? What
about extensions for submissions?
• What are the qualifications of the steering committee, management team,
community ref. Groups, etc?
• What is happening about hazardous trees during the time of the investigation?
Maintenance
•
•
•
•
•

Sufficient crew for managing urban forest?
Who is responsible for removal of gum leaves and rubbish from the forest?
accumulation in drains and nature strips.
Is the advice on TAMS website re watering nature strip trees by the public, still
current?
Significant trees- should be any healthy tree which has been well established for
five years or more, approx a quarter of its expected life, developers hate trees
How to have community acceptance of program?

Planning
•
•
•
•
•

Compaction /parking/interference in areas around trees
Are there measures in place to encourage developers to plan new suburbs with
verges sufficient for eucalypts?
Prevent cars parking on verges and compacting soil (puts street trees at risk)
policing and/or big fines.
Measurement of spatial issues
Nature strip verges are some of the worst environments for tree growth

Research
•
•
•

Track recorded evidence? (over crowded??) Credibility, open info = trust
Mapping of trees(carbon sink) carbon trading accounting purposes
All policy based on sole study from ANU 10 yrs ago, when will the next study be
done??
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•
•
•

Too much of tree management appears to be branch falls/tree goes. We need
better risk management.
Experts overstate risks then governments respond to them....there is no stopping
point yet (until we have only shrubs)
Definition/identifying improvements leave and risk

Solution
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Replacing tree services- like when in drains
Street co-operatives
Government illusion land sales for income. Smaller blocks/narrow verges = more
income
Poor/unsuitable street trees replaced
Friends of the trees- staff allocation to support tree care
Think global plant local
Tree “rights” with respect to sustainability and/or property development
Is it overkill to require new suburbs to have no tree canopies over-lapping in
order to “reduce” bushfire hazards
What about our native grassland plants- this was always wooded grasslands not
forests
Change the European mindset
Trees are valuable enough to warrant redesign of landscape to water trees, this
gives better longevity
How to allow design innovation despite regulations? The urban forest is a
continuum like a family. Members die and are born
The Canberra community has no experience of trees reaching the end of life. The
new experience of renewal of the urban forest needs to be embraced by its
community.

B: REASONS, IDEAS AND COMMENTS - ‘WHY” ARE THE ISSUES IMPORTANT TO YOU
(THOUGHT CARDS)
•
o

o
o
•
•
o
•

•

SOLISTACIA (sense of loss following destruction of landscape)
keep some momentum and use an adaptive or prospective management
approach. We need to experiment and gather evidence; kept openly - gathered
by citizens wherever possible. Engage and resource government and community.
Invest in trust. Rate payers are very engaged - either negatively or positively.
Government has power and needs to actively work to transfer it to the people.
Maxine’s open and information rich approach is greatly appreciated.
Have you put ad’s in the paper yet about community consultation? Information
sharing. Making informed decisions
Re-design of city/urban infrastructure to protect trees. e.g. stormwater capture
to water street trees.
Urban environments should be built around trees and to preserve trees rather
than the urban environment having priority.
Read “UP BY ROOTS” by James Urban, International Society of Arboriculture
(available from Isaac) Send staff to James’ workshop. How can we get funding to
have a full-time employee working on the tree register? Case study- eucalyptus
stellulata. Save the logs from fallen trees , they are fixed carbon.
We are not just users of great services - we are citizens with responsibility.
Community = TAMS. Collaboration with trees. (Val B)
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•

Strict enforcement of preservation of healthy street trees - they should not be
removed for frivolous purposes.
In Ijong St Braddon, TAMS requested the removal of two
healthy trees to put in a circular driveway for garbage bin
removal-instead of curbside collection or a single drive
in/drive out arrangement as most multi-unit
developments in the area have, it seems TAMS (who also
have responsibility for tree protection, does not always
perform that function.)

•
•

Economic use of trees once over mature - use for woodcarving, furniture, coffins
Remove invasive species eg celtis australis that have appeared in the Aranda
bush land and in the woodland east of Mt Ainslie, and replace with species that
are rare and threatened e.g Mugga Ironbark Esideroxylon used by swift parks
(Peter O)

C: QUESTIONS RAISED IN GROUP DISCUSSION
•

Who sets the level of risk? Is it published anywhere?
o
o

•
•
•
•

NCA :Wants to understand issues of property damage if tree fails. NCA gives priority
to tree repair rather than full removal – modify and regenerate health if possible.
ACT :risks are associated with species and locations – need a more active
maintenance program – Urban Forest program is trying to assess risk profile before
problem solving

The forest produces a tremendous amount of rubbish. Who is responsible for
removing fallen limbs, gum leaves (often very heavy covers).
Need to identify different species, economic values, suggest tenders could be left to
wood workers or used as firewood rather than just chipping
Also look at long term strategy – can do large scale urban replacement on selling
trees to cover cost of removal. If contractor can remove trees , they can plant
another in its place.
How many submissions have been received? OCSE response: eight submissions so far.
OCSE is looking for substance in the submission…so the deadline can be extended if you
contact OCSE. A meeting with the Ornithological Society is scheduled for 19 February to
discuss trees’ and birds’ relationships and needs.

•

•
•

Why was an elder of the land not invited to discuss the Corroborree Park tree issues?
He felt his submission re grasslands had been not been considered, and was
concerned that in this investigation into trees, the original country as grasslands may
be ignored. Trees do need to be maintained but also need grassland and woodland
balance.
There is an opportunity to be connected to the land, and exploring sense of place.
The ACT government could be inspiring the community and building the capacity of
communities who are being represented by the government
What are the qualifications of the people on the Advisory Panel? Participants were
directed to the information on OCSE website, the list of advisors were read out and provided
information provided It was explained that the Commissioner is consulting with indigenous
individuals and groups, even though there is not an indigenous member of the panel

•

•

How are we to rebuild the resilience in forests, grasslands woodlands and
shelterwoods in the future? The opportunity is there to plan and manage changes to
climate change. We need to look back over past 90 years and correct the mistakes of
the past and start planning for the future.
Climate change issue: trees will become more relevant than they have been in the
past – trees can be quite significant ACT wide – critical need for criteria to measure
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•
•
•
•

extent and success of suburbs and management of forests. Need to deal with
common issues.
Braddon is losing trees at a great rate. There are huge gaps. Trees are being removed
to allow access by developers.
Older house and development designs were around trees. Now the new areas are
just knocking down the trees.
We need to look forward to look for the forest and see the trees at the same time.
The forest is a continuum – it grows and dies and needs to be replaced with many
different trees. Grasslands need to be acknowledged.
Need to develop a vision for our urban forest, whether looking backwards or
forwards or at changes in the urban forest. NCA: we need to test trees to see if most
suitable for a particular location.

•

•

•
•
•

Need to avoid situation of street planting disappearing and dropping out. Within the
Urban Forest Program there has been a lot of work going into what will be replanted
– why it is happening, what is good for climate? A very active Urban Forest advisory
group meet every month to discuss species development and performance.
Canberra planted trees on an industrial scale – over 40 years have lost the industrial
training for maintenance. Whereas once there were trained government crews, now
the work is undertaken by contractors who have a different attitude to tree
maintenance. Need to re implement training and urban depots – localized so that
crews know their areas.
There is a general lack of respect for the grasslands – they are disappearing; and as a
feature of the landscape this is concerning. Losing recreation areas of mixed planting.
This loss needs to be addressed.
Need respect for other’s points of view.
This forum is only a step in the journey. Commissioner reiterated that she is happy to
discuss issues with anyone who wishes to

•

Need information, fact sheets with the specifics of why certain trees need to be
removed. The community won’t get overloaded! It needs to be informed.

Key issues arising from this discussion were summarised in a diagram (below) for the forum to
further consider.
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D: SMALL GROUP SESSIONS
1. TREE MANAGEMENT RISKS
• Removing trees: Risks include:
o Climate change
o Wildlife extinction
o Removing habitat old growth trees
o Birds possums
• Falling wood and leaves - habitat…education
• Increased temperature (from tree loss): risk of being killed by extreme temps
• FIRE – keep fire breaks clear: no repeat of 2003
• Planting short killed species; replace what didn’t work

2. COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS
• Sharing responsibilities – with TAMS, with trees
• Iconic streets
• TAMS website? Watering on nature strips..inadequate information
•
•

•

•

•
•

TREE KEEPERS – community support high
Unclear communication – opportunities
o Information about shared care for nature strips
o Communicating through community groups
o Citizen lobbying for more resources for TAMS
o Communicating different program within TAMS
How does planning integrate trees?- planning for treescape
o Observing DA planning rules
o Intra agency coordination/communication – ACTPla and TAMS
o Proactive – visioning – not reactive
Decision making:
o Trees and forests
o Horses for course
o Valuing diversity
On number of levels:
o Education engagement and acceptance and
o confirmation of the change
Recognising continuum
o Managing the change
o Diversity of skilled people and professionals in communities (How to use?)
o Master plan needs to be responsive to diverse needs, and needs to recognise
social and cultural imperatives.

3. THE LANDSCAPE CHARACTER OF CANBERRA
• sustainable
• defining character
• don’t want to return to what it was
• remember the grasslands

4. THE CHANGE ISSUES
• Need a vision of the urban forest – layered:
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•
•
•
•

o as a city
o connections within the city
o suburbs
o streets
Need participation process at each level
Education – need change – to our vision of our city
Community needs to be aware of number of current trees that will be lost – Estimated
400,000 trees will be lost in the next 20-40 years (60% of existing trees)
It is an individual and shared issue: a shared landscape and a shared problem

•

Need to educate people about the process – why trees stay/go - the continuum of decay,
decline, removal, replanting

•

Change and fear:
o What mechanisms are used to remove trees?
o Resources $$$, education; need computer enhanced images to help educate
public; preparation growing fund

•
•

Trees needs: space and water
Personal property – trees are an asset and are critical - add value to a home
o Need to look at recording regulated or significant trees
o Removal of trees from the footpath – shade is gone, and the energy rating of a
property decreases – impacts on the property’s value
o Community Assets and private property assets: trees and their removal are
impacting on values.
Carbon trading capabilities – generating funds trees presence or removal impact on this.
They need to be included in any management issues
o Need to create criteria to account for carbon trading to maximise benefit to the
community.

•

•

Age: Trees are the same age as suburbs because of mass planting – even aged
stands…need to look at continuum forest
o Normalise the forest– with all ages and species

•

Need to design suburbs with trees, not have them as an add-on
o Use treescapes as water retardation basins
o Could redesign slopes, capture runoff and stop urban drought and erosion
o Use runoff and rain to use water effectively
o Need collaborative planning
o Engineers need to learn more about hydraulic design
o Education of technical experts, landscape architects, and engineers is required
o Planting with future planning rather than planting for short term visuals and sales
(esp. new developments)

•

CASE STUDY: Eucalyptus Stellulata (grow in Brindabellas)– supposed to be ideal street
trees. In 1993 many were planted –now none or very few because of drought
Plant knowing the environment - trees need first use of runoff
Need to consider what we’ve lost and what we could have done to keep them
Problems of pathogens and pests when large same species planting

•
•
•
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Outcomes from Community Forum Manuka
15 February 2010
A: IDENTIFICATION OF TOP PRIORITY ISSUES FOR THE INQUIRY
(YELLOW STICKERS)
Community Information and Participation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Canberra community is interested in all of Canberra’s trees not just in their suburb
Volunteers must be allowed to do more in landscaped areas
Community support will only come if government is honest
How can we help preserve and care for our street trees?
Many trees have died in and around Jansoon Park. could this be related to the extraction
of bore water in the higher parts of Red Hill and Forrest?
Why do NCA, TAMS and ACT government consider our trees to be nothing more than a
financial problem??
Tree replacement not a natural consequence of tree removal because of lack of funding
Community help with trees
Community involvement in maintenance of nature strips etc

Communication/ Education
• How does community become informed?? What requirements are on developers?
• Selective renewal-not one size fits all, effective maintenance program, more accessible
information on key aspects
• When a tree that is identified as requiring removal, notification to residents nearby
should be done with opportunity for dispute
• How soon will a list of trees be circulated to the community which are proposed by local
tree experts as those to replace, and trees which have to be removed?
• Need clearer regulatory framework-when will survey of tree register occur?
• Urgent need for communication program to advise public how they can help save
stressed trees
• Focus is on large trees 12m. But speakers have represented a need to plant young trees.
What protection is there for young native trees in new developments?
• More emphasis/education for the public on the benefits-usually the impression gained is
that trees are first and foremost a problem
• Improved co-operation, communication sharing between agencies and departments
• Conflict between management for bird life and fire protection
• Early information provided to community. List of heritage trees, streets to be published
• Poor public venue-no mike for asking questions
• Improved communication and opportunities for input into planning and decision making
• Teaching public the appropriate trees/plants for Canberra (sectioned areas in nurseries)
• Why is clear felling allowed for “developers” e.g. at Kingston foreshores and the old
‘Fraser Court’ in Kingston?
Cost
•
•

Resources required
Does the ACT Government want to be responsible for trees> would it not be better to
have an independent fully funded organisation?
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•
•
•
•

Lack of foresight with maintenance budget. 7 million doesn’t seem enough? Bring back
horticultural apprentices managed by territory government.
Needs for supplementary funding to enable urban forest planning for climate change
The budget for tree surgery, how can we help?
Properly funded tree management programme.

Heritage/Landscape
• Seasonal change indicators
• Our trees need to be treated as an asset and need to be treated as all other government
assets on a dollar basis
• Protection of trees
• Image of garden city is being lost......to street trees and reserve trees. It is a loss of
cultural heritage
• Landscape value; social, economic, environmental. Where the recognition that
landscapes offers returns is, not just costs?
• Protection of trees (in public areas) that are in a heritage area - and with life span much
greater than 70 years.
• Replanting street trees
• All remnant eucalypts should be protected/kept in the landscape i.e. don’t need a special
application for specific protection
• Bird habitat
• There should be a balance between removal and replacement. For every tree removed a
tree should be replanted when a tree that is identified as requiring removal. Notification
to residents nearby should be done with opportunity for dispute.
• Corridors of established mature eucalypts along major roads should be better
valued/appreciated as places for birds/wildlife to access suburbs and between the
various nature reserves.
• Would it not be better to protect all trees as a matter of course-then process applications
for removal from the tree register tree by tree?

Maintenance
• Lack of water
• Care for the existing trees and the replacement of trees involves professionals and
community. Lack of care= 60% babies die therefore time and money is lost and leads to
desecration
• Residential - continual maintenance of old trees can financially strain families. Who pays
for this? E.g. old trees with old or ill people.
• Care of existing trees- seeing sick trees is heart breaking
• Many troubles to trees is because of bad management and interference to root systems
• Trim/ replace with smaller trees-government cost/owner cost
• Maintenance of strong tree streetscape for visual and physical amenity
• There doesn’t appear to be any street tree maintenance programs
• If refused permission to remove a damaged tree - and it causes harm, who takes
responsibility?
• Developers seem to have no problem in destroying existing trees by clear felling
• Is the NCA interested in anything other than developing land? Is it not just about million
dollar properties
• Management AGL needs to be more interested in the first 15 years and at the same time
leave alone root zone and base of tree
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Planning/ Vision
• Is there a risk from tree branches growing above powerlines? (More than 1.5 metres
above) what can be done to save the urban forest and put power lines under ground??
• Street and park trees only to be replaced if dead or dying and replacements watered,
pruned and checked. New trees in Yarralumla not looked after and lots died.
• Register or log of all street and urban park trees. Government dispute they planted our 2
groups of ornament. Across the road 5-7 years ago, they never looked after them and
only 1 is healthy
• Is there a need to get the community and government to understand tree removal is a
normal part of the urban forest?
• Appropriate species, return of shrubs especially wattles.
• Better management of native trees
• Context and decision making; landscape, social, climate
• Protection of trees in Northbourne Avenue
• Preservation of the principle of greenbelts in all suburbs
• Care of existing trees-seeing sick trees is heartbreaking
• What is the strategic vision and direction that is driving this process?(across all levels of
design and management)
• Preservation of the priority of greenbelts in all suburbs
• To what extent is the normal lifespan of the trees taken into account? E.g. what if the
trees normally have a lifespan much greater than 70 years?
• Canberra’s water situation is not like Melbourne’s
• New suburbs between Western Creek and Belconnen- green corridors how close to water
source? How close to houses?
• Are the trees that are removed recorded and used as a basis for planting/planning?
• Visionary re climate change for the rest of the country given we feel it affects a lot
• Make provision for neighbours to mediate contentious trees
• Increasing total number of trees
• 50% plot ratio combined with smaller lots.(there will not be any trees in Gungahlin)
• Penalising inner Canberra property owners who can’t develop to 50%.
• Systematic replacement of trees in manner which maintains land value via amenity,
environmental benefits
• Regulating contractors- I do not believe the contractors only clear trees identified by ACT
government/ NCA staff
• Tree selection- as climate change and existing plantings are recognised as poor choices
ACT must select better landscape supplements
• Community notification- local residents must be notified when parkland trees are
identified for removal
• Proper replacement, grow them to a sturdy size, stop using little vulnerable babies use
historic example of Western
• Long term landscape planning is needed before planting, the landscape planning needs to
be city wide
• Protection of large beautiful trees in public spaces
• A visible clear plan of tree management so we can all see and know; what, why, where,
when, how and who.
• Why is the discussion focused around trees, as distinct from the other structural
components of the urban forest - other vegetation and plant communities
• Tree damage costs, footpaths, drainage, danger to house people, new suburbs no room
for trees
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Regulation/ Legislation
• 50% plot ratio should include active way, POS.
• Management of urban parks
• Legislation must be widened include government management of land and commercial
leases
• Trees on public land should be regulated as tightly, if not more tightly than those on
private land
• Trees require care not over regulation
• Would like to see subsidisation of maintenance costs for those forced to maintain a tree
under the Tree Protection Act
• 14 day period for consideration needs to be extended to allow sufficient time for
applicants to arrange inspections and reports
Replacement
• Replanting upon removal
• Shade, where is it required?
• Independent assessment of a decision by the conservators. Reconsideration by the
conservators seems to defeat the purpose of the reconsideration, a little like asking a
plumber to certify their own work.
• Use of timber and waste as resource timber or fuel for alternative energy to help pay for
active maintenance
• Balance solar access to private roofs with beauty/amenity values of trees in streets and
gardens
• The regulation of trees on leased land is a negative
• Removal of healthy trees, why?
• Replacing/replanting now of trees being removed
• I deplore the arbitrary assessment that 70 years is a life span of any tree and trees over
70 years will be removed (as seen on Stateline ABC)

B: THOUGHT CARDS
• Re-invest in the employment of horticultural apprentices, the garden city needs
horticulturalists( not landscape managers and contract manages)
• Whole of life costing for the ongoing meeting of urban plantings refer NSW Community
Land Management- Plans of Management
• It seems the Tree Protection Act does apply to unleased territory so long as the tree is
considered as a registered tree and the powers to be (territory officers) want to
recognise the tree as such. The landscape/aesthetic category is where these trees can be
protected
• The tree protection legislation does nothing for the emerging species.
• How do we ensure that our street Grant Crescent will be assessed appropriately and a
consultative process with community members will take place?
• What happens to the trees that have been removed? Can they be used for building? Can
others like dead tree branches be used in a furnace for producing electricity, like the ones
operating in Japan?
• Within TAMS there should be an understanding that all trees would be lost if the
redevelopment of blocks is allowed to remove all trees and not replant. Furthermore
there needs to be solar rights between blocks for solar panels. We need more solar and
we need more street trees.
• Does information on TAMS website still apply? E.g. ‘give a tree a drink’ can we apply this?
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•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

What amount is spent on removal, replacement, maintenance?
How can we be assured that there will be communication with Grant Cres, Griffith
residents? We are lined with American Elms. We have not seen any maintenance or
pruning for many years. As residents we have enquired and requested this to be done, to
no avail! We have requested and suggested numerous solutions that we would
participate in with no response. Answers please?
Please only replace dead or dying trees. Please water, prune and check replacement
trees. 4-5 years ago new gums were planted along the bike path in Yarralumla between
Weston St and Bentham St and all died through neglect. Along the bike path on the
corner Gunn and Western 5-7 years ago 7 ornamentals planted and never looked after.
One tree healthy, others struggling and several reverted to root stock. Virtually
impossible to get them pruned. Local residents have tried to look after them concern that
new plantings will not be looked after and will die. What is more concerning is the
Government now say they didn’t plant them and I and residents can confirm they did.
Tree Protection Act (2005) must be extended to cover all trees including those on public
land
Case study; Swindon St, Downer- mass removal of native trees resulted in Adenuded St
with no replanting/poor maintenance. Loss of street appeal
Wildlife habitat is more important to maintain. Protect native birds and animals
Maintenance of trees-I question ‘aging’ of trees. It seems more about public liability and
cost of maintenance rather than keeping/maintaining older more mature trees
Public education/mass tree plantings needed.
Are our public trees recorded as a public asset at a proper value? They should be entered
in the government’s balance sheet. We do not ask for public comment on other assetsi.e. Roads, footpaths. Why don’t we let our experts get on with the process of taking care
of our trees?
Trees versus development: Trees for wildlife - Continuity planting.
o We have the test bed for all decisions re tree types, so we need a new Canberra
Tree list
o Funding for tree removal and tree replanting should be linked
o Need a fire proof tree list e.g. wattles species wet trees – no more pine trees
o Watering trees from gutters; ensure standards of tree planting positioning
o Long term tree planting schedule
o Small sapling whips exist better than standard trees
For every tree removed – five need to be replanted; and there should be an overlap
minimum of five years between replant and removal i.e. importance of Continuity...and
water dish
Tree removal is all about land values – big dollar developers don’t want to be stopped
Planting schemes small trees up to large then small again for reduction in eddies and
wind to deflect up and over,

C: QUESTIONS RAISED IN GROUP DISCUSSION
The following two points were raised by participants at the beginning of the evening:
• Will the process actually reach the important issues? Acknowledging that it may be a
nicely thought out process, but does the facilitator and OCSE have any personal agendas
and priorities? The process should be fair and transparent
• Experts need to be involved also, as otherwise the process doesn’t bring out the real
issues about which people are concerned.
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The group discussion points:
• the cost of contractors per tree? Why can’t they be replacing when they are
removing? Why can’t residents do it on their own?
• Response: Tree is assessed by crew, put on register, then reassessed by an arborist then
publicly tendered for contractors.

•

Better information required for public participation in management of street
trees…suggest pamphlet. Participant suggested information should be in shop fronts
o

•

Maintenance investment needs to be made – case of 1927 house and trees ( Murray
Crescent Griffith) impacting property and not being maintained
o

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Response: The old cyclic approach was replaced by the responsive /reactionary
approach. Cyclic maintenance approach -based on the collected data of health of
trees, could be reconsidered

Disputes between neighbours need mechanisms to resolve
Language/terminologies used by Government - is it a garden city or an urban forest –
creates different images. Is the use of urban forest a clever way of saying “too many
trees”? Response: Terminology is under investigation
Tree spacing – originally too close – need to start thinning so that some can grow
properly rather than all being crowded.
Urban forest term is appealing – Canberra is a city of trees – Green belts are
important especially in new areas as vistas
What protection is available for trees on public land?
o

•

Response: there is brochure on TAMS website on how to care for trees in dry times.
Urban Forest Program intended to start tree keeping program to help residents look
after trees, and community information program…which has been discontinued
whilst the Investigation is underway.

Response: EPBC Legislation (The Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999) applies to trees on National land
Heritage controls, Nature Conservation Act, Roads and Public Places Acts apply to
Territory land

How do we manage replacement process to maintain amenity and control? Impact?
o What are patterns of tree removal and that will keep amenities?
o Issues: Cool cities down, land value, access
Reserve areas – boundaries between suburbs are integral to Canberra – green bands
– relies on community organisations – needs funding for maintenance of those areas
Aging of trees: need 100 years to develop useable wildlife hollows – Example also of
use of flowers - very important for birds as food source when migrating south
o Urban forests very important; correct species important e.g. River Gums and
Tasmanian Blue gum are not suitable for urban planting
o Does the 55-year life of trees include species that don’t perform well in
Canberra?
There is no longer any understory plantings. Cootamundra Wattle is now considered
to be an environmental pest because they were overplanted. Under planting of
Wattles – put back in the landscape
Communication – why wait until June 2010 for communication to help protect trees?
People want to know what to do to assist stressed trees now.
Tree protection legislation – in future less trees will be covered – will this lead to
mass tree removal?
Pause of the Urban Forest Program seen by community to be due to outcry over
healthy trees being removed i.e. Corroborree Park, Captain Cook Cres. Community
representatives still do not understand the basis of the removal
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•
•

•

•
•
•

Replacement of trees around Manuka Oval (10 years ago) - although the review panel
requested advice on removal and replanting of trees...there is no evidence that
replanting has occurred or will occur. Who checks that the planting takes place?
Two suggestions:
o Implement a public educational program about the right plants and choices
for Canberra
o Schools to be given help in facing climate change, as they are currently
planting inappropriate trees in schools
This forum as part of consultation, needs to be different to experience with earlier
government consultations – “Community gets tired of being patronized” –
participants want to be consulted and considered seriously and decisions taken in
response
Who helps people who are elderly, disabled, or sick, take care of trees on their
private land, pay for maintenance, help people care for and take responsibility?
Irony – world wants to plant trees. ACT Government appears to wants to remove
trees.
What is the carbon impact of this program of removal of trees?
o

•
•
•

Response: An area for consideration in the Investigation Further information will be
available. The Urban Forest program is about how we sustain and enhance the forest.
Despite media statements, there has never been a decision about how many trees
will be removed or replaced, and the whole planning of the program involves
community engagement

Publication on the growth of the Canberra landscape is required – landscape history;
lessons learned; as this has not been available in the past
need to stress the visual importance of tree landscape – whether street, house or
bush land, as distinct from work being undertaken by arborist on single trees
Example was given of possibility of city beautification via planned appropriate
planting in Dubbo.

D: SMALL GROUP SESSIONS
1. COMMUNITY INFORMATION AND PARTICIPATION
• Need an 1800 number ( or an email service) to an arborist to seek advice on planting
• Need to advise the community about the decision to be made –
o a clear community communication program i.e. these trees in red tape will be
replaced i.e. info in newspaper –
• Use the community as a tool i.e. replanting trees – partnership programs.
• At nurseries – provide profile information on plants for Canberra i.e. what plants will do
well in these conditions
• Need independence of arborist, and is the advice implemented?
• Involve schools – plant more trees to educate school children e.g. native gardens
• Have a Children’s Garden e.g. in Botanical Gardens as in Melbourne Botanical Gardens
• Info about what Canberra looked like originally – i.e. before planting and now should be
easily available
• Not enough “young” people engaged – need to get these involved
o What is their vision? – it is their future
• Profile the top 10 special trees in the ACT e.g. bent tree in Corroboree Park is a living
sculpture
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2. TREE REPLACEMENT AND MAINTENANCE
• Maintenance of newly planted trees is needed as they continually die.
o Don’t do formative pruning, and root stock takes over.
• Species selections – need to learn lessons of past planting
• Plant/replace trees that offer effective protection against UV in popular areas – i.e.
school settings, bus stops etc
• Planting trees in narrow spaces still need to get vertical element in landscape particularly
when trees have been there and removed
• Educate/train people who plant trees so that the new trees are not planted under
existing trees
• Contracts need to be written to plant trees properly
• Carbon from maintenance vehicles isn’t captured by trees, when replacing trees all over
town
• Don’t have enough money to manage existing trees
• $20 million to arboretum…but what about street trees budget?
• No water is going into the landscape – public cannot water – cannot afford the $4/10000
litres = best outcome = urban woodland wide spacing to grow without irrigation
• Need to thin trees – spacing of trees not sustainable – start thinning to protect existing
trees.
• The amount of consultation happening uses money that could go to maintenance crews
and get work done on the ground
• Land in Canberra is engineered for water runoff into storm water drains – runs away from
trees, not into the soil
• No pest and disease maintenance – spraying
• Need people to help public with their trees
• Letting tree removal numbers build up for a year, puts it in the public eye, - better to do
in small lots
• Marking trees when don't have money to remove them gives false expectations - better
to mark just before removal
• Who pays for removal of trees on private land if the resident cannot pay?
o If forced to keep the tree in the back yard then the govt should pay
• Need good tree crews with highly skilled operators
• Many current trees problems result from disturbance to root zone – health problems, too
much maintenance up top, and no policing at base
3. REGULATIONS AND LEGISLATION
• Community and government may be communicating, but in the end it is the legislation
that determines what happens
• There is a big gap in the legislation – we can protect trees on our own land but nowhere
else
o Suggest extending current legislation to all trees
• Why is the legislation different for leasehold and public trees?
• Canberra seems to have a very short memory – 2003 fires
o the notion of an urban forest is disturbing
• Legislation needs to look at balancing the landscape and quality of life against trees of
the landscape and the cost of doing these things... e.g. money, safety and risk
• Suggestion: Carbon credits – why don’t lease landholders who have to retain trees under
the Tree Protection Act, get reimbursement via carbon credits? At present those with
these trees get nothing back for keeping them
• People wanting to cut or remove trees should get legal advice
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Government has a duty of care to provide adequate trees for shade in schools especially
high schools ( where students rarely wear hats)
Regulating and accountability of arborists is required
o Who checks on them?
o Are they truly qualified?
o Which arborists check the trees needs?
o Who checks that the designated trees are chopped , and not others (as
contractors make more money per tree)
o No faith in trees being properly assessed
There is no consistency in tree selection e.g. select poplar groups for Griffith Oval
o poor species selection, wrong for Canberra climate
Who is responsible for the tree register? Nine years ago it was established, but there is
little or no information about it
Are we clear felling stands?
Need to make legislation coherent – consistency is needed between the public and
private lease areas
all remnant eucalypts needs to be automatically registered ( if on unleased land) so that
each big tree with wildlife hollows does not have to be registered separately
o Case: Have applied to have some trees registered but nothing happened
Wildlife corridors – need to be respected and valued for this attribute– especially down
the main road corridors like Coulter Drive that link the suburbs

4. VISION, PLANNING, CHANGE
• How will the enquiry measure cultural, social and carbon value?
• Needs a robust process
• Groups like AILA (Australian Institute of Landscape Architects) should be involved in more
detailed dialogue
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1.

INTRODUCTION

On 19 February 2010, selected scientists, researchers, government officers, and members of
environment, wildlife and ornithological organisations met at the seminar rooms of the CSIRO
Sustainability Ecosystems, Gungahlin Homestead, Crace. The gathering was to provide
information for the:
1.
the ACT Government’s tree management practices and the renewal of Canberra’s urban
forest (referred to as the Tree Investigation) (Attachment E: Investigations – Terms of
Reference) and;
2.
the Canberra Nature Park (nature reserves), the Molonglo River Corridor (nature reserves)
and Googong Foreshores (the Canberra Nature Park Investigation) (Attachment E:
Investigations – Terms of Reference).
The objectives of the Bird Forum were identified on the program provided to all participants.
To:
•
provide and/or identify information on birds that is relevant to the Investigations of the
Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment;
•
allow people with expertise and knowledge to collectively share their views on the effect
of the urban forest and nature reserve system on the diversity, quantity and health of
birds in the ACT and region;
•
identify sources of existing information and gaps;
•
identify likely and possible future changes in the urban forest and nature reserve system
and highlight the current and future challenges and opportunities for birds from these
changes;
•
identify innovative approaches that might need to be explored to better manage the
urban forest and nature reserve system to afford greater protection for birds;
•
identify priority areas for research; and
•
consider resourcing needs for the above.

2.

PROCEEDINGS AND OUTCOMES

Following a welcome by the Commissioner, and an update on the investigation, Peter Davey,
Chair of the Forum, outlined the program and proceedings. The program was divided into:
1.
presentations made by experts in the relevant fields who provided updates on current
and previous research into bird habitats and needs, and Urban Forest renewal; and
2.
small focus group discussions, feedback and general discussion on priority areas.

Presentations
Attachment A lists attendees and Attachment B is the Forum Agenda. The first presenter, Fleur
Flannery, provided an overview of the Urban Forest Renewal program. Chris Davey, a CSIRO
scientist and President of the Canberra Ornithologist Group (COG), spoke of the value of the
urban forest for birds, and provided data on some of the research that has been undertaken on
nest boxes in the ACT. Phil Gibbons, Senior Fellow at Fenner School ANU, provided the final
presentation, and discussed the loss of trees and offsets.
Participants were invited to ask for clarification of issues at the end of each presentation, and
issues for clarification and areas of concern raised by participants during presentations were:
•
In the Urban Forest Program presentation of the study of the health of trees in Deakin,
what is the relationship criterion for the categories of very poor, poor and safe?
February 2010
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is lacking is a strategic PR program to inform community about what is happening
Poor urban design and planning is core of the problem – need to get planning right – need
a complete re-shift in the way we plan our city
Molonglo is an opportunity – we need to get in now as it is all wrong at present
It is difficult for some organisations to meet the submission deadlines. Maxine reiterated
that the deadline for submissions was now 12 March and assured all present that
extensions were available if they contacted her or her office
Where does climate change fit into this?
How do you have a more strategic communication program? - People don’t know what is
happening...which is perhaps why the media picked it up and ran with the issues.
Is there any evidence, for cost per annum of maintaining artificial hollows?
Is there any indication that you can accelerate hollows in trees?
To what extent does planning address the issue in new suburbs that the verges are too
small to sustain a tree of the structure and size needed to create an urban forest?

The Commissioner undertook to ensure these issues were considered in the investigation.

Focus Group Sessions
All participants were allocated to one of three identified focus groups:
1.
connectivity,
2.
innovative approaches, and
3.
community partnerships.
Within each group participants were asked to consider their topic in relation to the challenges
and opportunities; funding opportunities, constraints and future options; planning; and to
recommend priority actions.
Attachment C lists the results of each focus group’s discussions. Following is a list of the key
priorities identified by each group:
CONNECTIVITY PRIORITIES:

•

MOST IMPORTANT: To maintain and increase appreciation and commitment to an urban
environment that encourages Australian native birds, consideration needs to be given to:
o
Planning for new developments that requires a much clearer focus on landscape
level connectivity to include adequate corridor structures, adequate road verges
with appropriate understorey, appropriate fire management aspects, and takes
account of existing natural assets such as creeks, wetlands, woodland and grassland
areas in the planning processes
o
Planning processes that include as a matter of priority environmental advice and to
achieve this the role of the Conservator should be expanded to include
consideration of landscape level planning
o
Examining examples of landscape planning in the urban context such as the Chicago
Wilderness Project and the London Wetlands Centre to highlight opportunities for
greater urban population connectivity to and appreciation of natural assets
o
Connecting people with nature as a priority to maintain the unique “Bush Capital”
image of Canberra in both new and existing urban areas
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o

Developing a positive vision for Canberra that both builds on the “Bush Capital”
image and creates a community-owned value for landscape connection.

INNOVATIVE APPROACHES PRIORITIES:

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initiative to increase the introduction of the off-set policy
Identify trees to go beyond the 50 years to be “hollow” trees for birds – strategy to select
trees to go past the “age” policy.
o
Or areas become parks for a group of trees with hollows which can be actively
managed for conservation values OR areas within the urban parks
Mid understory Management (i.e. grasses and shrubs)
o
A lot of birds relative/need mid or understory...not just the trees
Look at future planning
In the new suburb of Kenny – there is one house in a remnant area leased out as a rural
lease – which keeps the old trees
Try to encourage birds into suburb trees i.e. superb parrot
Reserves are the main source of trees and urban trees provide the connectivity, need to
map connectivity, to identify “critical habitat streets” so that trees are not removed until
connectivity is maintained
Change in thinking on urban fringe from “reserves” to “conservation lease” to manage the
urban interface e.g. Kinleyside
Well managed conservation leases generally have better habitat than native reserves
Ground cover – focus on what should be planted e.g. appropriate locations and target less
common species of birds – need to increase the numbers of less common species of birds
so plant species for these, e.g. Honey Eaters, Finches
Funding –household environmental levy/conservation levy as an addition to routine
budget allocation
Plantings in schools and public places i.e. ovals; and for carbon sequestration, education
and recreation e.g. walking dogs

COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS PRIORITIES

•
•
•
•

•

Education program – tree health – public actions
Develop park care or urban care groups to develop landscapes, manage property and
local environment for trees and birds
Ongoing engagement – needs long term vision and funding
Urban Forest Renewal Program uses negative language – go out and find problems
o
Also identify positives
o
Find success stories
o
Start planting before removals, demonstrate pruning and taking care of trees
Complex urban population – not everyone is thinking eucalypts and hollows and birds.
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3.

PRIORITY ACTIONS

Following the focus group discussions, a member of each focus group reported back to all
participants on the issues their group considered most important, plus their key priorities.
The Commissioner then set the scene for further discussion by asking the following question of
the participants: “What strategically is the lever that you would pull to make a difference?”
Within the areas of connectivity, innovative approaches and community partnerships,
responses highlighted the key areas of concern. Discussion developed around five main areas:
future timely planning, strategic connectivity, nest boxes and tree hollows, community
engagement, and funding and resources.
Planning was identified as the core issue of concern. The need for a collaborative whole of
government approach to planning (and understanding the vision) was a key concern. The need
for tree size to be considered when planning verges in new suburbs, and the importance of
under canopies to small birds was discussed. It was recommended that these issues need to be
considered much more when planning, especially new suburbs, and when thinking of fire
breaks and fire control. Molonglo was identified as a key area where intervention and active
connectivity planning could occur now.
The need for a strategic connectivity map that identifies key links across the city was strongly
expressed by several participants. Dr David Shorthouse said that he had developed a map of
this type approximately seven years ago, and offered to assist the Commissioner to source a
copy for the investigation. Research has shown that the anticipated connectivity networks
might not be as expected and that further research needs to be conducted.
Nest boxes have been promoted as an alternative to using tree hollows, but the need for boxes
to be monitored, maintained, and species-specific, has to date reduced their effectiveness and
use by species of concern. It was agreed that further and ongoing research is required.
Community education and engagement were high priorities across all three focus groups. The
diversity of communities and the need to consider and apply the most appropriate methods to
access and engage the different communities was highlighted. Community care programs,
ongoing community education through provision of information and positive media stories, and
education and engagement of families in urban care through programs for their children at
schools were key points of discussion.
Resources, funding and opportunities to access funding via means other than the government,
including the establishment of trusts using “roundup” funding, and community “ownership”
levies were considered. There was significant debate about offsets and the need to be very
clear on what is being offset and what is being traded.
Attachment D lists the points discussed as presented, in more detail.
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4.

CONCLUSION

The forum identified five key areas for attention, being:
•
future timely planning at a landscape level
•
strategic connectivity
•
nest boxes and tree hollows
•
community engagement
•
funding and resources
The Commissioner thanked all present for their active participation and valuable contributions,
and especially Chris Davey for making the meeting possible. The meeting had provided
significant new information to add to considerations for the investigation.
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Attachment A: Attendees

Natasha Ackland

Manager Wildlife, RSPCA

Greg Baines

Senior Ecologist, Parks, Conservation and Lands

Con Boekel

Conservation Officer, Canberra Ornithologists Group Inc (COG)

Jenny Bounds

Conservation Officer, COG

Prue Buckley

TAMS Urban Tree Management

Martin Butterfield

Coordinator, Garden Bird Survey, COG

Mr Geoff Butler

Environmental consultant, member Tree Investigation Reference Panel

Dr Maxine Cooper

Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment

Mr Chris Davey

President COG, scientist CSIRO

Peter Davey (Chair)

Member NRM Council

Michael Doherty

CSIRO Sustainable Ecosystems

Fleur Flannery

Urban Forest Renewal Program, Territory and Municipal Services

Joern Fischer

Post-doctoral Fellow, Fenner School

Ian Fraser

Chair ACT NRM Committee; Vertego Environmental Consultancies

Dr David Freudenberger

Greening Australia, Director of Science and Major Projects

Phil Gibbons

Senior Fellow, Fenner School

Bill Handke

President, Canberra Indian Myna Action Group

John Hibberd

Executive Director, Conservation Council ACT Region

Dr Michael Mulvaney

Dept of Environment, Climate Change, Energy and Water

Laura Rayner

PhD candidate, Fenner School

Alison Russell-French

President, Birds Australia

Dr David Shorthouse

Visiting Fellow, Fenner School; member Canberra Nature Park Expert Reference
Group

Karen Stagoll

PhD Scholar, Fenner School

Sue Streatfield

Greening Australia

Office of the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment staff in attendance: Dr Matthew Parker,
Larry O’Loughlin, Narelle Sargent, Jane Spence
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Attachment B: Forum Agenda
Chair: Peter Davey NRM Council
9.00

Welcome
Dr Maxine Cooper, Commissioner

9.05

Overview of Urban Forest Renewal Program
Fleur Flannery, TAMS

9.25

The Investigation
Dr Cooper

9.30

Value of the Urban Forest for Birds
Chris Davey

9.40

Nest Boxes
Chris Davey

9.50

Loss of trees and off-sets
Phil Gibbons

10.00 - 10.15

Morning Tea

10.15

Group session to specifically discuss (ALL):
- Challenges and opportunities
- Funding opportunities, constraints and options yet to be explored
- Priority Actions
Group 1 to focus on connectivity
Group 2 to focus on innovative approaches
Group 3 to focus on community partnerships

11.45

Groups report back
ALL

12.15

Discussion on Priority Actions
ALL

12.45

Conclusion and Thanks
Dr Cooper

1pm

Finish
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Attachment C: Focus Group Sessions
The focus groups identified major issues for consideration in the Investigation.
CONNECTIVITY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Look at new areas of development e.g. Forde
Creek lines, flood ways etc should be offering much more
Risk portfolios should be different in those places
Requirements for adequate corridors must be recognised
Implication connectivity should imagine “private” land? – should we put resources into looking
after the private land?
Significant backyard trees should be registered
With small blocks and larger houses, we need to maximise use of public space
Planning bloody planning
Plan the corridors differently
Connectivity of structures and systems which the birds then use (e.g. the underneath bit)
Connectivity for what
o
Then what do they need (different for each species)
o
Bigger is better for corridors
Stepping-stones and islands also help/provide connectivity
Planning recommendations
o
Personal and property (infrastructures) safety barriers in place
o
Do not include backyards
o
Regeneration buffers
Ongoing maintenance needs to be visible
Consider not just the suburbs but also the edge
o
Fire buffers should be in the suburb, not the edge
Fire management should consider needs of small birds
o
Perhaps maintain patchwork
Great need for environmental planning
o
ACTPLA needs environmental expertise
Plan for the landscape
o
Might be bigger blocks of habitats and restoration
Connectivity includes connecting people to the bush
o
If you like, birds in the garden, they are there for many reasons and from many places
Vision for the city – bush capital- that links habitats and places. The tone of getting the message is
important
Use Molonglo to develop the connectivity
o
Corridors plantings
o
Strategic long term planning not necessarily tree by tree
o
Perhaps more trees East Molonglo and not so many central
Expand role of conservator to landscape planning
o
Advice to government review process of ACTPLA rejecting conservator
o
ACTPLA needs environmental engineers
o
Conservator does not have planning staff
Develop rules e.g. save the creeks, develop backyards
Block yield is maximised
Environmental advice needs to be adequate/appropriate
Road verges in new developments need to be large enough for an urban forest
Remember the smaller species – e.g. Callistemon
Bush Capital – landscape, environment, community
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be grumpy positively – happy to be grumpy
We need to wean ourselves off the budget needs of land release. Not sustainable when we hit
the borders
Increased urban density will put pressure on spaces (urban Forest) inc. use by residents
Urban forest can be assisted by wetlands
Chicago Wilderness Project – dual function of conservation and connection
London Wetland Centre
Connecting nature and connecting people with nature
More shrubs – some areas are ok
Where is the danger assessment?
Species mix – keep a great variety that might survive into the future (ruling out weeds – we have
to draw the line even if some birds like them)

CONNECTIVITY PRIORITIES:
•

MOST IMPORTANT: To maintain and increase the appreciation and commitment to an urban
environment that encourages Australian native birds, consideration needs to be given to:
o
Planning for new developments that requires a much clearer focus on landscape level
connectivity to include adequate corridor structures, adequate road verges with
appropriate understorey, appropriate fire management aspects, and takes account of
existing natural assets such as creeks, wetlands, woodland and grassland areas in the
planning processes
o
Planning processes that include as a matter of priority environmental advice and to achieve
this the role of the Conservator should be expanded to include consideration of landscape
level planning
o
Examining existing examples of landscape planning in the urban context such as the Chicago
Wilderness Project and the London Wetlands Centre to highlight opportunities for greater
urban population connectivity to and appreciation of natural assets
o
Connecting people with nature as a priority to maintain the unique “Bush Capital” image of
Canberra in both new and existing urban areas
o
Developing a positive vision for Canberra that both builds on the “Bush Capital” image and
creates a community-owned value for landscape connection.

COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Education program – tree health - public actions
How do you get people involved and achieve?
o
Only when there is immediate threat. I.e. Corroborree Park got people active
o
Educate – work on small scale to get people involved
Assess tree for hollows prior to removal
Engage community as part of information source
Using existing community groups for engagement
Involve community with development of options – e.g. gardening groups
People do care about trees, what is there now, but need to show then what is good about what is
going to happen
No knowledge about roosting – 55 years rotation won’t lead to hollows
Importance of Canberra Nature Parks for protection of birds
Opportunities for community to access with little vegetation – plant anything
Engage community groups in monitoring programs and action

COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS PRIORITIES
•

Education program – tree health - public actions
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•
•
•

•

Develop park care or urban care groups to develop landscapes, manage property and local
environment for trees and birds.
Ongoing engagement - needs long term vision and funding
UFRP program uses negative language – go out and find problems
o
Also identify positives
o
Find success stories
o
Start planting before removals, demonstrate pruning and taking care of tree
Complex urban population – not everyone is thinking eucalypts and hollows and birds

INNOVATIVE APPROACHES
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Planning and regulating systems focused on individual tree assessment, rather than “ a whole of
landscape planning” because cumulative impact = death by a thousand cuts
Development funding for conservation i.e. off-sets
Look at using urban areas to do ecological things i.e. hollows in power poles ( Canadian model),
e.g. Ford advertising environmental criteria
Urban design
Challenges:
1.
ACT different to NSW because in ACT the government owns the land and therefore the
government needs to pay for the offset on ACT land; and
2.
a small area of land in ACT with not a lot of opportunity to off-set
Opportunity: to bring NSW birds to ACT by offsets
Registered trees: - need to increase the attributes that are looked for i.e. hollows
Add “hollows” assessment to ACT SOE Report
Need to plan to protect remnants in other dominant areas. i.e. Molonglo in “planted” majority
area with scattered woodland
Need to use Central Molonglo as an opportunity to trial some of the things happening at
Mulligans Flat Nature Reserve and Goorooyarroo Nature Reserve i.e. conservation, hollows and
focus on river corridor for biodiversity, recreation in the suburbs, not just in the corridor
Cats – containment
Planting in gardens in new suburbs i.e. native species

INNOVATIVE APPROACHES PRIORITIES
•
Initiative to increase the introduction of the off-set policy
•
Identify trees to go beyond the 50 years to be “hollow” trees for birds – strategy to select trees to
go past the “age” policy
o
Or areas to become parks for a group of trees with hollows which can be actively managed
for conservation values OR areas within the urban parks
•
Mid understory Management (i.e. grasses and shrubs)
•
A lot of birds relate to/need mid or understory...not just the trees
•
Look at future planning
•
Suburb of Kenny – one house in a remnant area leased as a rural lease – keeps the old trees
•
Try to encourage birds into suburb trees i.e. superb parrot
•
The creation of corridors for Superb Parrots through suburbs, linking feeding and nesting habitat,
using the model in Harrison, the Gungderra (?) Creek Heritage corridor; particularly applicable to
remaining areas to be developed in Gungahlin, but also Belconnen and the Molonglo Valley. Note:
this corridor was not actually planned for the parrots, but enough of the original native trees
(especially Blakelys Red Gum) were left for them to use as a corridor.
•
Reserves are the main source of trees and urban trees provide the connectivity, need to map
connectivity, to identify “critical habitat streets” so trees not removed until connectivity is
maintained
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•
•
•
•
•

Change in thinking on urban fringe from “reserves” to “conservation lease” to manage the urban
interface e.g. Kinleyside
Well managed conservation leases generally have better habitat than native reserves
Ground cover – focus on what should be planted e.g. appropriate locations and target less
common species of birds – need to increase the numbers of less common species of birds so plant
species for these. E.g. Honeyeaters, Finches
Funding – household environmental levy/conservation levy in addition to budget allocation
Plantings in schools and public places i.e. ovals; and for carbon sequestration, education and
recreation e.g. walking dogs
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Attachment D: Group Discussion of Priority Actions
Responses to the Commissioner’s Question: “What strategically is the lever that you would pull to make
a difference?”
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The need for a strategic connectivity map that will identify key links across the city was expressed
by several participants, and the Commissioner agreed. The meeting was informed that a map of
this type was produced by Dr David Shorthouse approximately seven years ago, and will provide a
copy to the Commissioner for her investigation.
Need a guide for planting
There was significant debate about offsets, including the need to clearly define what is actually
meant by the term “offsets”; and clarify what it is that is being traded, and what are the benefits
that are being gained by the trade . In some cases you cannot replace the lost habitat with the
same.
Where the government is the main developer they would have to absorb the cost of offsetting will be more hesitant without community support
The definition and scope need to be very clear
Conservation Council has paper on native vegetation protection which includes principles for
offsets, from a Forum of experts in 2009; this has been provided to the ACT Government.
An alternate model is needed if offsets are not accepted as workable
Connectivity exists in networks - creek lines and roads- whether old or existing should be routinely
used as wildlife corridors – We can be much smarter than at present because these issues are not
yet considered at the planning stage
Ridgelines and hilltops e.g. the Canberra Nature Park – is a possible big gap in the project if they
are kept stove piped as at present
Species mix is needed – can’t expect every street to have the needed species for connectivity
There is a report coming out soon on the research of six modelled species and connectivity. It
identifies the weak links in the system e.g. there is a very poor link between Wanniassa, Farrer,
Kambah and Mt Taylor
Birds Australia research has found that some small birds won’t fly more than 100 metres. This
needs to be considered in the planning mix.
Is there legislation that gives precedence to natural resources of ACT – if it is not there...what is
the risk of it being put aside?
At what point are these considerations being addressed? – Especially the governance issues?
Need a whole of government approach – not just one agency should have the power to knock it
back
Waste wood should be directed into the firewood market. 45, ooo tonnes currently come from
scattered trees. The government is trying to phase out wood heaters but it is still a viable heating
source. Need current fire wood suppliers would be more than willing or share resources equitably

COMMUNITY EDUCATION & FUNDING
•
The key is to get a success story to kick off a successful community education program. All most
people are aware of is the “dark” side on the front page of the Canberra Times (e.g. Gang Gang s
looking for lost nest hollows). We need to find positives and promote them
•
Reminder that three generations have benefitted from the forest which the early Canberra
residents planted.
•
Canberra Community is very diverse. For example, Landcare in Gungahlin - residents are time poor
as they are young with children and have no time to do what was requested. We need to change
our thinking to get them to participate – need to connect with them
•
The Gungahlin community had an outreach worker who managed /motivated people and without
that person, things have changed.
•
Scoping paper – tree keepers (tree Carers)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•

Various levels of public from low to proper urban planning – will only attract older people
The Commission calls them tree carers, and is thinking of trying to get the youth involved in this
activity
Chicago wilderness program aims to reconnect the previously disconnected children of the city
Connectivity – natural areas are connected – connect people to natural areas...can get schools
involved
Woodland strategy – had a good education program- it was launched – and went – but is a basis
on which to work
There are many good ideas but because they are underfunded, they don’t progress,
The replacement program started in 1992 – there was little funding and few resources...currently
there is flack for being a replacement program.
The Urban Forest Program is more strategic to look at – broader management and maintenance of
trees – not just replacement. There is a lot of work to develop a program – it is not just a PR thing
nor just community engagement
There is a real opportunity to utilise existing community groups – urban care programs to link into
park care – need to find the purpose of assisting the program and identify what can be used. Years
earlier a program called Frog Watch was very successful at getting children involved and
educated. Therefore we could use school children to educate and engage them and their families
in an urban care program.
Resources unfortunately often go to the “loud voices”. There is a program that may allow the idea
of urban care education to be part of it. Need to build onto existing program that brings together
other programs to achieve the outcomes.
o
This however raises the funding question. Some bushland is being protected by funding
independent of the government.
o
Is the real issue the ongoing funding? Need a 10 year vision. We are at critical point in timeat a stage where we need to do something now
o
Levy buying would give the community ownership- Need to see it as not being levied on
you, but you buying your own little bit of Canberra
There is a small part of Canberra in Kingston where in a new high density housing area there is an
area of grasslands, ponds and a creek, which is turning into a good water bird site, and has a far
less litter problem than in any nature park. The community is engaged. The success of this needs
to be investigated.
A multi layered approach is needed – multiple sources to the funding solution. Suggest that
developed could contribute to a trust. Perhaps people could pay the rounded up figure in
Electricity bills and this money could go into the trust for development
There was significant discussion about nesting boxes and their use. Research has shown that the
bird species of concern in urban areas are not hollow nesters. Old trees have other aesthetic
roles. Nesting boxes can have a role, but not to replace hollow trees.
The Gungahlin Rd: $20K was spent on nesting boxes to replace some of the trees lost during road
construction – but it is not considered to be a good solution.
It was agreed that nesting boxes in people’s backyards can be educational; but problems become
exacerbated if there is no program of monitoring and maintaining public boxes. Research showed
that all the boxes in Bonython had Mynas nesting, not the species of concern. In Aranda where
they trap Mynas, the Rosellas occupy the nesting boxes. Public boxes are good for short term
education, but need to be cleaned and removed after two years. It needs a dedicated program.
Birds Australia does not support nesting boxes to replace or be a substitute for hollow trees. They
are strategically better in woodland areas when trying to encourage species viability. But it needs
to be monitored and managed, and boxes need to be specific for species
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Attachment E: Investigations – Terms of Reference

Investigation into the Government’s tree management practices and the
renewal of Canberra’s urban forest
The Commissioner will investigate and report on the following matters:
1.
the scope and efficiency of any enhancement that may be required to the Government’s existing
tree management programs;
2.
the benefits and drawbacks of considering funding for urban tree programs separately to climate
change initiatives;
3.
improved notification and consultation processes to support greater community involvement in
urban tree planning and management, including risk mitigation, tree removal and planting;
4.
the priority given in tree management decisions to environmental values, solar access and the
retention of communities of trees in parks;
5.
the sustainable reuse of timber from felled trees;
6.
when replanting should occur following the removal of trees, the scope for pre-planting, and
principles for the number and species of trees that should be replanted;
7.
the need for enhanced management to maintain the survival and good health of trees;
8.
appropriate safeguards to ensure contractors follow best practice and adhere to Government tree
policies;
9.
principles for the decision-making process where it is proposed that a tree is removed or is
retained;
10. improvements to the Tree Protection Act or other relevant Acts in light of the above matters; and
11. resource implications associated with an enhanced program.

Investigation into Canberra Nature Park (nature reserves); Molonglo River
Corridor (nature reserves) and Googong Foreshores
An investigation will be undertaken into Canberra Nature Park (nature reserves); Molonglo River
Corridor (nature reserves) and Googong Foreshores that:
1.
assesses the condition of the forests, woodlands and grassy woodlands in these areas, including
the effects of grazing by stock and/or kangaroos, vertebrate, pests and weeds;
2.
identifies actions to protect and enhance these areas, including land use or boundary changes
while taking into account their purpose, values, and location and the status of indigenous species
and communities protected in the nature reserve system;
3.
reviews existing land management programs and practices for these areas and areas that adjoin
them. This is to include but not be limited to agistment, leasing, culling arrangements, Land
Management Agreements or plans of management which may apply;
4.
identifies any urgent actions and longer-term changes that are needed to improve the
management of these areas. This is to include identifying successful management measures that
should be retained;
5.
identifies knowledge gaps, research or survey needs, and compliance and monitoring
requirements that may be necessary to support improved management programs and practices
while taking into account the context of the areas and effects of climate variability;
6.
identifies ways for ensuring effective communication and involvement of stakeholders, including
Aboriginal people, whose actions potentially, indirectly or directly, affect these areas;
7.
identifies potential biodiversity offset management actions or sites; and
8.
identifies the evidence justifying the need for managing grazing pressure in the context of sound
reserve management practices.
February 2010
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1.

Introduction

On 3 December 2009 the ACT Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, Dr
Maxine Cooper, was directed by the Minister for Environment, Climate Change and Water,
Simon Corbell to conduct an investigation into ACT tree management practices and the
renewal of Canberra’s urban forest. The terms of reference are provided at Appendix A. A
Reference Panel was established for the purposes of the Investigation (see Appendix B).
Following two public forums, an additional topic-specific forum on birds, and an invitation to
the public for submissions on the investigation, a process of deliberative discourse was
established to bring together the ideas and beliefs of experts and residents who had shown
interest in, and commitment to, the investigation. During the course of the investigation,
communication issues were expressed as a key concern.
The Strategic Communications Workshop was part of the community involvement process
for the Investigation. Its purpose was to provide well founded input and advice, particularly
in terms of communication, to the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment.
The key outcome of the deliberation was to, within the Terms of Reference of the
Investigation, identify the most effective ways to communicate with the Canberra
community on tree management issues.
This included identifying:
•

the type of information people expect on tree management;

•

when communities/residents expect to be involved in decision making;

•

opportunities for community involvement and at what level – especially in relation to
streets and parks; and

•

resource implications associated with an effective long term tree management
program.
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Participants were also invited to consider policy options and make recommendations which
could include the areas of:
•

processes and procedures for community consultation, and decision making in
relation to tree management;

•

tree management policies including replacement species, remnant vegetation and
solar access; and

•

resource allocation priorities for long-term tree management programs, including
communication, education and awareness of change and renewal.

The deliberations at the workshop provide recommendations for consideration in the
production of the final report presented by the Commissioner for Sustainability and
Environment to the ACT Government.
The workshop was conducted by an alliance service EngageAus, Community Engagement
Australia, incorporating specialists from BEACONHILL and the Australian Centre for
Deliberative Democracy and Global Governance (ANU). This report provides a summary of
the workshop process and outcomes as well as the issues raised. Participant opinion
charting, collected through pre and post workshop assessments, is presented and analysed
by Dr Simon Niemeyer of the Centre for Deliberative Democracy and Global Governance in a
separate report, which should be considered in conjunction with this document.

2.

Workshop

The Workshop Process
The workshop brought the strands of community interest, inquiry and research together into
a meaningful process for shared consideration and reflection by community and stakeholder
interests.
The Strategic Communications Workshop consisted of six phases:
•

identification and invitation of participants and speakers;

•

pre-workshop assessment;
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•

introduction and information evening;

•

four diverse discussion groups;

•

post-survey assessment; and

•

reporting.

The workshop participants attended one and a half days of information and discourse. The
workshop began on the Thursday afternoon, providing an opportunity for attendees to meet
and interact over coffee and dinner, and to hear from the Commissioner, and four other
short presentations on key areas from expert speakers. All participants also spent forty-five
minutes prior to the presentations, participating in a pre-discourse opinion charting exercise.
Preparations
A rigorous process for selection of participants was put in place. A cross-section of
participants was established to correlate broadly to the goals of the investigation and the
topics of the workshop. Consideration was given (by Office of the Commissioner for
Sustainability and the Environment staff and the facilitation team) to represent the diversity
of opinion expressed through various forums and submissions, and the capacity of
individuals and groups to contribute effectively to the topics.
Attendees were drawn from the pool of contributors and workshop attendees, and other
related areas of expertise (Appendix C). The attendees were identified against a spread of
topics highlighted during the investigation process. Equal numbers of community members
and technical experts were initially selected via one of three involvement methods:
•

those who had both made a submission and attended a forum;

•

those who did one or the other; and finally

•

those who had approached and had interaction with the OCSE on tree
management issues.

A ten page background paper was provided to participants on 11 May 2010 highlighting the
process and program, and the selection process of participants. It also provided the four key
group discussion topics, and potential policy considerations (see Appendix D).
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Pre and Post Discussion Exercise
Dr Niemeyer introduced participants to the exercise, explaining that it would assess
perceptions and attitudes toward tree management issues. The pre workshop data would
be compared to the post workshop data, and an analysis of the information would be
presented to the Commissioner. On Friday afternoon he explained that the pre and post
opinion charting exercise was a tool to consider how to capture the thinking and ideas
expressed at the workshop, to try to understand the nature of different perspectives, and to
contribute to good decision making. He would also map out perspectives showing where
there are overlaps in agreement and disagreement of perceptions. Dr Niemeyer’s analysis
would be part of a discrete report.
Presentations: Thursday evening
The Tree Investigation – Dr Maxine Cooper, Commissioner for Sustainability and the
Environment
Dr Maxine Cooper welcomed all participants and informed them of the Investigation
process. Dr Cooper also highlighted the purpose of the workshop and the issues under
consideration. Reflecting on Professor Ian Lowe’s ideas of opportunities and moments in
time, Dr Cooper reminded participants that we need discontent to consider a vision; and a
vision to establish pathways; and commitment to those pathways, for future development.
“The future is not somewhere we are going, it is something we are creating”. She
encouraged all attendees to actively participate in the workshop process and to make
recommendations for a way ahead on tree issues.
Tree Management history in the ACT – Dr Dianne Firth, Head of Landscape Architecture,
University of Canberra
Dr Firth walked the workshop through a pictorial and brief history of the development and
management of Canberra and the environmental and government challenges with which it
had to contend. She concluded that trees were well managed when there were:
o Clear urban landscape and design principles, policies and strategies;
o One person in charge over a longish period (approx 10 years);
o A clear chain of command and responsibility;
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o Implementation and follow-up by people with excellent knowledge & skills;
o Proactive rather than reactive responses to change; and
o Political and community support.
Trees in the urban context – Mr Greg Waddington, Architect, Director, The Expert Client
Highlighting the need to look at buildings, structure, and street landscape, when considering
solar impact, Mr Waddington discussed the interrelationship and impact of sunlight and
trees on buildings. He informed the workshop that “no shadow impact on development
would mean no trees.”
His research showed the progression of solar radiation throughout a day, suggesting that
solar geometry should be possible for a mix of evergreens and deciduous trees. He informed
attendees that if evergreens are planted north-south then they will not impact on a
dwelling’s solar efficiency. Northern boundaries can have smaller deciduous plantings. He
stressed the importance of trees as a wildlife corridor also as “they activate their spaces.”
The Changing Landscape – Dr Philip Gibbons, Fenner School, ANU
Considering the role and placement of trees, Dr Gibbons regarded trees with dead branches
to be “only a risk if they have a target.” He judges the urban forest to be diverse, and
therefore “there are some places where people don’t linger”; and some places where
eucalypts with tree hollows are not a threat to people or their property. Dr Gibbons
informed the workshop that Australia has the fastest growing population of any OECD
country, and as such, development will necessarily go through our urban forests, and that
biodiversity offsets need to be seriously considered.
Community Connections – Ms Genevieve Jacobs, ABC Radio 666
Genevieve Jacobs engaged the participants with a realistic and at times humorous look at
the changing climate of Canberra and the impact that drought and water restrictions has had
on gardens and people’s perceptions of plants, trees and the city.
She acknowledged that people are attached to the living landscape and so it has become an
emotional issue. She discussed the need for effective media, and the development of media
relations to encourage the provision of information to journalists for radio or print media.
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Ms Jacobs encouraged good news stories, and spokespeople who are passionate and who
will take responsibility for their comments. She offered to air and present via media as much
as she can, when informed.
Subject to their availability, the presentations will be published on the OCSE website at
www.envcomm.act.gov.au.
Workshop Friday 14 May, 2010
Following interaction over early morning coffee, the workshop began as participants
gathered in a ‘horseshoe shape’ for open group dialogue. The Principles and Values for the
workshop were discussed and confirmed as:
•

mutual respect – for all participants and their views;

•

a listening environment – seeking to understand and learn from the perspectives of
all others in attendance;

•

the Chatham House Rule - “When a meeting, or part thereof, is held under the
Chatham House Rule, participants are free to use the information received, but
neither the identity nor the affiliation of the speaker(s), nor that of any other
participant, may be revealed”; and

•

time is valuable and limited

Participants were reminded that the process of the workshop involved both provision of
information, and involvement in discussion groups where dialogue occurred and suggestions
were made on four topic areas. Whereas during the previous evening, participants had
received a series of short presentations by Government and community representatives,
Friday was focused upon strategic discussions by participants.
Four methods were used throughout the workshop by participants to identify issues for, and
make recommendations to, the Investigation:
•

Interactive discussion groups (Results in Appendix E).

•

‘Policy Pot’ where participants could place their own policy suggestions in relation to
tree management (Suggestions in Appendix F).

•

‘Cards’ were used to collect further ideas, clarifications and suggestions (Appendix F).
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•

One-on-one discussions with staff.

Four groups, to which participants were randomly allocated, rotated through four workshop
topics, providing their thoughts and recommendations, throughout the day. All ideas are
recorded in Appendix E, and key recommendations summarised under Section 3 –
Outcomes.
The points raised in the discussion groups are to be considered by the Commissioner in the
preparation of the report on the Tree Investigation.
Synthesis and Distillation
Following the discussion groups, all participants reconvened in a space where all ideas from
all groups were available for consideration, being displayed on the walls and on flip charts.
The moderator reflected on several key outcomes:
•

Shared understanding of the important issues and challenges associated with the
Investigation;

•

Over 100 additional suggestions, recommendations or comments had been recorded;
and

•

Participants now appreciate, to a much greater extent, that the legislative framework
and management arrangements are complex.

Emerging Trends
Some of the areas of emerging commonality were highlighted including:
•

A twenty first century Vision for Canberra’s Urban Forest
o A vision for Canberra’s urban forest, within the wider green infrastructure of
the National Capital.
o A new 100 year vision responding to new challenges (climate change, urban
change), setting objectives and key performance indicators (KPIs).
o This is an opportunity to promote Canberra and its urban forest
internationally and nationally
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o The urban forest vision would be supported by a layered approach which
elevates the focus of consultation to the level which is forward looking and
constructive:


Broad Landscape Management Policies for the Towns (Belconnen,
Woden, Tuggeranong, Gungahlin, Inner North, Inner South)



Extensive local consultation on long term tree management plans and
work programs at a suburban level (including timing species of
replanting programs)



Standardised public notice of significant works or removal of trees at
the local level

o The urban forest is trans-generational and educational efforts with young
people should reflect that.
o The urban forest is bipartisan. Its management and planning should be also
bipartisan.
•

A High Level Focus for Tree Management
o To bring consistency and confidence to the implementation of actions arising
from the Investigation process a high level focus for Tree Management in the
ACT is needed, with influence or authority across agencies and jurisdictions.
This could be a position, an office, an Authority or another approach
(providing oversight and coordination on all tree issues), drawing on the
experience of Canberra’s development and best knowledge currently
available. Participants believed that since self government, there has been a
decline in the commitment to Canberra’s landscape character, inevitably
reflected in governance arrangements and resources. Providing a focus
through a high level authority and improved management would help to
rectify this.

•

Proactive Community Engagement
o Much improved communication processes and proactive community
engagement would alleviate a lot of anxiety that is presently experienced
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o

All groups confirmed the need for multiple communication and
information sources to effectively reach the wider, as well as the affected,
community.

o Building strong awareness of Canberra’s special tree management issues
and providing better sources of information was seen as an essential
collaborative government and community activity.eg
•

Reaching (and welcoming) new residents when they arrive, and
keeping existing residents informed, was considered to be very
important, and possible through provision of information and
access to more information if required.

•

Printed fact sheets available in public venues such as community
halls, shops, shopping centres, libraries churches, together with
brochures, regular good news articles in local papers and
organisation newsletters, information available on the internet in a
central location such as Canberra Connect, and an actual person
on the end of a phone who could be dedicated to provided advice
to calling residents, were ideas which were all supported. This was
seen as a possible collaboration activity between community
groups and government.

•

Publications such as “The Canberra Gardener”, and “the Trees of
Canberra”, which residents and arborists alike have used as
reference guides, could be reviewed and reprinted.

•

Participants felt that availability of relevant information; and
knowing where to find the relevant legislation and plans, were
important to communities and government working together in
the future.
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Feedback
Following the syntheses, participants were invited to comment further and make
suggestions regarding the workshop process, and future processes and actions.
Community and government representatives expressed appreciation for the opportunity to
participate in the investigation process, and to hear other points of view. Some of the
feedback received is listed below:
•

A very good process had been used for the workshop and dialogue enabling all to
participate and contribute.

•

The workshop groups covered the topics of concern.

•

Participants had been very apprehensive as they considered it a difficult task to
find consent and consensus with all stakeholders; but found the process worked.

•

Happy the report is being given to government.

•

Let us concentrate on the forests and not get lost in the trees.

•

Very appreciative – different process to engage different stakeholders via consent
and consensus. Profound influence – good task.

•

“The consultative process was good, we did not want to do it as a tick box
consultation without the involvement. We realize that not everyone’s opinion
will be part of policy but the report needs to acknowledge all the views”.
o The Commissioner responded to this with an invitation to all present and
anyone interested, to contact her to discuss the direction she is
considering heading. She told the group that she was happy to have
sessions with anyone, after the report is given to government. She invited
everyone to challenge her ... and encouraged everyone to use the
processes in place and to influence political arms if need be.

•

Some participants preferred to see greater time and effort given to the synthesis
and distillation of all views. The moderator explained that whilst tighter synthesis
required much greater time, there were many areas of common concern and
recommendation, and all recorded comments were available for perusal and
would be reported. (The question of if the group needed to agree, lead to the
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general consensus that even where there is divergence, as there inevitably is,
each of slightly different views on these topics are useful).
•

It was agreed that the process that underpins the broad vision needs to be
consistent with other planning.

•

The question was asked if there had been agreement that we saw the next 100
years in totality for our vision – as a new century. If so what are the key outcome
objectives and critical success factors for the implementation of that vision?
It was agreed to be a potential tragedy if the outcomes were just prescriptive
administrative level decisions.

•

Participants referred to Di Firth’s historical perspective, presented on Thursday
night, describing the key people involved in the development and management of
Canberra’s Urban Forest over different periods. It was suggested that given the
current circumstances and challenges Canberra again needs a clear structure with
a person in charge. The establishment of an apolitical office responsible for all
urban tree management would also help to reduce duplication, confusion and
inefficiencies.

•

It was suggested that we need to revive the democratic discussions, and consider
the values of risk and opportunity. There was serious discussion about the need
to elevate the discussion of Canberra trees and to use all existing methods e.g.
get politicians involved.

•

Continuous conversations were mooted as a good idea and necessary to
encourage continuous ownership and dialogue. The need for openness and to
rebuild trust, were seen as essential elements to any democratic discourse. This
applied to both general discussions and through an established apolitical office.

•

The trans-generational nature of Canberra’s trees is considered to create a
planning dilemma: “How do you put in place things you will not see in your
lifetime? Who makes that decision?”

•

Participants stressed that the Commissioner’s report needs to be a “clear strong
document to get some activity and support for the organisations.” It was
suggested that whoever takes on the political side has to be aware of the skills of
staff and the community.
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Following the feedback session, the Commissioner thanked all who were involved in
organising and participating in the Strategic Communications Workshop, assuring them that
all the information gathered will be considered when preparing the final report to the
Government.
Next Steps
This report of the workshop has been prepared to contribute to Commissioner’s
considerations of the overall investigation process. Ultimately, this report will also be made
available to attendees. The Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment also
offered feedback and a session of Question and Answer for all participants of the workshop.
The Commissioner indicated that a considerable volume of material was being considered in
preparing the final report on the Investigation. The pre and post workshop opinion charts
would also be considered in relation to policy options.
Evaluation
All participants were invited to evaluate the workshop by writing their comments on index
cards, collected after the afternoon’s session. Evaluation feedback was on the whole very
positive, with some recommendations for changes to a future event. These comments can
be found in Appendix G.

3.

Outcomes

The Strategic Communications Workshop was designed to gather information on types of
information residents expect; the level of involvement they would like in relation to tree
management; the opportunities and types of community involvement existing and
recommended; and resource implications.
Through the workshop process support across the participants emerged in several important
areas, for example:
o Strong community concern in relation tree management and maintenance
as well as tree assessments, removal and replanting
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o Improved communication processes and proactive community
engagement and education would alleviate a lot of anxiety that is
presently experienced
o Increased trust needs to be built between the community and
government agencies
o Community engagement is most important in relation to future tree
management programs eg the detail and timing of tree replacement, and
as well as other major policies – at city, town, and particularly the
suburban level.
o Canberra trees need better management – and with that greater capacity
and clearer management arrangements, along with common policies and
practices.
o Alternative funding methods should be considered to secure resources
from community and government to collaborate in effective long term
tree management in the ACT.
o The challenges of climate change and urban change dictate that this is a
key period in the development of Canberra, and its landscape character;
these challenges demand effective engagement with the community.

Consideration of the heritage of Canberra’s urban forest and its stewardship by current and
future residents and workers resulted in participants suggesting new ways of engaging the
community, and particularly in educating and informing the younger generations, and new
residents. The opportunity to educate children at school, and through them their parents,
about Canberra’s history, natural heritage, and integrated landscape, was seen as an
important approach.

Clear and available information on legislation and proposed action relating to tree
management was required by residents. The establishment of a forum, including
Government and non-government members, dealing with tree management issues could
assist the management of technical issues and improve communication and information
flows.
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A significant number of specific suggestions and comments are also contained in the detailed
reports in the Appendices E and F, along with report of Dr Niemeyer (separate report).
Further consideration and development of this material would be required.

4.

Conclusion

A cross-section of participants gathered over one and a half days to consider and discuss
tree management issues as related to the Commissioner’s Investigation into the
Government’s tree management practices and the renewal of Canberra’s urban forest. The
deliberative methods of the workshop encouraged open and honest dialogue, and enabled
all participants to voice their opinions and discuss options equally.
Whilst there was a range of perspectives and experiences presented, there was a common
concern for what was seen as an erosion of the landscape character; inadequate
communication of changes associated with the urban forest renewal process; and a lack of
commitment or capacity to protect and enhance the urban forest. There was concern for a
long-term vision which would take Canberra into the future, rather than stop-gap planning
action.
Participants were very aware of the current challenges for tree management in the ACT and
appreciated the opportunity to participate in the Investigation process. Participants also
indicated a high degree of satisfaction with the workshop process and a strong degree of
commitment to the outcomes.
The value of this workshop would be maximised by establishing a complementary processes
for dialogue during the implementation of responses to the Investigation.
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APPENDIX A – Terms of Reference – Investigation into the Government’s tree management
practices and the renewal of Canberra’s urban forest

The Commissioner will investigate and report on the following matters:
1.

the scope and efficiency of any enhancement that may be required to the
Government’s existing tree management programs;

2.

the benefits and drawbacks of considering funding for urban tree programs
separately to climate change initiatives;

3.

improved notification and consultation processes to support greater community
involvement in urban tree planning and management, including risk mitigation, tree
removal and planting;

4.

the priority given in tree management decisions to environmental values, solar
access and the retention of communities of trees in parks;

5.

the sustainable reuse of timber from felled trees;

6.

when replanting should occur following the removal of trees, the scope for preplanting, and principles for the number and species of trees that should be replanted;

7.

the need for enhanced management to maintain the survival and good health of
trees;

8.

appropriate safeguards to ensure contractors follow best practice and adhere to
Government tree policies;

9.

principles for the decision-making process where it is proposed that a tree is
removed or is retained;

10.

improvements to the Tree Protection Act or other relevant Acts in light of the above
matters; and

11.

resource implications associated with an enhanced program.
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APPENDIX B – Tree Investigation Reference Panel

Mr Alan Kerlin is President of the Gungahlin Community Council and is a resident of Harrison. He is an
advocate of sustainable housing design, and has a history in natural resource management as a former
Landcare manager and a former local government Councillor. He has previously served as a community
representative on the ACT Planning Minister’s Territory Plan Review Reference Panel.
Dr Dianne Firth is Associate Professor of Landscape Architecture, Head of Landscape Architecture, Faculty
of Arts and Design, University of Canberra. She is also a Fellow of the Australian Institute of Landscape
Architects and Deputy Chair of the ACT Heritage Council. Her research interests cover the designed
landscape of Canberra, its values and management.
Professor Don Aitkin AO is presently the Chairman of the National Capital Authority and of the Cultural
Facilities Corporation. In a former life he was Vice-Chancellor and President of the University of Canberra
(1991-2002), and founding Chairman of the Australian Research Council (1987-1990).
Dr Dorothy Jauncey has been a teacher and principal in the ACT public schools system from 1978 until
1992. After completing a PhD, she has undertaken research at ANU, where she is now a Visiting Fellow.
She has lived in Yarralumla for 35 years, her family have all grown up there, and she is interested and
involved in planning issues as they impact at the local community level.
Ms Gabrielle Hurley has studied environmental law at the Australian National University graduating with
a masters of law in 2009 and has significant experience conducting administrative investigations. She is
Director of Investigations at the Australian Capital Territory Ombudsman and is representing this Office.
Mr Geoff Butler has worked in many aspects of horticulture and environment for 38 years. He has been
involved with tree assessment and maintenance during that time. He has been self employed for 18 years,
during which he has undertaken tree assessment work in Canberra, including preparation of tree
management plans and conservation management plans. His main areas of work have been centred on
National Lands in the ACT for the NCA and private contractors working for the NCA.
Dr Greg Moore was Principal of Burnley College (Melbourne) for 20 years and Head of the School of
Resource Management, University of Melbourne for 5 years. He is interested in horticultural plant
science, revegetation, ecology, and all aspects of arboriculture (the scientific study of the cultivation and
management of trees). He has written one book, contributed to two others and had 90 papers and
articles relating to trees published.
Ms Lyndal Plant is Principal Urban Forest Policy Officer with Brisbane City Council. She is a graduate of
James Cook University and a Churchill Fellow with 20 years experience in local government tree
management. Lyndal recently completed a review of Brisbane City Council's tree policies.
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APPENDIX C – Workshop Attendees
Workshop Participants
Alan Mann
Anne Forrest
Bent Jakobsen
Catherine Neilson
Chris Erett
Damien Haas
David Wild
Di Firth
Els Wynen
Fleur Flanery
Frank Blanchfield
Genette Purnell
Helen McKeown
Henry Burmester
Jack Simpson
Jane Carder
Jean Geue
Jim Laity
John Kenworthy
Keith Storey
Kevin Polglase
Kirsten Miller
Marea Fatseas
Marguerite Castello
Mark Carmody
Meagan Cousins
Michael Reeves
Nora Preston
Phillip Pritchard
Phillip Unger
Steven Thomas
Stuart Pearson
Trish Bootes
Walter Jehne

May 2010

Facilitators
Kirsty Davies
Larry O’Loughlin (OCSE)
Lincoln Hawkins
Lynne Duckham
Office of the Commissioner for
Sustainability and the Environment
Matthew Parker
Maxine Cooper (also a speaker)
Narelle Sargent
ANU Centre for Deliberative Democracy
and Global Governance
Simon Niemeyer
Speakers
Dianne Firth (also a participant)
Genevieve Jacobs
Greg Waddington
Philip Gibbons
Administrative
Keryn Willis
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APPENDIX D – Briefing Paper: distributed to participants prior to Workshop

BACKGROUND
Canberra, Australia’s national capital, is regarded as the bush capital with trees being highly valued.
The establishment of the Tree Investigation arises from elevated community interest and concern
regarding tree management in Canberra.
The Investigation
On 3 December 2009 the ACT Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, Dr Maxine
Cooper, was directed by the Minister for Environment, Climate Change and Water, Simon Corbell
MLA, to conduct an investigation into ACT tree management practices and the renewal of Canberra’s
urban forest. The terms of reference are at Appendix A. A Tree Investigation Reference Panel
(Attachment B) has also been established. Further details and documents in relation to the
Investigation are at the Commissioner’s website: www.environmentcommissioner.act.gov.au.
The Commissioner’s report on the Tree Investigation is due to the Minister for the Environment,
Climate Change and Water by 30 June 2010.
Community Participation
Public notices inviting comment on the Investigation were placed in the Canberra Times and local
Community Council newsletters throughout January and early February 2010. These were also
placed on the website of the Office of the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment
(OCSE) from mid December 2009.
Submissions
From December 2009 community members were invited to make submissions to the Investigation.
The final date for submissions was extended to 12 March 2010. Over 40 submissions had been
received as at the beginning of May 2010. All submissions to the Investigation will be made public,
unless otherwise requested.
Community Forums
Community members were also invited to share their views by attending one of two community
forums held in Ainslie (11 February); and Manuka (15 February). A report on the Community Forums
is at the OCSE website.
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Progress
Research activities, community forums, consultations with technical experts, and Reference Group
meetings and site visits have informed the Investigation. A wide range of technical and policy issues
are being considered.
Communication has been one of the key issues. It is reasonable to observe that:
•

the issues and challenges in relation to tree management in the ACT are not universally
understood;

•

confidence in program management and decision-making processes for tree removal and
replacement in public places, or tree pruning and maintenance, has been eroded.

PURPOSE AND OUTCOMES
The Strategic Communications Workshop is part of a community involvement process for the
Investigation.
Its purpose is to provide well founded input and advice to the Commissioner for Sustainability and
the Environment for the purposes of the Tree Management Investigation, particularly in terms of
communications.
Key outcome of the deliberation is to, within the Terms of Reference of the Investigation, identify the
most effective ways to communicate with the Canberra community on tree management issues.
This includes identifying:
•

the type of information people expect on tree management

•

when communities/residents expect to be involved in decision making

•

opportunities for community involvement and at what level – especially in relation to streets
and parks

•

resource implications associated with an effective long term tree management program.

As a result, policy option recommendations might include:
•

processes and procedures for community consultation, and decision making in relation to
tree management

•

tree management policies including replacement species, remnant vegetation and solar
access

•

resource allocation priorities for long term tree management programs, including
communication education and awareness of change and renewal.
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The deliberations at the workshop will provide advice for consideration in the production of the final
report presented by the Commissioner for Sustainability and Environment to the ACT Government.
WORKSHOP PROCESS
The workshop brings the strands of community interest, inquiry and research together into a
meaningful process for shared consideration and reflection by community and interested
stakeholders.
The Strategic Communications Workshop consists of six phases:
•

identification and invitation of participants and speakers

•

pre workshop survey

•

introduction and information evening

•

four diverse discussion group workshop

•

post survey and report

•

combined Report

Identification and Invitation of Participants and Speakers
A cross section of participants representing the diversity of opinion expressed through various
forums and submissions have been invited to this forum.
Attendees have been drawn from the pool of contributors and workshop attendees and other areas
of expertise. Participants have been invited as community members or technical experts and were
selected because of their involvement methods especially including those who had both made a
submission and attended a forum; followed by those who did one or the other, or those who had
approached and had interaction with the OCSE on tree management issues.
Pre Workshop Survey
At the workshop on Thursday 13 May, all participants will be asked to complete a survey. This survey
will collect baseline data on knowledge and perceptions of tree management issues and practices in
Canberra. The survey will be based on the ranking of approximately forty statements.
Introduction and Information Evening
On the evening of Thursday 13 May, participants will be welcomed to the Strategic Communications
Workshop. This is an opportunity to start considering the issues under investigation, prior to the full
day deliberative workshop. In preparation for the following day’s workshop, an overview will be
presented by the OCSE.
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Four Diverse Discussion Group Workshop: 14 May
Four diverse Discussion Groups will be established for the Workshop, providing ample opportunity
for in-depth consideration and deliberation of all topics.
These facilitated discussion groups will consider two major policy themes in the Tree Management
Investigation, along with a series of ‘draft statements’ flowing from community and professional
input to the Investigation i.e. options for response to the difficult issues.
During the day, the four groups will rotate through four topic discourse areas facilitated for in-depth
analysis of concerns and discussion. This means participants can share their views on all issues being
discussed. The four topics are aligned to the two key themes for the workshop deliberations:
A. Communication and information
B. Tree Management Policies and Practices.
Policy input and advice will come from each of the four discussion groups:
i. Effective Communication with the affected Community (what people expect and need)
Lack of understanding of tree management issues and lack of confidence in tree removal judgments
has led to confusion and conflict in parts of the Canberra community. This group will look at the
specific needs of the affected community, issues raised and why; contacts - who, timeframes, type of
information needed, wanted and available; use of government websites; when the community is and
can be involved: what level of communication needs to take place; who instigates information flow;
processes.
ii. Effective communication with the wider community (tools and processes for information flow)
This group will consider the broader issues around how people respond to and access different types
of communication and information; and how they process information differently. This will include
consideration of appropriate mediums for communication: e.g. print, audio, digital, etc and
frequency and type of information and dissemination methods; community organizations
newsletters; input into legislation; access to legislation information; departments and
communication.
iii. Tree Management Policies and Practices
This group will consider the landscape issues in new urban development and older urban areas in
relations to tree species; care, maintenance and removal of public trees – community and
government responsibilities and potential responsibilities; impacts and options in relation to
maintenance, and involvement of community.
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iv. Management, Resources and Legislation
The management of the trees and their health, existing legislation, human and fiscal resources
underpins tree management actions. Alternative funding options, impact of climate change and a
tree levy or direct contributions (for higher levels of maintenance), remnant vegetation management
and offsets; environmental policy conflicts, and property values, form the basis of this group’s
deliberations.
Post Survey
At the completion of the workshop, participants will be asked to complete a post workshop survey,
prior to their departure. This, together with the pre survey, will provide insight into changes in the
perceptions and knowledge of participants as a result of participating in the workshop. It will also
identify policy options that arose from the deliberations during the workshop.
Lynne Duckham and Lincoln Hawkins (of BEACONHILL/EngageAus) are experienced facilitators, with a
good knowledge of the Investigation issues, having facilitated the two community forums in February
2010. They are working with Dr Simon Niemeyer of ANU Centre for Deliberative Democracy and
Governance in the design of the workshop as well as analysis and reporting of outcomes. Dr
Neimeyer has developed and applied a range of techniques for mapping opinion on policy issues
using deliberative techniques and surveys. This will be useful for all participating or considering the

issues of the workshop.
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PROGRAM
Thursday 13 May
From 5:00pm Coffee and tea on arrival. OCSE staff available for informal discussions
5:30pm
5:45pm

Introductory
Preliminary survey
•
Briefing – Dr Simon Neimeyer
•
Participants undertake survey
Reflections Questions and Answers

6.45

Break (move to Restaurant 3; meal by Hospitality Program students)

7:00

Presentations
•
The Tree Investigation – Dr Maxine Cooper, Commissioner
•
Tree Management history in the ACT – Dr Dianne Firth, Head of
Landscape Architecture, University of Canberra
•
Trees in the urban context – Mr Greg Waddington, Architect, Director,
The Expert Client
•
The changing landscape – Dr Philip Gibbons, Fenner School, ANU
•
Community connections – Ms Genevieve Jacobs, ABC Radio 666

7:50

Open Discussion
Briefing for involvement Session
Closure

8:15

Friday 14 May
From 8.30am Preliminary discussions (optional) Coffee and tea available
Involvement session
9:00am
Scoping and Strategic Issues
Briefing for Discussion Groups
9:45
Discussion Group 1
10:45
Short break
11:00
Discussion Group 2
12noon
Discussion Group 3
1 pm
Lunch break
1:40
Regroup
1:45
Discussion Group 4
2:45
Distillation Session
3:45
Short break
4:00
Post Event Survey
4:45
Closure
Venue: Canberra Institute of Technology, Tourism and Hospitality Department, Level 1,
K Block (Restaurants 3 and 4), Constitution Avenue, Reid, ACT
May 2010
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APPENDIX E – Workshop Discussion Groups

These are dot points recorded by facilitators of matters raised in the discussion groups which
were conducted on the basis that people could make unattributed comments and
suggestions. The matters raised will be considered by the Commissioner in the preparation
of the report on the Tree Investigation.
Topic 1: Effective Communication with the affected Community (what people expect and
need)
Group 1
• Effective communication is needed: Don’t assume information deficit.
• Power relationship issue involving the bureaucracy
• The statement needs to be reframed
• Shouldn’t expect communication
• Legislation needs to be reviewed
• No confidence and trust in processes
• Confidence in the decision maker is the key
• Case study Captain Cook Crescent. From the 1990’s - all trees cut.
o Loss of trust and confidence - a 15 year process
nd
• 2 opinion in tree assessment gives confidence.
• High level of trust and involvement needed between community and managers.
They need to be straight forward.
• Don’t assume that Involvement leads to trust
• An active Participation plan (for tree removal works)
• -What
• -When
• -How
incl the objection process
• -Why
• Residents in the area Register an interest in a tree(s) – which triggers advice and
feedback on any proposed work
• Determine suitability of trees
o Available space
o Species
o management
• Adapted to geographic situation
• Content is different
• Example: non-communication over 8 months, ended with a dead tree.

Suggestion:
• ACTMAP- geographical representation of trees and works available for-management
decisions and community: also place tape on trees and/or sign.
o Trigger red pink dot
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•

The divide government and community should not exist -the shared role of
custodians.
Quality of decision makers – ACTPLA is an issue of concern
• Arborists – assess risk
o They are experts in the assessment of trees
o matching community assessment – no
• Factors of tree management decisions:
o risk
o political
o community
o legal
• ACT government
o Strategy role/implementation
o Contracted out tree removal/maintenance service is not working for
community: lack of awareness and confidence in role and judgement
communication is also ineffective (e.g. Yass- sub contractors)
Key concerns:
• Restoring respect and trust in tree management/ Judgement
• System of participation in tree removal, management, pruning, and judgement. Incl:
web/ groups/ register of persons of interest
• Limited Feedback
• Tree agency - over riding/one place to go to Concern about oversight
• Tree removal in back yards - Space should be specifically saved by nominated areas
(not just a ratio control, that doesn’t work for trees) Suggestion: Plot ratio plus space
reservation for suitable tree placement and management
• How do we the community know that ACTPLA has made a decision to override
assessment? Comes back to communication.
• Community participation leads to engagement and participation, Friends of Bass
Gardens
• Ideally information at a level that determines action
o Option: put some info system in
• BCC - trees on GPS map and manage—($)
• Lack of respect for city as a treed landscape. As a city garden.
Group 2
• Effective community
• Tree maintenance and management: the Public is not aware or engaged typically
until there is an immediate impact
• Education is needed about the policies
• Advise in purpose of house on urban forest
• Research attitudes on the urban forest
• Information on key points.
• Significant tree Corroboree Park case study
• Empowered community in action engagement
• Notice in letterbox advising of intended work
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

For Controversial local tree issues: invite residents for a “walk on the street” proactive engagement (eg NCA example Yarralumla)
Be adaptable
Communication depends on policy
Government draw down information
Dollar vs. over due forest
Increase communication disagreement will be doctor
Define and consider the location
Individual doesn’t own the tree
Manageable communication
Issue returns to: employ labour to improve management and communication
Employed management responsibility
New consistency with planning goals
Urban trees and urban planting
establish scale of programs to maintain the urban forest and community resources
Authority transfer integrity larger skill expertise/yards
Better management system
Significant % to trees
Once a year tree discussion program
Communication is not equal to consultation and engagement,
o need to define expectations and method of engagement for the community
Trees on territory land are a territory asset – shouldn’t be claimed by others
Vision of a vibrant city towns
o Suburb strategy – engage community in each suburb: process, program,
timing (Full picture on how it impacts)
Plan first – vision and focus reinstated
No contract – dissipated focus since self government
Consult on the process of change
Trees are living and dying = there will be change
Get away with tree by tree
Taking it to community
Through suburban and community levy association or other?
Examine-tree keeper
Develop programs for interplant rather than tailor
Consistent with promise of urban forest plan
Avoiding heat
Communicate-at the end
Close the circle
Vision needs to be thought more
Type, number, local
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not simply replace what we have
Private people on public places
Differentiate by suburbs (for policy)
Avoid wholesale destruction of a streetscape
Yes more expensive but less compact and mistaking/longer
Examine wider communication on trees by suburbs
Issues: people more in sync from suburb
Letterbox advance notice of change
One number for trees
132281 (Canberra Connect) improved knowledge
Normal local
Consultation on tree works provide info: letterbox
Street tree replacement(interactive)-information on process
Proactive-engagement-approved: to scale
Consultation and Engagement for Tree Management should be organised and
managed on a hierarchical basis, concentrating effort and resources on high level,
and graduating resources down at each level:
o Territory/City wide (ACT) –urban forest vision (significant; complete
engagement and community conversation)
o town - longer term policies
o suburb - (the important level) programs for renewal replacement (sequence
timing detail species etc) consulted over 6 months say; then approved and
communicated locally
o street /precinct - local activities prior notice for information limited input
o block - local works information
o individual Tree – subject to normal process
Maintenance and Management System : Reconsider the merits of the former local
Depot based maintenance system: secure contracts wholistic management of a
defined local area ; and relationship with the community
Cost as a total operating investment
Communications and Education
Neighbourhood “tree watch”
Information letterboxing - giving specific information
Nurseries, chronicles, TV,
conduct a campaign –“we have an urban forest”
Communication/planning /planting meeting
Conduct Decent evaluation of communication
Secure professional communication/ marketing advice. Be clear on the message
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Group 1
• Participation/involvement
• Tree Removal program should be implemented block by block (allowing retention of
essential character through the longer stretch; as well as time for recovery, rather
than a full street at a time (denuding an extended area and changing complete
character for a long period)
• Green trees-invitation comment, notice through letterbox (with anodised sign as in
Perth)
• decision making should be transparent with decision maker identifiable
• Differentiate tree assessments on safety(as well as removal pruning etc)
• Assessment processes should distinguish different roles and skills
o Tree advisors expert
o good ‘chair’ for review/objection
o Objection/appeal review - limit appeal rights/impact
• Schools should have a program like Happy Healthy Harold, eg Trevor the Tree Man
teaching about trees
o also put it on the web
• For any Tree Removal of Major Pruning (by any agency or jurisdiction) Suggestion:
o for any green tree or group of trees visible in the public domain a highly
visible standardised public sign would installed, advising of the intent to
remove or do works and providing reasonable notice(say 2 weeks) and
opportunity for comment, as appropriate
o so, the public could then reasonably be advised “if you don’t see a sign and a
tree is going down” residents should complain!
• Signage should be like a Real estate sign and be reflective, consistent, and prominent
• This would be supplementary to letterboxing notice
• Baldwin Drive case study (a recent example) numerous green trees removed without
notice
• More investment in communication, to rebuild trust -particularly at this stage (ie
when allocating the pie of resources for tree management between maintenance,
planting and communications)
• Communication suggestion :”street tree talk back” a dedicated communications
vehicle for public trees
• Broader investments
• Signs on the important area
• Respect to community
• Clear processes- transparency available
• Information on replanting and the cost (which when maintenance is included is
substantial)
• Communication on process media
• $ for replacement
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Prioritise, strategy, communicate
Parks
Communicate planned nature of parks
Timing expectation
Apply design intent
Web requires foundational documents readily accessible:
o Policies, processes, current and future programs(with location and, $$)
o Updated information on handbook

Topic 2: Communication with the wider community (tools and processes for
information flow)
Group 2
• Newspaper is not really effective
o Suggest letter box drop (asking for comment, some building development
request)
• Collective discussions
• Scale of information- information on when pruning and what that means, looking at
canopies too
• Scope: vision? How do we communicate to street?-to keep vision? Maintenance
• Different needs to communicate
• What is our vision?
o Now ACT/Federal initiative-what is it?
o Something special but not understood!!
• ACT trees and tourism
o -suggest increasing buses of people – tree tourism 2-4 hours, there is an
itinerary available
o Westbourne woods walks
• Web- looking for starting point of what is on the ground
o Statement of vision and objectives
• Where is the vision available? Need the context for the community
• Perception is everything- needs context of where decision is being made
• Awareness raising is required
o values attributed to trees
o policy and step down is important (not a vision for every street but a broader
vision)
o What matters to the community
• “Bush Capital” – initially was a derogatory term
• Participants gave their 30 second description of Canberra as if to a newcomer:
o Lovely place to live
o City in a forest
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o Great open spaces with trees and not traffic
o Just look at it - it’s not just trees but a visual landscape
o Great climate-diversity
o A well planned city- Bush capital
o A city in a beautiful landscape/a city by design
o Inner North and Inner South Canberra but people elsewhere
• Our street trees- are our arboretums
• Trust is an issue- of managers now- because we don’t know their vision, need the 5%
vocal residents on board
• Open woodlands? Vision of greenery?
• Space for trees?
• Budget on communication?? Or on other things? Give information Media GG talk to
be played to all senior managers
• Schools/health/etc are all looking after their own trees around their institutions
• It is hard to have a vision-when there are many players and a lack of cohesion
• Individuals are focused on their own street
• Need a political will- across all parties- and a political time table
• It is a Democratic right to have trees
• Need people power to influence politicians
Key ideas:
• Tourism – could have a tree link
o E.g. autumn and spring tours
o Arboretum- increases people’s understanding
o linkages
o Website-some use-not all useful
o Look at brochures
• Tours in urban forest –
o Education for the next generation- target future decision makers
• Take a suburb and advertise neighbourhood walk
o Need key people to organize
o Some encouragement and pamphlets showing walking trails
• Tourists-guide info on best streets to see at each particular season
o Could be on website and fact sheets
o Need Hooks e.g. features that attract people here
• Methods of Communication: Ideas for awareness raising and education
o “Trees of Canberra” to be reedited and reprinted
o Canberra Connect – email website – ask questions… as a source of
information
o Brochures (which can also be available on the web)- providing information
such as the best streets to visit in spring; flowering trees, planning authority,
nurseries, tourist authorities, shopfronts, ACTEW.
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•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

 who would be responsible for printing /maintaining?
o Letter box drops on street trees – (Melbourne city council has a good
program)
o Tips could be provided on how to look after trees
o Site exhibitions and information-via media releases to radio stations etc
o Lots of organisations could be utilized. e.g. Weston Park Walks
o advertise in Canberra times/ and via email links
Need a Publication listing all related organisations and for it to be distributed
How to involve resource groups? Forestry, ANU, landscape UC, ILA, Parks, CIT
Horticulture?
o Engage in different ways?
 Each with particular focus but co-ordinated
 Use capacity that already exists within organisations, depts., ANU etc
FACT sheets –rotate them
ACT government fact sheets coordinator – could be reintroduced
o Focus vision-media 15 sec- need to keep attention of the media
Access to legislation information-on website
Picturesque from Mt Ainslie, Red Hill, Black Mountain
o Various departments /agencies are responsibleo What are important for tourist views?
o Changing over time?
Information on storm damage, biomass, old pipes, damaged trees-age of trees
Urban forest program reality-how do we move forward?
What can be done to stop politicians pulling the pin because of a complaint of 10-20
people?
o Why was community cynical?
o Concern re replacement- lack of- and neglect
o Lack of trust
Need good case study examples
o People on ground working/resources
Put resources into key areas e.g. Captain Cook Crescent or Bass Gardens- get
community to be involved
TV- need Maxine Cooper.- up front – always has positive feedback
o Need lead govt people in media spotlight e.g. Jane Carder
o Repeat to finally convince people
Need to reinforce positive messages via TV, radio etc -but must be positive stories
o Do it every single week
o Media release for activities
o Explanation of details of development
o Good interesting articles-why doing something?
o Get message about why/what?
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•

o History /background of policies/legislation to be supplied
o Media about planting in drought
o Use existing organisations for information awareness, education, and
information dissemination
Politicians-provide information,
o department links/policies/leadership role
Need a Proactive policy-convince everyone
o Positive communication
Need Signage about development (roads planning etc)
o On Signage- there needs to be information and contact names and number
for questions

Group 1:
• Lack of trust, respect and relationship
• Website proposal
• Issues of Vision…what is it? Understanding it….
• The Participants’ 30 second description of Canberra to a new comer:
o National capital and community of people, combined in a specifically planned
environment that represents Australia as bush land and a treed city
o Bunch of bureaucrats- built in old sheep paddock and built green
environment and maintained
o Bush capital; our native parks on hills, and suburbs where people live,
designed to meet people’s needs. The two things so close together-very lucky
o Very beautiful and planned city starting to look tatty around edges because
allowing street trees to die, and lawns on verges not maintains(not being
taken care of)
o Unique capital city in world inhabited by a small number of lucky people. Has
to evolve.
o Home. Has trees and is looking tired. Community and activities in which they
are engaged- enjoy designed parks, 10 minutes from parliament house but in
the bush, 5 minutes further complete rural area. Settings integration with
nature and landscape is very important
o Was planned a landscaped city within the Australian bush; National Capital is
world significant and we are all custodians of it - Community and politicians.,
and we are creating its future
o We are suppose to be a bush capital for native wildlife habitat, but there are
too many roads, overdevelopment, and there is a need to maintain and
nurture flora and fauna and replant native plants
• Don’t drown people in information
o There can be too much information, and too top down
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o Lots of patronizing information -needs to change- need clearer engaging
information
Two key points,
o Rhetoric used: “bush capital- public perception- influences general public
perception on what it should be.
o Dissemination of information and how people can access the specific
information
Methods of access;
o Discussed in previous session the need for a centralized database and
feedback of information at a general policy level
o different levels of communication to suit different recipients e.g. simple FACT
sheet with background information available for others who wish for more
information;
 e.g. existing policy…and then the background to it
Community billboard in every shopping centre
o Secure; with government communication, community organisation’s
materials
o Put information in notice boards in halls (community, church etc)
o Fact sheets-in church/community halls (not in junk mail)
Government fact sheets should be in local Chronicle, Canberra Weekly, City News,
Canberra Times etc explaining policies
There is no sense that this government is passionate about out tree city
o NCA/ACT government are at loggerheadso How do we get a clear joint statement about what they will do in a year e.g.
2011?
o Individual approaches have resulted in platitudes – not communication
o Ballot boxes don’t work to improve communication
o Politicians – we need more than platitudes from them
Website- needs to be two way communication flow
Web has an interesting role:
o if information is in the public domain-then this would change the way things
are done
o Need information publically available
Publications should be listed at the back of the tree report
Scientific journals-trees ANU- maximizes efficiency
Just fact sheets- provide useful additional information in the public domain-contact
number and need the person there on end of a phone to answer queries
Technological age – our right in democracy-being shut off plays an important role in
fragmentation
ACTPLA puts everything on the net until a decision is made-then it disappears e.g.
information on pending approvals
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•

ACTPLA could provide a list of trees for streets, suburbs and background papers to
the public (in fact sheets)
• Canberra in the 70’s – people wanted to share Canberra with new comers – there
were books on Canberra streets and trees
• Need to share the imagined and real city
o Education in schools of what this city is engendering pride and understandingexplain explorers names etc and planning history of decision making on
landscape design
• Sense of place, building pride, how? Where?
o Access to previous info
• Involvement of community in new suburbs with trees and development and
Yarralumla nursery
• Inner south and inner north - introduced vegetation in outer areas; need native
landscape
• Need someone we can go to for independent advice on due process- e.g. a central
independent authority for Canberra’s landscape
• TV and radio advertising awareness and education of necessity of trees is required
• Technical information availability - resource person with expertise
• Use 2013 to expose our city, - its treed landscape and setting
• Tourism ACT is resourced to promote nationally and internationally Canberra’s 100th
birthday (opportunity to share)
o Promote our Garden city
Summary / key ideas:
• Create books/other media generated from community – mythology, trees,
landscapes
o Generate notifications
o integrate information into school education
• Photo competition/Art (e.g. of the worst tree)
• Need a Central independent body
• Local press - provide images and stories to the newspapers
• Need a gardener information phone line/ technical information to do with Canberra
specific plants
• Multiple outcomes of tree environment
o Long term climate change amelioration
o Toilet roll list for pondering – prologues to books
• Linking nurseries and Botanic Gardens (information flow) and involvement promoting
Canberra’s uniqueness (Trees and gardens)
• Promoting flora and fauna on TV and radio
• Openness- currently top down in particular policies and information
• If information is there on the web, people do the right thing if it is in the public
domain
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Group 4
• Need respect for people’s knowledge and expectation
o Acknowledge and address cultural differences in the town
• Need access to data
• Griffin legacy and NCA-consultation process- was motherhood etc-then skipped to
Albert Hall - too big a jump in the process – led to problems
o There needs to be an understandable sequence of events for process
o NCA bit off too much with the Albert Hall
• Adapt communication to your audience and subject
• If gain trust on vision and bring down to the people, have them halfway there
• Led by vision with community through community by Listening –by government to
the community and their needs
• Go to suburb level- owned and engaged at that level
o Local organisations
• Performance management needs to get down on ground- presence
• Don’t come up with glib cliché program name, when marketing e.g. “green in
Canberra”, and then chop down the trees
• Match top level communication with vision so communication flows
• We don’t own the media- they have their own agenda
o Editor decides what goes in,
o need to have media on side and look for alternative methods
o ACT government buys page
• Participants’ 30 second description of Canberra to a new comer:
o Small, pretentious and in a very dry part of Australia
o Wonderful living - bush is so handy and so many good Intellectual pursuits
accessible here- incredible bio-diversity
o Not quite as bad as you think if listening to Sydney or Melbourne press
o A wonderful bush capital, great community feel and misunderstood
o Australia’s largest inland city and Australians only planned city
o an urban city beneath a designed tree canopy
o A genuine vision trying to survive its vulnerability and delusions
o Being next to and surrounded by nature which feeds my soul
• Need to understand attitudes (survey)
o Vision planned inner city,
o personal values,
o fears and hopes
• Perceptions come to be - so don’t see it as an entity that you can’t move
o Politicians know this-our expectation of grand coalescing of opinions - will not
happen
• Target only 25-30% of people’s perceptions/needs
• Here at the forum-people like the backdrop of trees etc. Others don’t care, but not
saying to cut down all trees
• Canberra is a city within a forest, not a forest within a city
• Perception of the landscape is dominant – expression of balance between urban and
landscape form - biased toward landscape
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•
•
•

o Expression of that balance is the vision
How do we enunciate that vision?
o Resource, maintenance,
o What is our balance going forward?
o from mown grass to grasslands,
o climate change etc
Many Canberra people would like to take 5 mins off their journey to work e.g.
Gungahlin extension, rather than be worried about trees and bushland
Not all of the population is together on these issues-communication strategy has to
reflect that
Politicians; and John Stanhope tree management is not no.1 issue on voting
Tree management should be apolitical
People vote on lifestyle, habitat, this city has been created because of green
environment
Take the next 20 years to build urban resilience,
o getting big picture across
Message recipients –who is being targeted?
o Same messages?
o Diffusion of innovation methods
What makes Canberra unique?-jobs, theatres, health, hospitals and trees?
Need to trust that the government is looking after our treed environment and
encourage people to live here
Need to develop trust-both ways- imbalance
There are more experts outside government now than inside…this impacts on
attitudes
Management now does not have “professional” categories –
o impacts on technical skills available
o Must know enough about profession to understand what your managing
Now people in government don’t know if they are getting good information or not
regarding contractors
o Contractors need to have a commitment to environment
Go back to NCDC process-connections of cities and suburbs
o Reference tool that can refer to in a development plan
A lot of city contrary to urban forest- all same age trees
o Government’s vision in report-public is not allowed seeing it. Dept of land
and environment-looks after renewing of trees.
Use experts (Not spin doctors and not politicians) to communicate
o vision for city
Policies (process explained)-so people know what’s going on
Consultation vs. communication- they are different
Get vision; listen to community
o bring to suburb level-planning with them next autumn
o how to get resources – dollars and trees in the ground
Data used to get to decision- have that available
Mechanism-how do you get information out?
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o Oral and visual- paper, websites, media, residents associations, Community
groups-comprehensive approach
Each person may need at least 3 different ways to get them to react o people make decisions in different ways and others who respond differently
Abandon summer as a consultation timeo people are away and consider that they are not listened to when
consultations are sought then
o See the number of government reviews due in February or over Christmas
o “optional” issues have less importance
People who are interested will self select
No process finished from 1st consultation (not able to get to everyone is an excuse for
not doing something)
If the process is okay and they respect and trust people, then go ahead
Government tried (Fleur) to do everything- but was stopped
Signs on trees, notices, try hard to best communicateo small minority keep at it till the end
o How do we get past that?
Clear information needed -when made decision, need to stick to it
Without the vision-the why-, then can’t go forward
o Need to understand and accept activity and program
Fix at policy level,
o vision has to carry majority

Group 3
• Need a single authority that speaks on these issues- and has credibility/meaning
• Vision (one) for the city
• “Strategic vision”
• Tactical goals-strategic goals
• Participants’ 30 second description of Canberra to a new comer
o National capital-great place to live
o Beautiful community
o Place where they send their politicians-people that come to Canberra that
cause the problem
o A large town-not a city-don’t expect the feeling of a city
o Peacefulness and like that wherever you look you can see natural features,
landscape
o City which is very easy to live in- not like you would expect of a city (like a big
country town)
o Neat and tidy suburbia
o Diversity of communities within Canberra
o Different cultures and views of the city
• Identify target market-determines it worthwhile communicating with them
o Some are irrelevant-should only tell them how to look after trees in new
suburbs
o Old suburbs- attached to trees
• Different techniques and approaches for different target audiences
• Language used is important
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Sensitivities of communicating in a different languageo cultural sensitivities, especially language skills
Get children on side-at school- and therefore can train their parents
o About Environment-trees, needs, and how they work and are related to city
and verge trees
o Explain types of tree and why pruning is required –
o tree history education, remnant vegetation, safety
o Would fit within existing curriculum, solar programs etc
What do kids think of trees? Need to get children’s opinions
o Not known what kids are now allowed to do in relation to trees (climbing etc)
o Advantages of trees- clear air, warm, cool for houses, eco system services
“ecosystem” understanding to be part of life,
o Need to define what it means.
Need to educate and communicate about how landscapes interact and impact on our
lives
Understanding all aspects of how landscapes affect function -part of bigger picture
Landscape is basic life support system of people on earth
Urban forest is life support system
Look at systems-media in various forms
o Educational-information bulletins
o Long term effect-formal part of school curricula
o marketing issues-need marketing expertise to reach target
Urban forest supports wildlife as well-species depend on it for life, biodiversity
Visual communication mainlyo to give access to more information-links, contacts for further information, and
to get involved
Urban development - healthy public open spaces including adequate trees,
grass/Astroturf
Methods to be linked to scale of audience
o Special and temporal-e.g. communicating message that enables people to
take on broader issue-scale
Understanding of ongoing issues not just to the “now” of understanding
Need to get richer understanding of the function, and over time – complex and
dynamic management
Collaborate vision – set of objectives from community – what does forest mean to
people
Articulate and use to drive decision making
All stakeholders need to agree on collaborated vision – representation across time
and space
o Hard for government to get agreement on this
o Need facts as resident and can work with that and move on – concerns with
all encompassing motherhood statements
There are many levels on which we can communicate
First the government must make its presence felt in how important trees are
Suggested methods of communication
o Could have a flyby plane banner
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o Letterbox drops – big bang theory
o Huge impact on the community
• Need awareness – achieve this through special education/ advertising
o TV/radio/newspaper
o Followed by details and link to it
o Rights, methods of handling trees
o Reinforcement, monitoring and evaluation follow-up of sales
o Appropriate ways of communicating these
Key:
• Specifics are essential – government needs to be clear with details as people need to
understand
• Visually, auditory, thinking has-on are all learning methods – need to tailor to suit
• Techniques such as Web3 design in high schools
o Reinforce ecosystem protection and education
• Stakeholder developers – land development
o how to articulate rules, vision, Policy
o Reach the right people – who?
• Need jargon appropriate to the target audience
• “Community” – need definition; is it only residents? Or Workers also?
• Any landscape is composed of not only what lies in front of our eyes but in our heads.
• Community councils can give advice and assistance
• People` need to be able to understand their rights and responsibilities
o How to find out? Call MP, Google, Canberra connect
o some lack of confidence to progress - this is when councils can help
• Do we need to communicate with everyone? –
o relate to those wishes are the same
o Get people’s attention and then they will follow
• Media spin
o Bottom line budget data thinking to politicians
 Quantifiable gain to public
o Need good research behind economics
o Public debates as a forum for getting ideas especially on specific issues
o ABC feedback and involvement
o Target message to governments already identified messages
o Coalition of groups will get message to government
o Address issues of government to get
o Need awareness of how systems work
• Know the points for getting politicians involved
• Use Pictures/visuals
• Good PR Marketing – sound advice professional
• Need attention-getting public campaign
• Need to target youth
• Awareness of trees, removals, legislation and availability
• Put data on mouse pads
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•

Know the people you are targeting and their capacity to influence

Topic 3: Tree Management Policies and Practices
Group 3
• Supply industry (nurseries, hardware etc) needs to be considered and consulted in
newer areas
• Urban forest in newer areas won’t match what has developed in the older suburbs:
o Narrower verges
o Additional services
o Overshadowing (solar)
o Narrower blocks
o Sometimes there is community resistance to species
o Some suburbs might not be a forest but a cottage garden
• Options
o Plant larger trees one side only
o Incorporate larger deciduous trees in blocks
o Need to start at planning stage to build a forest
o Possibly larger setbacks (6m not 4m)
o Significant trees dealt with by planning not developers
o Cluster trees
o Cul-de-sacs rather than rectilinear
o Should community have role in selecting what their house looks like with
respect to the street trees on the verge?
o Have to consider actual physical size of trees when they are growing and
grown
o Consider views, cost of maintenance
• Costs and benefits of trees are not adequately measured and should include
aesthetics, shading etc
• Demographics of Canberra are changing and bringing different attitudes and
different trees
• Look at retaining the ecosystem in the landscape, retain larger remnant trees first –
connectivity – then incorporate exotics, incorporate other landscape/ecosystem
values
• New buildings occupy whole blocks – there is no room for large trees, remnant trees
in large blocks disappear.
• There is no landscape view of the urban forest and it is needed
• Early stage of developments in suburbs might better include family and community
involvement
o Gives ‘ownership’ of the area
o Develop understanding of communal resource e.g. water
• Media messages e.g. gardening DIY shows do not necessarily give the best look
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Even ovals need trees
Tree protection act should be expanded to look at sections
Body corporate can look after groups of trees in or adjacent to multi-unit
developments
Lease rebate for remnant trees or larger blocks when there are remnant trees (but
plot ratio smaller)
Remnant trees and risk needs to be considered
Coppicing can work if it is maintained
Old trees might not cope with ground water changes of new development
Must deal with policies, trees on private land
Densification affects landscape capacity
Include planning forward 100 years
Need vision: visionaries and education
Less regulation on individual trees and broad scale planning?
Not tree by tree but large scale
2/3 urban forest privately owned
Who’s the boss? There is not one, but many
Comes down to choice, in which people’s passion and knowledge drives
Linear park
Improve capacity to develop and incorporate community gardens and parks
Is research required?
Too much arm wrestling or does making it hard improve commitment?
More useful in dense areas?
Thread landscape back into areas
Community space-verge interface needs consideration
No front fence policy encourages community verge management
Should we consider population-tree ratio?
Rate rebate for greenhouse gas reduction by maintaining gardens, trees
Residents and developers get value from the landscape
Need to review 50% plot ratio or be creative about it
Rate rebate for carbon sequestration link
Might need plant list
Would need to consider whether better greenhouse gas reduction value in larger
block plantings elsewhere
Actual area of block for plants is 20-30% not 50%
Offsets work as nature parks etc

Group 2
• Winter sun underneath should be considered (from Waddington presentation)
• Need wider verges for eaves
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Pruning planes bonsais roots
How to convince community to have a tree? What tree? One species per street?
At least some planting is good even small
Cars, trees-parking – impacts and management need to be considered
Challenge is to mix trees and utilities to look good (trees) in 20 years
Site has to be large enough including surface roots
Trees can be selected for design limitations e.g. verge width
Suburb planning can include connectivity, wind breaks
Better legislation for rangers to deal with tree removers, along with better
information
When asked residents might not want trees
Planning for trees needs to take account for hierarchy of roads and locations: main
roads are important, culs-de-sac lesser
Newer suburbs won’t match older (if ever) for many years. This gives rise to the
impression that older suburbs have status and favouritism
Rationalise resources to focus on major roads and areas
If no room on blocks for trees and no street trees then green vista is lost
McMansion verge tree relationship
Incentives to keep street trees-perhaps some prosecutions will provide examples
Difficult to manage for government when community takes ownership of verge trees
Where is the property boundary line? Boundary issues
An amenity value is shared even if tree is on private land.
Guidelines for trees to be used – perhaps palette on offer (then voucher for
Yarralumla nursery)
Bush Capital v Garden City – sometimes lone species per street
Timber resource rare timbers-previous experience is lack of interest, School of Arts
took them, things may have changed
Should value of timber be criteria? Not really but opportunistic, trees chopped down
for poor quality
Parklands especially near schools and ovals might have fruiting trees. Would increase
cost of maintenance, lease it out, this may happen in one or two cases e.g. Cook oval.
Could be seen as community orchards
Solar
o If removing trees for solar then possible development of heat sink
o Heritage considerations too
o need to consider technology is changing
o Perhaps smaller trees
o Policies need to be clear re retrofitting
Big trees will be in big streets and parks, the rest will be less than 10m
Big streets will need big verges
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Hierarchy of streets gives guide to the trees that are planted
Trees are not being well formed
o Planted then removed but were only in need of pruning
o Regular maintenance
o Cyclic maintenance
o Crews – North 4, Gunghalin 9, South 9?
o Gunghalin in only formative pruning crew – recent development
Contracts or crews?
- Contracts good for bulk jobs or better value for money
- Is it better to have crews who know the areas?
- Sometimes government hires external equipment but uses government crews
- Better communication would help
- Need to choose species that require less maintenance
Expanding green tree asset – should be recognised
Government undertaking windshield audit, then will develop cyclic maintenance
Need knowledge to make decisions as proceeding along
Some gangs are impressive and include a little formative pruning
Need to use crews in communication process
Context of trees helps community understand for policies and for individual trees
There are links for pensioners etc to get assistance
Need more pigs (to deal with acorns)
Tree species group still meeting
Provenance is important – perhaps use trees already in Canberra that are doing well
Planting is important – trees need a good start in life
There are standards applied – including root barriers
Some species won’t survive unless appropriate provenance
12 month handover of trees ... should it be longer e.g. 10 years, if you do it properly
it will work
Many trees damaged by lawnmowers (whipper-snippers only bruise) especially ride
on mowers – remove grass from under trees and more trees will survive longer
No lawn under trees
Park trees/mass planting
Some areas not properly thinned therefore trees are dying e.g. Lake Ginninderra
Compaction/soils not being aerated
Government cant issue tickets – default is that parking is allowed
Parking inspectors and campaign to deal with parking on verges
Species selection for parks
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Group 1
• Assessments vary if 1 or 3 years- need to be regular, look at remediation, some think
if a branch falls then the tree grows, some prune their verge trees
• No assessments then no need to remove trees at all
• Risk- terrorism, alcohol, trees, bikes
• Funding- dependent on felling, recurrent funding an issue
• Was better when there were government crews-the further outsourced the more risk
to workers, gangs knew the trees
• Outsourcing
- Fragments maintenance e.g. only mow, no trimming, cleaning up
- Cost inefficient
- Assessor should be independent of cutter and maintainer
- Cuts problem
- Cost over 20 years of outsourcing possibly greater than keeping in the
government
- Outsourcing may work when well managed
• Regulations and policies
- All ACTPLA’s policies are put in public domain for comment
- Response – that is not best way to consult community, there is too much to
follow
• Developers must work within defined parameters, has implications for landscape,
following rules rather than urban design, difficult to go back to change block designs
• Rules and policies should be developed by experts, why always back to community?
• Role of LDA government in solar orientation, percentage (high) must be orientated,
problems of narrow blocks, no trees, Air-conditioning
• How much professional input in government departments are planning of the city,
Greenfield development
• Sequence of decision making to develop treed landscape
• James Irving “Up by Roots” finding urban spaces to plant trees, design for runoff,
trees are watered, less pipes required therefore can pay for trees
• Is corporate knowledge developing and being passed on –“dead wood”
• Need two way communication
• Problem for water- drought resistant
• If water is directed from road to trees then different species could be considered
• Parking under trees is illegal, it’s not policed, people are digging up under trees and
compacting gravel for parking
• Contributing to poor health of trees
• Mounds around trees disadvantage watering
• Mulching
o Discourages cars
o Introduces micro flora, assists trees (can be huge)
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Sustainable water use
o Storm water for trees
o Porous paving
o Vegetated swales
o Might be 100 year fix
o Retention
Accountability and cohesion
o Once was NCDC
o Gutter cleaned but drains blocked
o Risk-based approach
o Risks put on maintenance list
o Reactive not proactive
o 132281 barrier (Canberra Connect)
o ACT and NCA should be friends, very effective and cohesive
Removal of trees – some have to be old for habitat, wildlife not mynahs
Caution required for development by stealth(e.g. car parks)
Reintroduce water retention to landscape

Group 4
• Vision, short, bland, agreeable? Operationalising difficult logical aesthetic/artistic
• Objectives and outcomes over 50 years
o Specific
o What achieves outcomes
o Air and water quality
o Resilience for climate change
o Mitigation and adaption
o Bio-sequestration potential perhaps incidental for Canberra trees but
happens elsewhere
o Stop drinking bottled water, relates to food autonomy and reduces footprint
o Biodiversity, more of species or more difference
o Multiplicity of system and genetic diversity within species
o Supporting fauna (structural diversity)
o Trees we are growing should be healthy in this climate or slightly drier
o Quercus (oaks)-no problems
o Melliodora (yellow box)- problems
o Street trees are only part of forest. Shading etc. Canberra Native Park
• Definition of urban forest includes street trees, must include nature parks and
include private trees
• Vision of urban forest
o As providing canopy taller than urban form-for streets, parks etc
o Climate change
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o Surfaces under trees needing less maintenance-e.g. less mown lawns and
more native grasslands(still maintained)
o Build streetscapes rather than one tree one block, government policy
o Common sense higher level objectives
o Difficult to locate trees in new urban forest
o Need performance criteria
Yarralumla won’t be repeated in Gungahlin e.g. fluffy sticks
Some developers doing well with trees
Perhaps some blocks left for trees, trees between urban concentration camps
Deed of agreement when land is sold to developers should include trees
Common trenching could be included in lease, services crowding trees especially on
smaller blocks.
Cost-benefit analysis of tree by tree vs. street by street replacement
Maybe talk further back- not same number of trees
All processes done efficiently as possible and maximize dollars to trees
Nature’s way of dealing with fires etc
Maybe as trees get bigger remove some smaller
Choice of many skinny or few large trees
Better maintenance leads to less replacement?
Is it age or drought related?
Concept of renewal rather than replacement is a better way to go
Different times, different maintenance, different trees did better e.g. DDT for lerps
Trees are dangerous to cars
Trees can be healthy to a height but dangerous above-judgments have to be made
leaning on side of caution
Risk management depends on location
Manuka example-Captain Cook removed and replaced by blocks
Government needs expert advice and then do risk management
Block by block ok but not whole street
What is replacing the trees?
Should consider climate change
Currently like for like
Carrying capacity limited by water
Cannot redo some of the old plantings
Hot fire prepares some soils!
Removing whole streets!
Can’t be done by prescriptions, has to be done ecologically
The old days, work crews that worked areas
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Topic 4: Management, Resources and Legislation
Group 2
• Rationalised legislation and have a key figure head. Who covers all areas, centralise
communications, management and resources.
• Currently there is a disconnect between policy and implementation.
• Review legislation towards agreed objectives towards the integrated management of
the urban forest as a whole entity. Objectives integrated through all levels.
• Question if a single figure head and agency should be autonomous or government.
• In an ideal world ACT area to be managed as a whole entity- the green infrastructure.
Look at other models across the world.
• Realistically Canberra is a national capital which has different priorities to
community. Common objectives/ vision would need to be very big- broad.
Commonwealth verses ACT. Have different functions-visions-funding etc.
• Water is a scarce resource. We need to plan for worst case scenario and consider
population growth.
• Plan for diversity. Keep looking at the complexity of eco-systems. We need to plan
more for functioning systems.
• Urban design becoming more unsustained (e.g. smaller blocks) this limits planting
options, and creative design responses. Under warrant design regime.
• Due to its physical shape (of ACT) land release areas are less fertile soils which have
implications on tree selection and landscape design.
• Solar rights and management needs t o be factored into legislation.
• Separate levy – 3 supporters, 4 non supporters
• Another option is an incentive- 3 supporter of this idea
• Government policies should include offsets e.g. QLD Koalas- special challenges exist
re offsets in ACT (e.g. number of reserves) need a flexible approach.
• Look creatively at financial resources e.g. incentives in super funds. Possibilities for
private investment in public green infrastructure- eco systems
• Evolve carbon credit schemes to a bio diversity credit scheme in eco system services.
Group 3
• Ideal world there should be collective vision with common principles; legislation
should perfect these principles, which could include a review.
• Need for legislative linkages e.g. national capital and territory plans
• Explain how these link to each other and have separate functions
• High value developments should be planned around significant trees whenever
practicable. There are Issues re private land
• Offsets and incentives are important. Incentives should drive community
engagement and private land management
• Concerned about lack of resources this includes professional expertise. Current lack
of resources reflects a lack of wailing?
May 2010
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Part of existing rates structure needs to include funds for open space/verges. Part of
this is improved communications. No growth funding coming through e.g. for
maintenance
Private funding opportunities (corporate responsibility) need to be created. E.g.
trust. Offer tax incentives
Increase need in public space social infrastructure. E.g. seating for the elderly.
Healthy park, healthy people
Approach. Engage other agencies such as health.
Scope for increased community engagement to build capacity. Important to engage
group in appropriate ways. There should be an equitable approach. Some
residents/areas more vocal.
Move away from talking about trees. Think about trees in the context of place,
landscape and biodiversity (e.g. habitat). This is part of big picture vision, resourcing
and management.
Recognise that Canberra is the place of beautiful trees. Positive message.
Bushfire management is an ongoing resourcing issue. That requires direct linkages
with urban forest management.

Group 4
• Review legislation with a view to streamline, simplify
• Overarching vision and principles then reflected in legislation which may or may not
require reviewing
• Tree legislation needs to recognise the differing issues with public and private
domains. Public domain legislation needs to be dramatically strengthened especially
with implementation
• Enforcement of legislation needs to be improved e.g. no parking on verges-under
trees, improved communications-application of verge management plans through
ACTPLA.
• Vision- the big picture tree vision should include solar and climate change aspects
such as tree lined cycle ways. Prioritised walking. Cycling recreation and de-prioritise
car and vehicles
• Individual person responsible and agency that will coordinate and advocated on
behalf of trees. Not sure if government or independent?
• Group has no confidence in TAMS
• Group does not have much confidence in offsetting schemes- they are aware of e.g.
examine Singapore model
• Measure social capital value of trees. E.g. shade, trees program, cost- benefit
Group 1
• Agencies come together to develop broad principles and strategies within the
changing conditions (such as climate change)
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Legislation - not been resourced nor implemented with the tree register
Review all tree legislation especially considering private land and development
example: currently not protecting young trees.
Need for clearer communication surrounding legislation
Community strategic review and vision, - A central point.
o There is no confidence in the community; we need a focus, an umbrella and
chairman (with teeth).
Vision comes first, management, resources and legislation is one process.
Management of trees needs to be community wide it must include community.
Community has lost confidence.
o Community should be assisted to see this. Forest and not the trees.–
volunteers are important.
Resources-trees are not seen as important as issues such as health. Unique asset for
Canberra. Currently ineffective use of resources.
Process of empowering the community is critical. Government job is to catalyse.e.g.
public land planted and watered by community.
Management of mature trees raises specific issues.
Grow resources to care for trees.
o Climate change mitigation and adaptations costs should be funded as an
additional allocation.
o Trees save money for climate change (e.g. shade) see trees as a resource.
Resources are not only money.
o Resources are land, air, water.
o Water sensitive urban decision is important- completely different approach.
Planting appropriate species.
Need to plan

May 2010
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APPENDIX F – Policy Pot and Participants’ Card Suggestions

Policy Pot:
• Wind tunnels should not be created and adversely affect tree growth
• Trees not to be planted in straight rows
• Newcastle City Council (NSW) have research material and established policy on the
urban forest that is worth looking into
• Get to objectives before anything else
• Legislation to protect existing trees and a policy to encourage trees must consider
the context of the “tree” e.g.
Private vs.
Public
Residential (free standing)
Commercial streets
250m2 – 450m2
Industrial streets
450-750
Residential streets
>750m2 block
Multi unit
parks
Commercial
reserves
Industrial
• Trees in private land is challenged by sustainable development principles and
development costs
• Canberra the Urban Arboretum of international Acclaim
• The political vision is the ballot box
• This forum’s vision for the city’s future is above and beyond politics
• I think there was a lot of criticism of individuals in relation to focussing on individual
trees – however in any society we will always have passionate individuals whose
concerns are legitimate. The issue necessarily should focus on why those passions
and dissatisfactions have arisen – communication clearly holds a key – clear
objectives, clear criteria for making decisions and clear communication as to why
decisions were taken.
• “Any landscape is composed of not only what lies before our eyes, but also what lies
inside our heads” Eugine Palka (Important to remember this in relation to how we
conceptualise the urban forest.)
• Set Visions and objectives. Make substantive actions on hard science to achieve
these objectives.
o Trees need to be allowed to mature – important wildlife habitat – remnants
are important wildlife habitat also in prevention if climate change
o Quality and community value are components of the social cost of a tree
o Whole of life benefits and cost (trees workshop)
o We need to have spaces to talk about community stuff – including trees,
values, multiple uses etc
• Durability of information – social capacity
o Halls, Libraries
o Outdoor sit-down areas
o Pin boards
o Web 2.0
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A. Pryor

P.S

Many workers 1969

no workers 2010

• Propositions which need to be dealt with in order before questions of details are
considered. If indeed they need be. A dead tree is dead. Pruning will not restore a tree
to robust good health.
1. The overall place in the budget
An analysis of what expenditure the majority of ratepayers would expect to be devoted to
trees. There are clearly plusses but there are also great costs too, it is after all a second or
third order issue. In no way like health or education. Therefore, there will never be enough
money to do all streets and parks in the same way as a horticulturalist may envision. A more
Urban Forestry approach is the only way to go in reality.
2. Community involvement.
The expectations of Community involvement have to be clearly stated. Including the cost,
time delay, and impracticality. Planting times come and go once in the year. There is an
unrealistic expectation about what pandering to a tiny minority of people who will only be
satisfied when their view prevails; it is a dead end really. Maybe once a year meeting for a
day will allow anyone with a view to air it for the coming season. If every group has as much
time and money spent on it as the Ainslie people there will be non-money for anything else.
There is also a question of equity. Do the residents of Charnwood receive as much time and
resources as those in Ainslie? Suburbs which go with the experts will have a far better
outcome than those which are driven by the ignorant.
3. Departmental Management
The management of the governments programs, their development, and numbers of officers
deployed to the area, the acceptance of responsibility by senior officers. A Reserve bank
structure with someone to keep the pollies out of the way and command the respect of a
majority of the community.
4. Landscape architects
What aesthetic expectations are there about the streets and parks? The even aged same
species is a street of the past. Is it to be retained or will the streets become a hotch-potch of
ages and species?
5. Limit to human actions
What recognition is there that the biological world does its own thinking irrespective of
human opinions? This goes to the questions of management of the trees, selection of
species in times of diminished water supply, climate change solar access.
6. The tree legislation
The tree legislation needs to be modified that multi stemmed individuals that add up to
more than 1500mm should not be included. Also the way it is enforced on the ground needs
to be relaxed somewhat. Trees are affected by government works with no problem but a
nondescript tree in a private person’s property is treated like a crown jewel. Unfair
treatment of the little people. It creates a grinding disenchantment with trees in general
and an unwillingness to plant.
May 2010
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APPENDIX G – Workshop Evaluation by participants

What did we do well?
•

•

Really enjoyed the ‘deliberative
democracy’ process and the setting up
of broad discussion framework on the
Thursday evening
It engendered trust in what appeared to
be an ambitious attempt to encourage a
truly collaborative consultation, and set
up a more creative mind-set (from my
point of view at least)

•

A very difficult and ambitious
undertaking. the facilitators did very
well in managing the group interaction
given some participants obviously had
their own ‘barrow’ to push

•
•
•

Professional facilitation
Inclusiveness of facilitators
Genuine interest of Dr Cooper and her
team

•

How much I learnt about the community
mistrust in government decisions (from
a govt employee)

•

The fact of having the consultation, I
learnt a lot
Good range of ideas; Frank discussion
Very well run. Congratulations all

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What could we have done better?

•

Maybe too ambitious. A more
constrained focus may have been more
productive - maybe?

•

Perhaps too many government
representatives

Venue
Preparation paperwork was good
Huge amount of thought and care made
me feel valued and that people were
taking it seriously
The promise that we get a summary and
surveys

•

Good process very informative and
interesting
Good food and location

•

May 2010

So much to do so little time. We should
avoid letting time frame our deliberation
• Coffee was poor

One facilitator tried to influence
outcomes
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What did we do well?

What could we have done better?

•

A much better day than I anticipated –
lively informative thoughtful thought
provoking, well facilitated

•

Appreciated the range of views and
wisdom Enjoyed comments and
organisation

•

Discussion Groups 1- 2 both had good
guidance

•

Moderate - Workshop 4 - no guidance

•
•

The organisation and process
The fact that Maxine stayed and listened
and was available

•

Perhaps having the analysis of data
(opinion mapping) at the end would be
interesting

•

Good sharing of opinions

•

Better coffee needed

•

Interesting to try some different
consultation techniques
A good workshop – hope it results in
good outcomes
It’s all about balance

•

The terms of reference were a little
unclear – our discussion covered
‘private’ leased land and the CNP (Hills
and Ridges) at times which (I
understood) were ‘out of scope’. Still a
good discussion though

Facilitation (and facilities) were good
and mostly able to keep the group to
task
Ability to add information via policy
bucket was good

•

Would have liked to swap groups
partway through (if logistically
possible)in order to meet and discuss
viewpoints with more people - the
breakout discussions weren’t quite
enough

•

Some of the issues were discussed in
each session which became repetitive
Session 4 was becoming tedious as I was
starting to feel drained

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Set with dinner and expert speakers
Excellent facilitation and conversation

•

The opportunity to talk with and listen
to diverse range of people
Establishment of direct contact with
community members

•
•

Level of respect and chance to listen and
contribute

May 2010

•

nil

•

I think the statements caused us to
wander off topic somewhat ...? More
direction needed. Not enough time
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The ACT tree management issue has been manifestly fraught and, in some respects,
seemingly intractable. There are a number of positions with substantive concerns that
appear to be both entrenched and antithetical. Nevertheless, this report does point to ways
that the issue could potentially be taken forward, or at least ways in which it could evolve.
The report is based on an analysis of participants in the Strategic Communications Workshop
conducted by the Office of the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment (OCSE)
in May 2010 for the Tree Investigation. The analysis itself involves looking at the different
positions and perspectives of a sample of those individuals who have been active on the ACT
tree management issue, referred to herein as the “issue public”. They are not representative
of the wider population in the ACT per se, except in the sense that they comprise a good
representation of the different perspectives that have come to bear on the issue, referred to
herein as “discursive representation”. While the perspectives are likely to be relevant to the
wider community, the external validity of the analysis of the impact of the communications
workshop on these perspectives is not. But it is politically valid, to the extent that
participants are representative of the issue public. In other words, the analysis can suggest
ways in which the issue might be able to be resolved, as well as highlighting areas where
there is potential for escalating conflict, if not resolved early.
The analysis confirms what is already known. This is an issue fraught with keenly felt
concerns that in some cases conflict sharply. That the detailed analysis has revealed five
contrasting perspectives serves to highlight the amount of variability there is among the
participants — although there is also a good deal of underlying agreement among many of
them in certain areas. The perspectives identified in the analysis (which are
diagrammatically represented below in Figure 1) are:
Perspective
Perspective
Perspective
Perspective
Perspective

A:
B:
C:
D:
E:

Environmental Amenity
Improving Management
Urban Aesthetics
Public Amenity, Private Property Rights
Landscape and Climate

The five perspectives identified in this report all share a strong desire to maintain Canberra’s
trees as part of its overall urban character. Beyond this core concern there are a number of
potentially competing demands. Perspectives A and B are the largest among the group,
respectively relating to environmental amenity and improving management. The former is
4
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very concerned about the environmental issues around tree management. Perspective B
concurs to a large extent, but is primarily concerned about the way that the issue is
managed. Perspective C is similar to B, but with a greater emphasis on the aesthetic
benefits of urban trees and a preference for expert over community input into tree
management. Perspective D is distinguished by an emphasis on private property rights,
particularly in relation to managing trees to improve solar access. Perspective E takes a
much wider view of the issue, preferring a landscape view to emphasis on individual trees,
and is also sensitive to a potentially drying climate in the region.

Figure 1 Tree Management Perspectives

5
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Given the variation in these perspectives, an important question concerns whether there is a
potential way forward. In terms of what can be observed in the information available here
(drawn from the analysis of the opinion chart data, survey data, observation of workshop,
and feedback from participants), there are a number of possibilities.
Of the five, perspective B appears to be eminently resolvable with careful and judicious use
of approaches to inform and educate the public about tree management issues in the ACT
and a clear and transparent approach to management. The potential outcome is a merging
with perspective A, which is more specifically concerned about the trees itself. In
accordance with this concern, there is a general (but not universal) desire in A to see a levy
raised to help fund the management and maintenance of the urban bushland.
Perspective A remains potentially problematic when it comes to the actual practice of tree
replacement, because of the tendency to focus on fairly specific tree based issues. One
interesting development that could potentially obviate these issues lies in perspective E,
which appears to be an emergent perspective emphasising landscape management over tree
management. It is more congruent with the overall imperatives of tree management, in the
sense that it recognises landscape as a system embodying internal changes, including the
loss of some trees, as part of a larger process of urban forest maintenance. Although always
present during the engagement, both the way in which it has emerged and the content of its
integrative thinking suggest perspective E is a potential progression in discourse surrounding
the tree issue from an ideal landscape management perspective. Although it does not
overlap strongly with the other perspectives, there is a clear pathway toward it, particularly
from perspectives A and B, suggesting that perspective E could continue to emerge as
positions are developed as part of a broader engagement/educative approach to tree
management.
There is, however, greater potential for enduring conflict in relation to the remaining
perspectives. Perspective C is more heavily focussed on urban aesthetics and less likely to
be assuaged by communication when it comes to cutting down trees in their own street.
Moreover, that perspective C wants to water trees during drought could also pose
considerable management challenges if Canberra does continue to dry with climate change.
This is potentially problematic, but difficult to assess with the available data.
More obviously problematic, in terms of finding enduring solutions to the tree management
issue is perspective D. Although a small perspective, in terms of raw numbers, it is
trenchant in respect to some of its concerns, particularly in regard to interference with the
right to manage trees on private property. This report identifies a trigger point for conflict
6
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as solar access becomes an increasingly salient issue — particularly in light of growth in the
use of domestic solar power — that has manifestly contributed to the political activation of
individuals associated with this perspective. Depending on how the issue is managed, it is
conceivable that if demand for solar access increases, a potential evolution of perspectives
toward E could translate instead into an increase in perspective D, further exacerbating
conflict.
Overall, although the tree management issue is ostensibly a difficult one, the analysis in this
report identifies ways that many of the tensions can be resolved. The workshop itself did
induce a number of important changes that are only observable looking beyond aggregate
data. These changes indicate an improvement in integrative thinking, where participants
increasingly engaged with competing perspectives. A kind of consensus did emerge during
the process, in the form of a shared logic, where there appears to be a widely shared,
although not universal, understanding of the issue. This suggests that — perhaps apart from
perspective D — it is at least possible to achieve engagement among the different
perspectives, even if absolute agreement is out of the question.
There was also an improvement in simple consensus concerning many of the statements and
options — although not markedly so. Part of the consensus that did emerge is oriented
around the way in which the issue is managed: specifically the way in which stakeholders
are engaged. There appears to be a move among the workshop participants in favour of
broad approaches involving the community that are informative and, in ideal cases, inclusive,
but not prescriptive in terms of specific actions dealing with specific trees.
The emergence of this perspective is also perfectly consistent with the emergence of
perspective E, which takes a broader view of the issue. And it is quite possible that, if
engagement is conducted in a broad and inclusive way, carefully considered consultative
approaches could help to facilitate the emergence of a broader landscape view, thus helping
to render the issue more readily managed in a manner that produces the best long-term
outcomes reflecting the shared desire within the community to preserve Canberra’s urban
forest.

7
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1 INTRODUCTION
An opinion charting exercise was conducted as part of the Act Tree Investigation Strategic
Communications Workshop, commissioned by the Office of the Commissioner for
Sustainability and the Environment (OCSE) and conducted in Canberra between
13-14 May, 2010 by EngageAus. The objective of the opinion charting was to develop a
‘map’ of the types of perspectives held by the stakeholders that have been engaged to
participate in the communications workshop and any changes these perspectives that might
have resulted from participation in the workshop.

1.1 Research Methodology: Opinion Charting
Opinion charting involves a suite of approaches combining qualitative and quantitative
methods to develop an understanding of the dynamics surrounding a particular issue. The
opinion charting exercise involved two distinct components. The main component draws on
an established method (Q methodology, see Appendix A) that involves participants
responding to individual statements pertaining to tree management. The second component
involves participants ranking a series of policy options. Analysis combines these
components, in conjunction with other observations — such as observation of the dialogue
at the communications workshop and responses to the survey questionnaire reported in
Appendix B. In addition, the preliminary results were reported back to participants who
attended a follow-up evening held at the OSCE on 1 July. Important feedback was provided
by a number of participants that has been incorporated into the analysis that follows.
The approach used in this report involves intensive analysis of a relatively small number of
participants (n=41, with 21 individuals performing viable pre- and post-workshop opinion
charts; see Appendix C). The Q method component of opinion charting looks beyond
aggregate responses to particular questions or statements — as is usually the case for
survey research — in favour of looking at the way in which responses interrelate as part of a
particular world view or perspective. Repeated studies have found that small numbers of
research participants can produce robust and externally valid results, as long as there is a
good representation of different perspectives — ‘discursive representation’, as opposed to
descriptive representation of demographic variables (Dryzek and Niemeyer 2008) — because
of the tendency for perspectives to be from similar patterns throughout a wider population.1

1

Large sample sizes are possible, although, because of the intensive nature of the method the
resources required increase substantially, usually with relatively little additional benefit. There is
also a large trade-off when combining the analysis with a deliberative event where larger numbers
tend to reduce the ability to implement an effective forum.
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This sort of assumption is implicit in the kind of labelling that is commonly applied to
different kinds of positions (Left/Right on the political spectrum, environmentalist versus prodevelopment etc.). The strength of this approach is that it does not automatically assume
the nature of these positions prior to the analysis. Rather, it seeks to discover how different
positions coalesce around the particular issue at hand. In other words, the analysis
‘discovers’ how positions have formed around the issue, rather than making assumptions
beforehand about what these positions are likely to be.
Although the methodology can be used to provide a snapshot of an issue, it has also been
used in this study as a tool for understanding the changes that might occur when
participants are engaged in some form of deliberative event. Depending on the nature of
the changes, the differences between pre- and post-workshop positions can help to inform
about the dynamics of the issue. For example, it will be reported below that there is
relatively little overall change among participants in the workshop, but there is some
evidence of systematic changes in the way that perspectives (based on the Q statements)
translate into positions (based on the policy options).
Opinion charting participants involved in group deliberation can provide a better guide for
action than either regular survey methodology or non-deliberative input such as focus
groups. By analysing a particular group that has been privy to a higher level of engagement,
deliberation — in the sense understood by deliberative democrats — and information than is
ordinarily possible it is possible to construct a detailed picture of the issue dynamics.
Any observed changes resulting from deliberative engagement can provide insight into the
possible differences between positions as they currently stand and how they might evolve as
particular policies are implemented. Part of this involves a kind of dose-response analysis:
investigating why observed changes occurred during deliberations and whether these
observations reveal aspects of the issue that might be resolvable by specific approaches,
such as communication or information dissemination, in the case of the tree management
issue. Both these policy approaches were very popular within the group throughout the
workshop, but detailed analysis using the methodology herein suggests that communication
per se is not as important as the specific manner in which the management of ACT trees is
communicated.
This analysis of changes arising from deliberation is potentially powerful, but it is also
important to point out that for this particular component of the analysis sample size, or more
specifically, the nature of sampling, can be important. Whereas the perspectives that
emerge using Q methodology can be robust with small numbers, inferences regarding
9
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changes within the deliberative group are limited by the size of the study and the sampling
methods used. In many cases these problems are reduced by the sheer magnitude of the
observed changes — although this is not the case for this study, as will be seen, so
particular care needs to be taken. Confidence in the results and the interpretation of the
changes needs to be improved by triangulating using a number of methods to make sure
that the inferences ‘make sense’. In other words, greater confidence can be attributed to
the significance of an observed change to the extent that it concords with other observations
made as part of the study. This includes using direct observation and interview data, to
confirm from the participants view that what is being inferred actually relates to their
interpretation. This particular study did not involve individual interviews with participants,
but qualitative information was obtained via responses to a pre- and post-workshop
questionnaire (reported in Appendix B).
Another method for assessing the changes involves examining the extent to which the
observed changes are ‘deliberate’: that they follow a discernable pattern. This report uses
two methods to assess the logic of observed changes. Firstly, it investigates whether there
has been any ‘migration’ between perspectives. In other words, it looks at whether
individuals have consistently moved from one perspective to another and whether there is a
particular set of events or arguments that can explain this change. Secondly, an assessment
is made about the nature of the changes that take place. Using the analysis of shared logic
reported below, it is possible to assess whether individuals with different viewpoints have
actually deliberated, in the sense of engaging with competing perspectives.
This analysis is also used to draw conclusions about how difficult and trenchant the
respective positions might be: whether or not it is possible to achieve a constructive debate
regarding the issue, in the sense that protagonists are willing to listen to alternative
arguments. It is also used to assess whether a consensus has begun to emerge from a preexisting core of agreement among participants or whether there are fundamental differences
that will need to be recognised and addressed in formulating policy.

1.1.1 Opinion Charting Instrument
As previously stated, the opinion charting exercise involves two parts: performing a Q sort
and a policy ranking option. Forty statements were used in the Q sorting component of the
opinion chart, while the policy ranking involved the presentation of four options. The 40 Q
statements were drawn from an initial pool of 174 statements regarding different aspects of
the tree management issue put together by Lynne Duckham (EngageAus) taken from
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discussions arising from a previous community forum and submissions to the OCSE’s
investigation. The statements were collated and sorted into the following categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Communication / Information
Community / Government Responsibility
Connectivity (of ecosystems)
Funding and funding resources
Legislation
Planning
Solar access / Climate change
Species
Remnant Vegetation
Tree Management

The final set of 40 statements used in the Q sort was drawn from this sample in order to
achieve a representative set from across the 10 categories. The 40 statements are listed in
Table 1.
The four policy options that were presented to participants are listed in Table 2. Staff from
OCSE developed these options in conjunction with the research team. The idea behind the
use of the options was not to conduct any form of mini-referendum. The intention was to
gauge the general disposition of participants to broad proposals that could be explored
further in policy development. Furthermore, as will be seen below, the use of the options is
also used to analyse the relationships between perspectives and policy positions in
developing an understanding of the issue dynamics. To this end, the options were not
presented as specific policy proposals that would be considered as part of the workshop.
They were presented as an instrument for developing an understanding of the positions of
workshop participants.
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Table 1 Q Statements
No

1

Statement
The community should be informed only about major tree removals in their street or park.

2

The community should not be informed about pruning of trees in their street or park.

3

7

All Government agencies should have the same consistent management practices in relation
to trees.
Many mature trees are removed without proper communication or apparent long-term
replacement planning.
I do not want to be responsible for managing trees on the public land next to my house, and
am happy for the Government to take on this responsibility.
The Government just needs to get on with the job of managing trees, but tell us what is
going on.
Only native species should be planted in streets in new suburbs.

8

Tree species planted in streets should only be decided by qualified experts.

9

Tree species should provide habitat for wildlife.

10

Eucalypts should not be planted in streets.

11

Trees are more important than solar panels.

12

The Government should not prune street trees to improve solar access for homes.

13

Any new trees planted on public land should be a drought resistant species.

14

The Government should consider the impacts of climate change when choosing tree species.

15

Trees should be removed to allow development, provided that other trees are planted.

16

We should plant trees for food.

17

Bush Capital means landscape, the environment, and the community.

18

Fire buffers should be in the suburb, not in bushland.

19

Tree management seems to be focused on individual tree assessment, rather than “a whole
of landscape planning”.
The character of Canberra is not under threat by tree removal.

4
5
6

20
21

Currently trees are not a priority in urban planning.

22

Trees are an essential part of the character of Canberra's urban landscape.

23
24

Building/planning regulations of private developments, should be enforced to ensure that
trees are planted on site and on the verge.
Tree legislation should not cover public and private lands in the same way.

25

Tree legislation which does exist, is not enforced.

26

A general Tree Management Policy is needed across Canberra.

27

Remnant trees are native trees that were growing prior to urban or pastoral development.

28

The planning authority should not retain remnant vegetation.

29

Remnant trees can be chopped down if other trees are planted elsewhere.

30

The retention of communities of trees in parks is imperative.

31

The Government should have responsibility for all remnant trees in private backyards.

32

Funding for park and street tree management should be part of climate change mitigation
and adaptation strategies.
I will pay more taxes if the increase all goes to maintaining and improving the natural
environment of our bush capital landscape.
Timber from felled street and park trees should be sold to offset tree management costs.

33
34
35
36

The Government should just look after the trees in streets and parks; the community doesn’t
need to be involved.
I want to help take responsibility for street trees in my street.

37

Canberra has adequate wildlife corridors.

38
39

Trees in residential lots other than those on the tree register, should not be controlled by the
Government.
Street trees should be watered during droughts.

40

Communities should be involved in street tree planting.
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Table 2 Policy Options used in Opinion Charting
No.

Short Name

Option

1

Engagement

A program of engagement with every affected resident personally before the
Government takes action on tree removal.

2

Levy

Introduce a levy on ACT residents to be allocated to maintain and enhance
the bush capital landscape.

3

Education

The Government to conduct a general community awareness and education
program on tree management.

4

Information

The Government should provide information on issues of tree management at
a broad level only, and not engage on a tree by tree basis.

1.1.2 Multi-Stage Analysis of Deliberation
Any changes to the perspectives of participants during the workshop were captured by
implementing the opinion chart at two stages: immediately before and immediately after the
workshop (referred to herein as pre- and post-workshop).
It should be noted at the outset that it was anticipated that relatively little change would be
likely to occur during the workshop. There was certainly much less than has been observed
for other similar studies. The reasons for this are elaborated later in the report, but in brief
most, if not all the participants have had a reasonably long association with the ACT tree
management issue and were likely to have well-developed positions that were unlikely to
2

change during the course of a relatively short workshop process . However, some relatively
minor changes did occur, which could yield important insights into how communication and
management of the ACT tree issue could be handled to improve outcomes.

1.1.3 Opinion Charting Implementation and Data Quality
The opinion charting exercise performed by participants in the workshop was relatively
complicated, compared to more conventional survey methodologies. The way in which the
two components (Q Sort and Policy Options) were implemented involved two steps.
When doing the Q Sort, participants were asked to begin by ‘rating’ each of the statements
(or options) using an 11-point Likert scale (-5 to 5) depending on how strongly they
2 This is not to say that previously engaged stakeholders will never change position during

deliberation. However, the magnitude of change is much likely to be smaller than would be the case
for a deliberative process involving a randomly selected group from the general population, many of
whom have not been as closely involved in the issue. See for example an analysis of separate
deliberative processes on land management in New Mexico, USA involving, on one hand,
professionals and stakeholders (similar sampling to the ACT Tree Workshop) and randomly selected
members from the community on the other hand Niemeyer, S. J. (2008). New Mexico ForestERA:
Analysis of a Citizen and Stakeholder Deliberations on Forest Restoration Issues in Northern New
Mexico. Canberra, Deliberative Democracy Research Group, Research School of Social Sciences, The
Australian National University.
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agreed/disagreed with the statement. They were then asked to ‘rank’ those statements on
an 11-point scale from least to most agree within a pre-determined distribution (shown in
Figure 17, Appendix A).
The approach was similar for the Policy Options using the same 11-point scale, except that
rating was done on the bases of how strongly participants were in favour of each option; the
ranking exercise involved a simple ranking of the options from 1 to 4 in order of preference.
The majority of participants did not find the exercise to be difficult. It did however pose
some challenges, and the approach was queried by a small number of participants, ranging
from objections to the nature of the exercise, to objections regarding the nature of the
statements. There were also a small number of participants who did not place their
identifying number on the cards used in the opinion charting, and still others who did not
properly complete the exercise (or were simply not present for both exercises).

1.2 Sampling and Representativeness
The study involved a total of 41 unique participants who provided 31 pre- and 27 viable
post-workshop opinion charts available for analysis, with 21 individuals who completed them
both pre- and post-workshop so that they can be used in an analysis of changes. (A
summary of the available data can be found in Table 5.) These numbers are small.
However, as discussed above, Q methodology produces externally valid results using
relatively small numbers. Thus, the perspectives that are reported below are attached to a
reasonably high level of confidence.
However, the observations about the changes occurring during the workshop cannot readily
be extrapolated to the wider ACT population, even if they are internally valid — that is, they
accurately explain what happened within the group of participants. The study population is
effectively limited to those individuals who attended the workshop, who do not necessarily
constitute a descriptively representative sample across the ACT — in the sense that the
diversity within the ACT in terms of age, education, ethnicity etc. is not broadly represented.
What can be stated with some confidence is that the group is ‘discursively’ representative.3
As will be seen in the following analysis there are a wide variety of perspectives within the
group. These perspectives are very likely to encompass the range of views that can be
found among the wider community.
However, while the range perspectives are likely to be representative, the actual mix of
participants is not. The participant sample is more likely to reflect a subsample of the ACT
3

See page 9 for a discussion regarding discursive representation.
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community that is politically engaged in respect to the tree management issue. They are, in
effect, representative of an ‘issue public’, or those members of the public that are most likely
to exert pressure on policy (Dahl 1956; Krosnick and Telhami 1995).
Thus, overall, the analysis that follows reports the range of perspectives that is likely to be
relevant for the wider population. The analysis of actual positions within the group and,
more specifically, the way that these have (or have not) changed during deliberation is more
likely to be representative of the issue public that is politically active concerning the
management of trees in the ACT.

1.3 This Report
The following report describes the results from the analysis of the opinion charting data. It
begins in the next section by outlining the main perspectives (or issue positions) identified in
the analysis pertaining to the ACT tree management issue. In the section that follows, the
changes to the positions of participants during the workshop are described using the full
range of information that can be drawn from the opinion charting data, including:
1. changes to the perspectives (movements within the ‘perspectives map’ of the issue);
2. changes to preferred policy options; and
3. changes in responses to individual statements pertaining to the issue (using unforced
data).
The final part of this analysis ponders the question whether or not the workshop has had a
substantial impact on participants, in terms of their positions in relation to the ACT tree
issue. It finds that, although the changes are small, the process does indeed appear to have
had a substantial impact on the development of positions among participants.
The final section draws on the main findings of the analysis. Based on these findings, it
suggests ways in which the issue could be managed in respect to the different perspectives
identified and ways in which future public engagement and communication could be finetuned.
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2 ACT TREE MANAGEMENT PERSPECTIVES
The following analysis involves the use of Q methodology to identify and interpret major
perspectives operating in relation to the management of trees in the ACT. A detailed
description of the methodology can be found in Appendix A. In short, the method uses
inverted factor analysis to find common or typical groupings of responses to the 40
statements that were ranked along an 11-point distribution based on level of agreement.
The resulting groupings (or factors, to use the technical term) represent different types of
perspectives relevant to the issue of tree management in the ACT.
Five tree management perspectives were obtained from analysing the participant responses
4

immediately before and immediately following the tree management workshop. These
perspectives are:
Perspective
Perspective
Perspective
Perspective
Perspective

A:
B:
C:
D:
E:

Environmental Amenity
Improving Management
Urban Aesthetics
Public Amenity, Private Property Rights
Landscape and Climate

The perspectives are summarised in Table 3 by the ‘factor scores’ for each of the
statements. Factor scores represent the ‘typical’ response to that statement for that
particular perspective. For example, statement 1 — The community should be informed only
about major tree removals in their street or park — has a factor score of -3 for Perspective
A, whereas Perspective E has a factor score of 3. This means that perspective A is
associated with reasonably strong position against the idea that the community should be
informed about major tree removals in public spaces (because it scores the statement –3,
where highest disagreement would be -5). Perspective E, by contrast is reasonably strongly
in favour of the idea. All the factor scores relevant to each perspective are used to describe
that perspective (as is done below).5

4 All viable 58 Q sorts (see Table 5) were used in the initial factor extraction, irrespective of whether

the participant completed both a pre- and post-workshop survey.
5

Another way to understand factor scores is to imagine an individual who is complete
agreement with that particular perspective, where agreement is measured by factor loading
(where 1 is perfect agreement and -1 is perfect disagreement). The factor scores would be
the same as that individual’s responses to each of the statements.
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Figure 2 provides a visual representation of the five perspectives – a more detailed version
than was shown earlier in Figure 1. It does so by distributing particular positions relating to
different facets of tree management between the perspectives, which are represented by the
overlapping areas in the Venn diagram. Note that there is a good deal of overlap between
the different perspectives. Indeed, all the perspectives agree on the question regarding
whether or not remnant vegetation needs to be retained (which relates to statement number
28 in Table 3; from here on numbers shown in brackets indicate the number for the
statement that is being described). By contrast, Perspective A is unique in relation to its
position favouring community involvement in tree management (5) and its strong
environmental concern (based on a composite of statements: 37, 22, 18).

Figure 2 Detailed Perspective Description Diagram
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Figure 2 also shows that Perspective A overlaps with Perspective B, holding a similar position
on a number of issues. Both perspectives hold that it is OK to plant eucalypts in public
streets (10) and that communication and consultation with the public is important (1 & 4),
among other positions that both perspectives share with others. The important thing to note
here is not the actual descriptions of the perspectives, that is done in more detail below, but
that there are features shared among the perspectives.
Overall there is a good deal that is shared among the perspectives. Table 4 shows the
correlations between the perspectives — the higher the correlation, the greater the level of
agreement between a given pair of perspectives. Perspectives A, B and C turn out to have
much in common. The differences between them are reasonably nuanced. Perspectives E
and D, by contrast, differ markedly from the other perspectives. Perspective D is relatively
unique; although there is significant overlap with perspective C. Perspective E is the most
orthogonal of the perspectives. That is to say, it is relatively ‘unique’, with less overlap with
the other factors.

Table 4 Correlations Between Perspectives*
A
A

B

C

D

E

0.54

0.49

-0.08

0.10

0.44

-0.08

-0.02

0.26

0.06

B

0.54

C

0.49

0.44

D

-0.08

-0.08

0.26

E

0.10

-0.02

0.06

-0.11

Average
correlation

0.41

0.38

0.45

0.20

-0.11

0.21

*Based on factor z-scores
However, while orthoginality indicates uniqueness this is not to say that Perspective E is
most disagreeable to the other perspectives in terms of the positions it is associated with.
There is still considerable agreement (there are no strongly negative correlations between it
and the other perspectives.6 Based on the existence of an overall level of agreement among
most perspectives, Figure 2 can be interpreted as showing a central area of agreement (a
hub) from where areas of disagreement radiate (spokes). At the core of this hub is
agreement on the importance of remnant vegetation. Before exploring the areas of
difference it is necessary to first embark on a detailed description of each perspective.

6

Indeed, one of the individuals who identified with Perspective E was particularly keen at the follow
up meeting to emphasise the ‘hub and spoke’ nature of the perspectives as they are represented in
Figure 2.
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2.1.1 Perspective A: Environmental Amenity
As already alluded to above, Perspective A — which is the largest perspective in terms of
factor loadings; see below — is the most concerned with the environmental benefits
associated with trees in the Canberra urban landscape. It is also the most emphatic about
the need to preserve urban trees and the role of the ACT Government as manager.
Perspective A appears to relate to a whole-of-environment approach to tree management.
Not only are urban trees important for the urban landscape (22), they also play an important
ecological role, such as providing wildlife corridors (37) and habitat (9).
There is strong resistance against any management that undermines these values. There is
a strong imperative to retain existing trees in parklands (30) and, perhaps because this
perspective reflects a strong level of environmental concern oriented around specific trees,
substitution of felled trees at another site is unacceptable (15). Because tree retention is
seen as so critical (28), creating fire-breaks in urban fringe bushland is not acceptable (18).
In terms of planting trees, Perspective A, as for the other perspectives identified herein, is
keen to ensure that future developments include street tree planting. It is sensitive,
however, to the challenges of climate change (14), and water use in particular. New trees
should be drought resistant (13) and, although Eucalypts are favoured (10) there is no
objection to planting non-native tree species (7).
Any tree management should be done as part of an integrated whole-of-government
approach (26, 3) that also involves the community (35). Although apparently not in favour
of total government control over trees in private backyards (31), a strong role for
government is favoured (38).

2.1.2 Perspective B: Improving Management
Perspective B is the most critical of past government management of urban trees and the
potential threat to the urban landscape. Of all the perspectives, it argues most strongly for
government involvement in tree management, with less emphasis on community
participation.
Perspective B is the most concerned of all the perspectives about the loss of trees and its
impact on Canberra’s urban character (20). But the distinguishing feature of Perspective B is
not aesthetics, but emphasis on tree management by ACT Government. Certainly, there is a
strong perception that trees are not a strong enough a priority in urban planning (21) and
that enforcement of existing legislation is weak (25). There appears also to be grievances
regarding past experiences with removal of trees without consultation (4). This criticism is
despite (or perhaps, because of) a strong belief that the ACT government plays an important
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role in overseeing and regulating activities in relation to trees (5, 26), , albeit with some
community involvement (35).
Apart from these distinctions, there is a good deal of overlap between perspective B and
perspective A. Although difficult to test with the available evidence, it is conceivable that the
latter perspective has actually emerged out of perspective A due to experiences with
government management of the urban landscape. If this is indeed the case, addressing the
core management concerns inherent in this perspective might result in a number of its
adherents ‘migrating’ back to perspective A.

2.1.3 Perspective C: Urban Aesthetics
The remaining perspectives are much ‘smaller’ than the first two, insofar as they explain
much less of the variation among the perspectives of the workshop participants. Of these,
perspective C is the most strongly related to the previous two perspectives, in that it is also
strongly concerned about the character of the urban landscape and the role of trees.
The main difference between perspective C and the previous two perspectives appears to be
a greater emphasis on the aesthetic role of trees; or, conversely, it downplays other
characteristics of the urban forests, such as ecological amenity or food production (16). The
difference, at least for some individuals, appears to be a matter of emphasis, but the relative
importance of aesthetics and maintaining the bush capital theme appears to be something of
an imperative (17).
The relative importance of maintaining trees can be evidenced by a desire to see street trees
watered during times of drought (39) — the only perspective to do so. However, unlike the
previous two perspectives, there is a lack of specific concern about government removal of
street trees (20).

2.1.4 Perspective D: Public Amenity, Private Property Rights
The sanguine view of perspective C regarding tree removal is also shared with perspective D
(20). While there is still a belief in the importance of trees in the urban landscape (22), this
perspective is far less sentimental about the way in which they should be managed. This
position sees no problem in removing mature trees, particularly for development (15), as
long as the overall urban forest aesthetic is maintained (4, 29, 30).
There is a strong ‘get on with it’ theme in respect to the role of the ACT government in
managing trees, seeing little need for extensive community consultation (1, 6). In fact (as
for perspective C) there is a strong emphasis on deferring to expert opinion rather than the
community, particularly in respect to choosing which species to plant (8).
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However, there are limits to government ‘getting on with it’, particularly when it impinges on
property rights (31, 38). There is also strong resistance to any new tax to fund tree
management (33). Perspective D is very much a perspective in which the government is
responsible for trees on public lands, particularly streets and parks (35). Private land is a
different matter.
One stand out issue appears to be concerned about tree regulations impeding the uptake
and use of solar panels (11) — in which it is unique among the perspectives. Indeed, there
is a strong desire that the government actively facilitates improving solar access by pruning
street trees (12).

2.1.5 Perspective E: Landscape and Climate
Perspective E is not only the most unique of the five perspectives; it is also the most difficult
to interpret with a great degree of confidence using the opinion charting data alone —
although the following interpretation has been verified to the extent that a number of
participants who are significantly associated with the perspective also identified with it while
attending the follow up meeting to the workshop, where the preliminary analysis, including
the perspectives, was presented.
The standout feature is the strong concern about climate change, or at least the desire for
climate change to feature in decisions about tree management (14, 32). Like perspective A,
it shares a sensitivity regarding future water availability, insisting that newly planted trees
should be drought resistant (13).
Another fairly constant theme is shared with perspective D in terms of a more relaxed view
regarding the removal of trees to make way for development etc (4, 29, 30, 15). It also
shares with perspective D a similar response to statement 1 in relation to informing the
community about major tree removals. Although the responses are similar to perspective D,
it appears that the emphasis is very different. If we look at the overall attitudes toward
trees in relation to perspective E it could be that this perspective reflects concern about the
sustainability of the bush capital theme in the face of water availability. There are not
statements in the Q set that can be used to test this hypothesis, but it does fit with the
range of responses associated with this perspective. However, the negative response to
statement 22, suggesting that trees are not an essential part of the urban landscape appears
not to reflect any particular aesthetic dislike of trees, but rather an assessment of how high a
priority a lush urban landscape should be in context of the reality of a dry (and potentially
drying) landscape. Another distinction with perspective D is that this position reflects a
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strong desire to involve communities in tree management and planting (40) and not just
leave it to government and/or experts (8).
This perspective appears to look at the bigger picture. It is not only a whole of community
perspective, but incorporates a whole of landscape approach to tree management (19).
While trees might be appealing for all sorts of reasons, the prevailing urban aesthetic may in
fact be out of place in a dry landscape. Moreover, and following feedback from participants,
while the perspective is concerned about a drying landscape, it is strongly in favour of a
sustainable urban treed landscape, but the emphasis is on the term landscape, rather than
focussing on the fate of individual trees.
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3 POSTIONS THROUGHOUT THE WORKSHOP
Having laid out the different perspectives among the group in the previous section, this
section reports on the overall positions that participants in the workshop held as a group and
the changes that occurred. That there has been relatively little change resulting from the
workshop in terms of responses to the opinion charting exercise is a recurring theme in this
report. There are however a number of notable changes in relation to different aspects of
the tree management issue. The following section begins by focussing on changes relating
to the perspectives of participants, followed by positions in relation to the four policy options.
Finally, the relationship between perspective and policy options is explored and implications
of any relationships discussed.

3.1 Perspectives throughout the Workshop
None of the five perspectives described in the previous section experienced a strong change
as a result of the workshop. Figure 3 shows the relative strength of each perspective
(expressed as the average factor loading) before and after the workshop. The figure also
shows the 95% confidence intervals — the wider the intervals, the greater variation there is
among the group of workshop participants regarding that perspective. While there are some
small changes, none are statistically significant. Perspectives A and B remain the two
strongest perspectives throughout. Perspective D is the most ‘controversial’, with both
negative and positive agreement with the perspective. Overall, it and Perspective E are not
strong, both having two individuals pre- and 3 individuals post-workshop who are in
significant agreement with it. Perspective E, however, is far less controversial, with no
significant levels of disagreement.
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Figure 3 Perspective Strength — Pre- and Post-Workshop

While there are no significant changes overall, in terms of average overall levels of
agreement with the five perspectives, there have been a number of notable individual
movements among the perspectives during the workshop. Figure 4 shows the actual
location of all the individuals who provided both pre- and post-workshop opinion charts.
There are two sets of numbers, one for each stage of the workshop. The upper, non-bold
number, denotes the number of individuals located on that particular part of the perspective
map pre-workshop. The lower number denotes the position of individuals post-workshop.
For example, there are six individuals uniquely associated with perspective A before the
workshop, and five afterward. There are also individuals who are in agreement with more
than one perspective, for example, the three individuals who are in agreement with both
perspectives A and B before the workshop, hence bold the “3” in the overlap between the
two perspectives in the figure, which reduces to two following the workshop. Before the
workshop, there are a number of other “confounded” positions in the overlapping spaces
between the perspectives. One of these is actually associated with three perspectives (ABD)
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before and after the workshop. Other overlapping positions before the workshop include AC
and CE. After the workshop there are also overlapping positions in AE and DE.

Figure 4 Migration

The figure also shows the actual ‘migration’ path for certain individuals who either became
significantly loaded on one (or more) perspectives during the workshop (a “weak” migration,
indicated by a thin arrow) or whose level of agreement changed significantly on a
perspective (strong migration). Only one individual experienced a strong shift — a
significant increase in agreement with perspective B to move from A to AB, which means
that the individual came to have a significant level of agreement with both perspectives.
Two other individuals increased agreement with perspective E to move from AB to AE. One
moved from AC to C; another from CE to E; and another very weak movement from E to CE.
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Apart from the first movement (A to AB) all the other shifts have been weak, and tend to
involve individuals who are in agreement with more than one perspective.
The message here is that the perspectives are robust, especially A, B and D. Those
individuals who are associated with one perspective, and one perspective only (i.e. they are
not confounded, being significantly associated with more than one perspective) tend to stay
associated with that perspective. Apart from the movement of a single individual from A
toward AB, any changes tend to be occurring on the margins.
The analysis also suggests that perspective E (and perhaps C) only really began to resolve
during the workshop. Perspective E remains a fairly weak position, in terms of being well,
resolved with more than one individual uniquely associated with it. However, it is obvious
from the direct feedback from those participants associated with this position that they do
strongly identify with it, even if the data does not place them uniquely within that
perspective, which supports the position that the opinion chart instrument might not have
been fine tuned enough to properly resolve this perspective. (Nevertheless, the description
of the perspective was strongly endorsed by a number of participants, and while the actual
number of individuals associated with it cannot be stated with confidence, the perspective is
fairly robust.)
Perspectives A, B and D are strong throughout the workshop. Individuals who are uniquely
in agreement with B and D are all still strongly in agreement post-workshop. These
positions are manifestly strongly felt and relatively stable, in the sense that those individuals
do not tend to change their position, as is also the case for most individuals uniquely
associated with perspective A. As will be seen below, for a number of these perspectives
this tendency also translates into strongly felt positions in relation to the four policy options.

3.1.1 Statement Responses by Theme
Before turning to discussion of the policy options, it is worth looking closer at the responses
to the statements used in the opinion chart at the aggregate level. To this end the following
considers the average responses to the statements across the whole group. For this purpose
the statements have been organised into the following “themes” and “sub-themes”:
Theme
•

Community and Government

•

Funding and Implementation

•
•

Tree Management
Urban Forest

Sub-Themes
Communication, Public/Private Land,
Responsibility
Funding, Implementation, Management
Practices
Climate Change, Solar Access, Tree Selection
Tree Removal, Urban Character, Urban Ecology
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Figure 5 shows the average responses to the statements falling under the Community and
Government theme. There are no significant changes for any of the statements during the
workshop. As for Figure 3, the graph show the 95% confidence intervals for the average
rating given to each statement — rating referring to the fact that participants provided an
unconstrained (Likert) response to each statement between “-5” (maximum disagreement)
and “5” (maximum agreement).
Apart from the lack of change, a number of things do stand out in Figure 5. There is very
strong overall agreement with statement 23, supporting the enforcement of regulations
ensuring the planning of trees as part of new developments. Slightly more contentious is
the idea that government involve the community in tree management (statements 35, 36,
40). This concords well with the fact that these statements are associated with the largest
perspectives (A, B, as well as E). More controversial are the statements associated with
perspective D, dealing with regulation of trees on private land.
Most of the statements dealing with funding and implementation (Figure 6) produce fairly
equivocal results, with little strong agreement in either direction, apart from statements 3
and 26, with both statements being associated with perspective B and having a strong
endorsement by most participants. Statement 25, dealing with the perspective that existing
tree legislation is not enforced, which is also associated with perspective B, has increased
substantially in agreement during the workshop.
Another notable, but not significant change, involves statement 19, deploring the emphasis
on individual trees as opposed to managing the urban landscape as a whole. The increasing
agreement with this statement is strongly associated with the movements observed in Figure
4 toward perspective E.
Statements dealing with various aspects of management practices (Figure 7) tended to
attract more emphatic responses from participants. Interestingly, agreement with the
proposition that the government should water street trees during times of drought decreased
substantially during the workshop, as individuals appear to have become more sensitive to
water availability issues — something that also features in the landscape and climate
perspective (E).
Again, statements associated with perspective D (12, in particular) are more controversial,
with issues around pruning of trees for solar access likely to remain problematic. There is,
however, more widespread agreement with the idea that trees are more important than
solar panels (12).
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Statement 16 is one of only two statistically significant changes occurring during the
workshop to individual statements. The idea that trees should be planted (by the ACT
government, in the urban landscape) for food has declined fairly dramatically. This is
something that is difficult to adequately explain with the information that is available for this
analysis.
Statements that fall under “urban forest” theme (Figure 8) tended to attract more emphatic
responses from participants across the theme, compared to the other themes that have been
discussed above. Support for statement 22, stating that trees are an important part of the
urban landscape, is very strong indeed — very close to absolute consensus. Almost as
strong is the argument in favour of retaining “remnant vegetation” — with quotes added
because the understanding of this term does vary within the group, although most agree
that it refers to pre-settlement vegetation (27).
The idea that Canberra as the “bush capital” refers to landscape, the environment, and
community (17) is the only other statement to change significantly during the workshop,
although the actual magnitude of the change is not profound.
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Figure 5 Pre- and Post-Workshop ratings: Community and Government Statements
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Figure 6 Pre- and Post-Workshop ratings: Funding and Implementation statements*

A “*” denotes a change in average response significant at the 90% level using a paired t-test. A “**” denotes a significant change at the 95% level.
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Figure 7 Pre- and Post-Workshop ratings: Management Practices Statements
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Figure 8 Pre- and Post-Workshop ratings: Urban Forest Statements
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3.2 Policy Options
Turning now to the four policy options that were presented to participants. Figure 9 shows
the average response to each of the options pre- and post-workshop. Overall, only option 3,
which proposes an education program, experienced strong overall support throughout the
workshop. Option 2, proposing a levy to fund tree management, is the only one of the four
that experienced a substantial change (although not quite statistically significant at the 95%
7

level) .

Figure 9 Average Option Rating Pre- and Post-Workshop8

Although the overall changes appear to be small, the pre- and post-workshop averages do
hide a considerable amount of variation in individual responses. This becomes important in
relation to the ‘shared logic’ analysis below, which demonstrates that these individual
changes appear to be part of an overall effect involving many participants. Before turning to
that analysis it is worth looking at the nature of these changes. It is also worth looking at
the responses in aggregate in terms of those ‘for’ or ‘against’ the options. To this end, the
next four figures - Figure 10, Figure 11, Figure 13, and Figure 12, show the distribution of
7
8

Based on a paired t-test.
N=19 for this analysis (compared to 21 for the pre- post-workshop analysis for the Q statements)
because a fewer number of individuals provided viable data for the option ratings.
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responses both before the workshop (along the x-axis) and after the workshop (along the
y-axis). The dashed reference line indicates any changes that occurred during the
workshop. Any points above the line indicate an increase in favour for the option, with
responses increasingly against below the line. The number of individuals in favour of an
option (i.e. their response is greater then zero) can be found to the right of the y-axis
before the workshop and above the x-axis after the workshop.
If the workshop were a mini-referendum, where each option only required majority
agreement, a programme of extensive engagement prior to tree removal (option 1) would
have failed to gain majority support at both stages of the workshop. Any support there was
for the idea, was weak. Overall, those in favour also tended to be only moderately so (apart
form participant number 9), whereas there are a larger number of individuals strongly
against. Many of the participants have become increasingly against the idea of engagement
during the workshop, but only moderately so.
The second option, pertaining to a levy, would have succeeded prior to the workshop (10 in
favour; five against pre-workshop), but only because of four individuals who were indifferent
to the idea (i.e. provided a zero response). Moreover, when taken as an average (as is
shown in Figure 9) the overall response before deliberation is relatively negative because
those individuals who were against the option are vehemently against it. And all of these
individuals, but for one, remained strongly against the option after the workshop. Only a
small number became increasingly in favour of the option. All those who were indifferent to
it became against it, such that, following the workshop, more individuals were against the
idea (11) than in favour (7), with one indifferent.
Option three, proposing a general education program, has close to unanimous support at
both workshop stages, with only one individual implacably against the idea. Three
individuals remain resolutely in favour throughout the workshop, but there are a number of
changes to other individual responses, although not resulting in any overall change. The
option does not include any details regarding the actual form that a general education
programme would take. It is conceivable that this would be important, but not enough
information is available to make an assessment of what particular mechanism would be most
preferred.
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Figure 10 Pre and Post-Workshop Scatterplot of Option Ratings:
Option 1
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Figure 11 Pre and Post-Workshop Scatterplot of Option Ratings:
Option 2
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Figure 12 Pre and Post-Workshop Scatterplot of Option Ratings:
Option 3
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Figure 13 Pre and Post-Workshop Scatterplot of Option Ratings:
Option 4
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Option four, pertaining to an information program, has a reasonably strong majority in
favour of the option at both workshop stages, with small movement in favour the option,
hence the small change reflected in Figure 9. One individual is indifferent to the idea
throughout the workshop.
Although the aggregate changes to option 4 are not significant, that it has increased in
favour, while option 1 has decreased could be important. The two options contrast on the
intensity and manner of community engagement. Option 1 involves both intensive
engagement at an individual level (potentially relating to individual trees) and extensive
engagement (for all instances of tree removal), whereas option 4 involves broad
engagement, involving an information program. Most individuals did appear to be sensitive
to this trade-off — for those who increased the rating on one, there was a corresponding
decrease for the other and vice versa. Taken together, these two options could indicate a
general movement away from intensive engagement toward broader approaches across the
community.

3.3 What do these changes mean?
So far the analysis has looked at the changes to perspectives among participants in the
workshop (or at least those 21 who provided two sets of opinion charts). Overall, relatively
little has changed, even less so in terms of statistically significant changes, in part because
of the small number of data points. As stated at the outset, this was always likely to be the
case, given the profile of participants and the fact that many had already been extensively
engaged. However, there are enough observed changes at the individual level that together
appear to constitute a trend to investigate whether or not there might be anything
systematic occurring that might have implications for developing policies pertaining to tree
management. And even if there are no systematic changes occurring (at least as far as can
be explained with the available data), looking at any relationship between perspectives in
relation to the statements, and positions in relation to the options, could reveal important
insights into the reasons that particular types of individual hold particular positions and how
policy can be developed to address the participants’ concerns and aspirations — as
representative of the perspectives among the ACT tree management issue public.
The first part of the analysis looks at whether there is any overall ‘logic’ among the group in
relation to their positions, and whether there has been any sort of engagement with
alternative ideas and perspectives during the workshop, which can help to give some insight
into the tractability of the issue. The second part investigates overall relationships between
the different perspectives and their disposition to the four policy options.
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3.3.1 Analysis of Shared Logic: Metaconsensus
One of the ideas attributed to deliberation (and deliberative democracy more generally) is
the principle that participants are willing to engage with different perspectives and reflect on
their own positions during a process of mutual adjustment. Deliberation is supposed to
transform a fractious public sphere so that individuals at least understand, if not necessarily
agree with, the perspective of others. The idea that deliberation should result in simple
consensus (complete agreement) has been critiqued and developed by Dryzek and Niemeyer
(2006) who argue the deliberation ought to produce metaconensus. Simply put, this
requires that participants understand, evaluate and respect the perspectives of others.
To the extent that the ACT tree management workshop might have achieved metaconsensus
is indicative of whether or not individuals who have become part of the issue community are
willing to countenance other perspectives and look at the ‘big picture’ in arriving at their
positions, which will also make it easier to manage the development and communication of
constructive policy.
In terms of policy development, the emergence of metaconsensus improves the possibility
space for policy formulation in an environment characterised by decreased protagonism and
mutual understanding. Actually measuring metaconsensus, or shared logic, is difficult, but
not impossible. Niemeyer and Dryzek (2007) have developed a method that combines the
information reported above in relation to perspectives (responses to the statements) and
positions (responses to the options) and looking at whether or not there is an overall
relationship between perspectives and positions among the group.
The measure of shared logic is termed ‘intersubjective consistency’ (IC) and occurs to the
extent that those individuals who agree with each other’s reasons (measured by their
responses to the Q statements) also agree in terms of choices (measured by the policy
options presented to them). Relating this to the tree management issue: if we can say that,
as a group, the participants have a shared logic in relation to the issue, this would mean that
all would agree on all the issues that are important (even if they do not actually agree on the
issues themselves); and they also would agree on how positions in relation to these issues
(captured here in the form of perspectives, or responses to the statements) translate into
positions in relation to the four policy options that they have been presented with. If this is
the case, then we should see a clear relationship between perspectives and positions. And,
if there is such a relationship, this should indicate that the group has actually ‘listened’ to all
the relevant arguments, even if they do not initially consider them to be important. Those
individuals who are fixed on very particular individual issues will tend not to agree with a
shared logic and not be part of a group metaconsensus. Although not automatically the
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case, this can indicate that they hold more intractable positions. It can also indicate that
they simply have a different logic in relation to the issue. Either way, it does indicate
potential difficulties in managing the issue. Experience has shown that when deliberation
occurs the shared logic improves — usually dramatically. From observation, this increase in
shared logic has also translated lower levels of antipathy to competing positions.
In the case of the ACT Tree Workshop, there has only been a very modest improvement in
shared logic. The Pre- and Post-workshop (intersubjective consistency) results for the 21
complete data sets are plotted below in Figure 14. A small improvement in IC was
measured, but the post-workshop relationship remains weak. The figure also shows the
overall levels of (simple) agreement among participants. The lighter vertical line (parallel to
the y-axis) shows the average agreement in overall perspective between pairs of participants
in the workshop (that is, the correlation between their responses to the statements in the
Q-sort). Before the workshop, the average agreement (measured as a correlation, where 1
is perfect agreement and -1 absolute disagreement) is 0.29, increasing to 0.32 afterward.
That is, there was a mild level of overall agreement, which increased slightly during the
process. There was also an increase in agreement regarding positions in relation to the
options (light horizontal line) from 0.25 to 0.40.

Figure 14 Shared Logic among Participants (Intersubjective Consistency; Pre- and PostWorkshop)

As previously alluded to, Figure 14 shows a mild increase in the level of shared logic among
participants. This shared logic is indicated in the figure by the regression line. Before the
workshop, the regression is negative. (And it is not significant, which can be seen by the
shaded area, which shows the 95% confidence interval for the range of possible regression
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lines within this confidence interval. Since it is possible to draw both positively sloping and
negatively sloping lines within that space, the regression is not significant. The tighter and
more sloping the shaded area, the more significant the regression is, and the more
significant the level of shared logic, or IC).
After the workshop the regression line is positively sloping. But only just, and it is not quite
significantly positive. So, while there appears to have been some improvement in shared
logic, it is fairly weak. Still, it does suggest that something did collectively take place during
the workshop, where there was some consideration of the arguments; where beforehand
there appears to have been a tendency for at least a number of individuals to focus more
narrowly on the issue.
And it is also entirely possible that Figure 11, hides a greater level of shared logic emerging
from the process among a sub-group within the workshop. Looking more closely at the IC,
when a sub-sample of 17 participants is analysed there is a fairly dramatic increase in shared
logic. When participants 8, 21, 26 and 35 are excluded from the analysis the IC correlation
pre-workshop is actually more strongly negative (-0.04, and is significant), but increases
dramatically to 0.44 post-workshop (see Figure 15 below).

Figure 15 IC Plot (Pre- and Post-Workshop) excluding 8, 21, 26, 35

What can be interpreted from this result? Note that for the sub-sample there is a higher level
of overall consensus regarding perspectives (responses to the statements) than for the
larger group, suggesting that there is less inherent conflict within this group at the outset
and, hence, a greater willingness to engage with the perspectives of that cohort of 17.
It should be noted that it is entirely possible that the difference in the IC result between
Figure 14 and Figure 15 is an artefact of at least some of the four individuals not sharing the
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same logic being a result of them not completing the opinion charting exercise properly —
most likely the preference ranking exercise. This ostensibly appears to be the case for
participant 26. There is an inconsistency between the unforced rating of options and the
forced ranking of options — but it is minor and fixing the apparent error makes little
difference to the overall result. The remainder, however, do not appear to have made any
errors.
It is also possible that this group also shares a particular logic among itself (a different
metaconsensus, if you like). This actually appears to be the case for two of the participants
(26 and 35), both of whom are strongly in agreement with perspective D and both of who
also have very similar positions in relation to the policy options. This further supports the
argument that this position does indeed stand apart. The exemplars of this perspective
appear to look at the issue in a different way to the rest of the group. This potentially
renders more problematic the task of finding a working solution to the issue that is
satisfactory to all parties, which will be picked up again later.
The final possibility for explaining the non-conforming logic of the remaining two participants
is that the preference options (or indeed, Q Statements) used in the opinion chart do not
properly reflect the range of choices that the participants find relevant. This might be
particularly true for the remaining three (non-perspective D) participants. If this is the case,
it could mean that they also share a different logic (like the previous two participants
associated with perspective D). This is somewhat possible, given that both the remaining
two (8 and 21) are the two participants who finished the process associated with both
perspective A and perspective B (recall Figure 4) and both are also strongly in disagreement
with perspective D. And, as will be seen below, they are among a minority of individuals in
agreement with perspective A that ended up implacably opposed to the idea of a public
engagement (option 1). So it is very possible that what we are seeing here is in fact a 6th
perspective, something has not emerged out of the original perspective analysis. Further
analysis would very likely flesh this perspective out, but that is beyond the scope of this
report.
The final (now less likely) possible explanation is that one or more of these participants did
not engage in group deliberation at all. Instead they focussed on a narrow range of issues
of primary concern to themselves and did not take into account alternative arguments.
Overall, what appears to be occurring is the presence of three different kinds of
metaconsensus (shared logic), which testament to the complex and intractable nature of the
issue. However, there is room to move. Certainly there is a large group (perspectives A,B,C
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and E) for whom the issue is resolvable, for that group. Perspective D is more problematic,
and there is another position (AB and against D) that is also potentially more challenging
when it comes to finding an overall solution.

3.3.2 Relationships between Perspectives and Positions
The above discussion suggests that there is a pattern of logic linking perspectives to
positions among participants in the workshop. It has alluded to the fact that the small
number of perspective D adherents share a very similar position regarding the policy options.
This can be clearly seen in Figure 16. The figure plots the relationship between each of the
perspectives (shown in the rows of graphs in the figure) and the ratings provided for each of
the policy options (shown in the columns). For each perspective/option graph, the actual
level of agreement for that perspective is shown on the x-axis and the rating for that option
on the y-axis. The shaded areas show those individuals that are in significant agreement
with that perspective. The whole shaded area indicated participants with a 95% or greater
significance in their level of agreement, with the darker area showing those significant at the
99% level. The regression line for the relationship is shown for each stage of the workshop
(pre and post) only if the regression is significant. As will be seen, the absence of a
significant regression does not exclude the possibility of a substantive relationship.
3.3.2.1 Perspective D: A Clear Policy Position
Turning first to the example of Perspective D (the fourth row of graphs in Figure 16), there
is a clear relationship between agreement with that perspective and the rating given to each
policy option. This relationship works both at the overall level — that is, there is an overall
relationship between agreement with the perspective and option rating, as shown by the
regression lines — as well there being a high level of consistency between a significant
agreement with perspective D and (i.e. lying in the greyed area) and rating of an option.
This is particularly the case for options one and two. There is perfect and implacable
agreement among individuals significantly in a agreement with perspective D that they do
not want to see a program of engagement (option 1) or a levy introduced to fund tree
management (option 2).
The consensus among perspective D adherents breaks down somewhat when it comes to
options 3 and 4, but the relationship is still relatively strong. These participants are mildly in
favour of an education program (option 3), but less so than the majority of participants.
They are, however, very strongly in favour of an information program (option 4). Whether
or not these participants are referring to the same suite of information that the others would
like to see disseminated cannot be determined with the available data.
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Figure 16 Relationship between Agreement with Perspectives and Position regarding Options
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This analysis helps to confirm, and in some respects, further develop, the characteristics of
perspective D described in section 2.1.4. The dislike of options 1 and 2 is strongly consistent
with the aversion of the perspective to government interference and their right to decide
how to manage trees on private property. That there is a dislike of engagement and
acceptance of information at a broader level is also consistent with this position. This simply
appears to be a perspective that does not like interference, either direct or indirect, in the
ability of property owners’ to manage their affairs regarding trees.
3.3.2.2 Perspective A: A Weak Antithesis of Perspective D
Turning back now to the regular order in which the perspectives are presented,
perspective-A does not exhibit nearly the same level of consistency (and by implication,
conviction) regarding the four policy options. But what patterns it does display are in direct
contrast to those of perspective D. Perspective A’s disposition toward engagement
(option 1) is clearly ambiguous. There is, however, a positive relationship regarding the levy
proposal (option 2, the only perspective to have any sort of relationship), but this is less than
clear-cut. While there is a significant overall relationship — indicated by the regression lines
— there are some interesting results when looking at only those individuals who are
significantly in agreement with perspective A. For these individuals there are almost as
many against the proposal as there are in favour. Moreover, of these who are against the
proposal there are a high number of uncompromisingly negative responses (-5), as shown by
the smaller sphere in Figure 16.
There is not enough data to tease out why this is the case. Those participants who are in
agreement with perspective A, but strongly against the levy are not those described earlier
who are also in agreement with B (and against D). There may be a dimension here that is
not captured by the statements. Another possibility is that the proposal is not detailed
enough to produce a consensus within this group, there being room for different
interpretations about the proposal, which does not seem likely. Another explanation could
be that the levy proposal invokes responses based on issues not directly associated with the
tree management issues — for example, these could be pensioners or low-income earners
unable to meet additional costs. These can only remain hypotheses based on the available
data.
3.3.2.3 Perspective B: Do Not Stop the Engagement
Perspective B has a number of significant, but weak, relationships to the policy options. It is
generally positively associated with engagement (option 1) and negatively associated with
option 4 — increasingly so during the workshop.
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That both A and B are negatively associated with a broad information campaign (option 4)
could relate the issues that are shared by the perspectives. Both are concerned that there
be more than just an information campaign regarding trees (statement 1) and that there is
not enough community consultation (statement 4). But here they appear to go further,
tending to be against the idea of an information campaign, albeit weakly. Both perspectives
could see this as crowding out the issue. That is, if the government does embark on an
information campaign there will be a perception that it would obviate the need for deeper
engagement, which B is in favour of.
3.3.2.4 Perspective C
There are no clear relationships between perspective C and the policy options. This does not
mean to imply that adherents of C are ambivalent regarding the options. More likely is the
possibility that the options simply do not capture the core concerns inherent in that
perspective.
3.3.2.5 Perspective E: Engage with Caution
Perspective E exhibits a fairly clear inverse relationship with option 1, which is increasingly
clear following the workshop. While this concords with the overall perspective, it is
ostensibly inconsistent with a number of features: such as the belief that communities
should be involved in tree planting (statement 40) and that tree species selection should not
just involve experts (statement 8). But looking at the perspective as whole, this is indeed
consistent. This is a fairly holistic and nuanced perspective, and a emergent one — in both
the senses that it has emergent properties and is a position that individuals appear to be
developing towards.
Perspective E is associated with a whole of landscape approach and a frustration with what
is seen as an excessive fixation with individual trees. While there is a strong belief in public
involvement, there appears to be a wariness of how the public (and in particular, it seems,
the issue public that is active on the tree management issue) tends to act in
counterproductive ways to the overall goal of landscape management, particularly in the face
of potentially changing climatic circumstances. Theirs is a frustration with a reverse form of
NIMBYism (do not cut the tree down in my front yard), where they see the landscape as a
whole, and the urban environment, suffering as a result.
So, in light of an incipient caution regarding public engagement, there is a switch in
emphasis to education (option 3) in the hope that doing so will promote enlightenment
regarding the issue and help others see the landscape for the trees. But this position does
seem to suppose a very particular form of engagement (such as town meetings) where issue
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publics could potentially hijack the issue with preconstrued, if heartfelt concerns about tree
management, which would be counterproductive to the overall objective of sustainable
landscape management. There is no reason to believe that other forms of engagement that
have an inherently educative dimension (such as the workshop, or other forms of
deliberative engagement over extended periods) would not assuage the concerns held by
adherents of perspective E. Indeed, if it is an emerging perspective, it is conceivable that
such an approach could help to hasten its development.

3.4 Summary
This section has gone into some detail in outlining the various dynamics observed in the data
obtained from workshop participants. While there has been relatively little overall change
compared to other forms of deliberative forum, there is a lot of insight that can be gained
from what small changes did occur and the internal relationships within the data.
Analysis reveals that the workshop process did contribute to the development of a shared
logic. Indeed, such is the complexity of this issue that it appears to have potentially induced
more than one shared logic, alluding to the relatively intractable nature of the issue — this is
very unusual for this type of study.
The perspective D in particular poses a number of challenges for developing approaches that
satisfy all perspectives has been amplified in the final analysis in the section to understand
the relationships between the perspectives of participants in the workshop and their
positions regarding the four options.
There appears to be much shared among the other perspectives, particularly A and B,
although perspective E poses a number of interesting challenges and possibilities. It has, to
some extent, emerged during the process, as have the positions that are associated with it,
although these elements were always there.
Even though many participants had strongly held perspectives at the outset, some
individuals did ‘develop’ their positions during the process, by changing their preferences
regarding the policy options. Overall, although the aggregate changes to preferences
regarding the options were relatively small, there were substantial individual changes, which,
looked at closely, appear to contribute to a trend away from intensive engagement toward
more extensive education and information programs.
This result should not be interpreted as a strike against deep engagement on the issue per
se. Rather, the trend is against deep engagement with individuals specifically affected by a
particular tree removal. Indeed, overall, these results could be used as an argument for
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intensifying the use of deliberative workshops, such as the one analysed here. From a
management point of view, that the observed changes are relatively small is less important
than the observation that engaging in this way helps to make the issue more tractable, with
participants engaging with different perspectives in ways that policy making process does
not ordinarily permit.
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4 FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
The ACT tree management issue, at least as it is seen through the lens of the participants in
the Strategic Communications Workshop, is particularly complex, nuanced and, in some
respects, intractable — in the sense that there are a number of positions that appear to be
both entrenched and antithetical to the position of the majority. Nevertheless, although it
does raise a lot of questions, the workshop and subsequent analysis does point to ways that
the issue could potentially be taken forward, or at least ways in which it could potentially
evolve.
A feature of the analysis is the relatively little change that occurred during the workshop in
terms of aggregate positions, compared to other types of deliberative process that have
been analysed using the same methods. Most of those other cases involved a randomly
selected cross section of the public, as opposed to a self-identified issue public, as is the
case for ACT Tree Communications Workshop. However, as stated in the introduction, this
fact does not necessarily detract from the legitimacy of conclusions that can be drawn. The
participant group is representative of the issue public in relation to ACT tree management.
The perspectives identified here, should also be identifiable in the wider population. And, to
the extent that these perspectives reflect the types of challenges presented in addressing the
issue, they are relevant for formulating policy.
That the analysis has revealed five perspectives (and potentially a sixth) serves to highlight
the amount of variability there is among the participants. This is also a distinguishing
feature compared to other similar studies, but it is less likely to be an artefact of sampling,
since a smaller sample is more likely to produce less diversity in perspectives, not more. This
helps confirm what is already known: this is an issue fraught with keenly felt concerns,
which for a minority of participants conflict sharply. An important question concerns
whether there is a potential way forward. In terms of what can be observed in the
information available here (drawn from the analysis of the opinion chart data, survey data,
observation of workshop, and feedback from participants), there are a number of
possibilities. The discussion below considers in turn mechanisms for managing the different
perspectives in relation to the issue, followed by an overall assessment of possibilities for
moving forward on the issue.
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4.1 Managing Multiple Perspectives
The five perspectives identified in this report all share a strong desire to maintain Canberra’s
trees as part of its overall urban character. Beyond this core concern there are a number of
potentially competing demands.
There are two perspectives that dominate the issue: A and B, respectively relating to
environmental amenity and improving management. The former is very concerned about
the environmental issues around tree management, the latter concurs to a large extent, but
is concerned about the way that the issue has been managed. This latter perspective
appears to be eminently resolvable with careful and judicious use of approaches to inform
and educate the public about tree management issues in the ACT and a clear and
transparent approach to management. Perspective A is a little bit different, being more
specifically concerned about the trees itself, evidenced by a general (but not universal)
desire to see a levy raised to help fund the management and maintenance of the urban
bushland. It is conceivable that, if all the management practice issues are address, mainly in
terms of informing the community about tree removal, that perspective B would collapse into
perspective A.
However, this does not necessarily resolve the issue. Perspective A remains potentially
problematic when it comes to the actual practice of tree replacement, because of the
tendency to focus on fairly specific tree based issues (albeit likely to be relevant to a portion
of its adherents). One interesting development that could potentially obviate these issues
lies in perspective E. Although always present (as measured by factor loading), in terms of
actual numbers of individual associated with this perspective, it is something that has
emerged during the workshop process. This position, which emphasises landscape
management over tree management, is more congruent with the overall imperatives of tree
management, in the sense that it recognises landscape as a system embodying internal
changes, including the loss of some trees, as part of a larger process of urban forest
maintenance. An important question remains whether or not this is a perspective that would
continue to emerge as positions are developed as part of an engagement/educative
approach.
However, there is potential for conflict in relation to the other perspectives. Perspective C is
more heavily focussed on urban aesthetics and less likely to be assuaged by communication
when it comes down to cutting down trees in their own street. Moreover, that perspective C
wants to water trees during drought could also be difficult if Canberra does continue to dry
with climate change. This is potentially problematic, but difficult to assess with the available
data.
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More obviously problematic, in terms of finding workable solutions, is perspective D.
Although a small perspective, in terms of raw numbers, it is particularly trenchant in respect
to some of its concerns. In general it is concerned about interference with the right to
manage trees on private property. And a particular sticking point is the clearance of
vegetation to permit solar access. Depending on how the issue is managed, it is conceivable
that if demand for solar access increases, a potential evolution of perspectives toward E
could translate instead into an increase in perspective D, further exacerbating conflict.
This analysis poses as many questions as it does produce answers. This is partly because of
limitations with the research parameters, and partly because of the nature of the issue. One
salient question concerns what would happen if deliberation within the group were to
proceed for a longer period of time? This was a relatively short workshop, where deep
deliberation is difficult to achieve. There is also the question regarding what might be
different if the workshop involved randomly selected members of the general public, rather
than an engaged and activated issue public. However, the relative importance of these
questions depends on a normative question about where the development of policy should
be focussed — toward addressing the concerns of an activated issue public, or the
aspirations of the community more generally. In some respects the two are likely to strongly
overlap, particularly when it comes to the strong agreement observed herein regarding the
importance of the urban forest. And this report does observe a trigger point as solar access
increasingly becomes an issue. This is something that no doubt has already contributed to
the political activation of the adherents of perspective D. And it is a dynamic that will need to
be anticipated and managed in any attempt to take the issue forward.

4.2 Finding a Way Forward
Although the tree management issue is ostensibly a difficult one, this analysis points to clues
regarding how at least some of the tensions can be resolved. The workshop itself did induce
a number of important changes that are only observable looking beyond aggregate data.
These changes indicate an improvement in integrative thinking, where participants
increasingly engaged with competing perspectives. A kind of consensus did emerge during
the process, in the form a shared logic, where there appears to be a widely shared, although
not universal, understanding of the issue.
There was also an improvement in simple consensus concerning many of the statements and
options — although not markedly so. Part of the consensus that did emerge is oriented
around the way in which the issue is managed: specifically the way in which stakeholders
are engaged. When it comes to community engagement and communication, there appears
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to be a move during the workshop in favour of broad approaches involving the community
that are informative and, in ideal cases, inclusive, but not prescriptive in terms of specific
actions dealing with specific trees.
This development is perfectly consistent with the emergence of perspective E, which takes a
broader view of the issue. And it is quite possible that, if engagement is conducted in a
broad and inclusive way, carefully considered consultative approaches could help to facilitate
the emergence of a broader landscape view, thus helping to render the issue more readily
managed in a manner that produces the best long-term outcomes reflecting the shared
desire within the community to preserve Canberra’s urban forest.
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APPENDIX A. Q METHODOLOGY
Q methodology has been demonstrated as a powerful tool for analysis of behaviour
(Stephenson 1953; Brown 1980; Dryzek 1990), enabling an exploration of subjectivity that
maintains robustness and external validity, particularly with small participant samples.9 It to
both identify the predominant perspectives as well as measure the extent to which particular
perspectives influence the subjectivity of individuals at different points in time (such as
before and following deliberation). The methodology itself does not use the language of
perspectives. Rather, the different perspectives around which individuals cluster are referred
to in Q method as factors — reflecting the use of (inverted) factor analysis to elucidate these
positions. In this report, the term perspectives is used in place of the term factors.

A Brief Description of Q Method
In short, Q method involves the development of a set of statements reflective of the broader
public discourse (or ‘concourse’ to use the language of Q).
When developing the statements an initial pool of 173 statements was drawn by Lynne
Duckham (EngageAus) from the material gathered in previous workshops run on the ACT
Tree management issue by OCSE. These were categorised and representative statements
selected for piloting. Following the pilot a number of statements were added by the wider
team, including staff from the Office of the Commissioner for Sustainability and Environment.
Once the statements used in the survey were finalised, the application of Q method to the
study involved four discrete steps:
Step 1: obtaining Q sorts from each participant (in this case both pre- and postdeliberation);
Step 2: extracting factors from the raw data (using inverted factor analysis);
Step 3: applying rotation to the initial factors; and
Step 4: interpreting and describing the resulting factors.

9

It is also one of the few methodologies (particularly among those that are quantitative in nature)
that is consistent with discourse theory Blaug, R. (1997). "Between fear and disappointment:
critical, empirical and political uses of Habermas." Political Studies 45: 100–117.
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5.1.1.1 Q Sorting
Step 1 involved administering the Q Sort to all participants attending the deliberative event.
The Q Sorting process involved organising the 40 cards containing the statements listed in
Table 3 into three ‘piles’ — disagree, middle (unsure/indifferent), and agree. From these
piles the cards were sorted into eleven columns representing an array of responses from
‘most disagree’ to ‘most agree’, with column each subject to a maximum quota (referred to
as a ‘forced’ sort), shown in Figure 17 as the shaded area.

Figure 17 Q sort distribution

The process usually involved choosing the extreme ‘agree’ or ‘disagree’ cards, filling the
quota for that column and moving toward the middle until all the cards are placed (see
Figure 18).
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Figure 18 Q Sorting Process

This process resulted in two sets of ‘Q sorts’ being provided by each of the deliberants, one
prior to the workshop (pre-workshop) and one at the conclusion of the process (postworkshop).
5.1.1.2 Factor Extraction
Step 2 involved the extraction of the initial subjective factors using inverted factor analysis.
In this case, this was performed using software that has been developed by the Deliberative
Democracy and Global Governance Centre (FORQ), which used a Principle Components
extraction method.
5.1.1.3 Judgmental Rotation
Step 3 Judgmental rotation was not performed on the data, because of the absence of clear
criteria for doing so instead, a Varimax rotation was applied to the initial set of five factors.10

10

It is possible to perform this process without recourse to manual rotation using an algorithm that
maximises the correlations between factor loadings on subjective and preference factors. The
Deliberative Democracy Research Group has produced an algorithm to do this. However, in practice
such an automated approach tends not produce high quality results compared to the use of manual
rotation and more development is needed.
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5.1.1.4 Factor Interpretation
The final step of factor interpretation (Step 4) involves translating the results into factor
scores, along with knowledge about those individuals that most typify a factor, to develop a
description of the contents of the perspective that factor represents.
These factor scores are one of two main quantitative outputs from the Q analysis, the other
being factor loadings (which are provided in Table 6 and Table 7 for pre- and post-workshop
respectively. Factor scores comprise an array of responses to each of the Q Statements that
are typical for that factor. Put another way, if one can imagine an archetypal individual
whose position perfectly reflects a particular factor, the responses in that individual’s Q Sort
would be the same as the corresponding factor score for each statement.
Factor loadings indicate extent of agreement of individuals with a particular factor using a
measure that is similar to a correlation coefficient. An archetypal individual, who is in perfect
concordance with a factor would result in a factor loading of “1”. Alternative factor loading
of “-1” indicates perfect disagreement with a factor, and a zero loading that there is no
correlation.
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APPENDIX B. PARTICIPANT QUESTIONAIRE RESPONSES
The following reports the responses from each participant to a set of questions presented to
them before and after the workshop. The questions include:
•

Is there any information that you would like the government to provide to the
community on tree management?

•

What sort of opportunities do you think there should be for community involvement
regarding tree engagement?

•

Do you think that tree management is part of climate change management?

•

What is your one big policy idea?

Note: Not all responses are recorded, including some incomplete or single-word responses.

Thursday

Friday

Is there any information that you would like the government to provide to
the community on tree management?
Each tree should be reviewed and a 2 page report
provided to residents. This could be simple and
include-species, age, replacement program and ACT
Urban Forest information

Appropriate species for different areas.
How to manage private trees. Who to
contact with tree management issues.

no response

Yes, what its tree management actually is.

Detail of where the trees are that are being managed
including individual significant trees and vegetation
belts.

What is the overall vision and what
objectives or outcomes are we seeking from
tree management.

First I want them to have an active/proactive program
and then keep us informed that it is happening.

That those responsible are well qualified
and trustworthy – if it’s true

Clear fact sheets backed by detailed background
reports etc for those who are interested.

no response

Why and when it may be necessary to remove trees.
E.g. when they are diseased or damaged (unwell)
even though they appear healthy.

The vision, the policy, the plan and how it
will be implemented

General information for everyone and more detailed
for particular local communities

Overall vision and broad policy and
information locally on tree replacement
/renewal
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Replacement plans for own suburb and all major
roads. Planting and renewal philosophies-but clear
felling not acceptable. Information on species that
have proved inappropriate for residential leases and
minor suburban streets

Zones planning for renewal to ensure urban
forest is retained as a key icon

yes continuing consultation on all aspects of tree
remediation and removal. Second or third
professional opinion prior to removal

More consultation and take notice of
community feelings

no response

Regular specific information on specific
issues rather than general information

Recommendation on species to plant in private
gardens and recommendations on removal of
dangerous trees

A website to the status and plans for street
and park and trees. Some pamphlets and
garden advice for private trees

Yes I would like a more active
communication/education program about how
residents can help look after trees.

Active communication program on the
vision (co-creating the vision) and how they
can help with tree management

Age of tree, species of tree, any wildlife residing in
them

Trees need to be left to mature-100 years
allows hollows to develop for wildlife
habitat.

On trees (and prior to removal) the tree specialists
assessment for reason for removal. Better risk/values
(these cannot be dictated accurately to the society as
is a tendency of experts)

All tree assessments should be published on
the web on a google map and taped to tree
with contact details for a real decision
maker

Meaning the whole range? Decisions from specific
selections, plants yes it is useful to know why certain
species have been selected

no response

Average expenditure per street tree per year,
reported annually.

no response

no response

Broad –based information and landscape
value urban/ecological systems is criticalpeople need to understand the big picture
of landscape function across a range of scale
in order to make intelligent and informed
decisions about necessary trade offs in
individual tree management examples

Funding for the current tree management program
compared with costs. Realistic outcome from the
expenditure i.e. what is expected compared to what
is funded.

Lost and expectation with tree management
at current budget. Does this meet
expectations
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no response

How much TAMS spend on tree planting,
maintenance, removal, assessment annually
and per tree. And what thus represents in
terms of a pie chart($ of the income)

General information on what will be done, when and
with what notice. What the community can do to
inform/influence the management of a particular tree
or tree group. Specific information about tree
affected by replacement ahead of action being taken.
Guidance on species selection with justification e.g.
solar access, food, habitat

When a tree is to be affected (pruned,
replaced etc). What a resident can/can’t do
individually. How residents can be part of
the process. Transparent decision making.

How it works

What the process is, how decisions are
made.

Basic summary of funded work for next 1 and 5years,
explanation of major issues. Report on any research
consults.

Yes-update “trees-shrubs” book … And
banks. Update the old FOI “city parks
handbook” prepare a “one sheet” per tree
management issue.

Emphasise need for ‘street’ trees. Provide watering
regime for younger trees during periods of drought
and include advice on what type of ‘grey’ water is
suitable (if at all)

no response

no response

Clear strategic vision statement of why our
urban forest is valued and what the specific
objectives are and will be pursued to secure
these values and vision

Any criteria and policies on which decision relating to
tree management are based. How government
decisions relating to tree management fit with
broader policy directions relating to climate change.
Reasons for decisions relating to tree management.
Information on assessing whether management
strategies owe meeting objectives

Information on decision making process.
Criteria/ reasons for decision. Data behind
analysis

Yes. See the forest not the trees. The forest is a
dynamic organism that requires support, removal and
replacement on a continuing basis. This process
requires community understanding and support.

Yes vision for the future

The role of trees in meeting government policy
objectives. The key objectives of urban forest
management.

See Thursday response

The life cycle of trees, expectation of recovery and
general plant science as a booklet in the Canberra
Times or courses.

The nature of the life cycle of trees and their
management over time
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Timetable for implementation of tree removal/replanting

Yes the importance of leaving future
generation with a sustainable “green”
Canberra.

Some information on what is actually done on an
annual-decade-lifetime basis.

no response

Details of trees, their size and life span

Information on what is being done now and
actual costs.

Replacement plans where there are removals

no response

I think they have already done a good job. This is a
broad issue affecting the whole city as individual
consultation is not possible. Perhaps summaries of
removals should be made available on web, but too
much staff time should not be tied up with this.

no response

What sort of opportunities do you think there should be for community
involvement regarding tree engagement?
Letterboxing prior to removal/replacement.
Community meetings.

Public forums of affected residents,
letterboxing of affecting communities.

no response

Big picture re Canberra and its heritage as a
forested city local action re management,
care of local trees.

Consultation on policies but the outcome for
individual trees should be decided by the experts.
Hands on engagement in watering and caring for
stressed trees

At the top level the community should be
able to contribute to the vision for the
urban forest. At the bottom end the
community should be able to/encourage
caring for trees in public open space.

The community should be informed that decisions are
made by experts (and that in fact they should be).
Most will accept this, but there needs to be a channel
for community to challenge. To keep the experts on
the ball.

Whatever it is it needs to be co-ordinated
and directed by qualified expert.

Development of policy. That’s what we are doing.
Information on how policy is being implemented
locally.

This is it for the policy developmentregional/suburb information sessions on the
implementation plan.

Advance information and opportunity to comment on
tree removal but not regular maintenance.

Variety-but especially local input and
opportunity to respond in advance to land
proposals.
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Watering and nurturing of now street trees and
during periods of drought and other stress.
Consultation on renewal plantings of at least 3
months before change streets.

Watering of new trees involving in renewal
of suburb and key shopping areas for suburb
and key roads.

Public meetings, local community groups etc.
letterbox drops etc.

As many opportunities as can be arranged
e.g. public meetings etc.

no response

Broad for big issues, minimal for specific
(unless important reasons otherwise. More
or less as a summary board).

Local meeting to discuss changes to park management Possibility of comments on the website on
trees.
Tree keeper opportunities at a street level

As above, actively engage to develop the
vision of how urban forest can help
Canberra become more resilient in face of
the 21st century challenges like climate
change.

Education, communication, if they want to be
involved in tree planting they can be, but not
compulsory

Communication, education.

We need to help bureaucrats’ and experts take risk
because we appreciate upside and downside risk, we
need to develop resilience

Community (including elected officials)
should be fully involved through opt-in
process and an email alert system.

What is important is that when community
participation is sought (e.g. on prepared tree species
out of two on other. That merits choice is respected

no response

A lot more than there is at present. A single
comprehensive website with hot links to policy and
research reports and documents relevant to trees
would be a good first step

no response

Community ownership

no response

no response

Basically they need to be as broad/diverse
and inclusive a range as possible9 and
across a range of temporal and spatial
scales.

An information/ education participation program.
Look at Landcare/bushcare models-naturewatch.

A program that involves the community that
is adequately resourced.

no response

Similar to Landcare-holistically managed
adopt-a-street (business) full street.
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Recognition of trees that have significant community
focus including childhood mythology. 2-way flow of
information regarding management actionspotentially via a comprehensive urban forest website
linked to a tree database. More tradition methods of
community forums, newspaper notices and letter
drops.

Website linked to tree database, decision
making process and register of interest in
particular trees by residents. Traditional
methods of letter box drops, community
groups and notice boards. Planting,
watering, notification of maintenance
requirements.

There already are opportunities through
Landcare/Parkcare, community groups. Care must be
taken to ensure the system doesn’t become
inefficient.

Community has ample opportunity.
Decisions need to be made by experts.

Perhaps a once per year session (after budget)

As per previous comment. After budgetoutline +5 year funded plans.

no response

The vision values and objectives must be
defined via open community forum.
Management and renewal plans for local
urban forests must be developed with those
interested local communities.

Consultation prior to establishing strategic policies
relating to tree management. Targeted consultation
relating to community parks with the relevant
community. Specific engagement with relevant
indigenous communities.

Depends on the type of decision e.g. broad
strategic policy or individual tree removal/
range from extensive consultation (such as
this process) to communication of
information rather than consultation.

Support for the process of sustaining a designed
landscape within an urban environment.

LOTS but only down to suburb level.
Identify vision, preferred outcome, what will
change and when.

Consultation in strategic directions. Consultation in
major replacement activities. Consultation in major
new plantings.

See Thursday response.

Very little it required expertise and is often dangerous
work. It is also expensive to administer.

Not a great deal really. It is very expensive
way to go and delivers very little.

no response

A broad range- from education at the
strategic level to personal involvement at
the individual level.

Some type of reward and education sessions e.g.
resident of the month in each suburb.

Development of legislation-workshop.

With local effected residents and possibly with the
appropriate community council. Letterbox drop and
letter to the lessee/ residents in the effected street

no response
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Tree minders ides as per Chicago. Provide
information on the local benefits of trees. Get kids
and oldies to measure benefits in easy/friendly ways

Educational/tourism opportunities to
understand the role of trees
(environmentally/ aesthetic/ social) and
promote them.

Adopt-a-street programs to keep trees going during
drought. Adopt-a-park for planting, weeding
programs are very successful elsewhere why aren’t
they promoted here?

no response

Community should be engaged with but
fundamentalists (stirrers) should not have the
capacity to halt tree replacement programs. Consult
with suburbs rather than individuals

no response

Do you think that tree management is part of climate change management?
Ask pixie elves. I am not convinced “climate change”
is manmade or real. I think we have very long term
climate periods and as we (Europeans) have only been
here 200 years we are not fait with these periods for
example some Aboriginal tribes believe there are only
3 seasons, yet we persist with the European 4
seasons.

no response

no response

Yes but it is also just part of having food,
effective urban forest whether or not we
had any.

Tree management must be influenced by climate
change. It can also be a strategy for climate change
management but only one of many

It is important to climate change
management but even if climate change
was not happening tree management must
still happen.

There is some relationship but not an absolute
dependency.

There is of course a relationship but some
separate objectives.

Canberra’s climate is very different from other parts
of Australia. We should be always trialling trees,
shrubs, grasses suitable for our hot dry summers and
frosty winters. Trialling native species should be a
priority especially local natives and those in dryer,
hotter areas.

Critical to get healthy for urban forest to
cope for now and in the future.

No, the trees are separate

No.

Yes, deciduous can both save water and give more
pleasant environment, summer cooler winter more
shiny

Yes-choice of species may be important.
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It is part of climate change management but not only
far broader given all the amenities trees provide

Yes but not only part of a broader agenda in
which resilience to climate change is one
driver.

It’s possibly more immediate (now) than climate
(often put off). I think it is a double benefit.

Tree management is immediate action that
will prepare us f or the coming crisis-this is
an opportunity to build generic resilience in
our community-to prepare us for peak oil,
disaster of new opportunities.

Should be

no response

Selection of trees adapted to a 400-600mm annual
rainfall rather than 600-1000mm would be a good
step. Do not manage street trees to sequester
carbon. To hell with mutilation of trees for solar
panels

no response

Yes increased temps-more outdoor experience-more
ur empower-makes tree work for us

no response

no response

Yes-but it shouldn’t be driven by it alonebut as part of a broader response repertoire
to overall sustainability challenges.

Yes. Tree ameliorate the climate around
houses/cities. Shading in carparks can significantly
reduce the need for air-conditioning-due to green
house gas reductions

It should be.

no response

Yes- it must react to the change-and adapt
to the change.

Trees can have a significant effect on localised heat
management and carbon dioxide uptake as well as
water cycle management. Focus should avoid
creating “silver bullet” mentality.

Yes through heat island management, water
cycle management, co2 uptake and public
perception of action leading to a critical
mass of further action/interest.

yes

It is but should be independently funded.

No. variation in yearly climate is far greater than
possible subtle climatic change

No- as per previous comment.

Yes particularly with respect to selection and location
of trees in streets or front yards

no response

no response

Yes but only at the strategic level as defined
via the broad vision and objective.
Individual tree decisions must be based on
prudent professional safety and ecological
criteria.
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Yes- healthy tree population helps form an important
part of climate change management.

Yes.

Yes. Trees are an effective way to mitigate change
effect to instigate appropriate climate change.

Yes.

Yes. It contributes to the city’s carbon footprint and
to the impacts in increased temperatures in the ACT
community

See Thursday responses.

To some extent but not carbon trees as carbon sinks.
Too few to make a difference…

Only up to a point.

no

Yes.

Yes but it is also about age and quality of tree

no response

Yes although Canberra’s climate has always been
variable and experiencing extremes

Yes.

While there is a carbon capture contribution, trees
need to be managed principally for their urban and
environmental values

no response

Yes definitely

no response

What is your one big policy idea?
Sell timber from the Act street and urban forest to
either timber merchants or f ire wood merchants. Let
them remove the timber. This saves the Act $3500
(from not removing the tree) and puts extra revenue
into urban forests. Put in place appropriate guidelines
and oversight.

Value adding trees removal from the urban
forest by sale to woodworkers, timber
merchants etc. need better solution when
just wood chipping.

Planning must preserve vegetation belts.

Need to balance the cost of consultation
against dollars actually spent on trees. At
the end of the day government has to make
a decision and act.

New suburbs, streets, developments should be
designed from the trees out. The landscaping should
be designed to water the trees, by retaining the
runoff.

Design the landscape to provide water for
trees and space for trees.

Start planting. The more trees the better.

Plant as many trees as practical.

Undertake active regular maintenance of all street
trees- not just in response to complaints/comments.

Engage community as a result government
in importance of maintaining the value of
what we have in the urban forest by proper
ongoing maintenance and removal.
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Stop parking on tree root zones, second would be
renewal to street 25 years after initial planting.

Stop parking under trees plant more native
trees and learn more about them in urban
area.

Remediate, water all street trees as in past times
when there

A new role for government for a “tree policy
area”.

no response

Agree with one office/officer responsible for
tree issues in an easy contact person or
office for specific queries and complaints
(not just a generic Canberra connect) local
holistic tree care management team (like
old department arranged).

I find fire danger is increasingly becoming a serious
risk in many of the 1960-1970 in suburbs

More deciduous trees on nature strips.

Active community communication/education program
on how residents can help look after trees

Active engagement of community in cocreating vision for urban forest and ongoing
communication program to realise the
vision.

Need to maintain and enhance bushland and the bush
capital, however ACT residents are already paying
enough. Ensure fire breaks are maintained with no
trees planted on them. There can be fire trails in bush
land.

Maintain bush land bush capital native flora
and fauna-cease development of fast large
roads-concrete city contributes to climate
change.

Ensure professionals can take the risks that their
community expect. Behave like they understand their
power role to empower others

As previous question on climate change.

The importance of solar access.

no response

Put all cables underground and stop ACTEW-AGL
mutilating trees

no response

Shade tree, long life managing in areas where needed

no response

no response

Treat the Canberra urban forest as a critical
component of a broader green
infrastructure network and invest in its
planning, management and ongoing
development accordingly.

It is not policy but adequate funding for tree
management would be a significant benefit

Consistent policy, supported by government
and a program that is able to meet the
policy objectives.
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no response

Canberra; urban Arboretum of international
acclaim asset management, data managed,
physically managed, planning, planned
maintenance etc just like ANGB model.

That a communication channel is opened that
effectively distributes management information to the
community and ACT as a portal for feedback from
residents. Main aim of this is to engage the
community more effectively and reduce the us vs.
them/residents vs. government attitudes.

Break down the barrier between
“community” and “government” and
recognise that government is an outreach of
the community and engage cooperatively
and in a 2-way flow of information and
transparent decision making.

Funding relating to household numbers i.e. a fee
attached or taken from rates so that as Canberra
expands so does the funding.

An amount per block given over to
management of public land and assets so
that as Canberra grows, so does the
resources. Don’t call it a levy as this will
cause discontent –attribute portion of rates.

Set priority areas for active tree management. Funds
will always be limiting so spend dollars on prominent
higher profile areas.

As per previous comments.

Allow ‘street’ trees to be planted by
builders/developers in front yards rather than just the
verge. This could lead to better selection of species,
larger trees with a decent canopy cover and a better
consideration of solar access

no response

no response

For the ACT to articulate a vision for our
urban forests for the next 100yrs that help
secures our safe climate and transition to a
sustainable just high quality society.

Only one? Give tree management (protection of
existing trees or planting of new ones) a larger role in
development and assessment process as urban
development poses significant risk to trees in ACT.

Let’s have clear objectives which are
communicated effectively and decisions
made on the basis of these objectives.

Provide the support systems necessary for trees
within the urban environment. Provide space to
grow, water, air, soil, nutrients, arboriculture
management, protection from harm, replacement
when I’m dead.

Allocate resources necessary to support
urban forest. Identify future urban forest as
appropriate scale and size canopy covered
street scoped public spaces with landscape
dominant over urban form.

A tree management policy in the ACT. And all
government agencies operating consistent
management practices in relation to trees.

See Thursday responses.

Tree management should be devolved to a reserve
banks …

The management centred on an armslength agency. The reserve bank model.
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no response

Urban forest is not just about trees-it should
be about an urban ecosystem, providing a
range of services, supporting biodiversity
and self sustaining.

None at the moment

Broad “big bang” theory to communicate
importance of trees in our urban forest.

Street verges should be wide enough to plant large
trees or narrow verges but with greater front setbacks
to permit the tree to grow

no response

Develop a normalised age distribution within suburbs

Information on what is being done now and
actual costs.

Trees cannot be allowed to die during droughtsreplacement costs and lost values of the tree far
outweigh the water impact.

no response

Bring all the separate tree activities in ACT under one
manager

no response
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APPENDIX C. DATA ASSESSMENT

1.1. Data availability
Because of the nature of the Q Sorting exercise, it is very important to carefully supervise
the process to minimise the potential for errors that lead to the data being unusable. While
there were a number of small problems (missing responses for individual statements etc)
most of the data was recoverable. However, there were a small number of Q Sorts (<10)
that could not be recovered with any degree of confidence that the data reflects the
intentions of the respondent, mainly because of missing data or incomplete data recording.
The main impact of the data loss is to reduce the power of the analysis of changes occurring
as a result of participation in the workshop. This is mitigated to some extent by the fact that
the observed changes in the available data are relatively small (see Section 3.5 Did
Participants Deliberate).
Table 5 provides a summary of the available data for each stage of the workshop, including
those individuals for whom both pre- and post-forum data is available.
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Table 5 Data Summary
Pre-Workshop
No.
1

Done
Yes

Use for Q
Yes

Post-Workshop
Data Notes

2

Done
Yes

Use for Q
Yes

Yes

Yes

Data Notes

Use for Change
Analysis
Yes

3

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

4

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

5

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

6

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

7

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

8

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

9

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

10

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

11

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

12

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

14

Yes

16

Yes

Yes

17

Yes

Yes

18

Yes

Yes

20

Yes

Yes

21

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

22

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

23

Yes

Yes

Incomplete

Incomplete

Yes

Suspect
Yes
Distribution issues

Yes

24

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

25

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

26

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

27

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

28

Yes

Incomplete

Yes
Incomplete

Yes
Yes

Yes

30

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

31

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

29

33
35

Yes

Yes

Distribution
issues

36
37

Yes

Yes

38

Yes

Yes

39

Yes

Yes

41

Yes

Yes

42

Yes

Yes

53

Yes

Yes

Incomplete

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Distribution
issues

Incomplete

90*
99*

Yes

100*

Yes

101*

Yes

Yes

Total

35

31

Incomplete; No
participant no.
Speaker

30

*Participant number not supplied.
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No participant no.
Major Distribution issues; No
Participant no.
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Q STATEMENT ANALYSIS

Table 8 Q statement average unforced response

No
1
2
3

4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22

23
24
25

All viable data
(n= 57)

All complete sets
(n=22x2)

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

0.1

-0.2

0.6

-0.3

-0.9

-1.6

-0.9

-1.5

4.0

3.3

4.3

3.2

2.0

1.5

1.9

1.8

0.9

1.2

0.5

0.9

1.5

1.2

1.7

0.9

-2.1

-3.2

-2.2

-3.1

2.2

2.2

2.5

2.5

Tree species should provide habitat for wildlife.

2.5

1.8

2.4

2.0

Eucalypts should not be planted in streets.

-1.5

-1.9

-1.7

-2.0

Trees are more important than solar panels.

1.7

1.4

1.9

1.5

The Government should not prune street trees to
improve solar access for homes.
Any new trees planted on public land should be a
drought resistant species.
The Government should consider the impacts of climate
change when choosing tree species.
Trees should be removed to allow development,
provided that other trees are planted.

-0.3

0.3

-0.8

0.0

1.9

2.4

1.4

2.4

3.4

3.6

3.4

3.5

0.5

0.0

0.4

-0.1

We should plant trees for food.

1.2

0.1

1.5

0.0

Bush Capital means landscape, the environment, and
the community.

2.8

3.7

3.0

3.7

Fire buffers should be in the suburb, not in bushland.

1.4

0.1

1.3

0.5

1.7

2.8

2.0

2.7

-1.2

-0.9

-1.4

-1.1

Currently trees are not a priority in urban planning.

0.9

0.6

1.4

0.5

Trees are an essential part of the character of
Canberra's urban landscape.
Building/planning regulations of private developments,
should be enforced to ensure that trees are planted on
site and on the verge.
Tree legislation should not cover public and private
lands in the same way.

4.8

4.8

4.9

4.8

3.5

3.1

3.6

3.2

1.5

1.4

1.3

1.1

Tree legislation which does exist, is not enforced.

0.8

2.2

1.1

2.5

Statement
The community should be informed only about major
tree removals in their street or park.
The community should not be informed about pruning
of trees in their street or park.
All Government agencies should have the same
consistent management practices in relation to trees.
Many mature trees are removed without proper
communication or apparent long-term replacement
planning.
I do not want to be responsible for managing trees on
the public land next to my house, and am happy for the
Government to take on this responsibility.
The Government just needs to get on with job of
managing trees, but tell us what is going on.
Only native species should be planted in streets in new
suburbs.
Tree species planted in streets should only be decided
by qualified experts.

Tree management seems to be focused on individual
tree assessment, rather than “a whole of landscape
planning”.
The character of Canberra is not under threat by tree
removal.
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26
27
28
29
30
31

32

33
34

35
36
37
38
39
40

Appendix E

All viable data
(n= 57)

All complete sets
(n=22x2)

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

3.7

4.0

4.2

3.9

1.8

1.9

1.8

1.7

-3.4

-2.8

-3.4

-3.2

-2.2

-0.6

-1.9

-0.7

3.4

3.3

3.5

3.5

-1.2

-0.7

-1.0

-0.3

1.6

0.8

1.8

1.1

1.4

0.8

1.6

0.9

1.5

0.8

1.8

1.0

-2.4

-2.0

-2.3

-1.8

2.0

1.2

1.8

1.5

Canberra has adequate wildlife corridors.

-0.8

-0.6

-0.6

-0.7

Trees in residential lots other than those on the tree
register, should not be controlled by the Government.

0.2

1.3

0.7

1.2

Street trees should be watered during droughts.

2.7

2.0

3.1

2.1

Communities should be involved in street tree planting.

1.1

1.8

1.8

1.50

Statement
A general Tree Management Policy is needed across the
Canberra.
Remnant trees are native trees that were growing prior
to urban or pastoral development.
The planning authority should not retain remnant
vegetation.
Remnant trees can be chopped down if other trees are
planted elsewhere.
The retention of communities of trees in parks is
imperative.
The Government should have responsibility for all
remnant trees in private backyards.
Funding for park and street tree management should
be part of climate change mitigation and adaptation
strategies.
I will pay more taxes if the increase all goes to
maintaining and improving the natural environment of
our bush capital landscape.
Timber from felled street and park trees should be sold
to offset tree management costs.
The Government should just look after the trees in
streets and parks; the community doesn’t need to be
involved.
I want to help take responsibility for street trees in my
street.
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Agencies responses to Commissioner’s questionnaire
2010
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ACT Insurance Authority
ACT Planning and Land Authority
ACT Treasury
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Canberra Institute of Technology
Chief Ministers Department
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Department of Education and Training
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Department of Land and Property Services – Arboretum
Department of Land and Property Services (Property Group)
Department of Territory and Municipal Services
Department of the Environment, Climate Change, Energy and Water (CEO)
Department of the Environment, Climate Change, Energy and Water (Conservator)
Land Development Agency
National Capital Authority
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Investigation into the Governments tree management practice and
the renewal of Canberra’s urban forest
Questions for ACT Government Agencies and Branches
(except TAMS – Land Management and Planning)
1. What is the name of your branch/business unit and who should we contact to
clarify information provided:
Branch/business unit name: ACT Emergency Service Agency (ESA),
Department of Justice and Community Safety.
This response which addresses issues relating the ESA, also constitutes the
response of the Department.
Contact name and phone number:
2. Please provide answers to the following:
a. What activities do you undertake that affect trees?
Planning and policy arrangements
Under the ACT Strategic Bushfire Management Plan Version Two
(SBMPV2), the ESA undertakes no specific actions which directly impact on
trees, however the SBMPV2 does establish the policies and standards for
bushfire management in the ACT which requires land managers to
undertaken bushfire fuel management practices that directly impact upon
trees:


The SBMPV2 establishes the locations in the ACT where bushfire fuel
management practices are to be undertaken, and the standards that
are to be met in these locations. The locations where these practices
may be required are broadly encompassed in the Fire Management
Zones of the SBMPv2. (Page 22-23)

ACT Emergency Services Agency
PO Box 104 Curtin ACT 2605
123 Carruthers St Curtin ACT 2605
Ph: (02) 6207 8444 Fax: (02) 6207 8447
www.esa.act.gov.au
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The standards required for fuel management in these zones are
established in Schedule C of the SBMP V2. (pps. 58-61)


Consistent with the Fire Management Zoning, Regional Fire
Management Plans are prepared under the SBMPV2 that provide
detailed information of the type, timing and location of fire prevention
activities in the ACT (including fuel management). These Plans (which
are mapped based) also provide information on vegetation and
ecological requirements in relation to fire management.



These maps are available on the ESA website at :
http://www.esa.act.gov.au/ESAWebsite/content esa/bushfires/before
a bushfire/act sbmp/sbmp downloads/sbmp downloads.html.Given
these images may not be at a suitable resolution for detailed analysis,
the ESA is able to provide large format printed copies on request.



A brief description of fuel management practices, which include the
physical removal of vegetation, is included in SBMPV2 Part Two
Supporting Information (page 53).



A copy of the SBMPV2, and Supporting Information Parts One and
Two are provided with this response.

Operational Activities
The ESA has the function of responding to incidents and emergencies in the
ACT for the protection of life, property and the environment.
In order to undertake these functions, the emergency services (the ACT
Rural Fire Service, the ACT Fire Brigade, the ACT State Emergency Service
and the ACT Ambulance Service) may undertake actions which require the
removal of trees.
This may include:
 felling of trees during or prior to an incident that present a safety risk
to emergency service officers or the community; and
 the removal of trees that hinder emergency response activities.
There are numerous circumstances under which these conditions may apply,
and more specific explanation of these can be provided if required.
Trees may also be removed as part of chainsaw training activities for ESA
officers. This will include training in advanced tree felling, which will require
the felling of with trees that have characteristics which may increase their
environmental significance – i.e. large diameter, hollow at the bases or
hollow bearing in the upper and mid canopy.

ACT Emergency Services Agency
PO Box 104 Curtin ACT 2605
123 Carruthers St Curtin ACT 2605
Ph: (02) 6207 8444 Fax: (02) 6207 8447
www.esa.act.gov.au
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b. Who is the decision-maker for the activities mentioned in answering the
above question?
Note: Responses under this section also apply for Question 3
Powers under the Act establishing the Strategic Bushfire Management Plan
Under the Emergencies Act (2004) (the Act):
 The Commissioner ESA is responsible for providing the Minister with a
draft Strategic Bushfire Management Plan. (Section 72(1));


After considering the draft, the Minister will make the Plan. (Section
72(3));

The Plan is a disallowable instrument and the current SBMPV2 was made 1
October 2009.
Under the Act, a review of the Plan is required within 5 years of making the
Plan.
Powers under the Act that may direct tree removal
Under Section 81 of the Act, the Minister may give direction to a manager of
unleased Territory Land or land occupied by the Territory to comply with
bushfire management requirements, to which they must comply. This may
include tree removal.
Under Section 82 of the Act, the Commissioner ESA may direct an owner of
the land to comply with a bushfire management requirement. However and
importantly in this context, unless the Commissioner is satisfied there are
urgent circumstances, the Commissioner must consult with the Conservator.
Section 99 of the Act allows the Chief Officers of an emergency service to
appoint Inspectors. Under Section 106 of the Act, Inspectors may give
direction to remove flammable material from a premises as well as direction
to comply with fire prevention obligations under the SBMPV2. This may
include tree removal. Failure to comply with such a direction is an offence
under the Act.
The decision maker in removing trees as part of operational activities may
include a range of positions within identified incident management
arrangements, depending on the location, type of incident and type of risk
presented. In the context of this response, they will be officers who are
members of the ESA meeting training requirements and having indentified
functions and responsibilities in relation to an incident.

ACT Emergency Services Agency
PO Box 104 Curtin ACT 2605
123 Carruthers St Curtin ACT 2605
Ph: (02) 6207 8444 Fax: (02) 6207 8447
www.esa.act.gov.au
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The authority to undertake these actions are established and delegated
under the General Powers of Chief Officers in the Act, Section 34(1) g:
 The Chief Officer of an emergency service may for the protection or
preservation of life property and the environment remove or destroy
an animal, substance or vegetation.
Notwithstanding, there may be situations where individuals who are not
members of an emergency service who undertake actions in response to an
incident or particular hazard. An example of this may be felling of trees by
residents in response to a threat / perceived threat from bushfires. Through
the provision of community information and advice prior to and during
incidents and emergencies, the ESA may assist in providing awareness on
broader tree management issues.
Tree removal for training purposes is undertaken in consultation with the
Department of Territory and Municipal who will identify trees appropriate for
removal where appropriate.
c. Please outline the process used for making decisions about trees. Is this
recorded and published, if yes can we have a copy of this process and
information on where it is published? Are decisions on trees published?
If so, can we be informed where these are located?
Planning and policy arrangements
In preparing SBMPV2 significant stakeholder consultation was undertaken,
which included detailed consideration of the impacts on environment and
ecological values from the proposed fuel management practices.
This included input from the Department of Territory and Municipal Services
– Research and Monitoring and well as key stakeholder groups, including the
Conservation Council, National Parks Association Park, the Natural
Resource Management Committee and Park Care groups.
If required, the ESA is able to provide documentation of the wide range of
issues raised by these groups and the responses provided during the
development of the Plan.
The SBMPV2 Part Two Supporting Information, Chapter Four (pps 25-42)
provides detailed considerations of the factors taken into account in
determining the location of fire management zoning.
Operational Activities
The factors considered in the identification of hazardous tree during
operational response are identified in the materials that are used as part of
the training programs. If required, this material may be provided.

ACT Emergency Services Agency
PO Box 104 Curtin ACT 2605
123 Carruthers St Curtin ACT 2605
Ph: (02) 6207 8444 Fax: (02) 6207 8447
www.esa.act.gov.au
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d. If you have any policies or/and plans that encompass tree
management/maintenance issues, could you please provide these?
Previously addressed.
e. Are remnant trees (native tree existing prior to development) given special
consideration?
Planning and policy arrangements
The SBMPV2 is a strategic policy document and does not identify specific
management strategies for remnant trees. Site specific work plans prepared
by land managers under the Regional Fire Management Plans should
however take these considerations into account.
Please refer to the supporting information to the SBMP V2 Part Two, Chapter
Four (page 33) which broadly indentifies the mechanisms for the protection
of environmental assets undertaken in regional fire planning.
Operational Arrangements
ESA officers who may undertake tree removal will do so following
assessment as to whether the tree presents a danger or in consideration of
risks to response operations. Other values are not taken into consideration in
this context.
f. Who has responsibility for the daily/routine management of trees that are
managed by your branch/business unit, and how is this done (e.g. Staff,
via contact)?
Not applicable
3. What legislation, instruments, policies or procedures affect how your
branch/business unit makes decisions (and, if relevant, manages), which
directly or indirectly affects trees?
Previously identified, however it is worth noting under Section 77 (3) of the
Act:
The strategic bushfire management plan has no effect to the extent to
which it is inconsistent with any plan of management in force under
the Planning and Development Act 2007, part 10.4 (Plans of
management for public land) in relation to an area of unleased
territory land or land occupied by the Territory

ACT Emergency Services Agency
PO Box 104 Curtin ACT 2605
123 Carruthers St Curtin ACT 2605
Ph: (02) 6207 8444 Fax: (02) 6207 8447
www.esa.act.gov.au
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In consideration of this clause, the ESA has provided input to Plans of
Management prepared under the Planning and Development Act 2007 to
ensure conflict between the respective Acts is avoided.
4. Are you affected by Commonwealth legislation? If yes, how does this apply
practically?
Requirements under the Commonwealth Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act (1999) were taken into consideration in the
development of the SBMPV2.
5. What enforcement action (if any) has been taken under relevant legislation?
Have any prosecutions taken place?
While the powers granted under the Emergencies Act (2004) do have
provision for enforcement, this is not frequently used to direct the removal of
vegetation. Where these powers have been used, it has been on leased
Territory land.
These powers remain an important mechanism by which the ESA may
enforce requirements for fire management on leased land, unleased land
and land occupied by the Territory.
6. What potential impacts (if any) do the Utilities Act, the Emergencies Act (200)
and the Human Rights Act have on your management of the trees?
Previously identified with respect to the Emergencies Act (2004).
The other Acts mentioned have no identified direct impact on the operations
of the ESA.
7. Please provide information on your branch/business unit’s annual
expenditure on trees, if possible with a breakdown of funds used for
administration and operational activities.
The ESA does not directly expend on tree removal for fuel management.
No figures are available for operational or training expenditure. Operational
removal of trees is encompassed as part of overall incident expenditure, and
would only comprise a very small component of these costs.

ACT Emergency Services Agency
PO Box 104 Curtin ACT 2605
123 Carruthers St Curtin ACT 2605
Ph: (02) 6207 8444 Fax: (02) 6207 8447
www.esa.act.gov.au
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8. What are the key challenges confronting your branch/business unit in terms
of management issues associated with trees?
No specific issues are identified.
It is worth noting the standards identified in Schedule C of the SBMPV2
deliberately allow a degree of flexibility in implementing the required
standards.
For example, the standards indentified for inner asset protections zones are
required to be applied over 80% of the area of the zone. This was included to
allow the retention of vegetation in some areas that may not be operationally
practical to remove or represent other values, such as environmental values.
9. If you directly manage field operations please inform us of what is currently
done with timber from felled and pruned trees and has any analysis been
undertaken of other uses for this timber?
Trees removed as part of response actions and training activities by the ESA
are generally left in situ, and no specific action are undertaken to consider
other uses. The respective land managers may choose to use felled timber
for other uses; however this is not a matter the ESA specifically manages.
10. What would assist your branch/business unit with respect to their
responsibilities regarding trees?
No specific assistance is identified.
Any other comments/information would be welcomed
Thankyou for the opportunity to provide a response to this survey.
If you wish to discuss the matters identified in the response any further, please do not
hesitate to contact the ESA.

ACT Emergency Services Agency
PO Box 104 Curtin ACT 2605
123 Carruthers St Curtin ACT 2605
Ph: (02) 6207 8444 Fax: (02) 6207 8447
www.esa.act.gov.au
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Ultimately the Chief Minister, as advised by an Expert Tree Reference Group and the
Department.
c.

Please outline the process used for making decisions about trees. Is this
recorded and published, if yes can we please have a copy of this process and
information on where it is published? Are decisions on trees published? If so,
can we be informed where these are located?
Tree selection: An Expert Tree Reference Group, chaired by Professor Peter
Kanowski from the Fenner School of Environment and Society, and including a
number of expert botanists and horticulturalists such as Mark Richardson and the
Arboretum staff (Adam Burgess and Emma Halloway) select trees for consideration
by the Department, the Arboretum Board and ultimately the Chief Minister.
The trees to be gown at the Arboretum are selected by the Expert Tree Reference
Group on the basis of the following agreed criteria:
1. Focus on tree species that are ‘threatened’ in the wild. Trees will be selected
from lists of ‘threatened species’ formally defined in the categories of critically
endangered, endangered, vulnerable and conservation dependent based on the
IUCN Red List (international), Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999 (Australia) and/or expert advice. In addition, some
species may be accepted because they are significant or iconic.
2. Trees must have the potential to perform well on the NAC site, and as predicted
through current knowledge and modern approaches such as the CABI Forestry
Compendium and climate matching, together with expert advice and local
experience.
3. There must be a demonstrated reasonable prospect of obtaining suitable planting
stock of the chosen species.
4. Each of the ‘Forests’ is required to be interesting and attractive to the public and
provide a rewarding experience. The cumulative overall list of species should
have a wide international geographic representation and include broadleaved and
conifers, evergreen and deciduous, with special features such as tree form, bark,
foliage, blossom and perfume.
5. All proposed seed lots or plants must be characterised by credible scientific data
(including botanical identity, genetic background and provenance (place of
origin).
6. Any plant formally identified under the Pest Plant and Animal Act 2005 as a
declared pest plant in the ACT cannot be planted.
Some species have been bought ‘off the shelf’ from commercial nurseries (including
Yarralumla Nursery), while others have been established from seed procured from
many places around the world, and propagated at Yarralumla Nursery.
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A tree planting programme is identified each year and agreed by the Minister. The
actual plantings in any year depends upon the Department’s and Yarralumla
Nursery’s success in obtaining seed and propagating plants, or securing the relevant
numbers of trees in any given year.
A booklet has been produced on the species that have been selected for the 100
forests component of the master plan. A copy of the current tree booklet (which will
be updated this year) and other information can be found at
http://www.nationalarboretum.act.gov.au/.
d. If you have any policies or/and plans that encompass tree
management/maintenance issues, could you please provide these?
See below and above. Management plans are being prepared for all the forests and a
major maintenance tender document is being drafted and will go to the market
shortly.
e.

Are remnant trees (native trees existing prior to development) given special
consideration?
Significant trees (both native and introduced) are considered for retention. It has
been agreed that the native species on lots 31-35 will be retained and managed.
Also, the Department is working with the local Southern Tablelands Ecosystems
Park (STEP) group to retain and fence off remnant yellow box woodland on an
adjoining rural lease.
As mentioned above, existing species of Himalayan cedars, cork oaks and Pinus
radiata that survived the fires have been retained.

f.

Who has responsibility for the daily/routine management of trees that are
managed by your branch/business unit, and how is this done (eg. staff, via
contract)?
There is a senior curator and a horticulturalist employed on staff. However, new
forests are planted under contract and this includes a 12 month consolidation period
before the forests revert to Territory responsibility.
Given that a number of forests are now coming off consolidation, a maintenance
contract is being prepared and will shortly go out to competitive tender.

3.

What legislation, instruments, policies or procedures affect how your
branch/business unit makes decisions (and, if relevant, manages), which directly or
indirectly affect trees?
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The land being developed is unleased territory land that is also designated land under the
National Capital Plan. Accordingly, works approval must be sought from the National
Capital Authority.
A master plan has been developed for the overall development of the Arboretum. The
development of the civil works, buildings, trees and other elements are undertaken
following ministerial and cabinet consideration and as funding allows. In implementing
the major master plan elements the Department must have regard to the Territory’s
procurement regulations and guidelines.
4.

Are you affected by any Commonwealth legislation? If yes, how does this apply
practically?
As mentioned above, the NCA is the relevant planning authority so that indirectly the
Arboretum is affected by the Australian Capital Territory (Planning and Land
Management) Act 1988 (Clth).

5.

What enforcement action (if any) has been taken under relevant legislation? Have
any prosecutions taken place?
Not applicable.

6.

What potential impacts (if any) do the Utilities Act, the Emergency Services Act and
the Human Rights Act have on your management of the trees?
The Department has to prepare a bushfire management plan in conjunction with TaMS
and as part of the relevant measures ensure that there are appropriate fire breaks around
the site.

7.

Please provide information on your branch/business unit’s annual expenditure on
trees, if possible with a breakdown of funds used for administration and operational
activities.
The National Arboretum and its forest component are in the early phase of development.
Funding for forest development and the establishment of the other components of the
master plan (built environment, infrastructure etc) has to date been dependent upon the
level of funding provided in the annual ACT Budget.
Capital
Capital Funding: The capital appropriations for the Arboretum are set out below. These
included funding for design of landscape and building design, ground preparation, tree
pulling, mulching, forests plantings and irrigation, civil works (roads, dam etc) and other
sundry works.
•

Between 2004-05 and 2011-12 the Government allocated $25.451m capital funding to
the Arboretum. Of this, a total of $12.351m was appropriated between 2004-05 and
2008-09. (See table below.)
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The trees in the recently planted forests are small, but in the long term it is intended that
that wood from felled trees would be utilised for a range of products (though this is some
time off). Most of the mature trees on site have been retained and the majority of timber
felled on site has been Pinus radiata, which has been mulched and utilised on site.
There has been some maintenance work in the Himalayan cedars and some landscaping
work is under way to establish picnic and BBQ areas, paths etc. Some old cedar logs
have been used for steps on the able-bodied walking path. There is an intention to utilise
some of the surplus timber from this forest for seating in the Arboretum.
10. What would assist your branch/business unit with respect to their responsibilities
regarding trees?
The NAC is in the early stages of development and there are a broad range of tasks
currently being undertaken, including design and development, civil works, tree planting
and maintenance etc. There will be a growing operating and maintenance cost as the land
under development expands and forests and other assets come off consolidation. It is
possible that a separate entity may be established to operate the NAC and business
planning and other work is being undertaken as a matter of priority. Analysis of ways to
minimise the burden and costs associated with operational matters would be an
advantage. The range of administrative aspects, events and associated communications
matters also continues to grow.
11. Can you please provide details of the Canberra International Arboretum and
Garden? Including:
a.

Number and species of trees planted:

As mentioned above, there would be close to 25,000 trees planted from stage 1, 2
and 3 forest plantings. Please see the tree booklet referred to above for the list of
forest plantings and proposed plantings.
b. Canopy cover achieved and projected long-term canopy cover:
c.

We do not currently have information on this matter.
Key performance criteria for assessing progress:

This is currently being developed.
d. Proposed planting to complete the arboretum over time:
Please see the tree booklet
e.

Do you know of any studies related to the Arboretum with respect to:
•

Canberra’s Urban Forest: No.

•

Connectivity between key natural areas: No.

•

Birds: No.

•

Bushfire: Only those coming out of the 2003 bushfires eg McLeod Report.

•

Recreation: No.
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•

Visual amenity: No.

•

Climate mitigation (both short and long-term in terms of issues such as
carbon sinks and reducing overall heat affects: Yes – the Carbon
Sequestration Audit of Vegetation Biomass in the ACT, which was conducted by
the Fenner School of Environment and Society, ANU, for DECCEW.

Any other comments/information would be welcomed.
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d. If you have any policies or/and plans that encompass tree management/maintenance
issues, could you please provide these? All ACTPG properties are subject to condition audits
which among other things look at management/maintenance of trees. The results of the
audits are built into maintenance and/or works programs as appropriate. ACTPG has a five
year rolling program for maintenance and works.
e. Are remnant trees (native trees existing prior to development) given special
consideration? No
f. Who has responsibility for the daily/routine management of trees that are managed by
your branch/business unit, and how is this done (eg. staff, via contract)? PAM contracts this
out to PP&S and PP&S in turn engages a variety of contractors to undertake daily/routine
management of trees and other landscape matters.
3. What legislation, instruments, policies or procedures affect how your branch/business
unit makes decisions (and, if relevant, manages), which directly or indirectly affect trees?
Tree Protection Legislation based on advice of qualified arborists and if necessary by
reference to the Tree Protection Unit at TAMS
4. Are you affected by any Commonwealth legislation? If yes, how does this apply
practically? No
5. What enforcement action (if any) has been taken under relevant legislation? Have any
prosecutions taken place? ACTPG has not been prosecuted or been the subject of any
enforcement action associated with tree activities. ACTPG has no role in enforcement action
for others.
6. What potential impacts (if any) do the Utilities Act, the Emergency Services Act and the
Human Rights Act have on your management of the trees? Nil for Human Rights. Utilities
and/or Emergency Services Act might identify an issue with the management of an ACTPG
site that requires trees to be removed.
7. Please provide information on your branch/business unit’s annual expenditure on trees, if
possible with a breakdown of funds used for administration and operational activities.
ACTPG does not separately record the costs of work associated with trees and until it has a
better business system, it will continue to be unable to differentiate tree costs from other
project costs.
8. What are the key challenges confronting your branch/business unit in terms of
management issues associated with trees? The last key challenge was dealing with the
management of pine trees within the boundary of the Old Canberra Brickworks after a fire
started in the Brickworks and spread to adjacent housing. An upcoming challenge will be the
management of the pine trees to the north and west of the Albert Hall which are in urgent
need of pruning and in some cases removal. The cedars between the Albert Hall and
Commonwealth Avenue may also need to have major pruning as they have not been
maintained.
9. If you directly manage field operations please inform us of what is currently done with
timber from felled and pruned trees and has any analysis been undertaken of other uses
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for this timber? Timber from felled and pruned trees is disposed of by tree contractors. No
analysis has been undertaken by the ACTPG of uses for this timber.
10. What would assist your branch/business unit with respect to their responsibilities
regarding trees? FAQ sheets that simply explain rights and responsibilities, particularly so
that they can be provided to project owners in cases where the decision rests with another
agency that has contracted the work to ACTPG.
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Response Contents
Appendices
1.

Canberra‟s Urban Forest Tree Maintenance Areas Plans

2.

List of papers relating to DISMUT research

3.

Urban Trees Asset Management Plan 2005-2022

4.

UFRP Communication Plan 2009-2010

5.

Renewing Canberra‟s Urban Forest information sheet (TAMS website)

6.

Tree removal decision making flow chart

7.

Routine Tree Maintenance „Frequently Asked Questions‟(TAMS website)

8.

Notification for the removal of dead and hazardous trees

9.

Tree Replacement Program information sheet (TAMS website)

10. Management of Trees on Public Urban Land (TAMS website)
11. Service Level Agreement – Canberra Urban Parks and Place and CityScape Services 2004/5
12. Tree assessment criteria
13. Canberra Tree Keepers: An Implementation Scoping Paper
14. TAMS Risk Register (CONFIDENTIAL. Not for distribution)
15. Legislation affecting tree-related decisions by TAMS
16. Code of Practice agreed by PCL and ACTEW/AGL
17. Community organisations, associations or agencies that may have a stake in tree
management in the ACT
18. Replacement of Ageing Landscapes with Community Support: Case Studies in Canberra.
Buckley P, 1994 ACT Parks and Conservation Service
19. Procedure for Claiming for Tree Damaged Property and Applying for Reimbursement,
PCL,
20. a) Windshield Audit Method, Report and analysis of pilot audit approach in Hackett and
Higgins, TreeLogic, December 2009
b) Canberra Tree Audit – Method Field Guidelines, January 2010-05-06
c) The Reliability of a Windshield Survey to Locate Hazards in Roadside Trees.
21. ‟Give a tree a drink‟ brochure
22. PCL Customer Service Charter 2008-2009
23 Memorandum of Understanding, Yarralumla Nursery and PCL
24.Guidelines for the Management of Urban Parkland Trees for Habitat Creation, July 2001,
Canberra Urban Parks and Places
25. Characterisation of the „Urban Forest‟: Mapping Vegetation and Impervious Surface
Patterns in Canberra, (Michael Doherty, Matt Beaty & Jacqui Meyers) Powerpoint slides from
a presentation to the Expert Reference Group for the UFRP, August 2008
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Appendix cont
26. Urban Forest Renewal Program, Reference Group
27. A Carbon Sequestration Audit of Vegetation Biomass in the Australian Capital Territory
28.Tree Selection Working Group: Review of the Design Standard 23,
Tables
1.

Summary of funding arrangements for urban tree management programs administered by
TAMS

2.

Summary of the urban tree management programs within TAMS

3.

TAMS process for the removal of dead and hazardous trees

4.

TAMS Risk Rating

5.

Benchmarking comparisons

6.

Benchmarking comparisons for maintenance schedules

7.

Budget summary for urban tree management (2003/04 - 2009/10)

8.

Budget summary for urban tree management (2003/04 - 2009/10) converted to 2010
dollars (using a CPI increase of 3% per annum)

9.

Expenditure on contractors according to contract type (2007/08 – 2009/10)

10. Expenditure on contractors according to contract type (2007/08 – 2009/10) converted
to 2010 dollars (using a CPI increase of 3% per annum)
11. Contractors involved in removing dead and drought affected trees (2007-2010)
Diagrams
Diagram 1: PCL Urban Tree Management Components
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Questions for Land Management and Planning
1. What is the definition of the term Urban Forest that your agency uses and what
is the authority of the definition? Can you please provide a map of urban forest
areas managed by TAMS?
„Urban forest‟ is defined by Prof Lindsay Pryor and Dr John Banks, two world-renowned
Australian urban foresters, in their book, Trees and Shrubs of Canberra1, as „the sum total of
all woody and associated vegetation in and around dense human settlements‟.
The term „urban forest‟ is used in the Tree Protection ACT, 2008
„Urban forest2‟ is used by Parks, Conservation and Lands (PCL) to refer to the trees in
Canberra around which people live, work and play. For the purposes of this definition,
„Nature Parks‟, such as Black Mountain and Mount Ainslie, are not part of the „urban forest‟.
These areas are managed by the Parks and Reserves section of Territory and Municipal
Service (TAMS) as part of the Nature Park system.
Maps of Canberra‟s urban forest tree maintenance areas are provided in Appendix 1.
2. Has the ANU study on the condition and expected decline of the urban forest
been peer reviewed? If so can OCSE have a copy of the review?
In 1996 Canberra Urban Parks commissioned research scientists at the Australian National
University‟s (ANU) Department of Forestry (now the Fenner School of Environment and
Society) to survey Canberra‟s urban trees and develop a modelling system for their
management. The output of this research was the Decision Information System for Modelling
Urban Trees (DISMUT). The research estimated that up to two-thirds of Canberra‟s trees
would decline in the coming 20-30 years. DISMUT has been the subject of several peerreviewed journal articles, and a number of non-peer reviewed papers in conference
proceedings, including an invited paper to the International Association of Arboriculturists (a
list is provided at Appendix 2). While the original consultancy report provided to PCL by the
ANU research team was not directly subject to peer review, it was exposed to a committee of
technical experts for comment.
Extracts from a selection of these peer and non-peer reviewed documents (http://fennerschoolassociated.anu.edu.au/mensuration/BRACKPUB.HT; Accessed 28 March 2010) provide an
outline of the DISMUT work and its efficacy:
PCL tree condition audit and assessment 2009-10
The individual condition of 18,000 trees across four suburbs (Narrabundah, Higgins, Duffy
and Deakin) was assessed in April 2009. This was supplemented by a further condition
assessment in two suburbs (Higgins3 and Hackett) in December 2009 using a tree population
rapid sampling approach (similar to that used in the DISMUT study). The rapid sampling
approach, prepared by TreeLogic is detailed in Appendix 20. Data from all these surveys is
1

Pryor, L. D. and Banks, J. C. G. (2001) Trees and Shrubs in Canberra. 2nd edition. ACT Government/Little Hills Press,
Sydney NSW.
2

The term „urban forest‟ is widely used throughout the world. It was first used in 1965 in the title of a graduate
course in urban vegetation management by Jorgensen (Hauer quoting Jorgensen 1970, Grey and Deneke 1986,
Miller 1997).
3

Higgins was assessed using both methods to test for the validity of the data
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being analysed and compared to the DISMUT study to determine a current assessment of the
health of the urban forest and change over the last decade.
3. Can your agency provide written documentation of Urban Forest Renewal and
other tree management programs (e.g. Tree Retention Program and Hazardous
Tree Removal) in a succinct format (4-6 pages) describing the current programs
and outline any options for their future development that you have considered?
(This information is likely to be made public in forums with experts and
community members to discuss the Urban Forest Renewal Program.)
Funding arrangements for the UFRP and other tree management programs managed by
TAMS are summarised in Table 1, and their focus (and potential overlap) is shown in
Table 2. It is proposed to consolidate the PCL tree management components into four
categories of tree management activities. Refer to Diagram 1 in Question 3
Table 1 – Summary of funding arrangements for urban tree management programs
administered by

*

PCL section

Program

Duration

Urban Forest
Renewal Program

Urban Forest Renewal Program

2009-2013

Initiative $19.3 M over
2009-2013* -refer to footnote

Urban Tree
Management Unit

Routine Tree Maintenance

Recurrent budget

$4.3 M p.a.

Dead and Hazardous Tree
Removal Program

2002-cont

$250 K-$350,000 p.a. on
average

Tree Watering program

80% of funding is applied
for annually through
initiative funding

$300,000 average

Tree Damage Claims and
Insurance

Continuing

Operational (at cost)

Tree Replacement Program
(Minor Capital Works)

1998 – 2009

$250,000 pa (capital)

Annual budget bid

Funding

The UFRP was suspended in November 2009 which resulted in $2.0 M in funds not able to be used in the
2009-10 financial year. The ACT Government budget 2010-11, reduced the funding for the Urban Forest
Renewal Program to $1M which is to be primarily allocated to the removal of dead and hazardous trees and their
replanting. Funding for out years, at the time of this report, are unknown but the budget paper indicates $1M
from 2011 to 2013
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Table 2– Summary of tree management and maintenance programs within Territory and Municipal Services.
(Note the blue banding highlights the programs managed within PCL)
Program

1.

Routine Tree Maintenance

2

Tree Protection Unit
(trees on leased land (private)
Trees in Heritage Precincts
Tree Replacement program
(urban)
Hazardous & dead tree
removal
Urban Forest Renewal

3.
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13.
14

„Give a tree a drink‟
Commercial Forestry
Cotter, Uriarra, etc
Tree planting in parks and
reserves -non-urban ie
Greening Australia and
Lower Cotter Catchment
(LCC)
Significant Tree Register
(Tree Protection Unit)
Million Trees Program
Fire hazard reduction
removal (BOP)
Arboretum (CMO)
Tree planting associated
with Capital Works

Public
Health
Water
Catchment
Protection

Public Safety
(Dead, dangerous
hazardous
fire risk)

Aesthetics

X

X

X

X

X

X

Community
Engagement
for participation
in programs

Cultural
(heritage built)

Recreation

Heritage
(natural)

Commercial

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
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Urban Forest Renewal Program
The UFRP was established in 2009, as a natural extension of earlier planning processes and
implementation activities (notably, The Urban Tree Asset Management Plan 2005-2022;
Appendix 3) that followed the outcome of the ANU‟s research into the urban forest.
The UFRP aims to „sustain and enhance Canberra‟s urban forest for future generations.‟ Its
strategic plan identifies five guiding principles for urban forest management, namely:
 The contribution of urban forests to Canberra‟s distinctive landscape setting and
character should be maintained
 Risks to people and property from declining and failing trees should be reduced
 The use and care of trees should be optimised, with tree selection based on
survival prospects under climate change scenarios and on avoidance of species
with the potential to become pest plants
 Environmental, social and economic benefits should be maintained and improved
 A flexible approach should be taken to tree renewal
The first phase, 2009-2013, the UFRP has the following four key outputs:
 A condition assessment of Canberra‟s urban forest
 Introduction of a programmed preventative maintenance (cyclical) program
 Strategic replanting
 An informed and supportive community
The program budget of $4.3 million for $2009-10 was primarily allocated for strategic
planning and operational activities, including improved maintenance of the total tree
population, removal of declining trees, and planting of new trees. Communications and
community engagement were identified as priority investment areas so as to develop the
public‟s understanding of and facilitate their participation in the program‟s planning and
implementation. The Commissioner was asked to review the ACT Government‟s tree
management programs in December 2009 and as a result the operational component of the
UFRP was suspended while an extensive tree condition audit continued to be performed.
Funding for the out years, 2011-2013 has been reduced to $1 million annually, to address
dead and dangerous tree removal and replacement.
The Communication Plan for the UFRP was approved by the Chief Minister in May 2009
(Appendix 4). This plan was based on a three-staged process:
 Inform stakeholders at a broad scale across Canberra
 Engage with stakeholders to identify the issues and potential solutions
 Involve stakeholders in on-ground actions
Further information about the UFRP is provided at Appendix 5 and may be sourced online at:
Renewing Canberra‟s Urban Forest:
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/play/parks_conservation_and_lands/parks_reserves_and_
open_places/trees_and_forests/trees/tree_renewal
Renewing Canberra‟s Urban Forest (flyer):
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/156427/fact_sheet_urban_for
ests_rev7_3_12_08.pdf
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Urban Tree Management Unit
The ACT Government through the Urban Tree Management Unit manages4
 230,000 street trees
 235,000 trees in maintained areas of urban parkland
 178,000 trees in unmaintained areas of urban parkland such as semi-natural open
space (receiving reactive maintenance only)
These three categories are shown in the Tree Maintenance Plans in Appendix 1. Refer to
Question 4 for details of PCL‟s tree management policies and procedures.
The five main units of work are;
a) Routine Tree Maintenance
b) Dead and Hazardous Tree Removal Program,
c) Tree Damage Claims and Insurance
d) Tree Watering
e) Tree Replacement Program (TRP).
These are described below
(a)

Routine Tree Maintenance5

Routine Tree Maintenance administered by the Urban Tree Management Unit includes
responding to public tree-related enquiries, conducting field assessment of trees, and
programming priority pruning. This work is conducted in line with PCL‟s Customer Service
Charter*, 2008-2009 provided on page 20 of Appendix 22 and is primarily reactive. The
Unit‟s work relating to the removal of dead, damaged and potentially hazardous trees and the
coordination of tree replacement is described in the sections that follow. The decision making
process (flow chart) used by PCL to remove trees is described in Question 4b (and Appendix
6).
Information about the activities associated with „Routine Maintenance‟ can be found at
„Frequently Asked Questions‟ at Appendix 7 and may be sourced online at:
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/play/parks_conservation_and_lands/parks_reserves_and_
open_places/trees_and_forests/trees/frequently_asked_questions
The Urban Tree Management Unit and the UFRP are co-located but separately managed. The
former is focused on maintenance of existing trees, while the UFRP was established to
develop a program for the strategic renewal of the ageing urban forest along with an enhanced
maintenance program.

4

Tree numbers recorded in the DISMUT study referred to in theUrban Tree Asset Management Plan 2005-22
Routine Tree Maintenance is not a „program‟ as such, but an umbrella label for the range of PCL‟s core tree
management activities that sit within the Urban Tree Management Unit
*NOTE The PCL Service Charter is an internal document only at this time.
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(b)

Dead and Hazardous Tree Removal Program

The Dead and Hazardous Tree Removal Program (DHTRP) (formerly the Dead and
Dangerous Tree Removal Program) addresses the increasing numbers of declining trees
arising from age and ongoing drought conditions.
PCL has a notification system for the removal of dead and hazardous trees as shown in
Appendix 8. Opportunities for process improvement have been implemented in April 2010
many of which were identified in the Commissioner‟s interim report. When tree removal is
required, improved notification of residents and park users is through letterbox drops,
signage and web-based information. These changes are being applied in the first instance to
the planned removal of trees as specified in the dead and hazardous tree removal list, 2010,
located on the TAMS website
tams.act.gov.au/_data/assets/pdf_file/0006/186963/Dead_and_Hazardous_removal, where
1719 trees are scheduled for removal by June 2010.
It is understood that the OCSE will conduct an audit on the notification process as part of its
review into the ACT Government tree management programs.
Specific funding for increased levels of tree removal was first provided by the ACT
Government in 2002-03 in response to the significant increase in dead and declining trees as
a consequence of drought conditions. Prolonged and ongoing drought has profoundly
affected Canberra‟s urban trees. Throughout the period 2002/3 to 2008/9 approximately
18,500 trees were removed. These trees were assessed as dead, physiologically damaged or in
such significant decline that could not be corrected by pruning.
There will always be a need for a system to manage dead and hazardous tree removals. Trees
are not static assets and may become damaged by storms, birdlife, vandals and through their
natural ageing process. While the Dead and Hazardous Tree Removal Program manages the
risk from failing trees, it does not address the longer term strategic issue identified by the
ANU of declining and ageing trees. The UFRP was established to address this longer term
strategic issue across Canberra‟s urban forest estate. Research by the ANU as noted in the
Executive Summary in the Urban Trees Asset Management Plan 2005-22 makes the
following point; „The risk analysis demonstrates that, under the current service standard, the
risk to public safety increases by over 200% by 2012 and there are significant implications
for future asset replacement programs. If the target service standard is implemented, the risk
is decreased significantly.
The current service standard is inefficient and if it is continued, it is likely to place the
Territory at risk of unmanageable replacement and maintenance burdens in future years as
well as a greatly increased risk to public safety. „
The „service standard’ that is referred to in 2002 (Urban Tree Asset Management Plan 20052022) has not changed substantially. It is anticipated the tree condition audit data that is
currently underway will confirm a continuing decline in asset quality and subsequent risk to
the Territory Government..
It is anticipated that the rate of dead and hazardous tree removal will necessarily continue to
be high until a strategic tree renewal program can be implemented.
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(c)
Tree Damage Claims and Insurance
The Urban Tree Management Unit liaises with residents about damage to private property
caused by urban trees and administers a series of claims procedures that relate to this issue.
Refer to Appendix 19 for further information on the Claims Procedures. It is also discussed
in the response to Question 11.
(d ) Tree Watering Program
The Tree Watering Program is part of routine management but over the last four years has
required additional funding to cope with the impact of the dry conditions. Since 2005 PCL, on
average, has watered 25,000 new and young trees, (trees can be up to 5 years old). The
average cost of watering a young tree four to five times over the warmer summer months is
$22.50 per tree. To fund this activity approximately $120,000 is allocated from the annual
Tree Management Unit budget. Additional funding has been received to top up this base
allocation through the continuing drought conditions. In 2009, $328,000 was allocated for
watering.
The time and cost of watering young trees is made more difficult by the random nature of the
tree replacements. New plantings are scattered throughout Canberra including green and
brown field sites, in residential areas and throughout parks. The Urban Forest Renewal
Program has recently developed a database to improve the recording and of trees that are on
the watering program..
(e)
Tree Replacement Program (TRP)
PCL‟s Tree Replacement Program (TRP) removes old and deteriorating trees and replaces
them with young trees (depending on seasonal conditions). This modest program is funded
under Capital Works and therefore has a variable budget allocation averaging $250,000 per
year. It commenced in 1992 when the scale of the management issues and cost implications
arising from Canberra‟s ageing trees were identified. A paper by Ms Prue Buckley,
Replacement of Ageing Landscapes with Community Support: case studies in Canberra,
1994, in Appendix 18 identifies the need for the renewal activities.
The TRP involves the detailed assessment and mapping of all trees at selected sites by
suitably qualified staff or consultants, an extensive consultation process involving the
adjacent residents and media releases, and a staged tree removal and tree replacement process
over 10 to 15 years sometimes involving three tree removal and planting phases. Undesirable
tree species, such as those on the Weeds Register (for example, Celtis australis) and those
that have been unsuccessful in the Canberra setting, have been replaced with more suitable
tree types.
The TRP will be superseded by the UFRP. Further information about the TRP is provided at
Appendix 9 and may be sourced online at:
Tree Replacement Program 2008/2009:
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/play/parks_conservation_and_lands/parks_reserves_and_
open_places/trees_and_forests/trees/tree_replacement_program_2009
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Trees in parks or on nature strips are only removed if they are dead and/or considered to be
hazardous, or as part of a planned replacement program of aged trees by the Tree
Replacement Program. Dead trees in semi-natural areas are retained for wildlife habitat, if
suitable. Where urban trees are removed, the stump is programmed for removal within two
months of the removal.
4c. Are there any standard forms, surveys or mechanisms that can be provided?
As per Question 4a, the Service Level Agreement point 2.7.6, Routine Pruning ,Appendix 11
defines the criteria for the operational teams in PCL for their pruning and management of
trees. More recently, the tree assessment criteria have been reviewed as part of the tree
condition audit process in Appendix 12 and are discussed in Question 5a. This form has been
developed to be automated with a coding system where the tree condition is ranked.
4d. Is there an appeal process if the public does not like a decision?
There is no formal appeals process within any of the legislation administered by PCL.
However, residents may question a decision to remove a tree following notification. If still not
satisified, members of the public may raise their concerns about particular decisions with
TAMS senior management or the minister and a response is provided. Where this concern is
expressed through a community group, TAMS generally responds by convening a meeting or
attending a meeting organised by the group.
5. What tree maintenance programs does the Department currently have and has
there been any assessment of the effectiveness of these programs?
An outline of the tree maintenance programs administered by TAMS is provided at Question
3, and summarised in Tables 1 and 2.
There has been no specific assessment of the effectiveness of the program, however PCL has
collected information on a quarterly basis through the Market Attitude Research Survey
(MARS), July-December 2009. The satisfaction levels about tree management are displayed
below, showing a trend of increasing satisfaction with maintenance of urban trees.
Measurement

“Satisfaction”
Satisfaction with urban street and park trees:
The maintenance and pruning of street
trees....
The maintenance and pruning of trees
in the urban parks...................
The replacement of dead or dying
trees due to the drought or other reasons.

Baseline
2007/2008

2008/2009
Full Year

JulySept
Quarter
2009

Oct
2009

Nov
2009

Dec
2009

Oct-Dec
2009
Quarter

67%

68%

73%

82%

77%

81%

80%

80%

78%

81%

88%

87%

81%

85%

60%

68%

66%

70%

73%

77%

73%

6 Given the community concern associated with hazardous tree removals:
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a.

What is departmental policy and practice with respect to hazardous trees?

Further to the description of the Dead and Hazardous Tree Removal Program at Question 3,
and PCL‟s policy, Management of Trees on Public Urban Land at Question 4 (and Appendix
10), the process for the removal of dead, dangerous and hazardous trees is outlined here in
Table 3.
Table 3 – TAMS‟ criteria rating and timing for the removal of dead, dangerous and hazardous
trees (Source: TAMS website, March 2010
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/play/parks_conservation_and_lands/parks_reserves_and_open_pl
aces/trees and forests/trees/tree renewal)
Risk
Category
Dead

Dangerous
(High
concern)

Dangerous
(Storm event)

Hazardous

Criteria
No visible sign of life

Criteria includes:

high use area

species known to fail
without warning

severe/ structural defects

size of the tree
Criteria includes:

high use area – house,
school or near a road

severe/ structural defects

size of the tree
Criteria includes:

Frequently used area

Failure potential of the
species

Maintenance history (if
available)

Risk potential – what
might be hit

Landscape importance

Structural deficiencies

Useful life expectancy

Timing for removal
Tree may be hazardous,
dangerous, or not of
immediate risk; the amenity
of the area may be
compromised by having
dead trees
Removed within 48 hours
after assessment

Removed within 7 days
after assessment; removal
and pruning to make safe
undertaken on a priority
basis
Programmed for removal
within a period of 3-6
months

Removed by
(generally)
Contractor or inhouse depending
on the risk the tree
poses (as per
dangerous/hazard
ous)
In-house

In-house

Usually contractor

Identified by
Resident and/or
Tree Operation
Teams

Resident and/or
Tree Operations
Teams while
undertaking
routine works
Resident

Resident and/or
Tree Operations
Teams whilst
undertaking
routine works

b. Can you please outline the communication process used to inform the
community?
The improved notification process for tree removal implemented in April 2010, involves a
letterbox drop to inform the residents adjacent to the specified tree that needs to be removed,
signage attached to the tree, an appeal process that the resident may use to question the
decision to remove the tree, information on the TAMS website and published in the Canberra
Times Community Notice Board.
Further to Question 3, the notification process for dead and hazardous trees is provided in
Appendix 8.
c. Has there been any benchmarking on how other jurisdictions handle hazardous
tree removals, if yes could we please have a copy of this
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PCL has not undertaken formal benchmarking on how other jurisdictions handle hazardous
tree removals. However, the cost of tree management in three jurisdictions was benchmarked
in 2008 as part of the preparatory process for the budget proposal to the ACT Government
and is provided in Table 5.
PCL's policies and processes are, however, informed by information and knowledge
exchange with other jurisdictions, The Expert Reference Panel established to assist in the
development of the Urban Forest Renewal Program has brought in expertise from other states.
PCL staff are also exposed to broader communities of practice through their participation in
meetings, workshops, conferences and training opportunities. On occasion, invitations are
extended to experts to present their research findings and ideas, including to TAMS
management and technical committees. By way of example, Lyndal Plant (Principal Urban
Forest Policy Officer, Brisbane City Council) gave a presentation to the UFRP Expert
Reference Group on Brisbane City Council‟s street tree data collection and application (16
Feb 2009).
d. What is your approach for replacing trees that have been considered
dangerous/hazardous and have been immediately removed?
As a result of both drought conditions (making the planting of young trees difficult) and
limited funding to support the ongoing maintenance of young trees, replacement of dead and
hazardous trees has been limited. Trees are generally only planted adjacent to residents‟
houses where the resident has requested a new tree and committed to help water it.
In the 18 years since the commencement of the Tree Replacement Program (TRP),an
estimated 5000 trees have been replanted to replace declining trees in the older parts of
Canberra that have been removed. Although this program doesn‟t directly replace trees that
have been removed as part of the Dead and Dangerous Tree Removal Program, there has been
ongoing replacement of trees in residential areas.
The UFRP will introduce a strategic and proactive approach to tree removal and replacement.
It will aim to create positive interactions with the community and to facilitate opportunities
for their involvement. The urban forest audit (discussed in Question 2) will identify gaps
where trees are missing in streetscapes, but will take another six months or so, after the audit
is complete, before a comprehensive schedule of works can be put in place. As an interim
measure, replanting activities are being developed to target locations where significant
numbers of trees have been removed in the last six-year period. It should be noted that
planting and maintenance costs increase when planting sites are widely dispersed.
e. Is there a difference between a dangerous and hazardous tree?
The difference between a dangerous and hazardous tree is often (but not always) one of
location. A tree which is in a location that is frequently used, such as in a park close to play
equipment or carpark in a shopping centre, has a higher risk rating than a tree which is in a
less used area. Table 4 below shows the risk ratings for tree location that TAMS has assigned
as part of its risk management process
Attribute
None
Minimal
Minor

Score
0
1
2

Definition
Restricted area.
Category B Maintenance Areas.
Access roads; Category A Maintenance Areas – Low Use; Pedestrian
Parkland; Laneway; Neighbourhood Park.
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Moderate

3

Major

4

Prominent

5

Minor collector roads; Category A Maintenance Areas – Medium Use;
District Park.
Major collector roads; Category A Maintenance Areas – High Use; Town
Park.
Highway / arterial road; adjacent school or shop; buffer around BBQ, seat,
shelter, toilet block, car park, cycleway, paths in UOS, shopping centre.

Table 4 TAMS Risk Ranking
In terms of management responses, a dangerous tree is removed immediately (within 48 hours
after the assessment as dangerous. In the event of trees that are damaged in storm, removal
will be prioritised within seven (7) days of the assessment. if necessary, the trees will be
pruned to make safe prior to removal. Removal of hazardous trees, as opposed to dangerous
trees, is scheduled within a 3-6 month period after the assessment. Delays may occur when it
is necessary to obtain permits to remove trees in Heritage Precincts and on designated land.
Refer to Table 3 at Question 5 for a summary of the terms and the management response.
7.
How do the current tree management programs relate to past programs,
and what changes have there been?
The Urban Tree Unit has existed since the amalgamation of Canberra Urban Parks and Places
and CityScape in 2004. It has been recognised for some time that a more strategic approach is
needed to improve management of Canberra‟s urban trees. Consequently, the Urban Forest
Renewal Program was established under initiative funding in 2009 to strategically prioritise
maintenance, removal and replacement of trees across Canberra.
The most substantial change to tree management service levels occurred with the disbandment
of the NCDC. Many Canberrans recall the whole-of-life service that was provided to trees,
especially the ones on nature strips, when the Commonwealth Government funded the tree
management program. The ACT Government has not been able to maintain the
Commonwealth‟s funding levels,
8. How is the health of trees measured, and what is required to maintain trees in
good health?
Measuring tree health
The most recent Canberra-wide assessment of tree health assessment was conducted more
than ten years ago as part of the ANU‟s DISMUT research. Simple indicators of tree health
were collected for all street and park trees. A subsequent evaluation in 2005 found that tree
health had been over-estimated. Brack (2006) states, “The over-estimate of health may be
due to the relatively poor rainfall conditions over the past 10 years…” (the complete extract at
Question 2).
The Canberra-wide rapid audit condition assessment that is underway (April 2010) will
provide a more accurate and current picture of the health of Canberra‟s urban trees. This audit
aims to be complete by June 2010.
Maintaining trees in good health depends on a number of factors outlined below:
Species Selection
The suitability of trees for Canberra‟s streets and parks is a working experiment in testing a
diverse range of exotic and native trees to local conditions. A list of trees that have been
assessed as suitable can be found in the Design Standards for Urban Infrastructure, 23 Plant
Species for Urban Landscape Projects. The Tree Selection Working Group, in Appendix 28,
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is reviewing this Design Standard. It is anticipated the revised version of this Standard will be
made available on the TAMS website later in 2010.
Planting Conditions
Tree health and survival can be affected by a range of seasonal factors, such as temperature
(frost tolerance), soil moisture content, , susceptibility to disease, flowering times and
likelihood of storm damage.
Siting & Spacing
Trees need adequate space to grow. Often, trees are planted in small spaces where their
growth (and health) will be restricted. Trees planted too close together will compete for water,
nutrients and light. This will not only stunt their growth, but may affect their structural
integrity, appearance and stability.
Watering
Young trees are especially susceptible to water stress. In temperatures over 24 degrees, a
young tree (depending on species) may need 20 to 30 litres (2-3 buckets) of water if less than
25 mm of rain falls over a one week period.
One of the major contributing factors to good tree health is a ready supply of water. During
the past seven years of drought conditions, groundwater has been a limiting factor and many
of Canberra‟s urban trees have declined as a result. Many trees have been physiologically
damaged by the drought, resulting in dieback and other structural defects, technically known
as Decline Syndrome or the Mortality Spiral. The Corroboree Park Tree Assessment,
undertaken by Tree Logic in December 2009, describes the syndrome as the combination of
factors that eventually lead to the death or severe decline of a tree. „Each factor effectively
contributes to the tree/s being more susceptible to further stresses. Manion (1981) assigns the
various factors into 3 categories. At least one factor from each category is involved. The
categories and examples of stresses are provided below:
1. Predisposing factors
Generally static or non-changing factors that weaken or stress the plant permanently and
make it more susceptible to other factors include climate, coil moisture, host genotype, soil
nutrients, air pollutants.’ In the case with many of Canberra’s urban trees, soil compaction,
age, air pollution and climate changes are likely factors in tree decline leading to the
mortality spiral.
2. Inciting factors
These factors are short in duration and may be physical or biological in nature but
they can cause drastic injury to the tree. Examples: Insect defoliation, Frost,
drought, salt, air pollutants, mechanical injury. Prolonged drought conditions and
insect attack are likely factors from within this category.
3 Contributing factors
These factors are usually persistent and often produce noticeable signs or
symptoms on the tree. These organisms are generally blamed for the condition
but are generally indicators of a weakened host. Examples: insects, borers,
beetles, viruses, root decay and canker fungi. A number of examples from this
category exist including gall, wood borers and decay fungi.
‘...The most

obvious symptom of decline is canopy dieback. Dieback is loosely used to
describe tree death but more accurately describes the progressive death of a tree from its
extremities to its roots (Strouts and Winter, 1994).
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Reducing these factors can improve a tree‟s health. As a way of encouraging the community
to do this, the ACT Government promotes a community participatory campaign known „Give
a Tree a Drink‟ which provides helpful information to encourage people to care for their trees.
This brochure is in Appendix 22 and on the TAMS website
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/play/pcl/parks reserves and open places/trees and forests/trees
.
9.
What benchmarking has been undertaken of urban tree management
practises, programs and legislation in equivalent cities around the world?
Further to the response to Question 5c, the cost of tree management benchmarking as shown
in Table 5 conducted in 2009 shows the ACT Government manages the greatest number of
trees with the lowest budget per number of trees. Its also has the greatest percentage of
mature trees with more than half above 14 m tall, which make them more expensive to
manage as larger equipment is needed. The Tree Asset Management plan 2005-22 in
Appendix 3 notes that the increase in equipment costs is almost double for a tree above 14
metres. „Maintenance of trees less than 14 metres tall requires a mini-tower and costs $54.82
per tree while maintenance for trees taller than 14 metres requires a travel tower and costs
$106.42 per tree. The cost implications associated with tree growth alone during the next 20
years are therefore very significant.‟ The report goes onto quantify this at $300,027 per
annum. These costs were provided in 2002 and have now increased.
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Table 5. Benchmarking Comparisons

Jurisdiction

6

PCL

Hume City
Council (Vic)
(Data from
2008)
Brisbane City
Council (street
trees)
Data from
2008)

Inspection
Cycle (years)

Number
Inspected
Per
Annum

630,000
(220,000
nature
strips,
220,000
Parks,
200,000
Open
Space)
125000

None
Reactive

None
Reactive

3 years

543,900

Proactively
during first 12
months of
establishment

Urban
trees
managed

1 in next 3
years cycle
post
establishment
6

Budget
Excl.
Capital
Works
$000
&
Excl.
supply

Av no.
of trees
planted
annually
routine
tree
planting

Av no.
of
trees
planted
in
green
and
brown
field
sites

% of tree age ie
50% mature,
40% 20 years,
10% under 5 yrs

Av. tree
height

% of
deciduous
to native

No. of
Trees
Removed
annually

$4.6 M
+ cost of
insurance
claims

500

4000

8.9m
65% are
taller
than
10m

45 %
deciduous
55 %
native

1800

30,000

2.2M

5000

8000

Over mature 7 %
Mature 68 %
(average)
Semi mature 20%
Young 5%
(note these are
average estimates
based on recent
survey works)
Mature 27%
Semi mature 35%
Young 17%

4.8 m

34%
deciduous
66% native

4000
average

Proactively
approx
14,000
Reactively
approx.
3,000 of the
14,500
requests
received

$9 M
(+ cost of
insurance
claims 0708 $3m)

11,200
(includes
green
fields)

Mature 35%
Over mature 55%
Young 10%

96% of
street
trees are
less than
10m
61 % 5m
or less)

Approx.
50/50 native
to nonnative

6,000
average

The cost comparison data was collected as part of budget proposal information in 2008.

average
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in compensation. The details of these claims are confidential and cannot be included in this
report.
Roads ACT carries out more than $3.0 million in repairs to damaged footpaths and driveways
on Territory land each year and estimate more than 10% are directly related to tree root
damage. Roads ACT also deals with more than 100 claims each year associated with trips
causing physical injury. Roads ACT advise that a high percentage of these claims are the
result of trip points caused by tree roots. Claims of this type resulting in physical injury are
managed by the ACT Government Solicitors‟ office.
13 How are competing priorities for managing the Urban Forest managed with
respect to solar access, safety, heritage, environmental, landscape values?
All these factors are taken into consideration during the decision-making processes for
management of trees.
The ACT Government actively supports and promotes the use of passive solar energy. In
developed settings, issues relating to solar access will continue to be managed on a case by
casr basis. However there are no plans to remove healthy trees solely to improve access to
solar energy. In green and brown field development areas, solar access is taken into
consideration during the design phase. Under the UFRP there will be some scope to consider
solar access issues during master planning processes for precincts and, in some cases, at the
finer scale of streets/parks.
Trees are important to ameliorating urban temperatures and contribute to managing carbon
emissions. TAMS encourages placement of solar panels in locations that do not impact on the
streetscape e.g. the back of the house.
The issue of safety to people and property is paramount, as discussed in Question 9, and
therefore has priority relative over other considerations.. However, there are some situations
where actions may be taken in the interests of other values, such as removing nesting birds
from a dangerous tree prior to removal.
Decision-making with respect to heritage issues is governed by ACT Government‟s heritage
legislation. Advice is sought from the Heritage Unit (internal) and the Heritage Council
(external) when required.
PCL is very conscious of environmental and landscape values provided by urban trees and
take these factors into account. Consideration of environmental and landscape values will be
embodied into the UFRP to „sustain and enhance Canberra‟s urban forest for future
generations‟ and in its guiding five principles (refer to Question 3).
14 How are birds explicitly considered in the management of the Urban Forest?
The Nature Conservation Act 1980 requires that nesting birds are not to be disturbed unless a
tree is considered to be dangerous and needs to be immediately removed.
Where possible, trees identified for removal in suitable areas of parkland or urban fringe areas
are cut over and retained as habitat trees. This is not possible on suburban nature strips or in
high use areas of urban parks where public safety may be compromised. Mature trees may
need removal due to the hazard posed by holes or hollows, despite their suitability for birdlife
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and other fauna. Some species are susceptible to rot, such as blue gums, and may be further
weakened by the hollowing out of rot-affected timber by birds and possums
Where trees have wildlife including birds, possums and bats nesting in them, a licence to
remove and/or interfere with the nest must be granted by the Conservator of Flora and Fauna
before any work on that tree proceeds.
15 How are remnant trees explicitly managed in the Urban Forest?
PCL‟s policies and procedures for tree management, Management of Trees on Public Urban
Land (Appendix 10), and for dead, dangerous and hazardous trees (Question 5) apply to
remnant trees.
Remnant trees retained in new suburban settings can be very difficult to manage if they are
located in someone‟s leased land (garden) or given limited space in a pocket park situation.
Urbanisation around the trees dramatically changes their growing conditions and as a result
many of them begin to decline. In the 20 years since the Gungahlin region was developed
over half of the retained eucalypts are now dead and many are deemed hazardous. Significant
resources have to be applied to pruning remnant trees to make them safe. Pruning however
increases the opportunity for trees to get infections through the pruning wound. .
It is anticipated that many more urban remnant trees will be included on the Significant Tree
Register in the near future and be protected under the Tree Protection Legislation 2005.
If a remnant tree is deemed unsafe, it is assessed for its suitability as a habitat tree before any
action is taken. Refer to Appendix 24 for Canberra Urban Parks and Places, Guidelines for
the Management of Urban Parkland Trees for Habitat Creation.
16 Is seed collected from remnant trees for production of trees to be used in the
ACT? If yes, how is it undertaken and when is it used?
It is understood seed from remnant trees may be collected in Greenfield sites prior to
development but this activity is not managed through TAMS
Seed is not generally collected from remnant trees in Canberra due to cross pollination issues
which reduces the certainty of the future species. In certain circumstances PCL makes a
request to Yarralumla Nursery to collect seed from remnant trees. This was the case with seed
from some of the remnant trees in Corroboree Park in April 2010
Yarralumla Nursery manages the collection of seed for both exotic, native and remnant trees
in Canberra. The use of seed is dictated to a large extent by its availability and storage life.
Small amounts of long-lived seed may be kept for special requests. A significant store of seed
is kept for general cultivation purposes, together with some seed reserves set aside for future
use.
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17 What legislation (including Commonwealth), instruments, policies or procedures
affects how you make decisions related to trees, and also manage trees?
A list of legislation that affects tree-related decisions by TAMS is provided at Appendix 15.
18 In relation to woody weeds:
a.

What is the mechanism to classify tree species as weeds in the ACT?

An expert Weeds Advisory Group (formed under the ACT Weeds Strategy 2009-19) meets to
assess the weed status of plants. A weed risk assessment is used to score the „weed potential‟
of a plant. It is based on an assessment form developed by the SA Animal and Plant Control
Commission.
b. What requirements are there to remove weeds on private and public land?
The Pest Plants and Animals Act 2005 applies to premises (land or building) in the ACT.
The Chief Executive may issue a „pest management directive‟ for any plant that must be
contained or suppressed, subject to Ministerial approval of a Pest Plant Management Plan for
the weed (as a notifiable instrument). Draft Pest Plant Management Plans for a number of
the invasive weeds are currently under review by the Weeds Advisory Group. Ministerial
approval will be sought once these reviews are complete.
Prohibited weeds under the Act may be seized by PCL officers or authorised rangers.
Seizures from nurseries selling weeds, such as Broom or Mexican Feather Grass, have
occurred on a number of occasions.
c.

Can people be forced to remove weeds? If so, how is this enforced?

Refer to response at Question 18b.
d. What legislation is relevant to weed management in the ACT?
The legislation relevant to weed management in the ACT is the Pest Plants and Animals
Act 2005 is described in Question 18a, and is available online at:
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/a/2005-21/default.asp
19 What powers do you have to issue on-the-spot fines for people undertaking
activities that damage trees on public lands?
Under the Nature Conservation Act 1980, infringement notices can be issued for offences
against S52(1)(a) and S52(1)(b), which only apply in the case of native trees, as follows:
S52(1) A person, shall not, without reasonable excuse (a) fell or cause to be felled; or
(b) damage, or cause to be damaged;
standing native timber on unleased land in the built up area, or leased or unleased land
outside the built-up area, except in accordance with a licence.
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The penalty for both infringement notices is $500. There is no offence under the Nature
Conservation Act 1980 for damage to exotic species.
Exotic urban trees are protected by the Tresspass on Territory Lands ACT 1932 which under
which individuals are able to be prosecuted if it is found they physically cause damage to a
tree. This Act has its limitations as it does not allow people to be fined if they cause damage
indirectly such as parking under a tree on a nature strip.
20 What potential impacts (if any) do the Utilities Act, the Emergency 2004 Act and
the Human Rights Act have on the management of the Urban Forest?
PCL consults with the relevant authorities (e.g ACTEW/AGL, Telstra) with respect to the
potential for their activities to impact on the management of urban forests.
Refer to response in Question 17 with respect to the Utilities Act 2000.
Refer to response in Question 17 with respect to the Emergencies Act 2004.
TAMS has received a number of written submissions from residents citing an infringement on
human rights as grounds for responding positively to their requests for tree removals. The
ACT Commissioner for Human Rights has conducted an enquiry under the Human Rights Act
2004 following the rejection of a request to TAMS to remove a nature strip tree that the
residents‟ feared would fall and cause injury. TAMS assessed the tree as sound and in good
health. The Commissioner has not found the refusal by TAMS to remove a tree on request to
be an infringement of human rights. .
21 What would assist your branch/business unit with respect to their responsibilities
regarding trees?
The implementation of the Urban Tree Asset Management Plan 2005 -2022 has started to
improve the situation and commencement of the UFRP will greatly improve PCL‟s ability to
manage Canberra‟s urban trees in a more effective and cost efficient way.
Capacity building through the UFRP will improve management capabilities and achieve
recognition of the economic value of this green infrasturcture, build social capital,
(knowledge; skills; experience, trust and reciprocity; values, attitudes and behaviour;
commitment; motivation; sense of place; networks; relationships), improve internal systems
(governance arrangements) and economic (infrastructure; financial resources) dimensions.
a. If additional resources are required, what would these be?
The Government has provided sufficient resources in the 2010-11 budget to manage
Canberra‟s trees. It will consider the need for additional resources subject to the outcome of
the tree condition audit (that is underway) and the outcomes of the Commissioner‟s review.

b. Are there any administrative or legislative changes that would assist you?
It would be beneficial for an amendment to the Tree Protection Act to be passed that
specifically addresses the protection of exotic and native trees on public land. In its current
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track the progress of each job and, once completed to a satisfactory standard, the job is logged
off the system.
b. Can you please provide statistics on the number of annual enquiries received in
relation to trees for the last 5 years, including a breakdown of issues, i.e. pruning
requests, removal requests, complaints when trees are not removed, complaints when
trees are removed?
Further to Question 22, the graph below shows the number of public enquiries as recorded on
IAMS for the last eight years. In 2009-10 this increased significantly following tree removal
in Corroboree Park and Captain Cook Crescent. Tree related issues have remained in the top
20 issues, often top 10 that the community contact Canberra Connect about for the last year.
Number of Public Enquiries

Number of Enquiries
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Funding
23 What is the annual funding for urban tree management and the Urban Forest
Renewal program over the last 10 years (CPI to 2010 values); including a
breakdown for management and operational activities (could you provide the
amount spent on contractors)? Additionally:
Funding for urban tree management for the period 2003/04 to 2009/10 is summarised in
Table 7, and converted to 2010 dollars (using a CPI increase of 3% per annum) in Table 8 on
page 29. Records prior to this period are no longer available
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Table 7 – Budget summary for urban tree management (2003/04 - 2009/10)
Year

Base

Supplementary
funding for
Water

Funding Allocated
for Dead Trees

Total Tree
Management
Budget

2005/06

$3,347,999

$205,000

$500,000

$4,052,999

2006/07

$3,484,685

$446,000

$270,000

$4,200,685

2007/08

$3,912,931

$249,000

$799,000

$4,960,931

2008/09

$3,245,967

$320,000

$390,000

$3,953,967

2009/10

$3,650,000

$328,000

$330,000

$4,308,000

Capital Works
TRP
$306,000 (inc.
$56K in house
$305,000 (inc
$55K in house)
$460,000 (inc
$180,000 from
Look of the city)
$517,000 (inc
$250K from
UFRP)
$357,000 from
UFRP*

Notes:
Budget figures prior to 2003/04 are not readily available due to archiving of this information
Base totals have historically been variable depending on ACT Government allocation to PCL and its predecessors
Capital works funding amounts have not been included in the total tree management budget amounts
Departmental funding includes funds redirected intra-department additional to trees base
A breakdown summary of the types of tree related enquiries received is not available
Dollar ($) amounts are not indexed
* This funding will not be spent on TRP during 2009/10 due to suspension of the program while the OCSE investigation takes place

Number of
tree related
enquiries
7725
6184
5900
6188
3347
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Table 8– Budget summary for urban tree management (2003/04 - 2009/10) converted to 2010 dollars (using a CPI increase of 3% per annum)

Year

Base

Supplementary
funding for
Water

Funding Allocated
for Dead Trees

Total Tree
Management
Budget

Capital Works
TRP

Number of
tree related
enquiries

2005/06

$3,749,759

$229,600

$560,000

$4,539,359

$342,720

7725

2006/07

$3,798,307

$486,140

$294,300

$4,578,747

$332,450

6184

2007/08

$4,147,707

$263,940

$846,940

$5,258,587

$487,600

5900

2008/09

$3,343,346

$329,600

$401,700

$4,072,586

$532,510

6188

2009/10

$3,650,000

$328,000

$330,000

$4,308,000

$557,000

3347

Refer to Table 7 (on previous page) for corresponding notes
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The fast pace of development across Canberra has added significantly to PCL‟s management
portfolio. Since 1990, a further thirteen suburbs (Gordon, Conder, Banks, Bonython
additional stages, Amaroo, Gungahlin, Harrison, Ngunnawal, Nicholls, Palmerston, Dunlop,
West Macgregor, New Bruce, and McKellar East) have been developed. For these suburbs
alone, around 34,500 new trees were added from 1990-2000, and a further 30,300 in the
decade that followed. Work is underway in a further five suburbs (Crace, Casey, Franklin,
Bonner, Forde) and new trees in some of these suburbs have already been handed over to PCL
with many more expected to come on line over the next 3-4 years.
During the past 10 years, PCL‟s has used a mix of contractors and in-house teams to deliver
tree maintenance programs. Current contracts are in-place for the supply of plant and
equipment, including trucks, chippers, travel towers, water trucks, crane trucks and stump
cutting. Contracts are also in-place for the supply of labour hire personnel. The majority of
the dead and drought-affected tree removals (~18,500) over the past seven years have been
carried out by contractors. Table 9 summarises expenditure according to the range of contract
types, while Table 10 shows the same information in 2010 dollars (using a CPI increase of
3% per annum).
Table 9 – Expenditure on contractors according to contract type (2007/08 – 2009/10)
Type of Contract
Plant and equipment

2007/08

2008/09

2009/10
(expected outcome)

$1,007,000

$1,000,000

$1,000,000

Water trucks

$450,000

$450,000

$448,000

Stump cutting

$60,000

$60,000

$60,000

Labour hire

$624,000

$500,000

$200,000

Dead tree removal

$599,000

$390,000

$330,000

Electricity clearance

$320,000
$2,400,000

$2,038,000

Total

$3,060,000

Note: $ values are not indexed

Table 10 – Expenditure on contractors according to contract type (2007/08 – 2009/10)
converted to 2010 dollars (using a CPI increase of 3% per annum)
Type of Contract
Plant and equipment

2007/08

2008/09

2009/10
(expected outcome

$1,067,420

$1,030,000

$1,000,000

Water trucks

$477,000

$463,500

$448,000

Stump cutting

$63,600

$61,800

$60,000

Labour hire

$661,440

$515,000

$200,000

Dead tree removal

$634,940

$401,700

$330,000

Electricity clearance

$339,200

$0

$3,243,600

$2,472,000

Total

$2,038,000
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a. What is the funding for tree management per capita within the urban boundary?
The total 2009/2010 budget for urban tree management equate to approximately $16.00 per
person.
b. What is the funding for tree management per area of open space within the
urban boundary (what is your definition of open space and does it include verges?)
PCL is responsible for the management of trees on 4,676 hectares of open space within the
built urban area (refer to the Tree Maintenance Map at Appendix 1). This area includes trees
in shopping centre precincts, car parks, parkland, semi-natural open space and laneways. PCL
also maintains the trees on road verges within the built urban area; however, the area of road
verges is not measured in hectares.
Tree numbers for Canberra‟s urban forest are:
 230,000 street trees
 235,000 trees in maintained areas of urban parkland
 178,000 trees in unmaintained areas of urban parkland such as semi-natural open
space (receiving reactive maintenance only)
These numbers have also been provided at Question 3.
The care of the 465,000 trees in maintained areas (Category A trees in Appendix 1) consumes
almost the entire budget of the Urban Tree Management Unit of $4.3 million
It can be simply estimated that the average funding level per tree is $10.00 for the 465,000
trees in maintained areas. This declines to $7.00 per tree when accounting for all classes of
trees in the urban forest, the full 643,000.
The following costs provide a context for understanding the practical limitations of managing
the whole urban forest estate within the bounds of this scale of funding:
 Tree inventory and assessment work at the park/street scale by private consultants can
reach up to $300 per tree (depending on the scope of work required)
 Ground and aerial assessment of an individual large tree by private consultants can
cost up to $3,000 (this cost increases by 50-100% if tomography/imaging is included)
 Contracted tree removal in large job lots averages between $200 and $300 per tree
 Watering of newly planted trees incurs an average annual cost of $20 per tree
c. What is the funding per tree in streets versus parks?
PCL does not have separate budget allocations for street and parkland trees.
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Communication
24 Could you outline the existing communication process for tree management,
including consultation and any programs that you may have considered?
TAMS has a Community Engagement Policy that applies to all areas of the Department‟s
operations. The policy is framed around the following seven guiding principles:
 Set clear and reasonable timeframes
 Shared learning and obligations
 Continuous improvement
 Simplicity, accessibility and openness
 Collaborative and cooperative process
 Avoid duplication
 Value contributions of all
PCL‟s notification system for the removal of dead and hazardous trees was outlined in
Question 3, and notes that opportunities for process improvement are currently being
explored. The policy itself is provided at Appendix 8.
The UFRP‟s Communication Plan (Appendix 4) was approved by the Chief Minister in May
2009; however its implementation was deferred in the light of the Commissioner‟s review.
The Communication Plan is nested within the overarching TAMS policy for community
engagement, and embodies its guiding principles. Its development and early stages of
implementation was overseen by the UFRP Expert Working Group (ERG), which includes
members with significant knowledge and practical experience in community engagement. A
senior consultant from the firm engaged to lead the first stage of the UFRP‟s communication
activities participated in these meetings.
The approved UFRP Communication Plan incorporates the concept of putting in place an
innovative community initiative called the Canberra TreeKeepers Program (CTKP). The ERG
commissioned some scoping work to outline a range of scenarios and approximate costs for
implementing a CTKP to inform delivery of the UFRP and other tree-related programs
managed by the ACT Government (Appendix 13). The paper describes a proposed CTKP and,
within it, Community Events and a CTKP Course.
Furthermore:
a. Can you provide any brochures or websites that are available or that you may
have considered?
A number of fact sheets and information pages have been developed and displayed on the
TAMS website www.tams.gov.au. These are also documented in Question 3 and provided in
the list below.
Additional brochures, fact sheets, visual communication tools and an enhanced electronic
profile may be considered in response to recommendations from the Commissioner‟s Report.
Tree Replacement Program 2008/2009 (webpage):
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/play/parks_conservation_and_lands/parks_reserves_and_open
_places/trees_and_forests/trees/tree_replacement_program_2009
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Renewing Canberra‟s Urban Forest (flyer):
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/156427/fact_sheet_urban_forests
_rev7_3_12_08.pdf
Renewing Canberra‟s Urban Forest (webpage):
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/play/parks_conservation_and_lands/parks_reserves_and_open
_places/trees_and_forests/trees/tree_renewal
Frequently Asked Questions Regarding trees (webpage):
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/play/parks_conservation_and_lands/parks_reserves_and_open
_places/trees_and_forests/trees/frequently_asked_questions
A number of websites were reviewed prior to the development of the Urban Forest
Renewal one especially the Million Trees for New York
http://www.milliontreesnyc.org/html/home/home.shtml
b. What information is currently available to the public?
TAMS provides information about the UFRP via its website, including capacity to download
documents. As indicated in Question 3, the UFRP‟s Communication Plan was in the early
stages of implementation until the deferment of the program, including putting in place the
building blocks to launch a CTKP. Its outreach activities have therefore been limited to-date,
but have included making information available to the public at local community meetings
and through the media, such as local radio and opinion pieces in the Canberra Times.
c. How can the public have a say on the management of the urban forest?
There are a number of mechanisms, both formal and informal, that enable the public to have
say in the way Canberra‟s urban forest is managed. Members of the public and community
groups may document their ideas and/or concerns directly to TAMS by letter or in an email,
register a complaint by calling Canberra Direct, and/or contact TAMS staff directly by
telephone or email. TAMS staff are often invited to address community meetings, and
exchange ideas and opinions at these forums. The public also communicate their perspective
on urban forest management through the media, including radio, letters to the editor, writing
articles. TAMS monitors tree management issues through media clippings to inform its
decision-making processes.
Significant consultation is undertaken as part of the Tree Replacement Program (TRP) where
residents receive a letter advising them of the works, a questionnaire where they can nominate
a tree type from a selected list and follow up contact.
d. Have you considered changes to existing programs, if so, what options have been
explored?
The Department has considered options for changes to existing programs with the aim to
streamline resources, enhance program delivery and improve communication internally and
externally with members of the public.
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In addition, the proposed launch of a Canberra TreeKeepers Program under the umbrella of
the UFRP represents a significant development to improve the tree management program,
especially in terms of the scope for community members to actively engage with urban tree
planning and management in the future.
25 Is there currently a mechanism of cross-agency communication on tree
management in the ACT, if yes, what is this and how often is it used? If no, have
options for such communication been considered, and may we have a copy of
these?
The UFRP established a cross agency Steering Committee with executive level representation
from the National Capital Authority, ACT Planning and Land Authority (ACTPLA) and PCL.
The steering committee met monthly to oversee the governance of the program prior to the
Review being implemented. This steering committee ensured improved communication
across the agencies about tree related issues
The UFRP also established an Expert Reference Group with expertise in urban tree
management, forestry, communication, planning, landscape architecture, horticulture,
research, climate change and arboriculture. A list of members is provided in Appendix 25.
In addition, PCL and ACTEW/AGL are parties to an agreed Code of Practice (Appendix 16).
PCL and Yarralumla Nursery have developed a Memorandum of Understanding which is
provided in Appendix 23.
26 Can you please provide a list of community organisations, associations or agencies
that could have a stake in tree management in the ACT?
A list of community organisations, associations or agencies that may have a stake in tree
management in the ACT is provided at Appendix 17. (This list is not exhaustive)
Timber Usage
27 What is currently done with timber from felled and pruned trees and has there
been any analysis undertaken of potential other uses for this timber?
Timber from felled and pruned trees is normally chipped on site and spread as mulch in park
areas. Larger tree butts are taken to storage areas at the Curtin or Mitchell Depots. Stored
timber is subsequently chipped using a tub grinder and converted to mulch. PCL use this
mulch throughout Canberra.
PCL has participated in research programs where felled trees and pruning‟s have been used
for environmental restoration and enhancement projects, such as at Goorooyarroo Nature
Reserve and in suburban wetlands (e.g. O‟Connor, Lyneham).
Some analysis of the potential use from felled timber was undertaken in 2009 by The Fenner
School at the Australian National University. DECCEW commissioned this report as part of
the „Weathering the Change Strategy‟ with the aim to quantify carbon stocks in the ACT. This
report is provided in Appendix 27.
Other potential uses of the timber will be investigated following the outcomes of the Review
by the Commissioner.
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Strategic Planning
28 Have you undertaken any macro analysis of the urban forest, looking at heat
islands and overall canopy coverage of the city, and is there any target for
percentage of canopy cover or heat reduction?
The ANU has calculated that the direct economic value and environmental benefits arising
from Canberra‟s mature trees (over 300 species) is more than $15 million per annum. The
breakdown of this value is:




$3.9m annually in energy reduction (less cooling and heating)
$7.9m annually for pollution mitigation
$3.5m annually for storm water mitigation

The work suggests that trees have contributed to the reduction in Canberra‟s wind speeds by
up to 50% from the once open and windy plains and provide a buffer for extreme
temperatures. (ANU)
Lyndal Plant (Principal Urban Forest Policy Officer, Brisbane City Council) presented to the
fourth meeting of the UFRP Expert Reference Group (16 February 2009) on Street Tree Data
Collection and Application. She presented an urban heat island map (and the relationship to
street trees) produced for the City of Brisbane. The work found that while older trees cost
more to maintain, they provided more benefits (at least in the context of Brisbane‟s climate).
Further, CSIRO published a report commissioned by the ACT NRM Council entitled: Report
1: Defining, Measuring and Monitoring Urban Ecosystem Processes and Urban Ecosystem
Services: a Review and Pilot Spatial Analysis Methodology (Doherty, Meyers & Beaty) The
authors looked at „green versus not green‟ for different suburban types (ie suburbs of different
ages). While the work considered overall canopy coverage, it did not examine heat effects or
heat reduction specifically. It is understood that this is an area that one of the authors is
currently investigating further. Appendix 23 provides a copy of the Powerpoint slides that
were presented at the Expert Reference Group No 1, August 2008.
29 For planning to cope with climate change:
a. Are you aware of, or have you undertaken, any research specifically on
Canberra‟s Urban Forest?
Professor Cris Brack (ANU) has commented on climates issues in publications related to the
DISMUT work, and the scope for accounting for climate values in the associated modelling
and decision-support approaches7:
Brack, C.L. (2005) Environmental, amenity and Habitat Values of an Urban
Forest: How to determine and manage for them in Canberra. Proceedings of the
9th Annual ISAAC National Conference. Launceston, Tasmania. September 30th
- October 5th, 2005. p 19.
This presentation used the urban forest planted on public land in Canberra as a case
study to determine the value of a range of benefits, including:
 Amenity
 Pollution mitigation
 Amelioration of climatic extremes
7

Online at: http://sres-associated.anu.edu.au/mensuration/BRACKPUB.HTM ; Accessed 1 April 2010
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 Storm water control
 Biodiversity and vegetation condition
A range of techniques adapted from traditional forestry mensuration, inventory and
planning are used in the study. Values are based on a combination of extensive
inventory and modelling of the current and potential structure of street- and parkscapes, then relating these structures to money or other indices of value where
possible.
Brack, C.L., Banks, J.G. and James, R.N. (1999) Forestry out of the forests.
Proceedings of the IFA Biennial Conference "Practising Forestry Today".
Hobart, Tasmania 3-8 October, 1999. P 100-107.
Foresters are increasingly required to apply their skills outside the confines of the
traditional natural or plantation production-oriented forest. One new area of
application is the urban forest. The authors have been involved in urban forestry for a
few years through the design of an inventory and management system for urban
forests in Canberra. The system is based on the street (or park) and includes a count of
individual trees by species and health-category. The application of predictive models
for tree size and health indicators allows the requirements for future maintenance to be
estimated, along with an estimation of associated work requirements and costs. We
have also developed a system for the spatial planning of treed precincts. The treatment
of urban trees is usually based on enhancing the value of each tree in the streetscape
where aesthetic values are the predominant reason for tree establishment. Other values
such as amelioration of climate and pollution, environmental engineering and
augmentation of city architecture are also important. The techniques of tending
individual trees in the urban forest differ from those applied to trees in forest stands
and foresters can learn much from urban forest managers about this. On the other
hand, the skills foresters possess about stand management and the integration of
multiple uses could make a positive contribution to urban forest management.
b. Are you aware of, or have you developed, any specific strategies/policies for
Canberra‟s Urban Forest to cope with/adapt to climate change?
The UFRP is included in the ACT Governments „Weathering the Change‟ initiative. The
UFRP has explicitly identified climate change and associated drought as one of its major
challenges.. Promotional material (see UFRP in Appendix 5) states that the UFRP will seek
input from „leading heritage, planning, urban development, horticulture, landscape
architecture, forest and climate change experts as well as considerable community
participation and engagement‟ in the development and implementation of its strategic plan. At
this early stage of the UFRP, specific strategies/policies for climate change mitigation and
adaptation have not been developed.
c. What changes have already been observed resulting from the effects of climate
change?
There are many observable changes to the condition of Canberra‟s urban forest, such as the
incidence and extent of dieback, epicormic growths and tree deaths; however, it is not
possible to attribute these changes to climate change (relative to drought or other factors) in
the absence of specific research.
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Contracts Management
30 Can you outline your contract management processes including assessment,
auditing and requirements to comply with overall government policies? Have you
experienced any procurement problems related to tree planting and removal?
All contract management processes including assessment and auditing are governed by the
ACT Government procurement guidelines and carried out in consultation with ACT
Procurement Solutions staff. Procurement Solutions is involved in the development of all
Request for Tender documentation and associated contracts, whilst contract administration
and management is carried out in-house by suitably skilled staff who normally have
undertaken a Level IV training in Contract Management.
Contracts are managed in accordance with the contract management plans that have approval
from Executive Level officers within TAMS.
Contractors are required to provide weekly reports and members of the urban tree
management team randomly audit the quality of work after it has been signed off as
completed. If work is not completed as required contractors are required to return to work
sites to bring sites up to specification.
At times contracted tree removals have not been completed on time although this has usually
been a result of weather, break downs or other extraneous circumstances that have been
discussed with the PCL contract manager.
Problems have also been encountered with the procurement of consultants to manage planting
contracts under the Tree Replacement Program. On one occasion tender prices received were
higher than expected due to an over burdened market. This required the Department to
review the project specifications and retender the works, resulting in project delays. Delays
have also been experienced with contractors taking
31 Tree maintenance contractors are often at the forefront of tree management; can
you please provide a list with contact details of tree maintenance contractors used
by the ACT government?
The contractors shown in Table 11 have been involved in removing dead and drought-affected
trees over the period of the last three years. These contractors have not been engaged for any
other types of specialist tree maintenance work.
Table 11 – Contractors involved in removing dead and drought-affected trees (2007-2010)
Contractor‟s Name

Contact Name

Phone Number

Bellarine Tree Services

Russell Norton

0409 176 279

Bolans Tree Services

Murray Bolan

0416 265 022

Sapphire Coast Tree Services and Tower Hire

Mal Higgins

0418 167 545

Woodpecker Tree Services

Alan Lister

0400 112 291
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32 What controls are placed on vehicle access in public areas so as to protect trees in
the ACT?
PCL endeavours to manage the issue of vehicle accessibility to open spaces by balancing
access to work sites against potential damage to grassed areas and trees.
PCL administers a permit system designed to restrict public access to open spaces for the
protection of natural and built assets, as well as the safety of open space users. Government
vehicles may enter public open spaces to carry out work, but are expected to be prudent and
avoid parking under trees.
33 What enforcement action (if any) has been taken under relevant legislation to
control access? Have any prosecutions taken place?
Parking Inspectors can issue infringement notices for illegal parking on the verge up to the
property line under the Road Transport General Act 1999. Rangers and Parking Inspectors
will respond to any complaints received regarding uncontrolled access to public open space.
Under this Act, Parking Operations are the only authorities who are authorised to issue
parking fines.
Under current legislation there are no enforcement codes for breaches of parking in public
open space/parkland (not road verges or medians). To make it illegal to park in a parkland
area, plans must be drawn up of the site identifying the no-parking zone and locations of
placing no parking signs, with relevant wording. These signs must be approved by Roads
ACT and a formal request needs to be made to Parking Operations seeking them to enforce
the „no parking zone‟ before infringement notices can be issued.
Even with signage installed, for an authorised officer to issue a parking infringement notice
they must witness the illegal parking themselves. This is a legislative gap and it would benefit
the amenity of the Parks if this were amended to enable Parking Operations to issue fines,
similar to illegal parking on road verges.
Infringements have been issued for illegal parking in public parkland areas, such as Woden
Trademan‟s Club and land adjacent to the Australian National Botanical Gardens.
34 What potential impact (if any) does the Utilities Act and the Emergency Services
Act (or any other Acts) have on access?
These Acts have minimal impact on access to public open spaces. The Code of Practice
agreed between PCL and ActewAGL (Appendix 16) includes a section on limiting
uncontrolled access to PCL managed land by ACTEW/AGL vehicles.
35 Any other comments/information would be welcomed.
Management of Canberra‟s trees will require significant funds over the coming 20-25 years to
address the impact of the ageing tree population and predicted decline in asset quality through
drought. The urban forest is an important component of the health and appearance of
Canberra and it is essential that a long-term plan of renewal and cyclic maintenance is put in
place to manage the asset.
TAMS believes it is necessary to have a funding commitment beyond the normal four year
budget forecast of Treasury to provide the appropriate resources and time scale to embark on
the strategic renewal and care of Canberra‟s urban forest.
ENDS
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File: 07/1058
Ref: 68727

Investigation into the Government’s tree management practises and
the renewal of Canberra’s urban forest
Questions for the National Capital Authority
Question 1
What is the name of your branch/business unit and who should we contact to
clarify information provided:
Branch/business unit name: Asset Management Unit of the National Capital
Authority
Contact name and phone number:
Question 2
Please provide answers to the following:
a. What activities do you undertake that affect trees?
The NCA is responsible for managing and maintaining the national capital estate
including open space. There are approximately 20,000 trees on National Land.
b. Who is the decision-maker for the activities mentioned in answering the
above question?
The National Capital Authority board members provide general direction for NCA
activities, however the Chief Executive manages the affairs of the NCA and
makes decisions in relation to the on-going maintenance of the estate.
c. Please outline the process used for making decisions about trees. Is this
recorded and published, if yes can we please have copy of this process and
information on where it is published? Are decisions on trees published? If
so, can we be informed where these are located?
Annual tree condition assessments are undertaken by an expert independent
arborculturalist. These reports have been collated and have formed the basis of a
tree removal referral to the federal Department of Environment, Heritage, Water
and the Arts (DEWHA) under the Environmental Protection Biodiversity
Conservation (EPBC) Act. These referrals have mandatory public consultation
periods as part of the decision making process.
d. If you have any policies or/and plans that encompass tree
management/maintenance issues, could you please provide these?
Nil
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e. Are remnant trees (native trees existing prior to development) given
special consideration?
Yes, however the NCA does not undertake extensive development on National
Land except occasionally in the diplomatic estate where requirements for clearing
native vegetation are under the regulation of the National Capital Plan and the
EPBC Act.
f. Who has responsibility for the daily/routine management of trees that are
managed by your branch/routine management of trees that are managed
by your branch/business unit, and how is this done (eg. Staff, via
contract)?
The management of the majority of trees on National Land falls under the Open
Space Maintenance contract which is outsourced to private sector contractors. The
NCA employs a full-time contract manager to oversee the delivery of services
under this contract.
Question 3
What legislation, instruments, policies affect how your branch/business unit
makes decisions (and, if relevant, manages), which directly or indirectly affect
trees?
The National Capital Plan sets out the broad planning framework for all of the
Australian Capital Territory, and provides detailed planning policies and guidelines
for areas designated as having the special characteristics of the national capital.
Any buildings or structures, demolition, landscaping or excavation works in these
designated areas require the prior written approval of the NCA.
The applicant may be required to provide evidence of environmental clearance or
approval from the DEWHA before the NCA will give its approval to development
proposals on:





Commonwealth land;
Designated areas;
Sites that may have endangered and protected species of flora and fauna, or
some other environmental value (including heritage); or
Development that has a significant impact on the heritage values of a 'place'
entered in the Commonwealth or National Heritage list.

The NCA's consideration of such proposals is based on the relevant provisions of the
National Capital Plan.
Question 4
Are you affected by any Commonwealth legislation? If yes, how does this apply
practically?
Please see answer to question 3.
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Question 5
What enforcement action (if any) has been taken under relevant legislation?
Have any prosecutions taken place?
The planning framework is the regulatory instrument used as an enforcement action.
To date no prosecutions have taken place.
Question 6
What potential impacts (if any) do the Utilities Act, the Emergency Services Act
and the Human Rights Act have on your management of the trees?
Nil
Question 7
Please provide information on your branch/business unit’s annual expenditure
on trees, if possible with a breakdown of funds used for administration and
operational activities.
Currently this information is unavailable in the requested breakdown.
Question 8
What are the key challenges confronting your branch/business unit in terms of
management issues associated with trees?
The urban forest is a deliberate and critical part of the National Capital Estate.
Unfortunately, trees of a like-type that are planted at the same time will generally start
declining at around the same time and many of our significant plantings are coming
towards the end of their useful lives. Over the next 25 years, much of Canberra’s
urban forest will need to be replaced. Without a deliberate and cohesive strategy, we
risk losing many of the best landscape qualities of the National Capital.
Question 9
If you directly manage field operations please inform us of what is currently
done with timber from felled and pruned trees and has any analysis been
undertaken of other uses for this timber?
Generally the trees are chipped and sent to green waste for mulching. Some chips are
retained and used on the national capital estate for mulching. Some timber has been
reclaimed and reused by a commercial contractor for craft purposes.
Question 10
What would assist branch/business unit with respect to their responsibilities
regarding trees?
A detailed and cohesive tree management strategy for future removal, replacement
and on-going maintenance of the estate.
Question 11
What mechanisms are in place for any intergovernmental or inter agency
communication or decision making for trees on national land?
The NCA actively participates in the ACT Governments Urban Forest Renewal
Program and the Tree Selection Committee. The NCA will continue to work closely
with the ACT Government to ensure a coordinated approach is taken to managing the
issues involved in Canberra’s urban forest.
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Question 12
What is your communication and consultation strategy for informing the public
about tree related issues? May we have a copy of this?
The NCA has a Consultation Protocol which is the basis of all public consultation
undertaken by the Authority. The Protocol can be accessed via our website.
Question 13
How does your agency undertake tree assessments? Specifically:
a. Do you spatially locate trees in an electronic database?
Some assets are mapped in our database and others are manually located on hard
copy maps.
b. What criteria do you use for assessing trees? Can we have a copy of any
assessment criteria?
The tree assessments are undertaken annually by an expert independent
arborculturalist. A tree assessment table is created from these assessments and
only includes trees where the assessment found some tree health or safety issues
associated with a particular tree. If the trees are in average health condition or
better, they do not appear in the table. The A, AA and AAA ratings developed as
part of the rapid assessment have been used for this assessment. The definitions of
the A-AAA ratings are:
“A” – the tree needs to be monitored on an annual to biennial basis due to certain
faults that may be affecting the tree, or work indicated is desirable to be done.
“AA” – indicates that the tree is damaged or has other faults that need attention
within 6 months to a year.
“AAA” – indicates the tree needs immediate attention.
Question 14
What process does your organisation have for removing hazardous trees?
In October 2009, the NCA made a referral to DEWHA for the removal of up to 617
trees from the Central Parklands, the Parliamentary Zone, Stirling Park Precinct,
Lodge Park and Dunrossil Drive and environs in the ACT under the EPBC Act. A
further submission to DEWHA is currently being compiled as part of the controlled
action referral and will be submitted shortly.
For an individual tree requiring removal where the tree has failed and creates a public
safety or asset protection issue, the NCA will undertake the removal as a matter of
urgency and this information is recorded in the referral documentation where possible.
A works approval process for planned removal of individual trees outside these areas
is undertaken through the NCA National Capital Plan framework.
Question 15
What notification is made to the public (if any) prior to the removal of
hazardous trees?
The EPBC Act requires that all referrals have an extensive public consultation period
to notify and receive feedback from the community.
4
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Question 16
What long-term tree planning are you undertaking for strategic tree
replacement?
As part of the referral to DEWHA the NCA is developing documentation covering
tree replacement strategies. The replanting plan will outline the processes to be
followed after the removal of the trees. The plan will cover issues such as location
and species of trees to be replanted, the age of the trees to be replanted, the timeframe
for replanting, on-gong maintenance required and heritage assessments for any trees
with heritage values.
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REPORT
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RE-USE OF TIMBER
FROM FELLED URBAN
TREES
IN THE ACT
by Ian McArthur
Farm Forestry Consulting
Phone 0412 195499
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Disclosure: Since undertaking and preparing the initial draft report for the Commissioner for
Sustainability and the Environment, Ian McArthur 1of Farm Forestry Consulting has been
approached by a company who have expressed an interest in sourcing woody bio-mass for
production of bio-energy and bio-char.
The recommendations were made previous to this approach, and the approach has not altered
the recommendations in this report.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Brief for the report. To provide advice to the Commissioner for Sustainability and
the Environment for the Investigation into the ACT Government’s tree management
practices, and the renewal of Canberra’s urban forest in relation to the sustainable reuse of timber from felled trees.
1.2 Definition of sustainable timber re-uses. The re-use of timber and other material
from felled trees varies considerably across jurisdictions. The ACT is different from
other jurisdictions in that the ACT Government has the responsibility for the
management of trees on public land in the urban environment, while elsewhere in
Australia it is mainly a local government management issue. It is therefore possible
for the ACT to develop a good policy for the sustainable re-use of material from
urban trees across the entire city compared to other jurisdictions in Australia.
Sustainable re-use of felled urban trees should consider the best possible
environmental, economic and social outcomes for the ACT. This includes an
examination of what currently occurs in the ACT and other jurisdictions, and possible
new usages.
Thus a definition of sustainable re-use of felled trees could be: “The sustainable reuse of trees is defined as the use of material from those trees which provides the best
environmental, economic and social outcomes, including the minimum possible
carbon footprint.”
Following from this, there should be some guiding principles on the re-use of felled
trees, which take into account the environmental, economic and social outcomes.
These principles could include:
 Re-use of material from urban trees locally, where possible to minimise handling
and transport costs;
 maximise long term use of suitable timber;
 recover some of the financial cost of tree maintenance and management where
possible;
 improve ecological condition of the local area:
 minimise carbon footprint; and
 maintain visual amenity when considering the re-use of urban trees.

1.3 Overview of uses, past, current and proposed. From what can be ascertained,
there has never been a co-ordinated approach in the ACT to seek the best possible reuse of timber from felled trees. Past approaches have been to try and market some of
the more specialised high value trees, and Jim Laity (personnel communication) has
indicated that 25 years ago, City Parks set aside some high value desirable trees,
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sealed the ends to prevent splitting and then could not find any interested parties to
use them.
During the 1990s, when the Haig Park removals and replanting commenced, some
high grade Pinus radiata sawlogs were harvested and sent to Penrose Pine Products, a
regional pine mill.
In the recent past, some wood chip that has been mulched has been sent to Visy
Industries in Tumut for use as boiler fuel in the pulp mill. However, this operation
has involved a considerable cost to the ACT, with Visy paying $20 per tonne at the
pulp mill, with the cost of harvesting, chipping and transport being approximately
$120 per tonne. There is still a lot of waste wood transported to Visy Industries from
Sydney, mainly to avoid this product going into landfill, which is often incorporated
with wood from building demolition.
Other jurisdictions in major Australian cities mainly utilise felled urban trees for
mulch, and sometimes still as landfill. The City of Perth has commissioned some
high value furniture from suitable felled street trees, but this is a minor use.
Current practice in the ACT is to mulch most of the trees that have been felled, with
mulch being spread on beds as close as possible to where the trees have been
removed. Some large tree trunks are either blocked and left in situ for a few days, or
the trunk left in situ, so that anyone interested in firewood might remove them. At
present, tree surgery contractors may also dispose of material as trees are felled, and
this is usually through casual enquiries. (Territory and Municipal Services).
However, discussions with the Environment Protection Authority suggest that this
practice could be in contravention of the EPA Act. If not removed for firewood, they
are then mulched.
The use of felled trees for mulch and firewood is current custom and practice, and is
not guided by any policy. Also, according to staff from Territories and Municipal
Services, this firewood use is at a small scale. The argument that removal for
firewood could be in contravention of the EPA Act relates to the proper licensing of
firewood merchants who abide by a Firewood Code of Practice, and are required to
sell correctly seasoned firewood.
There is some use by wood turners who can access high value species, but this is ad
hoc and involves no payment. Some of this high value wood is also donated to
charities and schools. Allowing wood turners access to high value wood could have
positive social benefits, and is an avenue that should be further explored.
1.4 Community Consultation. The sustainable re-use of felled trees in the ACT might
have the potential to cause conflict within the community. Canberra has long
cherished its street trees, and recent removals have created some anxiety within the
5
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community. At issue here is a better consultation process identifying the process in
which trees are to be removed, along with the reasons for tree removal.
The sustainable re-use of felled trees could in all probability lead to an increase in
community anxiety, as many may see this as a commercial use of street and other
amenity trees. The community would require re-assurance that the sustainable re-use
of felled trees is not for commercial purposes, but in response to safety issues and the
fact that some trees are at the end of their life cycle.
If one of the possible re-uses is identified as firewood, and depending on the
marketing strategies used, it would be necessary to consider the impacts on existing
firewood merchants and EPA requirements.
2. Background
2.1 Background of forest industry. The forest industry in Australia directly employs
77,000 people, and has a turnover over 421 billion, accounting for 0.6% of GDP.
Despite this, Australia still has a trade deficit in timber and other wood fibre products
of $2 billion per annum.
2.2 Forest resource, plantations and native forests. As at 2010, Australia has 2 million
hectares of plantations, of which 50% are fast growing eucalypts for woodchip
production and 50% softwood plantations. Over the past 10 years, the softwood
plantation area has remained static, and the hardwood plantation area has expanded.
There is an estimated 11 million hectares of native forest managed for timber
production.
2.3 Decline of native forest resource. The amount of native forest managed for timber
production is in decline, mainly due to conversion to national parks and other
reserves. The NSW Government has just created a further 107,000 hectares of
national park in a river red gum forest that was managed for timber production.
2.4 Specialty timber from native forests. Virtually all specialty timber for furniture
manufacture, feature timber flooring and other similar uses, has come from native
forests. Most plantations do not produce the highly coloured and prized specialty
timbers.
2.5 Imports and illegal logging. A large quantity of timber, particularly specialty
timber, is sourced from illegal logging operations in Indonesia, Malaysia, New
Guinea and other south-east Asian countries.
2.6 Wood fibre for bio-energy and bio-char. There is a slow but increasing awareness
of the potential for the use of wood fibre for the production of bio-energy, and for the
production of bio-char which can be used in horticulture and agriculture. Australia is
6
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lagging behind some overseas countries, especially Scandinavia, in exploring the
potential of this fuel source.
These facts then present some opportunities for felled trees from urban forests, which
to date has been a largely ignored resource. However, this will not be without
difficulty. The community must be made aware that the urban tree resource is not the
same as a plantation resource, and that it is not advocated that the urban forest
resource be treated as such.
3. The resource related to Canberra and the ACT
3.1 Nature of the resource. Canberra has 630,000 trees in the urban environment that
are managed by Territory and Municipal Services, both as street and park trees. This
number does not take into account trees on other land, such as school grounds, and
trees in Canberra households. It would be a reasonable estimate that the total number
of trees in the urban area would be between 1.2 million and 1.5 million.
There are also tree removals in the nature parks close to the urban edge, mainly for
fire prevention but at times for public safety. The nature of planting and the
proximity to residences will always ensure that harvesting costs are high.
The often wide spaced planting means that street trees will grow with wide spreading
crowns, and often very short main trunks, which has implications for sawlog quality
and desirability. Trees are often used to post notices, and nails and other foreign
objects will be found in some trees, which could be a factor in determining the most
sustainable re-use of felled trees.
3.2 Management objectives. Canberra’s urban trees provide a broad range of benefits
to the community. These include visual amenity, habitat, shade, particulate capture
and woody bio-mass when they reach the end of their life span. Canberra’s urban tree
landscape creates a special environment for the community, and management
objectives reflect this (Territory and Municipal Services).
3.3 Management techniques. The management objective is for a range of benefits,
including visual amenity, and this necessitates management techniques to achieve
this. The major management technique is tree pruning, which is carried out to
maintain a healthy crown.
The method of tree pruning used for street and park trees may mean that the tree form
is not sufficiently good for production of high quality logs to produce sawn timber.
3.4 How the urban tree resource differs from traditional forest resource. The urban
street and park tree resource differs from a traditional forest resource in a number of
ways. Firstly, trees in the urban environment are usually planted on a wide spacing to
allow for large wide spreading crown development, whereas trees in both plantation
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forests and native forests have a closer spacing to develop straight trunks and then are
thinned out to allow for diameter increase.
Secondly, the management techniques to maintain wide spreading healthy crowns will
limit the usefulness of urban trees for high quality timber products, although some
trees will certainly be useful for these high quality products.
Thirdly, the large number of different species differ from a forestry resource. A forest
plantation is usually a monoculture, and all but a few native forests have a relatively
small range of tree species in any limited geographical area. This contrasts to the
urban street tree and park plantings, which may contain hundreds of species.
3.5 Wide range of differing species. There are 300 different tree species planted in
the streets and parks of Canberra (Territory and Municipal Services advice, and Pryor
and Banks, Street Trees of Canberra). While some have the potential to produce high
quality timber, many are unsuited to this use, and their value as solid firewood would
even be questionable, although this might be a suitable re-use in pellet form. Wood
pellets used in higher efficiency wood heaters are an emerging technology with
virtually no particulate emissions.
3.6 Trees in decline. Of the 630,000 trees in Canberra’s streets and parks,
approximately 400,000 are estimated to be in some stage of decline over the next 20
years. ACT Government Territory and Municipal Services staff are unable to place a
figure on how many of these trees will be removed during this time frame, but do note
the scale of works that may be required when the ANU estimated that two-thirds of
Canberra’s urban forest will age and decline over the coming 20-30 years (Territory
and Municipal Services). The level of tree removal will depend on budget
constraints, safety issues and what level of expenditure is considered to try and save
some trees in decline through tree surgery. These figures have been verified in
discussion with consultants undertaking street tree assessments.
The Department of Territory and Municipal Services has removed 30,000 trees over
the past six years of which 18,500 were removed using tree surgery contractors, and
2,100 trees have been identified for removal in 2010/2011 (Territory and Municipal
services). A further unknown quantity of trees have been removed in nature parks for
fire protection and safety management. Any co-ordinated approach to sustainable reuse of felled trees will need to include an assessment of these tree numbers.
Territory and Municipal services staff acknowledge that they will need to plan for the
increasing rate of decline estimated in the ANU research.
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4. Measurement and calculation of volume
4.1 How volume is calculated in forestry. Tree volume is calculated by multiplying
tree basal area (which is the cross sectional area of the trunk) at 1.3 metre height,
times the height of the tree times a taper factor. This gives the volume of the stem (or
trunk). For total volume, a further 50% is added for branches, and there is a further
volume underground in the roots of the tree.
4.2 Why volume calculation for street trees will vary. Volume calculation for street
trees will vary considerably. The form of street trees is significantly different in that
the length of trunk is shorter, and there is a far larger crown, which means that the
branch to stem ratio in street trees is far higher than forest trees. This lessens the
potential high value sawlogs that can be obtained from street and other open grown
trees as opposed to trees growing in a commercial forest environment.
4.3 Problems in how to measure and calculate volumes. This also presents a problem
in how to estimate volumes of wood available from urban trees. As the form is
different, normal forestry volume tables will not be appropriate to calculate volumes.
The other problems with volume calculation is the vast number of different tree
species. Plantations are usually monocultures, and native forests usually only have a
few different species. Contrast this to the ACTs urban trees where there are over 300
tree species present.
A sampling technique to determine the tree material volume would be when trees of
certain species are felled, the diameter, length of suitable trunk, height and total
weight of tree is measured, then the total wood volume of dry wood can be calculated
and entered into a data-base for long term calculations of weight of wood from felled
street trees. This Updating estimates through field data will be more accurate than
calculation methods, but will be a long and ongoing process, which is desirable so that
accurate forecasts of available timber, or potential wood, can be made.
5. Potential products
5.1 Sawlogs. In the forestry industry, sawlogs and veneer logs are the high value
product for the grower. However, as a high value product sawlogs come with a high
grade specification as regards to species, diameter, length, sweep (which is the
deviation of the side of the log from a straight line) and branch size.
Sawn timber from sawlogs is used for structural purposes (house frames and roof
trusses), furniture manufacture, flooring and other feature uses. Many of the tree
species in the ACT would be unsuitable for sawlogs, and many of the street trees in
particular would contain a sawlog that is too short for structural timber. However,
some of the species would be desirable for high grade feature timber, especially for
specialty uses such as furniture manufacture.
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Among the suitable species would be the durable eucalypts, oaks and most of the
conifers. However, due to the potential problems of metal contamination within tree
trunks mentioned in 3.1, and the potential of this contamination to cause serious
damage to saws and possible injury, then any sawlogs would need to be scanned by
metal detectors before sale or the price offered by purchasers would reflect the risk of
metal contamination.
5.2 Posts. There is a market for posts in the rural sector, and posts are a valuable
commodity. There are very few species that can be utilised for this market without
treatment by creosote or copper chrome arsenate, these being eucalyptus melliodora
(yellow box), Eucalyptus polyanthemos (red box), Eucalyptus blakelyi (Blakely’s red
gum) and Eucalyptus sideroxylon) (red ironbark).
5.3 Specialty products. This includes wood for turning and craft manufacture.
However the market for these products would be very minor. From time to time,
there may be some markets available from the demise of iconic trees that could have
some interest. An example of this was the marketing of products from the Lone Pine
(Pinus halepensis) at the Australian War Memorial when a large branch broke off.
The iconic value of this tree was such that the products were in high demand.
5.4 Firewood. There is a very large market for firewood in the Canberra region. A
firewood forum conducted by the Institute of Foresters of Australia in 1983 identified
Canberra’s firewood usage at between 80,000 and 100,000 tonnes per annum. A
subsequent Masters degree study by Alison Treweek in 1992 further confirmed this
figure. Although usage may have declined recently, it would still be reasonable to
assume that firewood usage in Canberra would exceed 60,000 tonnes per annum
(Terry Scorgie, firewood merchant).
Discussions with firewood merchants report that approximately 80% to 90% of the
firewood consumed in Canberra is trucked from distances of up to 400 kilometres,
and is sourced from dead standing paddock trees. There are three problems with this.
Firstly, the firewood is being cut from a non renewable resource, as the dead paddock
trees are not being replaced. Secondly, these dead standing paddock trees are an
extremely valuable habitat resource, and yet they are not protected in any way,
although in NSW this may change in the near future (NSW Department of
Environment, Climate Change and Water), and thirdly, for each tonne of firewood
delivered 400 kilometres to Canberra, approximately 9 litres of diesel fuel is used.
These three factors clearly indicate that the current firewood use in Canberra is not
sustainable.
The other problem with the firewood market in Canberra is that the market is very
fussy, demanding boxes, red gum and ironbark, although these species could also be
the main types locally available. There is a mis-conception that slow combustion
heaters require this class of wood, and that the use of pine, for example, generates
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high levels of resins which clogs up chimneys. This is false, and the New Zealand
firewood market relies almost exclusively on Monterey Pine (Pinus radiata).
Retailers of slow combustion heaters the early 1980s in fact used to state that using
pine would void the warranty on the heater (personal experience).
All wood generates almost the same calorific value per kilograms of wood burnt. The
problem arises because of the differing wood densities. Red Ironbark (Eucalyptus
sideroxylon) has a density of 1,100 kilograms per cubic metre, while Monterey Pine
has a density of 450 kilograms per cubic metre. Thus 2.4 times the volume of
Monterey Pine would be required to achieve the same thermal output as Red Ironbark.
In the late 1990s, Woodstock Firewood (a local Canberra company) used to purchase
rejected pine logs from the local sawmills, and mix these 50% with box, and market
this as “Eco-wood”. This was a reasonably successful strategy and they were building
up a steady clientele until the fires of 2003.
Some wood species will not burn satisfactorily. Among these are Apple Box
(Eucalyptus bridgesiana) and many of the poplars and willows. Firewood currently
retails for $180 to $220 per tonne in the ACT, so the industry is worth over $10
million per annum.
Firewood from renewable sources has a very low carbon foot print. Electricity emits
1.0 kgs of carbon dioxide per kilowatt hour, natural gas 0.31 kgs of carbon dioxide
per kilowatt hour, and wood 0.11 to -0.17 kgs of carbon dioxide per kilowatt hour,
depending on the initial source (Paul et al, 2003).
Wood can also be pelletised for both domestic heating and power generation. This
process, combined with specialist heaters to use pellets, allows a higher thermal
efficiency, hence uses a lower volume of wood (Australian Agroforestry, summer
2010).
5.5 Bio-energy. Bio-energy is a potential high-volume use of low grade wood. The
Australian Government is yet to grasp the benefits of bio-energy, and this form of
energy generation does not appear to rate highly in future renewable energy plans (c.
2005). At one stage ActewAGL were investigating entering into a joint venture
arrangement with the Integrated Forest Products sawmill at Hume to establish a bioenergy plant utilising sawmill waste, but this fell through when the sawmill went into
receivership (Peter Davies, Director, Real Power Systems).
Most of the alternative renewable energy strategies developed to date are not reliable
and capable of providing base load electricity. Wind and solar power rely on the
elements (wind and sun), yet wood fired generators are capable of providing a reliable
source of base power. Wood can substitute for coal in existing power stations, or can
be used in small regional power generators.
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With current technology, 1½ tonnes of dry wood are required to generate 1 megawatt
hour of electricity. Thus a 1 megawatt bio-energy generator operating 12 hours per
day every day of the year will require 6,800 tonnes of wood. Some European
countries use bio-energy on a large scale, and Sweden obtains 40% of energy
production from burning woody bio-mass. Bio-energy can also use waste wood from
building demolition, and is also capable of burning other organic waste for energy
production.
Current prices for bio-energy are $50 to $80 per megawatt hour, which is less than
offered for wind generated power ($110) or the home purchase of solar power (up to
$600). Despite this, there are bio-energy plants operating at Narrogin in WA, and one
being set up at Marysville in Victoria to utilise burnt and dead forest from the Black
Saturday fires of 2009.
The other advantage of small wood fired bio-energy plants is that they are
transportable, and so can be moved to the wood supply to lessen transport costs. The
Southern Tablelands Farm Forestry Network is currently working with a company
developing gasifier plants for bio-energy production to identify regional resources
suitable for bio-energy plants.
Providing that felled trees are replaced, then the use of these felled trees is either
carbon neutral, or very close to carbon neutral. This is because the felled tree, is not
sequestering carbon, while its replacement tree will be actively sequestering carbon.
5.6 Bio-char. Any new protocol for greenhouse gas reduction and carbon trading will
include soil carbon. The most likely source of soil carbon will be bio-char, which is
produced by burning wood in the presence of a limited air supply (similar to charcoal
production).
Bio-char can be produced as a by product of burning woody bio-mass to produce bioenergy (in the same manner that coke was produced as a by product of burning coal in
a limited air supply to produce coal gas).
By restricting air flow to woody bio-mass being burnt to produce bio-energy,
approximately one tonne of bio-char can be produced for every three tonnes of wood
burnt. Thus the 1 megawatt power station using 6,800 tonnes of wood could produce
2,270 tonnes of bio-char which on current markets could be worth between $200 and
$1,000 per tonne.
5.7 Mulch. Mulch is the chipping of timber and material from urban trees. Due to a
lack of alternate uses this is what most of the felled trees in Canberra are turned into
at present. While there is value in reducing evaporation from garden beds with the
mulch, thus reducing water usage, as the mulch breaks down it is releasing carbon
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dioxide into the atmosphere, and so is not of benefit in any carbon pollution reduction
scheme, whereas bio-energy and bio-char are of benefit in any carbon pollution
reduction scheme.
5.8 Seed. This is a potentially valuable commodity, depending on species and
demand for specific seed. Seed catalogues indicate that most Eucalyptus seed is
worth between $500 and $2,000 per kilogram depending on scarcity, and many of the
exotic street trees would have desirable seed.
As a word of caution, seed should only be collected from superior specimens, as seed
from a poor quality tree will only exhibit poor quality genetics in the off spring.
Despite this, should the opportunity arise and there is a demand, the collection of seed
from good quality trees should not be overlooked.
5.9 Ecological habitat and restoration. In a native forest managed for production
purposes, some over mature trees are deliberately left for their habitat value. As they
become aged and senescent, branches break off and hollows are left, providing habitat
for birds, possums, gliders and other animals.
However, in the urban environment, to leave trees of this age could be dangerous to
the public, hence they might have to be removed before the chance of shedding limbs
becomes a problem. Trees which are felled and removed may still be able to provide
ecological habitat, by being relocated to areas within nature parks or urban parks,
where they could still provide habitat for a number of years. Opportunities for the
retention of standing habitat trees are not discussed in this paper.
6. Opportunities and constraints
6.1 Non uniformity of the resource. The biggest problem for marketing of the felled
trees for sawlogs will be the non uniformity of the resource and that when many urban
trees are removed they are structurally unsound and contain areas of decay. The nonuniformity arises from a number of factors. Firstly, as there are approximately 300
tree species in Canberra, the first problem will be that there will be relatively small
volumes of different species. While some species may be highly desirable, such as
oaks, ashes, elms, most of the conifers and many eucalypts, there will be many
species of no interest to sawmillers for saw logs.
The other variable is the diameter, length and form of many of the potential sawlogs.
Sawmillers like long length, small taper and uniform diameter sawlogs (Kim Hayter,
sawmiller, personal communication). The urban tree resource will mainly produce
short, highly tapered and large diameter logs which are difficult for sawmills to
process.
Portable sawmillers would certainly be interested in some of the logs. They do not
operate at the same capacity as a sawmill, and can take their time and are set up to cut
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short, large diameter logs. The major problem for a portable sawmiller will be
contamination of logs from nails and other material that may have been hammered
into trees.
Any material used in this manner retains all of the embodied carbon in the sawn
product.
6.2 Sale of raw product versus value adding. This relates to value adding, or vertical
integration. The question becomes whether the ACT Government wants to become
involved in undertaking processing of certain products to add further value, or if it is
worthwhile to do so.
Two examples are that a plantation owner who grows Monterey Pine (Pinus radiata)
for a period of 30 years and receives a return of $20 to $50 per cubic metre,
depending on quality and distance to market. The sawmiller, with a capital
investment of millions of dollars, recovers approximately 40% of the sawlog as sawn
product, and receives a return of $300 to $500, depending on product. The big winner
is the retailer, who purchases from the sawmiller at $500 per cubic metre, and with
little capital investment, retails the product for $900 per cubic metre.
The second example is firewood. The owner of dead paddock trees might receive $10
per tonne from a firewood cutter, who will then cut and deliver firewood for between
$160 and $200 per tonne.
If the ACT Government did decide to undertake value adding on certain products,
such as firewood, this would probably create angst for business, and a debate on use
of government resources to compete against the private sector.
6.3 Spot, or ad hoc, sales. If a continuity of supply for sawlogs cannot be guaranteed,
then the ACT Government could have a number of portable sawmillers who could be
offered desirable felled trees when they become available. This would be on the
understanding that there would be no guarantee of volumes or continuity of supply.
6.4 Market to selected outlets. This would be similar to 6.3, the only difference being
that there would be a contract in place with agreed prices rather than ad hoc sales.
6.5 Tender. Portable sawmillers could be asked to tender for sawlogs. However this
would require a detailed assessment of the trees that would be felled over a period of
time, including species and volumes that would be available. The tender process
could also be used for use of woody bio-mass for bio-energy and bio-char, and for
sale of firewood.
The use of the tender process for woody bio-mass for bio-energy and bio-char would
not require a detailed assessment of species and tree size, just a reasonable estimation
14
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of the volume that would be available on an annual basis. The use of the tender
process for firewood would require a better assessment of tree species for reasons
explained in section 5.4.
6.6 Web sites. There are a number of web sites now offering plantations and wood
for sale. The web site e-bay has had some listings for plantations, including a 160
hectare Monterey Pine plantation near Braidwood.
Australian Forest Growers have developed a web site MarkeTree for sale of
plantations and forest timber products - (www.afg.asn.au). If products such as
sawlogs were to be offered for sale, this could be an appropriate selling site.
6.7 Case studies. In Australia, there are few known instances of the sale of felled
street and park trees other than for low grade uses such as mulch, or to an outlet such
as Visy Industries for their use as boiler fuel.
One known successful case was in Mount Macedon in Victoria. Following the
devastating Ash Wednesday fires in 1983 which burnt through Mount Macedon, a
small enterprise with a portable sawmill commenced and salvaged dead trees of high
sawn timber value from some of the old established gardens in the town. This
enterprise then marketed the sawn timber to selected timber merchants in Melbourne,
and the sawn timber was of highly desirable species and grades, and attracted a
premium price.
In New Zealand in the early 1990s, when the export of Monterey Pine to Japan and
Korea was in a boom situation, local sawmills had difficulty in sourcing sawn timber
for the domestic market. Desperate sawmillers purchased farm trees of varying
quality in an attempt to try and meet local demand. However, since those
unprecedented export market prices, the market has not come anywhere close to those
levels. Indeed, and sadly, prices offered in 2010 are less than in the early to mid
1990s, even without taking inflation into account.
7. Forest Certification
7.1 Advantages of certification. Forest certification assures buyers of wood products
that the products they obtain originate from legally and sustainably managed forests.
Certification schemes also ensure that forests are managed in accordance with codes
of practice and/or environmental management systems. This process ensures correct
management procedures with regard to various management practices, and a chain of
custody process. To obtain certification, all herbicide and pesticide usage has to be
recorded, and compliant with the appropriate standard, and environmental standards
have to be met.
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Certification for the ACT urban tree resource would be a first in Australia. Territory
and Municipal Services staff probably already undertake most of the requirements for
certification.
7.2 Difficulties of certification. Certification is a long process, with a large amount of
paperwork, and a requirement for external approval. There would probably be 4 to 6
months work by one official involved in gathering and providing all relevant
documents and data, and collating the material.
7.3 Auditing. Once certification has been obtained, there is a requirement for ongoing
auditing. The schemes provide for a degree of self auditing and reporting, but an
external auditor has to be used at some stage. The cost of this varies on the scale of
the operation, but may be $15,000 to $20,000 (Francis Clarke, a private forest owner
who undertook the process, personal communication).
7.4 Certification in Australia. There are currently two schemes operating in Australia.
The Australian Forestry Standard is aligned with the Programme for Endorsement of
Forest Certification, and the other scheme is the Forest stewardship Council. Both
schemes are equally acceptable, and both issue chain of custody certificates.
If the ACT Government were to obtain certification, then this would be a first for the
certification of an urban forest. However, it would be very desirable if long term sale
and supply arrangements were to be entered into.
8. Conclusions and recommendations.
The conclusions and recommendations are based on the guiding principles in the
introduction, which are:
 Re-use of material from trees locally, where possible, to minimise handling and
transport costs;
 Maximise long term use of suitable timber;
 Recover some of the financial cost of tree maintenance and management where
possible;
 Improve ecological condition of the local area;
 Minimise carbon footprint; and
 Maintain visual amenity when considering re-use of urban trees.
Of the potential products mentioned in section 5, sawlogs, firewood, bio-energy
(including bio-char), mulch and ecological habitat and restoration appear to be the
most likely uses. Of these five, the use of the felled trees for mulch is an activity that
is not greenhouse gas neutral, or at least close to being neutral, but provides benefits
to the local area where the trees are mulched which is consistent with the guiding
principle of re-use of material from trees locally. The use of felled trees for sawlogs,
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firewood and bio-energy and bio-char are close to being greenhouse gas neutral in
their application.
The use of felled trees for habitat is also consistent with guiding principles in that the
trees are used locally and improve the ecological condition of the local area. The use
of felled trees for firewood by local residents needs to be carefully considered, as
there is the possibility that residents will not properly season firewood, thus
potentially creating smoke particulate emissions. This is an area that the ACT
Government will have to consider a policy, as the advantage of re-use locally and the
minimising of the carbon foot print might be outweighed by particulate pollution.
If the felled tree becomes a sawlog, then the sawn timber produced will retain the
carbon that has been sequestered in the final product, eg flooring, or furniture. If
firewood is the use, and the average household consumption is four tonnes per annum
for heating (Bernie Smillie, firewood merchant sales), then the equivalent use of
natural gas would equate to 900 kilograms of greenhouse gas emissions, and for
electricity, 3.6 tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions. The greenhouse gas emissions
from sustainably sourced firewood are 60 to 120 kilograms. Similar figures would
apply to the use of woody bio-mass for power generation, but with the added bonus
that 20-33% of the wood burnt could be returned to the soil as bio-char.
This is on the presumption that for every tree that is cut down, at least another tree
will be planted. It is assumed that this will happen to maintain or improve the visual
amenity of Canberra.
It is difficult to ascertain the rate of tree felling in Canberra over the next 20 years.
The current rate of tree felling is approximately 2,000 trees per annum, and TAMS
note they will need to plan for the increasing rate of decline estimated in the ANU
research (Territory and Municipal Services). There are also an unknown number of
trees felled from suburban blocks and from adjacent nature reserves which are felled
for fire protection. The number of trees which are felled from these different areas
could range from a low of 5,000 trees per annum to a high of 20,000 trees per annum,
and there needs to be detailed planning to calculate these numbers.
Detailed estimation of volume or weight is difficult without undertaking a reasonably
intensive inventory measurement (see also point 4.3). It would be reasonable to
assume every tree would contain approximately 1½ tonnes of woody material in the
trunk and branches. Some will have substantially more wood, some less. Based on
this, there will be 1,500 tonnes of woody biomass per 1,000 trees felled available for
use. A small proportion might be sold to higher-value uses such as sawlogs from
desirable species, but most of the resource would be of lower quality.
Based on the figures in points 5.5 and 5.6, every 1,000 trees utilised as woody biomass to produce electricity would run a 200 kilowatt power station, and create a
17
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supply of 450 tonnes of bio-char per annum. A 200 kilowatt power station can supply
enough electricity for 160 suburban houses. As this would be a direct substitute for
coal, this would represent 140 tonnes less coal usage, for a saving of 540 tonnes of
greenhouse gas emissions. In addition, a further 450 tonnes of carbon would be
sequestered in soils as bio-char.
This is a feasible use for the woody bio-mass that is produced from the felling of
urban trees, as there are power plants now in the market place with a capacity as low
as 250Kv (quarter of a megawatt). These plants are currently being manufactured by
Real Power Systems, and the first is being commissioned near Geelong (Peter Davies,
Real Power Systems).
There is also a significant resource within a radius of 100 kilometres from Canberra
that could also be used for bio-energy. However, it must be noted that current
Australian Government policy does not allow the use of woody bio-mass from any
native forest (public or private) to qualify under the Renewable Energy Certificate
scheme. This is vastly different to the situation in Scandinavian countries, where
sustainable harvesting of native forests is an important part in their overall energy
production.
Even if all possible felled trees were to be utilised for the highest possible value end
usage, the money (or royalty) received will not cover all the costs of harvesting. In a
forestry operation, harvesting has a high level of mechanisation that allows high
levels of efficiency. This is not possible in the harvesting of urban street and park
trees, and high costs of removal will be a fact of life. At best, the sustainable re-use
of felled trees will only be able to partly offset some of the financial costs.
Recommendation 1: That the ACT Government give consideration to calling for
tenders or expressions of interest to operate a power station fired by woody bio-mass.
The size of the power station will depend on the number of trees to be felled, but 200
kilowatts of electricity can be generated per 1,000 trees felled. The document should
specify that the woody bio-mass is to be burnt in such a manner as to produce the
maximum quantity of bio-char.
In conjunction with this recommendation, ACT No Waste could investigate the
integration of organic household waste with the woody bio-mass as a means of
lessening the amount of this material that currently goes into landfill.
Recommendation 2: That the ACT Government forms a list of interested portable
sawmillers who would be interested in taking small quantities of high value sawlogs
from selected felled trees. The portable sawmillers would require an assurance that
all logs be scanned to ensure no metal is present. If this is too expensive, then all
material that would have gone to the portable sawmillers should be used as woody
bio-mass for power generation.
18
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Recommendation 3: That the ACT Government enters discussions with suitable seed
merchants for the sale of seed from selected trees and tree species. Although a minor
use, there are some social benefits through employment and the rejuvenation of
selected street tree planting. The ACT Government owned Yarralumla Nursery could
be user of seed sourced from this recommendation.
Recommendation 4: That the ACT Government consider some minor changes in
future tree management, such as pruning techniques to remove lower branches on
selected species, that may increase the value of future felled trees without detracting
from the visual amenity of the urban forest.
Recommendation 5: That the ACT Government give consideration to obtaining
certification for the urban forest. Certification will then provide a guarantee that the
urban forest is being managed in a sustainable manner.
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Introduction
: Development
of
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o a Management
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Framework
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e in the ACT

This report sets out some possible directions and general planning
principles for providing a framework for the management of Important
Trees in greenfield sites and existing urban areas of the ACT.
The information contained herein seeks to summarise and provide a
synthesis of potential constraints that Important Trees may provide in
future urban design as well as the values these trees may have that would
warrant their protection (such as habitat and connectivity roles or other
environmental values of specific conservation significance), and discusses
also the broad range of planning considerations that may affect the
ability to retain such trees (such as maintenance responsibilities and
issues for ongoing management, provenance, maintaining indigenous
species, and visual amenity). This advice also aims to summarise possible
consistencies or conflicts with existing policies related to Important Trees.
Advice is also provided in relation to future planning with respect to
issues such as succession planning and the provision of offsets for the
removal of Important Trees. This report also discusses briefly the
importance and role of education and public awareness of the
management of Important Trees (such as why some trees should be
retained and why some trees must be removed). The report also seeks to
provide a set of preliminary management recommendations as part of
the conclusions of this report’s investigation.
This report responds to the consultancy brief issued by the Office of the
Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment.
Initially, the brief was established in relation to the management of
“Remnant” Trees and included a request to establish a definition of what
constitutes a Remnant Tree. Given the inherent difficulty in establishing a
clear definition of what constitutes a Remnant Tree as discussed in
Section 3 of this report, the scope of this investigation has been
broadened to include what may be defined as Important Trees in the
ACT, such that all trees regarded as important in the context of
Canberra’s urban landscape and treescapes, be they “Remnant” or
otherwise, are included in this assessment.
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2

The
e Importance
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c off Trees
es in Canberra’s
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Landscape
s
e

Trees are an essential part of Canberra's landscape, they provide
potential habitat for native fauna, have heritage significance, provide
scenic amenity and add to the bushland setting of the Nation’s Capital,
they may also provide important shading to enable cooler homes, and
they also assist with mitigating the effects of climate change through
carbon uptake. Examples of early urban tree plantings commencing in
about 1910, can be seen in Haig Park, City Hill, Acton, Weston Park, the
Parliamentary Triangle, Telopea Park and various inner Canberra suburbs.
It is estimated there are now 210,000 trees in Canberra's residential
streets and a further 440,000 trees in urban parks that are managed by
Territory and Municipal Services. Native tree species comprise about
40% of this total tree population1. However, the total number of natives
will be far greater if those in nature parks and on privately leased lands
were considered.
Given the importance of maintaining Canberra’s unique bushland values,
it is imperative that a strategy for managing trees in the ACT be
developed to give greater certainty in relation to the requirements to
protect existing trees to the greatest extent possible, whilst also giving
some direction to land managers as to their options in relation to tree
management, including the circumstances under which a tree may be
removed. This document aims to provide sufficient background
information on the current circumstances (in regards to legal and land
use planning issues) in which Important Trees in the ACT, which includes
all Remnant trees, are managed and it also provides a preliminary set of
recommendations through which the current circumstances may be
improved.

1

Department of Territory and Municipal Services
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/play/pcl/parks reserves and open places/trees a
nd forests/trees
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3

Definition
n io of Remnant
R
n Tree(s)
e

A comprehensive review of relevant legislation and government policies
that might provide a legal or otherwise consistent definition of what
constitutes a “Remnant Tree” or may otherwise set out criteria for
determining the Remnant status of a tree (eg measurement criteria) has
been conducted. The legislation and policies reviewed included:
•

Nature Conservation Act 1980 and Regulation 1982;

•

Commissioner for the Environment Act 1993;

•

Environment Protection Act 1997 and Regulation 2005;

•

Tree Protection Act 2005;

•

ACT Government Action Plan No. 10 – Yellow Box/Red Gum
Grassy Woodland: An Endangered Ecological Community (this
document has been replaced by the ACT Lowland Woodland
Conservation Strategy – see below); and,

•

ACT Government Action Plan No. 27 – ACT Lowland Woodland
Conservation Strategy.

Throughout these legislative instruments, no single definition has been
provided for a Remnant Tree specifically. Some references have been
identified that relate to remnant vegetation and remnant woodland
communities, but these are not able to be directly applied to individual
trees.
Given that only about 40% of the actual trees in urban streets and public
urban parks of the ACT are native species and with tree plantings in the
ACT dating back to as early as 1910 (informal plantings may be dated as
far back as the 1820’s, Charles Weston was appointed as the ACT’s first
Afforestation Officer in 1913, and the first large-scale National Capital
plantings commenced around 1917), it is important to have a clear
definition that eliminates from the classification criteria, trees that have
been planted, regardless of their age, particularly when they are not
native trees indigenous to the ACT region.
In reviewing other jurisdictions and their use of the term Remnant
Vegetation or Remnant Trees that might be able to be adopted for use
here in the ACT, it was found that Queensland provides perhaps the only
suitable reference. In Queensland “Remnant Vegetation” is defined
specifically under legislation, this being the Queensland Vegetation
Management Act 1999 and the mapping of Remnant Vegetation has been
formally determined and set-out in Methodology for Survey and Mapping
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of Regional Ecosystems and Vegetation Communities in Queensland
prepared by the Queensland Herbarium (Neldner et al 2005).
The definition provided by this legislation applies to vegetation
communities as opposed to individual trees. Remnant Vegetation under
this Act is defined as vegetation where the dominant canopy has greater
than 70% of the height and greater than 50% of the cover relative to the
undisturbed ecologically dominant layer of vegetation (which is then
used as a reference for applying the above 70/50 rule).
This particular definition is unfortunately of limited use in our ACT
exercise in attempting to define Remnant Trees for two reasons. The first
is that this definition applies to a vegetation community and not
individual trees. The second is that not all of the individual trees within
an area of vegetation mapped as Remnant under the Act are included in
the mapping process (if the individual tree is less than 75% of the median
height of the reference site) and therefore cannot reasonably be
regarded as Remnant Trees. This is because according to the Qld
Herbarium rules for mapping remnant vegetation, an individual tree that
is included in the transect survey count must be 75% of the median
height of the reference site). For example, if the median height of
vegetation in the undisturbed layer is 20m, then an individual tree must
be at least 15m in height to be included in the transect count of
vegetation that would be mapped as remnant (QLD Herbarium, 2005).
In addition to the above, remnant vegetation under this Act can also
include heaths and shrublands as well as grass/sedge vegetation types
(for example, Regional Ecosystems RE12.3.8 described as Freshwater
swamps with Cyperus spp., Schoenoplectus spp. and Eleocharis spp.;
RE1.3.1 Mitchell grass (Astrebla spp.) grassland on alluvial plains; RE12.910.15 Semi-evergreen vine thicket with Brachychiton rupestris on
sedimentary rocks; and, RE12.11.15 Xanthorrhoea johnsonii (Grass Tree)
woodland on serpentinite). None of these Regional Ecosystems contain
large trees and clearly, the use of this assessment of remnant vegetation
would be inappropriate for the assessment of Remnant Trees.
Notwithstanding the above, no other jurisdictions have a clear legislative
or planning definition of remnant vegetation (or Remnant Trees), nor do
they provide specific guidelines for the identification and mapping of
remnant vegetation, that would otherwise provide a sound basis for
application in determining remnant status of individual trees here in the
ACT.
New South Wales, the Northern Territory, South Australia and Western
Australia have all begun process for identifying and mapping remnant
vegetation with maps of remnant vegetation available from the
respective government departments, however these maps are not state-
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wide (i.e. do not cover the entire state). Additionally, these state and
territory governments have not yet developed any policies or legislation
to legally enforce remnant vegetation management.
Similarly, Victoria (through the DPI) provides information on the types of
remnant vegetation present in the state and their conservation status, but
does not have any policy or legislative frameworks detailing the
protection or management of remnant vegetation. Notwithstanding this,
the City of Whittlesea in Victoria has prepared a River Red Gum
Protection Policy although this policy has not yet been brought into any
corresponding legislation. Of note in this policy, it refers to mature Red
Gum trees that have been estimated to be between 200 – 800 years of
age, which may be of some value in determining the status or definition
of a Remnant Tree.
Given the lack of a scientifically accepted (published) or otherwise legally
defined, definition of what may or may not constitute a Remnant Tree, it
has become necessary (for the purposes of this investigation) to attempt
to provide a suitable definition of what a Remnant Tree is. In doing this,
a number of processes have been undertaken to arrive at a defensible
definition and which has included the review of other legislation and
policies of other jurisdiction as provided above. Our investigation has
also included going back to the literal meaning of the word as defined in
the dictionary so that the implied meaning of the word “remnant” is
faithfully/correctly applied here.
The Collins English Dictionary defines “remnant” as:
“remaining, left-over; a part left over after use, processing; a
surviving trace or vestige, as of a former era”
The Macquarie Dictionary defines “remnant” as:
“a part, quantity or number remaining... a trace, vestige;
remaining”.
Following from this, most references of “Remnant” Tree(s) or vegetation
have been in the context of Pre-European settlement. It could therefore
be reasonably argued that a “Remnant Tree” is a tree that would be
typical of an area prior to European Settlement. As such, a proposed
practical definition of Remnant Tree is:
“a native tree of indigenous origin and which has regenerated
from or is a remnant of the original vegetation community prior
to urban development.”
Ideally, such trees would also contribute to local ecological, landscape or
cultural values.
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With regard to regenerating vegetation, we consider that it would not be
appropriate to identify, for example, an immature tree of about 2m
height to be regarded as a “Remnant” tree in and of itself. As such, the
above definition has included further criteria to be applied to the nature
of the vegetation so that small, immature trees (in isolation) are not
covered by this definition.
This has been purposely done in this regard as we consider that whilst
such trees should be afforded some protection when found to be part of
the original vegetation community, they should not pose a significant
constraint to the use of the land in which they occur when they exist as
an isolated individual tree. In this regard, smaller immature trees are
granted some protective status when found to contribute to or be a part
of a mapped vegetation community (eg part of a mapped box gum
woodland vegetation community) through the ACT Government Action
Plans and federal legislation relating to endangered ecological
communities (eg box gum woodland) and hence do not require
additional specific identification and protection here.
We believe it appropriate that such (small/young) trees are not afforded
the same identification as the larger/older trees when these trees occur in
isolation (as an individual tree and not part of a community) as they do
not provide the same landscape amenity or ecological (habitat) value as
the larger, older trees.
Finally, it is acknowledged that for the purposes of the current exercise
which is to provide a framework for managing ACT’s trees at the level of
the individual tree, the above definition may not be suitable as a number
of desirable trees may not meet the proposed definition and therefore
receive no formal protection (should a new protection policy be drafted
on the basis of protecting the ACT’s Remnant Trees). Given this, we
propose that the broad definition of Remnant Tree provided above
remain for the purposes of having a consistent approach toward a
specific terminology, but that also, this current exercise of providing a
framework for managing important trees in the ACT be expanded beyond
simply those trees which meet the criteria for Remnant Tree, to also
include trees of ecological, cultural and historical significance. In doing
so, we remove the ambiguity surrounding the term “remnant” and its
application, and more importantly, manage to include in the strategy all
trees that may be regarded as desirable to manage and protect.
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A summary of relevant legislation and policies that (may) provide
protection to trees in the ACT (though not specifically Remnant Trees as
no such classification and hence provision for protection currently exist in
ACT legislation and policy) is provide below.

4.1
1

Tree Protection
Act
P t
A 20052

The objects of this Act are to primarily protect individual trees in the built
up urban area, and mainly on leased lands, that have exceptional qualities
because of their natural and cultural heritage values or their contribution
to the urban landscape, to protect urban forest values that may be at risk
because of unnecessary loss or degradation, to protect urban forest
values that contribute to the heritage significance of an area and to
ensure that trees of value are protected during periods of construction
activity and to promote the incorporation of the value of trees and their
protection requirements into the design and planning of development, as
well as to promote a broad appreciation of the role of trees in the urban
environment and the benefits of good tree management and sound
arboricultural practices.
For this Act, protected trees are either a Registered tree or a Regulated
tree. A Registered Tree can be on both Leased and Unleased land in the
built-up urban area and receives very strong protection under this Act.
Registered trees are trees that are registered (or provisionally registered)
by the Conservator for Flora and Fauna (Conservator) in accordance with
the Criteria determined by the Minister. The criteria for registration
(under Schedule 1 of Disallowable Instrument DI2006-56), of a tree
located in a built-up urban area, is that it must contribute to one or more
of the following values:
•

Natural or cultural heritage value (The object of this value is to
identify trees that are of particular importance to the community
due to their intrinsic heritage values)

•

Landscape and aesthetic value (The object of this value is to
identify trees that are of particular importance to the community
due to their substantial contribution to the surrounding
landscape).
2

Tree Protection Act 2005
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/a/2005-51/default.asp
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•

Scientific value (The object of this value is to identify trees that are
of particular importance to the community due to values
associated with their ecological, genetic or botanical significance
or ability to substantially contribute to the scientific body of
knowledge and understanding).

A Regulated tree is a living tree (other than a registered tree or a palm
tree) that is on leased land within a Tree Management Precinct and is
12m or more high, or has a trunk with a circumference of 1.5m or more at
1m above natural ground level, or has 2 or more trunks and the total
circumference of all the trunks at 1m above natural ground level, is 1.5m
or more, or has a canopy 12m or more wide (note: a tree cannot be a
regulated tree if it is a pest plant under the Pest Plants and Animals Act
2005).
A decision making flowchart of how trees are protected under this
legislation including the circumstances under which a tree may be
removed is provided at Appendix A.
The criteria for approving an activity that may damage a protected tree,
or be prohibited work within the protection zone for a protected tree or
within a declared site, are determined by the Minister and are set out in
Schedule 1 the Tree Protection (Approval Criteria) Determination 2006
(No2) Disallowable Instrument DI2006-060.
With regards to applications to damage a protected tree, under Section
22 of the Act a person may apply, in writing, to the conservator for
approval for an activity that would or may damage a protected tree or be
prohibited groundwork in the protection zone for a protected tree or a
declared site. This is usually performed through a Tree Damaging Activity
Application or through a Tree Management Plan. In reviewing this
instrument, it is noted that additional special protection is made for
“remnant eucalypts” whereby approvals to damage a regulated tree for
the purpose or reason of it being in an inappropriate location due to
(potential) size and growth habit or for solar access cannot be given fort
remnant eucalypts, although unfortunately the document does not go on
to specify exactly what a remnant eucalypt is.
In addition to a direct application to damage a protected tree, an activity
which damages a protected tree may also be approved through a
Development Application (DA). With regard to a DA that involves an
activity that may damage a protected tree, the DA is to be referred to the
Conservator for Advice under s148 of the Planning and Development Act
2007. The Chief Planning Executive (CPE) (ACTPLA) may make a decision
on a regulated tree that is inconsistent with the Conservator’s advice only
if satisfied that:
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•

any applicable guidelines have been considered;

•

any realistic alternative has been considered; and,

•

the decision is consistent with the objects Territory Plan.

Under Section 81 of the Tree Protection Act 2005, a development
approval that is inconsistent with the Conservator’s advice in relation to a
Registered tree must not be given.
A Tree Management Precinct is an area declared to be a Tree
Management Precinct. The Minister may, in writing, determine criteria for
declaring an area of land in a built-up urban area to be a tree
management precinct or, the Minister may, in writing, declare a stated
area of land in a built-up urban area to be a tree management precinct.
The Minister may declare an area of leased land as a Tree Management
Precinct if satisfied that a significant threat to the urban forest values
exists or is likely to exist in the near future (for example, due to existing
or projected high levels of development activity; or in an area of low or
reducing level of tree canopy cover); or if the area is entered on the
Heritage Register under the Heritage Act 2004; or if the area is a new
estate development that is subject to construction activity.
In declaring an area to be a Tree Management Precinct, the Minister may
have regard to the broader strategic planning objectives of the Territory
Plan and associated urban planning by the ACT Planning and Land
Authority. Development within Tree Management Precincts, or that may
have an impact on a protected tree, is often accompanied by an
approved Tree Management Plan.
The preparation of Tree Management Plans is provided for under Part 4
of this Act. A Tree Management Plan may provide for activities that may
be undertaken in relation to a tree and may set out conditions about how
the activities are to be undertaken. Anything done in relation to a
protected tree in accordance with a tree management plan for the tree is
an exception to the offences against s15 (Damaging protected trees—
general) and s17 (Doing prohibited groundwork—general). Under this
part of the Act, the Conservator may, in writing, determine guidelines for
tree management plans, and may, on the Conservator’s own initiative,
propose a tree management plan for a registered tree.
The land management agency for the land where a registered tree is
located may also apply for a tree management plan for the tree as well as
anyone else may apply for approval of a tree management plan for any
tree on leased land in a built-up urban area. The application must be
given to the Conservator for approval and the Conservator may ask the
advisory panel for advice on the proposal or application.
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If the Conservator approves a tree management plan for a registered
tree, the Conservator must include details of the plan in the tree register.
The Conservator must also give written notice of the decision on the tree
management plan to the applicant (if any) and if approved, the
conservator must also give written notice of the decision to—
(a) the lessee of, or land management agency for, the land where
the tree is located; and
(b) if the tree is on leased land—the lessee of, or land
management agency for, land that—
(i) adjoins the land where the tree is located; and
(ii) is within 50m of the tree; and
(c) if the plan is for a tree that the conservator considers may have
heritage significance—the heritage council; and
(d) if the plan is for an Aboriginal heritage tree—each
representative Aboriginal organisation.
The Conservator may give written notice of the decision to anyone else
the Conservator considers appropriate.
In summarising this piece of legislation as it may apply to the
management of trees in the ACT, which includes the management of
Important and/or Remnant Trees as well as protected trees, the Act does
not provide a specific definition of what constitutes a Remnant Tree,
although it does clearly define two classes of trees which are given a
relatively strong degree of legislative protection. In particular, a
Regulated tree is clearly defined, with dimensional criteria quoted in the
Act, for determining exactly what constitutes a Regulated Tree. A
Regulated Tree however, can in fact be a planted, non-indigenous species
and therefore not constitute a Remnant Tree in so far as this report
applies the term/concept. Additionally, the Act only applies to trees in
the built-up urban area declared by the Minister. The Minister has
declared most of urban Canberra as land in the built-up urban area,
although land specifically excluded from the built-up urban area is all
land designated in the Territory Plan as broadacre, hills, ridges and
buffers, forestry, river corridors, rural and water features (refer to
Notifiable Instrument NI2010-4143 for maps detailing the built-up urban
area). As such, any tree located in these areas is not protected under this
legislation which may sometimes result in trees that are physically located
quite close to urban precincts but are not protected.

3

Tree Protection (Built-up Urban Areas)
Declaration 2010 (No 1). Notifiable Instrument NI2010-414
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/ni/2010-414/default.asp
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4.2
2

Nature
Conservation
t
v t o Actt 1980
9 04

The Nature Conservation Act 1980 establishes the ACT Flora and Fauna
Committee which provides advice to the Minister in relation to nature
conservation. The committee assesses the status of the ACT’s flora and
fauna and (amongst other things), advises on Action Plans. The ACT
Action Plans that have some relevance to the conservation of trees in the
ACT are the Yellow Box/Red Gum Grassy Woodland: An Endangered
Ecological Community (Action Plan No.10) and the ACT Lowland
Woodland Conservation Strategy (Action Plan No.27). These are
discussed individually below.
The following sections of the Nature Conservation Act 1980 are of
relevance to the protection and management of Important Trees in the
ACT:
Section 33 (Special Protection Status) and Section 34 (Declaration of
protected and exempt flora and fauna) of this Act provide the legislative
power to declare members of a species of native plant to have special
protection status if believed on reasonable grounds that the species is
endangered or threatened with extinction. None of the species of trees
in the ACT that might be considered Remnant Trees (i.e. primarily trees of
the genus Eucalyptus) are protected species under Disallowable
Instrument DI2008-53 which lists the vulnerable and endangered species
in the ACT or DI2005-64 which lists the species declared as having Special
Protection Status under s33 of the Act. Disallowable Instrument DI2003-6
lists species that have either protected or exempt status under Section 34
of the Act. Of these, only three are tree species, and two of which are
very uncommon in the ACT, with the Mountain Swamp Gum (Eucalyptus
camphora) not recorded in the ACT region at all.
Section 40 of the Act (draft Action Plan) provides the requirement for the
Conservator to prepare draft Action Plans for species, communities or
threatening processes that are the subject of a declaration. The Action
Plans prepared to date that are relevant to the (indirect) protection of
trees are discussed individually in the following sections.
Also under this Act, trees in the ACT are given some additional protection
under Section 51 (Taking Plants) as it is an offence for a person to take a
plant, except in accordance with a licence, that has special protection
status, or is a protected native plant, or is a native plant growing on
unleased land. However this offence does not apply under particular

4

Nature Conservation Act 1980
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/a/1980-20/default.asp
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circumstances generally relating to cultivated native plants or plants in
built up areas.
Section 52 of the Act also provides for the preservation of native timber,
and creates an offence whereby a person (with the exemption of
Conservation Officer or a contractor acting under a license) shall not,
without reasonable excuse fell, or cause to be felled; or damage, or cause
to be damaged; standing native timber on unleased land in the built-up
area, or leased or unleased land outside the built-up area, except in
accordance with a licence.
However this does not apply in relation to felling or damage of native
timber on leased land outside the built-up area where the timber was
planted by or on behalf of an occupier and felled or damaged by or on
behalf of that occupier or a subsequent occupier. As the criteria here
relates specifically to planted trees, this particular issue is regarded as
being of little relevance to Remnant Trees.
In considering Sections 51 and 52 of the Act, we note that the definition
of native plant, which specifically excludes “native timber” (being a native
tree taller than 2m in height), leads to a situation of ambiguity as native
timber, whilst not specifically meaning a “tree”, may in fact result in a
circumstance whereby native timber may be removed to the extent that
the tree is in fact removed altogether. Our assumption is that the intent
of the Act is to provide protection of trees to the same extent as any
other native plant (such as a shrub, grass or forb etc) and as such, the
definition of native timber should not automatically be interpreted as a
tree in its entirety. Notwithstanding this, both native timber and native
plants are given protection under this Act so that “trees” are still afforded
some protection. It is recommended that the definitions of both native
plants and native timber be amended to specifically comment on what a
“tree” is, be it either a native plant or native timber.
In assessing this piece of legislation as it may apply to this report, it does
provide a relatively high degree of protection to individual native trees
(or plants), regardless of their age/size (i.e. Remnant status), as ALL native
plants are provisionally protected, however, this protection does not
apply where a person holds a licence to remove a plant and therefore
applications can be made to remove plants on leased land, unless it is a
protected plant, although a protected plant that has been cultivated, can
be removed by the occupier of the land. Similarly, a protected native
plant that has been planted is not covered by this Act. Occupiers of land
in built up areas may also take protected native plants, or in non built up
areas, may take protected native plants for preparing land for primary
production under a lease agreement or licence. Since most of the
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exemptions relate to planted or cultivated plants, the protections
therefore remain quite strong for Remnant Trees.
In summarising the above, this Act provides protection for native plants
and native timber (which would include all Remnant Trees as per our
definition) on built-up land in the urban areas of the ACT.

4.3
3

ACT
Lowland
T Government
o
t Action Plan
l n No. 27 - ACT
A
L l n
5
Woodland
o l n Conservation
se a i n Strategy
a

This strategy is targeted primarily toward the identification and
management/protection of woodland vegetation communities. Under
this Action Plan individual trees or even clumps of trees are not covered
and therefore receive no formal protection. Trees are protected in this
plan only if they form part of the ecological community as defined by the
criteria for mapping the woodland at an ecological community level.
Therefore if a specific tree is located at the periphery of mapped
woodland, but not within it, it is not covered or protected by Action Plan
No. 27 (note: Table 2.3 of this document defines single trees or small
clumps of trees as being Highly Modified). It therefore provides little/no
benefit for the protection of individual isolated trees, and in particular,
the strategy provides no protection of individual Important or Remnant
Trees in the built-up urban unless they are part of a designated woodland
ecological community that is mapped and afforded protection.
The strategy does “promote actions to address maintenance of…isolated
paddock trees…” but does not detail exactly how this will be done and
through what policy specifically to enforce it. It is therefore useful as a
guide only, but not a legislative policy upon which protection of isolated
trees can be guaranteed whether Remnant or otherwise Important.
Under Action Plan No. 27 (once approved/endorsed), trees within a
mapped woodland community would be relatively well protected with
strict rules on the removal of mapped woodland. Generally, mapped
woodland cannot be removed unless some form of suitable
environmental offset is provided. Possible suitable environmental offsets
may come in a variety of forms and could include, amongst other things,
financial or monetary contributions (such as towards management of
nature reserve areas) commitments towards rehabilitation of degraded
areas or the purchase and setting aside from development of existing
areas of suitable environmental value.

5

ACT Lowland Woodland Conservation Strategy (Action Plan No. 27)
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/play/pcl/conservation and ecological communiti
es/woodlands strategy
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In addition to this document, box gum woodland vegetation in the ACT is
also listed as an Endangered Ecological Community under the
Commonwealth’s Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation
Act 1999 (EPBC Act) and is therefore currently subject to protection under
existing legislative instruments.
In regards to distinctions between greenfield and brownfield sites, there
are some, but ultimately few, areas of mapped woodlands within the
urban area. The total extent of this woodland within the urban area is not
currently known as the mapped distribution of woodland has not been
overlaid onto the current Territory Plan at a sufficient level of detail to
enable accurate reporting of woodland within the urban area. The extent
of occurrence and the patchiness of the distribution of mapped
woodland within the urban area make it hard to assess how much
woodland is actually situated within the urban zones and to then assess
how much of this may be at threat of removal.

4.4
4

6
ACT
T Natural Resource
o
e Management
e
t Plan
l n 2004-2014
0 4

This plan seeks to make Canberra a leading example of a major urban
centre in the Murray-Darling Basin where ecosystems are managed in
balance with social and economic development.
Whilst being a comprehensive document on natural resource
management issues and providing a clear set of management targets and
management actions to achieve those targets, the plan does not at any
point deal explicitly with targets or methods to enable the protection of
individual Remnant Trees. It does however seek to continue with and
improve upon the preparation of Land Management Agreements (LMAs)
which indirectly may form a basis for identifying, managing and
protecting individual Important or Remnant Trees (on leased rural land –
see below for further information on LMA’s). This is however simply a
management action that in effect defaults to the Nature Conservation Act
1980 which already provides the legislative provisions for this to occur as
stated above. It is possible that conditions within an LMA may in fact
allow for the removal of native trees on leased rural land, so the level of
protection this affords to Remnant Trees is not overly strong, although
keeping in mind the fact that the Conservator must be a signatory to the
agreement and therefore must consider and approve any (possible
future) proposals to clear vegetation. What it does do is give some clarity
and confidence to rural lessees as to what they may and may not be able

6

ACT Natural Resource Management Plan 2004-2014
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/ data/assets/pdf file/0011/13340/actnaturalreso
urcemanagementplan2004.pdf
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to do in respect of tree clearing over a given period of time and without
always requiring individual or separate approvals for each activity that a
rural lessee undertakes in the course of managing a property. With this
being the case, the success of LMA’s will depend largely on their
monitoring and enforcement of conditions. These issues are beyond the
scope of this paper.
Within leased urban areas and other unleased land within urban areas,
such as parks and streetscapes, the ACT Natural Resource Management
Plan provides very little guidance or policy in relation to individual tree
protection either directly or indirectly.

Land Management Agreements
Land Management Agreements (LMAs) are enacted by Section 283 of the
Planning and Development Act 2007. LMAs are for rural leases only and
the agreement is held between the lessee and the Territory. All
agreements must be signed by the Conservator of Flora and Fauna (and
the lessee).
Given the requirement of the Conservator to sign the agreement, the
preparation of LMA’s and the subsequent agreement they provide
between the land manager/lessee and the ACT Government therefore
automatically require advice from the Conservator. Once a LMA has been
entered into, any provisions for the felling of trees that the individual
LMA provides, does not require the subsequent approval from the
Conservator.
As LMA’s are for rural leases only, the Tree Protection Act therefore does
not apply as rural land is outside the declared built-up urban area for
which the Act exists. Nevertheless, it is still possible to have a tree
protected to the equivalent extent of a Registered tree, which could be
identified and enforced through the LMA process. Furthermore,
important rural trees can be also identified and afforded protection in the
LMA without necessarily needing to be individually identified, particularly
those that are an important component of a woodland vegetation
community (see below).
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A flow chart of the decision making process and how the Tree Protection
Act 2005 (discussed in Section 4.1 of this report) apply to the retention or
removal of vegetation in the ACT has been prepared and is included at
Appendix A of this document.

5.1
1

Role
o of the
t Conservator
n
t r

The position of the Conservator of Flora and Fauna is established under
Section 7 of the Nature Conservation Act 1980.
Under the Act, the role of the Conservator includes (but is not limited to):
•

preparation of a (draft) Nature Conservation Strategy;

•

declare members of a species to be Protected or Exempt flora or
fauna or to have Special Protection Status;

•

preparation of (draft) Action Plans in relation to vulnerable or
endangered species or ecological communities; and,

•

issue licences (to take etc).

This Act and the powers of the Conservator established under this Act
have relatively strong levels of protection of individual trees in the ACT if
listed as protected or otherwise regarded as important (eg native timber
which (may) include Remnant Trees).
The role of the Conservator under the Tree Protection Act 2005 includes
(but is not limited to):
•

keeping a register of trees to include all registered trees whether
provisionally or fully registered;

•

determining guidelines for Tree Management Plans; and

•

making decisions on applications for approval of a Tree
Damaging Activity or a Tree Management Plan;

•

giving advice under s82 of the Act to the Planning Authority on
Development Applications (as per provisions under s149 of the
Planning and Development Act 2007).
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The Conservator may also propose a Tree Management Plan for a
Registered tree.
Under this Act, the Conservator has relatively strong powers for enabling
the protection of an Important Tree (assuming the tree is a protected tree
under the Act that requires approval for any work that may damage the
tree). As previously stated, the Conservator of Flora and Fauna may also
declare a tree to be a Registered Tree under the provisions of the Tree
Protection Act 2005. Registered Trees receive relatively high levels of
protection, whereas regulated trees can often be removed through
application, and in particular, can be removed through development
approval granted by the planning authority even if the Conservator has
recommended its protection.
In summarising this, if the Conservator wants to protect an individual tree
of concern, the tree must be Registered under the Tree Protection Act.
For land outside of the built-up urban area, this poses a difficulty as the
Tree Act does not apply and therefore the Conservator under Section
47(2) can only (provisionally) register a tree if it satisfies the registration
criteria, which includes the tree being located in the built-up urban area.
Nevertheless, the Conservator may, under the Nature Conservation Act or
in signing (entering into on behalf of the ACT Government) a Land
Management Agreement, control the removal of protected species, as
well as the removal of native timber including trees.
Further to the above, the Conservator may make representations on a
particular development proposal through the Public Notification process.
In doing this, the Conservator may then have the legal right to appeal
any decision made in relation to that particular proposal.

5.2
2

Role
o of the
t Chief
i Planning
i g Executive
ui

The role of the Chief Planning Executive, specifically in relation to the
protection of trees, is restricted to only those circumstances where a
Development Application (DA) is made to the Planning Authority under
Part 7 of the Planning and Development Act 2007. The process by which
an assessment and subsequent decision is made in relation to protected
trees in an area subject to a proposed Development Application is set out
below.
Section148 of the Planning and Development Act 2007 requires that a
development application must be referred to an entity prescribed by
regulation. Under Section 26 of the Planning and Development
Regulation 2008, the list of entities for which a development must be
referred includes the Conservator of Flora and Fauna for developments in
the Impact Track (i.e. where the requirement for an EIS to be prepared is
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triggered). For Merit Track assessments however, the development
application need only be referred to the Conservator when the
development site is in the built-up urban area as declared by the
Minister.
Section 119 of the Act requires that development approval must not be
given for a development proposal in the merit track if the approval would
be inconsistent with any advice given by an entity unless satisfied that:
•

Any applicable guidelines have been considered;

•

Any realistic alternative has been considered; and,

•

The decision is consistent with the objects Territory Plan.

The authority may approve a development that will affect a Regulated
tree, despite the advice of the Conservator. The Authority must not
however, approve a development that will affect a Registered tree if the
approval is inconsistent with the advice of Conservator. These conditions
are also very similar to those provided for developments in the Impact
track.

5.3
3
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5.3.1

Greenfield Sites

New subdivisions are undertaken through Estate Development Plans
(EDP). Under Section 94 of the Act, an EDP is to include, amongst other
things, a Tree Management Plan. An EDP must also be consistent with
the Guidelines for Estate Development Plans – Greenfield Land Subdivision
(September 2007) which sets out the type of information likely to be
required to be submitted with the EDP application. A draft EDP is then
prepared based on these guidelines and is lodged with ACTPLA who will
then circulate the draft EDP for agency comment, at which point in time,
certain specific details may be requested to be included in the final EDP
DA.
The final (or revised) EDP is then lodged as a DA and assessed in
accordance with the requirements of the Planning and Development Act
2007 and the Territory Plan. The DA is circulated to agencies (including
the Conservator) for comment, unless the agency has provided
endorsement for the proposal as lodged, and that endorsement is less
than 6 months old.
The EDP guidelines require that a Tree Management Plan be prepared in
accordance with the Tree Protection Act 2005 and TaMS How to Prepare a
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Tree Management Plan Guidelines. Tree Management Plans include
management actions for tree removals, tree impacts, impact mitigation
measures, tree retention and protection. As stated in the section
regarding the Tree Protection Act 2005, above, a Tree Management Plan
may be proposed by the Conservator for a registered tree, or the land
management agency for the land where a registered tree is located may
apply for a tree management plan for the tree. Anyone else may also
apply for approval of a tree management plan for any tree on leased land
in a built-up urban area. There is however no specific trigger set-out in
the Act that automatically requires the preparation of a Tree
Management Plan.
If there are individual trees that warrant preservation (such as Remnant
Trees) they can or should be Registered by the Conservator of Flora and
Fauna under the provisions of the Tree Protection Act 2005 (Note: the
urban area of the ACT, including Future Urban Areas in the Territory Plan
and which includes the majority, if not all, potential greenfield sites, is
already included in the “built-up urban area” declared by the Minister
and shown in Notifiable Instrument NI2010-414 of the Act). If this
does not occur, the Conservator can recommend the trees are kept,
however, taking into consideration appropriate planning arguments, the
Authority may make a decision that is inconsistent with the Conservator’s
decision and allow the trees to be removed (for Merit Track applications).
This is appropriate because Important/Remnant Trees, while worthy
additions to local parks and open space areas, may become very
problematic on private leased land in the built-up urban area for a variety
of reasons. The main conflicts that can arise include situations where the
orderly design for a new subdivision (including location of roads, services
etc) provides a conflict between numerous trees, not all of which can be
retained, and the ideal planning outcome (including density, yield, and
provisions of services etc), in which case the CPO requires the decisionmaking powers to be able to approve the tree removal if the best
practice planning design warrants that removal.
The retention of large trees on leased land, particularly smaller residential
blocks, can also give rise to adversarial situations where they devalue one
or more blocks through building constraints and overshadowing, while
adding amenity to other surrounding blocks. This may then lead to great
friction between neighbours. Large and very old trees may also provide
serious safety concerns through the threat of large limb falls or possibly
even the entire tree falling onto persons and/or property (though in this
latter case, a protected tree may be allowed to be removed on
application if supported by the advice from a qualified arborist that the
tree poses a serious safety threat).
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Furthermore, the current market for residential blocks has been
increasingly moving toward smaller blocks (typically between 400600m2). Within such blocks, there is simply no scope to provide for the
retention of a large, mature tree in a safe and sustainable manner.
Whilst it may seem appropriate to simply change the subdivision design,
the actual design of a new subdivision is an often difficult process as
there are numerous planning constraints to manage beyond simply the
retention of trees (such as solar orientation of blocks, requirements for
sewer and other services to be located in specific areas to tie-into the
mains which in many cases has already been built, often by the
Government (through ActewAGL)), such that for a good planning
outcome to be achieved the final decision must lie with the Planning
Authority.
Further to the above, the issue of densification must not be ignored in
the decision making process and in the case of protecting individual
trees, it is seen as a better outcome to increase density through smaller
blocks and the like which can have a negative influence on tree
protection but which in turn helps to alleviate urban sprawl and thus has
a positive influence on overall tree retention in the outer areas of
Canberra’s urban footprint. In this scenario, it is regarded as a far better
outcome both in terms of town planning as well as the region’s ecology,
to sacrifice (or at least avoid the scenario of) individual and isolated trees
within private residential blocks for the greater good of retaining larger
intact communities of vegetation with greater ecological connectivity to
the Mountains and Bushland zones as well as the hills and ridges within
the urban footprint. To further clarify this statement, the retention of
important patches of trees or clumps of trees as forest remnants, need
not be restricted to the areas at the outer edge of residential areas.
Forest remnants and groups or clumps of trees in general may, and
where feasible, should, be retained within (new) suburbs through the
appropriate location of open space places such as urban parks and other
public open space areas.
It is noted that other policies such as the City of Whittlesea’s River Red
Gum Protection Policy recommends the establishment of larger
(residential) blocks to retain individual trees. This approach is not
supported by our advice for the reasons described above in relation to
densification and limiting urban sprawl. It is also noted that the City of
Whittlesea is well outside Melbourne city, has a rural township “feel” and
as such, the town planning considerations are different than for a major
capital city. The policy makes note that trees independently assessed as
presenting a danger to people and property can be removed which is
supported by this review.
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In considering the above, whilst it is appropriate that the Conservator be
included in referrals to provide advice on the values of trees and the
relative importance of keeping them, it is otherwise considered
appropriate that for DA’s, the final decision be made by the Planning
Authority as this office is the only office with the responsibility to assess
the merits of an application holistically (i.e. taking everything into
consideration).
It should be noted however that the above discussion is in relation to a
DA only. If there is no DA, then it is simply the Conservator’s decision on
a Tree Management Plan or an application for a Tree Damaging Activity.
An important final note on the issue of tree retention within greenfield
sites is that since the development of the ACT Lowland Woodland
Conservation Strategy which informs the zones in the Territory Plan, and
hence protects the vast majority of Important/Remnant trees that have
been retained within areas of remnant woodland communities in the
Territory, the need to focus on individual trees is greatly diminished. The
real strength of this document in respect of tree retention (for ecological
purposes – i.e. non-social/cultural) is that for a relatively small amount of
effort we can achieve greater outcomes in tree retention than focusing
lots of attention (time and money resources) on individual trees. The
flow–on from this in respect of maintaining biodiversity values and
ecological values as habitat and wildlife corridors is that through this
strategy, better quality wildlife habitats are identified and
managed/protected as opposed to attempts to maintain smaller,
fragmented trees with lower ecological value.
The outcome of the Woodland Strategy document and its affect on land
zoning in the ACT is that land is (generally) not re-zoned for urban
development if it is of high ecological value (i.e. mapped as unmodified
or largely unmodified woodland). This however can only occur if the
mapping that supports the Woodland Strategy is of high quality and kept
up to date.
The Policy Guideline for woodland conservation involves a
Comprehensive, Adequate and Representative Reserve System (CAR
Approach) whereby sufficient woodland is formally protected in nature
parks and other reserve systems such that the total extent of protected
woodland is comprehensive (i.e. the inclusion in the Reserve system of
examples of regional-scale ecosystems in each bioregion), is adequate
(i.e. there is a sufficient amount of woodland to ensure longer term
conservation) and is representative (i.e. the inclusion of areas at a finer
scale, to encompass the variability of habitat within ecosystems).
Through this approach, there will be sufficient amounts of woodland
formally protected in the reserve system so that the conservation of
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smaller areas of woodland within the urban fabric, whilst still desirable, is
not specifically required to ensure the longer term conservation of the
woodland community. Nevertheless, it is still necessary to consider
Remnant Trees, retained in parks and open space, as addressing the need
for corridors and connectivity.
Finally, if development is to be undertaken that may have an effect on the
woodland community, then a form of biodiversity offset should be
provided (it is noted that the provision of an offset is likely to be required
by the Department of the Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts
(DEWHA) in any event if it involves a potential significant impact on part
of a Box-Gum woodland). It is not within the scope of this investigation
to prescribed what form an offset should take, but a suitable biodiversity
offset strategy may or at least should, include proposals to contribute
towards the rehabilitation of existing parks and/or nature reserves to
increase their biodiversity conservation values or the purchase and
setting aside of existing woodland areas to be protected from further
future development impact.

5.3.2

Brownfield Sites and Existing Urban Areas

For brownfield sites (these being defined as sites that have already been
developed for urban purposes), the roles of the Conservator and the
Chief Planning Executive are not significantly different from the roles
described above for greenfield Sites.
In particular, a proposal to remove a tree in the urban area can be made
either through an application for a Tree Damaging Activity or a Tree
Management Plan which requires the approval of the Conservator or it
can be made through a Development Application to the Planning
Authority which is then referred to the Conservator for advice. As for
greenfield sites, if the tree in question is a Regulated tree, then the Chief
Planning Executive makes the final decision (having regard to the advice
of the Conservator) and if the tree is a Registered tree then it cannot be
removed.
Given the above, there is no significant difference between greenfield
and brownfield sites in the legislative protection afforded to trees under
the legislation.
Our summation of this existing policy framework is that it is essentially a
workable process however we are unaware of any guidelines in existence
that ACTPLA may use in considering the advice of the Conservator and
whether or not to approve a development that results in the removal of a
regulated tree.
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6

Summary Points
of
P
o this
t is Review
•

Important trees in the ACT are currently relatively well protected
by existing legislation, regulations, policies, strategies and
guidelines, although the interpretation and implementation may
result in mixed outcomes that do not meet everyone’s
expectations within the community. Individual trees in the builtup urban area are well protected under the Tree Protection Act
2005, and native trees outside the built-up urban area are
protected by the Woodland Conservation Strategy (as well as by
commonwealth legislation) where they are a component of a
woodland community. Individual trees outside the built-up urban
area are protected as “native timber” under the Nature
Conservation Act 1980.

•

The preservation of trees on private leased land in the built-up
urban area and Future Urban Areas is not believed to be an ideal
planning outcome under all circumstances, particularly for
individual trees on small to medium sized residential blocks. If
trees are to be preserved, the focus should be on protecting trees
within urban open spaces and the like. This ideally should (and
would) be determined at the concept planning/EDP (Estate
Development Plan) stage of development.

•

The desirable key features of Open Space areas where important
trees have been designed to be retained should include an area of
sufficient size such that a number of trees may be retained and
sufficient ecological connectivity to ensure that the desired
habitat values can in fact be realised. In order to achieve
desirable open space areas, a design code or other similar policy
document should be prepared to give urban designers and others
greater clarity as to what the desirable features are and how they
are to be managed (this could be in the form of a Statement of
Planning Intent made by the Minister, though it need not
necessarily be limited to this function/ process). The requirement
for better made design codes or other planning policies and/or
statements pertaining to tree protection is particularly evident in
the confusion that often arises whereby a design feature of a
park/open space area has certain features which may be desirable
from an ecological perspective, but are not desirable from a TaMS
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perspective in terms of the cost relating to ongoing management
and maintenance once the land is transferred to TaMS
custodianship, or possibly from a CPTED (Crime Prevention
Through Environmental Design) principle.

•

The retention of trees on unleased land may create conflicts
between the protection and management of trees and the roles of
other government agencies such as Emergency Services, ACTEW’s
roles under the Utilities Act and TaMS (Roads ACT) management
roles. For example, Roads Act (under TaMS) have the main
responsibility for the management of verges and traffic safety and
issues related to road safety surpass those of the protection of
ecological or landscape values of street trees. Roads ACT typically
may remove street trees or trees in verges if the retention of trees
conflicts with their ongoing management roles. Under such
circumstances, trees may be removed without the approval from
Conservator (as per the exemptions discussed previously under
Section 19 of the Tree Protection Act 2005). The conflicts are
becoming more prevalent as road widths are becoming narrower
(although this is dependent on traffic volume assessment). Good
planning should NOT be moving away from this as cities,
including Canberra, should be looking toward greater density of
residential planning. Greater densities allow for increased public
transport facilities, shorter travel routes and limiting urban sprawl
into surrounding greenfield sites which generally have higher
ecological values than urban areas, and thus should be a greater
target for protection than individual trees within the urban fabric.

•

All Remnant trees are worthy of protection and are considered to
be important in the context of maintaining Canberra’s unique
environmental character. Therefore, all reasonable efforts should
be made to retain them to the greatest extent possible. However,
this report does not seek to prescribe differences between
Remnant Trees where one should be retained and another
removed. This must be done on a case-by-case basis and based
on holistic planning assessments.
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7

Recommendations
c
me
t n
•

Issues or conflicts regarding the protection and management of
Important Trees are often a result of perception or expectations.
A greater level of understanding and education is therefore
required in relation to the planning conflicts that arise with
respect to retaining trees within urban areas, particularly
residential subdivisions, and would help reduce conflicts or other
problems that arise in regards to decisions to retain or remove
Important Trees. A recent example of this conflict would be the
case of some trees in Corroboree Park in Ainslie whereby an
assessment was made that trees needed to be removed for public
safety reasons (given the declining health of the trees); however,
there was some local community disagreement with the decision
to remove the trees.
As was noted previously in this report, the safety of the general
public and property must be paramount in all decisions on tree
management and trees that are independently assessed as being
potentially dangerous should have clear and easy opportunities
made available for their removal.

•

A more strategic approach to Important/Remnant Tree
management is recommended. This should include investing
more resources to ensure the mapping that underpins Action Plan
27 is accurate and up to date, rather than focusing on individual
trees. Any new natural heritage mapping undertaken in the ACT
(either by the ACT Government or consultants) should be required
to be incorporated into a consolidated data set. This data set
could then be relied upon for strategic planning decisions,
informing the protection or development of open space or
greenfield areas. A relatively small amount of effort could result
in much greater ecological outcomes.

•

Greater clarity needs to be given to the criteria that either
formally protects or allows for removal of Important Trees. This
would include, but may not be limited to, any applicable
guidelines that ACTPLA might have to inform their decision
making, particularly in relation to when they make a decision that
is inconsistent with the advice of the Conservator, as discussed
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previously in relation to S119 of the Planning and Development
Act 2007.
(Note: There are no applicable guidelines under s119(2)(a)(i).
ACTPLA has documented its Standard Operating Procedures that
require any possible decision to act inconsistently with the
Conservator’s advice to be elevated to ACTPLA’s Major Projects
Review Group. Feasible alternative design options are the key
considerations in whether or not to act inconsistently with the
Conservator’s advice.)

•

New subdivisions may sometimes provide circumstances whereby
trees are retained within larger (private) urban blocks. This
situation is not recommended as it may result in conflict between
future owners’ safety and their legal ability to remove the tree.
The tree will eventually fall, and when it does, may provide a
major safety issue. We believe that the ideal scenario is to avoid
this situation altogether. If a tree is of sufficient value, it should
be retained in an urban park; however “Pocket Parks” are not seen
as desirable outcomes for many reasons (including TaMS
management implications, CPTED principles, and the actual
ecological value of trees in small parks with typically limited
ecological connectivity etc). Additionally, the creation of larger
blocks reduces density and ultimately leads to increased urban
sprawl. This is at odds with the latest environmental planning
principles whereby increased density is seen as a major planning
focus.

•

Within urban settings, a clear distinction needs to be made
between planted (street) trees and Important or Remnant Trees.
In reality, it may only be desirable to retain Important or Remnant
Trees in parks and to move away from seeking to retain them in
verges or within private blocks (for safety and densification issues
previously discussed). If it is important to retain or promote the
bushland and garden setting of the ACT within the residential
urban fabric, greater consideration should be given to planted
trees.

•

The ACT consists of wooded hills and ridges, tree lined streets and
large areas of public open space that provide the vast majority of
the values we relate to the sense of the ACT’s urban forests.
Tree-lined streets are predominantly not made up of Remnant
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Trees but planted specimens, often not native/indigenous to the
local area. The ongoing maintenance of urban forest values
within residential and other urban developed precincts therefore
does not require a strong commitment towards
retaining/protecting Remnant Trees, but more so creating a
landscape of relatively high tree cover from either native or
introduced trees. The maintenance of habitat values of the ACT’s
urban forests should focus on interconnected open spaces more
so than individual trees in verges and private lots.

•

Where individual Important or Remnant Trees are removed as a
consequence of development, there should be a focus towards a
greater use of environmental offsets whereby removal of trees is
offset or compensated for by increased attention given to
rehabilitation of urban forests or other suitable urban open space.

•

The retention of trees in future urban areas, specifically within
residential blocks and other private leases, should not come at a
cost of reduced density (such as by creating larger blocks to retain
only a small number of trees). We consider that it is a far better
outcome from a sustainability (ecological, economic and social)
perspective to increase density and hence decrease the speed and
extent of urban sprawl. This in turn then serves to better protect
the existing woodland communities outside of the built-up urban
area where the ecological values are far greater than those
provided by a few scattered trees in backyards and road verges.
Isolated trees in private leases have continuously diminishing
ecological values as a consequence of the interaction with the
human environment (which includes but is not limited to the
effects of traffic, noise, night-time lighting, fragmented
connectivity, loss of important understorey habitat values, and the
presence of domestic animals, all of which provide a deterrence to
native fauna).
It would be a much more efficient use of resources to focus on
saving the majority of trees in non-urban land rather than the few
scattered trees in the urban area which are of lower ecological
value.
Ecological values might be re-introduced to urban areas postdevelopment via provenance planting (within appropriate
locations that provide adequate connectivity etc), including a
focus on restoring the native understorey component as well as
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through exploring other measures such as the installation of nest
boxes. It is noted that these introduced values may take some
time to develop and as such, there is likely to be a lag between
when the original value is removed and when it is adequately
replaced. For these reasons, the focus should remain in
subdivision designs on identifying appropriate areas for open
space which already support ecological values, or the provision of
larger environmental offset areas outside of the subdivision.

•

•

Preparation of design guidelines or other similar policy document
to give urban designers and others greater clarity as to what the
desirable features are and how they are to be managed. At
present, it is not clearly known what the design aspects of urban
open spaces are in relation to TaMS management principles once
the area has been handed over to PCL for ongoing management.
Issues that should be resolved are in relation to:
•

understorey vegetation (including the ability or
requirement for a mower/slasher to maintain the area);

•

potentially dangerous trees with large limbs or structural
faults in the tree (including TaMS legal responsibility to
provide safe parks);

•

tree density/spacing (including the ability for a
mower/slasher to navigate between trunks); and

•

overhanging limbs from open space areas into private
blocks (including the legal recourse for lessees of private
blocks to prune).

The Subdivision Code should be revised to provide clear guidance
as to how to manage and protect existing Important or Remnant
Trees in new subdivisions. At present, the management principles
may not be known until an EDP/DA has been submitted and
comments received from the agency referral process. It would be
desirable to have better information during the design phase
prior to submission. At present, the Subdivision Code gives only
limited guidance, largely in relation to specifications on types of
trees to be planted from a TaMS-approved list. Unfortunately
though, there appears to be little guidance as to how to
manage/protect existing “Remnant Trees” in new subdivisions.
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•

Following on from the previous point, there should be a review of
the existing controls as presented in the Subdivision Code to look
at areas for improvement, particularly in respect of a more holistic
approach to subdivision design, such that all issues (such as tree
protection rules and criteria) are given due consideration. Such
design concepts may include (but not be limited to):
(i) Bundling of services within a single easement that
incorporates all utility service connections. Ideally, these
could be located in easy to access places such as under
footpaths or along road verges etc. The idea behind this is
to minimise the overall area of land under easements and
to reduce the width of easements so as to limit the extent
of conflict between service easements and the retention of
(Important) Trees. Services should not however be
vertically stacked as a fault in one line may then require
interference with all service lines within that easement.
Common trenching for ties might also provide more space
along the length of the road.
(ii) A move away from the current design philosophy of
locating services in open space areas, and for open space
areas to have greater focus toward landscape amenity and
ecological values rather than simply a place to put a
service utility connection/easement.
(iii) A review of other possible methods for retaining trees
in built areas that ensures longer term health/viability,
such as use of semi-permeable hardstands.
(iv) More specific design controls to limit impact
on/increase protection of tree roots
(v) Tree easements to dedicate a specific space for trees
where available/appropriate.

•

It would be desirable to undertake detailed mapping of individual
Important Trees within existing urban areas and open spaces not
just the more recent mapping that occurs as a consequence of a
Development Application. In practical terms however this may be
very hard to achieve in entirety, as it may be a time-consuming
and costly exercise. This should be in accordance with the
provisions of the Tree Protection Act 2005 to populate the tree
register and to make the register a more robust management tool
for tree protection.
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•

The licensing and enforcement/policing of activities that damage
protected trees may need to be reviewed to give greater certainty
to tree protection. At present, unless a local resident or similar
notifies the Government of an illegal activity, then the
government may well be unaware of any unapproved tree
damaging activities that occur.

•

All (Important) trees in greenfield sites should be entered on to
the Tree Register, if they meet the criteria for registration. The
registration may take place simultaneously with the assessment of
the application and Notice of Decision.

•

ACTPLA should prepare a set of guidelines that clearly define the
circumstances under which the Chief Planning Executive may
make a decision that is inconsistent with the Conservator’s advice
on a referral. Currently, no such guidelines are known to exist and
it is therefore not known the circumstances or criteria by which
the Chief Planning Executive makes their decision. The guidelines
should be developed in conjunction with the conservator and
approved by both the conservator and the Chief Planning
Executive.

•

TaMS should prepare a Street Tree Guidelines document to give
planners and designers greater information in preparing
subdivisions or to provide consultancy advice to clients for
already developed blocks. The current “DESIGN STANDARDS for
URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE - 4 - ROAD VERGES” provides some
information for designing new subdivisions, but provides little
information for existing urban areas.

•

There should be consideration of a further range of ways to
protect Important Trees, including:
 amendment to the definition of Native Plant and
Native Timber under the Nature Conservation Act
1980 to remove the ambiguity in relation to tree
protection. Currently the Conservator is required to
give licences for removal of native trees and native
timber on both leased and unleased land and both
within and outside the urban area, so that in effect
there is good protection of trees, but the confusion
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still remains as to whether a “tree” is “native timber”
or a “native plant”; and
 changing planning guidelines so that tree
management plans are mandatory for greenfield
subdivisions.

•

The Conservator should have appeal rights to decisions on EDP
development applications if the advice of the Conservator is
overridden (although these may already exist to some extent, but
only when a decision on a DA has been made). This would give
the Conservator greater powers of enforcement to enable tree
protection.

•

It is recommended that Joint Agreements be established between
ACTPLA, TaMS and the Conservator. This should be undertaken
so that a clear mandate can be derived to enable greater
transparency and understanding between the various government
departments on the issues relating to the retention of urban trees.
Currently, there are no published guidelines on exactly how and
why decisions are made, particularly by the Chief Planning
Executive in circumstances where the advice of the Conservator to
retain a protected (regulated) tree is not followed. As such, there
is little certainty that decisions are made in a consistent fashion.
Given this lack of certainty, it is recommended that Joint
Agreements be made between the various departments with the
content or direction of such agreements to ideally include:
 A review of the existing guidelines (if any in fact
exist) to determine their suitability in regards to the
roles/objectives of the Chief Planning Executive, the
Conservator for Flora and Fauna and TaMS (PCL)
management.
 Agreement on the content for revised guidelines to
give greater certainty in relation to decisions on tree
management such that all relevant Departments are
satisfied with the final decision. Ideally, the
guidelines should be of sufficient detail such that any
of the Departments would arrive at the same
decision on a particular tree protection issue. This
would relate to Development Applications as well as
standard TaMS management issues in which tree
management matters are involved.
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 A review of existing codes/policies that relate to tree
protection (i.e. subdivision codes and the like) to
ensure that any agreement is not in conflict with the
objectives or rules and criteria of such codes.
 A clear understanding and acceptance of which
Department is responsible for the decision on a
particular tree.
Finally, it is recommended that the outcome of such agreements
(i.e. the agreed guidelines) is made publicly available.
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Purpose

Introductio n

Whilst the focus of the discussion is on solar access for domestic scale
electricity generation and solar heating it is recognised that trees in
Canberra are one of its principal defining characteristics, both as native
bush land and as street trees and household landscaping. Trees have
important properties in terms of aesthetic appeal, as well as their role in
influencing macro and micro climatic conditions, reducing heat islands,
cooling and reduced energy consumption.

The report will provide discussion on several Terms of Reference
(TOR) of the ‘Investigation into the Government’s tree management
practices and the renewal of Canberra’s urban forest’, especially TOR
4: ‘the priority given in tree management decisions to environmental
values, solar access and the retention of communities of trees in parks’.

This report has been prepared by Purdon Associates Pty Ltd for the
Office of the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment as a
discussion paper regarding the issue of tree management and solar
access across Canberra.

1.1

1

Scope

At a residential scale the potential problems arise between use of roof
space for solar panels (mainly domestic hot water and heating as well
as generation of electricity for the grid) and overshadowing from trees
on streets, adjacent properties and within private property. There is
also potential for overshadowing of single storey dwellings from
construction of new two storey buildings in residential zones, although
this matter is generally well addressed by existing town planning
assessment of development applications.

There is unlikely to be any significant conflict between these issues in
commercial or industrial areas given the pattern of development, and
scope for use of roofs without interference from tree shade.

The discussion is focused on single residential development as this is
the most likely area of conflict between competing government policies
and consumer practice relating to the issues under review. Multi-unit
high-rise residential developments also have potential for roof-based
solar generation but are less likely to be in conflict with overshadowing
because of building scale.

At the bigger scale there is growing public debate about demand on
energy and alternative sources of supply. Some large scale initiatives
such as wind farms and solar farms are being actively discussed and
implemented in some parts of Australia although nothing has been built
as yet in the ACT. At a more local scale, there has been considerable
uptake in the number of solar applications across suburban Canberra,
where roof space has been used for solar hot water panels and
increasingly used as a platform for small scale electricity generation for
either domestic use or feedback into the grid.

This paper explores the relationship between tree management;
overshadowing and roof mounted solar panels for heating and
electricity generation in residential areas in the ACT. It also considers
the important issue of passive solar access for housing and its
relationship to energy demands.
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Reduced demand for energy consumption at the household level

Encourage solar passive building and subdivision design

Encourage use of solar hot water systems

Encourage solar electricity generation

Utilise trees for ecosystem services, providing solar protection,
cooling, shelter, storm water control, pollution mitigation, climate
change initiative and carbon sequestration, as well as amenity and
aesthetic appeal.











The Government has multiple objectives in this arena, and has policies
and programs covering the following:

At this point in time there does not appear to be any substantial level of
public concern about overshadowing and solar access that is focusing
community or political attention. However, there is emerging concern
about overshadowing and solar access, and it is therefore prudent to
identify potential problem situations and consider ways of addressing
these problems before they become substantial or widespread.
Canberra – Garden Image

Refer TAMS at:
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/play/pcl/parks reserves and open places/trees and forests
/trees

1

The importance of maintaining and enhancing the landscape character
of Canberra and the Territory as the setting for the National Capital is of
high concern to residents and visitors alike. It should be noted however
that much of the local landscape character in Canberra (eg street trees)
represent “manufactured” landscape outcomes as a result of deliberate
government policy over time. Changing attitudes to climate change,
energy demand and utilisation, urban redevelopment and related
matters may require a different approach to tree planting over time that
respects the need for new approaches to solar access at the residential
scale.

The importance of trees within this landscape has been a prominent
defining feature of this city since its construction in 1913. Trees are an
essential part of Canberra’s landscape, provide havens for wildlife,
have heritage significance, add tremendously to the aesthetic appeal of
the nation’s capital and increase property values.

Canberra is renowned as the premier Garden City of Australia.
Extensive public tree plantings throughout Australia’s National Capital
as well as the active encouragement by residential property owners
1
have contributed to its ‘bush capital’ image.
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The Role of Government

ACT Government Media Release, Simon Corbell MLA. 20/08/10

5

As of 30/6/2010, 2486 in ACT (Source DECCEW - Alice D’Costa), 2010.

3

2

Australian Energy Resource Assessment.
http://www.abare.gov.au/publications html/energy/energy 10/ch 10.pdf

4

Canberra’s solar market is expected to grow significantly in the coming
decade as a result of these expanded financial incentives for solar
energy systems. As more homes and businesses install solar energy
systems and local governments pursue renewable energy solutions, the
need for solar access principles will become more significant.

As at 30 June 2010, there were more than 2,700 photovoltaic systems
in the ACT feeding into the grid through the Feed-in Tariff. This shows a
substantial percentage increase in the amount of solar installations on
Canberra roofs since the feed-in tariff legislation was enacted in March
2009.

Implemented as a gross feed-in system, customers are paid the
applicable premium rate for every metered unit of electricity their
system generates. For systems up to 30kW, 47.5 cents per kWh
generated is paid. The scheme is currently limited to installations of
30kW capacity, about 180 average sized PV panels, however, the
Government is still considering the possibility of expanding the scheme
5
to include larger scale generation.

Additionally, the ACT Government’s Electricity Feed-in Renewable
Energy Generation scheme has also been introduced as a way of
rewarding households and businesses for installing renewable energy
generation technology.

RECs. If the same household decides to install a typical solar water
4
heater they could receive RECs worth $1,200.

Calculations of RECs are set out by the Office of the Renewable Energy Regulator
http://www.orer.gov.au/publications/pubs/photovoltaic-0309.pdf according to the formula:
Zone Rating (the ACT zone rating is 3) X Rated power output (kW) of solar (photovoltaic)
system = Annual REC Entitlement. This is an estimate.

This means a typical household that installs a 1.5 kilowatt solar panel
system in 2011 could benefit from an upfront subsidy of $6,200 through

As part of the Federal Government’s commitment to the Renewable
Energy Target of 20% renewable energy by 2020 announced in
February 2010, households, small businesses and community groups
are now eligible for an upfront $40 rebate (per year over 20 years) for
each Renewable Energy Certificate (RECs) created by small-scale
technologies like solar panels and solar water heaters.

In order to encourage the use of renewable energy systems the Federal
and Territory Governments have recently announced significant funding
and tariff systems for the ACT.

However, current statistics show that solar energy within Australia is a
largely untapped resource. At the end of July 2009, approximately
41,000 homes across Australia had solar photovoltaic cells installed
and only 7% of Australian households used solar energy for heating
3
water.

Canberra receives an annual average of 7.5 sunlight hours a day.

Australia has the highest average solar radiation of any continent in the
world, with an annual average of approximately 58 million petajoules
(PJ), which is approximately 10,000 times Australia’s annual energy
consumption.2
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Solar Energy

Passive solar

Appropriate species of deciduous trees and careful choice of locations
for planting on the northern side of living spaces can contribute
significantly to summer household heat reduction by shading, and
provide passive solar access for winter warmth, thus reducing
household energy needs.

However, too much solar access in summer can significantly increase
the temperature inside dwellings and increases the use of airconditioning systems. Good urban design and landscaping can
maximise the potential benefits of passive solar throughout Canberra,
thus reducing the need for additional demands on energy.

Passive solar is used as a method of natural heating especially during
the winter months. Development controls and solar access principles
are currently in place in the Territory to ensure all dwellings have
access to sufficient numbers of sunlight hours in order to reduce the
need for artificial heating and cooling systems (eg air-conditioning
systems). This matter is discussed further below.

1.5.1

Solar is used in two main ways throughout Australia and Canberra:
passive solar and solar energy production through thermal solar
collection and photovoltaic cells (PV).

1.5

Energy Production

Photovoltaic cells (PV) are used to make electricity from sunlight.
Photovoltaic cells use a chemical reaction to produce energy.
While these cells cannot produce electricity all the time, they do
generate electricity when it is needed most – during peak demand
hours of the day. In a single day in Canberra an average house
can produce approximately 3.97 kilowatt hours (kWh) from a 1
kilowatt (kW) solar electric power system.



Both solar energy systems require a north facing position with
maximum sun exposure, ideally in full sun at least from 9am to 3pm.
Full or partial shading caused by adjacent vegetation and or houses
during these peak hours will limit the amount of solar energy produced
by these systems, however shading outside these peak hours will have
little effect.

Thermal solar collects the heat of the sun and transfers it for later
use. Solar water and space heating are good examples. Water
passed over solar collectors absorbs the heat from the sun and is
stored for later use. Solar water heaters can supply up to 80% of
annual hot water energy needs, even in cooler parts of Australia.
Almost all houses should have a suitable roof area for collectors –
minimum 8m².



The two main types of solar energy production in Australia are thermal
solar and photovoltaic cells. Each system uses the sun to produce
energy and therefore require similar amounts of solar access and
orientation. However, each system uses the solar energy for very
different things.

1.5.2
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Solar Orientation

Existing Sola r Access Policies a nd
Practices ( ACT )

Single Dwelling Housing

6

http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/ni/2008-27/copy/56654/pdf/2008-27.pdf

Private open spaces must not, as a mandatory requirement, be located
to the south, south-east or south-west of the dwelling and must
maintain a minimum of three hours sunlight onto 50% of the ground
between the hours of 9:00am and 3:00pm on 21 June (winter solstice).

Development must also be sited to allow the main daytime living areas
and private open space of the dwelling to have a northerly orientation,
optimising solar access to living areas and the private open space.

As a mandatory requirement development must be sited to allow a
minimum of three (3) hours of direct sunlight onto the floor or internal
wall of the main daytime living area of the dwelling between the hours
of 9:00am and 3:00pm on 21 June (winter solstice).

The Single Dwelling Housing Development Code 6, January 2010,
states that all development is to be sited and designed to promote
energy efficiency and maximise solar access to private open space and
living areas of dwellings.

2.1.1

All new developments or redevelopments of existing dwellings are
currently required under the Territory Plan to provide a minimum level
of solar access and orientation. These requirements are outlined
below.

2.1

2

Multi Unit Housing
7

7

http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/ni/2008-27/

In order to ensure building envelopes and dwelling layouts optimise
energy efficiency, north-facing windows to main living areas are
setback from any building on the same block so that the building is
sited within a plane projected at 30 degrees above horizontal from
750mm above floor level at the window for a lateral distance of up to 30
degrees east and west of north, or set back at least 3m from any
boundary to the north.

In order to ensure building envelopes and dwelling layouts optimise day
lighting of dwellings, buildings opposite a window to a habitable room
must not exceed the height created by a plane projected at 60 degrees
above horizontal from 750mm above the floor level at the window for a
lateral distance defined by a 60 degree arc from the centre of the
window.

As a mandatory requirement development must be sited to allow a
minimum of three (3) hours of direct sunlight onto the floor or internal
wall of the main daytime living area of the dwelling between the hours
of 9:00am and 3:00pm on 21 June (winter solstice).

The Multi Unit Housing Development Code , January 2010, states that
all development must be sited and designed to maximise solar access
to private open space and living areas of dwellings.

2.1.2

Solar roof space is not addressed in the Code.

Deciduous trees can improve winter and summer amenity in these
spaces and positively influence demand for energy needs within the
house.
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Generally higher building forms (3 storeys and above) in multi unit
housing facilitate use of solar devices on roofs because of less
interference with street trees, but there is no data on the use of this
type of accommodation for solar devices.

Private open spaces must, as a mandatory requirement, not be located
to the south, south-east or south-west of the dwelling and must
maintain a minimum of three hours sunlight onto 50% of the ground
between the hours of 9:00am and 3:00pm on 21 June (winter solstice).

To ensure optimum winter sunlight is provided to west-facing windows
of living areas and appropriate shading is provided in summer, windows
located on west facing facades must have integrated external shading
as part of the building design to protect windows from direct sunlight in
summer. Other energy saving measures such as new glass technology
must be included in addition to external shade protection.

In order to ensure optimum winter sunlight to north-facing windows of
living areas and private open spaces is achieved, development must be
sited to allow a minimum of three (3) hours of direct sunlight onto the
floor wall of the internal primary living space of any dwelling within the
development and any dwelling/s adjacent to the subject site, between
the hours of 9:00am and 3:00pm on 21 June (winter solstice).
Street Tree Plantings

10

9

8

Canberra Urban Forest Renewal, Renewing Canberra’s Urban Forest fact sheet.
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/156427/fact_sheet_urban_for
ests_rev7_3_12_08.pdf
Canberra Urban Forest Renewal, Renewing Canberra’s Urban Forest fact sheet.
Canberra Urban Forest Renewal, Renewing Canberra’s Urban Forest fact sheet.

It is understood the Government is reviewing its options for
replacement/replanting of street trees in many established suburbs and
could consider solar access as one of the criteria for selection of tree
species.

Many of these trees are ageing and showing signs of drought related
stress. They also need greater levels of maintenance to minimize risk
10
to community and property.

Most of Canberra’s trees were planted in one of the two main plantings.
Pre 1930, deciduous and evergreen trees were planted and are
generally found in the older parts of Canberra now. Between 1955 and
1975, mainly Eucalypt and natives were planted during a time of rapid
9
growth for the city.

There are over 300 different species of trees used in Canberra’s
plantings, in addition to native plants in nature reserves. These
plantings significantly contribute to the aesthetics and amenity of
8
Canberra, and have direct economic value and environmental benefits.

The Department of Territory & Municipal Services (Parks, Conservation
and Lands – PCL) is responsible for the management and maintenance
of street trees and urban parks in Canberra.

2.2
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Shading

Solar radiation and positioning of collectors – installer and user manual.
http://www.solarindustries.org.nz/documents/Technical%20Publications/AustralianBusine
ssCouncil Installation%20and%20User%20Manual/Chapter2 SolarRadiation.pdf

11

At present the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment
(OCSE) can and does act as the independent umpire through
addressing complaints regarding solar access issues relating to the
impact of overshadowing of public trees on adjacent properties. If
policy is introduced these cases would not need to be referred to the
OCSE.

Overshadowing issues in relation to development assessment of
buildings are covered in planning and development controls where
these affect habitable rooms and private outdoor space, but there is
currently no legislation in place in the ACT or other parts of Australia to
protect solar access for energy systems on private land.

Shading of solar collectors, particularly between 9am and 3pm, can
11
significantly reduce the system performance. Shading can be caused
by adjacent existing buildings as well as mature trees.

2.3

The final species selection of urban tree species for use in urban street
planting undertaken by PCL should take into account the need for
passive solar access for all dwellings and should allow sufficient
numbers of sunlight hours for north facing roofs to allow for future solar
energy system installations.

Public Land

Private Land

Tree or shrub branches which overhang the owner’s property can be
trimmed to the property boundary but impacts on the health of the tree
have to be considered and, in some cases, trimming of branches might
constitute a ‘tree damaging activity’ under the Tree Protection Act.

Shading caused by an adjacent tree contained wholly within a
neighbour’s property can affect solar access. In this case the only
option for the affected party is to contact the neighbour directly and
request that something be done about the shading, but there is no legal
requirement for the adjacent party to remove the tree.

2.3.2

Street tree planting programs in new suburbs have the opportunity to
ensure that appropriate species are used to avoid overshadowing on
adjacent private properties. The design of new streets and verges can
be used to control tree growth to limit future overshadowing if deemed
desirable.

Application can be made by the private lessee to PCL to consider
removal for solar access but experience to date suggests this creates
other concerns including impact on public realm; consideration of
impact on general streetscape quality; and microclimate shade and
heat island effects.

Overshadowing of private residential dwellings by street trees does
occur in many places in Canberra, particularly the older established
suburbs, where trees have reached maturity and or are of an evergreen species

2.3.1
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12

Source: ACTPLA at
http://www.actpla.act.gov.au/customer_information/industry/solar_panel_installation
refers to rules and regulations which are essentially the Technical standards and
information set by ACTEW/AGL at
http://www.actewagl.com.au/publications/electricity/ServiceInstallationRules1.pdf

There are no statutory provisions that require mandatory assessment of
the impacts of adjacent vegetation on overshadowing of solar devices
on roofs.

There is the opportunity to lodge an objection as part of a Development
Application process if an adjacent development (building) has the
potential to overshadow the affected property.

Thermal Solar

Final commissioning and checks are carried out by ActewAGL before
the system can be used, but by this stage the installation is in place and
would be costly to relocate if there was a recognised shading problem.

Thermal solar installation should include an assessment of the best
place on the roof for such equipment, and an assessment of adjacent
trees/shade impact both at the time of installation and as an
assessment of future conditions. However, this does not appear to be
a mandatory condition of approval by relevant authorities and is left to
the lessee/installer to decide what will work in the particular application.

2.5.1

Many industry associations including the Clean Energy Council
promote companies who are registered accredited installers and
suggest all solar energy systems are designed and installed by these
companies.

Installation

All solar photovoltaic systems in the ACT must be installed by a
licensed electrician. Before panels can be connected to the electricity
network the system is required to be inspected and approved by
ACTPLA (building control). Once the installation has been approved by
ACTPLA, ActewAGL make the final electrical connection to the
network.

2.5
Installation of solar systems in the ACT requires approval from
ActewAGL and ACTPLA (building control) but not a Development
Application provided the facility meets the above criteria.

Development Approval Process

The Australian Capital Territory has regulations administered by
ActewAGL that ensure all domestic solar panels are installed safely and
to best-practice industry standards. 12

2.4
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Photovoltaic Cells (PV)

Select an appropriate inverter

Determine whether the PV modules will fit on the roof or structure

Determine constraints caused by shading – there do not seem to
be any clear guidelines on the effectiveness of this part of the
assessment, given the potential for changes in tree growth or
placement over time. In the first instance however, the technician
should be able to identify existing impacts of shade trees and
advise the client accordingly of the impact on solar efficiency.
More industry training on shading impacts/tree growth could assist
in this matter.







Whilst ActewAGL has published a flow chart (refer Fig 2-1) for the
installation and approval of solar systems, there appears to be no
provision for assessment of the impact of adjacent vegetation on the
performance of this installation in the flow chart.

All external photovoltaic cells in the ACT must be installed by a licensed
electrician. Before the panels can be connected to the electrical grid
the electrician is required to contact ACTPLA (building control). Once
the installation has been approved by ACTPLA they forward the
approval to ActewAGL who can then make the final electrical
connection to the grid.

Determine the configuration and number of solar modules



An accredited installer is required for PV applications and is required to:

2.5.2

Source: ActewAGL

Figure 2-1:

Solar Electricity Approval Process
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General

Leading Solar Access Practices Wo rldwide

California’s Solar Rights Act

1. Limits on Covenants, Conditions, and Restrictions to Restrict
Solar Installations – The Act prohibits covenants, conditions
and restrictions, like those enforced by homeowner
associations, which would unreasonably restrict use or
installation of solar energy systems.
2. Solar Easements – The Act establishes the legal right to a solar
easement, which protects access to sunlight across adjacent
properties. It also describes the minimum requirements needed
to create a solar easement.

The Solar Rights Act was enacted in 1978, the legislation sought to
balance the needs of individual solar energy system owners with other
property owners by developing solar access rights. There are six key
provisions of the Act that remain in California law today:

California has been a leader in promoting solar energy since 1976,
when it began to provide financial incentives for investment in solar
energy technologies. One legacy of California’s early interest in solar
energy is a series of laws designed to protect a consumer’s right to
install and operate solar energy technology on a home or business,
including access to sunlight, or solar access.

3.2

Preliminary investigations indicate that there are very few examples
world-wide of legislative arrangements to protect solar access rights,
although there are many examples including overseas and in Australia
and Canberra where urban planning and landscape design policies
have required solar access to be addressed in subdivision layout and
house design.

3.1

3

3. Definition of Solar Energy System – The Act defines which
solar energy systems are covered by its provisions, including
active solar devices and passive solar design strategies.
4. Limits to Local Government Restrictions on Solar Installations –
The Act discourages local governments from adopting an
ordinance that would unreasonably restrict the use of solar
energy systems. It also requires local governments to use a
non-discretionary permitting process for solar energy systems.
Provisions of the Act also require local governments seeking
state-sponsored incentives for solar energy systems to
demonstrate compliance with certain provisions of the Act.
5. Passive Solar Opportunities in Subdivisions – The Act requires
certain subdivisions to provide for future passive and natural
heating and cooling opportunities to the extent feasible.
6. Allowance for Requiring Solar Easements – The Act allows
cities and counties to require by ordinance the dedication of
solar easements in certain subdivision developments as a
condition of tentative map approval.
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Iss ues

Legislation

Alternatively, it may be appropriate to consider the establishment of
new medium-scale solar energy generation systems on public land that
local residents could invest in as a means of participating in creating
green power without affecting the tree canopy in their area.

New legislation could be introduced to protect roof space from
overshadowing but other approaches may be as effective and easier to
implement. For example, street tree species in new suburbs could be
adopted that would not create overshadowing problems in the future on
adjacent residential roof spaces. An arbitration mechanism could be
established to allow trees to be removed on adjacent public or private
land where these are causing adverse impact on solar access to the
affected property.

However, with the introduction of guaranteed feed-in tariffs for solar
generation on domestic roofs, there is now a mechanism whereby a
resident can claim “economic/financial loss” if trees or other structures
on neighbouring properties causes adverse effect on the
lessee/resident’s ability to generate power. This however is not the
case in relation to solar hot water.

There is currently no explicit legislation in the ACT for protection of
solar access to roof spaces.

4.1

The following issues have been identified as potential problem
situations, and as the uptake of domestic solar heating and electricity
generation expands in the ACT, will need further consideration by
government agencies, regulators, industry suppliers and customers.

4

Established Landscapes

However, where a lessee installs solar panels prior to tree planting on
an adjacent block (or street verge), the latter should have some
obligation not to overshadow the adjacent roof space.

A similar situation could also apply where a neighbour’s large tree
exists prior to the installation of adjacent solar panels – current practice
suggests that removal is only likely to be supported if there was support
from the adjacent lessee.

Where there are existing large street trees on the northern side of
housing in an established suburb that demonstrably overshadow roof
space during critical hours, it is possible for lessees to request PCL to
remove these trees to provide sun for a solar panel. However, practice
to date has suggested that this is unlikely to be favourably supported on
the basis that it would disrupt the pattern of street vegetation and have
adverse impact on public amenity. The matter can and has in the past
been referred to the Commissioner for Sustainability and the
Environment as a complaint. If the tree is registered or regulated under
the Tree Protection Act 2005 the matter can be referred to the
Conservator for consideration.

Some households will want solar heating / solar power but may be
affected by overshadowing of street trees or neighbours’ trees and or
their own trees.

There is a potential clash between the views held by the community
about Canberra as a “garden city” and overshadowing of roof space for
solar panels by existing trees.

4.2
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Older suburbs

Suburban Structure

Generous building setbacks to streets and side boundaries

Wide verge widths

Large mature street plantings with a mix of deciduous and
evergreen species.







As a case study, the street pattern In Yarralumla is essentially NS-EW.
Street trees are mature but range from low to high specimens as well
as deciduous and evergreen. Inspection of recent aerial photos
suggest that where redevelopment has occurred, there has been
substantial tree loss for the property and construction of large houses
with plenty of roof space with scope to provide solar panels without
affect from neighbouring trees.

Whilst it is difficult to generalise without detailed field research, many
dwellings in these inner city areas will have roof space available for
solar installations that will not be overshadowed by the mature
vegetation because of block size and setbacks.

Some of these suburbs are now experiencing urban renewal resulting
in medium density housing as well as construction of large new single
dwellings which has resulted in some clearing of vegetation (including
regulated trees) on the subject site.

The older Inner North and South Canberra suburbs are
characterised by large block sizes



The historical pattern of development in Canberra has resulted in a
wide range of street layouts/orientations; block sizes, building setbacks,
and urban street plantings:

4.3.1

4.3

Figure 4-1:

Yarralumla Suburb Plan
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Yarralumla North South Section

Yarralumla East West Section

Figure 4-2:

Figure 4-3:

Greenfield suburbs

Use of smaller habit street trees
General land clearing with fewer remnant trees retained in
residential blocks.




Nicholls in Gungahlin is characterized by larger dwellings on smaller
blocks than in older suburbs. There are fewer trees on blocks, and
street trees are smaller and less well established than in older areas,
but are also of a smaller height variety. The implications for solar
access in this type of situation suggest there would be less conflict with
adjacent trees than in older suburbs.

However, new suburbs throughout Canberra have narrower verges and
smaller setbacks than in more established areas which could cause
potential problems in the future unless the appropriate street trees are
used.

Block sizes are smaller - thus restricting the possibility of tall tree
growth on neighbouring blocks.



New Greenfield suburbs should have relatively low levels of conflict
between overshadowing of trees and solar access for several reasons:

4.3.2
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Nicholls Suburb Plan

Nicholls East West Section

Figure 4-4:

Figure 4-5:

Figure 4-6:

Nicholls North South Section
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Other suburbs

In these cases, there should be increased attention to the placement of
solar installations that avoid tree shadow, or an arbitration mechanism
that facilitates tree removal (or pruning) on both public and private land
to address future solar access provisions.

Using Aranda as a case study, there appears to be a much higher tree
cover on blocks, mainly of native species, than in many other suburbs.
This reflects the original character of the suburb when developed and
the relatively low level of medium density development and or new
large house redevelopment. This type of situation could result in
greater conflict between solar access and tree retention.

Suburbs where there appears to be greatest potential conflict are those
in the “middle ring” where block sizes are of medium area (600900sqm) and where there is scope for larger trees on verges and on
neighbouring blocks. This type of situation covers a substantial
geographic area in Belconnen, Woden, Weston Creek and
Tuggeranong.

4.3.3
Figure 4-7:

Aranda Suburb Plan
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Aranda North South Section

Aranda East West Section

Figure 4-8:

Figure 4-9:

Owners’ Responsibility

Orientation

There is no empirical evidence that house buyers actively seek
dwellings that could readily accommodate the siting of solar panels,
although the real estate industry could be encouraged to comment on
the advantages of this attribute of a dwelling in the selling process.

Some house designs are better suited to solar panels on roofs than
others because of street orientation and individual siting of dwellings on
blocks, as well as basic roof pitch and layout and internal house design.

For example streets that run east-west, with large mature evergreen
vegetation, are likely to cast more winter shade over southern blocks
than streets that have a north-south orientation.

The strategic orientation and layout of streets, blocks and dwellings
across Canberra suburbs can affect solar access potential.

4.5

Government and industry advocates can assist in this process by
providing information and education programs for potential solar users.

There is a level of common sense that needs to be exercised by both
the home owner and installer during the planning and design stage for
solar energy systems in order to locate appropriate roof-top positions
for installation. For example, large evergreen street trees immediately
north of dwellings will cast a shadow over roofs especially during winter
months. Solar hot water needs to be located near to wet areas to avoid
long plumbing runs which waste water before hot water arrives.

Lessees seeking to place solar panels on roofs should take into
account existing trees on neighbouring properties and public land. This
can easily be done either by a trained installer or by observation of
location of trees and projected shadow lines at various stages of the
year and day.

4.4
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Solar Requirements

Advice on Plant Species

Tree Removal

Ideally, support for tree removal in this situation should be
accompanied by a condition of approval to plant replacement
deciduous trees.

On leased land, it is presently possible in older areas where properties
have evergreen trees on the northern side of living rooms to
successfully apply to have these trees removed on grounds of
improved solar penetration into houses.

Data on requests for tree removal from public lands to support solar
roof panels is not readily available; however the number of applications
is understood to be not very high. This may warrant further
investigation to establish benchmarks/trends.

4.8

Nurseries and designers are able to advise home owners on the growth
habits of different plant species, or the homeowner could seek advice
from a qualified landscape designer to assist in this matter.

Solar panel sun access can be compatible with shade trees that
provide part of the passive solar design solutions for dwellings,
provided the appropriate species selection is made to ensure shade
trees are of sufficient height to shade living rooms but not high enough
to shade roofs.

4.7

Solar heating systems have more stringent requirements in terms of
daily need for solar access than solar generation solutions because of
household needs to maximise the availability of hot water.

4.6
Easements

In a typical situation where a solar system is installed before the
Development Application of a new building on adjacent property which
may overshadow the original householders’ solar energy system, the
solar panel owner should have the right to object to the proposal and
seek an amendment to design and siting conditions.

4.10.2 Solar System installed before Erection of New Buildings

In a typical situation where property lessee A installs a solar
photovoltaic system after property lessee B had planted the tree or
shrub, property lessee B should not be held responsible and should
therefore not be made to trim or cut down any vegetation on their
property planted prior to the installation of the solar photovoltaic
system. The solar energy system should be appropriately sited in the
first place or relocated at the expense of the property lessee or
accredited installer (incorrect siting).

4.10.1 Solar System installed after Vegetation

Most forms of two-story redevelopment in residential areas are subject
to DA appeal. If a proposed development overshadows an adjacent
neighbour to the southern side including roof panels, this would be a
legitimate basis for an objection, even if open space was not affected.

4.10 Development Applications

Many blocks in older suburbs have rear utility easements. This
provides a form of protection from overshadowing of blocks to the south
side by ActewAGL restrictions on tree planting under these electricity
easements.

4.9
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Given the statutory responsibilities of various government agencies for
tree protection, it may be appropriate for an independent arbitration
mechanism to be established to consider applications for tree removal
to enhance solar access to individual properties. This would be a
matter for discussion between stakeholders as to the most appropriate
mechanism. A quick, non-bureaucratic response mechanism would
also be required to avoid extended delays in advice to applicants.

4.11 Conflict Resolution

In a typical situation where property lessee A installs a solar system
prior to adjacent property lessee B planting tree or shrub species which
may shade property lessee A’s solar energy system in the future,
property lessee A should have the right to object and seek action to
have the offending vegetation managed to avoid overshadowing.

4.10.4 Solar System installed before Vegetation

In a typical situation where a solar system is installed after an adjacent
Development Application is approved the solar system should be
relocated at the expense of the system owner or accredited installer
(incorrect sitting).

4.10.3 Solar System installed after adjacent Development
Application is approved

Implementation of such a scheme would require co-operation from the
ACT Government to find suitable land in local areas for “communitybased” solar farms and a willingness to be pro-active in encouraging
such an experiment. A cost / benefit analysis of this approach would
also be required.

This approach would allow residents to have the benefit of being part of
an efficient solar energy generation program without the problems
associated with individual electricity generation on roof tops. The
approach would reduce the potential level of conflict between trees and
solar access, and the use of larger solar farms would be a more
efficient and cost effective way of generating power.

As an alternative to the use of house tops for solar generation,
consideration could be given to a scheme whereby individual property
owners could buy into a “community” or private solar farm established
on open land within the suburb or district.

4.12 Community solar farms
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Conclusio ns





Planting guidelines for streets that are considerate of
future solar access requirements for residences including
species selection and tree location.

When to remove trees for solar access, which could be
based on the planning principles of what was there first,
the tree or the photovoltaic/ solar hot water system; and

Government should work with industry and professional bodies
and solar installation companies to ensure adequate training to
avoid placement of panels on roofs that could be heavily
overshadowed or potentially overshadowed in the future.

o

o

The inclusion of solar access as an issue to be addressed in an
over-arching Government policy on tree management, that
includes principles in relation to:

However, the following actions could be considered for implementation
to minimise potential conflicts between trees and solar panels and
ensure that this issue does not become a substantial and widespread
concern of the community.

There is insufficient evidence of conflict or potential conflict between
solar panel provision on rooftops and overshadowing of neighbouring
trees or street trees at this stage to warrant the introduction of new
legislation.

Ideally the ACT should be able to ensure that it can make provision for
high levels of solar access whilst maintaining and actively enhancing its
reputation as a garden city with substantial tree cover.

There is emerging concern in the ACT about the impact of
overshadowing on solar access and it is prudent to identify potential
problem situations and consider ways of addressing these problems
before they become substantial or widespread.

5

The ACT street tree planting program in established areas should
address overshadowing of adjacent roof spaces, through
appropriate species selection.
Adoption of street tree management and planting programs by
PCL that inter alia considers the overshadowing effects on
adjacent residential properties.
ACT Government information systems (web page; pamphlets;
displays; trade shows; etc) should emphasize the potential
compatibility issues with respect to solar power generation
systems and tree species/heights.
Concept plans for new suburban development should decide
which native trees and or habitat groups need to be protected from
development – which ACTPLA already does – and placed in some
form of protective tenure. It may be appropriate for freestanding
remnant trees to be removed prior to development so as to provide
more design flexibility in the development process, provided the
bigger picture habitat conservation policy is endorsed as part of
the strategic planning process prior to the onset of development.13
There has been a substantial increase in the amount of solar
energy system installations on Canberra roofs since the feed-in
tariff legislation was enacted in March 2009. There are currently
more than 2700 solar photovoltaic panels on roofs in the ACT, up
from just 520 before the scheme begun 18 months ago.











It is understood that the Office of the Commissioner for Sustainability and the
Environment is having a paper prepared on the issue of remnant trees.

13

Solar installers should be required to consider some form of
landscape assessment as part of the process of placement of
panels or hot water system on roofs to consider the location of
current trees and their likely growth pattern over the life of the
panels or system.
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o

o

October 2010

Purdon Associates

Identification of current and future shading constraints from
buildings, vegetation and other structures on both private
and public land surround the property.

Identification of current and future shading constraints from
buildings, vegetation and other structures on the solar
panel owners’ property

Identification of optimal elevation and angle

Above all, it should be the responsibility of householders and
accredited installers to ensure adequate siting of roof-top solar
energy systems in order to enable them to work at maximum
capacity and efficiency. Therefore, accredited installers should be
given adequate training in appropriate siting for solar panels. This
should include training in:



o

There should be a check in the ACTPLA / ActewAGL approval
process for an assessment or consideration of shading from
vegetation now or in the future.



Identification of optimal orientation and location

ACT Government should consider the introduction of community
solar farms as an alternative to individual domestic roof solar
panels for electricity generation.



o

There is no ready source of information about the number of
houses with solar hot water systems, although anecdotal evidence
suggests the number of installations has increased and will further
increase as a result of the incentives provided by the Territory and
Federal Governments. Establishing and monitoring a data base of
installations may provide some assistance in gauging the likely
extent of future conflict between tree shadow and solar energy
systems.
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Introduction
This paper has been prepared to identify a range of funding options for enhanced environmental
management as well as some case studies of funding, how they were established and what are the
successful attributes.
The paper has been commissioned by the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment to
assist particularly on work associated with the Investigation into the Government’s tree
management practices and the renewal of Canberra’s urban forest which included a term of
reference to investigate and report on: “... resource implications associated with an enhanced
program”.
Governments around the world have been attempting to manage their environmental
responsibilities in the context of a rapidly changing legislative and policy framework. Given the
extent of our environmental impact it is often difficult to set appropriate priorities with limited funds
available given competing demands. In addition, we all grapple with the extent to which we
‘maintain’ current environmental amenity versus how we might continually improve and enhance
that amenity.
This paper outlines the results of a review of funding mechanisms adopted by local and state
governments around Australia. Traditional funding through rates and taxes is largely spent on
environmental management undertaken as part of an organisation’s legislative requirement. This is
seen as a minimum funding source.
Information was sought from local Councils and state and territory governments around Australia
through web searches and telephone conversations. The search included Annual Reports and
financial statements to verify funding streams. Local government searches included: Perth City
Council (WA), Nedlands (WA), Harvey Bay (WA), Adelaide City Council (SA), Adelaide Hills Council
(SA), Barossa Valley Council (SA) Melbourne City Council (VIC), Nillumbik Shire Council (Vic), Blue
Mountains Council (NSW), Hornsby Shire Council (NSW), Manly Council (NSW), Wollongong City
Council (NSW), Sydney City Council (NSW), Randwick Council (NSW), Warringah Shire Council (NSW),
Newcastle Council (NSW), Wingecarribee Shire Council (NSW), Brisbane City Council (QLD) and
Sunshine Coast Regional Council (QLD). In addition research was gathered from the Australian Local
Government Association and the Department of Local Government NSW. The South Australian
government and NSW governments were also trawled for information via the web.
Each government area has specific environmental attributes and values. Most often it is the unique
environmental attributes of an area or region that residents value the most. However, the
management and maintenance of such attributes is often beyond the means of governments from
traditional rate and tax bases.
There is a general reticence by residents to pay any more in rates and taxes than they currently do.
Pannell, 2010 asserts that: “the opportunity cost of public money is important to the community”.
However, for specific projects or to improve the amenity of things they value, such as environmental
improvement public expenditure is often seen in a positive light. To prosecute a case for increased
funding for environmental management it is important to clearly define which environmental
outcomes are most important from an ecological perspective and the most successful funding
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programs arise where these outcomes match community values and expectations. The funding
request cannot be based solely on a populist view of priority or importance because from an
improved environmental amenity perspective this is bound to fail and the money will have been
wasted ruining any future chance to of garnering support for additional funds.

Funding Options
It should be pointed out that no one funding stream is the panacea for all shortfalls in funding.
Indeed in most organisations the strategy is to seek multiple funding streams for any given project or
program. Funds received from one funding stream, for example an environment levy, are then
‘leveraged’ by the organisation to gain broader sponsorship, grants, in-kind support and so on.
Many organisations have identified that ‘seed’ funding from the environment levy is often, in the
end, small in comparison to, say, the in-kind value they received for the whole project from the
private or government sector.
That being said the role of project managers in implementing programs needs to encompass not just
the technical skills to deliver the project but the relationships, knowledge and networks to continue
to recognise the leverage opportunities and the value adding that may attract additional funds from
the private and government sector. This is a specific skill set that must be recognised and employed
for this leveraging of funds to occur. The Councils most successful at gaining additional funds for
enhanced management possess have the ability to ‘sell’ their projects to a range of audiences and
who work hard at understanding the participants in the broader environmental agenda. These
individuals are also very good at communicating their success – success breeds success.

Special Rates (Environment Levy)
Due to rate capping and continued devolution of responsibility, local governments throughout
Australia have sought a range of mechanisms to increase their funding streams. One option
available to Councils is a ‘Special Rate’. Several other local government bodies use
environment/tree/bushland levies outlined in Table 1.
To effect a special rate in NSW Councils have to meet a number of criteria and the rate can only be
approved by the Minister for Local Government. Amongst other things the criteria includes:
•
•
•
•

the special rate must be for a specific project or range of projects,
residents must be consulted about the rate (they don’t have to agree to it for it to be
approved);
there must be a sunset clause (the rate must be for a specific period of time); and
the rate can only be implemented as a percentage of their rates, not as a set amount per
ratepayer (which often leads to difficulties in garnering public support for the rate as
Councils have difficulty communicating exactly how much the levy will cost each household).
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Table 1 Environmental levies in Australia
Council

Levy

Description

Coverage

Adelaide City
Council

Natural Resource
Management Levy

•

Rateable properties

The levy funds vital projects that manage,
protect and restore the region's water, land,
marine, coastal and biodiversity assets.

Rates

The levy raised $857,000 in 2010 and was in addition to the Environment and
Sustainable City budget of $1.2 million.

(SA)

Ashfield (NSW)

Comments

The NRM levy is imposed by the South Australian government on all Councils in
SA, whereby the Councils collect the revenue from all rateable properties on
behalf of 8 regional NRM Boards
Environmental Levy

The Environmental Levy as part of a special rate
variation provides funding to implement programs in
line with the ESD Policy.

residents and businesses –
payable by all properties that
are charged general rates

The Environmental Levy is charged across all
rateable properties as a 50% Base Amount
and the remainder as an ad-valorem rate.

The Environmental Levy projects identified for funding include but are not
limited to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Bega Shire Council

Environment Levy

Blue Mountains
Council

Environment Levy

(NSW)

Brisbane City
(QLD)

Bushland Preservation
Levy

Environment management
and compliance levy
Coffs Harbour
Council

Levy funds
• weed control
• water quality improvements
• walking track maintenance
• Threatened species conservation
• rehabilitation of degraded lands
Brisbane residents and businesses pay Bushland
Preservation Levy as part of rates. Levy goes to:
•
protection and enhancement of the natural
environment
•
creation of a world-class natural area
network for Brisbane
•
contributes to the Living in Brisbane 2026
vision for a ‘clean, green city’.

Rateable properties

Approved in 2002/03 at 4.96% of rateable
properties

All rateable properties

Approved in 2005 of 3.65% of general
revenue

Levy was introduced in 2005 and raises $1.174 million annually

Brisbane residents and
businesses – payable by all
properties that are charged
general rates

$49.80 –bushland preservation levy

Environmental management and compliance levy covers the protection of
waterways from toxins, trash, sediment, effluent discharge and landfill gas
control. The charge also includes remediation of landfills to meet Council’s
obligations under the Environmental Protection Act 1994.

$22.76 – home owners, however
differential rate depending on zoning

Environmental Levy

$25 per rate payer

Raises around $700 000 per annum for environmental activities within the
Shire. This has allowed council to employ a Biodiversity Officer and a
Sustainability Officer. Other activities funded include an incentive program for
land management, implementation of council’s Koala Plan of Management,
support of volunteer groups, bushland regeneration projects, and the
restoration of coastal reserves and fish habitats.

Environmental levy

$20 per rate payer pa

NRM and biodiversity projects.

(NSW)

Crows Nest Shire
(QLD)

Environmental Education & Awareness programs for the
community, school groups, local business and Council staff;
Water conservation projects
Energy conservation projects
Street Trees
Cycleway projects.
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Council

Levy

Description

Coverage

Rates

Eurobodalla Shire
Council, (NSW)

Environmental Levy

Used to fund things such as: Dunecare, Estuary
Management, Weed control and Foreshores studies

residents and businesses –
payable by all properties that
are charged general rates

50 is flat rate of $16 and 50% is based on
land valuation

Hornsby Shire
Council

Environment Levy

Funds:

Rateable properties

5% levy on rateable properties

(NSW)

Ku-ring-gai Council

Environmental Levy

(NSW)

Lake Macquarie
(NSW)

Sustainability &
Environment Levy

•

sediment basins;

•

artificial wetlands;

•

gross pollutant traps;

•

creek remediation works;

•

environmental education;

•

water quality monitoring and research;

•

environmental compliance and management;

•

industrial auditing.

Used to fund bushland, waterways and urban
environment.

Base on land valuation
(approx 0.0001 of land
valuation) works out at about
$60 residential
Rateable properties

Comments

The levy raises $2.564 annually for catchment management projects

Commenced 2005 to operate for seven years. Raises over $1.7 m pa. Enables
Council to build on existing activities and attract other Government Grant
funds to conserve and improve Ku-ring-gai's highly valued natural
environment, including urban bushland, parks and reserves.
$26 per household
$91business per assessment.
Approved in 2002/03 at 3.28% of general
rates

Liverpool City
Council

Environment Levy

Rateable properties

Manly Council

Environment Levy

Rateable properties

Maroochy Council

Environment Levy
(introduced in 1997 as
Vegetation Conservation
Levy)

(QLD)

Newcastle City
Council
(NSW)

Environment Levy

Approved 2002/03 at 4.65% of general rates
revenue

Recognised the need to protect and conserve the shire’s natural assets,
introducing in 1997

Rateable properties

Approved 2002/03 at 4.97% of rateable
properties
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Council

Levy

Description

Coverage

Rates

Comments

Warringah Shire
Council

Environment and
Stormwater Levy

Raised to fund beach restoration programs, Narrabeen
Lagoon restoration works and Bushland program

Rateable properties

6.9% of general revenue

Levy is 6.9% of general revenue raising $1.9 million capital and $3.95 million
operating budget

(NSW)
Wingecarribee
Shire Council

Environmental Levy

Rateable properties

Environment Levy

Rateable properties

The levy has been in place since 2000. The aim of the current levy is to raise
$3m over five years to fund programs that protect the environment. A large
benefit of the levy has been attracting matching funds from government
agencies and generating volunteer work from the community. To date over 26
bushland projects have been completed with another 20 underway.

(NSW)

Woollahra
Municipal Council
(NSW)

Approved 2002/03 at 7.28%
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In 2002/2003 the Minister for Local Government in NSW was asked to approve 27 Special Rates
across NSW. Of those requested nine were either wholly or mostly for environmental initiatives, all
of which were approved. Of the remaining 18 requests five were not approved. The rate increases
requested for environmental initiatives ranged from 3.28% to 15.14% of general revenue, the
Minister approved between 3.28% and 8.52%. The Division of Local Government (part of the
Department of Premier and Cabinet) viewed special rate increases for environmental initiatives very
positively and strongly encouraged Councils to seek one or as many rates as required. The duration
of the special rate ranged from 3 to 15 years.
By 2002/2003 the Department observed that the majority of councils in NSW, over one hundred,
had in place a special rate increase for environmental initiatives. The remainder had some form of
‘environment fund’ from general rates revenue.
Only one Council – Hornsby – has an environment levy in perpetuity as it had approval before the
sunset clause was added as a criterion .
The types of levies introduced, whether for example for trees or aquatic systems, is only limited by
imagination. Some levies were very generic in title and application while others were quite specific.
More recently the trend seems to be to keep the title of the levy as broad as possible and amend
specific priority areas and projects as they arise. Most Councils, however, produced a plan of
expenditure for the levy for 3-5 years.
Hornsby Shire Council –Catchment Remediation Rate
Hornsby Shire (‘the Bushland Shire’) is north of Sydney and covers an area of 51,000 Ha of which
approximately 67 percent is bushland. Of this bushland 52 percent is managed by the state
government (National Parkes and Wildlife Service - NPWS) and 17 percent is managed by Council.
The shire also has extensive estuarine areas and recreational waterways. This case study reflects the
view of Hornsby that vegetation projects are part of “core” business and the catchment
environmental program requires additional funds to address through a special rate or levy
mechanism.
The special rate was approved in 1994 with a view to enabling Council to properly manage the
Shire’s waterways and catchments.
The environment levy is in perpetuity at 5 percent of general revenue and raises (2009) $2.564
million annually. Some of the projects it funds include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

sediment basins;
artificial wetlands;
gross pollutant traps;
creek remediation works;
environmental education;
water quality monitoring and research;
environmental compliance and management;
industrial auditing.
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Most of the bushland managed by Council is within the Berowra Valley Regional Park and is jointly
managed by NPWS, there are many smaller reserves throughout the shire under Councils sole, care
and control. Other relevant bushland environment programs are funded through general revenue at
Hornsby include:
•

•

•

Land for wildlife program – this is a voluntary property registration scheme aimed at
maintaining and enhancing native flora and fauna on private property and community
owned land. The program provides advice, incentives (grants) networking and information
to registered landholders. The registration is non-binding.
Rural lands incentive program – to encourage rural land holders in their conservation efforts
and the environmental management of their property – providing technical advice and cash
incentives.
Bushcare program – the Council has over 850 registered bushcare volunteers working on
over 130 sites to restore native vegetation.

The Council produces an Annual Report on its Catchment Remediation Program to inform residents
where the funds have been spent.
Warringah Shire Council - Environmental Stormwater Special Rate Levy
Warringah Shire Council has significant bushland, magnificent beaches and a major coastal lagoon
system within its area. In 1996 the Council introduced the Environmental Stormwater Special Rate
(ESSR) Levy of 6.9 percent of general revenue. The 6.9 percent equates to an average $52 per year
per household.
The ESSR levy funds water quality improvement works, coastal protection and enhancement,
improved floodplain management, the protection and restoration of important bushland areas and
ancillary projects that support the community in maintaining Warringah’s unique natural
environment.
The Council produces an annual report detailing the year’s levy expenditure. In 2009/10 the Council
raised $1.935 million for capital works and $3.954 million for operation works.
Wollongong City Council – Environment Fund
The Wollongong City Council – Environment Fund provides an interesting case study on the
introduction of an environment levy.
In 2003 the Environment Manager asked the Councillors to consider introducing an Environment
Levy, it was 18 months from a local election and she wanted approval to begin the consultation with
the community on the proposal as required by the department of local government.
Previous community surveys on the environment at both the local and state level had found a
consistent high regard for environmental protection and management. The surveys highlighted
residents:
• Were more concerned about the environment than any other community across the state
(EPA, 2000).
• unanimously supported sustainable projects for Wollongong’s future (IRIS, 2002, 1500
respondents).
• wanted more dollars spent on the environment (IRIS, 2002).
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“70% were not against the idea of a levy to fund sustainable projects” (IRIS, 2002).

A survey was conducted in June 2002 to gauge general interest in a levy before the question was put
to Councillors. After Councillors agreed to begin the public dialogue about an environment levy a
further survey in May 2003 indicated that the response by the community was consistent with the
2002 response including that, although they did not agree with the proposal in its current form, 77%
still agreed to an environmental levy.
•

•

June 2002
o

Unanimous support for sustainable projects such as stormwater

o

42% in favour of an environmental levy

o

28% were not against the idea of a levy

o

57% prepared to pay $60 or more a year

o

75% were prepared to pay at least $12 or more a year extra

May 2003
o

90% concerned about the environment

o

36% in favour of the levy as it is proposed

o

60% against the proposal at 4%

o

Only 23% not prepared to consider a levy for environmental projects at all.

Following a campaign by a few vocal opponents of the levy the Council introduced an Environment
Fund of $1 million per annum from its general revenue. At the same time Kempsey Council
introduced a levy, despite widespread community opposition to it. The levy proposed by
Wollongong City Council was 2.9% for three years. The levy approved by Kempsey was 9% for five
years.
Staff of other Councils at the time told Wollongong Council staff that initial community reaction to
the introduction of a levy was negative yet the levy, once implemented, was seen by the community
and Councillors as being very successful with widespread community support. Discussions with
Department of Local Government officers revealed that, to their knowledge, no community had ever
been in favour of the introduction of a levy but all had been supportive once the levy was
introduced.
Yet at Wollongong the general public was in favour of the introduction of a levy and prepared to pay
as much as $60 per year (the average payment for the 2.9 percent levy was $18).
One of the selling points of the levy was the potential to leverage levy funds to garner state and
federal grants and private sponsorship. During the five years of the environment fund Council was
able to attract a further $15 million in grants and sponsorship. Therefore the environment funds
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were leveraged by a ration of 1:3, for every $1 of ratepayer funds the Council received $3 from the
state, federal or private sector for its environmental management program.
An Environment committee was established to administer the environment fund with community
representatives from each of the six Wards as well as two Councillors and the Professor of
Environmental Science from Wollongong University. A community contract was prepared (refer
Appendix A) to provide transparency in the process of spending the funds. An annual report card on
the environmental fund projects was available to residents and posted on the web site.
Brisbane City Council – Environmental Management and Compliance Levy and Bushland
Preservation Levy
Brisbane City Council is the largest in Australia. The City covers a diverse environment with many
unique attributes of high value to its residents. The Council has introduced two levies; the
Environmental Management and Compliance Levy and the Bushland Preservation Levy. The first
covers the protection of waterways from toxins, trash, sediment, effluent discharge and landfill gas
control. The charge also includes remediation of landfills to meet Councils’ legislative obligations
(Brisbane City Council, 2010).
The Bushland Levy was introduced in 1991 and covers city bushland purchase and protection,
including public access facilities. The set charge is reviewed annually (Brisbane City Council, 2010).
The levy is used to purchase land that supports the natural resource objectives of the Council and is
primarily used to support significant ecosystems, plants and animals through the Bushland
Acquisition Program. Once purchased the land is converted into conservation reserves. Over 2,500
Ha have been protected since the program began, including:
•
•
•

Karawatha Forest;
Brisbane Koala Bushlands; and
Tinchi Tamba Wetlands (Brisbane City Council, 2010).

Brisbane residents and businesses pay a Bushland Preservation Levy and an Environment
Management and Compliance Levy and as part of their rates. The Bushland Preservation levy funds:
•

protection and enhancement of the natural environment

•

creation of a world-class natural area network for Brisbane

•

the Living in Brisbane 2026 vision for a ‘clean, green city’.

The Bushland Preservation levy in 2010 is $49.80 and is payable by Brisbane residents and
businesses – all properties that are charged rates.
The Environmental Management and Compliance levy covers the protection of waterways from
toxins, trash, sediment, effluent discharge and landfill gas control. The charge also includes
remediation of landfills to meet Council’s obligations under the Environmental Protection Act 1994.
The levy in 2010 was $22.76 for home owners and is payable by Brisbane residents and businesses –
all properties are charged and it is a differential rate based on zoning.
Brisbane City has a similar private lands program as Hornsby called Land for Wildlife program where
interested landholders join the program and receive free advice on protecting and enhancing the
environment, Habitat Brisbane which supports volunteer groups, voluntary conservation
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agreements and a program that provides free plants for residents. These projects are also funded
through the Council's Bushland Preservation Levy (Australian Local Government Association, 2010).
Sunshine Coast Regional Council – Environment Levy
The former shire councils on the Sunshine Coast each introduced levies to manage their unique
environmental attributes. The regional Council in its first year of operation 2009-2010 continued
that levy regionally and charged each household $60 to continue to implement the environmental
program. In 2009 the regional Council introduced an Environment Levy Policy which outlines the
levy expenditure over the next five years.
From the website:
Key objectives of the environment policy are:
•
•
•
•

protecting environmentally significant land through acquisition, as part of a wider strategy
for landscape and habitat protection and rehabilitation
responding to the region’s key environmental challenges and producing on-ground actions
open, transparent management of Environment Levy revenue
partnering with a range of stakeholders, community based and government, to improve
conservation and sustainability outcomes

Key funded initiatives across the three themes outlined in the endorsed Environment Levy Policy for
the next five years include:
Land acquisition
$16.19m towards:
•
•
•

land acquisitions [PDF 38KB] to build on the existing conservation area network and focus on
consolidating larger conservation areas for future generations to enjoy
establishment costs of acquired land
planning, surveying and legal costs associated with acquisitions

Major initiatives and catalyst projects
•
•
•
•
•

$7.055m for developing and implementing a waterways and coastal foreshores strategy and
on-ground projects
$317,000 for developing and implementing a regional biodiversity monitoring and reporting
framework
$250,000 towards regional pilots and catalytic projects
$175,000 for developing an innovative pest management system
$1.2m towards coastal dune rehabilitation

Grants, incentives and partnerships
•

$8.32m for community environment grants, voluntary conservation agreements on private
lands and partnership agreements with community groups and non-government
organisations to undertake environmental initiatives.
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$8.32m for community environment grants, voluntary conservation agreements on private lands and
partnership agreements with community groups and non-government organisations to undertake
environmental initiatives.

Philanthropy
Whilst the Australian community is not perceived as highly philanthropic this should not be
underestimated. During disasters we are one of the most philanthropic societies in the world and
we have a very high rate of volunteerism. Philanthropy can take a number of forms but the two
most obvious and sought after are cash and in-kind. However, other types of donations can greatly
contribute to our collective community assets – for example land was bequeathed to Wollongong
City Council for the sole purpose of establishing a Botanical Gardens. These gardens are now one of
the best regional Botanic Gardens in Australia and are visited by an estimated 150,000 annually.
The key to any philanthropic program is to clearly define what philanthropy is sought and how it will
be spent. For example many Councils that run successful Bushcare programs have Bushcare
coordination officers who can recruit volunteers and garner support for particular areas and
gradually grow the program with available support. The community is continually informed about
the areas the groups are active in and how residents can participate in their local area.
Another successful philanthropic program is run through community street tree plantings. A
number of Councils such as Brisbane City ask residents to nominate where plants should be planted
and have tree policies in place that encourage landholders to support and supplement the
community program. There are further opportunities to develop the street tree concept in the same
way memorial plaques around cities are payed for by the community. Funds could be sought
through a web-based mechanism to offer trees for plantings with plaques identifying the species and
the name of the contributor. The process needs to be simple and cost effective. It is clearly
unsustainable to run a program that attracts small amounts but is costly to administer.
Some Councils and state and territory governments have established voluntary land acquisition
programs. These could also include philanthropic donations of land that would support natural
resource objectives.
To encourage philanthropy the giver needs to know the receiver will value the donation. It is
worthwhile to establish a philanthropic strategic action plan that identifies what type of
philanthropy is sought and how it can be supported by the organisation and articulated to the
community.

Grants and Sponsorship
All of the Councils discussed in the above case studies for environmental levies have sought grant
funding from state and federal government. Many have been successful in these applications before
they imposed a levy but the introduction greatly increases their success rate as most grant criteria is
based around ‘bang for buck’. If the Council can contribute funds to the project it increases the
overall value of projects funded by government. In fact some funding is stipulated as 50/50, for
example the federal governments’ stormwater reuse grant, matching funds are a mandatory criteria.
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There are other grants available outside the government sector, established by philanthropic
foundations or business’ for example the Ian Potter Foundation is a Melbourne based philanthropic
fund that will support a range of programs including environmental enhancement around Australia.
In addition to grants there are sponsorship funds that can be sought through the private sector. The
contribution could be cash or in-kind and can contribute significantly to a projects success. For
example Brisbane City Council attracted significant land contributions by public and private
landholders for its 2 Million Tree program. The land contribution added a significant amount of land
that could be used for a range of environmental enhancement.

Community Services Programs
Another “funding” source that works well in conjunction with other funding streams is the
community service programs administered through the courts system. The community service
orders issued by the courts for various criminal activities require a certain number of hours to be
registered; often it is difficult for participants to reach these hours as few agencies host community
service programs. Wollongong City Council utilises this “free” labour to perform tasks in the
environmental area such as litter removal and tree planting. The Council estimates the work
undertaken by this workforce saves the Council approximately $280,000 a year and reduces the cost
of these works to the community.

Carbon Offsets
Carbon offsets represent a reduction in atmospheric greenhouse gases through sinks such as forest
carbon, relative to a ‘business as usual’ baseline. Carbon offsets are tradeable and often used to
offset all or part of another person or organisations emissions.
In order for domestic offset projects to be eligible under the national standard they must occur
within Australia and fit the following criteria:
•

•
•
•
•
•

be additional – greenhouse gas reductions generated by the project must be beyond what is
required by legislation and beyond that which would have been normally been carried out
by the business;
be permanent – that the carbon stored is sequestered and will not be released into the
atmosphere in the future;
be measurable - methodologies for calculating the carbon sequestered must be robust and
based on a defensible scientific method;
be transparent – information on the project needs to be publicly available and clarify data
sources, exclusions, inclusions and assumptions;
be independently audited; and
be registered.

NSW has a mandatory Greenhouse Gas Scheme (NGAS) now called Energy Savings Scheme. Under
the NGAS any reforestation on land within NSW is eligible for credits and therefore the Googong
Foreshore area would be eligible. Whether on the mandatory or voluntary markets any additional
revegetation is eligible to trade in the carbon market. NSW Forestry currently is an active trader and
provides credits for both the mandatory and voluntary markets.
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Brisbane City Council estimates the mass plantings of Kholo/Mount Crosby store approximately 6
tonnes of carbon per hectare per year. The total land area at this site is 80 Ha. Therefore the site is
generating approximately 480 tonnes of CO2-e sequestration per year. On the current market that is
between $5,280 and $24,000 per annum (Carbon Offset Guide price of $11-$50+ per tonne)

Attributes of Success
The following attributes seem to significantly contribute to the success of funding options for
enhanced environmental management.
•

•

•

•

•

•

It is important to formulate and articulate a clear vision and objectives, a case for the activity
needs to be prosecuted once everyone understands the ‘what’, the ‘why’ and the ‘how’ they
can then get on board, if the staff aren’t convinced no one else will be. What is the overall
strategy? The objectives should be measurable, for example “net increase in native plant
number and diversity”;
Political support is vital. Even highly unpopular decisions will become popular once the full
benefits are realised and communicated. Most Councils did not have community support to
implement a levy but all identified significant community support after the levy was
operational;
Transparency: successful programs, whether through additional funds or general revenue,
clearly articulated what the funds were to be spent on, why and what was achieved (Habitat
rehabilitation, water quality improvements, carbon sequestered and so on). A careful
measurement and monitoring program needs to be incorporated into the program activities
and costs so that the information can be communicated back to the public. An active
consultation program is required to fulfil the requirements of transparency. It is not enough
to have the report available it must be actively communicated to the community: web site,
forums, workshops, media releases, shopping centre displays etc
Diversity of funding streams: each successful Council was active in pursuing multiple funding
streams and this was one of the key ‘selling’ points of an environment levy. To attract
external grants and sponsorship required a management plan – some strategy that
underpins the program of works or project. This relates back to the vision and objectives of
the levy
The most successful organisations in attracting funds had charismatic leaders; people who
had technical skills around the environment, for example science, but who also were
entrepreneurial in their approach and had developed networks in the public and private
sector. They knew what projects had additional benefits for other organisations and knew
how to leverage that to attract additional funds and in-kind contributions, these leaders
brought the community along with them (e.g Stella Whittaker – Hornsby Council, Skye Rose
– Manly Council; Dr Mike Mouritz – Newcastle City Council).
The more successful environmental levies either had a ‘sunset’ clause, which was usually five
years, or there was annual review of the program. One of the limitations of a levy identified
by David Pannell, 2005 was that any inefficiency in spending priorities may be locked in.
Therefore a review and/or sunset clause can allow an organisation to better manage a
current priority but does not perpetuate the spending once the priority changes.
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The levy did not replace general revenue funding on the environment. This was one of the
perceptions for scepticism by the public, environmental legislative requirements usually
supported by general revenue and the levy for specific projects that reflect the community
values of the environment.
Successful organisations didn’t promise too much initially. Once the levy is in place there is a
“gearing up” period where staff are employed and tenders written and awarded before the
first sod is turned. Many organisations showed an under expenditure from approved budget
in the first couple of years. This needs to be strongly managed and communicated so that
the whiff of failure does not begin to surround the program. The public can start to become
sceptical as to whether the money was really needed in the first place if it is not spent in a
timely way.

This review has highlighted a number of funding streams outside the general taxes and revenues. An
environmental levy can be implemented and attract significant funds for environmental programs
without causing any long term stress to residents. The levy can then underpin more transitory or
volatile funding streams such as grants, sponsorship, philanthropy and carbon trading. However,
once a funding stream is secured all other leverage opportunities should be explored to leverage the
ratepayer or taxpayer dollar.
It should be noted that introducing an environmental levy requires some political leadership but all
of the cases discussed through local Councils or Departments of local government proved popular in
the long term with residents. Once residents ‘see’ the benefits this often aligns with their
environmental values.
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COMMUNITY CONTRACT
To ensure community participation and Council accountability in the Environment Fund,
Council will initiate a Community Contract. The Community Contract will detail a
comprehensive program of environmental works, which will focus upon the themes of flood,
bushfire, stormwater quality, natural asset protection and education. All these programs will
enhance the integrity of our environment and preserve it for future generations.
The Community Contract will report back to the Community on the projects funded by the
Environment Fund. This will demonstrate a transparency and full public accountability of all
funds spent in the Environment Fund.
All work identified within the Community Contract will be undertaken funded by a dedicated
$1m program per year that will reported in the Community Contract. Additionally, any
external project grant funds that have been made available from either State or Federal
bodies will also be reported in the Community Contract.

The C ommunity C ontract w ill be r eported i n t he A nnual R eport, Council's website
and the State of the Environment Report and periodic communications.
Annually, a r eport will be brought forward on the State and Federal matching grants
which the Fund has attracted, as well as detailed information of the projects to which
the moneys have been assigned.
As part o f the C ommunity C ontract the Environment F und w ill be pl aced on p ublic
exhibition f or endor sement/comment by t he co mmunity. T he P rogram i s to be
reflective of the State of the Environment Report, including indicators.
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ENVIRONMENT FUND POLICY
Vision
Wollongong City Council is committed to the protection of the environment, its enhancement and the
promotion of environmental sustainability.

Objectives
The Environment Fund is structured within the Environmental Management Program and will
incorporate functions across most divisions of Wollongong City Council. The Environment Fund will
be co-ordinated by the Environment Fund Governance Committee in the rehabilitation of the
environment which has been affected by our community activities.
The Environment Fund will:
•

communicate this policy, objectives and targets to the citizens of Wollongong,;

•

establish programs and set t argets within a de dicated Environmental Management P lan
to protect an d e nhance p lants, animal, l and a nd water t hat m ay be af fected b y our
activities;

•

promote environmental sustainability awareness among the citizens of Wollongong;

•

report on per formance of t he E nvironment F und t hrough t he per iodical ‘ State of t he
Environment’ Report; and

•

through a “ Community C ontract” c onduct per iodic au dits of t he E nvironment F und an d
communicate these to the citizens of Wollongong.

All projects administered by the Environment Fund will give consideration to the care of the plants,
animals, air, land and water which may be affected by those activities and give consideration to the
long term costs and benefits of these projects in relation to economic, social and environmental
impacts.
To fulfil this commitment, the Wollongong City Council will observe the principles of Ecological
Sustainable Development within the Environment Fund-Environmental Management Plan

Cr Alex Darling

Rod Oxley, PSM

Lord Mayor

General Manager

City of Wollongong

Wollongong City Council
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Introduction
This paper sets out to define the current funding arrangements employed around Australia and
elsewhere with respect to tree programs and climate change. Is it the general trend now to
incorporate these two programs together and if so why, what are the drawbacks and benefit of this
vs separating these programs?
Tree programs have been a traditional environmental initiative of governments around the world
particularly in urban and peri-urban landscapes, long before the concept of human induced climate
change and the importance of the carbon cycle on climate was proposed. The major principles being
adopted around the world in the context of climate change are adaptation and mitigation. These
two principles have major structural and behavioural implications for human societies particularly
over the next ten years and governments around the world will be expected to respond to climate
change by their constituents in a way the benefits the community in the long term.
The paper will start out by defining the importance of tree programs in the context of climate change
and the various markets recently established to manage carbon trading both from a voluntary and
mandatory perspective. This background and the opportunities it creates will then be further
discussed.
The information was gathered via the web and through telephone conversations with various
organisations to further enhance information readily available on the web. The local governments
investigated include: Perth City Council (WA), Nedlands (WA), Harvey Bay (WA), Adelaide City Council
(SA), Adelaide Hills Council (SA), Barossa Valley Council (SA) Melbourne City Council (VIC), Nillumbik
Shire Council (Vic), Blue Mountains Council (NSW), Hornsby Shire Council (NSW), Manly Council
(NSW), Wollongong City Council (NSW), Sydney City Council (NSW), Randwick Council (NSW),
Warringah Shire Council (NSW), Newcastle Council (NSW), Wingecarribee Shire Council (NSW),
Brisbane City Council (QLD) and Sunshine Coast Regional Council (QLD). In addition initiatives in
Canada were also highlighted as part of the web search.

Background
The carbon cycle
Since the prominence of the concept of human induced climate change through the increased
concentrations of carbon in the atmosphere (refer to Figure 1 Carbon Cycle), carbon sequestration
has been recognised as a natural store of atmospheric carbon. One of the most recognised forms of
sequestration is via the process of photosynthesis, or carbon capture of plants. It is estimated by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change that the world’s forests sequester a billion tonnes of
carbon dioxide (excluding soil carbon). Deforestation has contributed to as much as 18% of the
world’s carbon emissions into the atmosphere over the last five years (Stern Review, 2006).
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Simplified carbon cycle (from U.S. Department of Energy Office of Science, 2005).

Reforestation projects around the world over the last five years have contributed to reversing the
trend of forest emissions. One of the key reasons reforestation projects have recently been
successfully implemented is through funds being available for such projects through carbon offsets.
Carbon offsets represent a reduction in atmospheric greenhouse gases through sinks such as forest
carbon, relative to a ‘business as usual’ baseline. Carbon offsets are tradeable and often used to
offset all or part of another person or organisations emissions. Offset credits can be purchased from
an offset scheme provider or generated from your own projects.

Legislative Framework
Kyoto Protocol and Marrakesh Accord
The Kyoto Protocol is an international agreement created in response to the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) in 1997. It entered into force in 2005 but
Australia didn’t become a signatory until 2007. The Kyoto Protocol sets binding targets for the
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by developed countries and countries in transition. It
includes emissions reduction targets for Countries identified in Annexure 11 to be met within the first
1

Annex I Parties to the Convention: Australia, Austria, Belarus**, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, Croatia**, Czech Republic**,
Denmark, Estonia, European Union, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy**, Japan, Latvia,
Liechtenstein**, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Monaco**, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania,
Russian Federation**, Slovakia**, Slovenia**, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey**, Ukraine**, United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America (* Observer State, ** Party for which there is a specific COP and/or
CMP decision) at http://unfccc.int/parties and observers/parties/annex i/items/2774.php
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commitment period 2008-2012. It is the framework under which carbon can be valued and traded
around the world. In meeting the targets it establishes the need for countries or corporations to
purchase carbon offsets.
Amongst other things the Marrakesh Accord2 sets the parameters around which carbon sinks should
be considered in the context of the Kyoto Protocol, including setting standards for minimum forest
size and canopy cover.
National Carbon Offset Standard
The National Carbon Offset Standard has been introduced by the Australian Government in line with
the Kyoto Protocol and Marrakesh Accord to ensure that consumers have confidence in the voluntary
carbon offset market and the integrity of the products purchased. It articulates the standards by
which carbon offsets and carbon footprints are calculated and audited (National Carbon Offset
Standard, 20093).
The standard contains provisions which are based on international standards and Australian
legislation.
In order for domestic offset projects to be eligible under the national standard they must occur
within Australia and fit the following criteria:
•

•
•
•
•
•

be additional – greenhouse gas reductions generated by the project must be beyond what is
required by legislation and beyond that which would have been normally been carried out by
the business;
be permanent – that the carbon stored is sequestered and will not be released into the
atmosphere in the future;
be measurable – methodologies for calculating the carbon sequestered must be robust and
based on a defensible scientific method;
be transparent – information on the project needs to be publicly available and clarify data
sources, exclusions, inclusions and assumptions;
be independently audited; and
be registered.

National Schemes
Due to the failure of the CPRS to pass through the national parliament there is no national emissions
trading scheme. State governments however, endeavoured to meet this challenge and the first to
establish a scheme was NSW, the NSW Greenhouse Gas Reduction Scheme (GGAS) which was
extended to become a joint Scheme with the Australian Capital Territory joining formally on 1
January 2005. NSW Greenhouse Abatement Certificates (NGACs) could be created for storage and
sequestration of carbon. However, the NSW scheme was reviewed with a view to transitioning to a
National scheme. This review resulted in the new NSW Energy Savings Scheme (ESS) where energy
saving certificates (ESCs) can be created for selected energy savings projects.

2

Report of the Conference of the Parties on its Seventh Session, held Marrakesh 29 October – 10 November 2001 at
http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/cop7/13a01.pdf
3
Available at http://www.climatechange.gov.au/government/initiatives/~/media/publications/carbon-accounting/revisedNCOS-standard-pdf.ashx
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In January 2009 the Victorian government commenced the Victorian Energy Efficiency Target (VEET).
This program is primarily designed for the residential sector and aims to encourage the uptake of
energy efficiency technology.
The South Australian government introduced the Residential Energy Efficiency Scheme (REES) on
1 January 2009. This scheme is also aimed at the residential sector. Retailers are required to meet
individual energy reduction targets.

Mandatory vs Voluntary Offsets
Governments around the world have developed regulated markets for trading greenhouse gas
credits (e.g. NSW Greenhouse Gas Reduction Scheme (GGAS)4 now Energy Savings Scheme, European
Union Emissions Trading Scheme and U.S Northeast Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative and so on)
(Carbon Offset Guide). These schemes are designed to support national targets under the Kyoto
Protocol or other national targets. They provide for rules around how emissions reductions from
outside the sector can qualify as “offsets” in order to provide flexibility in meeting the GHG targets.
These are known as mandatory or industrial offsets. These offsets are designed to maximise
commercial returns and minimise net costs per tonne of carbon including transaction costs. They are
characterised by large plots of one or two commercial species for which robust growth models for
the species is readily available to maximise the carbon sequestration potential. The long term
ownership of the carbon rights is unambiguously secured.
However, organisations or individuals may wish to be carbon neutral for a whole range of reasons
outside a mandatory target. These are known as voluntary offsets or ‘charismatic carbon’ and these
offsets may be purchased as part of a regulated market or outside the regulated market. These
voluntary offsets seek to deliver other environmental benefits in addition to sequestration which
may include habitat values for endangered species, salinity recharging, water quality improvements
and filtering for wetland systems. Investors in the voluntary market may be less concerned with
meeting the more demanding certification criteria of the mandatory schemes. The investors may
simply rely on third party endorsement about overall environmental benefits. These offsets are
often more expensive than those of the mandatory schemes as the environmental values attract a
premium and the nature of the programs often attract higher measurement and management costs.
The high biodiversity values will compromise carbon sequestration values by using multiple species
including understorey species with different growth rates, where few of these have robust carbon
sequestration growth models. Accordingly they are more complex to measure and monitor than a
typical forestry plantation using commercial species for which there are well developed growth models.

Climate Exchanges
A number of “climate” exchanges have been established around the world to trade in accredited
certificates. The exchanges capitalise on the voluntary trading market. The Chicago Climate
Exchange (CCX) has been established for the North American gas abatement scheme.
CCX has developed standardised rules for issuing Carbon Financial Instrument® (CFI™) contracts for
forest carbon sequestration. Eligible projects on CCX may exist under all four of the mitigation
measures outlined by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC):
4

http://www.greenhousegas.nsw.gov.au/
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Maintaining or increasing forest area: reducing deforestation and degradation
Maintaining or increasing forest area: afforestation / reforestation
Forest management to increase stand- and landscape-level carbon density
Increasing off-site carbon stocks in wood products and enhancing product and fuel substitution
(CCX website5).

•
•
•

The owners of the CCX – Climate Exchange PLC have subsequently also partnered to establish the
European Climate Exchange (ECX)6; Montreal Climate Exchange (MCeX)7; Tianjin Climate Exchange
(TCX)8; and the Australian version – Envex9.

Carbon Offset Schemes
To be eligible to claim abatement certificates under a reduction scheme the project must meet the
definition of reforestation that is specified by the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change. The reforestation must take place on land predominantly non-forested before 1 January
1990. The trees must be in place for a minimum 100 years. The forest size must also comply with a
minimum:
•
•
•

0.2 ha land mass;
2m tree height; and
20 percent canopy cover of land mass.

The forest may be permanent, with no intent to harvest during the 100 years of management or the
plot may be an actively harvested but the harvested stand retains a net permanent volume of carbon
storage.
There are effectively two types of carbon sequestration projects:
•

•

harvestable forestry projects that maximise harvest potential with carbon standing stocks.
These forests tend to be monocultures and tree types are those with the highest timber and
carbon sequestration potential – growth and yield model; and
the other project links carbon sequestration with broader biodiversity objectives and is
usually managed by companies who promote forestry projects.

Within both of the types of projects outlined above there are generally two types of forestry
managers: those that operate their own carbon offset project with its own carbon footprint
calculator and all the responsibilities of registration, management, auditing etc and those that assign
their sequestration through another Carbon Pool Manager. In this instance a “Restriction on Use”
legal document is entered into between the landowner and the Scheme Administrator.
In a paper by Andrew Campbell (2007) a number of risks in participating in the carbon market were
identified:

5

http://www.chicagoclimatex.com/
https://www.theice.com/productguide/ProductGroupHierarchy.shtml?groupDetail=&group.groupId=19
7
http://www.mcex.ca/index en
8
http://www.tianjinclimateexchange.com/
9
http://www.envex.com.au/carbon markets.htm
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Financial: where costs of setting up for carbon trading and meeting standards for measurement and
certification of compliance are considerable, whilst returns are modest – particularly for
environmental mixed species plantings.
Technical: measurement and database management, particularly for mixed species are complex. The
two best systems for carbon accounting are Carbon Sequestration Predictor CSP and the National
Carbon Accounting Toolbox (NCAT). They both require expert skills in using and largely depend on
understanding regional conditions and the types of plantings.
Reputation: If the organisation is encouraging private landholders to participate in the carbon
trading market (similar to the Hawkesbury – Nepean Catchment Management Authority) and the
market falls there are reputational risks associated.
Resourcing: successful participation in the carbon trading market will require specialist skills and the
development of systems for monitoring and securing the carbon for long periods. Overtime there
will be significant changes in international and national policy on the issue and there will be
significant retraining required for existing staff to keep abreast of these changes.
Policy: Clearly the carbon trading environment is highly volatile and subject to major change. This
will continue to create its own risks and issues for those that seek to enter the carbon market.
All of the above risks can be managed but how they are managed and the degree to which an
organisation is exposed to the various risks depends on the degree to which an organisation is willing
to participate in the carbon market.
There are a number of ways an organisation might participate in the carbon market. The model
adopted by the CMAs in NSW generally is to encourage private landholders to participate in the
market and provide information on providers and benefits of the scheme (e.g. Hawkesbury-Nepean
CMA, Carbon Offset Guide by RMIT and EPA Victoria). This provides some leadership in the
community and assists communities to develop strategies for mitigating climate change. However, it
does expose the organisation to reputational risk as outlined above if the market begins to fall below
which it is financially viable.
A ‘quality assurance’ role may also be considered, whereby the organisation certifies the
environmental value of a specified project. This can be contemplated where an organisation wishes
to support projects that fulfil its own biodiversity objectives. Again the organisation may be exposed
to reputational risk if the provider fails to deliver on ground projects.
The other role that can be undertaken is that of developing your measurement and monitoring in
line with the requirements of a carbon trading scheme without actually participating in the scheme.
Brisbane City Council has adopted this model and have partnered with the University of Queensland
to establish carbon predictor models for any future participation in a scheme if required. They
therefore improve the existing systems of measurement, monitoring and reporting without actually
risking low rates of return on investment. The advantage is also that they will be ready when and if
they choose to participate.
The next progression is to enter into a partnership or joint venture and become a strategic investor
such as Forests NSW with Carbon Planet. The partnership allows the organisation to access specialist
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expertise in carbon trading without having to undertake that work itself with all the risks associated
with technical capacity and resourcing. Another example is the joint venture between New Forests
Pty Ltd and Gwydir- Border Rivers CMA. In that instance whilst the CMA contributed significant
funds for the project without any returns on investment itself the joint venture allowed more area to
be planted and revegetated, thus improving the long term viability of the project consistent with the
CMA’s strategic vision.
The final model for participation in the market is to establish the organisation as a provider and set
up a legal framework around that. It would require significant investment in expertise in web design,
carbon foot printing, monitoring, and measurement accreditation and so on. However, it does
deliver a greater proportion of investor contributions. This model does trigger all of the risks
outlined above including policy risk as the current policy framework from the federal government is
uncertain.
Each of the models outlined above are not mutually exclusive and can be entered into in an greater
or lesser degree as has been the case with some of the case studies. For example NSW Forests are a
provider as well as supply credits to voluntary market providers.
Providers
A full list of providers is available at www.carbonoffsetguide.com.au
Forests NSW – Forestry Division of the NSW government
Forests NSW was the first entity to complete the NSW GGAS audit process and commence trading as
part of the NSW mandatory carbon market. The first trade occurred between Forests NSW and
Energy Australia in 2005. They are Carbon Planet’s principal supplier of carbon credits. There are 32
individual forests that comprise the accredited carbon pool. The forests comprise 13 hardwood
species that occur naturally in NE NSW.
CO2 Australia (www.co2australia.com.au)
Provides carbon credits under the mandatory market supplying credits to Origin Energy, City of
Sydney, Qantas and so on. CO2 was one of the first providers to provide credits under the NSW
GGAS program.
CO2 Australia is the:
•
•
•

first company that reforested cleared land to achieve accreditation as an abatement provider
under the New South Wales Government’s Greenhouse Gas Abatement Scheme;
first company to be accredited as a reforestation abatement provider under the
Commonwealth Government’s voluntary Greenhouse FriendlyTM program; and the
first Australian company registered on the Chicago Climate Exchange (CCX) as an Offset
Provider. CCX operates North America’s only cap and trade system for all six greenhouse
gases, with global affiliates and projects worldwide (Co2 website)

Carbon Planet (www.carbonplanet.com)
This company was founded in Adelaide in 2000 and began trading in 2005 and is a global carbon
management company working in the voluntary market with individuals and business. They provide
carbon footprint ting tools and consultancy around energy efficiency and emissions reductions.
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Greenfleet (www.greenfleet.com.au)
Greenfleet was established in Victoria in 1997 as a not-for-profit providing carbon offsets for
vehicles, office energy use, staff air travel and conferences as part of the voluntary market. Currently
they sell 1 tonne of CO2-e for $13.40 (tax deductable). Greenfleet pays landholders for the costs of
permanent revegetation up to carbon limits. They prefer sites greater than 10 Ha and they plant
native trees in environmental plantings for a range of benefits.
An organisation can establish themselves as a provider as the NSW government did through Forestry
NSW. Forestry NSW also supply credits to other providers such as Carbon Planet in the voluntary
sector. The voluntary providers traditionally have on their website a carbon calculator for individuals
or organisations to calculate their current emissions and offset some or all of these emissions by
purchasing carbon offsets in the form of tree plantings. For example one provider would offset an
average car use for a year with 17 trees costing $40AUS. The website will also offer landholders the
ability to enter into agreements to allow the provider to plant trees on their property. Usually the
provider stipulates a minimum area of land for this to be viable.

Case Studies
The above background demonstrates the dynamic funding environment that some organisations
have used to supplement their existing tree programs and where organisations have been created
simply to meet the demands of climate change under a newly established tree program. Most local
governments around Australia however, have continued to fund their tree programs separately to
their climate change initiatives. They have continued their existing tree program or may have even
enhanced their tree program but by and large it is separate to climate change.

Examples where tree programs are funded under climate change initiatives
Given the new carbon market there are programs that are fully funded under climate change
initiatives, they tend to be not-for-profit environmental groups who are occupying the voluntary
carbon market, such as Carbon Plant and CO2 Australia. Forests NSW has a component of this within
its portfolio but is difficult to categorically say it is only funded under climate change initiatives.
The Ontario Government Urban Tree Planting Program
The Ontario Government in its commitment to fighting climate change has planted 100,000 trees at a
cost of $1 million within Ontario’s urban green spaces, in partnership with a not-for-profit
organisation called Evergreen. The program outlines a range of other benefits such as improved air
and water quality, increase energy conservation and provision of habitat for birds and wildlife. The
program is also designed to improve social capacity for adaptation to climate change through
involvement of volunteers and community groups. The benefits of the program are a clear public
message on the commitment to climate change and the link to trees.
Green Streets Canada
The Tree Canada Foundation with endorsement from the Federation of Canadian Municipalities has
established a tree planting and tree maintenance program across Canada with goal of encouraging
Canadians to plant and care for trees in their municipalities and urban and rural landscape in an
effort to reduce the harmful effects of carbon dioxide emissions. The program provides funding of
up to $25,000 per municipality for tree planting. The program was established in 1993 and up until
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2003 had planted over 650,000 plants across Canada (Alternative Funding Programs and Resources
Guide, 2003).
Global Environmental Facility
This program is the largest environmental fund in the world. The GEF is funded solely by
governments around the world to tackle climate change and address environmental issues. The
group work on a public/private partnership model that currently leverages $1:$8 for programs where
for every $1 of government funding they leverage $8 from the private sector. In 2010 Dr Robert K.
Dixon CEO announced a doubling of their forest program in an effort to address climate change
(Clean Skies News, 2010). The benefits of this program are in articulating and measuring the multiple
values and benefits of their programs and the potential to leverage government funds with private
investment.
CO2 Australia
As outlined in the providers section CO2 Australia provides carbon credits via tree planting programs
in the Mallee country under the mandatory market supplying credits to Origin Energy, City of Sydney,
Qantas and so on.
The program benefits from carbon offset funding to enhance the Mallee biodiversity within Australia.
The program funding assists in developing strong carbon sequestration models for Mallee species.

Examples where tree programs are not funded under climate change
initiatives but have climate change objectives
This category of case studies makes up by far the greatest proportion of local government programs
in Australia. As the traditional tree program remains funded through the general revenue base and
climate change initiatives are an additional program often funded through a levy mechanism or
similar.
Adelaide City Council
The Adelaide City Council case study is typical of Councils around Australia. The Council currently
manages a Wirranendi Bush Restoration program. This council initiative engages the community in
improving the natural environment of the Adelaide Park Lands. Activities funded include plant
propagation, plantings, seed collection, weed control, animal surveys, excursions and more. The
Council also partners with the South Australian Government in the Million Trees Program also known
as the Urban Forest Biodiversity Program. The Council has committed to planting 100,000
indigenous plants within the Park Lands in conjunction with SA Urban Forest. The objectives of the
program are ostensibly biodiversity but also support the vision that Adelaide is recognised as a clean,
green city leading in ecological sustainability.
Adelaide’s climate change initiatives are encapsulated within the Carbon Neutral Carbon Action Plan
2008-2012. The plan outlines carbon emission reduction actions such as lighting, increasing
renewable energy procurement and finally offsetting emissions through procurement of certified
carbon credits.
Wollongong City Council
Wollongong Council has operated a range of tree programs like many other Councils around Australia
they include such programs as: street tree program; native propagation program for Council land and
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residential Green Tree Days; they also run a program at “Greenhouse Park” which is an old Council
waste facility that Council is slowly rehabilitating with an active Bushcare program and the area is the
focus for National Tree Day activities; and their very successful Bushcare program which coordinates
over 40 volunteer groups through the city.
The Council, in partnership with Shellharbour and Kiama Councils, have developed a Sustainability
Roadmap 2008. The Roadmap outlines the climate change initiatives for the Councils over the next
five years. Whilst carbon sequestration is identified in the roadmap it is seen as additional to the
existing tree program. One of the issues raised in relation to amalgamating the tree and climate
change programs identified by the Council staff was confusing the message on biodiversity. They felt
the tree programs importance within the Council and its funding source might diminish if it was
“watered” down into the climate change program and they had built up the “brand” around the
existing tree program on the notion of biodiversity.

Examples where tree programs are both funded under tree programs and
climate change initiatives
Victoria Naturally Alliance – Habitat 141 – Outback to Ocean
(www.victoranatually.org.au)
Victoria Naturally Alliance is a not-for-profit alliance based in Victoria which aims to connect people
and nature. The Habitat 141 project aims to connect large habitat areas such as national parks and
reserves through restoring native bushland on public and private lands across Victoria. The
investments strategy outlined by Victoria Naturally Alliance to replant 255,000 Ha is funding from the
state and federal governments supplemented by carbon offsets. They estimate the cost of the
project to be $333 million over 30 years with an estimated $176 million received from biocarbon
plantings on 150,000 Ha (at a carbon price of $25).
The advantages of the program are delivering:
•
•
•
•

climate change and biodiversity improvements simultaneously;
carbon revenue provides a viable income stream for farmers;
regional economic activity is diversified with an estimated 37 jobs being created as part of
the project;
the value of multiple unpriced benefits such as ecosystem services like water quality
improvements etc.

New Forests Pty Ltd and Gwydir-Border Rivers Catchment Management Authority (CMA)
This was a large scale forestry project on 8,500 Ha of land, purchased by New Forests Pty Ltd on
behalf of Cambrium Global Timberland Limited. The project integrated large scale environmental
plantings and habitat restoration works on environmental assets that are a high priority for the CMA.
A large grant by the CMA combined with carbon trading returns was instrumental in the overall
viability of the project.
Brisbane City Council (Tom Caamano)
Brisbane City Council introduced a 1 Million Tree Project in 2007-08 with a view to carbon
sequestration trading. The Council partnered with University of Queensland to calculate standing
stock and carbon. The study found the financial returns were not enough to justify the project and
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there were far more profound benefits of the program than just carbon. The biodiversity and social
benefits of the project proved to be far more important. Additional benefits such as outdoor cooling
in urban spaces and habitat corridors for Koala were identified as major benefits of the project. The
1 Million Tree Project became the 2 Million Tree Project. The project attracted a lot of in-kind
support through land donations and the Council has entered into a number of land arrangements
with state and private entities as part of the project.
The urban and peri-urban nature of Brisbane increased the costs of a purely carbon project with
smaller discontinuous lots being revegetated, which increased the measurement and monitoring
costs associated with a carbon trading project.
The Council is taking a wait and see approach to its carbon strategy and have established databases
and monitoring regimes in order to activate the carbon trading component if and when it is politically
and financially viable.
City of Sydney (Nik Midlam)
The City of Sydney has a target of being carbon neutral. To meet this objective it purchases carbon
credits on the voluntary carbon market through CO2 Australia. Nik Midlam is head of Carbon
Strategy at the Council and they have investigated the Council generating its own carbon credits
through sequestration. The Council occupies an area of only 26 km2 and is largely urban. Their
carbon sequestration projects are on small lots that are generally discontinuous, thus increasing the
costs of monitoring and measuring any “additional” planting within their area of operations. They
are interested in the adaptation of a Canadian Carbon Accounting Tool currently being investigated
in Melbourne. This tool may decrease the management and administration costs of pooled carbon
lots and thus increase the rate of return on such stocks.
They have determined that until the carbon price is higher it is not economically feasible to trade
their own revegetation projects. In addition they have noted that carbon sequestration is low on the
list of values of importance. One of the key values of urban revegetation projects has been
reductions in urban temperature due to shading. Another key focus is green rooves and the carbon
sequestration returns on species appropriate for this type of planting is not currently financially
viable. They will continue to have a “watching brief” on the market and determine when they might
reinvestigate their trading options.
Forest NSW and Catchment Management Authorities in NSW (Nick Cameron)
In 2007 Forest NSW and seven CMAs from NSW conducted a pilot investigation to assess the viability
of the CMA becoming “Pool Managers” under the NSW GGAS program and trading carbon on the
mandatory market. The study determined that the small allotment nature and the tenure would
increase measuring and monitoring required to achieve the natural resource management outcomes
the CMAs were after making the trading financially unviable. A previous study by Forest NSW
determined that the CMAs in NSW managed approximately $12m in carbon stock. However, the
carbon stock consisted of many different species with understorey species included and work would
need to be done to develop tested models of carbon predictions. This would add to the trading costs
of the carbon and reduce returns. The pilot study found carbon would need to be at around
$50/tonne for the returns to be viable.
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Drawbacks and Benefits of Considering Funding for Urban Tree
Programs separately to Climate Change Initiatives
Traditionally tree programs have been funded by governments throughout the world as a key
environmental initiative. Over the last thirty years the emphasis has been towards native,
biodiversity benefits and away from ornamental garden type tree plantings although clearly in some
areas and contexts they still have their place particularly from a heritage perspective.
With the rise in popularity of Bushcare and Landcare over the last twenty years in Australia the
biodiversity aspects have become a key “brand” to attract volunteers and community participation.
This is one reason Councils have been slow to incorporate their existing tree programs under the
umbrella of climate change. Another reason is the long tradition of this funding and the more recent
urgency around climate change. The sector is, by its nature, conservative and there is
understandable fear that if climate change imperatives are a fad the tree funding will also be
impacted as other more urgent issues are addressed given the never ending competing demands on
expenditure.
The counter to the above arguments is the rapidly expanding opportunities and funding sources
associated with carbon sequestration and the urgent need to mitigate climate change. Climate
change has been asserted as the most pressing moral and social issue of our time and with that
comes policy changes and funding streams as federal and local moneys are made available to
support the policy framework. The public have, by and large, come to accept the climate change
argument and therefore expect governments to take action and communicate those actions.
However, there is a strong trend not to confuse the message. Whilst people accept climate change is
complex, from a transparency perspective it is always beneficial to keep the story “simple”.
Another factor in this debate is the principle of additionality as it relates to carbon offset projects
outlined above. To be eligible to claim carbon credits within the market system the work must be
additional to a “business as usual” scenario which is often difficult to define. Are Bushcare and
Landcare programs or rehabilitation works additional or accepted as “business as usual”? These are
not easy questions to answer and perhaps a simple solution is to define “business as usual” as those
programs funded from general revenue and additional works as those funded from alternative
sources.

Recommendation
To manage the above drawbacks and benefits I recommend the most prudent approach is to adopt
the “both” model. “Both” meaning: continue to pursue some tree programs as separate to climate
change initiatives but incorporate others into climate change initiatives. In this way where a program
has a strong tradition, a strong “brand” within the organisation and long term funding commitment
and strong community participation it should continue under that program and be labelled the
“business as usual”. There is then a clear distinction between the work carried out with particular
objectives that are separate to those of climate change, though they may incorporate climate change
objects. If the community understand and identify with the exiting reasons for undertaking the
activity then it would be confusing to alter the message. The most obvious program is the street tree
program. This would generally be perceived by the community as a minimum tree program for any
government. Street trees would be the hardest to include in any carbon offset program as the area is
often relatively small and the percentage cover of canopy may not comply with the carbon offset
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standards. It is therefore difficult to quantify its carbon sequestration value whether an organisation
wishes to include it as a carbon credit or simply via its climate change response.
Any other works, however, would benefit from being incorporated into a climate change program
because there are multiple environmental benefits associated with any revegetation program
including carbon sequestration, biodiversity enhancement, water and air quality improvements, and
temperature reductions and so on. Once these multiple values and benefits are communicated to
the community the principle of adaptation and community resilience will play a factor in ongoing
funding. Linking climate change commitment to trees has helped focus the message on climate
change in Canada and enabled the community to participate in “doing something” for climate change
increasing the communities long term ability for resilience. Rather than adopting the view that it is
all too hard and what can I do to stop climate change from happening.
In addition the concept of multiple benefits increases the chances of leveraging funds through other
government and or private mechanisms as the benefits to others are also enhanced. The drawback
of not identifying the tree program in the climate change initiatives is that you will be limiting the
funding sources for projects and not realising the leveraging potential outlined above. Identifying
the project within ones climate change initiatives implies a certain level of measurement and
monitoring to identify the exact benefits of the program in relation to climate change. This
measurement and monitoring will then assist in prosecuting a case for funding from various sources.
Without quantifying the benefits it is difficult to prove value for money.
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A Brief Review of Papers by Dr C Brack and by the Department of Territory
and Municipal Services relevant to population modelling of Canberra’s Urban
Trees.
G M Moore
Burnley College University of Melbourne, 500 Yarra Boulevard, RICHMOND, 3121
INTRODUCTION:
As part of the Reference Panel working under the Commissioner for Sustainability and the
Environment (OCSE) investigating the Government’s management practices and the renewal of
Canberra’s urban trees, I was asked to review the papers of Dr C Brack pertinent to Canberra’s
trees populations. I was also asked to review selected publications by the Department of Territory
and Municipal Services (TAMS), Parks Conservation and Lands in relation to suggestions that up
to two thirds of Canberra’s urban trees would be expected to decline and require replacement
over the next 10-25 years.
It should be noted that this is not intended to be a comprehensive scientific review of the papers
by Dr Brack which have been though the process of scientific peer review by appropriately
qualified reviewers, but rather a search for specific information in relation to the numbers of trees
needing replacement in the short to medium term.
In relation to the TAMS publications the intention was to seek the data upon which the
predictions of tree replacement were based and to test its validity in relation to the current status
of Canberra’s urban tree population.
Accordingly, I have reviewed the following publications:
J C Banks, C L Brack and James R N (1999) Modelling Changes in Dimensions, Health Status
and Arboricultural Implications for Urban Trees. Urban Ecosystems 3, 35-43
J C G Banks and C L Brack (2003) Canberra’s Urban Forest: Evolution and Planning for Future
Landscapes. Urban Forestry and Urban Greening 1, 151-90
C L Brack (2006) Updating Urban Forest Inventories: an Example of the DISMUT Model. Urban
Forestry and Urban Greening 5, 189-94
I also had access to the following TAMS documents
Anon (2005) Safe and Sustainable Trees for the Bush Capital. Urban Trees Asset Management
Strategy 2005-2022
Anon (2005/06) Urban Trees Asset Management Plan 2005-2022. Parks Conservation and lands
Banks J C G, Brack CL and James R N (2002) Future Growth and Life Cycle Cost Modelling for
Canberra’s Public Tree Assets. Consultancy support report to Canberra Parks and Places
1
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Brack C and Merrit W (2005) Quantifying the asset, economic, environmental and social values
of Canberra’s urban forest estate. Consultancy support report to Canberra Parks and Places
Banks J C G, Brack CL and James R N (1998) Canberra Urban Tree Management Survey of
Urban Tree Assets. Consultancy support report to Canberra Parks and Places
REVIEW of BRACK PAPERS;
Some of the papers describe a data management system, DISMUT (Decision Information System
for Managing Urban Trees), while others simply use Microsoft Access to analyze data collected
on Canberra’s urban tree population.
The papers seem scientifically sound and are quite upfront about the assumptions used in the
methodology and modeling. I would bring the following to your attention:
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

the researchers have used a forestry approach to asset management by modifying
plantation inventory systems for urban tree population management and future costs
the papers use data based on groups rather than individual trees so the outcomes cannot be
used for the management of a particular specimen. In short, it is not reasonable to apply
the group condition to any particular trees
in many places the authors work to a worse case scenario rather than an average, but is
clear that this is the intent. However others may not appreciate that this is the case, and so
could draw conclusions based on a worst case scenario rather than upon a real and
existing situation
the research uses data from street trees that is then generalized to park trees. This may be
problematic if park trees are bigger or in better health than street trees as you might
expect. However, the assumptions are made clear in the paper and do not seem
unreasonable to the point where they might bias the results
the system models height and tree condition and relates these to age
the most recent paper, (Brack 2006), notes that predicted canopy development for smaller
trees was less than models predicted. It also uses only two categories of tree condition healthy and unhealthy, which is a rather imprecise instrument for categorizing tree
condition. However it should be noted that this paper is presented as an update of earlier
work and so the simplification of categories is not unreasonable. The description of an
unhealthy trees as one …with at least one prominent dead branch … or hollows or fungal
fruiting bodies …is questionable. It is possible that a healthy tree could contain all three
and have a long useful life expectancy. A hollow may have no bearing on the health or
safety of a tree, and so defining the heath or otherwise of a trees requires a broader and
more relevant range of criteria properly applied by people with appropriate arboricultural
expertise
the Brack(2006) paper also notes that by 2020, the majority of the trees in Canberra
would reach a height in excess of 15 m, which means that crown maintenance work after
this date will become more expensive as different machinery would be required. This may
or may not be the case depending on the work being undertaken. It may be the case if all
work was based on access by elevated platform. However, it is fair to say that the taller
2
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the tree and the larger its canopy the more expensive most crown maintenance operations
are likely to be
height and age are related to current maintenance costs and this allows predictions of
likely future cost trends and the subsequent development of urban tree management
strategies
the papers apply a concept of safe life, which is linked to age. This could be tested to see
if the estimates of age and life expectancy have proved accurate. Have the estimates of
life expectancy stood over the extended period of below average rainfall? Has the better
rainfall over the past few years improved tree condition and perhaps extended the life
expectancy predictions?
none of the papers considers changed management regimes or their impact on tree
condition, growth rates or life expectancies. The use of mulch or supplementary irrigation
could improve tree condition and extend life expectancy. However, neither is considered
in the papers, nor are soil conditions, and the papers do not purport to deal with this
aspect of urban trees
the concept of safe life is widely used but can be debated in terms of what is actually
meant. In these papers it is pretty clear that it means safe in a public place in terms of risk
hazard and targets

REVIEW of TAMS DOCUMENTS;
Turning attention to the documents that were provided by TAMS, the following were available
for review:
Anon (2005) Safe and Sustainable Trees for the Bush Capital. Urban Trees Asset Management
Strategy 2005-2022. Parks Conservation and Lands, Territory and Municipal Services
Anon (2005/06) Urban Trees Asset Managemant Plan 2005-2022. Parks Conservation and
Lands, Territory and Municipal Services
Banks J C G, Brack CL and James R N (2002) Future Growth and Life Cycle Cost Modelling for
Canberra’s Public Tree Assets. Consultancy support report to Canberra Parks and Places
Brack C and Merrit W (2005) Quantifying the asset, economic, environmental and social values
of Canberra’s urban forest estate. Consultancy support report to Canberra Parks and Places
Banks J C G, Brack CL and James R N (1998) Canberra Urban Tree Management Survey of
Urban Tree Assets. Consultancy support report to Canberra Parks and Places
The consultancy reports are cited in the TAMS Asset management plans and are used to support
components of the plans. It is to be noted that many of these documents relate to the budget and
resource implications of managing an ageing urban tree population. These aspects of tree
management are not the concern of this brief report which focuses on tree removal predictions:
•

The document, Anon 2005 (Parks, Conservation and Lands), asserts based on an ANU
consultancy (Banks J C G, Brack CL and James R N (2002) Future Growth and Life
Cycle Cost Modelling for Canberra’s Public Tree Assets) that…large numbers of these
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trees are at the end of their safe life and are in serious decline… (page 4). This is
probably a reasonable statement given the nature of the document, but is vague and
without substantiating data.
this document covers some 600,000 trees – 212,000 street trees, 236,000 park trees and
178,000 trees in road reserves and other open spaces (626,000 trees in total). These
numbers are based on another consultancy report – Banks J C G, Brack CL and James R
N (1998) Canberra Urban Tree Management Survey of Urban Tree Assets (page 5).
Anon 2005 (Parks, Conservation and Lands) also values the tree population at $1.1 billion
or some $3,100 per tree. It also estimates some $15 million of environmental benefits per
annum from the tree population based on a third consultancy - Brack C and Merrit W
(2005) Quantifying the asset, economic, environmental and social values of Canberra’s
urban forest estate (page 5). While the $1.1 billion seems a high figure, I think it could be
argued that it is a considerable underestimate
Figure 1 in Anon 2005 (Parks, Conservation and Lands) titled, The age class distribution
of Canberra’s ageing trees is of interest. From the data presented, it may be inferred that
some 293,000 trees (of Canberra’s 1 million or the 600,000 managed by TAMS) may
need to be replaced over a period of 10-20 years. However, this has to be deduced from
the figure and there is no interpretation from the Brack reports to support such a
deduction. It assumes tree removal based on deteriorating tree condition classes and the
increased maintenance costs associated with managing trees as they age and deteriorate in
condition
It is possible that there may be some confusion in the interpretation of data in this
document. The Brack reference to 30,000 trees deteriorating in condition class and thus
requiring inspection and maintenance does not mean their removal. Indeed, as the author
notes, some trees will not require any maintenance and others may require a routine
deadwooding. This number may have both management and resource implications, but if
done should result in improved tree condition and a delayed need for tree replacement
Anon (2005/06, Parks, Conservation and Lands) is a very useful and interesting document
it contains the same graph (Figure 6) as Figure 1 in the Anon 2005 (Parks, Conservation
and Lands) report and the comments made above in relation to this figure are relevant to
this document
The Banks J C G, Brack CL and James R N (2002) report which is a very useful and data
rich report, notes that about 30,000 trees per year will deteriorate one condition class if
nothing is done to maintain them in better condition.
This report also models using a safe age of 50 years for native species and 75 for exotic
species, which is well explained in the report, but it does not mean that safe ages may be
greater than those assumed
In the latter parts of the report models restricted maintenance and replacement scenarios
of between 250 and 1500 trees per year, and notes that it anticipates significant public
resistance to the replacement programs
The report by Brack C and Merrit W (2005) is an economic and asset based document
which again has real merit as it places a value on urban vegetation. However it does not
directly address the issue of tree replacement in Canberra’s urban forest other than to
mention a replacement figure of 6,000 trees per annum under the normal forest scenario
described in the Banks, Brack and James 2002 report
The Banks J C G, Brack CL and James R N (1998) while containing some interesting
base data does not address tree replacement
4
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DISCUSSION
Brack papers:
It is of interest that in none of the papers by Dr Brack to which I have had access is there a figure
about the number of trees that will need to be replaced over a specified time frame. Indeed this is
not part of the focus of the papers which are more about growth parameters and future
management implications as trees increase in size and age.
Overall I think the papers by Dr Brack are unbiased and useful. It is a reasonable and data-based
approach to tree management on a population scale. The papers take an urban forestry rather than
arboricultural (see explanatory note at the end of this paper) approach to managing urban tree
populations and so the use of modified forestry modeling techniques and methods would seem
both reasonable and justified.
TAMS documents:
The two TAMS, Parks, Conservation and Lands, documents are of considerable value in
managing an urban tree population. Anon 2005/06 (Parks, Conservation and Lands) has valuable
data that is highly relevant to the strategic management of an urban tree population. However,
neither of the documents report numbers of trees that need to be replaced over a specific time
period. The only way in which I could deduce such a number was by reference to tree age class
distributions and only then by inference as mentioned in the discussion of Figure 1 Anon 2005,
(Parks, Conservation and lands).
The reports that support the various consultancies are of good quality and are data rich. They
would prove very valuable in developing strategic management, however none of them make
reference to high tree replacement scenarios. The Anon 2005 (Parks, Conservation and Lands)
report notes that tree condition was worse than predicted probably due to the prolonged drought
and the Brack papers noted that tree health had been over-estimated when the 2003 data were
revisited in an update in 2006. Again the drought was suggested as a possible cause.
In the pursuit of the source of a figure that between one and two thirds of Canberra’s urban trees
would need replacement over the next 20 years, I could not find any direct reference to such a
scenario in any of the documents reviewed. However, I could deduce it from Figure 1 Anon
2005. Such a deduction, however, assumes a worse-case scenario, and that no management action
is taken to improve tree condition. The Brack papers make it clear that even simple management
interventions, such as pruning and dead branch removal, which are likely to be undertaken as
routine would improve tree condition. In short the worst case scenario is unlikely to unfold.
Consequently, I do not think one third or more of Canberra’s urban tree population is in need of
imminent replacement if it is well managed and appropriate maintenance is carried out following
tree assessments.
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POSSIBLE REFERENCE PANEL ACTION
If the opportunity arises I would recommend that Dr Brack be asked the following questions:
•
•
•

Is the TAMS paper a reasonable interpretation of the data?
Do the estimates related to age, tree condition and tree removal stand the test of
time? Often arborists give a 10-20 year estimate of safe life, but 10 years (or even 20
years) later they give the same estimate.
It may be worth grounding the data by asking Dr Bracks if he is prepared to
revisit some of his estimates and subsequent predictions.

EXPLANATORY NOTE
ARBORICULTURE AND URBAN FORESTRY: A MATTER OF SEMANTICS?
It is interesting that at present the phrase urban forestry is often used as a synonym for
arboriculture. However, the terms do have different meanings and while the semantics may not
be of interest to urban tree managers, the consequences for tree management and urban tree
populations might be. It should be remembered that in Australia arboriculture and urban forestry
come from different traditions that are underpinned by different, and sometimes conflicting,
philosophies. Urban forestry comes from a forestry tradition of managing groups of trees for their
production values, while arboriculture comes from a horticultural tradition that focuses on a tree
as a specimen.
Both approaches have value and application in the management of urban trees, however, there is
a need for a word of caution about the use of the term “urban forestry” in relation to urban trees.
In focusing on the urban forest it is easy for the importance of the individual specimen to be
minimized and undervalued, which could see the removal of individual trees as long as the forest
is maintained. Clearly neglecting the removal of single trees could see the forest as a whole
reduced as a consequence, but the arboricultural focus on the specimen ensures that the forest is
undiminished.
While this paper is not the place for a lengthy discussion of the differences in the philosophies
supporting arboriculture and urban forestry, it is worth remembering that they can lead to quite
different outcomes in urban tree management. Both have their place and application, and at
present they often aspire to the same goals in the face of climate change and urban development.
However, the terms should be applied knowledgeably and in the appropriate environmental
context.
Extract from:
Moore G M (2009) Urban Trees: Worth More Than They Cost Lawry D, J Gardner and
S Smith Editors, Proceedings of the Tenth National Street Tree Symposium, 7-14,
University of Adelaide/Waite Arboretum, Adelaide, ISBN 978-0-9805572-2-0
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Summary of Recommendations
Seven recommendations have been made in this interim report in the Investigation into the
Government’s tree management practices and the renewal of Canberra’s urban forest.
Recommendations 1 to 5 are recommended for immediate implementation. Recommendations 1, 3,
4 and 5 have been crafted to assist the Department of Territory and Municipal Services (TAMS)
progress the tree removal tender called on 6 March 2010 and yet to be finalised.
While Recommendation 2 affects the city wide tree assessment survey / audit, which has recently
commenced, the suggested collection of information recommended is valuable and should therefore
be captured.
Recommendation 6 and 7 are presented as they are considered important in assisting TAMS better
manage trees and these could be implemented while the Tree Investigation continues.
All recommendations are presented as part of this interim report on particular matters and are
subject to further consideration and development as part of the final report on the Tree Investigation
by the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, due 30 June 2010.
Recommendation 1
It is recommended that a tree replacement policy for streets and parks be developed and
adopted by TAMS.
Such a policy could simply be a commitment to replanting when a tree (or group of trees) is
removed unless circumstances prohibit. It should be supported by information regarding the timing
of replacement planting (this maybe in the next planting season and not necessarily immediately),
species selection criteria, maintenance and irrigation regime, opportunities for the involvement of
adjoining residents; and the circumstances when a replanting will not be undertaken. These
circumstances may include space limitations, solar access, species availability, or objections of the
resident(s) that immediately abuts a proposed replanting.
Currently when a tree is removed residents are asked if they want a tree replanted; however, the
default position of TAMS should be to plant a tree unless circumstances prohibit.
Recommendation 2
It is recommended that the city wide tree condition audit, currently being undertaken by
TAMS, identify opportunities for tree planting where ‘gaps’ exist and that tree planting
occurs in these ‘gaps’, unless circumstances prohibit.
Recommendation 3
It is recommended that the terms ‘dangerous’ and ‘hazardous’ not be used to describe a
category of trees and that there be a focus on distinguishing when a tree needs to be removed
under ‘urgent circumstances’ versus general tree removal.
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The term ‘dangerous’ could be captured under ‘Tree Removal (Urgent Circumstances)’, with a
definition such as a tree (or group of trees) assessed as presenting an imminent threat to the health
or safety of people and / or public or private property. Such a tree (or group of trees) would
require removal as a matter of urgency and should be removed within 48 hours or sooner from the
time TAMS made the decision to remove it, under normal circumstances. Normal circumstances
would exclude, for example, major storms or fires.
‘Hazardous’ tree removal could be captured under the general term ‘Tree Removal’ with the
reasons for the removal being stated as part of the communication process.
Recommendation 4
It is recommended that TAMS tree removal technical and administrative policies and
procedures be strengthened by the following.
•
TAMS undertaking a sample audit of trees that consultants recommend for removal.
This audit should be undertaken on-site by a qualified and experienced tree assessment
officer from within TAMS. This audit should be documented.
•
A senior manager being held accountable for the final decision for non-urgent tree
removal of:
o
‘green’1 trees;
o
trees in heritage precincts;
o
dead trees in parks, which are of potential value as a habitat tree;2 or
o
trees on the ACT Tree Register.
•
Allowing a resident or public member with respect to non-urgent tree removal, the
opportunity to request that an Executive Officer undertake an internal reconsideration
of a decision. The Executive Officer should give their decision in writing with reasons.
A resident could be given 14 days to lodge a request for reconsideration, following the
announcement of the tree removal. The Executive Officer should be given a limited time to
respond, this could be 14 days from receipt of the request. The tree should not be removed
during this time unless conditions changed and the removal was under urgent circumstances.
•
TAMS undertaking a sample audit of removed trees to validate visual tree assessments
and inform future assessments.
•
Markings on trees for assisting TAMS staff or contractors to locate trees being discrete
with information communicating a tree removal occurring via a communication
procedure and not by the prominence of a marking.
•
Publishing the policies and procedures on the TAMS website as soon as possible and
keeping them up to date with future changes.
Recommendation 5
It is recommended that the TAMS tree (or group of trees) removal (and replacement)
communication process be strengthened by the following.
•
A tree assessment being made available to a resident or member of the community on
request.
It is not recommended that such assessments be routinely given to residents as part of the
notified process.

1
2

A ‘green’ tree is one that is living.
Dead trees on streets are not considered appropriate for retention as habitat trees due to public safety issues.
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•

Adopting as a minimum the following notification.
o
Tree Removal (Urgent-Circumstances) – Street Tree
A standard notification letter/card delivered to the closest three residences on both sides
of the street before or soon after the removal, i.e. the property adjacent to the verge
where the tree will be removed, the two properties either side of this one and the three
properties opposite.
o
Tree Removal (Urgent-Circumstances) – Park Tree
A sign erected in the park before or soon after the removal.
o
Tree Removal – Street Tree
A standard notification letter/card delivered to the closest three residences on both sides
of the street prior to the removal, i.e. the property adjacent to the verge where the tree
will be removed, the two properties either side of this one and the three properties
opposite.

o

•
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If the street tree (or group of trees) has a high-profile (e.g. a large tree that makes a
major contribution to the landscape) or if there will be a substantial change due to the
removal of several trees, a sign should also be placed on a tree (or group of trees), at the
same time the notification letter/card is sent.
Tree Removal – Park Tree
A sign placed on the tree in a position where it will be obvious to park users. In
situations where several trees will be removed in a park, it might be necessary to
consider placing a sign at the entrance to the park in addition to where the trees to be
removed are located.

Including in a Tree Notification letter/card or on a Tree Notification sign for trees
removed or to be removed, as a minimum information which:
o
makes it obvious that the letter/card or sign is official;
o
states that the tree assessment was undertaken by a qualified tree assessor;
o
gives the reasons why the tree is to be removed or was removed;
o
states that the policy is for a replacement planting unless circumstances prohibit;
o
provides a contact number where further information can be gained; and,
o
gives the specific and direct website address for the policy and procedures covering the
subject tree activities.

In the notification letter/card to the nearest resident, the assistance of the resident in watering a
replacement tree should be sought. Consideration could also be given to allowing an individual
resident the option that if they do not want a tree replacement they can contact TAMS to give this
view. TAMS would then need to assess the situation and make a final decision.
Recommendation 6
It is recommended that TAMS tree assessors have an Australian Qualifications Framework
(AQF) Level 5 or Certificate 5 in Arboriculture or Horticulture with 5 years experience or
proven equivalent skills.
Recommendation 7
It is recommended that the TAMS tree assessment form be modified to include information
relating to:
•
retaining a tree, or part of a tree in a park, for habitat; and
•
replanting options.

iii
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Introduction

On 3 December 2009, Mr Simon Corbell MLA, Minister for the Environment, Climate
Change and Water, directed the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment,
Dr Maxine Cooper to undertake an Investigation into the Government’s tree
management practices and the renewal of Canberra’s urban forest.3 This is referred to
as the Tree Investigation. Information for the Tree Investigation has been gathered from
public submissions, two community forums, a specialist forum on birds, and
consultations with members of the community and organisation with expertise relevant
to the topic.
While the Commissioner is due to complete the Tree Investigation by 30 June 2010, on
24 February 2010, Mr Jon Stanhope MLA, ACT Chief Minister, wrote to Dr Cooper
requesting “early advice on the Government’s Dead and Hazardous Tree Removal
Program.”4
It is understood that during the course of the Tree Investigation the Department of
Territory and Municipal Services (TAMS) has been, and will continue, to manage trees
in public streets and parks to protect public safety. To this end, TAMS called a tender
on 6 March 2010 for a “Panel arrangement for urban tree removal projects on behalf of
Territory and Municipal Services.”5 It is understood that this tender is primarily to
facilitate the removal of ‘dead’ and ‘hazardous’ trees. This interim report is provided in
response to the Minister’s request and therefore provides recommendations to assist
TAMS manage ‘dead’, ‘dangerous’ and ‘hazardous’ trees, including those that will be
removed under the tender called on 6 March 2010.
TAMS is the agency responsible for the management of trees in public streets and
parks, which are the responsibility of the ACT Government. According to TAMS
website6 “Parks, Conservation and Lands (PCL) is responsible for the management and
maintenance of trees growing on unleased urban Territory Land, including suburban
street and major road nature strips and medians, and in parks and landscaped open
spaces in Canberra. Well developed maintenance programs for public trees are
important for maintaining tree health and ensuring that public safety is not
compromised. The objectives of the urban tree management are to enhance the
landscape setting for the city, to maintain a safe and sustainable urban forest and to
conserve the natural environment. Management responsibility includes:
•
ensuring trees in high use urban areas are regularly inspected for hazards that
could pose a risk to public safety;
•
ensuring trees are routinely pruned with the aim of protecting public utilities,
enhancing public safety and urban amenity, and improving or maintaining tree
health;
3

Letter from Mr Simon Corbell MLA to Dr Maxine Cooper, Commissioner for Sustainability and the
Environment, 3/12/2009.
4
Letter from Mr Jon Stanhope MLA to Dr Maxine Cooper, Commissioner for Sustainability and the
Environment, 24/2/2010.
5
ACT Government Request for Tender No. 11628.110.
6
Management of trees on public land, website, accessed 25/3/2010,
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/play/parks conservation and lands/parks reserves and open places/trees a
nd forests/trees/tree policy.
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2.1.1 The Tree Protection Act 2005
Trees on unleased land for example nature strips/verges, plantations, reserves, public
parks and land designated for future urban development are generally not covered by
the Tree Protection Act 2005 unless they are so significant that they fall under the
definition of a ‘registered’ tree, that is as an individual tree, registered (by the
Conservator of Flora and Fauna) on the ACT Tree Register.
Section 29 of the Act covers approval to undertake a tree damaging activity in relation
to a protected tree or undertake groundwork in relation to the protection zone for a
protected tree or a declared site, in urgent circumstances or for minor work provides
that the Conservator may approve the activity if satisfied that the circumstances require
the application to be considered urgently and the activity is necessary to protect the
health or safety of people or animals, or public or private property.
The Tree Protection Act 2005 includes provision for the protection of trees of heritage
significance in built-up urban areas. For trees of heritage significance, it provides for
the ACT Heritage Council to be told about approved activities, tree management plans
and provisional registration under that Act. It also provides for the ACT Heritage
Council’s advice to be taken into account in deciding whether to register a tree of
heritage significance under that Act.
2.1.2 The Nature Conservation Act 1980

The Nature Conservation Act 1980 is an “Act to make provision for the preservation of
native animals and native plants and for the reservation of areas for those purposes”.
Part 8 of the Act covers reserved areas (reserved area is defined as an area of public
land reserved under the Territory plan as a wilderness area, national park or nature
reserve) this part includes offences of clearing native vegetation in reserved areas.
Accordingly this part of the legislation is not relevant to ‘dead,’ ‘dangerous,’ or
‘hazardous’ trees.
While the Act does not define ‘dead’, ‘dangerous’ or ‘hazardous’ trees, section 52 of the
Nature Conservation Act 1980 (preservation of native timber) does include an offence
provision in relation to the removal of standing native timber, it reads “A person shall
not, without reasonable excuse—(a) fell, or cause to be felled; or (b) damage, or cause
to be damaged; standing native timber on unleased land in the built-up area, or leased or
unleased land outside the built-up area, except in accordance with a licence.” However,
section 52 (5) of the NCA provides that subsections 52 (1) and (3) do not apply in
relation to the felling, removal or damage of native timber if it is done by a conservation
officer, or a public servant, in the exercise of his or her functions. Accordingly, if the
public servant is able to prove that removal of ‘dead’, ‘dangerous’ and ‘hazardous’
native trees is in exercise of his or her functions, a licence to do so will not be necessary
and nor will an offence be committed. This would include employees of TAMS whose
duties include the removal of dead or dying nature strip native trees. Section 52(5) of
the Nature Conservation Act 1980 also exempts the felling, removal or damage of
native timber with the authority of the Conservator. This would allow the removal of
dead or dying nature strip trees by contractors if authorised by the Conservator.
Alternatively, they would need a licence. It is not clear whether PCL has secured
authorisation or a licence from the Conservator. This issue will be further considered in
the context of the final report.
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The definition of built up area under The Nature Conservation Act 1980 is linked to the
definition of built up area under the Emergencies Act 2004 and the Emergencies (Builtup Area) Declaration 2006. This Declaration covers any area which is, within the terms
of the Territory Plan is subject to a planning policy (rather than a specific planning
zone).
2.1.3 Other Legislation
The Planning and Development Act 2007 covers the management of trees within the
Territory’s planning and development context.
Other pieces of legislation The Heritage Act 2004, Roads and Public Places Act 1937,
Trespass on Territory Land Act 1932, Utilities Act 2000, Emergencies Act 2004, and
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1998 cover (in part) the
management and the removal of trees within the Territory in certain circumstances.
Their scope does not include the removal of ‘dead’ ‘dangerous’ trees or ‘hazardous’
trees by TAMS. They include circumstances in which the protection or removal of
vegetation including trees, can be undertaken (in specified circumstances) by other
agencies, non-government parties, or individuals when directed. They are noted here
for the sake of completeness and will be considered further where relevant in the
broader context of the Tree Investigation and the Final Report.
2.2

Practices in Other Jurisdictions

2.2.1 Tree Management Practices
Four Councils in Australia were contacted by the Office of the Commissioner for
Sustainability and the Environment (OCSE) regarding tree management for ‘dead’,
‘dangerous’ and ‘hazardous’ trees:
•
Brisbane City Council;9
•
City of Sydney;10
•
City of Melbourne;11 and
•
Hume City Council.12
These four councils manage trees according to the size of their tree population and
available resources. While management activities vary between different jurisdictions,
there are some principles and practices that are common to all Councils.

9

Phone conversations with Brisbane City Council (Lyndal Plant) – 23/2/2010 and 23/3/2010; emails
dated 25/2/2010 and 18/3/2010.
10
Phone conversations with City of Sydney (Karen Sweeney) – 23/2/2010 and 23/3/2010.
11
Phone conversation with City of Melbourne (Ian Shears) – 23/3/2010.
12
Phone conversations with Hume City Council (Jason Summers) – 23/2/2010 and 18/3/2010; email
dated 18/3/2010.
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2.2.1.1 Number of trees managed/removed
Brisbane City Council estimates that it manages 543,000 street trees along 4,500km of
roads and an unknown number of park trees living in 2,000 separate pieces of parkland.
In 2008/2009 approximately 3,900 trees (approximately 0.7% of the total trees
managed) were removed and it is estimated that 3% of these were immediately
dangerous or emergency removals. Brisbane City Council currently receives about
1,500 service requests related to trees per month; Council is committed to meeting its
customer service standards, and divides its resources between works which are
proactive and those which are reactive to customer requests and unexpected events.
Currently 60% of works are reactive with 40% proactive; Council’s goal is to be 80%
proactive with its maintenance activities.
The City of Sydney manages 28,000 street trees and 20,000 park trees. Approximately
450 street trees and 150 park trees are removed annually (approximately 1.3% of the
total trees managed). Between 1000 and 2000 street trees are planted each year (the
number of trees planted in parks is not known). City of Sydney inspects and if required
prunes 100% of its tree population each year; some high-profile trees are inspected and
maintained on a six month cycle.
The City of Melbourne maintains 63,000 trees in streets and parks. Annual tree
removals previously averaged approximately 700 per year (approximately 1% of the
total trees managed). In recent years this has increased to 2000 per year, which is
primarily attributed to the stress associated with the ongoing drought. The City of
Melbourne inspects and undertakes required maintenance on 100% of their trees on a
one or two year cycle depending on the prominence of the trees.
Hume City Council, located within the northern growth corridor of Melbourne, manages
approximately 138,000 trees in streets and parks. Approximately 4,000 trees are
removed annually (approximately 3% of the trees managed), with 10-15% of these
being emergency/urgent removals or storm damage. Hume City Council currently plant
between 3,000 and 5,000 trees per year (they are running out of vacant sites) and
receive a further 10,000 trees for developments in new suburbs. The annual recurrent
arboriculture budget is increased by $19.20 per new tree, which is the cost of
maintaining a tree by this Council. Approximately 400 service requests for trees are
received per month, and 25% of Hume City Council trees are inspected annually, which
generates proactive works for the service crews.
By comparison, TAMS manages approximately 630,000 urban trees, 430,000 of which
are in streets and mown parks13. In the last six years, TAMS has removed 18,500
‘dead’, ‘dangerous’ and ‘hazardous’ trees (assuming 3,083 are removed per year this is
approximately 0.5% of street and park trees managed by TAMS). The overall total
number of trees removed by TAMS is unknown at this time. The TAMS street and park
tree management budget of $7M14 equates to $11.11 per tree (based on a tree population
of 630,000). Subsequent to the presentation where the $7M was presented, TAMS has
advised that this figure included the recurrent tree management budget and initiative
13

Presentation by Fleur Flanery (TAMS) at a community meeting organised by the Office of the
Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, Manuka Oval, Monday 15 February 2010.
14
Presentation by Fleur Flanery (TAMS) at a community meeting organised by the Office of the
Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, Manuka Oval, Monday 15 February 2010.
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funding from the Urban Forest Renewal Program, and that $2M of the initiative funding
has been withheld during the Tree Investigation with some actions not being
progressed15. Currently TAMS receives approximately 500 service enquires a month
relating to trees. TAMS tree management has historically been opportunistic and
reactive, as until recently there was no systematic citywide tree survey/audit assessment
(what Brisbane City Council refers to as ‘proactive’). However, in the last year work
has commenced on developing such a system and the tree condition audit is underway
and expected to be complete by June 2010.16
While comparisons with the four jurisdictions considered are difficult due to different
data, it does appear that in terms of total percentage of street and park trees managed
that TAMS has removed fewer street and park trees than these jurisdictions.
In terms of street and park tree population Brisbane City Council appears to have the
greatest similarity with the ACT.
2.2.1.2 Urgent tree removal
All of the four Councils contacted, immediately remove trees that present an imminent
threat to persons or property. While Hume City Council policy allows 7 days for
emergency tree removal; in practice they remove the trees the same day and have crews
on call for after hours work if required. In all four Councils, where possible, adjacent
residents are notified at the time of the removal, if no one is home, a calling card/letter
is left to indicate why the tree was removed.
The current process used by TAMS for urgent tree removal is outlined in Section 3. In
general, TAMS also immediately removes a dangerous tree which is considered to be an
imminent threat to persons or property.
2.2.1.3 Tree removal (non-urgent)
In all the four Councils contacted, trees were removed for a variety of reasons, including
when their condition indicated that there was a high risk, when there was potential
damage to infrastructure, or to accommodate development. Ms Lyndal Plant from
Brisbane City Council indicated that the “key is to communicate and notify people as
soon as the decision is made to remove the tree”. Brisbane City Council only places a
sign on a tree when it is ‘highly significant’; otherwise a calling card (Attachment 1) is
placed in the letterbox of the adjacent resident, residents on either side of the adjacent
resident, and the equivalent properties on the opposite side of the road. The local
Councillor is also informed and given a spreadsheet of the trees to be removed, and
given three weeks to respond. Letterbox dropping is generally not done for the removal
trees in parks; however, a sign (Attachment 2) is placed on the tree and a list of trees to
be removed is sent to the local Councillor.

15
16

Personal communication, Fleur Flanery, TAMS, 16/4/2010.
Personal communication, Fleur Flanery, TAMS, 15/4/2010.
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Brisbane City Council marks a tree to be removed with a small blue ‘R’ and they have a
formalised notification procedure including allowing three weeks for objections. Any
objection to a proposed tree removal, or a refused tree removal request, has any
escalation process as part of their tree removal and replacement procedure (Attachment
3). If a senior officer thought that a declining tree could be kept longer in a safe, useful
form, then the original decision to remove the tree could be reconsidered.
The City of Sydney places a sign on trees to be removed. Standard signs are used in
some cases, but often a custom ‘temporary’ sign is prepared with the wording ‘The City
of Sydney intends to remove and replace this tree…’ and then goes on to list the
replacement species, timeframe and photos of the replacement species. For prominent
sites the City of Sydney may letterbox drop residences within 25-50m distance of the
tree. The removal of significant registered trees would require additional measures
including the preparation of an independent report on the tree and letterbox dropping of
residences within 100m distance of the tree. The Director is required to approve the
removal of healthy trees, that is, those that are not being removed due to poor health or
structure. For the removal of trees in parks, a sign is placed on the tree and at the
entrance to the park. The City of Sydney tries to remove trees in a contracted job lot
prior to commencement of the planting season to reduce the time between removal and
replanting. A discreet blue dot is occasionally placed on the base of the tree (never a
cross), but in most circumstances the contractors have the GPS location of the tree and a
portable computer to locate the tree to be removed.
The City of Melbourne has no minimum notification standards regarding removing
trees, but determines communication requirements on a case-by-case basis.
Communication methods employed will include on-site signage and letterbox drops. If
trees are on the Heritage Register then the Heritage Council is notified.
Hume City Council has a policy that emergency tree works are undertaken in 7 days,
high priority works in 4 weeks and normal works in 8 weeks. Where a tree is proposed
for removal in the verge at the front of a property, a ‘tick-box’ calling card is placed in
the letterbox. The resident has 5 days in which to respond. Hume City Council argues
that the expertise of the arborist making the removal decision should not be questioned
assuming that they have a minimum Level 5 certification qualification.
None of the four Councils provided individual tree assessment information to residents,
and considered this would be too onerous.
The process used by TAMS for tree removal (non-urgent) is outlined in Section 3.
2.2.1.4 Replacement Tree Planting
Replacement tree planting by Councils is instigated by various practices. Brisbane City
Council initiates most replacement planting and the resident is advised via a Street Tree
Service Notice (Attachment 1) 2-3 weeks prior to the planting. Residents are provided
with general information and specific species are not mentioned. The Local Councillor
will be notified 1 month in advance of tree planting. If the adjacent resident objects to
the planting, then Council will generally not pursue it. Brisbane City Council aims to
achieve 50% shade coverage from trees on its paths.17
17

Personal communication, Lyndal Plant, Brisbane City Council, 8/4/2010.
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Brisbane City Council has a funded post-planting tree establishment program; this
includes for standard trees a 12-month period with 22 visits for watering, mulching,
weed control, pruning or replacement if necessary. A juvenile maintenance visit is
undertaken at 3-4 years. For larger plant stock, a 24-month establishment program is
used. Residents adjacent to a replacement tree will be asked to assist in watering the
tree, if they can.
The City of Sydney uses its list of trees removed to generate a seasonal planting list.
When removal notification signs are placed on trees, they will often list the species that
the removed tree will be replaced with and indicate the timeframe for the works. The
establishment program for City of Sydney is not known at this time.
The City of Melbourne aims to replace each tree removed with another tree. Tree
planting in parks is often a matter of trying to find suitable space between the existing
tree crowns. For planting replacement trees in residential streets, if the City of
Melbourne is satisfied with the location of the tree and the species, then a replacement
tree will used to match the existing. If a redesign of the whole street is required then
replanting might not occur in the short-term. When redesigning a street the City of
Melbourne might send letters (Attachment 4) to all residents asking them to choose
from a selection of 3-4 appropriate species, with the majority vote determining the
species to be planted.
When Hume City Council assesses a tree for removal they determine if it is appropriate
to replace the tree, and if ‘yes’ then the address will be placed on the planting list for the
coming year or when resources become available. Residents can request Council to
plant a tree if they agree to water it, or a resident may be encouraged to organise all
residents in the street to petition Council to replace all the trees. It is Hume City
Council policy to plant a tree in front of every house by 2030. Hume City Council does
not have the resources to consult with the residents on planting; letters are sent to
residents stating that a tree will be planted and maintained by Council, but requesting
residents provide some water if they can.
Hume City Council has a multi-stage post-planting establishment program with
different levels of maintenance over 2, 4 and 6 years from planting. During the first two
years newly planted trees receive up to 40 irrigations per year, and pruning and mulch
as required. The program is designed so that newly planted trees will survive and be
successful regardless of whether the residents water them.
There has been very little replacement tree planting by TAMS in the last 6-8 years, and
prior to December 2009 trees removed as being ‘dangerous’ or ‘hazardous’ were not
generally replaced.18 Existing TAMS tree planting programs result in the planting of
approximately 400 trees (or 1460 if capital works and post-fire revegetation is included)
annually in streets and parks (not including trees planted by developers)19; however,
these are not necessarily linked to the removal of ‘dead’, ‘dangerous’ or ‘hazardous’

18

On average over the last six years, TAMS has removed 3,083 ‘dead’, ‘dangerous’ and ‘hazardous’ trees
(see Section 2.2.1.1 on p.6 of this report).
19
Number of trees planted by or handed over to Parks, Conservation and Lands in each year, email
received from Prue Buckley, 13/4/2010.
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trees.20 The post-planting establishment program includes irrigation up to 4 times per
year.21 More information on TAMS tree management practices is included in Section 3.
2.2.1.5 Tree Assessment Surveys
The City of Sydney, the City of Melbourne and Hume City Council have asset
management systems that record individual trees, including the location, condition and
works undertaken, in an electronic database. Data in the asset systems is updated
periodically depending on the prominence of the area and the size of the tree population.
In the City of Melbourne trees are inspected and the database updated with required
actions one month prior to the work being scheduled. Hume City Council inspects one
sixteenth of the trees in the city each calendar quarter, which then the leads to proactive
maintenance works. The City of Sydney inspects 100% of its trees annually.
Brisbane City Council is developing an asset management system that is linked to the
Council GIS system. Currently it undertakes in-depth surveys at the individual tree
level to inform its maintenance programs. High-priority areas, such as busy roads or
areas where trees are known to be overhanging buildings, are surveyed first.
Since the mid-1970s, Councils have been moving towards tree asset management
systems.22 However, GPS technology and portable computing in the last 10-15 years
has dramatically changed the way in which trees are recorded as assets. In Brisbane,
Sydney and Melbourne, Councils undertake tree surveys, which enable them to
strategically manage their risk through understanding their tree assets. Furthermore,
understanding the tree asset enables planning for the future through the identification of
tree replacement and planting opportunities. The term ‘green assets’ and ‘green
infrastructure’ is starting to become commonly used within urban planning and design
fields to describe urban trees and vegetation.23
The ACT Government, in TAMS, has a powerful asset database known as the
Integrated Asset Management System (IAMS) which is used for recording a range of
assets including roads and footpaths. This system has been customised to record tree
assets both at the individual tree level and using larger landscape units such as streets.
The system has been constructed; it is now necessary to populate it with tree data.24 It is
understood that funding is available to survey trees and thereby provide this tree data.
In December 2009 TAMS requested the Commissioner’s view concerning continuing
tree surveys, while the Tree Investigation was being undertaken. The Commissioner
responded that she had no objection to it continuing.25 It is understood that the tree
condition audit will enable a more systematic management of urban trees managed by
PCL, which in time should reduce the current reactive nature of the work. 26

20

Meeting with Michael Brice, Jane Carder, Fleur Flanery, Maxine Cooper, Julia Pitts, Larry OLoughlin
and Matthew Parker, 23/2/2010.
21
Meeting with Michael Brice, Jane Carder, Maxine Cooper, Julia Pitts and Matthew Parker, 4/3/2010.
22
Smiley, E.T. & Barker, F.A. 1988, Options in street tree inventories, Journal of Arboriculture, 14(2).
23
What is green infrastructure, website accessed 1 April 2010, http://www.cabe.org.uk/grey-togreen/introduction.
24
Meeting with James Downing, Russell Watkinson, Fleur Flanery, Maxine Cooper, Ryan Lawrey and
Matthew Parker, 24/3/2010.
25
Email from Matthew Parker to Fleur Flanery, 16/12/2009.
26
Personal communication, Fleur Flanery, TAMS, 15/4/2010.
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2.2.1.6 Tree Assessor Qualifications
The community requires confidence in the tree assessments undertaken. This can be
achieved through ensuring tree assessors have the appropriate qualifications and
experience.
Brisbane City Council requires staff and contractors assessing trees to have a minimum
Australian Qualification Framework (AQF) Level 5 Arboriculture and five years
experience. In addition contractors have to submit examples of their reports in order to
be considered for membership of a panel of tree assessors.
The City of Sydney requires internal and external assessors to have a minimum AQF 4
Arboriculture; however, if significant trees are to be assessed then AQF 5 in
Arboriculture is required. When the City of Sydney policy was written AQF 5 was not
common; however, now it is commonly accepted as the standard.
The City of Melbourne requires that the contract manager have a tertiary qualification in
horticulture or arboriculture and fifteen years experience. The team supervisors are
required to have an AQF 5 Arboriculture qualification and five years experience.
Internal staff at City of Melbourne are required to have a minimum tertiary qualification
in horticulture or equivalent.
Hume City Council requires a minimum certification of Level 5 Arboriculture for
anyone assessing trees.
Currently within the ACT internal TAMS staff who undertake tree assessments usually
have a Certificate Level 3 or 4 in arboriculture or horticulture.27
2.2.2 Legal Framework
In New South Wales councils appear to develop dangerous tree removal policy and
procedures under the NSW Local Government Act 1993.
In Victoria councils appear to develop dangerous tree removal policy and procedures
under Victorian Local Government Legislation.
In Queensland councils appear to develop dangerous tree removal policy and
procedures under Queensland Local Government Legislation. Brisbane City Council
introduced a local municipal law known as the Natural Assets Local Law 1993. The
control of hazardous vegetation is covered within the objects clause, (a clause which
lays out the clear intention of the Act). Section 30 covers hazardous vegetation,
however the focus is on providing Council power to issue an eradication notice to an
owner or occupier of land to take action to do certain things to remove the hazardous
vegetation, rather than the Council removing the hazardous vegetation.

27

Personal communication, John Peri, TAMS, 23/3/2010.
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TAMS Current Tree Management Practices

This Section presents information concerning TAMS current practices for ‘dangerous’
(urgent circumstances) and ‘hazardous’ tree removal. As stated in the Introduction
(Section 1) TAMS has been working on implementing changes to its tree removal
practices since October 2009. The pre-December 2009 process used by TAMS with
respect to ‘dangerous’ (urgent circumstances) trees is in Appendix A; and for
‘hazardous’ tree removal the process is outlined in Appendix B.
3.1

TAMS ‘Dangerous’ (Urgent) Tree Management Practices
(Post-December 2009)

A tree (dead or ‘green’ ) is removed by TAMS from public streets and parks if an
arborist assesses it to be ‘dangerous’. A tree is considered ‘dangerous’ if there is a high
chance of immediate failure resulting in damage or injury to persons or property, if the
tree is not removed. Accordingly, such a removal is undertaken as a matter of urgency.
The following outlines TAMS current process with respect to such trees.
3.1.1 TAMS Technical and Administrative Process for ‘Dangerous’ (Urgent
Circumstances) Tree Removal28
•

•

•

•

A tree assessment can be triggered in three ways:
1) from a public enquiry made to the Canberra Connect call centre or from a letter
or email to the TAMS Urban Tree Management Unit;
2) from TAMS Urban Tree Management Unit staff observations while carrying
out routine maintenance; or
3) via a tree assessment or survey undertaken by an experienced arboricultural
consultant.
A team leader or supervisor from the Urban Tree Management Unit undertakes
the tree assessment and records this using the TAMS Tree Assessment Form
(Attachment 5); photographs are taken as a record. Consultants undertaking tree
condition assessment surveys for TAMS use an electronic form that is transferred
to the TAMS Integrated Asset Management System (IAMS). It is understood that
funding has been allocated to TAMS to move towards this more efficient method
of data collection and asset management.
If the tree is assessed as posing an immediate threat to people or property, then it
is considered ‘dangerous’ and removed within a maximum of 48 hours from the
time of the assessment. The tree may have the canopy removed to make it safe,
with completion of the removal occurring following day. The stump is normally
ground within a month of removal.
‘Dangerous’ trees that are removed immediately are recorded by TAMS staff on a
monthly tree removal spreadsheet and sent to the Urban Tree Management Unit
management team.29 Furthermore, public enquires made through the Canberra
Connect call centre and logged into IAMS are recorded as being completed.30

28

Unless annotated otherwise information was recorded in meeting with Michael Brice, Jane Carder,
Fleur Flanery, Maxine Cooper, Julia Pitts, Larry OLoughlin and Matthew Parker, 23/2/2010.
29
Personal communication, John Peri, TAMS, 19/3/2010.
30
Personal communication, John Peri, TAMS, 19/3/2010.
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From discussion with the TAMS staff it is understood that a database is being created
for trees that have been removed over approximately the last six years. This database is
to form the replanting of some of the trees that have been removed..31 TAMS plans to
monitor new plantings and have funding for four irrigations per year as part of a postplanting establishment program.32
3.1.2 TAMS Communication Process for ‘Dangerous’ (Urgent Circumstances) Tree
Removal 33
•

•

•

3.2

When ‘dangerous’ trees are being removed from the verge, notification will be
given to adjacent residents. In these circumstances a staff member of the Urban
Tree Management Unit will knock on the resident’s door of the property
immediately adjacent to the tree and explain why it requires removal.
A notification letter (Attachment 6) is to be given to or left for the resident (if the
resident isn’t home) of the property directly adjacent to the verge where a
‘dangerous’ tree is being removed; a copy of the Tree Assessment Form for the
tree to be removed is to be included with the letter. In the same letter, residents
will be informed that if they want a replacement tree they should contact TAMS.
The communication process for the removal of ‘dangerous’ trees in parks is still in
the process of being defined.
TAMS ‘Hazardous’ Tree Management Practices (Post-December
2009)34

TAMS considers that a tree (dead or green) is ‘hazardous’ if it is assessed by an arborist
as presenting a potential high risk to a person or property and arboriculture practices
cannot address this risk. Such trees require removal in the short- to medium-term,
which is generally three to six months. While these trees are considered to need
removal they are not considered ‘dangerous’ and therefore do not warrant being
removed as a matter of urgency. Sound trees may be considered for removal if there is
a conflict with infrastructure that cannot be remedied with other measures.
A tender for the removal of 1719 ‘dead’ and ‘hazardous’ trees and 91 stumps was called
by TAMS on 6 March 2010 with tenders closing on 25 March 2010.
3.2.1 TAMS Technical and Administrative Process for ‘‘Hazardous’ Tree Removal
•

A tree assessment can be triggered in three ways:
1) from a public enquiry made to the Canberra Connect call centre or from a letter
or email to the TAMS Urban Tree Management Unit;
2) from TAMS staff observations while undertaking routine maintenance work; or
3) via a tree assessment or survey undertaken by an experienced arboricultural
consultant.

31

Meeting with Michael Brice, Jane Carder, Maxine Cooper, Julia Pitts and Matthew Parker, 4/3/2010.
Meeting with Michael Brice, Jane Carder, Maxine Cooper, Julia Pitts and Matthew Parker, 4/3/2010.
33
Unless annotated otherwise information was recorded in meeting with Michael Brice, Jane Carder,
Fleur Flanery, Maxine Cooper, Julia Pitts, Larry OLoughlin and Matthew Parker, 23/2/2010.
34
Unless annotated otherwise information was recorded in meeting with Michael Brice, Jane Carder,
Fleur Flanery, Maxine Cooper, Julia Pitts, Larry OLoughlin and Matthew Parker, 23/2/2010.
32
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A team leader or supervisor from the Urban Tree Management Unit undertakes
the tree assessment and records this using the TAMS Tree Assessment Form
(Attachment 5); photographs are taken as a record. Consultants undertaking
assessment surveys for TAMS use an electronic copy of the assessment form,
which is transferred to the Department wide Integrated Asset Management System
(IAMS). It is understood that funding has been allocated to TAMS to move
towards this more efficient method of data collection and asset management.
The tree is assessed for suitability for retention as habitat according to criteria that
considers species, location, hazard and potential targets.35
If the tree is ‘dead’ but not ‘dangerous’ or considered to be ‘hazardous’ with no
other remedial tree management options, and not being suitable for retention as
habitat, then the tree is marked with a dot or cross of paint in a prominent position
and added to the TAMS list to be removed under a panel tender.
Future processes would see the dot placed on the tree one month before letting the
contract (trees for the forthcoming tender have already being marked).
Five percent of trees on the removal list will be reassessed either by different
TAMS staff or consultants to validate the original assessments and confirm that
removal was the only option.
The list of ‘dead’ and ‘hazardous’ tree removals is contracted to a panel of
arboricultural companies to complete the work. It may take several months to
remove all the trees on the list.
A tree may be removed in stages; with removal of upper branches followed by
removal of the trunk 1 or 2 days later, and then stump grinding within a month.

Section 3.1.1 indicated that TAMS is creating a database of past removals to form a
basis for starting to replant some of the trees that have been removed. TAMS staff have
indicated that replanting will be dependent on available funding36.
3.2.2 TAMS Communication Process for ‘Hazardous’ Tree Removal
‘Hazardous’ Green Trees
•
When ‘hazardous’ green trees are to be removed from the verge, notification will
be given to adjacent residents using the Resident Notification Tree Removal
Letter (Attachment 6) with the completed Tree Assessment Form (Attachment 5)
for the particular tree enclosed. These will be given to the resident in person or
placed in an envelope marked ‘Tree Removal Notification’ and delivered to the
letterbox.
•
Green trees marked for removal will have a notice/sign placed on them one month
prior to removal (Attachment 7).
•
Additional signage will be installed where a number of green trees will be
removed in streets or parks.
•
The Resident Notification Tree Removal Letter will provide contact details for
Canberra Connect. If Canberra Connect receives an enquiry from a resident, the
query will be directed to the assessing officer for clarification who can explain the
reasons for removal.

35

Canberra urban parks and places: management of urban parkland trees for habitat creation plus tree
hazard evaluation form, June 2001 – Section of report supplied by Michael Brice.
36
Personal communication, Fleur Flanery, TAMS, 6/4/2010.
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In the same letter provided for removal of street trees, a tear-off reply paid slip
will be provided which informs residents that if they want a replacement tree they
should return the tear-off part to TAMS (Attachment 6). TAMS will not replace
species, which are unsuitable for the location and alternative species will be
considered. It is understood that resident requests for replacement trees for the
current season tree removals will be completed by 2011.37 TAMS has advised
that although the Department want to replant trees, given the budget pressure, it
may not be possible to fund all the costs associated with replanting trees that have
been removed in that current year.38

‘Dead’ Tree Removals
•
Residents will not be notified of ‘dead’ tree removals. However, if a resident had
requested the removal, they will be notified.
•
A letter will be placed in the letterboxes of residents during the tree removal
process asking if they would like a replacement tree. If the answer is yes, then
they are required to complete a tear-off reply paid slip and return it to TAMS in
the reply paid envelope.

4

‘Dangerous’ (Urgent Circumstances) and
‘Hazardous’ Tree removal during the Tree
Investigation

During the course of the Tree Investigation the Government indicated that “it will not
proceed with the Urban Forest Renewal Program until we have considered your
report” and that in “the interim trees that pose a significant risk to the public will
continue to be pruned or removed, however we have also indicated that this should
occur with an enhanced process of consultation with affected residents.”39
It is understood that TAMS continues to remove ‘dangerous’ trees as a matter of
urgency. However, TAMS criteria for ‘hazardous’ trees allows some time before
removal is considered necessary.
A media release in early March 2010 announced that a tender was to be called for the
removal of 1719 ‘dead’ and ‘hazardous’ trees and 91 stumps with tenders closing on 25
March 2010. The current list of ‘dead’ and ‘hazardous’ tree removals has been placed
on the TAMS website with information about the program.40

37

Meeting with Michael Brice, Jane Carder, Maxine Cooper, Julia Pitts and Matthew Parker, 4/3/2010.
Personal communication, Jane Carder, TAMS, 1/4/2010 and Fleur Flanery, TAMS, 15/4/2010.
39
Letter from Simon Corbell MLA to Maxine Cooper (Commissioner for Sustainability and the
Environment), 3/12/2009.
40
Keeping Canberra’s Trees Safe, TAMS, website accessed 12/4/2010,
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/live/about our department/community engagement/community engagement
activities and events/tree removal.
38
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While TAMS staff can make a distinction between the terms ‘dangerous’ and
‘hazardous’ as they apply to trees, it appears that at least some in the community do not
make this distinction. Given this, and the fact that some members of the community
thought that the Government had committed to only removing trees if it were urgent,
TAMS was asked to clarify matters through the following questions and provided the
subsequent answers.41
1) Why do trees other than dangerous trees need to be removed prior to the end of the
Investigation?
TAMS: “These trees were added to our hazardous trees database by the assessing
arborist with the expectation that they be removed before end June. The longer the
dead/hazardous trees are left the more risk of a tree failure.
The contract to remove these trees was to be let in January 2010, and the delay has
already increased the public risk of limb/major branch drop from dead / hazardous
trees. It is necessary to remove these hazardous trees now before they deteriorate into
the dangerous category and pose an immediate risk to the public. A reassessment was
undertaken of ‘green’ hazardous trees to confirm their need for removal in the short
term. Trees that were not confirmed as hazardous were removed from the list”.
2) Which trees on the list need to be removed before the end of June 2010 and on what
basis?
TAMS: “All of the trees identified for removal need to be removed before the end of
June due to our assessment of high public risk. The delay to the program is already
causing PCL concern due to the increased risk to public safety.
In some instances residents who were told that the dead/hazardous tree on their nature
strip would be removed have raised concern as to why the tree hasn’t yet been removed.
In some instances, PCL has re-assessed trees and had to remove dangerous trees in
advance of the contract to address immediate safety concerns.”
From discussions with TAMS staff42 it is understood that the following is proposed
once the tender has been decided:
•
a media release will announce when the works are to commence;
•
TAMS will advertise the program in the Community Noticeboard, Canberra
Times, for a minimum of two weeks at the commencement of the program; and
•
information sessions will be held for journalists, where the reasons for
‘hazardous’ tree removal will be explained in detail.

41
42

Email from Russell Watkinson to Matthew Parker, 11/3/2010.
Personal communication, Jane Carder, TAMS, 1/4/2010.
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Considerations and Recommendations

While other issues may emerge during the Tree Investigation, at this stage
recommendations for improving the management of ‘dangerous’ (urgent circumstances)
and ‘hazardous’ trees in public streets and parks focus on:
1.
replacement tree planting;
2.
TAMS technical and administrative, and communication policies and procedures;
and
3.
tree assessor qualifications/skills.
The recommendations have been informed by:
•
information collected for the Tree Investigation, the report of which is to be
submitted to the Minister by June 30 2010. This information has been sourced
from community consultations that have been undertaken, public submissions,
technical meetings and information sourced from other jurisdictions;
•
information gained from TAMS; and
•
complaints made about trees.
The Tree Investigation Reference Panel43 provided advice to the Commissioner
regarding the following recommendations.
5.1

Replacement Tree Planting

TAMS does not have a policy of replanting a tree when a tree is removed. Information
from consultations and submissions indicates that the community expects that when a
tree is removed it will be replaced unless there are reasons for this not occurring.
TAMS does not currently have tree-planting programs linked with ‘dead’, ‘dangerous’
and ‘hazardous’ tree removal programs and the general practice has been that trees
removed have not been replaced.
Other jurisdictions make a commitment to replanting if a tree (or group of trees) is
removed, unless circumstances prohibit (refer to section 2.2.1.4). TAMS proposes that
if a tree is removed, the most closely affected residents are asked if they want a tree
planted. It is recommended that residents be asked to contact TAMS if they do not
want a tree replaced, and TAMS commits to try and plant a tree, subject to
consideration of issues such as space limitations, solar access, and species suitability.
When a tree is replanted the nearest resident should be asked to assist with watering.
In terms of replacement tree planting in streets, solar access, particularly in relation to
photovoltaic cells, is an emerging issue. Solar access involves considering many issues
and is a complex matter, which will be explored in more detail in the final report of the
Tree Investigation. However, if replanting is undertaken before the Tree Investigation
concludes, it will be important that TAMS considers solar access.

43

Tree Investigation Reference Panel – Alan Kerlin, Dianne Firth, Don Aitkin, Dorothy Jauncey,
Gabrielle Hurley, Geoff Butler, Greg Moore and Lyndal Plant.
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The Tree Investigation will further consider documentation and publication of the
ACT’s tree policies and procedures, noting that ACT tree management is undertaken by
many government agencies. However, given that TAMS proposes to remove 1719 trees
in a short period commencing in April 2010, and there is confusion with the current
terms, it would be beneficial to use ‘Tree Removal’ and ‘Tree Removal (Urgent
Circumstances)’ and develop policies and procedures for these, as part of TAMS’
overall Tree Management program. These policies and procedures should be published
on the TAMS website as soon as possible and be up dated as needed.
5.2.2 Technical and Administrative Improvements
Some members of the community consider that consultation should inform all decisions
to remove a tree. This would be inappropriate for tree removal under urgent
circumstances, as public safety should not be jeopardised. Following a removal under
urgent circumstances, community members may refer a matter concerning the urgent
removal to the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment for consideration
as a complaint.
With respect to non-urgent tree removals there is usually a considerable time between
the assessment and removal of a tree. Therefore, for trees other than those removed
under circumstances, it would be appropriate to add to the TAMS process an interim
provision that allows a resident or public member the opportunity to request an internal
reconsideration of a decision.
A reconsideration would not necessarily involve a field reassessment but rather would
be a check on the way the issues highlighted in the assessment had been considered.
Brisbane City Council has such an escalation process, involving consideration of
objections by the Senior Arboricultural Coordinator and a final tier of review by a
Community Vegetation Advisory Panel (Attachment 3). The ACT has officers making
decisions and the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment available for an
external review; however, it needs the internal reconsideration process to be available
prior to the Commissioner’s independent review.
A Canberra resident could be given 14 days to lodge a request for reconsideration,
following the announcement of TAMS decision to remove the tree. The internal
reconsideration should be undertaken by a TAMS Executive Officer and a written
reason for their decision should be provided to the applicant.
To strengthen TAMS tree management process it would be beneficial to:
•
Undertake a sample audit of those trees consultants recommend for removal. This
audit should be undertaken on-site by a qualified and experienced tree assessment
officer from within TAMS;
•
Refer to a senior manager, for a final decision in writing with reasons, all tree
assessments recommending non-urgent tree removal of:
o
‘green’ trees;
o
trees in heritage precincts;
o
dead trees in parks, which are of potential value as a habitat tree44; or
44

Dead trees on streets are not considered appropriate or retention as habitat trees due to public safety
issues.
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Appendix A – TAMS Practices (Pre-December 2009) –
‘Dangerous’ Trees
The TAMS process for ‘dangerous’ tree removals from a technical and communication
perspective is summarised in the following points.

Technical and Administrative Process49
•

•

•

•

•

A tree assessment was triggered in two ways:
1) from a public enquiry made to the Canberra Connect call centre or from a letter
or email to the TAMS Urban Tree Management Unit; or
2) from TAMS staff observations while undertaking routine maintenance work.
A team leader or supervisor from the Tree Operation Unit within the Urban Tree
Management Unit (would arrange to or has) assessed the tree. The assessment
was based on experience of the officer, but no formal documented assessment
form was used. TAMS tree assessment staff generally had a Level 3 or 4
certificate qualifications in horticulture or arboriculture.
If the tree was assessed as posing an immediate threat to public safety or public or
private property, and therefore deemed to be ‘dangerous’ under the definition in
Table 1 (p.2), within 48 hours of assessment. If it were not possible to completely
remove the tree, it may have had the canopy removed to make it safe prior to
removal, with completion of the removal occurring following day. The stump
was normally ground within a month of removal.
‘Dangerous’ trees that are removed immediately were recorded by TAMS staff on
a monthly tree removal spreadsheet and sent to the Urban Tree Management Unit
management team.50 Furthermore, public enquires made through the Canberra
Connect call centre and logged in the Integrated Asset Management System
(IAMS) were then recorded as being completed.51
The TAMS tree planting programs, including Million Trees and the Tree
Replacement Program, were not systematically linked to ‘dangerous’ tree
removals and generally no replacement replanting was undertaken following the
removal of ‘dangerous’ tree unless a resident requested a tree and agreed to water
it.

Communication Process52

•

•

When ‘dangerous’ trees were being removed from the verge, notification was only
given to adjacent residents when the tree was ‘green’, that is still alive. In these
circumstances a staff member from the Urban Tree Management Unit would
contact the resident in person (knock on the door) or leave a calling card for the
property immediately adjacent to the tree and explain why it required removal.
No notification was provided when the tree was visibly dead; questions about the
removal would be answered if TAMS was contacted by a member of the public.

49

Unless annotated otherwise information was recorded in meeting with Michael Brice, Jane Carder,
Fleur Flanery, Maxine Cooper, Julia Pitts, Larry OLoughlin and Matthew Parker, 23/2/2010.
50
Personal communication, John Peri, TAMS, 19/3/2010.
51
Personal communication, John Peri, TAMS, 19/3/2010.
52
Unless annotated otherwise information was recorded in meeting with Michael Brice, Jane Carder,
Fleur Flanery, Maxine Cooper, Julia Pitts, Larry OLoughlin and Matthew Parker, 23/2/2010.
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No notification was provided for tree removals in park land; questions about the
removal would be answered if TAMS was contacted by a member of the public.
The communication process did not involve using notification letters or calling
cards to notify residents, placing signs on the trees, or notices in the Canberra
Times Community Notice Boards, or park land / local notice boards or using the
TAMS website to make information available to the public.
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Appendix B – TAMS Practices (Pre-December 2009) –
‘Hazardous’ Trees
Technical and Administrative Process53

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

A tree assessment was triggered in two ways:
1) from a public enquiry made to the Canberra Connect call centre or from a letter
or email to the TAMS Urban Tree Management Unit; or
2) from TAMS staff observations.
A team leader or supervisor from the Urban Tree Management Unit assessed a
tree. The assessment was based on experience of an officer and no formal
documented assessment form was used. TAMS tree assessment staff generally
had Level 3 or 4 Certificate qualifications in horticulture or arboriculture.
If the tree was considered to be ‘hazardous’, and it was unable to be pruned to
make it safe while retaining the amenity of the tree, then it was marked with a dot
or cross of paint in a prominent position and added to Parks, Conservation and
Lands (PCL) list of trees to be removed.
Trees over a certain height (generally 10m) were placed on a removal list to be
offered to tender as it is more efficient to have contractors remove large (>10m)
trees than in-house tree crews.
The colour of paint may vary from year to year (to identify if trees had been
missed from previous contracts); the current colour is red/pink. The list of trees to
be removed may have been generated over 6-12 months, with the pink dots
present on trees for up to 12months.
The list of ‘dead’ and ‘hazardous’ tree removals was tendered out to a panel of
contractors. It generally took several months to remove all the trees on the list.
The process for each tree may have involved 2 or 3 stages, with removal of upper
branches, followed by removal of the trunk 1 or 2 days later, and then stump
grinding within a month.
The dead and hazardous tree removal program focused on risk management and
was not linked to any tree replacement programs. Therefore, generally no
replacement replanting was undertaken following tree removal unless a resident
requested a tree and agreed to water it.

Communication Process54

•

•

When ‘hazardous’ trees were being removed from the verge, notification was only
given to adjacent residents when the tree was ‘green’, that is still alive. In these
circumstances a staff member of the Urban Tree Management Unit would knock
on the resident’s door of the property immediately adjacent to the tree and explain
why it required removal.
If the resident wasn’t present at the time, the TAMS officer would leave a calling
card with information about the tree and a contact number.55

53

Unless annotated otherwise information was recorded in meeting with Michael Brice, Jane Carder,
Fleur Flanery, Maxine Cooper, Julia Pitts, Larry OLoughlin and Matthew Parker, 23/2/2010.
54
Unless annotated otherwise information was recorded in meeting with Michael Brice, Jane Carder,
Fleur Flanery, Maxine Cooper, Julia Pitts, Larry OLoughlin and Matthew Parker, 23/2/2010.
55
Personal communication, Fleur Flanery, TAMS, 6/4/2010.
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No notification was provided when the tree was visibly dead; questions would be
answered if TAMS was contacted by a member of the public.
No notification was provided for tree removals in park land; questions would be
answered if TAMS was contacted by a member of the public.
The communication process did not systematically involve using letters or calling
cards to notify residents, placing signs on the trees, or notices in community
notice boards or using the TAMS website to make information available to the
public.
Media releases were used to communicate the annual dead and hazardous tree
removal program was occurring.
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Tree Removal and Replacement Procedure
1. Purpose
The purpose of this procedure is to provide a step by step process for Council’s assessment of requests from residents and others, for tree
removal on Council controlled land, including the consultation process that must be followed prior to a tree being removed, and the
review/escalation process.

2. Objective
The objective of these procedures is to align operational decision making and practices with Council’s Tree Management Guidelines, Open
Space Policy and the draft Vegetation Management Procedure EP006.

3. Decision making criteria for Tree Removal
The removal of a tree on Council controlled land is guided by the points outlined in the Tree Management Guidelines. At least one of the
following criteria must be met to justify the removal of a tree.
TREE STRUCTURE/ HAZARD /PUBLIC SAFETY
• The structural condition of the tree poses a current or imminent high risk to person or property, as determined by Council’s tree risk assessment
standards, that cannot be managed by moving the target or accepted/sound arboricultural practices (except in a park where a tree provides
nesting habitat refer to Draft Nest Box and Hollow Tree Procedure).
TREE SIGNIFICANCE/VALUE
• The costs of maintaining or remediating the tree to a low risk level, or reasonable life expectancy are greater than the value (determined using
Council’s Standard for Amenity Tree Valuation) and significance of the tree.
TREE HEALTH/ LONGEVITY
• The tree is in irreversible decline, (except in a park where a declining or dead trees may provide nesting habitat refer to Draft Nest Box and
Hollow Tree Procedure).
TREE BEHAVIOUR/ NUISANCE/ PROPERTY DAMAGE
• The roots or other parts of the tree are causing nuisance*, measurable damage or safety risk, to a person or property, and cannot be abated or
remedied, nor further nuisance or damage be prevented in future through accepted arboricultural treatment, or reasonable redesign.
* An unreasonable interference with another person’s right to the use and enjoyment of their property.

1
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TREE SPECIES
• The tree is a species inconsistent with Council approved design intent or
• Is a species which qualifies for removal under the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between BCC and Energex in relation to
managing trees under powerlines, or
• Is recognised as a Declared Pest Plant species and or approved action under Council’s Invasive Species Management Plan, (except for
those highly significant street or park trees subject to a site specific Pest Tree Management Plan), or
• A tree or shrub that is not a Council recommended species or not planted in accordance to Council’s planting/location standards, and
satisfying at least one other criteria for removal (Note: planting on footpaths, other than by Council or in accordance with an approved
Council plan, is an offence under NALL 2003).
TRAFFIC/PEDESTRIAN HAZARD
• The tree is blocking sightlines to traffic signage or signals, needed to meet the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices AS1743 Road
Signage that cannot be remedied by moving the sign or ongoing maintenance in a cost effective manner.

Where a proposed tree removal doesn’t meet any of the above criteria, or the tree is highly significant (by satisfying the definition in Section
6, and/or being listed on Council’s register of Highly Significant Council trees), the tree shall be retained, and a monitoring or maintenance
plan is to be documented and implemented.
Other Criteria that do not justify tree removal.
Improvement of views from private property or
Solar access – where reasonable solar access can be provided by minimal pruning, or better positioning of a solar capture device
Leaf litter in swimming pools where tree pre-existed the pool, or where minimal pruning would avoid genuine nuisance or liability
Views to Advertising billboards where the tree(s) pre-existed the billboard.

2
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6. Highly significant tree definition
Highly significant trees are those listed on Council’s register of Highly Significant Council trees or satisfying the criteria listed below. They include
individual and groups of trees which link to important city cultural and ecological values such as:• Heritage value – (trees listed in state Heritage Act and or City Plan- Heritage Place Planning Scheme Policy)
• NALL- VPO, SLT, Waterway vegetation and SNV category trees
• Historical Value – (Memorial trees for lives lost in defence service, documented Ceremonial tree, Trees planted by global leaders, or can be linked
to the city’s earlier botanical planters or documented local history)
• Botanical Value – (Rare or endangered species)
• Landscape Value- ( a local landmark or feature, significance in size/colour or shade)
• Cultural value - (Linked to indigenous culture current or earlier non English speaking lifestyle)
• Habitat value – (Trees that provide habitat to rare and endangered native fauna)
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Submission 7
Submission 8
Submission 9
Submission 10
Submission 11
Submission 12
Submission 13
Submission 14
Submission 15
Submission 16
Submission 17
Submission 18
Submission 19
Submission 20
Submission 21
Submission 22
Submission 23
Submission 24
Submission 25
Submission 26
Submission 27
Submission 28
Submission 29
Submission 30
Submission 31
Submission 32
Submission 33
Submission 34
Submission 35
Submission 36
Submission 37
Submission 38
Submission 39
Submission 40

Kevin McCue
Anni Bartlett
Dr. Leo Dobes
Dr. Stuart Pearson
John Ramsay
Jan Van Dijk
Don Emerton
Jake Gillen + addendum notes
Virginia Hole
Derek Wrigley
Bill Gresham
Karen Jakobsen
Wildlife Carers Group Inc
Luke James
Stephen Saunders
Caroline Le Couteur
Dr Stuart Pearson
Martin Butterfield
Kate Pearson
Henry Burmester & Peter Mason
Terence Dwyer
Water Our Garden City Inc.
Brent Knevett
Max Bourke
ACT Cancer Council
Ann Kent
Environmental Defenders Office
Landscape Architects
Requested submission not be made public
SEE-Change Inner South Group
Paul Scholtens
David Moyle & Lisa DeSantis
The Institute of Foresters of Australia
Yarralumla Residents Association
Anne Forrest
Requested submission not be made public
Tony Howard & Isobel Crawford
Thomas Manley
Requested submission not be made public
Australian Institute of Landscape Architects [ACT Group]

Submission 41
Submission 42
Submission 43
Submission 44

Independent members of ACT Tree Selection Working
Group
Ian Fraser
Tony Fernside
Friends of ACT Arboreta

Date of Submission
6 December 2009
9 December 2009
16 December 2009
16 December 2009
21 December 2009
31 January 2010
1 February 2010
1 February 2010
9 February 2010
9 February 2010
11 February 2010
13 February 2010
13 February 2010
15 February 2010
16 February 2010
17 February 2010
20 February 2010
20 February 2010
20 February 2010
25 February 2010
1 March 2010
28 February 2010
1 March 2010
8 March 2010
9 March 2010
9 March 2010
10 March 2010
11 March 2010
11 March 2010
11 March 2010
12 March 2010
12 March 2010
12 March 2010
14 March 2010
15 March 2010
13 March 2010
12 March 2010
12 March 2010
12 March 2010
15 March 2010
15 March 2010
17 March 2010
17 March 2010
17 March 2010
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Submission 45
Submission 46
Submission 47
Submission 48
Submission 49
Submission 50
Submission 51
Submission 52
Submission 53

Dr Phil Gibbons
Residents of Grant Crescent, Griffith
Nancy-Louise McCullough
Friends of Grasslands
Dr Els Wynen
Carbon Innovations Pty Ltd
Steve Thomas
Conflict Resolution Service
Anon

OCSE Analysis themes and codes

9 April 2010
12 April 2010
5 May 2010
10 May 2010
10 May 2010
10 May 2010
17 May 2010
8 June 2010
18 June 2010
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As you will see from another photo, we have guests at our house from the young gang-gang
population, and I have see these lovely birds nesting in the trees around our area, not just in
the Red Hill nature reserve. In addition, we have visits from king parrots, crimson rosellas,
eastern rosellas and wattle birds- and of course galahs and cockatoos. Amongst the smaller
birds are silvereyes, pardalotes, thornbills and wrens, although their visits are more
infrequent. It is what I love about Canberra, and the urban native trees are important to their
survival.
I find it impossible to believe that the ACT can ever become "carbon-neutral" if it continues
to remove large, healthy trees, not replant the massive drought deaths, and replace trees with
buildings.
I do hope that the review of the program that is taking place will consider the importance of
these street trees to both the human and non-human population - I urge the ACT government
to replace the lost trees before cutting down the healthy ones. I also think that the
government, while consulting residents, must take a "big picture" view. These trees belong to
us all.
Thank you for your time
Anni Bartlett.
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IMG_8194
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From: John Ramsay
Sent: Wednesday, 23 December 2009 12:23 PM
To: Parker, Matthew
Subject: Re: Tallest tree complaint
Dear Matt,
I hereby give the Office of the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment
permission to use the contents, or parts of the contents, of my email dated 21 December 2009,
and of this email, as a part of the submission into the tree management and resident
consultation. I do understand that dealing with all stakeholders on a personal basis would be
an onerous task for your Office, and so I do not need a response from you as an individual.
Please use my name with the submission, if required.
Thanks for your phone call, and your email and its attachments about the TAMS actions
regarding the Corroboree Park trees, I had not seen either of the TAMS letters to residents
even though, living in Toms Crescent, I am less than a two minute walk from the park. If the
letters been delivered to my letterbox, I would have had a better feel for TAMS actions. I
note that the letters are addressed by TAMS to "The Residents Adjacent to Corroboree Park"
and am disappointed that TAMS does not consider Toms Crescent is adjacent to the Park.
While there is still plenty of bird activity around the remains of the Tall Tree, mainly sulphur
crested cockatoos, I have not yet seen the Adult Hobby's, but am pleased to say that while
having dinner last evening about 7:30, a male Gang Gang came to drink from our birdbath.
Interestingly, it must be happy to be around civilisation because it didn't take any notice of
us, and only took a passing interest in our three dogs which were intent on stalking it.
Even though it is similar to many local parks in and around Canberra, in that it provides a
large open area for people to enjoy, and an ambience which could be lost without the current
crop of trees, Corroboree Park has the Ainslie Hall, and the tennis and basketball courts and
an historical part in the history of early Canberra makes it feel special. However, while I love
the trees, I believe that they need regular maintenance for their health and our safety, and, if
individual trees need to be partially or completely removed for safety considerations, then so
be it.
Let me now add some additional thoughts, comments and suggestions.
I mentioned to you that a proposal had been put forward that the timber pruned from the "Tall
Tree" be used for Park furniture or perhaps sculpted into art forms. Mulching took place
yesterday, 22 December, I stood and watched for a few minutes, but, although nothing has
been left behind, I do not know if any of the larger pieces survived. If so, perhaps they could
be processed, and installed around the Park. As an additional thought, maybe plaques could
be added which recognised the source of the timber, and which included the histories and
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-----Original Message----From: G Hole
Sent: Tuesday, 9 February 2010 3:31 PM
To: EnvComm
Subject: Public Tree Management
The ACT Commissioner for Sustainablility and the Environment
Cooper.

Maxine

Unfortunately I am unable to attend either of the public forums but
would like to make a comment about the trees and micro climate they
provide in the area of the Brumbies Club.
Trees (exotic and native) line the street along Flinders Way, along
the storm water drains, across the area between the present Club House
and the 'Brumbies' Oval, and between the two ovals. The entire
section bordered by Flinders Way, La Perouse Street, Austin Street and
Captain Cook Crescent should be looked at very carefully in relation
to how the trees give a cooler climate not available in the parks with
native trees alone. This area is at present a cool, green sward and
on the unprecedented hot days from October 2009 to now (09/02/10) the
protection has been extraordinary and the temperatures have been many
degrees lower than the surrounding area.
If this area is to be redeveloped in any way the trees should be given
protection first and foremost. When attending a recent meeting at the
Brumbies Club about the redevelopment one of the Club's
representatives suggested a facility for child minding was being
considered between the
two ovals - it is a narrow strip and has three large trees in it.
There
are many trees and woodland areas that would be threatened by
development. The health of the community as a whole could well be
threatened by such a project.
It would be hugely appreciated by many who feel that the environment
is of extreme importance in these hot times if this could matter could
be seriously looked at.
With thanks... yours sincerely - Virginia Hole (Mrs)
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1
Now that solar heating and distributed energy generation have become a much more
critical issues in the national need to reduce atmospheric pollution, urban trees and the need for
solar access are on a collision course in urban situations. Tall evergreen trees close to houses with
suitable roof surfaces facing within 30º of north are a problem if photovoltaics or solar powered hot
water panels are wanting to be installed. In fact, such trees much further away - say, up to 100m can be a problem also, but proportionately less so.
Deciduous trees are less of a problem, but can, depending on variety create enough shading to be a
problem.
This also applies to northern windows which can, if properly designed, be a useful source of solar
gain and should remain unshaded in the cooler months.
2
Trees which grow higher and cause shading on panels between 9am and 4pm are also a
problem. We need a sympathetic policy which enables appropriate topping to take place to
encourage lower growth without shading from height.
(I have the problem of trees on a reserve next to my house which are now shading my PVs in the
morning and I would like them topped).
3
Neighbour's trees are often a shading problem and it can be difficult to reach agreement on
appropriate action. Some legal way has to be found to protect solar rights in all cases of which
comes first on the scene, with some input from a recognised solar expert.
4
Although not exactly trees, shade vines on east and west walls should be encouraged to
naturally enable heat gain in winter and reduce heat gain in summer - the deciduous Boston Ivy is
the best from my experience as its roots are not invasive like English Ivy. My book "Making your
home sustainable" (Scribe) gives further details - I have a few copies for sale.
5
ACTPLA needs to be actively controlling development applications from the point of view of
determining where certain trees can and can not be planted. I would be happy to advise if asked.
6
A well detailed, but simple, solar access guide needs to be published by ACTPLA as a guide to
all DA applicants with domestic design proposals, showing zones where certain types of trees should
and should not be grown relative to where the solar access is needed. This design of this guide
should involve the Australian Solar Energy Society and the Australian Institute of Architects as well as
yourselves. Lists of suitable and unsuitable trees will be needed.
7
Southern reflectors,which reflect northern winter sun into south facing domestic rooms are
becoming more common in Canberra and large evergreen trees within 100m on the northern side
can cause shading problems. (Details in the book)
8
It should be borne in mind that the psychological value of penetrating sunlight into domestic
rooms (north and south) is becoming much more important, particularly in retirement homes where
elderly residents spend a lot of time indoors.
Depression, ricketts, and tuberculosis have increased significantly in recent years (mainly overseas)
and lack of sunlight is regarded as a big contributing factor.
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Devise a policing/guidance activity to ensure landscaping is effectively working effectively.

7
Establish a computer program by an independent body which, (given the input data), could
indicate the shadow limits of any relevant tree (or structure) thought to be (or become) a problem.
Future growth could easily be simulated and percentage intrusion calculated for use with a policy
formula. It should not be difficult. It is quite possible that programs already exist.
Do you know about the tree survey being carried out by the School of Geography and Environmental
Studies at UniTasmania? www.environment.act.gov.au/ It might be useful to your enquiries.
HOUSING
John and I were most encouraged to hear that you were taking an interest in the
recalcitrant housing industry and the papers I gave you this morning should give you an introduction
to our view of their activities and some of the efforts we have made. As it is also a national issue we
had thought of approaching the Productivity Commission .
Our experiences in complaining about the deplorable planning and design of housing in the ACT are
as follows :
1
ACTPLA are speaking the right environmental language, but their actions (approvals etc) do
not appear to be putting them into effect. (eg Burnie Court redevelopment)
Dark roofs on single storey units along Burnie St - with air conditioners, (incompetent design and
science).
Eleven of these units have NO northern windows, solar access being limited to east and west
windows only, which does not satisfy the regulations of minimum of 3 hours sunlight between 9am
and 3pm.
St 2 multi-storey development with limited northerly exposure, excessive ground
shading, excessive noise exposure to Melrose Drive traffic. (unsustainable and old-fashioned
planning).
Written criticism was submitted on the above points + verbal evidence at a Standing Committee of
the Leg. Ass. on DV 288 was completely ignored. (comments just fall into a black hole).
A proposal for more effective community consultation was submitted to the Min. for Planning and
no response was received.
Written comment was made to the Min. for Planning on the scientific illogicallity of dark roofs, made
even worse by the installation of air conditioners which create pollution). The reply justified their
decision by saying that the dark roofs helped to heat the houses in winter (incorrect), and ignored
summer conditions.
There were several other negative factors which indicated that the need for better environmental
planning and concern for future consequences were being ignored.
2
Many potential solar advantages are nullified by badly designed subdivisional planning.
(eg. Bonner and Forde developments)
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Existing trees of these two species, planted close to residential houses must
be removed before the threat become too high. (se e.g..
Badimara St. Fisher-Warramanga).
After the 2003 fires there was a campaign to remove this type of trees from
Oakey Hill. However it is really the trees much closer to residential houses
that are the real danger, say at distances equal to the tree height or less.
When planting street trees in newer suburbs, the smaller block size here must
be considered.
There are beautiful big trees in the older suburbs, where the same species
would be inappropriate on a much smaller block.
7.
Good health of trees starts with the planting.
In city areas there are many construction sites, where the subsoil has been
heavily compacted, to as much as 1 metre depth where heavy trucks have been
driven. A considerable amount of digging may be needed to repair such damage,
and allow planted trees to develop a healthy root system.
Traffic impact has been uneven, and after placement of topsoil over the
compacted areas it become difficult to assess the damage and how much
decompaction effort is required in different areas.
The trees will show later!
An example is the median strip on Northbourne Ave. In sections trees have
been replanted, some with moderate success, while many of the other trees
have performed well and are now big.
Another example is Pine Island, where Eucalypts were planted after the 2003
bush-fires. A picture in the Canberra Times (Vandals destroy plantings, C.T.
Jan. 26, 2010 pg. 6) shows a ranger with an "uprooted" tree. It is just that
the tree has little or no roots at all.
It is a common problem with trees that has been "potbound", roots are curling
around instead of growing outwards. If planted into too small a hole in
compacted soil this will serve just as a larger pot and no stable root system
is formed. (se A. Lindsay, PhD thesis at Latrope University, mid1990ties,
Effect of soil compaction on early growth of forest species in South Eastern
Australia).
Once a tree is big enough to sway in the wind, and the movement occur below
ground rather than bending of the stem, then there is no chance of recovery,
Any new structural roots emerging will just be rubbed off where there is
constant movement between tree and soil. Trees may be tested for stability a
few years after planting with the "push test" (Prue Buckback-hoeley, City
Parks Technical Services). Trees failing this test should be removed and new
smaller ones planted after proper decompaction of the soil. A back-hoe may be
needed for the job.
An older guide by City Parks for tree planting procedures, suggest
adding cow manure in the bottom of the planting hole!
This does not
encourage root growth - subsoil should be used for refill of deep planting
holes while manure, compost or fertilizer should be applied shallow only or as
top-dressing.
9. Trees that are older than Canberra should have special protection. It
takes a long time to produce a 100 year old tree, and CSIRO found trees at the
Gungahling Drive extension that were up to 400 year old.
The old trees are not essentially the largest ones, quite large trees can be
produced in 20 to 30 years when fast growing species are given the optimum
growth conditions.
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Below are pictures of an unsuitable suburban tree.

2 Fig. 1

We should not aim for a vegetation of Canberra suburbs that
is similar to that of Namadgi.
We can close Namadgi on an extreme
fire danger day, while it would be difficult to close Canberra.
Bent Jakobsen

13-02-2010
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Caroline Le Couteur MLA
ACT Greens
Spokesperson for Planning, Territory and Municipal Services, Business and Economic Development,
Indigenous Affairs, Arts and Heritage.
MER FOR
MEB MOLONGLO

ACT Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment Dr Maxine Cooper
PO Box 356
Dickson, ACT, 2602
CC: Mr Simon Corbell MLA, Minister for the Environment, Climate Change and Water
05 November 2009
Dear Commissioner,
Request for investigation
I am writing to ask that you consider initiating an investigation into an issue, in
accordance with your function under section 12(1)(c) of the Commissioner for the
Environment Act 1993.
I believe it is appropriate that you investigate the ACT Government’s implementation of
its street tree replacement programme, and its strategy for managing trees on public
urban land. The actions of the Government agencies in relation to these programmes
have – and will have – a substantial impact on the environment of the ACT.
I think this is an important and timely environmental issue. There has been a great deal
of concern in the public about the Government’s approach to removing street trees. The
investigation would be especially timely given that the Government is about to expand its
street tree replacement programme into the Urban Forest Renewal Programme.
Many examples of concern have been brought to my attention. A selection of these are:
• Trees were recently removed in Captain Cook Crescent in Griffith. Residents
of Griffith complained that they did not know about the removal, and that
the trees were not unhealthy enough to warrant removal.
• Residents have complained that the Government has not sustained an
adequate replacement programme for removed trees. In some cases,
fewer trees are planted than are removed, and replanted trees have
apparently been neglected causing them to die or become unhealthy.
Captain Cook Crescent has been cited as an example.
• Trees in Condamine Street were removed by PCL despite the fact that there
were active bird nests in these trees. This has been confirmed by the
Government. This raises issues about the Government’s instructions to
contractors regarding nest activity.
• Removal of a Eucalyptus mannifera in Corroboree Park recently caused
nearby residents to complain that they were not notified, and that the tree
shouldn’t have been removed as it was in good condition.
• Approximately 40 Birch trees felled between the carriageways on the Barton
Highway, north of William Slim drive roundabout. A nearby resident
examined the trunks and believed that only a small number were diseased,
but that the whole ‘forest’ was removed out of convenience.
I believe there is a pattern of concerns that warrants your further investigation. In
particular, it would be valuable to examine:
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• the appropriateness of criteria used to assess the need for tree removal;
• whether the Government adheres to these criteria and employs adequate
safeguards when using contractors;
• whether economic or aesthetic factors override environmental factors in any
replacement decisions, and whether the weight the Government gives to
the threat of litigation around ageing trees is appropriate;
• the adequacy of community consultation in relation to tree replacement
decisions;
• the criteria used for selection of the species type and the number of
replacement trees; and
• the utility of an ‘urban forest renewal programme’ and the key factors that
need to guide such a programme.
I would appreciate it if you could consider investigating this matter, and I look forward to
hearing your decision. I am available to discuss this matter further at your convenience.
Yours sincerely,
Caroline Le Couteur MLA
Greens Member for Molonglo
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Environment—urban street trees
MS LE COUTEUR (Molonglo) (3.45): I move:
That this Assembly:
(1) notes the importance of urban trees for:
(a) habitat for wildlife species;
(b) their key role in the carbon cycle;
(c) landscape amenity; and
(d) improving the liveability of cities and suburbs and in particular reducing heat load in
summer; and
(2) calls upon the Government to ensure that:
(a) urban tree programs are funded separately to climate change initiatives;
(b) local communities are thoroughly consulted in all urban tree removal and planting
activities and are encouraged to participate in decision making in
relation to any major tree work in the local area;
(c) any potential risk to the public posed by a tree is assessed in consultation with the
community and managed by risk mitigation actions that prioritise the continued life of the
tree;
(d) the environmental value of trees is prioritised in tree management decisions;
(e) timber from removed trees is used sustainably to minimise greenhouse gas emissions;
(f) solar access to buildings is given high consideration in tree replacements and appropriate
tree species are selected to suit each site;
(g) when urban trees are removed, they are promptly replaced with the same or a greater
number of trees;
(h) urban trees are cared for to ensure their survival and good health;
(i) strong safeguards are in place and requirements are formalised when employing tree
contractors, to ensure they follow best practice and strictly adhere to the Government’s tree
policies;
(j) tree management in parks emphasises keeping communities of trees intact and retaining
trees for habitat; and
(k) sufficient resources are allocated for the management of urban trees as described in this
motion.
This is a perfect time for the Assembly to discuss my motion on urban trees and to
commit to a thoughtful, consultative and environmentally sound way to move forward
on urban tree management. This week the government announced the temporary
suspension of its spring tree replacement program because the program had caused a
lot of angst in the community. It is a sign of how important trees are to the community
and how critical it is that the government run the programs effectively.
Recently, the government has also declared its intention to begin a new program of
tree replacement, the urban forest renewal program, and this will greatly affect the
number of trees it removes from Canberra’s suburbs and replaces with others. This
significant program will require a significant effort from the government on
implementation and consultation. We cannot afford anything but the very best
management of our valuable trees.
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If there is to be support from the Greens, or the community in general, for ongoing
tree management programs, we need to have a good program from the government
which is going to require commitment, such as I have outlined in my motion, to
properly consult and involve the community; prioritise the environmental benefits of
trees over economics, convenience and aesthetics; take a sensible approach to
managing risk to the public, without either overreacting or cutting corners in tree
management; and not misrepresent the urban tree replacement program as a climate
change initiative.
Canberra is obviously a very special city when it comes to street trees. People visiting
from other Australian cities—in fact other cities from all over the world—are always
struck by the prominence of trees in our landscape. We deserve our title of the “bush
capital”. We have become used to trees being present in all our streets. But it is an
unfortunate reality that trees are not permanent. As in a natural forest, urban trees
grow old, drop limbs and eventually die. If the ageing trees were out in the country or
the forest, they could mature gracefully; but urban trees are in an unnatural
environment and their life and their health have also been significantly shortened, in
most cases by the ongoing drought, so there is a possibility of harm to property or
people from trees dropping limbs.
Most of Canberra’s one million trees were planted in two main waves. A large
number of these will become mature in the next 20 years. This advice has come from
an ANU report on Canberra’s trees, as well as from a number of Canberra tree experts
and ecologists. Proactive management of this issue will lead to a greater good for
Canberrans now and in the future, but we need good management and we need
commitment from government to the principles of best practice.
I would like now to talk briefly about the crucial role of trees for the environment.
Trees can reduce the heat load of the city. The CSIRO has documented the
relationship between greenery, greenhouse gas emissions and heat stress. The
conclusion is that the more greenery in a suburb the less the heat output and so the
smaller the contribution to global warming.
Research from the University of Melbourne made a conservative estimate that about
10 tonnes of carbon are contained in each mature tree and, when the tree is cut down,
eventually that will be released into the atmosphere. If you multiply that by the
million trees that we are talking about, that is a lot of carbon emissions.
So the government must also look at how it uses the timber from the trees that it
removes. My understanding is that at present this is very ad hoc and the trees are
largely chipped. We need to look at sustainable uses for the timber to lock in carbon,
such as using it for construction or speciality timber or furniture. The trees also
contribute very positively to local micro-climates—the climate in each block and
street—because they create shade for people, shade that helps our gardens flourish
and shade that attracts frogs and lizards to gardens.
The Greens say that the government should prioritise environmental factors in tree
management decisions. What we and many of the community fear is that the
government will let economics, aesthetics, or even convenience, override the
environmental considerations. Certainly, it may be cheaper and easier in the short
term to forge ahead and cut out whole blocks of trees, or whole streets of trees, or to
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disregard community concerns, or to manage risks simply by removing entire trees.
But we want to see a balance which prioritises environmental issues.
My motion calls on the government to ensure that local communities are thoroughly
consulted in all urban tree removal and planting activities and encouraged to
participate in decision making in relation to any major tree work in the local area.
Unfortunately, that is not the case at the moment. I am encouraged that the
government has put a moratorium on south side tree removals because of the
community outcry. It needs to use this time to review the processes. I have discovered
that residents whose houses adjoin the trees that are going to be removed are notified
either directly or by a calling card, or sometimes there has been consultation or
notification in advance by a letter, but the letters have not come from the government
and they have not been addressed to the residents individually. So these calling cards
and letters get disregarded in the collection of junk mail and people feel that they were not told
anything about it in the circumstances.
The government’s current guidelines also do not provide for notification if a dead tree
is removed, but dead trees are important habitats for native birds and other animals
and the presence of this wildlife is something that local communities value. We need
also to do much better than this after-the-fact notification. We need to be more
proactive. One simple suggestion is that we erect signs at trees which are scheduled
for removal, in the same way as ACTPLA does for DAs. That would mean that at
least people who walked past the trees might be aware of what is happening and can
comment on it before it is too late. The government’s new community noticeboard
could also be used. But, ultimately, the government needs to work out a full model of
consultation and participation rather than notification.
This program is too big a program and will cover too much of the community for the
community not to have ownership of it. There are many questions that the government
and the community need to talk about, such as: will we keep the same species as were
there before? Will we end up putting in fruit trees, native trees or others? A couple of
practical suggestions might be that the government employ tree education officers
dedicated specifically to talking to the community about trees and that they develop
programs that help the community to actively become involved in managing street
trees. Frankston City Council has a successful “adopt a baby street tree” program,
which gives buckets to householders which they use to collect greywater to water the
newly planted trees.
This brings me to another important part of my motion: tree replacement and care.
Care is particularly needed when new trees replace established trees. I have had a lot
of complaints that the government has planted fewer trees than the number it cut
down, and that the trees planted in their place have unfortunately been neglected,
causing them to die or to become unhealthy. I have been told that the government has
not been watering the trees adequately—only about once every six months. In the
current drought environment this is disastrous to the trees’ health and usually leads to
death. The irony is that mismanagement of trees will lead to them being more
dangerous, which then means the government is more likely to have to remove them
and plant others and the whole cycle continues in a way which is neither cost effective
nor satisfactory for the community or the environment.
My motion also calls on the government to ensure that any potential risk to the public
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is assessed in consultation with the community and managed by risk mitigation
actions that prioritise the continued life of the tree. Trees can, of course, be dangerous
in urban environments and we need to manage them for the safety of everyone. But I
would like to see the government commit to a balanced approach when it assesses the
threat of an accident or indeed of litigation. The government should assess risk
sensibly, taking into account the area around the tree, the wishes of the community
and the reality that trees do, of course, age. It should not take the easy approach of
removing all ageing trees instead of looking after them, pruning them where
appropriate and managing them.
Solar access to buildings is another important issue and one which was never a
consideration when most of our street trees were planted. With the climate crisis
looming, we need to ensure that new trees do not block the northern sun from houses’
roofs and windows. We need to think about when deciduous trees are more
appropriate, about the aspects of the trees and about their implications. Possibly we
can plant shorter or deciduous trees on the northern sides of houses and still plant the
endemic species of eucalypts on the southern, south-western or even western sides of
houses to maintain wildlife habitat and late afternoon summer shading. This is clearly
an area where we will need the input of local residents.
As trees age and form hollows, they become homes for native birds and other wildlife.
The government tells me that its contractors are not supposed to remove trees when
there are still active nests. Yet recently in Turner this is exactly what happened. Trees
were removed and active nesting sites were destroyed. I understand that Parks,
Conservation and Lands have an informal policy of telling contractors to avoid active
nesting sites. But this is not really satisfactory. They need to have something other
than an informal policy. Far too often we have the situation where governments stay
at arm’s length from the actions of contractors and things sometimes go wrong.
This is why my motion calls on the government to make a commitment today that, if
it uses contractors as part of its tree removal programs, it has strong safeguards and
guidelines in place. It needs to formalise the requirements to make sure that
contractors only follow best practice. This points to a large issue about how the
government implements its policies and guidelines. When the residents complain
about the government’s practices around trees, the typical response is: “All tree
maintenance activities are governed by well-developed guidelines and procedures so
that work is not carried out indiscriminately and so that public safety is not
compromised.” That sounds absolutely fine. But are these procedures and guidelines
always adhered to and are they as strong as they should be? Has the government lost
touch with the details of its guidelines as it strives to cut costs and grow efficiency?
This and other concerns I have mentioned have led me to write to the Commissioner
for Sustainability and the Environment, requesting that she consider conducting an
investigation into the ACT government’s implementation of the street tree
replacement program and its strategy for managing trees on public land.
Lastly, I would like to touch on the issue of resources. Tree management is a
long-term project which obviously requires long-term attention and resources, and
these resources will need to be significantly boosted in recognition of the magnitude
of the urban forest renewal program. I have met quite a number of public servants
who work on tree issues. They are all dedicated and knowledgeable people, but I am
concerned that there are not sufficient resources to do what is required of them. The
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tree protection unit, for example, has only two people to manage tree issues on private
land for the whole of Canberra. In their spare time they are supposed to identify
exceptional trees for the tree register, and not surprisingly they hardly have time for
this.
We all know that the TAMS budget is in deficit—in fact, I believe that last year it was
a $7 million deficit—and this is a reason for us to be concerned about this program
because we do not want to see a situation where tree management suffers because of
the current budgetary pressures on TAMS. This is a project which cannot be driven
purely by short-term economics which may mean that corners get cut and thus trees
have to be cut down needlessly.
My motion also calls on the government to ensure that the urban tree programs are not
funded as climate change initiatives. The government in the 2008-09 budget rebadged
its urban forest replacement program as a climate change initiative, even though in
fact it has been carrying on a small-scale urban forest replacement program for many
years; TAMS has been doing this for many years. This just seems to be a way of
saying that the government is spending more on climate change initiatives than it
really is.
The urban tree replacement program is positive from a climate point of view. The
ability of trees to sequester carbon, and their role in the carbon cycle, is crucial. But
we are funding the urban tree program for lots of other reasons as well—for urban
amenity, for wildlife, for the fact that people just love their trees. There are lots of
reasons and it is unfair to put it all down under climate change.
In conclusion, let me stress that the approach we take to street trees over the next
decade or two provides a once in a lifetime opportunity for the trees, a once in a
century approach. The government has in-principle support from the Greens for the
urban forest renewal program. There is seriously a greater good to be gained for
Canberrans now and in the future. But we really need to ensure that the program is
well done. It will be a tragedy if the government fails on the implementation
challenges. (Time expired.)
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Submission by Dr Stuart Pearson.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission to the Investigation into the Government’s
tree management practices and the renewal of Canberra’s urban forest. As a resident I have
been actively involved (as a volunteer) in managing trees and have recently been a complainant about
some specific matters.
I have tried to follow the numbered points in the Terms of Reference in my submission.
1. the scope and efficiency of any enhancement that may be required to the Government‟s
existing tree management programs;
The current tree management program of the ACT Government has failed to convince me,
and many people I‟ve spoken to, that it understands the issues and values that Canberra
people have for and with their trees.
The ACT Government has overstated: the role of risk minimisation, the cost of public
consultation/engagement, the ability of experts to identify unacceptably dangerous trees and
its despotic right to act on public assets and land. Risk is a value thing – heavily contextual
and difficult to manage on the behalf of others. The way risk aversion has driven Tree
Management is a perverse outcome of the ACT Government taking its duty of care seriously
yet looking at the risk through a legalistic peashooter.
I believe that well-meaning, resource-constrained people have implemented a program that
does not recognise the fact that this is a socio-ecological system. They have applied a flawed
expert assessment of risk and mitigation model and inevitably come-up with the wrong
answers more often than not. Space precludes a detailed explanation why this is inevitable
and so I recommend Dan Garner‟s book The Science and Politics of Fear. A good
understanding of risk cf risk perception is needed.
The program‟s science is based too much on forestry paradigms of the previous century and
those of plantation and not sufficiently on those akin to community gardening, landcare,
resilience building and urban planning.
The models adapted from forestry experts have been used to justify the program on efficiency
grounds. Tree surgeons have been used to justify individual tree removals. Their expertise is
not able to solely resolve the wicked issues of acceptable risk, change and trust or help the
credibility of government program implementation.
The ACT Government has treated with contempt the citizens who have tried to contribute to
the public good of an environment that is appropriately managed, kept safe, restorative and
sustainable.
The ACT Government has been silent - “missing in action” - throughout the contentious
issues of high profile trees in Corroborree Park and it should not be expected that The
Commissioner be required to keep the Government engaged with citizens. It is not the role of
the Commissioner to run between partners.
Landscape scale pre-emptive removals, at a time when other insults to trees in urban areas
include droughts, illegal removal/poisoning, intensification of landuse and NIMBYism, seems
unnecessarily provocative. As we have been seeing private gardens dry up, lawns and then
trees die of drought and insect/bird damage increasing it seems most unnecessary to be
removing living trees.
Efficiency gains of forestry management techniques need to be moderated by the recognition
ACT urban trees are not being grown for maximum wood production but for longevity,
resilience and diverse values. Concerns about overplanting, lock-up and thinning, trunk form
and over-mature trees fall away once forestry concepts are replaced by other values.
Retention of hollow trees, regeneration from epicormic buds and root stock, acceptance of
fallen wood and slow growth rates, natural thinning of regeneration and plantings are more
acceptable in the urban forest.
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The very mental health of people is tied to their values of the trees and the sense of agency
about their wellbeing. These new and emerging values have been marginalised in the
implementation of ACT Tree Management. I think that is a mistake but not an irreversible
one.
Through the sustained actions of the ACT Government they have seriously eroded the trust
between government and citizens, and have lost credibility in the ways they use experts,
program managers and communication to achieve their means. As individuals I have found
these people (ACT govt, arborists, program managers) to be dedicated - but as an institution
the outcomes have been most perverse.
The ACT Government has failed in the Tree management program to engage with the citizens
who expect to be treated with respect. They often are experts in the holistic management of
their urban areas and should not be treated as an enemy in the urban forest. I acknowledge
that us:them pervades the relationships and so it is timely to invest in building partnerships
and trust.
2. the benefits and drawbacks of considering funding for urban tree programs separately to
climate change initiatives;
Trees play a huge role in making urban areas liveable under extreme weather conditions and
reduce the Urban Heat Island Effect. Removal of the urban forest or changing the canopy
will increase: temperatures, duration of extreme temperatures in summer, night temperatures.
It reduces the livability and reduces the ability of people to maintain other plants and
biodiversity. It increases reliance on air conditioning and increases vulnerability to future
energy shortages. In parks trees provide shade and encourage people outdoors and into active
environments –reducing the risk of obesity, heart disease and depression.
The figure below, from Sydney, shows that even late at night the differences in the amount of
heat re-radiated from walls and individual trees is substantial.

(from Samuels 2005)
There is credible evidence that Urban Heat Island Effect has already adversely impacted the
public health, air quality and energy use in Sydney. Research shows that urban vegetation
makes a significant contribution to avoiding those costs. The NSW Parliament Standing
Committee on Natural Resource Management (Climate Change), “understands that the
solutions to reducing the urban heat island effect are increased vegetation and fewer heat
reflecting surfaces” (2008:47). The uncertainty associated with predicting the thermal effect
of removing specific trees (as opposed to urban vegetation where the evidence is crystal clear)
should mean that trees with local thermal effects and should be retained.
Trees significantly reduce thermal stress and health risks and removal will require additional
costly mitigation actions, nuisance and increased risk. It probably contributes to mitigation
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of urban heat island and climate change effects. The ACT Government Tree management has
dismissed these values and risk mitigations and instead set primary concern on tree and
branch-fall risks.
3. improved notification and consultation processes to support greater community
involvement in urban tree planning and management, including risk mitigation, tree
removal and planting;
Current information provision is inadequate and exaggerates other issues. In addition
registering trees and checking the register should be easy. For example to check if a tree is
registered this site
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/live/environment/urbantreeprotectionintheact/acttreeregister/regis
tered trees points to this site http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/a/2005-51/default.asp but it
seems impossible to get a list of registered trees. It should be easy.
Information about dangerous or hazardous trees should be public and available. It should be
easy to get the tree surgeons report on hazardous trees and that information should be
available before removal.
This is necessary because the community is awash with stories of perfectly healthy trees or
treatable trees being removed. In my area citizens chop up fallen branches before the ACT
Government find them because they have seen a fallen branch triggers the immediate removal
of whole trees.
The principle should be all about transparency and partnerships.
The impact area of tree removal is large – people come to parks in Canberra from a distance.
And those people closest to a public tree may not be the ones who value it the most or the
best. Trees removed in Corroboree park are mourned by people living across the road and
many blocks away.
People feel connected through the relationships they have with trees and other aspects of the
urban environment. ACT Government should invest in that, value it and respect it.
4. the priority given in tree management decisions to environmental values, solar access
and the retention of communities of trees in parks;
I think the solar access requirement overstates the rights of neighbours to tree management of
existing trees. Trees planted from now on should consider solar access.
Tree communities with a range of tree ages is important – failure to manage recruitment is a
disturbing example of unsustainable urban management
6. when replanting should occur following the removal of trees, the scope for pre-planting,
and principles for the number and species of trees that should be replanted;
Discussions about tree density, population structure and replacement, offset planting cannot
happen under the present regime and so citizens are unlikely to know, much less agree with,
the changes being implemented. My observation is that removal is easy, replacement is rare
and survival is highly unlikely. The current operation looks like mining or a war of attrition.
Convincing the public that regeneration is as easy as pre-emptive removal will require some
serious demonstration.
7. the need for enhanced management to maintain the survival and good health of trees;
While I agree with the views expressed by an arborist at the public consultation that, “the
Canberra trees are a joyous responsibility passed on thanks to the love and foresight of early
workers” this does not mean we should apply the same thinking to managing the trees in the
future. And while history can be invoked to justify some management decisions it isn‟t right
to do it here. Industrial scale tree planting activity was right when dealing with „clapped-out
sheep paddocks‟ but isn‟t necessarily a justification for industrial scale tree removal right
now. Nor would recreating open grasslands be right across the landscape – despite the
importance of recognising Aboriginal land management views.
8. appropriate safeguards to ensure contractors follow best practice and adhere to
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Government tree policies;
The performance of contractors is a matter for government program managers. It may be
necessary to increase insurance and punishments to cover the full and future value of
accidentally or deliberately damaged or removed trees. The same discipline should apply to
mowers and others whose work and professional conduct hold large assets at risk.
9. principles for the decision-making process where it is proposed that a tree is removed or
is retained;
The current driver of zero risk is inapproporiate and should be examined further. No risk
approaches means that there is no stopping point until all woody vegetation is removed. The
trade-off of risk and other values is a community one and should be subject of further
research. Experts are unlikely, used alone or in groups, to improve the risk management.
I believe the pendulum to removal has swung too far – that most tree removals are
unnecessary and some branch removals are unnecessary. I do not believe “trim and monitor”
type options are used nearly enough.
Nor do I believe the “pink spot of doom” that can just appear on a tree‟s trunk is the way to
communicate to the public about dangerous trees.
10. improvements to the Tree Protection Act or other relevant Acts in light of the above
matters; and
I don‟t see how the Act applies to the Government managing trees on the public lands at the
moment. That seems curious.
11. resource implications associated with an enhanced program
The ACT Government tree management staff have made a clear and evidence-supported case
that they are grossly under resourced. The ACT Government in making this deliberate
resource allocation decision has made a serious decision to trade many important and
significant long-term assets and values for immediate financial savings. This decision holds
at risk the trees of Canberra, the citizens wellbeing and their trust in government.
I hope these ideas are useful. I am off course happy to discuss them further.
Yours Sincerely,

Dr Stuart Pearson
PhD Dip Ed
22 February 2010
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My understanding - from the people I know who live near Corroboree Park is that they are
mature people and well educated people. They can thus accept a risk of a branch falling on
them and take the benefit of seeing birds raise their young as a trade-off. However the
politicians can only see bad publicity if someone gets sconed.
A similar example occurred in Bruce (in 1990) when the Fire Service tried to make the
suburb 'safe' by clearing a 50m wide firebreak around the base of Gossan Hill. Most of the
residents of the area - again mature and well educated - erupted against destruction of 'their'
Park and forced a back down. When the Fire Service tried to create a community fire
fighting unit in the area after 2003 they only got a response from 4 residents - the rest
appeared to prefer to looks after their own risks.
Pragmatically nothing is going to make a Government stand up against the yelping of the
media, lawyers and the Opposition. It does mean however that a program which is basically
going to cut down trees that are seen by residents as a beautiful part of the landscape (even if
replaced by others) is always going to face a lot of adverse reaction amongst the community
affected.
I hope these thoughts are a little helpful.
Yours Sincerely
Martin Butterfield
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From: Kate Pearson
Sent: Saturday, 20 February 2010 2:34 PM
To: EnvComm
Subject: Submission to the Investigation into the Government's tree management practices
and the renewal of Canberra's urban forest.
Hi, please find attached a submission to the Investigation into the Government’s tree
management practices and the renewal of Canberra’s urban forest.
Cheers, Stuart.

Attachment: A morning walk of a dog.pdf
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A morning with a
dog called Buster
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I’ll take you for a walk and tell you what I see –
my human doesn’t seem to understand what I
say
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I love trees
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but I try not to get to know them too well...
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‘cause like people those trees get old...go dotty

and are gone
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People change
Some people buy a
house in a treelined street and
then decide they
don’t like trees
but they like
bushes instead.
I don’t.
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and people can change the world.

and they could do better with some
more dog-thinking
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Dogs can help but we cannot
do it all.
And we won’t do much
without a tree.
Thanks for walking with me.
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SUBMISSION ON TREE MANAGEMENT
This submission raises a number of issues which are of major concern to us in
relation to the existing tree management programs. It is not concerned with
the separate tree replacement program.

a) Maintenance of existing tree heritage
At present, the impression one gets is that the only tree management is the
removal of allegedly unsafe trees. This is because any existing maintenance
crews are largely invisible. There also appears to be an all or nothing
approach. If a tree is a problem, the only solution seems to be to remove it
and trees receive no attention until someone complains. Even then, a red
mark is placed on a tree but despite it being completely dead no removal
occurs for years.
What is urgently needed is a properly resourced, regular tree maintenance
program, that involves regular inspection, removal of dead limbs, lopping of
low branches, removal of suckers and necessary shaping of trees. Such
maintenance will enhance the life of existing trees making up the valuable
urban forest. It will remove the absentee landlord look that at present is
suggested by the state of much of the street treescape.
The need for regular maintenance was recognised in earlier times when there
were dedicated teams of tree surgeons for each suburb. The teams knew their
area, developed a stewardship role in relation to the local treescape and took
professional pride in their region of responsibility. This is what is again
needed. Ad hoc contractors are no substitute. What is needed are dedicated
teams (even publicly employed) for each area with authority to properly
maintain the existing forest. At present there seems an abundance of
paperwork (getting a red spot seems necessary) and an absence of any regular
work to maintain the forest as a whole. Instead, shortsighted financial
cutbacks mean the existing tree stock is now in need of more expensive
maintenance and replacement. Money allocated to the arboretum could have
been spent maintaining the existing valuable tree heritage. Given the
enormous value of the existing resource it cannot be left to deteriorate further
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while plans, consultation etc are devoted to a replacement program.
Increased resources are urgently needed now to maintain the existing
resource, and such maintenance will assist in delaying and reducing the need
for wholesale replacement.

b) Risk management
There is a need for a clearly articulated process for assessing and managing
risk. This at present appears to be missing. It must be clearly acknowledged
that the risk is not zero---any tree can, in certain circumstances, shed a branch
or topple over. Driving a car is risky but it is recognised that measures to
eliminate all risk with roads are impractical. The impression from recent
controversial tree removals is that no risk is acceptable when it comes to trees
or the appropriate risk is being too cautiously assessed. People have to take
some responsibility for their own safety.
Hence, the appropriate question is not ‘is there a risk that a tree branch will
fall?’ - many arborists asked that question about a eucalypt may automatically
say ‘yes’. Nor is the fact that a tree is old sufficient reason for action. Yet, the
public could be excused for thinking these are the criteria applied, based on
recent examples. The proper question is whether the risk of a branch falling is
so high that, given its location, there is a very real risk of injury to person or
property. A ‘possibility’ of risk is not sufficient, and alternatives (eg strategic
limb pruning) to felling a tree need to have been exhausted before removal is
contemplated.
There is not sufficient transparency and prior opportunity for public input as to
the degree of acceptable risk before removal has occurred. Expert arborist
opinion only makes sense if the criteria on the basis of which the advice is
provided are made clear. Otherwise, one is left with the personal decision of
one expert, which may represent a quite different attitude to risk from that
which the community considers appropriate.
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c) Other issues
i)

Compaction around street trees

A major health risk to street trees is the increasing practice of parking cars and
trucks around the base of established trees, compacting the ground so no
water can be received. For an example see the corner of Quandong and Miller
streets. There needs to be clearly promulgated restrictions on use of nature
strips in this way and enforcement (warnings, fines for non-compliance,
removal of derelict abandoned vehicles).
ii)

Removal of tree litter

Certain species of trees produce large amounts of litter, eg acorns from oak
trees. At present much of this litter is left to rot in gutters and then it clogs
stormwater drains. Part of tree maintenance is removal of litter. Each
household cannot be expected to do all of this and generally do not do so.
Municipal services need to work with tree maintenance crews to ensure
increased resources are devoted to reasonably regular street sweeping,
removal of fallen branches etc. Again the benefits of having a local crew
familiar with their region helps in the coordination of such services.
iii)

Sewer replacement program

Where sewer replacement requires deep trenches and major interference with
the roots of established street trees, relocation or alternative approaches need
to be undertaken. For example in Quandong St O’Connor, major root systems
were destroyed and disturbed as a result of deep trenches within feet of
established trees. Risking serious injury to a magnificent avenue of 50+ year
old street trees should be recognised as unacceptable and the inherent value
of such avenues should be acknowledged. Perhaps the register of individual
‘significant trees’ could be supplemented by a register of ‘significant avenues
of established trees’. Works such as the sewer replacement program would
not be permitted by the tree controller in relation to protected trees on
private property and the same protection ought to be accorded to street trees.
Many residents of Quandong Street await anxiously to see if the recent sewer
trenching/disturbance kills or leads to rapid decay of the relevant trees, which
form part of the street’s mature canopy. The premature death or decay of any
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Miss Maxine Cooper
Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment
Office of the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment
PO Box 356
Dickson ACT 2602

24 February 2010

1

Dear Miss Cooper
Investigation into the ACT Government’s tree management practices
and the renewal of Canberra’s urban forest
On behalf of Water Our Garden City Inc., I make the following submission.
General
It is appalling that the Government’s water restrictions, emptying of dams and foolish failure to harvest
the Tennent catchment have resulted in wholesale destruction of Canberra’s urban forest and garden
environment – yes, the one we live in!
Canberra’s urban forest includes many thousands of trees more than those on public land. Many families
have suffered as they have had the disappointment and expense of having to cut down and remove trees
which have died for want of water.
THIS HAS TO STOP IMMEDIATELY!!!
A drive along Canberra’s main roads shows a city whose trees are in decline and often the choice of tree
species has condemned the land around these trees to desertification.
If you, as the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment, are serious about improving and
maintaining Canberra’s urban trees and the city’s general environment, water restrictions must be relaxed
and prices cut to enable people to regenerate Canberra’s urban forest. Private water flows to many trees
on urban land (eg nature strips) for which householders are not compensated by government and should
be.
Pleading climate change is an excuse for negative action and the avoidance of measures to increase water
capacity and distribution. Canberra’s water is profligately spilled interstate in so-called environmental
flows. Canberra’s government should have the laws commanding such flows reviewed to reflect the
reality of Canberra’s existence as a city of 350,000 and growing.
ACTEW says the annual e-flow release from the Cotter and Googong is 3024 ML and with the new
Cotter in place the annual release will increase dramatically to 13,680 ML principally to allow some fish
species to breed. This waste of water will be at the expense of Canberrans as the total supply of water
available will be reduced and thus allow water prices to rise for a scarcer resource.
It is a distortion of responsibilities to give priority to some fish, rare or otherwise, before the people, trees
and urban environment of Canberra. Indeed, excessive environmental releases are damaging to native
fish which are better adapted than carp to survive drought and may be harmed by large releases of cold
water from dams.
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The need for these so-called environmental flows demands review to ensure first that they are not mere
responses to political pressure from radical environmental lobbies and that the amount of the e-flows is
not ideologically based but is in proportion to the needs of Canberrans now and in the immediate years
ahead, and not in a fanciful future. Moreover the charges for these flows should be reassessed so that
there is greater benefit to Canberrans for the collection and its loss of an essential resource and to
compensate for their watering of street trees and nature strips. In truth, water used on gardens should be
counted as proper environmental flows because such uses of water nourish the urban green environment
before seeping back into the rivers and creeks.

2

We now address the specific Terms of Reference.
The Commissioner will investigate and report on the following matters:
1. the scope and efficiency of any enhancement that may be required to the Government’s
existing tree management programs;
The simplest enhancement would be to restore normal water supply and householders would naturally
water their own and public trees adjacent to properties.
2. the benefits and drawbacks of considering funding for urban tree programs separately to
Climate change initiatives;
The best initiative would be to restore water supply so that in the evenings people could water their trees,
lawns and shrubs and create an evaporative air conditioning effect which meant they did not have to run
air-conditioners.
The Commissioner should be made aware that the theories and science of man- made climate change
have come under strong question and allegations of failure of scientific method – or even fraud – are
emerging.
3. Improved notification and consultation processes to support greater community
involvement in urban tree planning and management, including risk mitigation, tree
removal and planting;
Eucalypts are extremely risky – they do not belong in an urban environment and are more prone to die in
drought than deciduous trees which are dormant in winter. Indeed eucalypts are toxic in so far as they
eliminate other trees and the desiccate the area about them. Their wax-covered leaves reduce the amount
of water entering the ground around the trees. These leaves discharge polyphenols which prevent growth
under them and they take years to break down to mulch. Eucalypts have survived in and dominated the
Australian landscape because of their ability to recover quickly from the frequent, ignorant and careless
aboriginal bush burnings which has destroyed the biodiversity of many regions. This recovery rate has
been to the detriment of other tree species.
4. the priority given in tree management decisions to environmental values, solar access
and the retention of communities of trees in parks;
The biggest priority is water supply – all else is secondary – no water equals dead trees everywhere (in
case you had not noticed).One hopes that deciduous trees are given preference over politically correct but
unscientific decisions to plant more shadeless and desiccating gum trees.
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5. the sustainable reuse of timber from felled trees;

3

What is meant by “sustainable” in the context of felled trees? We suggest you simply mean “re-use. Thus
we suggest you consult with the forestry industry and saw-milling industry lobby groups. Distributors of
firewood could also have an interest, Use as firewood would reduce demand for electricity.
6. when replanting should occur following the removal of trees, the scope for pre-planting,
and principles for the number and species of trees that should be replanted;
Deciduous trees should be preferred as gums are dangerous and more drought prone. Ruling out political
constraints, truthful estimates of Canberra’s water supply have shown that there is adequate unrestricted
water for a population of about 450,000. Abundant and appropriately selected trees can be included in
that estimate but e-flows (a new fashion) were not.
7. the need for enhanced management to maintain the survival and good health of trees;
Not required if water available. We do not need expensive managers presiding over a desert – we can do
it ourselves with adequate water. If Canberrans were encouraged (eg. by discounted water costs) they
would water trees willingly and naturally and most trees would not die and the urban environment would
be refreshed.
8. appropriate safeguards to ensure contractors follow best practice and adhere to
Government tree policies;
Not required. Most people want to save trees, unlike our criminal government of vandals. Moreover “best
practice” as used in connection with the environment is usually a weapon wielded by those with
subjectively political or ideological agendas. Contracting by governments is not a new practice or science.
The ACT government needs to be transparent in its motives and fair and just in setting out its rules for
contractors.
9. principles for the decision-making process where it is proposed that a tree is removed or
is retained;
Why should the present principles and process be retained? Has nothing been learnt since they were
introduced? The tone of this very investigation indicates a change is the desired political outcome. The
present arbitrary, even subjectively interpreted, rules about removal of trees on household land shows that
there is a need to review them.
Public safety and the potential for a tree to cause damage (eg to houses, fences, power lines etc.) and
injury and considerable inconvenience should be the basic tests, not a vague romantic love for native
trees. Gum trees are particularly dangerous because of falling branches. If damage or injury results from
trees whose removal has been refused by governmental authorities, there should be an avenue through
which those affected can seek compensation outside normal insurance cover.
Decisions on their removal need different criteria than those for deciduous trees.
10. improvements to the Tree Protection Act or other relevant Acts in light of the above
matters;
Failure by authorities to water a public tree should be treated most gravely. Where a tree has died for
want of water, a fine of $5,000 per dead tree should be levied jointly and severally against every ACT
Government Minister and every ACTEW Board member. It is time the ACT Government and ACTEW
Page 3 of 4
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were brought to account for their collective vandalism of public and private property. There should be
means, judicial and financial to make Minsters and bureaucrats accountable for decisions that harm the
environment of Canberra.
11. resource implications associated with an enhanced program
This item, as for many of the items above, sounds like an attempt at bureaucratic empire building. Many
of the terms of reference imply the setting up of controls and bureaucratic supervision as they refer to
"managing” and “safeguarding”.
Control and resources would be minimal if people could plant and water trees as they used to and were
happy to do. We do not need more useless, nannyesque and costly bureaucracy, double speak, spin,
excuses and government lies.
The overarching imperative in any program of tree management in urban and suburban Canberra is the
restoration of a decent and cheap water supply NOW!
John McCarthy
President
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XXX St. Reid

Himalayan
Cedar (Cedrus
deodar)

Planted 1927

Generally
good, some
deaths to be
replaced

Expected life
100+ years

XXX St Watson

Monterey Pine
(Pinus radiata)

Planted 1945

Near maturity,
beginning to
decay

Expected life
75 years

Insert
replacement
semi mature
trees on
death
Remove and
replace with
new spp.

The point being to enable Canberra citizens to see that the urban forest is being managed, that trees
have a lifetime, that some species might be better replaced, and that some species might be better
replaced in total whereas others might have replacements of the same species made.
Other layers to such a site might include the costs of maintenance of trees to enable people to see
where their taxes go. In Rotterdam all trees, when I was a student, were given a ‘budget allowance’
and when they looked like exceeding that they were removed, and mostly replaced with another
species. This too seemed a good way for people to understand the life and cost of trees.
Most people naturally wants ‘mature’ trees in their nature strips, but using the photographs of the
MIldenhall collection could be a major educational tool in communicating the landscape effect
achieved by uniform plantings. I think the public needs to be taken through the pros and cons, and
there are both in almost every situation, of mass replanting versus infills where possible.

The matters referred to you:
1. I am not sure what this means but perhaps I have addressed above.
2. Climate change and tree planting programs though they have a feel good connection are
only very slightly ‘connected’ (600,000 trees is negligible in the scheme of things
unfortunately, what our federal politicians do not understand!) so I would decouple these
issues.
3. I have in my introduction addressed this. Risk mitigation can in truth only be done on an ad
hoc basis when it appears a specimen or a group is failing or at risk of failing earlier than
forecast, is struck by lightning or disease or a car! So vigilance is the best form of risk
mitigation and encouraging people, as far as possible to take an interest in the tree estate of
Canberra. Things like the National Arboretum Canberra will have an important role to play in
this.
4. All of these issues should be responsibly weighted in any planning decision as I suspect they
are at present.
5. This is a collection of buzz words but if you mean using the timber for purposes other than
chips I suppose there are some wood craftspersons who might have an interest in certain
spp for higher value use. But in the main street trees, because they are widespread and not
high lifted early on will produce very low grade timber.
6. For a start ‘replanting’ of the same species is only possible under some conditions, but if it is
then a decision needs to be made according to the cohorts of the street as to whether to
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replant in whole streets, as the effect of co-ordinated plantings is certainly more ‘impressive’
than ad hoc replacements.
Regular windscreen and on-ground assessments of street trees on something like a 5 year
rolling cycle should not break the budget of the ACT, after all our treescape is major part of
the selling of Canberra, take it out of the Tourism budget, it surely is as useful as Floriade?
Contractors surely have a code of practice both professional and laid down by those issuing
the contracts?
See much of the above.
The Act seems reasonable to me.
See 7 above.

Max Bourke

Tree Investigation

Office of the Commissioner
for Sustainability and the Environment
Po Box 356
Dickson ACT 2602
Dear Commissioner
RE: Share your views on trees in Canberra
Thank you for this opportunity to submit Cancer Council ACT’s interest into the
future management and maintenance of trees amongst Canberra’s urban
areas.
Whilst it is common knowledge that trees provide shade, it can be debated
which tree species may provide the most effective long term shade that are
also suitable to Canberra’s climate. It is important that trees that do provide
effective shade are also inviting and planted in accessible and practical public
places including our schools, bus stops, playgrounds, picnic spots, shopping
areas and sporting venues etc.
In recent years, Cancer Council SunSmart campaigns have emphasized the
importance of the use of shade as a strategy in the reduction of human
exposure to solar ultraviolet radiation (UVR), particularly in early life with the
provision of shade in primary and secondary school environments. Trees can
play an important role in shade provision, either as the main shade provider or
to augment shade structures and increase UVR protection provided to the
general population.
A Cancer Council (Victoria) memorandum summarised the results to a
question about shade provision from the Cancer Issues Population Survey
(2007). Keeping in mind this is a Victorian survey, it still provides a public
perception of current levels of shade available in local community parks and
sport grounds. Of the 1500 participants, nearly half surveyed believed
adequate shade at their local park or playground was difficult to find and that
the authority that was identified as having the main responsibility for ensuring
adequate shade in public places was the local government.
With regard to tree types and ultraviolet radiation (UVR) protection, in 2007 the
Australian Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety Agency (ARPANSA)
and the University of Adelaide, supported by Cancer Council South
Australia undertook a study to measure the protection provided by a range of
trees common in Australian urban environments. The study examined six
main species that were common in Adelaide (as well as other major Australian
cities). The species were a mix of native and non-native urban trees as well as
evergreen, deciduous and semi-deciduous trees. The results of this study were
in agreement with previous studies on UVR protection provided by trees.
The study concluded that as well as the many commonly understood benefits
of trees to the urban environment, street trees provide an ultraviolet radiation
protection factor similar to many purpose-built shade structures, i.e., between
5 and 10. This fact alone should provide reassurance to local government
bodies that providing tree cover is an effective response to concerns they
might have in relation to their duty of care toward users of public places
regarding exposure to UVR. The study also showed some differences in the
UVR protection offered by different tree species (a copy of this report has been
attached with this submission).
Shade provision is clearly an issue that is of concern for the community. Cancer
Council ACT often receives calls from the general public expressing their
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From Garden City to Urban Forest: The End of the Griffin Plan?1
Submission for Investigation into the Government‟s Tree Management Practices and the
Renewal of Canberra‟s Urban Forest
Ann Kent*
When plans were first made for the construction of the national capital in Canberra,
tree planting was accepted as one of the necessities of the design. L.D. Pryor2
For some years now, perhaps since the introduction of self-government, but more
obviously within the last decade, the whole concept of Canberra, as a planned,
harmonious, garden city with low, modest and occasionally monumental, buildings set
in parkland, and luminous vistas of blue mountains, lakes and hills, has been under
attack.3 But one aspect of the city had never until now been challenged, and I assumed,
would never be: the importance of its trees. I was wrong.
When I recently visited my century-old mother in a Canberra nursing home and told her
that I was writing a submission to try to save some of Canberra‟s trees, her response
was instantaneous: “It‟s awful to cut the trees down!” She began to recite lines of Joyce
Kilmer‟s 1914 poem: "I think that I shall never see, A poem lovely as a tree..." After
some reflection, she added: “They would have to have a good reason for it”.
In this submission I take up the critical question, obvious even to a very old lady, as to
whether the reason behind the Government‟s plan to cut down many of Canberra‟s
mature trees is a good one. While taking into account the recent changes that have
occurred to Canberra flora, I will outline the case against the government‟s proposed
policy, and suggest alternative policies. I will highlight the way in which this apparently
simple administrative policy is in fact cutting into the heart of the Griffin Plan, and thus
into Canberra‟s international reputation as one of the world‟s premier planned cities. In
other words, I will not only consider lesser matters of management, as the terms of
reference require, but also query the larger and more critical assumptions behind the
government‟s new tree policy.
1. Background: It is indisputable that Canberra is suffering changed weather patterns,
with increased spells of dryness and higher temperatures. Many trees in Canberra have
been stressed, with some recovering after rain and others requiring extra help. Some
mature trees have required lopping. But these facts do not justify a programme to
remove mature trees in an arbitrary and wholesale fashion.

I am grateful to Geoff Page, Bruce Kent, the late Bill Packard and anonymous tree conservation
experts for their comments.
2
L.D. Pryor, Trees in Canberra (Canberra, the Department of the Interior, 1968), p. 5.
3
See, in particular, Enrico Taglietti, “Capital Merits More than a „Dysfunctional‟ Planning
System”, Canberra Times, 25 February 2010, p. 19.
1

1
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2. The Government‟s argument: The ACT government‟s new tree policy has not so
much been proclaimed as intimated, and then initially acted on, without community
consultation. Thus, a subtle but powerful change has occurred in ACT government
rhetoric. Canberra used to be the called the "Garden City". Suddenly, by a clever sleight
of hand, it has become an "Urban Forest", a way of suggesting that:
i. because it is no longer a garden, but a forest, it contains too many trees for an urban
setting, especially given the changing climate and recent bushfires; and
ii. in line with common Australian forestry practice, particularly in bushfire seasons, it
is acceptable to thin the “urban forest” out.
Having established this new paradigm, the government then argued that Canberra‟s
trees were ageing and needed to be replaced. A swathe of destruction ensued.
Community protest at this action led to the opening of this Investigation.
The basis of the government‟s argument is not science, but economics and ideology. It
is the mundane voice of economic rationalism. Smaller government, with its
concomitant outsourcing of services, together with fear of litigation in the event of
branches falling, have been the twin sources of the ACT government‟s sudden
perceived need to fell trees. The tree experts in government have been downsized and
the work of implementing the new “tree policy” “outsourced” to non-expert subcontractors, who have chosen to remove whole clumps of trees at a time, rather than
individually according to the actual health of the tree, in order to “save costs”. And yet,
as Ernst Willheim has shown with respect to government outsourcing of legal services,
such practices undermine the quality of the work done for government and, if the true
costs were to be revealed, could well be shown to increase the costs.4
Signs of failure of transparency and a lack of community consultation are clearly
apparent in this Investigation‟s terms of reference, which are couched in “managementspeak” and, as indicated, bear little relationship to the major questions involved. In the
main, they refer not to the question of whether the new policy of large-scale removal of
mature trees is a correct and appropriate one, but merely of how it is to be carried out.
3. Arguments against the ACT Government‟s new tree policy:
a. Scientific argument: Canberra‟s trees are maturing. But, according to the
experts I have consulted, unlike humans, trees do not have a finite age as the
government suggests. Their continued health depends not on age but on the nature of
their site and site conditions (soil depth and fertility, moisture, fire history,
insect/termite attack). Indeed, with the exception of plants such as acacias, grevilleas,
and hakeas, many of which have a limited life span, most species of trees are not old
once they have reached a century, but are merely entering maturity. The very oldest of
Canberra‟s planted trees, if they are still in place, are only now reaching that age. In
particular, most eucalypts planted in Canberra have lifespans that could be expected to
4

Ernst Willheim, “The Mounting Legal Bills of an Ideological War”, The Public Sector
Informant, March 2010, 3, 10.
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be significantly longer than the history of plantings in Canberra to date. Although they
may develop thinned canopy and limbs as a response to drought and other stresses, the
majority recover; this slow accumulation of “defects” is a natural process which is part
of the lifecycle and maturing of the tree. Moreover, as trees mature, they generally need
less frequent watering, dispense more shade, absorb more carbon, and are less likely to
die under dry conditions.
b. History and planning: The history and experience of good tree management in
Canberra is substantial. According to Professor Lindsay Pryor, the introduction of
additional trees into Canberra began as early as 1911 and was pursued by the brilliant
landscape designer, Thomas Weston, until 1926.5 This planting was basic to the
philosophy behind the design of Canberra undertaken by Walter Burley Griffin and his
wife, Marion Mahony Griffin, with its emphasis on landscape.6 Thus, Griffin wrote
movingly of the landscape potential of native Australian trees and shrubs in “An
Architectural Tree” and “Avenue Trees”.7 The vision of the Griffins, which is
fundamental to Canberra‟s reputation, should be maintained rather than swept aside.
c. The environment and Canberrans‟ quality of life: It is ironic that, just when
the world has called for the planting of more trees to store carbon, and when Australia is
helping fund developing countries to retain their rainforests, the ACT is embarking on a
policy of removing trees. Such inconsistency with international policy reflects poorly on
the ACT‟s green credentials.
Apart from their critical function of carbon storage, trees are essential in Canberra to
keep the city cool, particularly when more and more of the city‟s surface is being
covered in cement and asphalt. At a time when it is encouraging more people to walk
and cycle, rather than seeking protection in air-conditioned cars, the government is
planning to deprive Canberra of essential shade in summer. Anyone who cares to take a
walk or bike-ride in Canberra‟s ever-hotter summer weather, will find that as soon as he
or she is under a large tree, the temperature cools down considerably, enough to
appreciably reduce the discomfort of the sun‟s rays. Car owners also seek trees to park
under. Even now, before the new tree policy has been formally adopted, one is aware of
the critical gaps in the tree canopy caused by recent tree removals.
Trees also protect lower plantings and keep the grass as green as is physically possible.
One needs only look at the area within the ambit of large trees to note the difference in
the health of the plantings and grass cover beneath, as compared with that beyond, their
reach.
However, quality of life is not just a physical issue. Despite the old cliché that
“Canberra has no soul”, many Canberrans have a strong emotional attachment to the
philosophy behind the planning of this city, as well as to the city itself. Hence the
enormous outcry when the National Capital Authority (NCA) proposed to remove the
poplars in front of the National Library. So unpopular was the policy that the NCA had
5

Pryor, Trees in Canberra, p. 9.
See Taglietti, “Capital Merits More”.
7
Dustin Griffin, ed., The Writings of Walter Burley Griffin (Cambridge, Cambridge University
Press, 2008), 305-309.
6
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to alter its plans. Imagine the effect on the community if this outcry were to be repeated
throughout Canberra as the result of the wide-spread adoption and implementation of
the new tree “management” policy.
d. Tourism: In plain, cold, commercial terms, what is Canberra‟s claim to
product differentiation? What attracts tourists here, rather to any other Australian city?
It is not just the occasional cultural event, not just the museums, library, and lake. It is
the whole planned environment, including all these aspects. However, the essence of
this environment, which is the source of Canberra‟s international and national
reputation, is that it fits a city into a natural environment in a balanced and harmonious
fashion. One of the keys to this unity and harmony between structure and landscape is
Canberra‟s trees, which are common to both.
e. Costs:
The removal of trees, the planting of seedlings, and their continued care for years until
maturity cannot be cheaper and more effective than a one-off installation of water
absorbers around mature trees, and the occasional use of water trucks, in conjunction
with a call to the Canberra public to adopt the trees on their nature strip. Unfortunately,
we cannot know because we have not been provided with a cost-benefit analysis. In
Willheim‟s words, “Can it be that where „reform‟ is ideologically driven, those driving
the reform are anxious to keep the costs hidden?”8 Rather than wasting money and
effort removing mature trees, and, in some cases, replacing them with juvenile saplings,
most of which will die unless given continued attention, and which will certainly take
years to provide shade and capture sufficient carbon, the above is just one of the
cheaper and more rational solutions that can help meet the challenges of climate change.
4. Solutions
The objective of maintaining the survival and health of trees is critical to Canberra‟s
reputation as a planned city. The Investigation‟s terms of reference fail to confront this
fact. Before pursuing the terms of reference, the ACT Government should first publicly
commit itself to the principle that trees are integral to Canberra‟s identity and reputation
and that individual trees in Canberra should only be removed if they are found to be
dying. Only then is it relevant to ask whether there is a need for enhanced management
to maintain the survival and good health of trees (ref. 7), whether appropriate safeguards
and regulations should be introduced to ensure contractors follow best practice (ref. 8),
and so on. That is, only when alternative policies to the “Urban Forest” variety are
adopted can the problems of management be resolved satisfactorily.
Once this basic principle is confirmed, the economic issues, whether explicit or merely
implicit, may be dealt with. Good management and judicious pruning are the keys to
avoiding any damage to people or property caused by trees, as well as the resulting
costs of litigation. That is the way Canberra‟s garden city has been maintained up until
now. Removal of mature, healthy trees offers no solution. There is a strong argument,
8

Willheim, “The Mounting Legal Bills”.
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that, at least as regards the eucalyptus, trees live longer in a group, and that thinning
them out simply weakens them. Taken to its logical but absurd conclusion, the
protection of government against litigation would require the total removal of
Canberra‟s trees and their replacement with a desert.
5. Conclusion
Canberra‟s founding fathers were wise people, wiser than we appear to be today. They
knew that the planting of trees in Canberra, was not simply a policy option, but rather,
in Pryor‟s words, “one of the necessities of the design”. Let us therefore forsake the
“Urban Forest” myth and, with a sound philosophy and sound management practices in
place, return Canberra to its rightful and celebrated place as Australia‟s Garden City.

9 March 2010

Ann Kent has lived in Canberra since 1959 and is a Member of the Walter
*
Burley Griffin Society, a Member of the National Trust, and a Friend of the Albert Hall.
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the ACT Government should act on its stated intention of conducting a review of the
Nature Conservation Act 1980 as soon as possible to provide a consistent, holistic
approach to vegetation management and tree protection within the ACT;
a single legislative scheme should apply for the protection and management of all
trees and native vegetation in the ACT, regardless of land tenure or location.

Whilst preferring a single legislative framework for protecting the ACT’s trees, in the interim
the EDO makes the following recommendations to improve the existing laws which operate
to protect the ACT’s urban and non urban trees:
 remove the concept of ‘built-up urban areas’ and ‘tree management precincts’ and
link the operation of the Tree Protection Act to Territory Plan zones and make
complementary amendments to the Nature Conservation Act;
 extend the application of the Tree Protection Act to provide greater protection for
native species;
 amend the criteria against which the Conservator’s decisions in respect of tree
removal applications are made under the Tree Protection Act to require greater
consideration of the ecological importance of the particular tree and make the
criteria the same for decisions made under the Nature Conservation Act;
 amend the Tree Protection Act and the Nature Conservation Act to limit the number
of exemptions from approval and licencing requirements;
 provide for community comment on tree damaging applications under both the Tree
Protection Act and the Nature Conservation Act, including a requirement for the
decision-maker to consider these comments when making their decision;
 require the Conservator to consult and consider the advice of the Tree Advisory
Panel prior to determining tree damaging applications relating to native trees;
 require a statements of reasons to accompany all decisions;
 extend standing for merits review to allow public interest matters to be heard;
 expand the objects clause of the Tree Protection Act;
 expand the provisions relating to site declarations to incorporate regulated native
trees; and
 amend the Planning and Development Act 2007 so that the Conservator plays a
greater decision-making role in regards to trees subject to development applications.
This submission focuses on terms of reference numbered 3, 9 and 10 and includes proposals
for reform of the Tree Protection Act, the Nature Conservation Act and the Planning and
Development Act.
More detailed discussion of these recommendations is provided below.
Single Legislative Scheme
As you will be aware the ACT currently provides a level of protection for, and regulation of,
the removal and damage to trees in the ACT both in the urban and non-urban environment
primarily through the Tree Protection Act 2005 (ACT) (hereafter ‘Tree Protection Act’) and
the Nature Conservation Act 1980 (ACT) (hereafter ‘Nature Conservation Act’).
The Tree Protection Act currently provides some protections to certain trees referred to as
2
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‘protected’ trees. These are defined as ‘registered trees’, being trees registered on the ACT
tree register, of which there are currently none,1 and ‘regulated trees’, being living trees of a
certain size on leased land within the ‘built-up urban area’.2 The ‘built-up urban area’ is an
area declared by the Minister for the Environment and is essentially all of Canberra’s
suburbs, but importantly it does not currently cover future urban areas.3 The Tree
Protection Act protects these trees by prohibiting damage to them without approval by the
Conservator for Flora and Fauna (hereafter referred to as the Conservator)4. ‘Damage’ is
defined to include killing, felling as well as major pruning.5 The Act covers both native and
non native trees.
Trees on unleased land, such as public parks, reserves, nature strips, forestry plantations and
land designated for urban development, are not subject to the provisions of the Tree
Protection Act except for individual trees that have been entered on the ACT Tree Register.
Trees on national land are not covered by the Tree Protection Act.6
The Nature Conservation Act also provides some protections for trees in the ACT. Under
this Act certain protections are provided to native timber on unleased land within the ‘builtup area’ and to native timber on leased or unleased land outside the built-up area. 7 The
‘built-up area’ is defined by reference to the definition in the Emergencies Act.8 Subject to a
number of exceptions,9 felling, damaging or removing native timber which has a diameter of
more than 10cm is prohibited without a licence issued by the Conservator.10
Clearing of native vegetation (which includes trees)11 in a reserved area is also prohibited
without a licence from the Conservator unless it is done in accordance with a development
approval or a fuel management plan or strategic bushfire management plan under the
Emergencies Act.12

1

Note that there are approximately thirty provisionally registered trees.
Tree Protection Act 2005 (ACT) ss8-10.
3
See the Tree Protection (Built-up Urban Areas) Declaration 2009 (No 1) NI2009—62
4
See Tree Protection Act 2005 (ACT) Division 3.2.
5
Tree Protection Act 2005 (ACT) s12.
6
See the Tree Protection (Built-up Urban Areas) Declaration 2009 (No 1) NI2009—62 which excludes national
land.
7
Nature Conservation Act 1980 (ACT) s52(1).
8
See Emergencies Act 2004 (ACT) s65 and Emergencies (Built-up Area) Declaration 2006 NI 2006-225. This
includes any area which is, within the terms of the Territory Plan as in force from time to time, subject to a
planning policy listed below: -Residential land use policies; Commercial land use policies; Industrial land use
policies; Community facility land use policies; Restricted access land use policies; Water feature land use
policies; Municipal services land use policies; Entertainment, accommodation and leisure land use policies; and
Urban open space land use policies.
9
The Nature Conservation Act 1980 provides exceptions for felling or damaging trees on leased land outside
built-up areas where it is necessary to avert an immediate danger or injury to a person or damage to property
(in the opinion of the person who felled the tree); where the timber was planted by the occupier and felled by
that occupier or subsequent occupier, or where it is felled with intention of using it on the land (other than for
sale or trade).
10
Nature Conservation Act 1980 (ACT) s52(4).
11
Native vegetation is defined to mean trees, understorey plants, groundcover consisting of any kind of grass
or herbaceous vegetation, plants occurring in a wetland or stream indigenous to the area. See Nature
Conservation Act 1980 (ACT) s73.
12
See Emergencies Act 2004 (ACT) Division 8.2.
2
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The policy justification for applying different protections to trees depending upon where
they are located is not clear. The Explanatory Memorandum to the Tree Protection Act does
not offer any explanation as to why this position was adopted nor is there any available EM
for the Nature Conservation Act.
Should there be regulation of trees on leased and unleased land?
The EDO is of the view that the regulation of trees on both leased and unleased land is
appropriate.
At times during the debate on tree regulation on private property, individual property rights
are used as an argument against such regulations. Assertions of a property owner’s right to
use the property as they see fit are used as an argument against effective regulation to
protect trees and the environment.
The EDO does not agree with this position. Whilst property rights should be respected it is
not inconsistent or incongruous to say that certain limitations should be placed on property
owner’s rights in dealing with the property in order to protect public rights and the
environment.
Property rights have been controlled, and regulated by Governments in all common law
jurisdictions for centuries and there is an establish body of jurisprudence that establishes a
government’s right to do this without giving rise to compensation.13
One line of argument that is often used to explain the position is that property owners share
equally in the environmental benefit obtained from the regulation. Individual proprietary
rights are exchanged for improved civic rights to environmental welfare. This concept was
spelt out by Lord Hoffman:
‘The give and take of civil society frequently requires that the exercise of private
rights should be restricted in the general public interest.’14
In this case the public interest of general environmental health and in particular the
existence and protection of the urban forest and biodiversity within the ACT must outweigh
any loss that individuals may feel in relation to a diminished ability to deal with their
property as they choose. The exercise of free dominion over private property is already
restricted by a range controls that exist for the public good. Zoning requirements,
easements for sewerage and water, lease purpose clauses all exist to facilitate the well
being of the community. Tree protection mechanisms are no different.
Given the strong public policy justification for regulating individual property rights the EDO
is of the view that private property rights should not be a justification for providing different
protections for trees on leased or unleased land.
13

Only in very extreme situations will regulation amount to a taking of property rights sufficient to require
compensation. This is far beyond the level of propriety control diminished by the Tree Protection Act.
14
Grape Bay Ltd v Attorney-General of Bermuda [2000] 1 WLR 574 at 583C per Lord Hoffmann.
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Should there be regulation of trees in urban and non-urban areas?
The EDO is of the view that the protection of trees should appropriately occur both in urban
and non-urban areas.
The EDO’s view is that the objects behind a legislative scheme designed to protect trees in
the ACT should be to:
 protect habitat and promote biodiversity conservation;
 minimise the ecological footprint of human development and promote sustainable
living;
 enhance Canberra as the bush capital; and
 recognise the amenity value of trees.
To best achieve these objects the EDO submits that the same protections should apply to all
protected trees within the ACT regardless of the land tenure where the tree is located.
Consequently the EDO recommends that a single legislative scheme should apply to provide
protections for all trees to be covered by the scheme, regardless of where the trees are
located. This would create a more efficient and comprehensive means of protecting trees
and the environment and remove the artificial boundaries that currently exist in the
operation and division of responsibility between the two Acts.
The EDO recommends that this be considered as part of a comprehensive review of the
Nature Conservation Act. Until such time as comprehensive review is undertaken it is the
view of the EDO that amendments should be made to the existing legislative framework to
properly integrate the legislative regimes which currently exist to regulate tree protection in
the ACT. These are discussed below.
Recommendations for amendments to existing laws
Amended definition of built-up urban area concept
As noted above, the protection of trees under the Tree Protection Act, currently relies on a
tree being in a ‘built-up urban area’ (amongst other things). The ‘built-up urban area’ is an
area declared by the Minister and is essentially all of Canberra’s suburbs, but importantly it
does not currently cover future urban areas.15
Under the Nature Conservation Act, as discussed above, certain protections are provided to
native timber on unleased land within the ‘built-up area’ and to native timber on leased or
unleased land outside the ‘built-up area’.16 Under the Nature Conservation Act the ‘built-up
area’ is defined by reference to the ‘built-up area’ definition created under the Emergencies
Act 2004 (ACT).17

15

See Tree Protection Act 2005 (ACT) ss7 and 39; Tree Protection (Built-up Urban Areas) Declaration 2009 (No
1) NI2009—62; Tree Protection (Criteria for Registration and Cancellation of Registration) Determination 2006
DI2006—56 r1.
16
Nature Conservation Act 1980 (ACT) s52.
17
Above n8.
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The different definitions of the concept of a ‘built-up urban area’ and ‘built-up area’ used in
the two Acts leaves open the potential for gaps or overlap in applicability and is not an
effective legislative scheme. The terms used in the ‘built-up area’ declaration made under
the Emergencies Act, that is land subject to various planning policies, are not consistent with
terms in the current Territory Plan. We can assume that corresponding zones can be
substituted to give effect to the declaration however this is not clear and difficulties do
arise.
An illustration of the current problems is the industrial development of Beard. It is leased
land in the Urban Zone 1 (Broadacre Zone) and the Tree Protection Act does not apply as it
is not in a built-up urban area within the definition of that Act. This zone appears to be
outside the ‘built –up area’ definition in the Nature Conservation Act and therefore the
Nature Conservation Act would apply. However it is being developed into an industrial area
– and consequently could be said to be subject to an industrial land use policy so as to come
within the definition of the ‘built-up area’. If this interpretation were taken it would be
outside the scope of both the Tree Protection Act and the Nature Conservation Act and no
tree protection measures would apply. Whilst it appears that it would be within the scope of
the Nature Conservation Act it is an example of the difficulties brought about by the current
system.
Having different rules apply depending upon the location of the tree and the land tenure
make it difficult for the public to ascertain exactly which rules apply to which trees. It also
leads to situations where a tree on one boundary line for example on the boundary of the
Mt Ainslie Nature Reserve are protected yet on the other side are not.
As stated above the EDO recommends a new single comprehensive native vegetation
legislative scheme which would apply to all native vegetation in the ACT, regardless of its
location. This would remove the need for concepts such as a ‘built-up urban area’.
However in the interim, if the Tree Protection Act and the Nature Conservation Act are to
continue with a concept of a ‘built-up urban area’ to determine tree protection, the EDO is
of the view that it is preferable that this area should be defined by reference to the Territory
Plan zones (being residential, commercial, industrial, community facility, urban parks and
recreation, transport and services), rather than being determined by Ministerial
determination.
The current concept of a ‘built-up area’ in the Nature Conservation Act is determined in the
context of bushfire response rather than environmental protection. Before making the Builtup area declaration the Emergency Services Commissioner must consult with the chief
officer (fire brigade) and the chief officer (rural fire service).18 The Emergency Services
Commissioner is not required to consult the Conservator and therefore there are no
environmental considerations built in to the application of the Nature Conservation Act.
To remove the possibility of overlap or gaps in applicability the EDO recommends that the
Nature Conservation Act should also be amended to provide the inverse of the Tree
18

Emergencies Act 2004 (ACT) s65(2).
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Protection Act. That is, everywhere not in the listed zones (residential, commercial,
industrial, community facility, urban parks and recreation, transport and services) and
therefore not covered by the Tree Protection Act is protected by the Nature Conservation
Act. This a sensible and logical way of ensuring compatibility between the two Acts.
The EDO is also of the view that it is desirable that the areas to which the Act applies are
appropriately provided for in the primary legislation, rather than in delegated legislation.
Criteria for protection
Currently whether a tree is given protection under the Tree Protection Act as a regulated
tree (and not a registered tree which must be assessed against the criteria19) is based solely
on the size of a tree.
The EDO is of the view that tree protection based solely on the satisfaction of size criteria is
not the best way of ensuring adequate protection of trees and the urban forest. Particular
attention must be paid to native trees that provide habitat for wildlife and make a greater
contribution to biodiversity in the ACT.
The EDO notes, however that a size requirement for qualification for the protection
mechanisms is an easily enforceable and publicly communicable concept. Consequently the
EDO recommends that this continues to be the criteria under which trees are protected.
Recognising the inherent limitation of a size based approach it is recommended that
broader environmental factors, such as the ecological significance of a tree, must be taken
into account by the Conservator in determining whether an approval (under the Tree
Protection Act) or licence (under the Nature Conservation Act) should be granted to damage
a protected tree.
This recognises that vegetation other than large trees can be important for habitat
protection. Whilst size is easy to apply it is not necessarily the only measure of ecological or
environmental values.
Protection of Native/Non-Native Species
Currently the Tree Protection Act applies to both native and non-native trees. It does not
prioritise protection for native over exotic species. In fact the Tree Protection Act has been
used to protect a recognised weed species,20 whilst at the same time there is significant
community concerns about the removal of native trees that are not protected by the Tree
Protection Act.21
In contrast, the Nature Conservation Act only applies to native timber and vegetation.
19

See Tree Protection (Criteria for Registration and Cancellation of Registration) Determination 2006 DI2006—
56.
20
Maleganeas and Conservator of Flora & Fauna [2007] ACTAAT 24. This involved the removal of a Fraxinus
oxycarpa, commonly known as a Desert Ash which has been listed as a weed by Weeds Australia. See
http://www.weeds.org.au/cgi-bin/weedident.cgi?tpl=plant.tpl&state=&s=0&ibra=all&form=tree&card=E15.
21
Residents furious as tall tree falls, Canberra Times 22/12/09; Tree-felling on hold: fury wins reprieve,
Canberra Times 08/11/09; Ainslie residents dispute tree-felling, Canberra Times 03/10/09. Also see below n37.
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The EDO recommends that the Tree Protection Act should emphasise protection of native
plants. The National Framework for the Management and Monitoring of Australia’s Native
Vegetation,22 notes that native vegetation contributes to natural values, resources and
processes of biodiversity, soil and water resources, hydrology, land productivity, sustainable
land use, and climate change. It also contributes to natural and cultural heritage, and
indigenous people’s interests. The Canberra Ornithologists Group recommends a careful
selection of native plants, and cautions against exotics, as the best way of providing habitat
for native bird species in Canberra.23
To provide greater protection to native trees the EDO recommends that the definition of a
‘regulated tree’ in the Tree Protection Act be amended to include native trees with a trunk
greater than 10cm in diameter and non-native trees which satisfy the current size criteria in
section 10 of the Tree Protection Act.
This ensures consistency by providing the same level of protection for native trees on leased
land in the urban environment as are provided for native trees in the non-urban
environment and on unleased land in the urban environment under the Nature
Conservation Act. That is protections are appropriately based on size and ecological value of
the tree irrespective of the land tenure and location of the tree.
Criteria for approving tree removal or damage
Currently the Conservator must take into account specified criteria when deciding whether
to approve an application for tree damaging activity (under the Tree Protection Act) or to
issue a licence to allow damage to a native tree (under the Nature Conservation Act).24
These criteria are set out in disallowable instruments.25
The EDO is of the view that it is essential that decision-makers are given clear and objective
criteria against which to assess and upon which to base their decisions. This leads to better
decisions, greater transparency and improves reviewability of those decisions.
If the legislation is to effectively protect trees the criteria against which decisions are made
should require a thorough consideration of the environmental impacts of the action. The
EDO recommends that a review of ‘tree species of ecological importance’ should be
undertaken with a view to expanding the current list. The criteria should then require that
where the tree is a listed tree the Conservator must take into account its role in the ACT
environment and protecting biodiversity. Exceptional circumstances should be required for
the removal of these trees. Currently the Conservator may take into account a list of
ecologically beneficial species. 26 The EDO is of the view that this should be a mandatory
requirement.
22

See http://www.environment.gov.au/land/publications/nvf/index.html.
See http://canberrabirds.org.au/AttractingBirdsGarden.htm.
24
Tree Protection Act 2005 (ACT) s25(3)(a); Nature Conservation Act 1980 (ACT) s106(1)
25
See Tree Protection (Approval Criteria) Determination 2006 (No 2) DI2006—60; Nature Conservation
(Licensing Criteria) Determination 2001 DI2001-47.
26
Tree Protection (Approval Criteria) Determination 2006 (No 2) DI2006—60 r1(3)(c).
23
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It is recommended that the current approval criteria made under the Tree Protection Act be
amended as follows:
- special provision should be made for trees close to nature parks and wildlife
corridors noting the greater importance of trees in these areas;
- the Conservator must consider whether it is a listed ecologically beneficial tree and
only approve its removal in exceptional circumstances;
- Insert a specific criterion providing that if the tree is not a native tree it may be
removed if the applicants can prove that doing so would facilitate the growth of an
indigenous tree.
- Remove native species from the current schedule 2.
The EDO notes that currently the removal criteria apply only to regulated trees and there
are no criteria against which to assess the removal of registered trees. Any criteria should
make it clear that damage should only be approved in exceptional circumstances. It is noted
also that the Nature Conservation Act instruments make incorrect/obsolete reference to
their enabling Sections.27
Application of laws to executive action
Currently the provisions protecting the damage, felling or removal of native timber under
the Nature Conservation Act do not apply to executive actions.28 They only cover public
interference with unleased land (or private actions on leased land in non -urban areas).29 As
the Tree Protection Act does not regulate trees on unleased land,30 there is no legislated
process to ensure accountability for executive actions that damage trees on unleased land.
The Tree Protection Act does not have similar exemptions for executive actions. However it
is noted that there are exemptions for certain actions under the Utilities Act.31
The EDO is of the view that the executive, such as officers from the Department of Territory
and Municipal Services, and utility companies should be subject to the Tree Protection Act
and Nature Conservation Act and comply with the same legislative requirements as the rest
of the community, including the requirement to obtain approval from the Conservator prior
to any tree damaging activity. In all but urgent and emergency situations (for example
natural disasters as are currently provided for under the Tree Protection Act s19(1)(e) and
(f)) there do not appear to be any compelling public policy reason why the executive should
not be bound by the same rules in relation to tree protection as other members of the

27

Nature Conservation (Licensing Criteria) Determination 2001 DI2001-47 and Nature Conservation Criteria
Determination 2001 DI2001-59 make incorrect/obsolete references to the sections under which they operate.
28
It is noted that the provisions relating to clearing native vegetation under the Nature Conservation Act do
apply to executive actions.
29
Nature Conservation Act 1980 (ACT) s52(5)(a).
30
Tree Protection Act 2005 (ACT) s10.
31
Tree Protection Act 2005 (ACT) s19(1)(d)(i).
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community. Governments throughout Australia are bound by a range of environmental
standards in the case of the Commonwealth to a higher standard than applies elsewhere.32
The EDO recommends that the Tree Protection Act and the Nature Conservation Act include
a provision that the Act binds the Crown and removes the exemptions in s52(5)(a) of the
Nature Conservation Act and 19(1)(d)(i) –(iii) Tree Protection Act.33
This will have the effect of requiring utility companies and the executive (public servants) to
obtain a licence or approval from the Conservator prior to felling native timber or damaging
protected trees. This will mean that the value of the trees and the appropriateness of any
tree damaging activity will appropriately be assessed by the Conservator. It will not prevent
necessary installation and maintenance work of utility networks being carried out. It simply
requires an assessment and approval of any tree damage or removal prior to the work being
carried out to ensure that the best environmental outcome is achieved.
Community Consultation
Currently there are no requirements for public notification or consultation in respect of
approval applications for damaging activities under either the Tree Protection Act or the
Nature Conservation Act.
The EDO strongly supports community participation in environmental matters. Public
participation and consultation in relation to administrative decision-making is a fundamental
element of good governance. In addition to fostering an inclusive society, public
consultation leads to better decisions by assisting decision-makers in identifying public
interest concerns and the views of all stakeholders. Greater community input also helps
integrate ecological and social considerations in government decisions which promote the
principles of ecologically sustainable development.34 Moreover, participation enhances the
accountability, and thus acceptability, of environmental decisions.
Balancing the need for public participation and administrative efficiency is at times a
difficult task and in this case the appropriateness of allowing public comment on all tree
damaging applications submitted to the Conservator does raise some issues relating to
timing, resourcing and increased bureaucracy. There are however compelling public policy
reasons, as discussed above, for allowing comments under both the Tree Protection Act and
the Nature Conservation Act.

32

See Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cth) ss26 and 28 which provide that
were an action is undertaken by the Commonwealth or on Commonwealth the relevant impacts are on the
environment generally and not just listed ‘matters of national environmental significance’.
33
Tree Protection Act 2005 (ACT) s19(1)(d) provides that the prohibitions on damaging protected trees and
doing prohibited groundwork (in ss15 and 18) do not apply for certain actions undertaken under the Utilities Act
2000 (ACT). For example, electricity companies installing network facilities or maintaining facilities can clear
regulated trees without approval under the Tree Protection Act 2005 (ACT).
34
Richardson, B. & Razzaque, J. 2006,, ‘Public participation in Environmental Decision-Making’ In
B. Richardson & S. Wood (eds), Environmental Law for Sustainability, Hart Publishing, Oxford and
Portland, Oregon, 165- 195.
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Currently the Conservator has 30 days to make a decision on an application for a tree
damaging activity.35 To provide a short time for public comment within the 30 day period,
for example 10 days, would not add an overly onerous requirement. When considered in
the context of other assessment processes, such as the development approval process, this
does not appear to be a burdensome requirement.36
Given the nature and level of community concern over the felling of trees, 37 providing a
mechanism for public comment is a reasonable and sensible means of encouraging public
participation and ultimately greater acceptance of the decision making process.
The EDO therefore recommends that the Tree Protection Act and the Nature Conservation
Act be amended to provide for public consultation, except in exceptional circumstances for
example where there are urgent public safety issues.
Prior to public consultation the EDO recommends that where an application relates to a
native tree, the Tree Advisory Panel should provide advice to the Conservator and this
advice, and any other relevant advice the Conservator has sought, should then be made
public for consideration during the public comment period. It would also be worthwhile
providing that the Conservator may again consult the Tree Advisory Panel to clarify any
issues raised by public comments. Similar provisions should also be included in the Nature
Conservation Act.
The EDO also recommends that the legislation should specifically require the Conservator to
consider any comments made during the consultation period and the advice of the Tree
Advisory Panel in making his/her decision. This would lead to greater transparency and
community acceptance of decision making.
Appropriate notification provisions, consistent with allowing for public consultation, would
also need to be included. The EDO recommends that where trees are on private land
notification should be through the appropriate website and the provision of written notice
to neighbours. For trees on public land notice should be placed on the appropriate website
and a sign erected on or near the tree or on the roadside nearest the tree if it is unlikely that
people will be able to see a sign on or near the tree.
The EDO also recommends the inclusion of a requirement to undertake a post felling
analysis of any tree removed because of health concerns. This information should be
publicly available. It could help allay public concern about the inappropriate removal of
trees and highlight systemic problems, if any, in tree diagnosis.

35

Tree Protection Act 2005 s25; Nature Conservation Act 1980 (ACT) Part 11 does not set a statutory
timeframe for the Conservators decision.
36
For example, under the Planning and Development Act applications in the merit and impact track require a
decision if no representation is made in relation to the proposal in 30 working days. In any other case 45
working days after the day the application is made to the authority (ss122 and 131). The matters to be
considered by the Conservator in relation to a tree damaging activity are, more often than not, less complex
than a development application in either the merit or impact codes.
37
Canberra Times above n 21. In addition the EDO is regularly contacted by community members who are
concerned about tree removals.
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Statements of Reasons
The EDO also recommends that the TPA and the NCA should require the Conservator, in
making a decision in relation to an application for a tree damaging activity, to provide a
notice of the decision and a statement of reasons to the applicant as well as to all persons
that provided comments.
The benefit of requiring a statement of reasons is succinctly stated by Justice Allsop in
Minister for Immigration & Multicultural Affairs v W157/00A as:
“…the requirement to give reasons helps to encourage a careful attention to the
proper legal framework of the decision and to the relevant issues to consider in making
the decision, and, thus, to foster good decision making.” 38
It is noted that in addition to these persons any person who is affected by the decision or
has a right to seek review is entitled to request a statement of reasons under the ADJR Act
or the ACAT Act.39
The reasons must be sufficient to ensure that even if individuals disagree with the decision
they can at least understand why the decision maker decided the way they did and how
they reached the decision. The current requirements for statements of reasons are set out
in the Legislation Act 2001.40
Review of Decision
Currently the right to seek merits review of a decision relating to an application to damage a
tree made under the Tree Protection Act extends only to applicants.41 Under the Nature
Conservation Act an ‘entity that has interests affected by the licence’ is entitled to seek
merits review of a Conservator’s decision to grant a licence to remove, fell or kill a native
tree.42 This would include an applicant and may extend more broadly.
The EDO recommends that the rights to seek merits review of decisions made under the
Tree Protection Act and the Nature Conservation Act be extended to include not only
applicants, but any person who has made a submission (assuming amendments are made as
recommended above to include public consultation of decisions), and any person whose
interests are affected by the decision.

38

Minister for Immigration & Multicultural Affairs v W157/00A [2002] FCAFC 281 at [92].
See Act Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act 2008 (ACT) s22B and Administrative Decisions (Judicial
Review) Act 1989 (ACT) s13.
40
Section 179 states that ‘the document giving the reasons must set out the findings on material questions of
fact and refer to the evidence or other material on which the findings were based.’
41
Tree Protection Act 2005 Schedule 1.
42
Nature Conservation Act, s104, Schedule 1, item 7
39
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The EDO notes that the Scrutiny of Bills Committee report on the Tree Protection Bill noted
that the Assembly may wish to consider the appropriateness of the now current Act’s
review provisions.43
The EDO has consistently argued for expanded standing for public interest environmental
matters. The inability to satisfy standing requirements has often served to deny potential
public interest litigants access to the court system. Traditionally, an argument has been put
that standing and appeal rights should be restricted to prevent a situation where the
‘floodgates’ are opened and courts are faced with a multitude of actions being filed by
‘meddlesome’ third parties. Further concerns usually revolve about the ability to abuse the
process or the ability to cause mischief. However, using the experience of nearly twenty
years of the open standing provisions under s 123 of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979 (NSW), it shows that there has not been such a barrage of vexatious
litigation. The former Chief Judge of the NSW Land and Environment Court, Justice Jerrold
Cripps has noted that:
“It was said when the legislation was passed in 1980 that the presence of section 123
would lead to a rash of harassing and vexatious litigation. That has not happened and,
with the greatest respect to people who think otherwise, I think that that argument has
been wholly discredited.”44
Moreover, the Senate Standing Committee on Environment, Communication and the Arts
noted in their first report on the operation of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act), that the statistics of the Department of Environment,
Water, Heritage and the Arts suggested that:
“there is little litigation initiated under the Act – either by third parties, proponents of
actions, or permit applications. In approximately eight years since the Act commenced,
there have been just eight applications to courts for injunctions, 21 applications for
judicial review of decisions, and 12 applications for merits review of decisions. When it
is considered that this is Australia’s main national environmental legislation… this
appears to be an extremely low level of litigation.”45
Given that the floodgates argument has been effectively discredited, there is no compelling
policy basis for restricting standing.
The EDO submits that open standing provisions should apply to all environment legislation.
However as a minimum the EDO recommends including a merits review right to a broader
range of people as recommended above.
It is noted that judicial review of the Conservator’s decision in relation to tree damaging
activities under the Tree Protection Act or the Nature Conservation Act, is available to an
43

Standing Committee on Legal Affairs (performing the duties of a Scrutiny of Bills and Subordinate Legislation
Committee) Scrutiny Report 6 - 4 April 2005 p16.
44
Cripps J “People v The Offenders”, Dispute Resolution Seminar, Brisbane 6 July 1990.
45
“The operation of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999” First Report by The
Senate Standing Committee on Environment, Communications and the Arts, 18 March 2009, para 6.43.
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aggrieved person. An aggrieved person is defined as a person whose interests are adversely
affected. 46 Judicial review is a review of the legality of the decision.
Expanded Objects
The EDO submits that the objects of the TPA be amended to include the following
objectives:
 to protect biodiversity; and
 to protect significant native trees.
This clarifies that the aim of protecting individual trees must be considered in the greater
environmental context and comes within the broader goal of biodiversity conservation.
Extension of Site Declarations
Under section 61 of the TPA the Conservator may declare a protection zone for a tree where
a tree has been unlawfully damaged and as a result of this damage the tree is removed from
the ACT Tree Register. The effect of a site declaration is that only prescribed activities, such
as planting trees, can be undertaken on the site.
This measure was created as a means of ensuring that people could not profit from damage
to registered trees. It was enacted to ensure that people did not choose to illegally remove
trees and choose to factor in the costs of the fines rather than go through the administrative
process of seeking approval.
The EDO is of the view that these provisions provide a useful deterrent over and above fines
to stop illegal damage to registered trees. The EDO recommends that this provision should
be extended to all native trees. It is a useful deterrent to have available to the Conservator
and provides another mechanism to ensure environmental conservation.
Additional Resources
In recognition of the expanded role of the Conservator the EDO recommends that additional
resources be allocated to the Conservator’s office to ensure that the consultation and
decision-making role can be undertaken thoroughly.
Review Provisions
The EDO also recommends that a review provision be included to allow for a review of the
new scheme to take place after the first two years of operation.
Interaction with the Planning and Development Act 2007
Much of the tree clearance in the ACT occurs as part of urban development. Consequently
to ensure an effective regulatory framework for tree protection in the ACT it is necessary
46

Administrative Decision (Judicial Review) Act 1989 (ACT) s3B.
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that both the Tree Protection Act and the Nature Conservation Act effectively interact with
the Planning and Development Act.
Currently any development proposal in the impact track must be referred to the
Conservator for advice.47 In making a decision whether to approve the development the ACT
Planning and Land Authority (ACTPLA) must consider the Conservator’s advice. However
they are only required to follow the advice of the Conservator where the development
affects registered trees. Where the development affects ‘regulated trees’ or trees covered
by the Nature Conservation Act, ACTPLA is only required to consider the Conservator’s
advice but may act contrary to this advice where ACTPLA has considered any applicable
guidelines; all reasonable development options and design solutions; and any realistic
alternative to the proposed development; and the decision is consistent with the objects of
the territory plan.48
Whilst there is no readily available data on the number of times this has occurred,49
examples are readily available. A recent ACTPLA decision approved the removal of 68
regulated trees contrary to the advice of the Conservator.50 The reasons given were that
road alignments required the trees to be removed, and that it facilitated the retention of
higher quality trees. Without any further detail the decision then asserts that all reasonable
design solutions had been considered.
The problem with the argument that higher quality trees were retained is that there will
almost always be higher quality trees. To argue that because it is not the worst possible
scenario somehow makes it acceptable is inherently flawed. The trees that are being
removed now will become the trees of higher value in the future, this is not sustainable
development. Not cutting down some trees is not effective protection of others, the option
to keep both does exist.
The EDO is of the view that the process must necessarily involve obtaining the advice of the
Conservator. However the process should not allow this advice of the Conservator to be
overruled.
The EDO recommends that if a development application involves damage to a protected
tree under either the Tree Protection Act or the Nature Conservation Act approval should be
sought from the Conservator prior to a development application being lodged. If the
proponent is unable to get approval from the Conservator the Development Application
should not be accepted by ACTPLA.
Requiring approval from the Conservator and the Tree Protection Act or the Nature
Conservation Act process to take place prior to the development application would make
47

Merit track applications which involve a declared site must also be referred to the Conservator but there are
currently no site declarations - Planning and Development Act 2007 (ACT) s148 and Planning and Development
Regulation 2008 (ACT) r26(2)(a).
48
Planning and Development Act 2007 (ACT) ss119(2) and 148(2).
49
The Standing Committee on Climate Change, Environment and Water; Report on Annual and Financial
Reports 2008-2009 February 2010 p25.
50
DA No. 200916253.
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the process much more efficient and ensures that sound ecological consideration (made
under the proposed amended decision making process and criteria) of the issues,
unhindered by external development pressures, takes place.
Development can be sustainable and an appropriate balance must be found to ensure that
the environment is protected.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you wish to discuss this submission further.
Yours sincerely
Environmental Defender’s Office Ltd

Kirsten Miller
Principal Solicitor
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Executive Summary
An urban forest landscape vision is required for the city.
The Canberra community requires a quality landscape design outcome for the urban
forest. Landscape Master Plans are required to document the Vision for the Canberra
urban forest.
The Vision for the Canberra urban forest needs to be resilient to the challenges of the
future.
The urban forest must include large trees.
The urban forest includes trees in the private realm.
Space needs to be allocated for large trees.
The urban form needs to be modified to mandate space for large trees in the public realm
and to provide for trees in the private realm.
Resources need to be provided to support the trees.
Public engagement is an integral component to adoption of a Vision for the Canberra
urban forest.
We need to “see the forest for the trees”. The forest is a continuum and renewal is integral
to the continuing urban forest. Self interest in individual trees is counter-productive.
Trees outside the criteria of the Tree Protection legislation should be included in the urban
forest.

dsb Landscape Architects
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A “Vision for the City”
The Australian Institute of Landscape Architect’s Landscape Principles articulate an ethical
decision-making framework for landscape planning, design and management within the
built environment.
Their purpose is to strategically direct landscape interventions – both in our existing and
future built environments – towards more sustainable, holistic outcomes.
Refer AILA “Strategic Framework for planning design and management of our urban
environment”. http://www.aila.org.au/landscapeprinciples/
dsb Landscape Architects endorse and incorporate these landscape principles into the
professional landscape architectural services of the practice.
The renewal of the Canberra urban forest requires a “Vision for the City”.
There is limited design documentation across the city for the landscape of the public
domain. This documentation was prepared in NCDC times but is now missing.
There are limited reference documents detailing the landscape construct of major roads,
open spaces within and between suburbs; the entire public realm that contains the urban
forest. The nature of the city as the national capital and as a designed city requires that the
urban forest include a quality landscape design outcome.
The development of this vision for the city requires the skills of landscape architects to
develop landscape master plans and the engagement of the Canberra community to
debate, consider, modify and adopt a “Vision for the City” that will take the Canberra urban
forest forward for the next generations of Canberrans.
dsb Landscape architects stand ready to provide professional arborist, horticultural and
landscape architectural services to assist the development of landscape master plans for
this Vision for the City.
The Vision for the City landscape master plans need to be developed on a number of
levels, particularly,
 City wide strategy
 Connections across the city
 Suburb level strategy
 Street level strategy.
As each level of the Vision for the City is developed it will be necessary to engage the
community to debate, consider, modify and adopt the landscape master plans.
These landscape master plans should maximise the opportunity for planting large scale
tree species, and outline the support systems necessary for the development of these
trees to maturity.
The Vision for the City is necessary for the Canberra community to have confidence in the
urban forest renewal process. The Vision for the City must document the goals and the

dsb Landscape Architects
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outcomes for the Canberra urban forest. When the Canberra community is confident in the
outcomes and goals, the process to reach these goals and the changes inherent in the
process become understandable and community engagement can follow.
The renewal of the urban forest must be linked to the Bushfire Strategy for the city. The
urban forest design construct must be mindful of fuel-load reduction and the potential for
spread of fire. Within these considerations there needs to be scope for design. The final
outcome and vision for the urban forest in those areas where bushfire consideration is
high, must also incorporate quality landscape design outcomes. Space requirements for
quality landscape outcomes in bushfire areas are now substantially greater than in the
past.
The renewal of the urban forest must be linked to an Urban Form strategy.
Space needs to be provided within the urban form for trees.
Tree planting within the private realm has always had a positive contribution to the urban
forest. An Urban Form strategy needs to acknowledge this private realm contribution and
facilitate its continuance.
Currently, the small block sizes in new residential estates do not provide opportunity for
tree planting of a size and stature that would contribute to the urban forest. The Tree
Protection legislation enables neighbours to seek approval to remove neighbours trees
that affect solar access. This has the potential for significant adverse affect on the private
realm urban forest.
Currently, the narrow road verges in new residential estates do not provide opportunity for
tree planting of a size and stature that would contribute to the urban forest.
Space for trees.
The urban forest is a collection of individual trees within the public and private realm that is
of a size and scale sufficient to provide social, cultural, environmental and sustainable
values to us, the urban dwellers within.
To achieve this urban forest, the individual trees require sufficient space to grow to an
urban forest size and scale.
To grow to this size and scale there needs to be sufficient space provided within
streetscapes and public spaces.
Streetscapes include the road pavement, road verge and private lease area forward of the
building.
The road verge includes subsurface services such as sewer, water, stormwater, gas,
electricity and telecommunications in lateral mains (running parallel to the street) and
service ties into the leases.
Above ground, the road and verge provides driveways, streetlights, minipillars, on-street
parking locations and garbage collection locations.

dsb Landscape Architects
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And amongst all this there are street trees. We need to regard the provision of the street
tree as a “service” in the same way that we consider water and sewerage and electricity
and gas.
There are numerous ACT Design Standards and other standards mandating services and
offsets and their location within the road verge.
Narrow lease block frontages and narrow road verges and services result in competition
for limited space.
The street tree is being provided with less and less space.
Tree species are classified within the ACT Design Standard to require a given distance
between services, driveways, streetlights and adjacent buildings.
The compression of the residential estate has resulted in the design choices for street
trees and trees in the public realm to be limited to smaller and smaller tree species.
The scale and size of the urban forest of the future is being compromised as the
opportunity for planting urban forest scale tree species is lost within the more dense urban
development.
Large tree species and the resultant forest scale city landscape require an allocation of
space sufficient for these trees.
Canberra requires a policy acknowledgement that if we value and seek an urban forest,
then the spatial allocation for urban trees needs to be greater than currently provided. This
spatial allocation for trees needs to be on the same basis as any other service (above or
below ground).
More space is required to locate large tree species within the public realm to create the
urban forest we seek and desire.
Otherwise the urban forest of the future will be substantially fragmented when it consists of
isolated parks connected by streetscapes of small street trees.
Space for tree planting needs to be dedicated within residential estates. These spaces
need to be in the public realm, of sufficient size to accommodate large trees and be
located strategically and purposefully throughout residential estates. This can be achieved
by including provision for trees within Draft Deeds of Agreement prepared prior to auction
of residential estates. This ensures that trees within estates are a contractual obligation in
addition to a design consideration.
The public realm provides the opportunity to plant large trees and to have a significant
contribution to the urban forest.
Opportunities for planting large trees include, open space, arterial road corridors, collector
roads and minor collector roads with the urban environment. Planting large trees within
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these areas of the public realm will contribute to the establishment of an urban forest
framework for new residential estates.
Resources for trees.
Trees within the urban forest are an asset that require resources, including
 Space for trees to grow, both above and below ground
 Space to establish an urban forest form
 Water
 Air
 Nutrients
 Planting, consolidation and establishment
 Ongoing maintenance with an appropriate budget, and
 Renewal works with an appropriate budget.
Trees are not a “set and forget asset” like a concrete footpath.
A new way of thinking is required that does not assume that once a tree is placed in the
ground, it has all the resources it requires until old age.
Climate change and the imposition of water restrictions have severely reduced the volume
of water that is being directed to the Canberra landscape. This is having an adverse effect
on the trees in the public realm.
Prior to the drought and water restrictions, landscape watering on private leased land
contributed to the total groundwater available to the landscape works within the leases and
to the public realm adjacent. The removal of this landscape watering has depleted the
available water within the landform to both private and public trees.
The imposition of water restrictions was done without any public consideration of the
impact it would have on the Canberra landscape. It is now obvious that the urban forest
has deteriorated due to the combined effect of climate change and the reduction of water
input to the landscape.
A policy shift is required to acknowledge that water directed to the landscape is necessary
to support the urban forest.
Tree locations require water input. Water is available to trees either as groundwater or by
watering by the Canberra community.
Groundwater assumes that there is input to the groundwater system either by rainfall,
active groundwater recharging, stormwater harvesting and diversion to higher up
catchments and slowing water flow through a catchment.
Stormwater harvesting is dependent on rainfall events and investment in the infrastructure
to make it happen. It is also dependent on a change to road, stormwater and residential
estate design and ACT Design Guidelines to facilitate diversion of stormwater to the
landscape.
Other water options available include non-potable and potable water.
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There is a non-potable water reticulation system through limited areas of the City. Excess
capacity within this system should be directed to the urban forest. This reticulation system
should be extended throughout the city and the urban forest.
A debate is required within the Canberra community to ensure that the water resources
allocation across all sectors includes the urban forest needs.
Urban forest arboricultural maintenance needs to be of an acceptable standard. Adoption
and certification of all tree maintenance operators to Australian Standard 4373 – 2007
Pruning of Amenity Trees should be mandatory. Certification requires that the qualified
trainers, training opportunity, and trees to train on are necessary resources. Review and
performance reporting must necessarily be a component of certification.
A new urban forest and urban form?
The allocation of water and space will contribute to the assessment of the “carrying
capacity” of the Canberra urban landform for the urban forest.
Is the density of tree planting that is currently in place, capable of being supported by
water availability in the future?
Should the Canberra community be considering an urban forest that has a reduced
number of trees in response to reduced water availability in a drier climate?
Should the Canberra community be considering an urban forest that has different trees
that are suited to reduced water availability in a drier climate?
The tree species selection panel of the Urban Forest Renewal project is reviewing the list
of tree species recommended for use. A drier climate is one of the considerations to this
review. A missing link in this process is the availability of data from tree trials undertaken
to test new tree species under Canberra conditions. Many trial plantations have been
undertaken since Canberra’s inception but the data collection and assessment of suitability
has been allowed to lapse. This should be rectified. This information is crucial to the
planning for the urban forest renewal.
The current urban form dictates a tree for every house block. The new urban form should
require a coherent streetscape where there may not be a tree for every block.
In open space areas, the current bushfire regulations require wider spacing between trees
and less numbers of trees within a given space. The new urban form should include open
space tree planting that is actively and purposefully located to contribute to the urban
forest and the public realm.
An integral component to the urban forest is the ground surfacing.
The current default surfacing is dryland grass. This surface has proven to be less resilient
under drought conditions and requires continuing funding for maintenance of publicly
maintained areas. Government policy is not to maintain the verges of residential leases.
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A range of prioritised ground surfacing options is required to address the changing urban
forest and urban form.
Presentation, sports fields and avenue areas may be allocated irrigated grass and an
appropriate mowing and maintenance allocation.
Less intensive use areas may be allocated dryland grass and a mowing and maintenance
allocation.
Passive open space areas may be allocated dryland grass and a reduced mowing and
maintenance allocation.
Default open space areas such as road reserves and median strips and tree plantations
may be allocated native grass with a minimalist mowing and maintenance allocation.
Tree planting locations may be allocated mulched surfaces with minimalist maintenance.
Residential streets may be allocated mulched planting beds with improved street tree
planting conditions and opportunity for stormwater infiltration.
Public Engagement
The Canberra community has only experienced a growing and maturing urban forest.
There is no collective experience of a declining forest or a forest in renewal.
The Canberra community has no understanding of the change likely to occur during the
urban forest renewal process. With no knowledge or experience, the community anxiety
levels increase to maximum.
Most Canberrans have an emotional attachment to the public realm, street trees, open
space and open space trees and have reacted with alarm at the prospect of the renewal of
the urban forest.
Most Canberrans have an emotional attachment to the street tree at the front of their
house or a pathological revulsion at the prospect of a street tree planted in front of their
house.
Canberrans have also linked the real estate value of their home to the amenity and quality
of the streetscape. Consequently, they see an erosion of the value of their real estate as a
direct result of any change to the street trees and the streetscape.
New Proverb “Can’t see the forest for the trees”. Canberrans are not seeing the urban
forest for their street tree. The urban forest is a continuum whose current expression is the
many individual trees located in parks and streets. The urban forests continuity is based
on the need to remove dead, dying and risky trees and replace them with new trees.
Some Canberra community responses to removal and replanting of trees within the public
realm have been outrage by the affected locals. This outrage has been accompanied by
rejection of ACT Government, Parks Conservation and Lands risk assessment and expert
advice from consultant arborists.
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ACT Parks Conservation and Lands, in concert with the consultant arborists of Canberra,
are managing the urban forest for the interests of the community and the continuation of
the urban forest.
Would the same reaction be forthcoming should the ACT Government refurbish the road
pavement or the footpath? These and the trees are all ACT Government assets.
Individuals should not have such a disproportionate influence on the implementation of
public urban forest management of an ACT Government asset.
The professional ACT Government tree managers and professional consultant arborist
expert opinions should not be dismissed so quickly.
It is well demonstrated that the Canberra urban forest is at a stage where renewal planning
and implementation is necessary for the continuation of the urban forest. Management of
the Canberra urban forest is made more difficult by the fact that all the trees in a suburb
are planted at the same time. The result is a forest of the same age. This is referred to as
an “even aged stand”.
As the suburb ages, the trees within the suburb approach renewal at the same time.
Replacement of all the trees within a suburb over a short period of time recreates the even
aged stand and puts in place the same problems for renewal in the future.
The Canberra urban forest requires “normalisation” to rectify the management problems of
an even aged stand. Normalisation involves management of the forest to achieve trees of
all ages from new plantings to old trees. Normalisation allows the renewal process in the
future to be less disruptive to the urban forest and the streetscapes quality.
There is little to be gained by holding onto our mature and over-mature trees for too long.
The resultant removal and replacement strategy, that is put off until all the trees in a
suburb require replacement, is one of uniform new trees of the same age. And the error of
creating an even aged stand is repeated and the inherent tree management problems are
presented to the next generation of tree managers.
Replacement and renewal as a planned and gradual process throughout the urban forest
will result in less disturbance to the quality of the streetscape and a more manageable
urban forest for the future.
The public engagement for the urban forest renewal requires a number of elements,
particularly,
 Education of the Canberra community on the need for this process
 Enunciation of a “Vision for the City”
 Adopt the vision and understand the change inherent
 Respect for the tree managers and expert arborists
 Participate in the planning process
 Agree with the planned actions
 Accept that the planned actions are for the benefit of the urban forest
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Removal and renewal will be part of the planned actions, and
Accept that self interest is not necessarily in the urban forest’s interest

The test is whether future generations will applaud our actions in developing an urban
forest fit for the next 3-4 generations.
The urban forest renewal community engagement process will have been judged a
success when the editor of the Canberra Times is of the opinion that an individual’s
disquiet at a tree removal is not news.
Tree Protection Legislation
The objective of the Tree Protection ACT is to protect the urban forest that exists on
leased land. It does this by placing trees that fit certain criteria (Registered and Regulated)
into a regulatory environment.
A criticism of the operation of the ACT is that the potential for contribution to the urban
forest, of trees that fall outside the criteria for Registered and Regulated trees, is not
identified. There should be a mechanism within the operation and maintenance of the
urban forest to enable small and young trees to contribute to the urban forest.
The mandatory retention of remnant trees within the urban environment needs to be
tempered by a risk assessment. This risk assessment must be mindful of the changed land
use (brown and green field urban development) and any changes to the support system of
the tree.
A remnant tree in a paddock has the lowest risk assessment ranking, but the same tree in
a residential pocket park immediately presents the highest risk assessment ranking. It is
unnecessary to impose this increased risk ranking and management regime into new
estates and onto the urban forest manager.
The assessment for rezoning for residential uses and Concept Plan development of new
estates must infer that remnant trees are either removed or provided with sufficient space
to ameliorate the risk.
The Tree Protection legislation is silent on the renewal of regulated and registered trees.
What happens to their contribution to the urban forest when they die? Is there an
obligation to replant? Should there be an obligation to replant?
The Tree Protection (Approval Criteria) Determination 2006 (No2)
Regulated Trees
1 Approval to damage a regulated tree
(1) The Conservator of Flora and Fauna (the Conservator) may give an approval to
damage a regulated tree under section 25 when:
(e) the tree is substantially affecting solar access to the lessees lease, or neighbouring
lease, during winter between the hours of 9am to 3pm and pruning is not sufficient to
remedy this (excluding remnant eucalypts);
This provision within the Tree Protection legislation gives neighbours the opportunity to put
forward applications to remove trees on adjoining leases. This is not a desirable outcome
for the private realm Canberra urban forest.
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INVESTIGATION INTO THE GOVERNMENT’S TREE MANAGEMENT
PRACTICES AND THE RENEWAL OF CANBERRA’S URBAN FOREST
SUBMISSION BY SEE-CHANGE INNER SOUTH GROUP
Introduction
The SEE-Change Inner South group is lodging this submission to express its
significant interest in, and concern about, the current state of the ACT urban forest
and to demonstrate its commitment to long term protection for this integral part of
Canberra‟s identity for future generations of Canberrans and all Australians.
To quote Ian Shears, the Senior Tree Planner of the City of Melbourne, „Trees
beautify, define and soften landscapes and give scale to buildings in addition to
providing shade and wildlife habitat. Trees are the most life enriching of all the types
of vegetation used in the urban environment. They also contribute significantly to the
maintenance of a healthy urban environment by trapping airborne pollutants and
absorbing carbon dioxide.‟1
As Canberra residents, it is often easy to take for granted the amenity afforded by our
urban forest. However, droughts and fires in the past decade have demonstrated that
nothing can be taken for granted. All around Canberra we see the evidence in the
many dead and dying trees, and in the areas where many beautiful stands of trees
stood before the fires and felling.
Climate change projections suggest that the urban forest will be further stressed in
future. The loss of significant numbers of trees under that scenario will impact not
only on the aesthetic qualities of our capital, but also on the capacity to shade the city
and hence reduce its energy consumption, and to support wildlife. This comes at a
time when many trees are ageing and need to be replaced.
In response to all of these challenges, it will be critical for Government and the
community to work together in developing short and longer-term strategies. We need
short term strategies to be developed and implemented urgently to save stressed trees
where possible. In the longer term, we need holistic strategies for an urban forest that
will provide amenity, contribute to food and water security, and enhance biodiversity
and resilience to climate change.
This submission responds below to each of the specified terms of reference for the
review.
1. The scope and efficiency of any enhancement that may be required to the
Government’s existing tree management programs
All relevant tree management regulations, guidelines and tree management plans
for Canberra precincts should be made publicly available on the internet and
publicised so that Canberrans know where to find the information.

1

Shears, Ian. (2008). Water Management of Mature Street Trees. Tree Information Fact Sheet.
http://treelogic.com.au/facts/2008/12/water-management-of-mature-street-trees/
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The ACT Government should articulate its short and long term strategy for tree
management and urban forest renewal:
 In the short term (coming six months), what can be done, including with
community support, to help save trees that are currently stressed eg
mulching, street tree watering with non-potable (e.g. grey) water;
 In the long term, what strategies are, or can be introduced, to ensure a
gradual renewal of the urban forest, so that there are not significant periods
of lost canopy between the removal of old trees and growth of new trees.
2. The benefits and drawbacks of considering funding for urban tree programs
separately to climate change initiatives
Canberra‟s urban forest makes aesthetic, climate control and social contributions, in
addition to and separate from its role in climate change mitigation and adaptation.
Therefore, urban forest management and renewal in the ACT should be planned and
funded separately. Nevertheless, there should be co-ordinated planning with climate
change initiatives to ensure policies in these two fields support each other and
maximize synergies wherever possible.
Indeed, we would envisage that supplementary funding for urban forest management
and renewal would be appropriate as part of the strategy for addressing the challenges
of climate change, food and water security, wildlife preservation, urban design and
community development.
3. Improved notification and consultation processes to support greater community
involvement in urban tree planning and management, including risk mitigation,
tree removal and planting
There is significant scope for greater government-community partnerships in urban
tree planning and management, including by:








More active ACT Government publication (eg on the internet) and
communication about current tree management planning and management
processes. At the moment, it is difficult to find all the relevant information
easily on the TAMS website.
In the short term (next six months), urgently initiate a communication
campaign to publicise measures that members of the public can take to
help save trees that are currently suffering significant drought stress. For
example, a brochure tucked away on the TAMS website encourages
people to water the trees on their nature strips with non-potable water, but
we would guess that most Canberra residents are under the impression that
they shouldn‟t be watering their nature strip at all. This kind of
information needs to be widely publicized;
Similarly, Waterwise consultants visiting individual householders provide
excellent advice about how to sink three polypipes a metre into the ground
around large trees inside the property boundary – these same techniques
could be equally applied to good effect with street trees
Introducing a “tree-keeper”/“landscape champions” program, whereby
interested residents could volunteer to receive training to assist with the
care of street trees and associated landscapes;
2
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Identifying iconic trees that could be cared for by supporters eg an Adopta-Tree program;
Notifying residents on the Internet and in newspapers about proposed tree
pruning, removal and planting schedules in suburban areas.

4. The priority given in tree management decisions to environmental values,
solar access and the retention of communities of trees in parks
Trees in Canberra play a very important role in providing a canopy that helps to
reduce the heat island effect, and thus reduces the reliance on other forms of cooling
such as air conditioners. This is a key consideration in planning for the survival of
existing trees, removal of diseased and dead trees, and introducing new trees.
We should be taking urgent action to save stressed trees that perform this shading
function, while planning for the introduction of new trees that can grow sufficiently to
provide shading before old trees are removed. Of course, we understand that trees
posing a danger to the public need to be removed, but not all the stressed trees are
aged or diseased.
It is also vital that trees that are planted are appropriate for the situation and not
remove desirable solar access to buildings (particularly neighbouring ones) e.g. by
providing year-round shade. Buildings with good solar access may be able to be
heated passively in winter and used to generate electricity using solar energy,
reducing Canberra‟s reliance on external sources of electricity and fossil fuels. Easily
accessible and well-known information should be provided to help private occupiers
choose and plant trees appropriately.
The retention of communities of trees in parks and in key streetscapes is also very
important to retain the character that is fundamental to Canberra‟s identity as the bush
capital. It is of great concern, for example, that many trees along Commonwealth
Avenue are stressed, and some of them are dead already.
We recognize the need to plant more drought tolerant trees, but surely there can be a
more effective transition between current and future streetscapes. This issue of
managed transition is central to maintaining Canberra‟s urban forest.
We consider that landscape decisions should be negotiated at a precinct/suburban
level in consultation with residents of those suburbs, and in particular with residents
in affected streets.
5. The sustainable reuse of timber from felled trees
We support the current system of auctioning off sizeable logs, and propose this policy
be enhanced to maximise the re-use of timber. Leaves and twigs should continue to be
mulched.
Tree material that is unsuitable for re-use as timber and is mulched could be used on
site. This could be done in conjunction with a program that encourages mulched and
vegetated nature strips instead of lawns. This would reduce the detrimental impact to
trees and attractiveness and ease of parking on nature strips, improve water infiltration
3
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to sustain trees, and reduce greenhouse gases associated with mowing and carting tree
prunings/mulch.
6. When replanting should occur following the removal of trees, the scope for
pre-planting, and principles for the number and species of trees that should
be replanted
The principles referred to in the response to TOR4 also apply here in respect of a
staged introduction of new trees, to avoid long periods of canopy loss. Essentially, we
consider that there should be pre-planting between existing trees so that the new trees
can become established and offer some shade before the old trees are removed. As
allelopathy may affect establishment of same species saplings, consideration should
be given to mixed species planting. The „urban forest‟ could be more like a real
forest, with mixed species. It could be self-sustaining, with reduced greenhouse gas
emissions from mowing, and contribute to food security and wildlife habitat.
Clearly, the realities of climate change and future prospects of continued lower
rainfall suggest drought tolerant tree species should be introduced in greater numbers.
It is also important to take into account future food security for Canberra‟s human and
wildlife populations, and biodiversity, in deciding on species to be planted.
7. Enhanced management to maintain the survival and good health of trees
This has already been referred to in responses to previous terms of reference,
especially TOR 1 and 3. An urgent priority is a communication program to advise
Canberrans how they can help save currently stressed trees and prevent other trees
becoming stressed.
An additional relevant consideration is the scope for introducing water-sensitive city
design and practice to maximise stormwater and other water harvesting to maintain
the survival and good health of trees. The new Monash University Centre for WaterSensitive Cities could be a useful contact point in this regard. Recently, the Centre‟s
co-director, Associate Professor Rebekah Brown, gave a very interesting paper at the
Shine Dome at ANU about new approaches to water management in cities that could
help ensure water security and sustainability. One of the Centre‟s programs will,
according to the University‟s website, “develop world-first water sensitive guidelines
and blueprints to support the wide-scale integration of new stormwater management
practices into existing infrastructure, and into the planning of new urban
developments” 2
8. Appropriate safeguards to ensure contractors follow best practice and adhere
to Government tree policies
There are different categories of contractors: those engaged by TAMS, the NCA and
others specifically to assist with tree management, and those engaged by developers,
government and private landholders for construction and other projects.

2

http://www.monash.edu.au/news/newsline/story/1571
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In the case of TAMS contractors, as suggested under TOR 3 above, some notice
should be given to residents of upcoming pruning or other tree management work in
their street (through a website, letter drop, or via proposed precinct tree-keepers).
In the case of construction contractors, there should be better enforcement of
regulations in regard to the proportion of building sites that can be built on, and
enforcement of the setback of new developments to ensure that trees can be planted
on the site and the verge. For example, we are surprised at the lack of setback from
the street of the new Embassy apartment complex being constructed in Hopetoun
Circuit in Deakin. Consideration should also be given to including hard paving and
patios in the building footprint. Any impermeable covering of the soil prevents water
infiltration that is vital for maintenance of ground water and for long-term tree health.
Further consideration about the future of bores may also prove useful because this
may well be significantly contributing to lowering of the water table and drying of
underground streams, which in turn could be contributing to tree stress and death (e.g.
on Manuka Circle).
Neighbours should also be informed where there is a significant variation to a
Development Application that could have implications for the streetscape. Ideally,
any proposed variation to a Development Application would be notified in the same
way as the original Development Application (e.g. to neighbours).
9. Principles for the decision-making process where it is proposed that a tree is
removed or is retained
Tree removal and retention should occur within the context of a precinct/suburban
tree management and renewal plan that has been developed in consultation with the
affected community. The principles for the decision-making process should include:
 A scientific evidence base for any tree removal.
 If the tree has been confirmed to be a danger to public safety, it should be
removed.
 If it is senescing but is still structurally sound, start a pre-planting program that
will ensure the replacement tree is established before the old one is removed.
We are opposed to the mass removal of street trees simply because they have
reached a certain age. Avoiding loss of canopy and provision for wildlife
(which often require hollows in older or dead trees) are key objectives.
10. Improvements to the Tree Protection Act or other relevant Acts in light of
the above matters
Publicly available information about legislation protecting Canberra‟s urban forest
should be clearer, especially concerning the management of trees on public land
compared with the management of trees on leased land. At the public consultation in
Manuka on 15 February 2010, there was a suggestion that the Tree Protection Act
applies only to trees on leased land, but the Act itself says that it applies to “trees on
land in built-up urban areas”. There is a need to address this confusion.
This confusion also applies to the proposed Tree Register. The ACT Government
information sheet titled “New Tree Protection Legislation for Canberra” refers to a
survey for an ACT Tree Register that will protect trees of exceptional value across
5
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leased and unleased urban land. At the public consultation session in Manuka, the
impression gained was that there would NOT be a systematic survey undertaken, but a
more informal check as tree management crews carried out other work in particular
suburbs. If the main source of listings for the Tree Register is Canberra residents who
nominate specific trees for registration, then the Tree Register may be very
incomplete. Most Canberrans would not even be aware that the option exists to
register a tree.
In fact, there is no information on the TAMS website about which trees are already
registered, and only a handful of trees have been registered provisionally.
This has significant implications. The leaflet on the tree protection legislation states
that Development proposals that do not involve a registered tree or are not located in a
tree management precinct will no longer be affected by tree protection legislation. It
would be of concern if new legislation reduces, rather than increases, the amenity
afforded by trees in the Canberra landscape.
11. Resource implications associated with an enhanced program.
We appreciate the resource implications of an enhanced program. There are several
possible approaches to this:
 The Commonwealth needs to contribute additional funds to maintain the
essential character of the “Bush Capital” it created, especially to enable the
gradual renewal of the urban forest as trees age and die;
 Supplementary funds should come through climate change mitigation and
adaptation initiatives in view of the significant role of the urban forest as a
carbon sink and wildlife habitat, and as a way of cooling Canberra as global
warming increases, so as to reduce reliance on energy-intensive air
conditioners and evaporative coolers (which also use valuable water);
 Supplementary funds should also come through biodiversity initiatives, both in
terms of the types of trees planted, and the animal species feeding on tree
seeds and fruit;
 Community mobilization could occur through the proposed volunteer tree
keeper/landscape champions program.
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Submission by Paul Scholtens
to the
Investigation into the Government’s tree management practices
and the renewal of Canberra’s urban forest.

Terms of Reference 1.
The maintenance, management and renewal of the Urban Forest requires a Canberra wide
Vision for the Urban Forest that includes all the elements of the Urban Forest, ie street trees,
open space and parkland trees and trees within private property. What is the Urban Forest?
How is it to be managed and maintained for the next several generations of Canberrans? How
do we (this generation) ensure that the next generation can experience and enjoy the Urban
Forest that our grandfathers created for us? Clearly the citizens must be involved, not just
consulted, but their narrow, personal objections must not be allowed to stand in the way of
sound arboricultural practice and the Vision.

Terms of Reference 2.
Funding to adequately support the components of the Urban Forest is currently inadequate.
As I understand the current position the acceptance of a new residential sub-division into
Government maintenance does not automatically generate additional maintenance staff but
rather the further dilution of the existing few to cover the new areas. Funding for the Urban
Forest should be dedicated to the Urban Forest and most certainly should not be linked to
climate change or any other ‘greening’ or environmental programmes. Dedicated funding
must be provided for the Urban Forest and it must take into consideration seasonal changes,
an expanding Forest area with new sub-division developments and maintenance and
management of the aging forest.

Terms of Reference 3.
I believe that too much importance is given to the noisy few in matters of tree removal and
replacement. The Government does not acquiesce to citizens or devote as much time, effort
and resources to the replacement or repair of the footpath or drain or road as is provided for
trees. The recommendations of qualified and experienced specialists/experts is accepted and
the work done. Why not with trees? The Government allows and tolerates far too much ‘heart
over ruling the head’ in matters of trees. Citizens do not get an opportunity to not pull up a
broken footpath or a damaged road or to have pink path instead of a standard cement
coloured path – so why with trees? The development of a climate and culture of trust and
support for the tree decision makers is necessary probably through education, demonstrations
of how trees live and decline and transparency in the decision making.
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Terms of Reference 7.
In order to assist in the longevity of existing public trees particularly those trees that are not
yet ‘old’ but which are showing signs of poor vigour, premature aging or generally not
thriving, the use of root zone injection with compost tea, beneficial micro organisms and/or
fertiliser should be practiced.
In order to lessen tree growth decline of verge trees and to protect verge trees from damage,
accidental or otherwise, car parking on verges should be banned. City Rangers or similar staff
– almost like parking inspectors – should be empowered to have cars parked under verge
trees removed and provision should be made for re-offenders to be prosecuted.
The ACT Government has traditionally ignored the residential road verge relying on the
residents to maintain the verge at their expense and effort. However as the verge trees form a
very substantial portion of the Urban Forest can this attitude continue? More regular tree
maintenance and contact with residents about a co-operative approach to looking after the
verge trees is appropriate.
The protection of verge trees during a project that consists of the demolition of existing
houses and the construction of dual occupancies or multi units is reasonably well documented
but appears to be particularly poorly managed for compliance. On the other hand a house
extension or similar smaller project appears not to have the same requirements for verge tree
protection. Rarely is there any verge tree protection or prevention of materials storage or
vehicle parking winder the canopy of the tree. Better documentation and policing by
ACTPLA seems not only fairer but would provide better protection of the verge trees.
It is time to challenge the engineering traditions that have evolved since Canberra’s
foundation. The concept of all the services being located in the road verge and if there is any
space left over that can be where the street tree is planted must change. Too often the street
tree is sacrificed so that other ‘more important’ services can be installed. It is time that street
trees are regarded as a ‘service’ with their rightful place guaranteed and the other services
being moved or adjusted to accommodate the trees – not vice-versa. In addition the trees must
be given sufficient space in which to grow and develop both aerial space above ground for
crown development and underground area for proper root zone development.
With the space between front boundary to front boundary getting smaller and residential
block getting smaller or being filled with bigger houses there is insufficient space for the
planting and development of large trees. None of the suburbs built within the last 15 years
will mature to be like Braddon, Forrest, Turner or Yarralumla, as examples, because there are
no big trees, ie trees likely to be taller that the top of house roofs. One solution is to relocate
the services from the verge into the under road area. This has already happened in a few
places in Canberra as part of retrofit projects but there is no reason why it should not be the
norm and not the exception.
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Terms of Reference 9.
There is a conflict of expectations in the minds of most Canberrans with regard to public tree
decline, tree retention and tree replacement and the position taken, of necessity, by the ACT
Government concerning duty of care, risk management and avoiding litigation.
The citizens want to retain trees in spite of the best advice from knowledgeable departmental
staff and experienced consultants but as soon as an unsafe tree causes damage to people or
property the citizens seek damages or compensation through litigation while the Government
removes trees in accordance with its duty of care and sound risk management practices all
with the view of avoiding litigation. This cycle is repeated at almost all tree retention rallies.
This perhaps can never be resolved to the complete satisfaction of the citizens and the
Government but a more concerted education of the citizens is the first step. The concept that
it is the Urban Forest that is to be protected, preserved, managed, maintained and renewed
needs to be more forcefully publicised/promoted over and above the retention of a single tree.

Terms of Reference 10.
Some relaxation of the attitudes towards remnant trees is required. Owners of houses built
close to retained remnant trees 30 or 40 years ago which are now showing signs of damage or
potential damage should not be penalised for ‘doing the right thing at that time.’ In many
ways large remnant trees are an asset to the community more than to the owner of the land on
which they occur. Often the retention of these trees does involve a large cost to the property
owner – Tree surgery and maintenance pruning, insurance policies, guttering cleaning,
guttering deterioration/replacing, cracked paving, insect infestation etc. A fund should
perhaps be established to compensate owners of houses damaged by retained remnant trees?
Very serious consideration should be given to the inclusion into the Tree Act of healthy
young or small native trees rather than all the emphasis being placed on regulated and
remnant trees. Young trees have the potential to live for a very long time whereas a number
of remnant trees are never going to be better than what they are today!

Terms of Reference 11.
Renewed interest in the maintenance and management of the Urban Forest will require a
large investment in personnel and equipment. The current small group within TAMS
overseeing the maintenance and management of the Urban Forest is inadequate for the task
and a team of highly skilled, dedicated and committed managers is required to meet the
expectations of the community. Similarly the policy of contracting maintenance work on the
lowest tender basis is not usually in the best interests of the trees. In house, hands on staff,
not constricted by the scope of an open tender in what can be done, is required.
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Thank you for the opportunity to have some input into this emotional and contentious subject.
If the Urban Forest can be depoliticised, funded to the degree necessary to maintain and
manage the Urban Tree asset in keeping with its intrinsic value and the value of its
importance to the City and its citizens and if the personal emotional fanaticism for a single
tree can be transferred to the whole of the Urban Forest the investigation into the
Government’s tree management practices and the renewal of the Urban Forest will have been
a success.

Paul Scholtens

Principal Certified Practicing Horticulturist
Member, National Arborists Association of Australia
11 March 2010
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The Institute of Foresters of Australia
ABN 48 083 197 586

12 March 2010

Office of the Commissioner for
Sustainability and the Environment
PO Box 356
Dickson ACT 2602
envcomm@act.gov.au

Investigation into the Government’s tree management practices and the renewal
of Canberra’s urban forest
Dear Sir/Madam
The Institute of Foresters of Australia (IFA) welcomes the opportunity to provide a
submission on the Investigation into the Government’s tree management practices
and the renewal of Canberra’s urban forest. Our submission follows, and includes
a number of general comments and responses to each of the specified issues for
investigation.
The Institute of Foresters of Australia is a professional body with over 1350
members engaged in all branches of forest management and conservation in
Australia.
The IFA has developed a host of Policies relating to the management of native
forests and plantations forests, a number of which are broadly relevant to the
management of Canberra’s urban forests. These are available at
http://www.forestry.org.au/ifa/g/g0-ifa.asp and relevant extracts are attached.
The Institute would be pleased to make a member available to discuss the
submission and any other issues of interest to your Office.

Yours sincerely

Dr Peter Volker RPF FIFA
President
Institute of Foresters of Australia
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The Institute of Foresters response to the Investigation into the Government’s tree
management practices and the renewal of Canberra’s urban forest.
The Institute of Foresters welcomes the Government’s tree renewal program as a significant and
much needed investment to ensure the maintenance of Canberra’s urban landscape. We provide the
following submission to the investigation.
General comments:
We believe the principles underpinning the program are sound. They recognise the imperative to
replace aging trees and the opportunities to work with communities in this process. The program
has a strategic focus and seeks to manage the forest estate as a whole and avoids a piecemeal,
localised or reactive approach. This is central to effective outcomes for the community’s
investment.
Notwithstanding our general support we believe that a greater focus on planning is required. We
recommend the development of a strategic plan for the urban forests to guide sustainable
management and provide for the diverse range of uses and values. This would provide a focussed
approach to community consultation. We believe that this should include the use of appropriate
criteria and indicators as a framework for monitoring implementation of the program and the
values being delivered to the community. We note that the intent of this approach is reflected in
material on the Urban Tree Program website, including reference to a master plan, but we are yet
to see this process come to fruition – an essential part of strategic program delivery.
Community support will be contingent on acceptance of the need to remove trees as part of a
rejuvenation plan. This is often contentious. We therefore support a greater focus on education –
providing current, accurate and accessible information for the community to understand and
respond to the program. The issues associated with the urban forests are not dissimilar to those
faced in our native forests where community awareness and interest in forest management has
intensified. What is apparent is that perceptions about forest management are often influenced by
the negative portrayal of the short-term impacts of disturbances, such as tree felling.
Initiatives to raise community awareness need to highlight that, while trees in urban areas can often
live for a long time, maintaining amenity values nevertheless requires a purposeful strategy that
includes removal and replanting. Looking to the future, program managers must build trust and
foster effective relationships with the community to ensure that the tree assessment and
replacement practices are better understood. There are a range of initiatives from Landcare that
may be useful models for engaging community participation and engagement.
We also look to greater recognition and commitment to protecting remnant vegetation and paddock
trees in the development of new suburbs. Remnant trees or forested environments are a valuable
resource and need to be managed and in most cases protected in appropriate settings. While this
has not been part of the urban renewal program we believe that it should be included as resources
will be required to meet best practice management requirements. Highly significant paddock trees
or patches of remnant trees should go on a register of significant trees in the Territory. There
should also be plans for renewal of these trees or remnant forests to maintain their genetic integrity
and long term contribution to the urban setting.
We would encourage you to consider the opportunities for major events that promote education,
learning and information exchange with national and international experts and broader appreciation
and discussion of urban forest issues. This could include a major conference, workshops, expert
information exchange and community education. This would be particularly relevant if timed to
coincide with the UN International Year of Forests (2011) and the Centenary of the Capital (2013).
IFA would welcome the opportunity to assist in such an endeavour.
We have also provided more specific comments against the issues identified for investigation.
These are attached.

Institute of Foresters of Australia
National Office, PO Box 7002, Yarralumla ACT 2600, Australia
Phone: (02) 6281 3992 Fax: (02) 6281 4693 Email: ifa@forestry.org.au
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ATTACHMENT
Specific comments
1. The scope and efficiency of any enhancement that may be required to the Government’s
existing tree management programs;
Discussed under general comments above.

2. The benefits and drawbacks of considering funding for urban tree programs separately to
climate change initiatives;
As a general rule we emphasise the long term importance of the urban forests program and the
need for sustained funding if the program is to be successful. This suggests that short term
funding programs, whether focused on climate change or other issues, should not be the primary
source of funds for the program.
Forests perform an important role in the removal and storage of greenhouse gases from the
atmosphere. Urban forests can therefore help meet climate change mitigation objectives. We do
not see any conflict in objectives and believe that the tree renewal program is consistent with
effective carbon mitigation. There are significant costs in considering climate change targets
without considering rural and urban forest management contributions.

3. Improved notification and consultation processes to support greater community
involvement in urban tree planning and management, including risk mitigation, tree
removal and planting;
Comments are provided above (under general comments) regarding consultation and community
engagement. We emphasise the importance of maintaining a strategic focus and avoiding a tree
by tree approach. We believe that an effective and strategic plan is essential and would caution
against localised and reactive decision making. We advocate the need for a notification process,
provided this is matched by a predetermined complaints handling mechanism.
4. The priority given in tree management decisions to environmental values, solar access and
the retention of communities of trees in parks;
While urban forests deliver substantial environmental values, their primary role is not flora or
fauna conservation and that role is not practical in the urban setting. Flora or fauna conservation
is the role of the surrounding urban forests and national parks. The exception is the native
vegetation and paddock trees in newer suburbs.
There is no doubt that trees improve the amenity of urban settings by providing shade and shelter
for humans as well as foraging and nesting habitats for birds and native animals. It should also be
recognised that urban areas are modified environments and as such, the decision to utilise exotic
and native species should be based on considerations of amenity and practicality. It is not a
priority for planted trees in street settings to perform environmental functions normally associated
with native forests or large stands of trees.

5. The sustainable reuse of timber from felled trees;
There are multiple potential uses of timber. These will largely be determined by assessment of
feasibility and cost, given the size of the potential harvest. It is likely that processing, transport
and supply limitations will restrict the types of uses that are viable for the bulk of the timber
generated to those which are low value. What is most apparent is that reuse in a valuable way to
the community will be important, and there is significant value in engaging the community in
novel applications – such as park furniture and the like, as well as the relatively low use
Institute of Foresters of Australia
National Office, PO Box 7002, Yarralumla ACT 2600, Australia
Phone: (02) 6281 3992 Fax: (02) 6281 4693 Email: ifa@forestry.org.au
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applications such as mulch which are likely to be one of the few options that provides value.
There should be no limitations on use of that material as mulch and firewood for the local market
or as biomass for energy generation.
Some trees are capable of generating high value timber, which can be sawn or made available for
craftwood. While the supply of timber is not envisaged to be at an industrial scale, the IFA
recommends that appropriate mechanisms be developed for production and sale of such timber.
6. When replanting should occur following the removal of trees, the scope for pre-planting,
and principles for the number and species of trees that should be replanted;
The institute does not seek to prescribe planting. We suggest that urban forest settings are best
served by a suitable mix of species, native and non-native. The experience is that the amenity
values should be a significant determinant of species. This is discussed above.
The ACT, and Canberra in particular, has benefited from a planned approach to tree planting.
The essential character of older suburbs in Canberra is characterised by a strategic approach to
tree planting using a mix of exotic and Australian species (not necessarily native to the Canberra
region).
IFA recommends that such long-term strategic planning approaches removes the potential for
conflict by giving interested parties sufficient time and knowledge to become acquainted with
such plans. Town planners and architects also then have the opportunity to design buildings and
infrastructure that is sympathetic to the planned urban forest.

7. The need for enhanced management to maintain the survival and good health of trees;
The ongoing maintenance program is essential to ensure the longevity of new plantings. Annual
budgets should reflect the increased maintenance requirements, especially for new plantings in
the critical establishment phase that usually coincides with the first two to five years after
planting.
Health surveillance is an important activity, not only to identify emerging health problems, but
also as a means of monitoring and reporting on the condition of the urban forest. The Health
surveillance activity should focus on pest and disease incursions, general tree health (especially
during droughts or soon after storm damage) and tree safety.
IFA recommends that health surveillance and maintenance programs are overseen by suitably
qualified professionals. It is important that staff undertaking such work have some knowledge of
arboriculture and silviculture, tree physiology, entomology and pathology and access to experts
when required.
8. Appropriate safeguards to ensure contractors follow best practice and adhere to
government tree policies;
Appropriate commercial practice in engaging and supervising contractors for tree removal and
replanting must be in place to ensure that conflicts of interest are not possible. This is part of
normal business and ethical practice. This means that individuals and businesses involved in
assessing whether trees should be removed must have no prospect of financial interest in the
consequent tree removal work. It is also clear that assessment should be undertaken by suitably
qualified and supervised staff and based on clear assessment criteria, of which tree health and age
should be paramount.
Tree maintenance contractors must be suitably qualified to undertake tasks such as pesticide
application and be able to identify and implement appropriate water, nutrition and weed
management regimes.

Institute of Foresters of Australia
National Office, PO Box 7002, Yarralumla ACT 2600, Australia
Phone: (02) 6281 3992 Fax: (02) 6281 4693 Email: ifa@forestry.org.au
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9. Principles for the decision-making process where it is proposed that a tree is removed or is
retained;
We highlight the importance of maintaining remnant native vegetation and paddock trees
(particularly natives). The principles should be related to safety and community value. Also see
comments at 8 above.
Removal or retention trees should be compatible with the longer-term strategic plan for the area.

10. Improvements to the Tree Protection Act or other relevant Acts in light of the above
matters; and
We favour clear legislative backing to the urban tree initiative to establish the standards to be
applied to tree replacement, particularly in public places.

11. Resource implications associated with an enhanced program
We would welcome increased resourcing to meet community expectations.
IFA considers that the urban forest is an essential part of the character of Canberra’s urban
landscape and is sufficient to warrant dedicated resources within the administrative structure. IFA
recommends that a professional forester would be an appropriately qualified professional to
manage the strategic planning, tree renewal and maintenance programs. There is requirement for
access to health surveillance and maintenance resources. Whether these are done “in-house” or
contracted depends on the administrative structures and the scale of work involved.
IFA also recommends that there is continued access to experts in the fields of arboriculture,
entomology, pathology and tree physiology. It would be beneficial if such experts had a good
working knowledge of Canberra’s urban forest and strategic plan.
Management of a large urban forest requires a comprehensive tree management system which
should be treated as part of normal asset management system in an urban management program.

Institute of Foresters of Australia
National Office, PO Box 7002, Yarralumla ACT 2600, Australia
Phone: (02) 6281 3992 Fax: (02) 6281 4693 Email: ifa@forestry.org.au
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Extracts from IFA policies with relevance to urban forest management
Forest Management Planning (Statement 2.6)
… The IFA advocates the development and implementation of strategic and operational management
plans on all forest land tenures to guide sustainable forest management and provide for the diverse range
of uses and values. Management plans for public owned forests should incorporate community values in
the planning process.
Forests and climate change mitigation (Statement 6.2)
Forests perform an important role in the removal and storage of greenhouse gases from the atmosphere.
Sustainable forest management activities can therefore help meet global climate change mitigation
objectives.
Community Awareness and Knowledge on Forestry (Statement 5.4)
…the IFA calls for greater government and industry initiatives that provide to the community
information on forest management that is current, accurate and accessible and can be used to promote a
greater understanding of the social, economic and environmental benefits that arise from professional,
sustainable forest management….
The complete version of IFA policies can be viewed at http://www.forestry.org.au/ifa/g/g0-ifa.asp.

Institute of Foresters of Australia
National Office, PO Box 7002, Yarralumla ACT 2600, Australia
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INVESTIGATION INTO THE GOVERNMENT’S TREE MANAGEMENT
PRACTICES AND THE RENEWAL OF CANBERRA’S URBAN FOREST
Submission from the Committee of the Yarralumla Residents’ Association
on behalf of the Association
12 March 2010
We thank you for the opportunity to respond to the Investigation on behalf of our
community.
This submission responds below to each of the specified terms of reference:
1. The scope and efficiency of any enhancement that may be required to the
Government’s existing tree management programs
Existing government tree management programs appear limited by lack of a cohesive
and collaborative approach between several different ‘tree’ programs within TAMS
itself.
We believe that for any efficiency to be increased or enhanced in these programs,
there needs to be
* an agreed, articulated strategy between all sections of TAMS, for the present and
future management of the trees
* designation of responsibility to an overarching body within government to ensure that
the agreed common strategy is carried forward and documented
* vastly improved efforts by government agencies to be inclusive in the development of
short and long term management plans by regular two-way communication and
consultation with the Canberra public
* a transparent process available for resolution of possible conflicts/appeals
* an assessment of the costs of the present programs involving tender system to private
contractors in order to ascertain if there is scope for more government in-house work to
be done at less cost and more efficiency
2. The benefits and drawbacks of considering funding for urban tree programs
separately to climate change initiatives
Funding should be considered for each in their own right. Each has a role and should be
part of the process, but planning needs to be coordinated one with the other, and
differences respected but resolved.
For example, climate change requirements may want to maximise the number of
trees, but residential requirements may need/want more open space, bike paths etc;
urban tree programs may wish to replace trees earlier for safety or cost reasons, while
climate change concerns may be to have older trees remain as long as possible.
There should be scope for separate funding and planning but an agreed plan for a
coordinated and mutually supportive approach in delivery of service.
3. Improved notification and consultation processes to support greater community
involvement in urban tree planning and management, including risk mitigation, tree
removal and planting
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This is the area in which the community has previously felt most disenfranchised or
ignored. A true two-way consultation process involving both government and
communities in decision-making is vital.
If one tree is listed for removal, then there should be notification to residents in that
street several weeks before planned commencement of work re:
* the proposed removal/major pruning of a tree, the reasons for this, timescale, and
opportunity to respond. Concerns need to be taken seriously and responded to
adequately—not dismissed or glossed over. If safety is the reason for removal, clear
explanations of risk should be made, and the causes of this risk.
* the replacement program: what? when? If change of species or no replacement
planned, the reasons for this (e.g. species now designated as weed, area already
overplanted, etc.)
Notification could be done by
* clear signage on the tree itself (not just red marks)
* letterboxing nearby residents
However, if a stand or area of trees in an area is designated for removal/ major
pruning, then the notification/consultation needs to be as above, but on a much wider
scale, involving community groups, newspaper ads, public notices at local shops, and at
government shopfronts, and possibly a mailing list/ website to which people could
subscribe. Additionally,
* give even more information as to ‘why’ and the scheduling, noting that some
community members have been skeptical of the need for removal and/or the
qualifications of those making the assessment e.g. how many assessors have input into a
decision for removal? is it the decision of just one person? what if other ‘experts’
disagree? what are the criteria for assessment on private land as against public land? are
there different assessors for private land as against public land?
* allow additional time for responses
* if the replacement species is to be changed, suggest several suitable alternative species
in order for community to have input and to be involved in decision making, and to
increase ‘ownership’
* be aware that some community members are concerned that species change could lead
to undesirable outcomes, especially if deciduous is replaced with non-deciduous or vice
versa
*investigate ways of involving the community in the actual replacement, and after-care
of young trees (see also 7 below)
Once a general strategy for consultation has been agreed between government
agencies and communities, this needs to be documented and publicised, so that
everyone has the opportunity to understand how to be part of the process and what the
outcomes will be. This would perhaps alleviate the present skepticism and even anger
felt by many residents as to the management program of the immediate past. This
agreed strategy should then not be altered at the whim of any government officer,
agency, or political party.
4. The priority given in tree management decisions to environmental values, solar
access and the retention of communities of trees in parks

2
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Priority must be given to safety, but retention of trees should be paramount wherever
possible for
* shade considerations
* providing a canopy to reduce heat effects
* carbon storage
* retaining the very nature of Canberra as a bush capital
Selective minor pruning and/or additional care should be considered to prolong the life
of a tree or group of trees in a park. New trees should be planted in parks and allowed to
become established where it is envisaged that communities of trees are in decline.
While we agree that solar access is important, it seems unlikely that there would be
many situations where trees would need to be felled or severely pruned for this access.
Where this situation holds, then each case would need to be considered on its merits in
consultation with affected residents and their neighbours.
We would expect that all decisions would respect the Environmental Protection Act
of 1997, republished 2009.
5. The sustainable reuse of timber from felled trees
Wherever possible, we support the reuse of timber, whether for use as firewood,
chipped as garden mulch, woodworking, etc. However, we do not think that reuse of
timber should ‘drive’ any replacement program.
6. When replanting should occur following the removal of trees, the scope for preplanting, and principles for the number and species of trees that should be replanted
There is strong community feeling that any wholesale replacement of all trees in a street
is highly undesirable. While it may be cheaper to remove all the trees and replace them
at the one time, there is a deeply-felt preference to keep mature, healthy trees as long as
possible. An uneven streetscape is much preferred to the removal and replacement of all
trees at one time.
As already stated above, the community at various levels (individual, directly
affected local residents and community groups) should all be involved in these
decisions in such as way as to have an effective voice, not just being informed of
decisions made without reference to them.
See also the responses to 3, above.
We would see it as preferable that when it is agreed that a tree is to be removed, that
the plan for replacement has already also been agreed, and the scheduling understood.
See also ‘proactive planting’ under 7.
7. The need for enhanced management to maintain the survival and good health of
trees
Government agencies need to
* have adequate funding to monitor the ongoing care of trees, especially formative
pruning, and the watering of trees in drought, or periods of increased water restrictions
* document the planting of new trees, their care, noting those that survive, and the
reasons for those that do not (e.g. vandalism, unsuitable species for area, damage from
mowing, etc.)
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* include proactive planting where possible, so that a growing tree can be established
before a neighbouring tree is removed
Government agencies also need to actively arrange to
* have useful information on website, government shopfronts, public notices at local
shops, re how best to care for trees, both established and new (presently difficult to find
on TAMS website)
* arrange for local radio to publicise this information
* involve community groups, e.g. street groups, residents and community associations,
schools, churches, in the preparation, planting and caring process of replacement trees,
such as a proposed tree-keeper program
* address the problem of how residents can look after nearby trees in high levels of
water restrictions, and if somehow exceptions should or could be made.
8. Appropriate safeguards to ensure contractors follow best practice and adhere to
Government tree policies
The following is suggested:
* there should be agreed Australian standards for contractors as to adequate training and
certification
* contractors’ work should be monitored at the time of work by TAMS officers, and this
process documented
* work scheduled should absolutely follow the process and timetable as agreed between
community members and TAMS
* contractors employed by government in other capacities, such as garbage collection,
should adhere to regulations as to driving/ parking access at a proper distance from trees
in order to avoid soil compaction
* developers of leased land (and their contractors) should be made responsible for the
care of street trees adjacent to blocks being developed (see point above as to parking,
and ref. in 10 below)
See also comment in 1 on the use of private contractors.
9. Principles for the decision-making process where it is proposed that a tree is
removed or is retained
The principles for the decision-making process should include:
* evidence of a danger to safety (by more than one qualified assessor)
* evidence of poor health of tree ( as above)
* consider options for pruning and additional care where the tree can be retained
* informing the community of above, and entering into consultation as to an agreed
plan.
We realise that a tree assessed as very dangerous to public safety has to be removed
quickly.
10. Improvements to the Tree Protection Act or other relevant Acts in light of the
above matters
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Most Canberra residents are unaware of the relevant Acts, so it would be helpful to
make them more publicly available, especially in the light of community disquiet about
tree management in the past few years.
With regard to the Tree Register, most Canberrans would be unaware of its
existence, role, or how trees can be nominated for listing on the Register. If this
Register fulfils a useful function, then people need to know about it. The information on
the TAMS website seems limited.
With regard to the Tree Protection Act 2005, last amended December 2009, we
would note that
* Under Section 82 of the Act, the Conservator provides advice re the protection of trees
on land subject to development where such development may ‘damage a protected tree’
or be prohibited groundwork in the protection zone for a protected tree…’. As we
understand, this advice can be accepted or amended by the Planning Authority. If this
allows removal of otherwise healthy protected trees for development purposes, then we
would urge that the powers of the Conservator be considerably strengthened.
* Under part 1, 3(d) of the Act, it states that one of the objects of the Act is ‘to ensure
that trees of value are protected during periods of construction activity’. With regard to
this, Part 3, Division 3.1:16–19 of the Act gives explicit listing of what constitutes an
offence where work done as part of business damages a protected tree or does
prohibited groundwork in the protection zone for a protected tree’.
Thus it is important that
i) the term ‘tree of value’ be clearly defined and quantified in some way
ii) that any development that breaches these requirements as outlined in Part 3,
should be prosecuted to the full extent of the law
It is not clear to us if the Tree Protection Act, especially with regard to Part 3,
Division 3.1:16–19 as mentioned above, can apply also in regard to street trees where a
development is underway on the adjacent leased block. If not, the Act should be
amended to ensure that the trees in the nature strip and their relevant protection zone
become part of the area of responsibility for the development on the leased land. With
considerable rebuilding occurring in the older parts of Canberra, there are frequent
instances of the nature strip and the street trees being severely damaged by building
contractors.
It is also of concern that the Tree Protection Act which applies to trees on leased
(private) land has no capacity, as we understand it, to take action on trees on private
land that may pose a threat to public safety, if the home owner does not allow action on
that tree. If this is so, then the Act should be amended to allow access to private land on
public safety grounds.
11. Resource implications associated with an enhanced program.
An enhanced program would, of course, benefit from additional funds. It is regrettable
that more funding is not forthcoming from the Commonwealth Government for the
National Capital but we would see it as unlikely.
Also, we are not in a position to know if other funding can be found from other
ACT government programs, but would reiterate that the good health of Canberra’s trees
are very important to Canberrans, and perhaps some budget trimming elsewhere could
be considered.
Nevertheless, we believe that an enhanced program could occur to some extent
without additional cost if there was better management in the following:
5
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* reorganisation of some sections of TAMS so that there was one ‘tree program’
and not several as presently exists (see points made in 1)
* reassessment of the costs of tender system used at present (see 1)
* non-expensive care of trees by increased community involvement, as suggested in
3 and 7 above.
* much improved people skills with those government officers involved in public
consultation (as proposed in 3), ultimately leading to a more efficient and streamlined
process
************************
Yarralumla Residents Assocation
PO Box 7123, Yarralumla
ACT 2600
email: info@yra.org.au
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Submission
by

Anne Forrest
to

The Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment
re:

Investigation into the Government’s tree management practices
and the renewal of Canberra’s urban forest
The recent ACT Government brochure titled “Renewing Canberra’s Urban Forest”
states that “there is a pressing need to commence replacement of Canberra’s urban
forest.” It also states that the Government “….. is committed to ensuring Canberra’s
urban forest is maintained and further enhanced through the Urban Forest Renewal
Program.”
However, some ten years ago an Assembly Standing Committee on Urban Services
conducted an inquiry into the management and protection of this city’s trees, the
largest number of trees in an Australian city assigned to the care of one government
agency. At the time, committee member Mr. Simon Corbell stated that “…..Labor is
committed to ensuring that the massive investment already made by previous
generations in establishing Canberra’s treescape is not lost through neglect.” (CTs
19/12/98)
The panel of experts who have been assembled to review the proposed Urban Forest
Renewal Programme would do well to start by reading the Assembly Standing
Committee Report No. 44, including the various considered submissions, and the
subsequent response by the government of the day.
At the time a blanket Tree Preservation Order was considered unnecessary because:
…… Adequate legislative provisions exist to ensure that the integrity of
Canberra’s treescape remains protected in perpetuity and while the ethos of
planting and nurturing trees persists in the community, a general tree preservation
order is considered to be unnecessary. (Government response to Recommendation
2 of the Planning and Urban Services Committee Report No. 44)
However, Recommendation 2 states that:
…… A blanket Tree Preservation Order NOT be introduced, though the matter be
kept under review during regular assessments of the final Trees Policy.

Tree Protection Act 2005
The work of that particular Legislative Assembly Committee led to the creation of
the Tree Protection Act 2005. The Act sets out to:
1
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(a) to protect individual trees in the urban area that have exceptional qualities
because of their natural and cultural heritage values or their contribution to the
urban landscape; and
(a) to protect individual trees in the urban area that have exceptional qualities
because of their natural and cultural heritage values or their contribution to the
urban landscape; and
(b) to protect urban forest values that may be at risk because of unnecessary loss
or degradation; and
(c) to protect urban forest values that contribute to the heritage significance of an
area; and
(d) to ensure that trees of value are protected during periods of construction
activity; and
(e) to promote the incorporation of the value of trees and their protection
requirements into the design and planning of development; and
(f) to promote a broad appreciation of the role of trees in the urban environment
and the benefits of good tree management and sound arboricultural practices.

Urban Forest
The Act states that trees located in urban areas of Canberra constitute the “urban
forest”. Under the Act the appropriate minister must formally identify the urban areas
of the city. The minister may then identify “tree management precincts” within these
urban areas. The written documents which constitute this formal identification are
notifiable instruments.

Protected trees
The Act identifies two categories of protected trees, i.e. registered trees and
regulated trees.
A registered tree must be individually nominated and survive a very detailed and
time consuming process of scrutiny in order to be entered on the Tree Register.
Indeed, Section 7 of the Act which sets out the process of individual nomination runs
to some nineteen pages. Incidentally, the Tree Register appears not to be available
through the online government portal.
 Why don’t the authorities expose the registration process to public scrutiny
through online identification which may well aid in the protection of both
registered and regulated trees?
A regulated tree is … “a living tree (other than a registered tree or a palm tree) that
is on leased land within a tree management precinct.” The Act sets out specific
criteria which are applied during the assessment process. Therefore, a regulated tree
is not a registered tree, it is located on leased land, it has attained at least one of four
specified conditions of approval, and, it is not a palm tree!
There is no doubt that the (ACT) Tree Protection Act 2005 was crafted to provide
protection for those individual trees on leased land whose longevity is jeopardised by
development pressures as local communities expand and evolve. Prior to the drafting
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of the Act a general tree preservation order was regarded as unnecessary because
Canberra’s treed landscape was apparently adequately protected by existing
legislation.
It is ironic that the Tree Protection Act 2005 constituted the government response to a
report by the Standing Committee on Planning and Urban Services which itself was
responding to a Tree Management Task Force discussion paper. The Tree
Management Task Force had been “convened by Urban Services in January 1998 in
response to concern by the community about the removal of mature trees from several
urban leases in 1997.” (Government response to the Planning and Urban Services
Committee Report No. 44 Introduction)
Twelve years later, this time in response to community concern about Canberra’s
treed landscape in the public realm, the Office of the Commissioner for Sustainability
and the Environment has been given the daunting task of investigating the
Government’s tree management practices and the renewal programme to date.
There appears to be little to show for the Tree Protection Act 2005. The legislation
focuses on the responsibilities of lessees of individual blocks to the exclusion of
unleased public spaces in the city. Even so, trees on leased land which warrant
protection have to be individually nominated and assessed. Time and time again
owners / developers who wish to start with a clean slate simply ignore the potential
significance of the existing treed landscape. And, once the trees are lost there is little
point in pursuing the perpetrator. An individual has to initiate the process at some
personal cost, the burden of proof is onerous, and the penalties which apply do not
serve as reasonable deterrents.
Furthermore, the Territory Plan Single Dwelling Code allows a builder / developer to
construct a dwelling which can legitimately cover some 50 percent of a block. In
older areas of Canberra, in particular, this coverage is vast and often precludes the reestablishment of significant trees within the private landscape. Protected trees must be
individually identified prior to the development application and an interested (and
informed) third party must formally object to the proposed removal. Even then the
approving authority is unlikely to refuse the development application which leaves the
objector with the daunting prospect of applying to the AAT for review of the
ACTPLA decision. In cases which succeed significant costs should be imposed,
licences should be suspended and the perpetrators should be publically identified.
 Why does the ACTPLA continue to allow developers to clear blocks of all treed
vegetation? [see B14 S45 Arthur Circle, Forrest]
 Why does the Territory Plan allow developers to build to a 50 percent plot ratio on
established suburban blocks in the older suburbs?
The ACT government agencies, whose decisions directly impact the city’s vegetation,
are themselves free of the controls of the (albeit ineffective) legislation developed to
protect our treed landscape. And yet, in 2003 when the Standing Committee on
Planning and Environment was deliberating about a proposed variation to the
Territory Plan know as Variation 200 a senior Planning and Land Management officer
stated that …
“The garden city character of Canberra is established through the broad landscape
context, the landscaped hills …, ridges and buffers. … the parks and open spaces
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within the suburbs … the streets and the street trees on public land … (which
constitute) a very important part of the landscape framework. Lastly, we have the
landscape on the blocks.” (Standing Comm. on Planning and Environment: DV
200 Transcript of Evidence 19 March 2003 p261)

Enough is enough! A general Tree Preservation Policy which calls government
bodies and commercial interests to account, ahead of private lease holders, must be
advanced as soon as possible.
At the same time, a holistic approach to tree pruning, maintenance and removal is
urgently required. In recent years, since self-government, there has been a move
towards subcontractors in the delivery of municipal services. This has led to an ever
increasing loss of corporate knowledge and expertise and fragmentation of
responsibilities for the service supposedly being provided. I also believe a strong
argument could be mounted that outsourcing and fragmentation of municipal services
leads to higher costs over time.
Canberra’s treed landscape is now seriously neglected. Professional pruning and
ongoing maintenance has not been in evidence for some years. Replanting of trees lost
through natural attrition and vandalism has been inconsistent or absent. The abuse of
unleased land including verges, medians and parks, is escalating. The general signs of
neglect are all present, to some degree, in the area of Old Griffith known as
Blandfordia 5. The following list is indicative only:
 Bougainville Street to Murray Crescent laneway…… tree canopies decimated by
inexpert pruning, trees being slowly choked by ivy and wisteria
 Murray Crescent ….. no tree maintenance or tree replacement for some years
despite tree removals
 Stokes Street ….. tree replacement programme which resulted in a poor choice of
replacement trees
 Stokes Street ….. departmental approval of removal of tree for new verge crossing
causing erosion of verge pattern of plantings
 Stokes Street ….. 15 years into a tree replacement programme evidence of inexpert
cutting back of new trees by subcontractor
 Flinders Way ……. established verge parking habits in various areas, street trees in
decline due to verge parking, newly planted trees failing to thrive due to vehicular
movements leading to compaction of soil
 Monaro Crescent ….. introduction of hard paving for verge parking (a practice
which is becoming widespread especially where large new developments have been
approved)
Blandfordia 5 is supposedly protected by heritage legislation. This brief overview of
the various problems within the treed landscape in the Blandfordia 5 public realm
hints at the much larger issues which are evident beyond heritage protected areas.
For instance, the precinct is adjacent to commercial developments and urban open
space where dead and dying trees have been in evidence for some years. It is also in
close proximity to Captain Cook Crescent, one of the streets where apparently healthy
trees (maniferas) were removed late last year without any justification. Vigorous trees
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were cut down while trees in obvious decline were left standing. A cynical onlooker
might have cause to believe that this was deliberate.

Conclusion
Our national capital is fast approaching the centenary of its birth. This planned city
within a landscape setting has an enviable international profile. However, the
foundations of that profile are based on the treed landscape, a landscape which is
being decimated by government inaction and neglect. The future of our national
capital may well be determined by the government response to the outcome of this
inquiry.

13th March 2010
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Investigation into the Government’s tree management practices and the
renewal of Canberra’s urban forest.
Submission by Tony Howard and Isobel Crawford, March 2010.
We congratulate the ACT Government on the urban forest renewal programme, but seek
to encourage the use of shrubs as well as trees, in public plantings. See term of reference
6 below. Therefore we have often used the word ‘plant’ instead of ‘tree’ to refer to both.
Canberra can still remain the ‘Garden City’ if its streets are lined with well chosen shrub
and tree species.
We address the following terms of reference: 2, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10 and 11.
The authors
Tony Howard worked for 16 years on 'The Handbook of Australian New Zealand and
Antarctic Birds' (7 volumes, Oxford University Press, 1990-2006), the standard scientific
reference work on the birds of the region. He often walks through the urban forest.
Isobel Crawford has thirty years experience as a consulting botanist in the ACT and
surrounding areas, and is a Scientific Associate of the Australian National Herbarium.
She is also a keen and experienced gardener, and frequently cycles through the urban
forest.
Isobel and Tony live in a wonderfully comfortable passive solar house, which relies
entirely on the sun for its heating in winter.
Recommendations
We recommend that:
i. funding for urban tree programs not be considered separately from other climate
change initiatives (term of reference 2 below);
ii. where street trees whose winter shadow would reduce sun access to any part of
any building are to be replaced, they should be of smaller, readily prunable, tree
or shrub species (4);
iii. that more than one species be used in a particular street or other public area,
where required (6);
iv. shrubs as well as trees be used (6);
v. more Australian plant species be used (6);
vi. water restrictions be tightened to exclude the watering of private lawns, and the
water saved be used for new public plantings of trees and shrubs (7)
vii. a genuine program be developed to involve the community in selecting and caring
for their public plantings (7);
OCSE Investigation into tree management practices ... March 2010: Tony Howard
and Isobel Crawford.
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viii.
if an existing tree is reducing sun access to a house and/or its roof, this
should be a sufficient reason for its removal (9); and
ix. where plants on public land are limiting solar access to buildings nearby, it should
be possible to have them removed (10).
We note that:
i. it is a fallacy that deciduous trees planted to the north of buildings do not reduce
solar access (4);
ii. it is possible to reduce the cost of an enlarged planting program, and offer four
suggestions to do this (11);
iii. many natural resources will be enhanced by good plant species selection (11).

2. The benefits and drawbacks of considering funding for urban tree programs
separately from climate change initiatives.
Urban tree programs are best considered as part of a broader climate change policy. If the
funding for both is considered together, better decisions are likely to be made about the
selection of species, and the long-term environmental cost of poorly selected or poorly
located species might be taken more seriously.
We therefore recommend that funding for urban tree programs not be considered
separately from other climate change initiatives.
4. The priority given in tree management decisions to ... solar access ... .
Two case studies are presented to illustrate how street trees can block solar access to
buildings to their south.
Case study one: deciduous street trees, 20 Dutton Street, Dickson
This is a passive solar house which is totally dependant on the sun for heating (sun on the
concrete slab and reflected onto internal concrete walls, plus solar air and water heaters
on the roof). No other heating is used, and the backup booster for the solar hot water is
used less than a dozen times a year. We plan to install photovoltaic panels (Figure 1).

OCSE Investigation into tree management practices ... March 2010: Tony Howard
and Isobel Crawford.
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Figure 1. Passive solar house at 18 Dutton Street Dickson, being shaded significantly
by a leafless Silver Birch next door, 10:30 a.m. September 1, 2007. An area of roof
where we plan to install photovoltaic panels is in partial shade. Shadows would be
longer in winter.
The garden north of the house is readily ‘prunable’, and is pruned each autumn to allow
winter sun access. Two silver birches, which in winter shaded both the windows and the
roof of the house, have been removed recently from no. 18 and no. 20, as part of the tree
replacement program. They shed their leaves too late, regained them too early, and even
when bereft of leaves cast a considerable shadow (Figure 1 and 2).

OCSE Investigation into tree management practices ... March 2010: Tony Howard
and Isobel Crawford.
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Figure 2. Shading of windows and slab at 18 Dutton Street, Dickson by leafless
Silver Birch at no. 20, 10:30 a.m. September 1, 2007.

OCSE Investigation into tree management practices ... March 2010: Tony Howard
and Isobel Crawford.
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Case study two: semi-evergreen street trees, 42-56 Dumaresq Street, Dickson
Here there is a row of eight houses, on the southern side of the street, all facing north
(Figure 3).
Photographs were taken at 1:22 pm and 1:29 pm on July 1, 2009. Local noon would have
been around 12:06, so the photographs were taken in the middle of the day in the middle
of winter, and just after some windy weather, which presumably would have removed a
lot of leaves. (The Google Earth view of these houses can be seen by searching on ‘50
dumaresq dickson’. The satellite photo available in March 2010 was taken on February
29, 2008.)
According to Trees and Shrubs in Canberra by L. D. Pryor and J. C. G. Banks, the trees
are Algerian Oaks, and are classified as 'semi-evergreen'. The view below, from the east,
shows much variability from individual to individual in leaf-shedding, and ironically all
the ones on the northern side of the street, which were not blocking solar access, had lost
their leaves; it would seem that different provenances are involved.

Figure 3. Semi-evergreen Algerian Oaks shading houses on the southern side of
Dumaresq Street, Dickson, 1:29 p.m. July 1, 2009.

OCSE Investigation into tree management practices ... March 2010: Tony Howard
and Isobel Crawford.
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The owners of the house below, despite having a perfectly oriented north-facing roof,
have had to place their solar water heater on the south side of their roof, tilted up
appropriately. They are thinking of installing photovoltaic panels, but these would have
to go on the roof of their garage, a much less effective and efficient location than the
northern face of the house roof (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Loss of sun access to northern face and solar water heater of a house in
Dumaresq Street, Dickson, 1:22 p.m. July 1, 2009.
Conclusions
Street trees can block solar access to buildings to their south, i.e. within an arc to the
south, from east to south to west.
It is recommended that, where street trees whose winter shadow would reduce sun access
to any part of any building are to be replaced, they should be of smaller, readily prunable,
tree or shrub species.
It is noted that:
i. Solar access may be required to all parts of a building: to heat a slab and walls
through windows, to heat a trombe wall, or for rooftop hot water, air heater or
photovoltaic panels.
OCSE Investigation into tree management practices ... March 2010: Tony Howard
and Isobel Crawford.
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ii. It is a fallacy that deciduous trees planted to the north of buildings do not reduce
solar access, as even without leaves the shadow of the trunk and branches reduces
solar access significantly.
iii. It is also unlikely that a particular deciduous tree will lose and gain leaves at the
desired times, as there is considerable variability in the times of leaf loss and leaf
gain both between and within species. These times are likely to become even
more unpredictable with the added complication of climate change, as shedding of
leaves is likely to be later and gaining of leaves earlier.

6. Principles for the number and species that should be used in replanting
We are pleased to note that PCL is no longer allocating only one tree species to a street:
parts of a street where there are power lines may now be planted with a slightly smaller
species, e.g. Dutton Street in Dickson. The goal here presumably is to reduce the future
cost of repeatedly pruning poorly chosen tall tree species. We need now to extend this to
give solar access the same level of importance.
We therefore recommend the use of more than one species in a particular street or other
public area, where required.
As we move to more sustainable buildings, the comfort and economic well-being of their
occupants will increasingly require unimpeded solar access. We therefore recommend
that species selected for replantings should facilitate this.
The principle of replanting programs should be to select the appropriate species for each
location. Appropriate species are, among other things, those which:
i. complement well-designed buildings and work with them to reduce significantly
greenhouse gas emissions, a fundamental aim of good climate change policy;
ii. require little watering after establishment;
iii. will withstand likely future climate change, i.e. a hotter and drier climate in this
part of Australia; and
iv. provide habitat for native animal species, especially those listed as threatened.
We therefore recommend the use of shrubs as well as trees, as is done in other towns and
cities. Shrubs are easier and cheaper to prune, and therefore to keep out of power lines
and from limiting solar access.
Past selection of Australian and introduced species for use in public plantings has been
fearfully unadventurous. Imagine how different Turner and Braddon could have been had
Haig Park been planted with Yellow Box and Ironbark on the north, and shorter native
shrub species on the southern edge. It could have become a much needed haven for
Regent Honeyeaters and Swift Parrots, two endangered woodland bird species which
occasionally use other areas of woodland around the town.
OCSE Investigation into tree management practices ... March 2010: Tony Howard
and Isobel Crawford.
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We therefore recommend the use of more Australian plant species, as there are so many
to chose from and so much now known about many more of them.
7. The need for enhanced management to maintain the survival and good health of
trees.
If climatically suitable species are selected, less maintenance should be required. But
initial watering will still be required, and pruning from time to time. To help reduce water
usage, we recommend that water restrictions be tightened to exclude the watering of
private lawns, and the water saved be used for new public plantings of trees and shrubs.
If the community is involved in the selection of species, they may be more inclined to
look after ‘their’ street and park plantings, and maintenance costs could be significantly
reduced. We therefore recommend the development of a genuine program to involve the
community in selecting and caring for their public plantings.
9. Principles for the decision making process where it is proposed that a tree is
removed or is retained.
The issue of solar gain must be given precedence as a principle for making decisions
about removing or retaining a tree, because diminished sun access caused by poorly
selected plant species can affect:
i. the comfort of householders, and hence their expenditure on heating and an
increase in their greenhouse gas emissions; and/or
ii. their income from electricity generation via PVs.
We therefore recommend that, if an existing tree is reducing sun access to a house and/or
its roof, this should be a sufficient reason for its removal. See also 4 above.
10. Improvements to the Tree Improvement Act.
Just because a tree is of a certain size or age should not give it unqualified protection.
Many poorly chosen species have been used in Canberra streets and other public places:
if they are limiting solar access to buildings nearby, we recommend that it should be
possible to have them removed.

OCSE Investigation into tree management practices ... March 2010: Tony Howard
and Isobel Crawford.
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11. Resource implications associated with an enhanced program.
‘Resource’ is taken to mean both financial and natural resources.
An enlarged programme may cost more initially, but in the long term could and should
save and improve a lot of resources, financial and otherwise.
We make the following recommendations to reduce the cost of an enlarged program:
i. additional soil should not be used for each replacement or new planting. Soil is
expensive to buy, to transport and to place around each plant.
ii. soil should also not be introduced because of the high likelihood of introducing
new weed species to an area. The future costs of control may sometimes be borne
by PCL.
iii. much younger plants should be used. Transport costs and planting time would be
reduced, and survival enhanced if householders and neighbours were encouraged
to care for their local public plantings
iv. a programme of neighbourhood caring for their local plantings should be
developed as part of a broader policy of involving the community in the selection
of species for replanting See also 7 above.
Many natural resources will be enhanced by good plant species selection: many more
native bird and insect species would find suitable habitat if wide range of native shrub
and small tree species were used in street plantings, and larger ones in public parks.

OCSE Investigation into tree management practices ... March 2010: Tony Howard
and Isobel Crawford.
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12th March 2010
Office of the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment,
PO Box 356
Dickson ACT 2602

Submission by:
AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS
ACT GROUP,
ACN 008 531 851 ABN 84 008 531 851
GPO Box 1646, Canberra ACT 2601
Email: admin@aila.org.au
Ph: (02) 66248 9970

Dear Commissioner Cooper,
RE: INVESTIGATION INTO THE GOVERNMENT’S TREE MANAGEMENT PRACTICES AND THE
RENEWAL OF CANBERRA’S URBAN FOREST
The Australian Institute of Landscape Architects (AILA) ACT Group welcomes the opportunity to comment on
th
the above investigation, as per public invitation issued 18 December 2009.
The AILA is the peak professional body for Landscape Architects in Australia. Founded in 1966, the Institute
currently represents the interests of approximately 3,000 landscape architects throughout the nation. The
profession is committed to the creation of meaningful and enjoyable outdoor places and to the sustainable
management of our built and natural environment.
AILA ACT considers that the matters under investigation by the Commissioner in relation to the ACT
Government’s tree management practices and the renewal of Canberra’s urban forest should be addressed
within the context of broader sustainability challenges.
Landscape provides the fundamental support system for life on earth, and our attitude to it shapes the wider
environment in physical, economic, social and cultural terms.
In this context, it is important to recognise that decisions made around how we value, manage and invest in
Canberra’s urban forest directly impact on broader sustainability outcomes at local, regional and national
scales.
Within the terms of reference of this investigation, there is an urgent need to articulate the “triple-bottom-line” of
urban landscape performance – in this case, Canberra’s urban forest - in terms of its contribution to the
economic, environmental, and social/cultural conditions which form the fundamental framework necessary for
long-term human well-being (refer Appendix A for further explanation).

In order to do this effectively, new ways of looking at landscape are required. This submission will address the
terms of reference of Canberra’s urban forest investigation in relation to examining how revealing, enhancing
and regenerating landscape values can support broader sustainability outcomes.

AILA ACT GROUP SUBMISSION
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TERMS OF REFERENCE:

1. “The scope and efficiency of any enhancement that may be required to the Government’s existing
tree management programs.”
ACT Parks Conservation and Lands, in concert with the consultant arborists of Canberra, are managing the
urban forest for the interests of the community and the continuation of the urban forest.
However, management programs currently in place for Canberra’s urban forest are facing increasing pressures
in relation to broader sustainability issues – including activity & usage impacts linked to population growth,
changing climate regimes, diminishing water availability and declining maintenance budgets. The fact that a
large proportion of the major canopy trees in the urban forest are also approaching maturity and/or senescence
at the same time further exacerbates these challenges.
Existing management programs need to be adapted to accommodate renewal and regrowth of Canberra’s
urban forest, and to move towards an urban forest structure that more closely approximates a ‘natural’ forest
structure, comprising a range of plant communities in different stages of growth and decline over much longer
overall timeframes.
A planned and gradual process of replacement and renewal throughout the urban forest will result in less
disturbance to the quality of the streetscape and a more manageable urban forest for the future. Such a
process necessarily requires long-term planning, guided by a long-term vision.
AILA proposes that the ACT government develop a “Vision for the City” to guide the ongoing management &
renewal of Canberra’s urban forest. The development of this vision for the city will require landscape master
plans to be developed on a number of levels, particularly:
• City wide strategy
• Connections across the city
• Suburb level strategy
• Street level strategy
As each level of the Vision for the City is developed, it will be necessary to engage the community to debate,
consider, modify and adopt the landscape master plans.
The plans must also be linked to an integrated “Sustainable Urban Form” strategy for guiding the integrated
development of buildings and landscape throughout the city in relation to broader sustainability objectives.
The Sustainable Urban Form strategy will need to acknowledge and support the contribution of landscape and
tree planting within the private realm as well as the public domain to overall urban forest integrity, and to
facilitate its continuance. This will also require a reassessment of existing ACT Design Standards to ensure
appropriate resourcing, adequate spatial allocation and optimum growth conditions for urban trees, both now
and into the future.
The Australian Landscape Principles, (http://www.aila.org.au/landscapeprinciples/ - discussed further in
sections 6 & 9 of this submission) can be used to guide the development of Canberra’s Sustainable Urban Form
strategy, and ‘green infrastructure’ approaches to city planning can be employed as part of this, to significantly
leverage existing landscape performance values across economic, socio-cultural and environmental spheres.
(refer http://www.aila.org.au/greeninfrastructure/ for more information on how green infrastructure strategies can
provide a framework for improving connectivity, multifunctionality and landscape performance outcomes in the
built environment across a range of landscape scales).
The AILA ACT Group is willing to offer the collective experience and expertise of its membership base to assist
government and planning authorities in implementing such approaches within Canberra’s urban environment,
and would welcome the opportunity to contribute in this capacity.
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2. “The benefits and drawbacks of considering funding for urban tree programs separately to climate
change initiatives.”
Funding for urban tree programs should always be considered as part of a broader response repertoire to
climate change adaptation, because urban landscape performance is an integral component of overall built
environment adaptive capacity.
However, management of Canberra’s urban forest in relation to climate change initiatives should also be viewed
within the context of broader regional and national sustainability objectives – such as those set out in the
Sustainable Urban Form strategy - and should be funded and supported accordingly.
An integrated Sustainable Urban Form planning strategy – i.e. one which focuses on integrated landscape and
building design approaches - can enhance overall urban ecosystem functionality, and enable both buildings
and urban landscapes to contribute positively to broader environmental processes affecting air and water
quality, energy use and biodiversity.
There is an inherent risk in linking funding for urban tree programs only to climate change initiatives, in that
management focus may subsequently prioritize a limited range of landscape performance issues – e.g. carbon
sequestration potential or bushfire & public risk management – over more complex, less ‘tangible’ or easily
quantifiable landscape values – such as the linkages between spatial landscape quality and physical and
mental health, community identity, social opportunity, and cultural and spiritual expression. Outcomes relating
to these vital aspects of human well-being are significantly influenced by the quality of our access to, and
interaction with, high-quality urban landscapes – and deserve equal consideration and weight in decisionmaking and funding support.

3. “Improved notification and consultation processes to support greater community involvement in
urban tree planning and management, including risk mitigation, tree removal and planting.”
It is apparent that there is a significant level of unease about the perceived lack of community consultation in
the decision-making processes affecting Canberra’s urban forest – as voiced in recent community consultation
forums associated with this investigation.
Part of the problem is that historically, the Canberra community has no previous experience of the natural
decline phase of the urban forest renewal process. Most of Canberra’s trees were planted in one of two main
planting periods (i.e. pre 1930, or between 1955 – 1975). Consequently, many of those trees are ageing and
reaching the end of their life simultaneously.
A ‘natural’ forest structure accommodates a wide range of trees and vegetation communities, which exist in
various phases of growth and decline over cumulative and overlapping time periods, often spanning centuries.
There is a need for greater engagement with the community to foster increased understanding of the need to
‘normalise’ the Canberra urban forest towards a more diverse range of species and plant communities over a
longer timeframe – especially in terms of renewal and regrowth planting programs.
The public engagement for Canberra’s urban forest renewal requires a number of elements, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Education of the Canberra community on the need for ongoing urban forest renewal
Articulation and development of a “Vision for the City” to guide this process
Integration of the vision within a broader “Sustainable Urban Form” strategy
Adoption of the vision and understanding the implications of change
Respecting the tree managers and expert arborists involved in decision-making
Participation in the planning process
Agreement with the planned actions
Acceptance that removal and renewal of trees will be part of the planned actions, and
Acceptance that the planned actions will prioritize the overall community benefit of the urban forest
over individual self-interest.
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There are also opportunities to improve community engagement in the design and management of the urban
forest. AILA is currently working with CABE Space (UK Commission of Architecture and the Built Environment)
and the Parks and Leisure Association of Australia (PLA) to introduce community consultation tools such as
‘Spaceshaper’ (http://www.cabe.org.uk/public-space/spaceshaper) into urban landscape planning processes.
Spaceshaper is a practical toolkit for measuring the quality of a public space (including capturing the views of
managers as well as users of the space) before investing time and money in improving it. It provides a baseline
for measuring green infrastructure spatial quality against social, economic and environmental performance
indicators, within an integrated community consultation process for ongoing management and decision-making.
At present AILA is exploring the potential for introducing Spaceshaper for use in Australia via a series of pilot
projects, and would be happy to advise & assist the ACT government with regard to potential adaptation &
implementation of this tool as a component of the future planning and management of Canberra’s urban forest.

4. “The priority given in tree management decisions to environmental values, solar access and the
retention of communities of trees in parks.”
A wide range of social, economic and environmental values associated with the urban forest entity must be
weighed in management decision-making. These include many more landscape-value-based considerations
than the three issues listed above, and all must be considered in relation to their contribution to broader
sustainability outcomes.
Above all, it is important to plan, design and manage the urban forest within an integrated decision-making
framework – one which is capable of accommodating assessment of urban forest issues in relation to overall
city sustainability objectives, so as to enable informed ‘tradeoffs’ in decision-making.
A well-articulated Vision for the City and associated landscape masterplans, developed within the context of an
integrated Sustainable Urban Form strategy, would greatly improve management and decision-making relating
not only to urban forest issues, but also many other aspects of city sustainability.
One area of urban forest management decision-making which is often inadequately addressed is the
significance psychological influence which landscape components can exert upon our ‘sense of place’ – that is,
the way in which the landscape character of the places where we live, work and play can either support or
erode our perceptions of community safety, identity and ‘belonging’, and enhance (or reduce) opportunities for
social and cultural expression.
Recent displays of community outrage at proposed tree removals in local Canberra neighbourhood areas
demonstrate the difficulties urban forest managers face in managing such particularly sensitive aspects of
landscape value.
Improved community education and landscape value assessment processes - as proposed by the Australian
Landscape Principles – can assist in redressing this imbalance, as can the introduction of community-based
spatial quality assessment tools such as Spaceshaper.

5. “The sustainable reuse of timber from felled trees”
The re-use of timber from felled trees should be planned and managed as part of a broader response
repertoire, in relation to overall sustainability objectives. Resource provision, management and re-use goals for
material aspects of Canberra’s urban forest need to be set at metropolitan level (in relation to territory &
regional sustainability goals), then goals established at suburb, neighbourhood and individual streetscape level
in relation to those.
In such a context, decision-making will necessarily be responsive to the particular site and community context,
as well as broader sustainability objectives.
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6. “When replanting should occur following the removal of trees, the scope for pre-planting, and
principles for the number and species of trees that should be replanted”.
The Australian Landscape Principles (http://www.aila.org.au/landscapeprinciples/) were developed by the
Australian Institute of Landscape Architects (AILA) to assist government and other organizations in decisionmaking on landscape issues such as those above.
They articulate an ethical decision-making framework for landscape planning, design and management within
the built environment. Their purpose is to strategically direct landscape interventions – both in our existing and
future built environments – towards more sustainable, holistic outcomes.
The Landscape Principles are as follows:
• Value our Landscape
• Protect – Enhance – Regenerate
• Design with Respect
• Design for the Future
• Embrace Responsive Design
(refer http://www.aila.org.au/landscapeprinciples/ for detailed explanation of the purpose and intent of each
Principle)
The Landscape Principles can be used to derive strategic goals for management of Canberra’s urban forest by
overlaying them as a decision-making tool across the broad spectrum of landscape practice, and at a range of
landscape scales, against a series of measurable components of landscape performance or ecosystem
services provisioning (including vegetation, soils, water, materials and human health and wellbeing).
The AILA ACT group would be willing to assist the ACT govt. and planning authorities to implement the
Australian Landscape Principles within the strategic management and planning of Canberra’s urban forest –
including the development of a Vision for the City as part of an integrated Sustainable Urban Form strategy and would welcome the opportunity to discuss further how they might be most effectively implemented in this
context.
Two other particularly useful references for principles-based management of urban area planning with a focus
on sustainability outcomes are:
•

The Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD) Principles (Appendix B)

•

The Melbourne Principles for Sustainable Cities (Appendix C).

7. “The need for enhanced management to maintain the survival and good health of trees.”
The urban forest is composed of more than just the trees, and management approaches need to move beyond
this thinking.
Planning, design and management of the urban landscape requires an understanding of the functionality and
performance of the built environment as a total system.
It involves far more than simply arranging and maintaining ‘green stuff’ – the trees and vegetation – it includes
considering the impacts of human activity on soils, water, vegetation, biodiversity, materials and energy use, as
well as how we understand, value and interact with our environment over time.
We must begin to consider how we manage Canberra’s urban landscape systems in a more comprehensive
manner, beyond a model which merely aims to reduce resource use and minimize the damage to existing
ecosystems.
What is required is a new approach to urban forest management which aims to proactively enhance and
regenerate natural resources, in order to support broader social, economic and environmental outcomes.
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We must also begin to appreciate the hitherto untapped potential of all components of urban landscape - both
within and beyond the public realm – to perform as part of a cohesive urban ecosystem which contributes to
broader social, economic and environmental outcomes.
Understorey and groundcover vegetation are critical components of the urban forest which function together
with trees as part of a complex, dynamic urban ecosystem, and the structural integrity and connectedness of a
range of vegetation types across the whole urban forest is also important in relation to overall biodiversity
values and optimum ecosystem services provision.
There is scope for examination of a range of initiatives to improve the structural integrity and resilience of the
urban forest by exploring options for groundcover and understorey planting (including temporary, ephemeral
and succession planting strategies), especially in areas where mature trees have reached senescence and
require removal.
Management and regeneration strategies within the urban forest should wherever possible mimic natural
ecological processes. For example, where space opens up in a mature ‘natural’ forest canopy through ageing
and decay of larger, long-life canopy species, opportunities arise for a range of understorey plantings with
shorter life spans to emerge, providing shelter & advantageous microclimate conditions for juvenile canopy
trees during their more vulnerable early growth stages. A wide range of native flora and fauna have evolved to
opportunistically exploit this temporal variety of food and shelter provision within the structure of a natural forest,
and effective management to mimic such processes can significantly enhance urban biodiversity outcomes and
ecosystem resilience.
Integrated approaches to urban forest management have the potential to offset some of the current challenges
posed by insufficient resource allocation and ‘silo-based’ management strategies, offering potential for
increased carbon sequestration, stormwater infiltration, heat island amelioration, reduced maintenance and
replacement costs for failed plantings due to adverse weather events & suboptimal water allocation, to name
just a few.

8. “Appropriate safeguards to ensure contractors follow best practice and adhere to Government tree
policies.”
Whatever happens at the farthest ends of the operational chain of management – i.e. the contractors who are
responsible for ‘hands-on’ influence maintaining and enhancing the physical integrity of our urban forest assets
– must first be directly linked to the broader strategic goals which drive planning and management decisionmaking at higher levels.
More effective management and operational procedures within the urban forest at the farthest reaches of
practice can only ensue if broader strategic goals are referenced in an integrated manner throughout the design
and management decision-making network.
The incorporation of an ethically-based decision-making framework (e.g. the Australian Landscape Principles), integrated across all levels of urban forest management strategies and processes - would ensure a robust basis
for delivering more effective quality control measures across a range of implementation scales.
To do this most effectively, the Landscape Principles would need to be referenced as strategic guiding
principles to inform the development and application of all policy and operational instruments relating to the
planning, design and management of the urban forest. This would establish a consistent basis for identifying
gaps in current knowledge and practice which could then be used to inform the development/revision of trade
and industry-specific management and operational guidelines - including ongoing educational and training
opportunities – and all aligned with common goals relating to broader sustainability imperatives.
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9. “Principles for the decision-making process where it is proposed that a tree is removed or is
retained.”
Refer to discussion point (7.) above. When an ethically-based decision-making framework such as the
Australian Landscape Principles is used to underpin strategic response to specific urban forest management
issues, all values (economic, socio-cultural and environmental) can be considered and weighed in order to
derive solutions which best meet sustainability goals at the applicable scale of inquiry.
Site-specific solutions relating to tree removal or retention will necessarily involve a case-by-case decisionmaking process, referencing all of the related issues in an integrated manner, appropriate to the complexity of
the urban ecosystem processes under consideration in any given particular context.

10. “Improvements to the Tree Protection Act or other relevant Acts in light of the above matters.”
The AILA ACT Group sees the Tree Protection Act as performing a valuable role in the preservation of the
existing tree canopy in urban Canberra. However, in many cases the Act is reacting to a piecemeal, or
opportunistic, redevelopment pattern of established urban areas.
The AILA ACT Group would welcome a broader scope to the Tree Protection Act, to enable assessment of
suburb-wide or precinct-wide redevelopment patterns (e.g. for A10 zones, or suburbs such as Braddon and
Dickson at present). ACT Government Agencies could then input into Section-wide replanting strategies which examined alternatives to block by block consolidation - to propose a ‘Section Master Plan’ that might
redraw lease boundaries to isolate key trees, (in much the way that new subdivision planning isolates pockets
of remnant vegetation into urban open space or pocket parks).
The current planning regime and Tree Protection Act tends to isolate large trees in inaccessible pockets of
private space, often rendering the spaces unsuitable to the residents adjacent to the tree, and in many cases
not necessarily providing a viable landscape space (leading to premature loss of the tree).
If the scope of the Tree Protection Act could be extended in this way, the risks of producing such perverse
outcomes would be greatly reduced.

11. “Resource implications associated with an enhanced program.”
As outlined in Appendix A, the regenerative value of the urban landscape (especially in relation to ecosystem
services provision) needs to be articulated and included in budgeting and resource-allocation decision-making.
Asset value establishment and whole-of-life accounting also needs to be incorporated (as per the ESD
principles in Appendix B).
At a government level, a range of measures for encouraging investment in urban forest management and
restoration can be implemented, including:
•

Focusing fiscal measures on strategic incentives for enhancing and supporting green
infrastructure potential – e.g. conservation-based land ‘banking’ schemes, community title
arrangements, public/private partnerships, landscape contribution credits/offsets etc.

•

Tailoring existing funding capacity and structures towards ‘value-added’ development, including
promoting best-practice examples of economic advantages of urban-landscape-based
projects.

•

Setting targets for urban forest restoration and establishment, and integrating social and
economic indicators into this context.

At a community level, initiatives could include:
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•
•
•
•

Rates-based incentives for nature strip planting and street tree maintenance
Rate rebates for maintenance of heritage trees on private land
Basic infrastructure provision for community gardens and urban agriculture initiatives –
including access to Council-controlled recycled water networks within appropriate guidelines.
Incentives for increased community input to management of urban open space – (viz. the active
Finn Street, O’Connor group who have contributed to the master planning of the Finn Street
Sensory Garden, through input at planning stage, continued contributory maintenance, and
production of artworks for inclusion in the redeveloped Finn Street Play Space).

WAYS FORWARD – Key Recommendations:
•

Ongoing management and renewal of the Canberra urban forest requires a “Vision for the City”.

•

This vision should be developed via a collaborative, consultative process - engaging landscape
& urban design professionals, managers, government and the community to debate, consider,
modify and adopt a “Vision for the City” that will guide the future health and integrity of the
Canberra urban forest for the next generations of Canberrans.

•

A critical first step for evaluating landscape performance value in order to assist this process is
to develop a framework for the mapping, design and integrated management of Canberra’s
urban forest as part of a broader ACT “Sustainable Urban Form” strategy.

The Australian Institute of Landscape Architects (AILA) ACT Group would like to thank the Commissioner for
the opportunity to contribute to this investigation, and also to offer the expertise and experience of our collective
membership base in developing new ways forward for the planning, design and management of Canberra’s
urban forest.
Please don’t hesitate to contact us if you have any queries relating to the issues raised in this submission, or if
there are any other matters relating to the investigation on which we might be able to provide further assistance.
Yours sincerely,

Michael Reeves
(President, AILA ACT Group)

ACT Group Representatives
President:
Michael Reeves
Vice President: Jenny Curtis
Treasurer:
Grant Thomas
Secretary:
Geoff Bunett
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APPENDIX A: Urban Landscape Value - The Triple-Bottom Line
THE ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVE:
Landscape plays a vital role in supporting healthy, functioning environments, especially in relation to the
significant value of the ecosystem services it provides (i.e. the ‘free’ services provided by the ecological
processes of healthy landscape systems that clean our air and water, pollinate plants, filter and recycle
nutrients, modify our climate and enhance potential for human well-being through contemplation of, and
interaction with, the natural environment).
To date, the contribution of this previously uncounted landscape value has been largely ignored in urban landuse and management decisions, and is only just beginning to surface in terms of economic analysis of the
impacts of climate change. It is vital that we address this situation. We must begin to advocate not only the
intrinsic value of landscape, but also promote a deeper understanding of the actual value of ecosystem services
for which nature ultimately holds us to account.
Our urban land management funding and management support mechanisms must reflect the significant
economic value contained within our existing and future urban landscape asset base, and be structured in a
manner which enables its functional viability for ongoing regenerative resource provision.

THE ENVIRONMENTAL PERSPECTIVE:
Current approaches to urban landscape management, especially in relation to climate change adaptation and
sustainability strategies, are primarily focused on the same issues as buildings – i.e. reduction of energy and
water usage. However, such approaches fail to recognise that landscapes (both built and natural) are
fundamentally different from buildings in that (a) they typically consume less energy, both in construction and
operation, and (b) they also have the unique, inherent capacity to enhance and regenerate natural resources.
A truly ‘sustainable’ urban landscape (i.e. one which is designed and managed against broader long-term
sustainability outcomes) can provide a range of valuable ecosystem services which actually improve
environmental quality rather than simply minimize the damage to natural systems.
On a practical level, we need to develop ways to assess and measure the value of ecosystem services
preserved or increased through sustainable site practices. In this sense, active landscape management for
sustainable outcomes can become a pro-active strategy for addressing the challenges posed by climate
change, as well as a potent tool in mitigating the adverse effects of such change.

THE SOCIAL/CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE:
Whatever terminology we use to define the realm of human social and cultural interaction
with the environment, (e.g. ‘community’, ‘local identity’, ‘sense of place’, ‘beauty’, ‘aesthetics’ etc.) there is a
growing understanding of the linkage between human wellbeing and our sense of connection with the natural
world. Emerging research relating to the restorative and regenerative power of landscape in human health is an
area rich with possibility for urban designers, especially in view of the potential implications of climate change
for human health outcomes.
The same processes at the heart of global ecological degradation (namely the consumptive nature of
development and the global economy) also threaten our ability to flourish mentally and spiritually to our full
potential, particularly within the urban context – which for the first time in history is now home to more than half
the world’s population.
Our built form has become the most common landscape we rely on to support a broad spectrum of human
physical and social needs. Clearly there is an urgent need to ensure that such landscapes are planned,
designed and managed within a much more holistic framework in order to maximize the potential for human
flourishing in all its richness and complexity.
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APPENDIX B : Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD) Principles
Ecologically sustainable development (ESD) means using, conserving and enhancing our natural
resources so that ecological processes on which life depends, are maintained, and the total quality of
life, now and in the future, is improved. ESD improves the total quality of life for those of us alive now
and also for future generations.
Ecologically sustainable development requires the effective integration of economic and
environmental considerations in decision-making processes. Ecologically sustainable development
can be achieved through the implementation of the following principles and programs:
(a)

the precautionary principle - namely, that if there are threats of serious or irreversible
environmental damage, lack of full scientific certainty should not be used as a reason for
postponing measures to prevent environmental degradation.
In the application of the precautionary principle, public and private decisions should be guided
by:
(i)
(ii)

careful evaluation to avoid, wherever practicable, serious or irreversible damage to the
environment, and
an assessment of the risk-weighted consequences of various options,

(b)

inter-generational equity, namely that the present generation should ensure that the health,
diversity and productivity of the environment is maintained or enhanced for the benefit of
future generations,

(c)

conservation of biological diversity and ecological integrity, namely that conservation of
biological diversity and ecological integrity should be a fundamental consideration,

(d)

improved valuation, pricing and incentive mechanisms, namely that environmental
factors should be included in the valuation of assets and services, such as:
• polluter pays - that is, those who generate pollution and waste should bear the cost of
containment, avoidance or abatement,
• the user of goods and services should pay prices based on the full life cycle of costs of
providing goods and services, including the use of natural resources and assets and
the ultimate disposal of any waste,
• environmental goals, having been established, should be pursued in the most cost
effective way, by establishing incentive structures, including market mechanisms, that
enable those best placed to maximise benefits or minimise costs to develop their own
solutions and responses to environmental problems.

Excerpted from: New South Wales Department of Local Government. Environmental Guidelines: State of the
Environment Reporting by Local Government – Promoting Ecologically Sustainable Development, December
1999. [Appendixes B (Sustainability guidelines for decisionmakers) and E (Legislation relating to environmental
activities of councils)] Available for download at:
http://www.dlg.nsw.gov.au/dlg/dlghome/dlg DocumentsIndex.asp?sectionid=1&documenttype=10.
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APPENDIX C : Melbourne Principles for Sustainable Cities
The Melbourne Principles for Sustainable Cities were developed by over 40 experts from around the
world at a meeting organised by the United Nationals Environment Programme (UNEP) International
Environmental Technology Centre and the Environment Protection Agency, (EPA) Victoria. They
were designed to provide guidance for cities on the components of sustainability/sustainable
development, as well as to develop a foundation on which to integrate programs across various levels
of government.
The principles are as follows:
• Principle 1 – Provide a long-term vision for cities based on: sustainability;
intergenerational, social, economic and political equity; and their individuality.
• Principle 2 – Achieve long-term economic and social security.
• Principle 3 – Recognise the intrinsic value of biodiversity and natural ecosystems, and
protect and restore them.
• Principle 4 – Enable communities to minimise their ecological footprint.
• Principle 5 – Build on the characteristics of ecosystems in the development and
nurturing of healthy and sustainable cities.
• Principle 6 – Recognise and build on the distinctive characteristics of cities, including
their human and cultural values, history and natural systems.
• Principle 7 – Empower people and foster participation.
• Principle 8 – Expand and enable cooperative networks to work towards a common,
sustainable future.
• Principle 9 – Promote sustainable production and consumption through appropriate
use of environmentally sound technologies and effective demand management.
• Principle 10 – Enable continual improvement, based on accountability, transparency
and good governance.

The principles can be downloaded, along with an elaboration of each, at:
http://www.iclei.org/fileadmin/user_upload/documents/ANZ/WhatWeDo/TBL/Melbourne_Principles.pdf
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9 April 2010
Dr. Maxine Cooper
Commissioner
Office of the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment (ACT)

Submission with respect to investigation into the Government’s tree management practices and
the renewal of Canberra’s urban forest by Dr. Philip Gibbons

Please accept this as my submission (albeit late) to the above investigation. You are welcome to
contact me directly if any of the following points require further clarification or you wish to have
copies of any of the supporting material I have cited.
1. A holistic risk assessment for ageing trees
The ACT Government considers the maximum safe age of planted trees in the urban environment to
be 40-50 years. Trees of the genus Eucalyptus begin developing habitat characteristics suitable for
many native animal species at a much later age. For example, eucalypts typically begin forming tree
hollows suitable for wildlife from 120-220 years of age and will continue to provide these structures
for the remainder of their standing life (300-600 years depending on species) (Gibbons and
Lindenmayer 2002). It is noteworthy that other local governments in Australia actively conserve very
old trees within the urban environment (e.g. Burnside Shire, Adelaide, Brisbane City Council). A more
comprehensive risk assessment for trees in Canberra’s urban forest could result in a greater balance
between safety and wildlife values.
Exposure of people and infrastructure to urban trees is extremely variable. For example, it is likely
that people are exposed to greater risk from limb fall in heavily used parts of the Canberra Nature
Reserve where tree removal is not practiced than in parts of the urban forest where tree removal is
practiced. A risk assessment of this type would identify parts of the urban forest where trees could
be left to age with minimal risk. The ACT Government has provided no indication that a risk
assessment of this type has been undertaken for its urban forest.
In areas where there is greater risk to people or infrastructure there are other methods widely
practiced in the arboriculture industry (including areas within Canberra such as The ANU) that
reduce risk while maintaining wildlife values including: pruning unstable branches or planting
tussock grasses and small shrubs around the base of trees to discourage access. These methods
could be applied at the individual tree level or stand level in strategic parts of the urban forest (i.e.
where wildlife values are likely to be maximised).
Research indicates that the presence of hollowing in the heartwood of eucalypt trunks and branches
does not directly translate to structural instability (e.g. Gibbons et al. 2008). As part of a holistic risk
assessment TAMS must demonstrate that the latest understanding on thresholds for structural
stability in hollowing limbs and trunks are considered in their assessment of standing trees.
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INTRODUCTION
The residents of Grant Crescent welcome the opportunity to participate in the
investigation into the ACT Government’s tree management practices.
Grant Crescent is arguably Canberra’s most iconic street. The magnificent stand of
American and Wych Elms planted some eighty years ago demonstrates how trees
can add beauty to the streetscape, improve the urban environment, and enhance
the quality of life of local residents and the wider community.
Concerned residents of Grant Crescent are lodging this submission to express their
interest in, and concern for, the current state of the urban tree environment and its
management and to provide suggestions for improving the quality of the
streetscape through proper care and management by means of a special
partnership between residents and government.
While the issues raised and suggestions made are from the viewpoint of Grant
Crescent residents, they are considered to be equally relevant to other unique
street tree environments found elsewhere in Canberra.
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1

PERCEPTIONS OF EXISTING TREE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS
1.1

Management

The current approach to the ongoing management of the urban forest
appears, from a community perception, to lack an organised framework
or program of management that would ensure a sustainable future for
the existing urban forest.
The community is largely ignorant of what management practices
government has in place, and so it forms an opinion from what is
observed in its local area. Unfortunately when tree management
activities take place, the residents are not informed and consequently
must draw their own conclusions. There are more and more cases of
what appear to be relatively healthy trees being removed without proper
consultation or apparent long-‐term replacement plans. This ad-‐hoc
approach does not reassure the community that the urban forest has a
sustainable future if it is continued to be managed in this manner.
There are many recent examples of tree removal in the inner south area
that support this view, and confirm that current long-‐term management
practices are either not in place, or are not effective:
•

a number of mature pin oaks have been removed from outside
the entrance of Manuka Pool. This species is well known in
horticultural circles as being robust, pest free, and not prone to
dropping of limbs. These trees were removed some years ago and
have never been replaced;
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•

a number of trees have been removed from the public realm in
Franklin Street Manuka. One in particular was a mature
liquidambar outside Country House that again was quickly
removed and has never been replaced. Other plane trees in the
median strip of Franklin Street and liquidambars in planter boxes
in Furneaux Street have died over time and have never been
replaced;
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•

Captain Cook Crescent is probably the best example of urban tree
replacement gone wrong. A number of Eucalyptus mannifera that
adorn the median strip have, over time, been removed. Where
those trees have been replaced they do not appear to have been
cared for adequately to ensure their ongoing health. The
streetscape now has replacement trees that are at varying stages
of survival and gaps left where trees have not been replaced.

It is evident from these few examples that the ACT Government does not
have long-‐term strategic plans that adequately identify trees that need
to be removed (often living trees are removed whilst obvious dead ones
remain standing for years), and what the process for replacement and
long term management might be.
There appears to be no logical framework as to why some trees are
removed and not others, and the decision making process behind these
decisions.
The time taken to replace trees that have been removed seems
inordinately long and, in some cases, it has taken years before the new
replacement trees were planted. The new trees are often left to manage
their own survival after the short term maintenance contract has
expired. The replacement trees that do not survive are rarely replaced.
The Government should review its contractual practices with the view to
moving to ‘whole of life’ contracts, that consider the removal,
replacement and maintenance as part of one contractual process.
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1.2

Replacement of Unusual or Special Trees

Grant Crescent has a mix of American White Elm and Wych Elm. These
are extremely rare in Canberra with the other known plantings being
those in the Northbourne Avenue median strip between the Melbourne
and Sydney Buildings.
About ten years ago a tree was removed outside number 11 Grant
Crescent, with little consultation with the residents, and the government
representative admitted that there was no available stock and that the
replacement would have to be a ‘similar species’. There was certainly
no desire to research replacement stock and the government
representatives showed little interest in pursuing the matter further.
The residents subsequently took over the matter and replaced the tree
using a self-‐propagated tree from a neighbour’s garden.

It is disappointing that replacement stock is not available and that these
iconic trees are not deemed suitable street or parkland trees across
other areas of Canberra.
1.3

Maintenance of Existing Trees

The residents of Grant Crescent have noticed a rapid decline in the
maintenance of the trees over the past six to eight years. Up until this
time the trees were regularly pruned and dead wood removed.
It is well known that elms are susceptible to Dutch elm disease and that
trees with die back are more likely prone to attack. With the onset of the
drought combined with reduced pruning the trees are now looking
stressed.
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Tree pruning is now very rare and appears to occur only if there is a risk
of limbs falling. There no longer appears to be a regular maintenance
regime in place. It would appear more efficient to regularly prune the
entire street. If the community were advised of what management
regimes are in place, when maintenance activities are likely to take place,
and what those activities might be, this would certainly go a long way to
restore confidence in the community.
1.4

Water

There is strong evidence in Grant Crescent that trees subjected to a
regular watering program are in far better condition than those that are
not. There a number of trees in the street that have supplementary
watering from non-‐potable sources and the depth of canopy of these
trees and general tree health is evident.
It is recognised that water restrictions must be imposed at times of
extreme drought. However, there is a strong argument that trees in the
prime of their life should be helped through periods of extreme drought
through supplementary watering for those short periods of time when
additional watering can make a difference to the long term well being of
the tree.
It could be strongly argued that the iconic trees of Grant Crescent, and
other avenues of significant trees are equally worthy of receiving water
as other parks, gardens and sports fields. Despite repeated attempts
from at least one resident of Grant Crescent to ACTEW for temporary
relief from the water restrictions to specifically water street trees, the
request was flatly refused.
One option would be to set water usage allowances for properties based
on their size and numbers of occupants and then allow residents to use
the water on that property or the street trees as they wish. An
increasing sliding scale of charges could apply for water usage charges
above allocated levels.
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2

URBAN FOREST RENEWAL
2.1

Urban Forest Lifespan

There is concern amongst the residents that government has adopted an
arbitrary approach for the renewal of urban street trees, in that when a
tree reaches 70 years of age, it has reached its life expectancy and as
such should be considered for replacement.
It is difficult to see the logic of this argument as different trees have
different life expectancies in their natural habitat and this would be the
case when transposed into an urban environment.
Many cities of the world have street plantings that far exceed 70 years,
and these trees still appear in good condition with many good years of
life ahead of them. Melbourne is a good point in case.
A better approach would be to assess each tree on its merits, and then
consider whether to remove and replant. It is certainly the view of the
residents of Grant Crescent that maximum life should be attained from
what we have, and that every effort should be given to ensure that these
original plantings trees reach maximum life expectancy.
2.2

How to Renew

There has been much publicity about the method of tree renewal
preferred by government being a gradual replacement street by street,
based on the general well being of the street at the time of assessment.
This approach is not supported by the residents of Grant Crescent, who
are firmly of the view that if a particular tree needs replacing then it
alone should be replaced, and there should not be tree replacement on a
‘whole of street’ basis.
Consideration should also be given to interspersed plantings in the case
where trees are in decline. This approach would allow the new forest to
grow in the old forest and thereby avoid the need for mass replantings,
which would then require waiting for decades for the new forest to
grow.
2.3

Tree Species Selection

There has been much research into the suitability of certain species of
trees to be adapted for parks and gardens and street trees. Canberra,
through its formative years, had a number of arboreta throughout the
region where certain species were trialled for their suitability.
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We are fortunate as a community that the extensiveness of the trialling,
the subsequent implementation, and the following years of care and
maintenance of the early Canberra plantings have provided the city with
the quality urban streetscape that currently exists. A lot can be learned
from our forefathers.
It must be said, that although this research was thorough not all species
selections have proven to be sound on every occasion. There is concern
from one resident that the English oaks planted in Murray Crescent
provide for a messy understory particularly when acorns are falling.

3

BENEFITS OF AN URBAN FOREST
Urban street trees are an investment for future generations.
Trees take a long time to reach full maturity and take a lot of care and
maintenance throughout their life to ensure that maximum benefit can
be achieved.
Without question the microclimate under a tree canopy with maximum
depth of canopy is substantially different to that where there is little or
no canopy cover.
Certainly the shade offered by the elms in Grant Crescent provides for a
cooler environment than other streets that have little shade. It is
noticeable that gardens do not require watering as much and that lawns
look greener for longer, and this is mainly due to lack of sun penetration
during the day. Many of the street trees provide shade to the roofs of
the houses thereby reducing cooling requirements within the house. The
deciduous trees also allow maximum sun penetration during winter
when it is required.
There is also mounting evidence, particularly from real estate agents,
that the high quality of the mature urban streetscapes of inner south
Canberra is highly sought after by property buyers, not necessarily for
the quality of housing, but more for the quality of streetscape.
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PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN GOVERNMENT AND THE LOCAL COMMUNITY
The residents of Grant Crescent propose that the ACT Government
should enter into a partnership with them in the management of the
existing trees in the street.
The trees in Grant Crescent have a high heritage value, a very long life
span if properly cared for (possibly 150 -‐200 years), and a high aesthetic
value that is at the core of the street’s character. For all of these reasons,
the street’s residents are strongly committed to the preservation of the
existing trees. The residents are a strong community and are very willing
to work towards that goal. They have taken initiative in the past to
pursue issues and concerns they have regarding the trees in Grant
Crescent. As a strong local community, they can be readily engaged in a
partnership with Government.
The Grant Crescent community is looking for ‘involvement’ in the
Government’s process for developing its policy on the existing street
trees. This goes beyond engagement with residents through
consultation processes such as public forums. It requires a partnership
between Government and street residents. Through that partnership
there should be an open sharing of information and technical or expert
advice.
The partnership would ensure that the local residents are involved in the
care of the trees, including helping to ensure that the trees remain
healthy and receive the necessary maintenance. The strategy would also
include consideration of planning for the replacement of the existing
trees with the same species over time, if and when replacement
becomes necessary.
Such a partnership between government and residents would be an
effective approach to developing and implementing a strategy for
sustainable management of trees in the street.
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The ACT Pest Plants and Animal Act 2005 (PPAA) and its Declaration do regulate many
weed species, but this legislation has two major failings:
a) It depends on ad hoc declarations of the Minister to add new species or change their status
in the control schedules, and
b) There is no effective program for replacing weeds species mistakenly planted in the past.
The best way to conserve our bush from weeds is to remove the sources of weed seeds in
existing plantings. As climate changes reduces precipitation and water availability for
temperate ornamental species, the weed threat will grow as more species are planted that may
tolerate drier conditions enabling survival in the bush.
Hence FOG asks you to consider the following recommendations to the ACT Government to
further reduce the menace from woody weeds in street and garden plantings:
1. Amend the PPAA to make it more flexible, to allow public nominations to a scientific
committee who would advise the Minister on whether to add new weed species (such as
Chinese Pistachio and Desert Ash) or change their status in the control schedules. This
would enable earlier identification and control of emerging weeds;
2. Establish programs to replace progressively public plantings of tree, hedge and shrub
species on the control schedule with suitable non-invasive plants. To manage the
resources required this could be staggered by prioritising species or areas of the ACT for
action;
3. Identify public lands adjoining nature reserves (such as road easements) for priority
action to remove woody weeds and replant with indigenous species;
4. Zone new development close to bushland reserves such that only indigenous plants are
used in public plantings (akin to the pet control regulations adjacent to parts of Canberra
Nature Park);
5. Over a period of a decade or more, progressively move plants only listed under the PPAA
Declaration in column 5, “plants whose propagation and supply is prohibited” to columns
3 for “suppression”. For example, each year two to three species like Cootamundra
Wattle would become illegal to propagate, accompanied by community outreach
programs to advise on suitable replacement species and “weed swap” events. The ACT
Government could subsidize replacement of weed species in the gardens of low income
residents;
6. Add weed management to the voluntary home audits undertaken by ACT Government
instrumentalities to save water and energy, to advise ACT residents on the presence of
weed species in their gardens and offer replacement plants. A similar service should be
offered to public housing tenants, who often live in homes with well established gardens
that have species that are now listed as weeds;
7. Seek to harmonize regulations and programs with neighboring local governments in NSW
to control weed species by preventing sale of weed species over a much broader region;
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8. Require nurseries in the ACT to label stock they sell with information on the species’
weed risk; and
9. Require housing and commercial estate developers in the ACT to landscape initially with
indigenous species, increasing the onus on residents and tenants to switch to non-native
species at their own cost should they wish to do so.
Thank you for considering these issues. Please contact Jamie Pittock on m. 0407 265 131
should you require further information on any of these points.
Sincerely yours

Geoff Robertson
President
7 May 2010
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1 Introduction
Canberra has an Urban Forest Renewal Program, to deal with the consequences of tree planting
programs in the 20st century.1 According to the Director of Parks, Conservation and Lands of the
ACT Department of Territory and Municipal Services, ‘… large numbers [of trees in Canberra are]
at end of safe life and in serious decline’ (Watkinson 2008). Watkinson concluded that, because
many trees are declining at the same time, this necessitates action on a large scale in the near future,
and that this will bring with it significant issues in the areas of logistics, environment and politics.
Several documents provide us with some figures (Watkinson 2008; ‘Stateline’, 1-8-2008, see
Appendix 1). In these documents, mention is made of an estimated 400-600,000 trees that would
need to be replaced over the next 25 years, at a cost of $220 million to preserve an asset with an
estimated value of $1.1 billion.
The current website of Parks Conservation and Lands (see Appendix 2) states that ‘The Urban
Forest Renewal Program will develop a plan and process for the replacement of the aging urban
forest. ….. Through consultation and planning Canberra’s urban forest will continue for all to
enjoy.’
I hereby take the opportunity to contribute to the consultation process, through this submission to
the ‘Investigation into the Government’s tree management practices and the renewal of Canberra’s
urban forest’.
As an agricultural economist, I concentrate on the costs and benefits of the Forest Renewal
Program. First of all I consider specific issues - gleaned from the Parks Conservation and Lands
documents, which relate to benefits of a renewal program. These include:
-

-

Government’s exposure to risk from tree related incidents;
Maintaining the ‘look and feel’ of Canberra;
Other amenities, such as energy use, pollution decrease and water management; and
Climate change

The estimates of costs and benefits of any program depend on a number of assumptions. I am not
aware of any publicly available documents detailing how the costs ($220 million) and benefits ($1.1
billion; not sure over what time period) are derived. I therefore discuss some general issues
regarding the estimates of costs and benefits, including:
-

Stock versus flows
Maintenance versus replacement
Average versus marginal costs
Public good versus private good

A summary and policy considerations conclude this submission.

1

Pre-1925 plantings were carried out mainly with deciduous trees, and trees planted between 1955 and 1975 are mainly
eucalyptus spp. As these two types of trees have an approximate lifespan of between 80 and 50 years, respectively, they
are now creating a problem for Canberra in the 21 st century.
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2 Specific issues raised re: Canberra’s Urban Forest
-

Government’s exposure to risk and trees

Trees occasionally fall on people, cars or houses. In its simplest form, risk is the probability of an
event occurring (in this case an accident, such as an injury or death by falling trees or parts of trees)
times the losses per accident.
When discussing risks in connection with decision making in the area of maintaining or removing
trees, it is important to acknowledge that any activity carries with it an element of risk. For
example, trees represent a risk for drivers, and the fact that cars sometimes hit trees is not
necessarily considered a reason to take out all trees where cars can hit trees, although it may be a
reason to locate trees away from the side of the road.
One way to deal with risk is to insure to spread the risk. For example, most car drivers have
insurance. The local government can insure against its liability if injury or damage from publicly
owned trees were to occur. Recognition of varying acceptable risk levels can be seen in past tree
plantings in Canberra that incorporated trees that are less safe than many others. A good example is
the extensive use of some Eucalyptus species, and in particular Eucalyptus mannifera, or Brittle
gum, in large parts of Canberra. A higher risk of falling branches from this species than from many
other trees doesn’t seem to have been a major consideration for inclusion/exclusion of those trees in
the past.
A legitimate question would therefore be how great the risk is of injury or damage through the
aging of the trees, and whether this increased risk can be handled in any other way than by cutting
trees. Looking at trees in private gardens, it is apparent that householders are prepared to assume a
much greater degree of risk than the local government seems to do. It could be that the public is
unaware of the risks, or the consequences, but since a falling tree is a well-known and understood
phenomenon, with foreseeable consequences, it seems likely that the local government is
overestimating the risk and hence being too cautious with its trees. Perhaps there are other ways to
manage a forest of aging trees, such as by increased maintenance as some suggest (see e.g. Hughes
(undated), below) combined with, perhaps increased insurance, a changed landscape, or allowing
private people to take over the risk of keeping certain trees (see below).
The major issue is therefore perhaps clarity in policies on acceptable levels of safety of public trees,
and options for handling that risk.

- Maintaining the ‘look and feel’ of Canberra
The ultimate ‘look and feel’ of Canberra is a result of a long process, which started with Walter
Burley Griffin’s Plan on which Canberra’s development was based. It was influenced by many
others, such as Sulman, the chair of the Federal Capital Advisory Committee (FCAC) and those
responsible for research and planning of the plantings, such as Charles Weston in the 1920s and
Pryor in the second half of the 20th century.
Burley Griffin’s plan was partly based on Howard Ebenezer’s ideas of a beautiful city, like a garden
– purported to have positive social side-effects for its inhabitants. Ways to accomplish such a city
included wide roads, with trees in the verges. Under Sulman (1921-1924) parks, gardens and the
streetscape became of central importance. Street trees were planted by local government, with
policies including the rule that only one species is grown in a street, with perhaps a second species
at a second level, and that Australian native trees were acceptable.
2
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The Senate Select Committee Inquiry (1954) made it clear that the plantings in Canberra were
considered to be of great importance, and defined it as ‘the city in the landscape’ (Taylor 2008, p.
94). Watkinson’s comments on Stateline (2008) implies that this view is to be maintained, at least
into the medium future.
However, much can be said about the ‘look and feel’ of any design, and its meaning to those who
use the place. The question of meaning of Canberra’s landscape for its inhabitants, and for
Australians in general as its capital, is important in the context of decision making regarding the
maintenance and/or (partial) replacement of trees in the ACT urban environment. After all, although
Canberrans may, in general, be happy with the landscape they have, there is no reason to assume
that no improvements can be made, and that this landscape needs to be the same in eternity. A
different landscape (such as a different number of trees, or different species) may be as acceptable,
if not more so, especially by a next generation.
Questions remain about whether the situation as it was planned in the early 20th century needs to be
replicated in the 21st century. Are variations acceptable? And if so, what kind of variations are
acceptable, and which are not? These, surely, depend not only on the visual aspect of how it was
originally planned, but also on other amenity value (benefits and costs) of the city forest.

- Other amenities
Moore (2008) lists a number of amenity values of trees, including the ability to ameliorate the
effects of temperature, wind, dust, pollution and water on the human environment. The ACT
Department of Territory and Municipal Services shows figures for the value of amenities and for
the environment of the trees in Canberra (Watkinson 2008). Annual environmental values are
reported as follows:
Energy reduction:
$3.9m
$7.9m
Pollution mitigation:
Stormwater mitigation:
$3.5m
Total financial benefits accrued:
$15.3m per year.
Management of temperature is an important issue surrounding environmental amenities. One
function of trees could be shading streets in summer, which would keep down the temperature in
Canberra. However, if the trees are non-deciduous, one would also need to include the disadvantage
of a tree keeping down the temperature in the winter. Likewise, shading houses can be both positive
(protection from the sun in hot times) and negative (not allowing the sun through in cold times). An
additional problem with shade can be that it hinders the growth of other plants.
There are also trees that protects neither houses nor road from the sun, although it may well be a
wind break. Although the intention may have been to either shade houses or streets, the trees are too
far away from the houses and streets to shade them.

- Climate change
Watkinson (2008) mentions climate change as one of the drivers of maintaining the urban forest.
However, if the carbon dioxide sequestration is the main reason for maintaining the urban trees in
Canberra, then a considerably cheaper solution could be found in planting a 400,000 tree forest
somewhere outside of Canberra, perhaps in another country where water is more abundant. This
reason doesn’t seem to be convincing in the argument for replacing all trees.

3
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3 General issues relevant to costs and benefit estimates
- Stock versus flows
Figures quoted in the few documents available with estimates of costs and benefits confuse stocks
and flows. The value (stock) of the Canberra Forest is estimated at $1.1 billion in total – and are
seen as the benefits of the replacement. The cost of replacing it is $220 million over approx. 25
years or so (flow). These should, however, not be compared with the stocks, but with the benefits
per year (flow), including the amenities mentioned above which were estimated to be $15.3million
per year for grown trees. Of course, discount rates need to be taken into account when doing a
proper analysis of costs and benefits.

- Maintenance versus replacement
Options for a tree programme focusing on maintenance is expanded upon by Hughes (undated;
Table 1).
Table 1: Comparison of costs and benefits of replacement of trees in Canberra
Hughes (undated)

Replacement of

total costs

risk

trees 2009-2029

$million

% risk as at 2002

5,000

50

130

10,000

60

125

20,000

80

120

28,900

90

60

120,000

180

50

Source: adapted from Hughes (undated, Figure 9).
Hughes (undated): - values transcribed from graph (i.e. approximate values);
- % risk as compared with risk at base year (2002)

It is difficult to reconcile this document with the tree-replacement program mentioned by
Watkinson (2008). Hughes (undated) concludes that, with adequate maintenance levels the risk
levels decline drastically at a replacement of less than 30,000 trees over the next 20 years with a
cost of $90 million.

- Average versus marginal costs:
Not every tree has the same value, as the value depends on function of the tree, including amenities
it provides (beauty, protection against wind, pollution, water absorption). These functions depend
partly on the number of trees available.
For example, the first trees in a street are valuable because of the visual and amenity aspects, and
this increase in total value may occur with a number of more trees. However, at a certain point
diminishing returns will set in, with each additional tree being valued less than the previous tree, as
the added amenity is decreasing. There will be a point where additional trees don’t increase the
value of the total stock of those trees in the street. Indeed, one can even imagine a situation where a
next tree detracts from the value of the street by overcrowding. Conversely, in a street where half of
the trees are taken out, the value of the remaining trees is considerably larger than half of the total,
and each of those last trees (marginal value) will be more valuable than each of the first trees taken
4
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out. In other words, the first trees removed are of (considerably) less value than the last removed.
For example, if 50 per cent of Canberra’s trees were removed, it can’t be maintained that a loss has
occurred of $0.55 billion.
The actual value of a tree depends, of course, not only on numbers, but also on location. If trees are
valued on their capacity to provide amenities such as aesthetic value; saving energy through
temperature management, wind speed reduction; increasing house values; and reduction in air
pollution, then it is important to evaluate whether they are located such that they can provide those
services.

- Public good versus private good
A public good is a good (such as a tree) where benefits are not fully captured by the owner.
Governments have a role in providing such goods. In the case of the ACT tree program, a public
good provided by trees could be e.g. in parks and major roads, and in places where trees shade the
tarmac, containing the rise in temperature in the city, with less direct benefit to the owner of the
tree.
Private goods are those where the owners (producers) can reap the benefit of the trees, such as
temperature management, wind speed reduction and aesthetic effect, and can realize that benefit, for
example through lower energy costs or in the sale price of the house. For street trees, there is an
argument that the selection, planting and maintenance of trees be left to the private sector. An
advantage of this approach is private individuals know their own preferences and can select trees
they like, and the location where they like them. This avoids the local government having to guess
their preferences. A possible disadvantage is the lack of uniformity in the street.
From a public policy perspective it is relevant to know whether the taxpayers should pay for the
provision of these services (as is appropriate in the case of a public good), or whether the individual
householders should provide these services for themselves.
Canberra has a number of parks that were planted to serve as a wind break for its inhabitants, of
which Haig Park is a prime example. Parks are mainly areas providing public goods, and as such
should be maintained by public funding.
When the trees are planted in order to protect houses, there seems little reason to use public money
for this service. If the benefit is high enough, house owners can be relied upon to do their own
planting and maintenance of a tree. The added benefit of such private management is that the tree is
more likely to be planted in a spot which is most optimal for the house, and will take into account
views from the house, and protection against summer and winter conditions.
If these streets are situated in places with much through-traffic, one of the major functions of the
trees may be the aesthetic value, both for Canberrans and tourists, encouraging visitors to revisit
Canberra. Northbourne Avenue is a prime example of such a thoroughfare, as are the trees in the
Parliamentary Triangle.
However, in some streets, especially narrow streets, the public aspect of such a street is
considerably less. In fact, despite public policy to the contrary, in some streets, streets trees have
been replaced by householders, with no repercussions from local authorities. The fact that this has
occurred is a sure sign that householders preferred other trees than those provided publicly.
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4 Summary and Conclusions
Around the issue of safety, several points were made. One was that Canberra’s policies about safety
are not quite clear. Why are certain species planted that are known to drop limbs, while other trees
need to be cut before they drop limbs. Are there ways to aid with the risk aspects of aging trees,
such as insurance, change of ownership?
The point was made that the marginal value of a number of trees in Canberra may be close to zero.
In fact, this has been recognized in the past, as the de-facto policy at least in some parts of Canberra
has been to remove trees when reported as not safe – without replacing them. The fact that this has
not caused a public outcry would indicate that householders are likely to accept this approach. It
may, of course, well be that this is the case because of particular species that are considered to be a
nuisance, or that the street was too crowded with trees. For the future, the decision about which
trees (or streets) to replant would depend on the location of the trees and the phase of the renewal
program. For example, it may be possible to not replace the first species that gets removed from a
street, but replace the second species – even before that gets removed – at least in streets with more
than one species.
In suburban streets, as opposed to main thoroughfares, it is not clear that the government has a
continuing role. Public replanting should be done on the basis of public good: keeping the tarmac
cool in summer, views, etc. In the establishment of each suburb there were some benefits in
planting the same species along a street, but after ten years or so householders have grown their
own trees, and there is little need or value in the government continuing this role. The amenities
directly related to a house can be taken care of by the householder. Private ownership could provide
more net benefits than public ownership. A reason why non-renewal of at least some of Canberran’s
urban forest may lead to the outcomes espoused by the Program is that higher benefits may be
obtained by letting the householders decide on some aspects of trees that are planned to provide
amenities for them. For example, private householders will be aware of the advantages and
disadvantages of the shading effects of trees, and are in a better position to place the trees and
shrubs in optimal positions around the house, and on the street verges than any general policy can
do. A change in policy, allowing the householder also to have jurisdiction, and responsibility (also
regarding safety), over the trees in the street verges, doesn’t necessarily mean that there can be no
restrictions placed on the householder, such as on the maximum or minimum number of trees and
species ranges.
Such a change in policy design requires the setting up of a system to determine whether street trees
should be classified as streets where no replanting will occur, or as suitable for private planting and
maintenance. This system could include measures such as street type, length and width. For
example, in a short and narrow close or crescent, it could be considerably more appropriate to
allocate private property rights to the householders, with costs of insurance, maintenance, removal
and replanting attached. Some regulations can still be applied, if considered desirable.
In summary, to optimize the net benefits of Canberra’s Urban Forest Renewal Program, it may need
to do a rethink how it wants to achieve its outcomes. A straight renewal program may not be the
answer.
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Appendix 1: Stateline 1-8-2008
http://www.abc.net.au/stateline/act/content/2006/s2323005.htm

CATHERINE GARRETT: Real estate in the older suburbs of Canberra such as Ainslie, Manuka or
Deakin is also the city's most expensive.
It is not just the quality of the houses or the size of the blocks that affect the valuations. The
streetscapes, those tree-lined avenue, play a significant part in the high prices.
Well, many of those trees are for the chop. They're getting old and it's time for a cull. Craig Allen
reports on the radical plan coming to a street near you.
REPORTER, ARCHIVE FOOTAGE: The beautiful native trees in the street and the combination of
the native and imported trees in the gardens. In this area trees are literally given away. Any new
house builder in Canberra gets up to 40 trees free by the authorities in the first two years of
building. In short, from the beginning the authorities have understood the importance of the
community effect.
CRAIG ALLEN: Canberra's pioneering planners had the job to transform paddocks into suburbia.
REPORTER: Yet somehow, the atmosphere in this street is more attractive than in most equivalent
streets elsewhere in Australia.
CRAIG ALLEN: They chose a blend of exotic and native street trees to give the infant capital much
needed shade and form.
Michael, what sort of trees do we have here.
MICHAEL BRICE, MUNICIPAL SERVICES.: These are Chinese elm trees, planted around 50odd years ago, as most of the trees of this Deakin suburb were.
CRAIG ALLEN: And the overall effect is quite stunning, isn't it?
MICHAEL BRICE: Yeah. It meets a design intent. We have got canopy to canopy across the street.
The trees aren't overly large and probably live another 30 or 40 years perhaps in this street.
CRAIG ALLEN: Nowhere is the effect more spectacular than Grant Crescent in Griffith, perhaps
the most leafy address.
Michael, Grant Crescent has to be one of the most beautiful streets for pretty good reason.
MICHAEL BRICE: Yeah, Grant Crescent is a spectacular street. It's got some elm trees that are
probably 70 to 80 years old - American Elms. You once again have the canopy over the top of the
road, spectacular street during the summer.
CRAIG ALLEN: Street trees like these through the inner south and north push up the price of real
estate too, making these homes some of the most "des res" in Canberra and the locals are fiercely
protective of their streetscape.
8
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MICHAEL BRICE: The residents in this street have been quite active. These American elm trees
are prolific seeders and some have actually taken plants from their gardens and made them available
to us to put into the streetscape when trees have been lost due to storms or drought.
CRAIG ALLEN: But the sad really is that drought and old age are catching up with many of the
city's trees.
MICHAEL BRICE: Obviously the drought has had a profound effect on Canberra's urban trees.
We've cut down on 15,000-plus trees in the last five years alone. In fact, I havegot 2,500 or more
trees on a list at the moment to be removed probably during this financial year or next financial
year.
CRAIG ALLEN: Two and a half thousand trees to go. It sounds a lot but that is just the start.
RUSSELL WATKINSON, PARKS, CONSERVATION AND LANDS: We think we're look at
replacing about 70 per cent of the urban forest over the next 25 years. So that is probably in the
order of 400,000 or 500,000 trees. So it's a mammoth task.
CRAIG ALLEN: This year's ACT Budget provided the first funding to start the project but it is
likely to cost taxpayers a massive $220 million over coming decades to protect an urban forest asset
estimated at $1.1 billion.
But how did it come to this? Many of the city's deciduous trees date back to the 1930s with the
eucalypts in newer suburbs coming later. Exotics can last around 80 years, eucalypts less - around
50. So many thousands of the capital's street trees are coming to maturity at the same time.
CRIS BRACK, ANU FORESTRY PROGRAM: The trees themselves, they can live a long time,
but there are periods of time where the trees will start to show what is for the tree natural decay but
when that tree is in a heavily populated environment it is probably not appropriate.
So we have to watch that natural decay, natural change. And we're starting to talk about the idea of
having a safe life of trees as opposed to the biological life.
RUSSELL WATKINSON: No-one is going to like seeing trees taken down but we have to do it.
In hindsight we probably should have started this program some time ago and being brave but we
didn't really have the data that we now have that shows the extent of the problem.
CRAIG ALLEN: The data comes from an Australian National University audit which warns the
city's green infrastructure is reaching its used-by date and that over the next 10 to 20 years there
will be a dramatic increase in tree deaths. That raises the issue of public safety.
MICHAEL BRICE: One of the key challenges we face is we have to phase trees out and replace
them before they become a hazard to people and we don't want to get to a point in time where all
trees in a street or in an area go into decline and we have to go in and replace them in a short term,
affecting street scape.
CRAIG ALLEN: ANU Associate Professor Chris Brack is one of the experts appointed to a panel
set to advise the Government how and where to start its urban forest renewal project.
They will be replaced usually with saplings of the same species but our streets are unlikely to ever
9
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look the same.
CRIS BRACK: A good tree in a right spot: beautiful, attractive, actually increases your house value
quite substantially, significantly. We know that. We don't know about a whole street. A whole street
of beautiful trees may be incredibly valuable. If you take one out, maybe still valuable, two out,
maybe not. How many do you these before the whole street goes down in value? We don't know
those sort of answers yet.
CRAIG ALLEN: People move into those streets because of those trees. Can you offer them any sort
of guarantees that their property values won't go down?
RUSSELL WATKINSON: That is an interesting question. I can probably offer them them the
guarantee that their property values will go down unless we do something because we will have a
lot of trees starting to have lots of dead branches in, shedding branches. So there is no avoiding the
problem. What we need to do is start this tree replacement program in a way that maintains the
character of the streets as best we can. But the trees are going to die. Nothing lives forever.
CRAIG ALLEN: But trees are one of the trigger points in the community, aren't they? People like
to chain themselves to trees to save them.
CRIS BRACK: It's dramatic, it's emotive. Yeah, you can't help but being affected by a 20, 30m tall
tree being knocked to the ground. It is dramatic. It does well up feelings for you. But sometimes
you have to choose to do that.
CRAIG ALLEN: So the stage is set for an almighty showdown over trees. Managing it could be the
Government's biggest political challenge in the medium term, eclipsing even the public stoushes
over the Gungahlin Drive or the Tuggeranong power station. It's an issue that will touch almost
every street.
CRIS BRACK: People are now living here and they're used to what they've got here. If we change
that or if the Government changes that, they have to make sure the people come on board or they
have to address what the people think. I am not sure all that much of the population really knows
the issues involved of the urban forest.
RUSSELL WATKINSON: No, I don't think the community does have this understanding yet,
which is why I've said we're going to have to develop a very extensive community communication
program so that people do understand the nature of a problem.
CRAIG ALLEN: The Government has copped a caning recently over a perceived lack of
consultation but Russell Watkinson's deliberately avoiding the C word because it's likely no debate
will be entered into.
RUSSELL WATKINSON: Consultation would imply in is a choice. There's no choice. The only
choice is how and when we do it.
CRAIG ALLEN: And what choices are being considered? For a start, the Government can't rule out
clear felling streets at a time.
RUSSELL WATKINSON: That's a difficult choice. There's a number of ways we could do it. We
could take trees out in alternate streets. We could go through a street and take a third and then come
back in five years and do another third and come back in another five years and do another third.
These are the types of issues we are starting to put our minds to as to what is going to have the least
10
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impact on people.
CRAIG ALLEN: It's more likely they will adopt a similar method to this where mature trees are
selectively felled so the street gets a range of trees from the very tall to the very small.
CRIS BRACK: I think someone has to make the decision relatively soon because the trees are
getting older. The longer we put it off, the actual more expensive it will be to solve and the longer it
takes before we can reset up the forest. So we do need to make a decision sooner rather than later.
RUSSELL WATKINSON: I think it would be everyone's worst nightmare if we have to come and
take out huge numbers of trees all in one hit. What we need to try to do is stagger it over 20, 25
years to reduce the impact.
CRAIG ALLEN: And ideally, in a subtle way that people won't really notice the impact.
RUSSELL WATKINSON: I would like to think that's true but I am really not that optimistic. I don't
think there will be any getting away from the impact of taking out mature trees. It takes a while for
new trees to grow again. So there is going to be some impact and there's no point pretending there
won't be.
CATHERINE GARRETT: On next week's program, more trees, this time they're going up. We will
report on the state of the arboretum.

11
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Appendix 2: Parks Conservation and Lands - website
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/play/pcl/parks reserves and open places/trees and forests/trees/tree re
newal

Renewing Canberra's Urban Forest
Canberra is a ‘city within the landscape’. Since inception city, planning has focused on the
landscape with around 70% of the land in the ACT being set aside for open space. This open space
is part of people’s daily lives in Canberra. It connects the city both spatially and visually to the
environment through wide treelined streets, world class ceremonial space and magnificent vistas of
timbered hills that create panoramic views from around Canberra.
Vital to this landscape is Canberra’s urban forest, made up of over one million trees, 630,000 of
which are managed by the ACT Government. It is the largest urban forest in Australia under the
jurisdiction of one government agency. The ACT Government is committed to ensuring Canberra’s
urban forest is maintained and further enhanced through the Urban Forest Renewal Program.
Mature trees from over 300 different species fill Canberra. They significantly contribute to the
aesthetics, and have direct economic value and environmental benefits. The Australian National
University has calculated this value at more than $15 million annually including $3.9m annually in
energy reduction (less cooling and heating); $7.9m annually for pollution mitigation; and $3.5m
annually for storm water mitigation. Trees have also contributed to the reduction in Canberra’s
wind speeds by up to 50% from the once open and windy plains and provide a buffer for extreme
temperatures.
Trees have a natural life-cycle
Most of Canberra’s trees were planted in one of the two main plantings. Pre 1930, deciduous and
evergreen trees were planted and are generally found in the older parts of Canberra now. Between
1955 to 1975, mainly Eucalypt and hardy natives were planted during a time of rapid growth for the
city.
These trees are aging and reaching the end of their life simultaneously. They also need greater
levels of maintenance to minimise risk to community and property.
Challenges and opportunities
Climate change and associated drought is having on-going ill-effects on the health of Canberra’s
trees. Mature trees are dying faster than expected and younger trees take longer and cost more to
establish. Over the next 25 years substantial numbers of trees will need to be replaced. There is a
pressing need to commence replacement of Canberra’s urban forest. As urban growth continues the
principles behind the urban forest must be redefined to ensure the landscape remains cohesive. Past
experiences provide valuable lessons when planning the treescape in Canberra’s new suburbs.
Urban Forest Renewal Program
The Urban Forest Renewal Program will develop a plan and process for the replacement of the
aging urban forest. Input will be sought from leading heritage, planning, urban development,
horticulture, landscape architecture, forest and climate change experts as well as considerable
community participation and engagement. Through consultation and planning Canberra’s urban
forest will continue for all to enjoy.
12
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One can confidently say that the “old” policies gave us what we have today.
The free allocation of material from the Yarralumla Nursery, an adequate
water supply and no regulation regarding the removal of trees on leased land
has provided us with our unique urban landscape.


Like all living organisms trees have a life cycle. For some species (not genera)
this is a relatively short period of time and for others a long period of time.
Nothing can be done to preserve a living organism beyond its normal life.
Given the unnatural situation of the urban environment the growth pattern of a
particular specimen may be highly modified. For example early growth may
be enhanced and maturity reached early or damage to small roots cause early
decay. In framing policies the important factor is the total treescape rather than
an individual tree. It is somewhat analogous to an individual bee in a hive. The
health of the hive is the important consideration not the individual bee.



Trees can be dangerous and the issue of falling trees or limbs damaging
property or life cannot be easily discounted.



Trees should not be used as leverage over development issues. Development
should take place within guidelines such as energy conservation, the spread of
urban development, transportation and so on. It is too easy to romanticise trees
in a tendentious manner. It is not necessary to impose restrictive policies
regarding trees onto the community because some people dislike development
in their area. The pressure over development in some of the inner suburbs is a
function of demand. We may impose very restrictive regulations over tree
removals and as a result affect the tree cover of the city in the long term and
still have no effect on the underlying causes pushing development. Although
one sympathises with anyone dealing with development given the articulate
intelligent and determined opposition faced by the decision makers.
It is not unusual to find that the design of a development has been seriously
compromised to allow for the retention of a tree only to find that the tree dies
soon after due to root damage or a modified environment. This is not a
desirable outcome.



In considering an individual tree it is important to visualise the below ground
biomass. The roots can easily affect other peoples rights.



A casual survey of trees on leased land highlights the fact that relatively few
significant trees are on leased land. (Your paper indicates 5000 I would think
that there are many less truly significant trees on leased land). The vast
majority of trees that make up the urban forest are on unleased land. Although
there may well be small areas where the removal of some trees would have a
major visual impact for a time.



Overall people act rationally. If trees become, as they are at the present time,
an incumbrance on a property, then they will not plant trees, or will ensure that
they do not grow larger than the specified limit. It is clear that the refusal of
the authorities to allow the removal of a willow tree from a not very large
garden, the removal of a rather poor specimen of E. cinerea from the centre of
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a block containing a dilapidated house or the removal of a E. sideroxylon sited
close to the corner of a neighbours house send very clear messages to all
residents.


Given the political situation we are now in regarding this matter it is unlikely
that we will return to the “old” situation. It will therefore require the utmost
care in framing policies which will deliver the outcome we presumably all
desire. It will be obvious that I prefer the minimalist approach to regulation. I
would suggest the following points for consideration.
a) In these matters incentive is more effective than punishment or
over regulation.
b) Any regulation be the same for all urban areas. Anything less
highlights the true reason for this issue to be so contentious.
c) Any Significant Tree Register be self funding. Submissions would
incur a cost as would any removals from the list. The significance
of a tree would need to be determined from a published set of
criteria which recognises that the criteria is for urban trees not open
landscapes and as far as possible be such that only truly significant
trees be registered. I would suggest the following.
a) Species eg P. radiata has no particular merit in the
urban environment.
b) Health and age- senile trees have no place on a
register of significant trees.
c) Form - as in true to the species
d) Siting
e) Compatibility with Urban Planning issues.
d) Where trees are removed as part of a development a fee for
planting offset trees be levied. This would pay for the planting of
more trees in a local park or open area.
e) A list of exempt species is not necessary or desirable. It could
mean that overtime leaseholders will plant those species if it
became generally known that they can he removed without
difficulty. This could result in desirable species not being planted
in sufficient numbers. Or alternatively, that only a very restricted
range of species not on the list be planted. In either case it would
not give us the wide range of species now planted I would prefer
that each situation is treated on its merits against criteria which
includes species. (I notice that Platanus is not on the list?)
f) Given the high level of concern over the amenity value of trees
consideration be given to encouraging the planting of Quercus spp.
( clearly the most successful genus in Canberra) and other
deciduous species which are more compatible with passive solar
homes.
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g) Commonsense is the best criteria for any decision. The way the
regulations are enacted on the ground determines the level of
acceptance of most of the community. (some people will never be
satisfied with any decision less than their preferred outcome).

I am not sure if these points are at all helpful. I wish those tasked with the outcome
the best of luck. Their decisions may well only be judged by the next generation as I
fear that any perverse outcomes may take a long time to become evident.
Steve Thomas
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Level 3.10, Griffin Centre
20 Genge Street, Canberra ACT 2601
Ph: (02) 6162 4050 Fax: (02) 6162 4070
Web: www.crs.org.au E: mediation@crs.org.au

Dr. Maxine Cooper
ACT Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment
Office of the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment
PO Box 356
Dickson ACT 2602

Dear Dr. Cooper
Submission from the Conflict Resolution Service for
Investigation into the Government Tree Management Practices
Earlier this year the Conflict Resolution Service (CRS) attended the community
forums for the Investigation into the Government Tree Management Practices, this
was followed up with a meeting with Dr Matthew Parker to discuss the issues CRS
encounters regarding neighbourhood disputes involving trees in the ACT.
We understand that the final date for submissions has passed, and therefore wish
to make brief comments in regard to the terms of reference which are most
applicable to this service. This information relates therefore to trees on privately
leased land in the ACT.
The Conflict Resolution Service is acutely aware of some of the neighbourhood
issues around trees and the urban forest as illustrated through the proceeding
information. In the period 1 January 2006 to 31 May 2010, approximately 3300
disputes were reported to our service. Of these 45% were neighbourhood disputes,
with 16% of clients contacting our service in relation to disputes over trees, shrubs
and plants.
Also included in this submission are case studies for a twelve month period to
March 2010 (all identifying information has been removed for client privacy). These
examples illustrate the types of disputes which are brought to the Conflict
Resolution Service, and some of the administrative and other barriers to resolution.
(Appendix 1)
Legal Action
The number of clients who accessed legal services to assist with the resolution of
their dispute regarding their neighbours trees is illustrated in Figure 1. Even though
the majority sought no legal recourse in at least 23% of cases legal advice was
accessed and/or the matter would continue through legal processes for resolution
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In response to the Terms of Reference for the investigation, the CRS response to
3. Improved notification and consultation processes to support greater
community involvement in urban tree planning and management, including risk
mitigation, tree removal and planting;
As several of the case studies reveal, neighbours with legitimate concerns about
trees on neighbouring properties were not able to have these trees assessed because
their neighbours refused permission for qualified arborists to enter their property for
the purposes of assessment.
Furthermore, as illustrated by the case studies, some residents accepted mediation
which was then offered to their neighbours. The Conflict Resolution Service was
unable to assist further because the neighbour either did not respond to the
invitation, or declined mediation.
8. Appropriate safeguards to ensure contractors follow best practice and adhere to
Government tree policies;
CRS does not have evidence that contractors deliberately flout government tree
policies, in fact they are often the first source of information for residents about their
rights and responsibilities in regard to trees. A public education program about trees
and the responsibilities of lease holders would seem to be timely and appropriate
following this investigation.
In Summary
The Conflict Resolution Service would like consideration given to the following issues
which our service would see as preventative measures for resolving neighbourhood
disputes over trees:
i.

Right of entry to property for assessment of trees in cases where there is
suspected causal effect of damage to neighbouring properties. Entry would be
granted to licensed arborists, government officers etc…

ii.

Regulations to limit the amount of certain species of trees to be planted on
private property where there is a concern of potential damage to neighbouring
properties as the trees grow.

iii.

Change of legislation which states that neighbours can trim any overhanging
branches which encroach onto their property from a neighbours tree. CRS has
heard anecdotal evidence from clients, that they have received reports from
arborists that to undertake this trimming would compromise the stability of the
tree.

iv.

Although one of the principles of mediation is that it is voluntary, CRS believes
that compulsory mediation may be justified in the public interest for
addressing matters involving trees and the impact on neighbourly relations.
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The Conflict Resolution Service hopes that the information contained in this
submission will be useful in your investigation.
If you require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact me on Ph:
6162 4050 or email executive@crs.org.au

Yours sincerely

Katrina Spyrides
Executive Officer
Conflict Resolution Service
31 May 2010
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Appendix 1

Case Study1
- Party A wishes to install a large water tank near house and needs to replace pavers
which have been dislodged by roots from neighbour's tall gum tree. A has signed a
contract to have a large water tank installed on the side of the house where the
paving has been lifted by the tree. The roots will have to be cut back in order to
create a flat surface.
- Party B asked A to get a tree surgeon's report on the tree, which she did @ $100.
The report says that if the roots are removed on A's side, the tree will probably fall
down onto B's property. A said that she offered to pay for the removal of the tree
and that they could repay her by instalments. Party A also paid $100 for the pavers
to be removed. Bs declined to do anything about tree.
- Party A said the Tree Protection Act 2005 specifies that the owner of the property
must give permission for a tree assessment. Party A’s neighbour won't allow anyone
to come onto her property to assess the condition of the tree to determine whether it
is a regulated tree or not.
Case Study 2
- Party A has spoken to the neighbours (landlord and tenants) several times about the
branches and leaves that fall from a tree on their boundary onto his roof. The leaves
block the drainage and water is entering his roof space. Party A’s roof is leaking but
can’t be repaired until the tree branches are lopped.
- TAMS have been to check tree and can’t do anything. There are access problems:
Party Bs will not allow access onto their property to climb up the tree to cut off the
offending limb. There are powerlines nearby also.
- ACTEWAGL can't remove the limb because it is more than one metre from the
boundary line.
- Party A is not prepared to pay for a cherry picker to enable the branches to be cut
down from his side of the boundary.
- Party A now intends to make a ‘nuisance application’ to the ACT Civil &
Administrative Tribunal.
Case Study 3
- Party A was referred to CRS by the police, who attended her property after her
neighbour (B) cut most of the limbs off and allegedly poisoned six cypress pines on
Party A's property while she was out of her house for the day. Party A says the trees
were approximately 25 years old, and 6.5 m in circumference and height. They were
along the front of A's house and up the laneway to the back fence. All the trees were
1.5 metres onto Party A's property.
- Party A has had no discussion at all with Party B, and was completely unaware that
this action was planned.
- Party B is the landlady for the person who rents the house at the back of A's
property, on a battleaxe block. Party A has several witnesses who are prepared to
testify to seeing Party B cutting down the trees and poisoning them. Party B realized
she was being observed, and left the property.
- Party A has obtained the opinions of two arborists, both of whom say that the trees
will not re-grow or recover, and the poisoned trees will not survive.
- Party A has also had legal advice from a solicitor, who advised her to write a letter of
demand to the other owner and including a response date.
- Party A accepted mediation, and two letters of invitation were sent to Party B, who
did not respond.
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Case Study 4
Party A has lived next door to Party B neighbours for 14 years. Party Bs have five
large eucalypt trees, and although Party A has asked Party B to care for the trees A
says they are neglected.
During a recent storm, one of the trees fell on Party A's house and caused damage.
Party A would like Party B to pay the excess on her insurance claim, and ensure
that the remaining trees are safe. Party A described an earlier dispute of about 18
months ago, over a boundary fence. Party A thinks it unlikely that the husband in
the Party B partnership will agree to mediation. No mediation occurred.
Case Study 5
Party A’s neighbours have large gum trees which overhang Party A's property and
resulting in falling leaves which requires continuous effort from Party A to remove.
Party B offered to help clean her gutters, but it never happened. Four years ago she
approached Party B and offered to pay for tree to be removed. She would still like
this to be done, but is no longer willing to pay for all of it. Party A said she won't
compromise on removal of tree but is willing to pay half of removal cost.
Party B declined mediation on the grounds that Party A refused to engage in
mediation when the original application for tree removal was refused. Party B said
she sought the advice of several arborists as well as TAMS in the matter and offered
Party A several solutions in terms of saving/management of tree in order to preserve
what was considered to be a healthy and rare specimen. Party A refused to consider
any of these options and appealed the departmental decision and won.
Party Bs were allowed a period of five years in which to fell the tree.
Follow up enquiry revealed that Party A had sold house and moved entirely because
of this dispute.
Case Study 6
Party B has 3 large trees over 12 metres. Party A says the trees are damaging
their house and fence.
Party A said she has spoken to Party B about it but Party B won't talk about the
problem. Party A said she will attempt to get trees assessed by Environment ACT.
Party B is elderly and Party A assists her by taking garbage bins out.
Party B did not respond to CRS letters with invitation to mediation.
Case Study 7
- Party A lives in Queensland but owns a rental property in the ACT. The neighbours’
trees are encroaching on her rental property and causing damage to the house
including gutters and plumbing. The neighbour has refused to do anything to rectify
the issue.
- ACTPLA has been to the property to assess the issue and has confirmed that the 3 x
pine trees are over 12 metres and that they are overhanging her property. Party A
stated that if she were do to as the Legal aid brochure recommends re overhanging
trees then the trees would become unstable and a safety issue.
- If this dispute goes to mediation and Party A can’t make it to Canberra then CRS will
refer to QLD Dispute Resolution Branch.
Case Study 8
- Party A has lived in her house for 25 years. There is a drive to the left of the
property, which leads to Party B’s battleaxe block. Along the drive there are some
large trees on Party B’s property which are now damaging her fence and leaning
towards her property.
- Party A contacted the Environment Protection Authority to find out about the trees,
and was informed that the EPA needs to assess the trees, but this has to be done
with the permission of Party B.
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Party A would prefer that the trees were removed (and would also be prepared to
assist with the cost of this if necessary). Party A doesn't have a relationship with Bs,
who have lived in the property for about 10 years.
Party A is worried about her neighbours' rejecting the proposal that the trees be
removed, and approached CRS to get advice about the best approach.

Case Study 9
- Party A lives next door to Party B’s property on which stands a large eucalypt.
Recently one of the branches fell down onto Party A's property, without causing
damage.
- Party Bs consulted a tree surgeon who confirmed that the tree was dangerous, as it
has been affected by white ants. Party A says there is a large branch overhanging
their house, specifically the bedroom.
- Party Bs said that they can't afford to have the tree cut down.
- CRS referred A to Environment ACT, who might be able to give advice regarding
Party B's responsibilities.
Case Study 10
- Party A called to get some advice about how to make a proposal to her neighbours
about replacing a boundary fence with a Colorbond fence.
- Both Party A and her neighbours Party B have been house owners in the street for
approximately five years. A recounted a history of increasing tension, to the point
where the relationship is now "hostile".
- The relationship deteriorated when, as a courtesy, Party As informed Party Bs that
they were going to remove a large gum tree which was planted on their (Party A’s)
boundary and its roots were affecting their home. Party As went through all the
correct processes, had a building inspection, etc. and were entirely within their rights
to remove the tree.
- Party Bs objected on the grounds that it would remove shade from their yard. The
tree was removed about 18 months ago.
- About 12 months ago, Party Bs planted a young gum tree close to the boundary on
their side, very close to where the other tree had been removed. Party Bs also tied
the tree to the fence, rather than putting a stake in the ground. Party A admitted to
cutting this tie, and also cutting the branches of the tree when they grew over to
their side.
- Party Bs attached a 3m Laser light panel to the fence, without any prior discussion.
Party A says it is to prevent them interfering with the young gum tree at all.
Case Study 11
- Party A called about a tree growing in his neighbour's yard, which was assessed as
"dangerous" five years ago. Party A said it is a eucalyptus nicolai, which is renowned
for disintegrating when aged.
- Party A is a builder and has had quite a lot to do with the tree protection authority,
and he offered to share the cost of its removal with his neighbour Party B, but she
refused.
- Party A trimmed some limbs off the tree which were growing on his property. Party A
said that 80% of the tree is on Party B's property, but some limbs overhang Party A's
property, and he is very worried about limbs dropping and injuring his small children
or falling on the extension which he built in his backyard.
- Party A said that although the tree was assessed as dangerous, people cannot be
compelled to remove them from private property.
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Case Study 12
- Party A says there is a large gum tree in Party B's property which overhangs Party
A’s and drops a lot of rubbish. Last year a large limb fell in Party B's property, taking
down powerlines.
- Party A tried to talk to Party B about a small branch that dropped into Party A's
property and almost hit his daughter.
- Party B said he had nothing to say to Party A and Party B slammed the door in Party
A's face. Party A admits he swore at Party B. Party A said he will call Tree protection
to get tree assessed.
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Tree Investigation - Submissions Analysis
ID New
(9Jun10)
TOR Theme
3
Communication/Consultation
12
3 Communication/Consultation
5
3 Communication/Consultation
16
3 Communication/Consultation
17
3 Communication/Consultation
23
Communication/Consultation
24
3 Communication/Consultation
28
3 Communication/Consultation
37
7 Communication/Consultation
40
3 Communication/Consultation
46
Communication/Consultation
30
7 Communication/Consultation
46
Communication/Consultation
5
3 Communication/Consultation
8
Communication/Consultation
30
1 Communication/Consultation
30
8 Communication/Consultation
24
2 Funding
30
2 Funding
34
2 Funding
37
2 Funding
43
2 Funding
25
Health and safety
29
Legislation / Regulations
34
10 Legislation / Regulations
27
1 Legislation / Regulations
27
1 Legislation / Regulations
27
1 Legislation / Regulations
27
1 Legislation / Regulations
27
1 Legislation / Regulations
27
1 Legislation / Regulations
27
3 Legislation / Regulations
27
9 Legislation / Regulations
27
10 Legislation / Regulations
27
10 Legislation / Regulations
27
10 Legislation / Regulations
27
10 Legislation / Regulations
30
10 Legislation / Regulations
33
10 Legislation / Regulations
35
Legislation / Regulations
36
Legislation / Regulations

Code
Collaboration
Communication
Consultation
Consultation
Consultation
Consultation
Consultation
Consultation
Consultation
Consultation
Consultation
Information
Information
Notification
Notification
Notification
Notification
Funding
Funding
Funding
Funding
Funding
Amenity
Enforcement
information
Legislation
Legislation
Legislation
Legislation
Legislation
Legislation
Legislation
Legislation
Legislation
Legislation
Legislation
Legislation
Legislation
Legislation
Legislation
Legislation

15-Jun-10
Condensed summary
Beneficial collaborative arrangements (residents/Gov't)
Better consultation needed
Lack of consultation
Poor consultation
More respectful consultation
No consultation
More information to public
Public engagement in planning
Engage public more in tree management
Greater community engagement
Lack of communication/consulation
Public information on saving stressed trees
Poor information / communication
Notification shortfalls
Public notification processes query
Internet availability of tree management documents
Advance notice of tree work
Separate funding
Separate funding, but coordination
Separate but coordinated funding for trees/climate change
Separate tree program funding
Tree funding needs to be assured and precisely targeted
Shade trees reduce UV exposure
regulation enforcement
Better legislation information and enforcement
Review Nature Conservation Act 1980 to provide consistent tree management in ACT
Amend the TPA and the NCA to limit the number of exemptions from approval and licencing requirements
Extend standing for merits review to allow public interest matters to be heard.
Expand the provisions relating to site declarations to incorporate regualated native trees
Allow Conservator to play a greater DA decision-making role under Planning and Development Act 2007.
Single tree protection legislation should apply in the ACT
Mandatory consideration of community comment on tree damaging operations (under TPA and N CA)
Require Conservator to consult with Tree Protection Panel
Link the Tree protection Act to Territory Plan zones.
Extend the application of the Tree Protection Act to provide greater protection for native species.
Require greater ecological consideration by Conservator with respect to tree removal applications
Expand the objects clause of the Tree Protection Act
More accessible legislation
Adequate legislative backing for urban tree initiative
TPA (2005) is inadequate. A general Tree Preservation Policy is needed
Existing tree protection legislation does not work

Note: New numbering from 9Jun10
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TOR Theme
Legislation / Regulations
1 Legislation / Regulations
10 Legislation / Regulations
Legislation / Regulations
Misc.
Misc.
Planning implementation
7 Planning implementation
7 Planning implementation
Planning implementation
10 Planning implementation
Policy / Planning
7 Policy / Planning
8 Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
2 Policy / Planning
11 Policy / Planning
2 Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
6 Policy / Planning
4 Policy / Planning
7 Policy / Planning
1 Policy / Planning
1 Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
1 Policy / Planning
2 Policy / Planning
3 Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
1 Policy / Planning
6 Policy / Planning
1 Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning

Policy / Planning

ID New
29
15
31
11
36
4
2
39
39
39
19
26
39
30
39
33
33
40
45
13
26
34
43
43
44
44
46
46
48
48
49
28
30
30
33
33
34
34
40
45
48
51

51

Policy

Code
Planning
Regulations
Replacement
Solar
Climate impacts
Tree damage
Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning
Tree promotion
Amenity
Block layout
Enforcement
Enforcement
Funding
Funding
Funding
Habitat
Habitat provision
Maintenance
Management
Management
Management
Management
Management
Management
Management
Management
Management
Management
Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning
Care is required in framing any new policies that will deliver desired outcomes - the preference here is for a minimalist regulation.

Condensed summary
Inconsistency in legislation
inconsistent regulations
Relax Remnant Tree regulations to allow replacement
Legislation gap - solar access
Loss of understorey species
Tree damage by birds
Tree loss on development sites
Faulty/inadequate DA processes do not promote tree planting/preservation
Tree retention/promotion often over-ruled by other agencies
ACTPLA to be more accountable
DAs and protection/promotion of trees
Trees promote more community activity
Mandate tree planting space on blocks
Better enforcement of building regulations for trees at DA stage
Non-compliance penalties used to provide public tree space
Adequate sustained funding
Adequate resourcing of tree program
Tree funding as part of climate change adaptation response
Buffered retention of ageing trees + fallen branches provides habitat
Allow provision for deadwood wildlife habitat
Promote good practice at planting
Policy for removal ONLY WITH replacement
Adopt sound tree mangement objectives
Resident tree-care incentives
Upper level management issues contribute to ACT tree problems
ACT tree responsibility with one person/body
Current tree management not ensuring urban forest future
Resident/government partnership
Call for more collaborative woody weed management
Woody weed management
Better management of urban tree risks
Call for Vision for Canberra /Master Planning
Articulation of short/long term tree strategies
Urban forest issues could be part of broader integrated community planning
Maintain strategic focus with tree planning
Integrated tree management strategy required
One 'peak' body to oversee tree program
Wholesale street removal is undesirable
Development of an urban forest master plan
Carbon offest programs could help fund Canberra's urban forest renewal
More flexible woody weed management
Development should not be limited by a romantic vision for urban trees
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51
31
31
33
40
43
1
20
31
26
51
46
46
10
51
51
51
21
22
22
22
22
30
37
44
10
10
10
11
17
10
10
12
14
17
8
8
8
16
29

ID New
33
51
51

4
4
4

7
7
7
7
8
7
1
4
4
4

4

3
9

2
11
5
5
5

Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
Policy / planning
Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
Solar access
Solar access
Solar access
Solar access
Solar access
Solar access
Solar access
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management

TOR Theme
11 Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning
Policy / Planning

Regulations
Resources
Resources
Reuse
Reuse
Reuse
Risk management
Risk management
Risk management
Tree removal
Tree removal
Tree replacement
Tree replacement
Urban density impacts
Urban forest vision
Urban forest vision
Urban forest vision
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Legislation
Solar access
Solar access
Solar access
Solar access
Tree maintenance
Vegetation selection
Amenity
Amenity
Amenity
Assessment
Assessment
Assessment
Assessment
Assessment

Code
Qualifications
Regulations
Regulations
Trees removed through (re)development should be subject to an offset planting fee to allow more planted trees somewhere else.
Dedicated funding to tree program
Larger TaMS tree team required
Enusre effective reuse of both low-and high-grade tree timber
Reuse managed within an integrated tree program
Rethink strategies for timber reuse
Keep potential tree injury risk in perspective
Transparency/consultation
Education to lessen litigation potential (tree amenity/safety)
Lack of justification for large-scale tree removal
Authority tree-removal rules inflexibility sends a clear message to the community to not plant any trees.
Lack of iconic tree replacement stock
Support single tree replacement
High urban density limits tree space
Re-evaluation of the 'Garden City' concept
A critical question to be addressed is: what do we want the urban forest to look like in 50 years time?
In framing policies, the important factor is the total treescape rather than an individual tree.
Allow tree/garden watering
Divert environmental flows to trees
Relax water restrictions
Relax water restrictions
Relax water restrictions to allow verge tree watering
Use of bores can create problems for local trees
Divert garden watering to trees
Water policy changes impact on tree sustainability
Establish solar rights legislation
Solar (energy) access tree regulation
Tree selection for solar access
value of passive solar access
Solar access rights
Enable tree growth remediation
Solar gain/shade planting
Park/tree management - urban amenity
Amenity in retention of large old trees
Tree amenity promoting community wellbeing
Tree assessment errors - identification concern
Tree assessor qualifications query
Tree condition assessment query/concerns
Queery as to adequacy of tree safety/health assessement
Adequate training - lack of

Condensed summary
Use knoweldgable 'experts' to advise on urban forest program
Tree signficance should be determined by a published set of criteria.
Tree signficance should be determined by a realistic set of criteria.
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ID New
33
45
17
32
17
33
12
16
17
3
6
7
12
12
16
17
19
19
20
20
23
24
24
24
26
31
31
33
35
39
44
46
46
47
34
34
44
46
47
48
48
48
48
48

TOR Theme
8 Tree management
Tree management
6 Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
9 Tree management
Tree management
1 Tree management
3 Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
1 Tree management
8 Tree management
6 Tree management
9 Tree management
1 Tree management
7 Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
7 Tree management
11 Tree management
7 Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
1 Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
7 Tree management
11 Tree management
1 Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management

Code
Assessment
Assessment
Communication
Consultation
Design
Design
Fire risk
Habitat
Information
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Management
Management
Management
Management
Management
Management
Management
Management
Management
Management

Condensed summary
Avoid conflict of interest in tree assessment activities
Current unrealistic tree life guidelines - habitat
Limited consultation opportunities
Current TaMS consulation practice helpful
Management emphasis should be on community (not forest) considerations
Keep and maintain remnant native vegetation
Fire risk removal provisions for eucalypts
Tree habitat ignored upon removal
Current tree information is inadequate
More maintenance of trees
Enhance tree maintenance through root zone treatment
Sustaining tree health through specific tree support options
Tree management - planting guidelines to enhance survival
Older trees need protection
Poor maintenance of replanted trees
Tree maintenance contractor governance/supervision
Tree maintenance for replanted trees
Inappropriate/damaging tree maintenance
Litter removal - stormwater impacts
Adequate planting practices/maintenance for new trees
Poor maintenance of Canberra trees
Best practice should be written into tree maintenance contracts
Full tree inventory to optimise tree maintenance over 5 year cycle.
Implement a five-year tree maintenance cycle
Factors other than age determine tree life
Stressed trees can be helped with root zone treatment
Lowest tender contracting does not promote best outcome for trees
Ongoing 'new tree' maintenance is essential for urban forest viability
Canberra's treed landscape is seriously neglected
Tree low survival rate - new estates
Young (replacement) trees not maintained
Recent decline in tree maintenance
Good tree care provides maximum benefits
Urban forest termite infestation risk
Better tree management through: funding; better record keeping; proactive replanting
Many other options exist to support/enhance/streamline the tree program
Manage urban tree 'groups', not individual trees
Current unrealistic (i.e. short) tree-life expectancies
Tenant tree care limitations
Deficiencies in ACT woody weed management system
Woody weeds - more integrated management required
Make weed management part of the existing home water and energy audits
Remove woody weeds on public lands adjoining reserves
Woody weed management
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ID New
48
48
48
34
20
34
20
31
13
33
43
16
20
24
30
44
5
12
22
24
30
30
33
34
50
5
17
18
22
24
26
26
34
36
45
45
34
5
1
4
4
2
16
17

TOR Theme
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
3 Tree management
Tree management
4 Tree management
1 Tree management
3 Tree management
7 Tree management
8 Tree management
8 Tree management
1 Tree management
11 Tree management
Tree management
11 Tree management
1 Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
5 Tree management
Tree management
4 Tree management
5 Tree management
5 Tree management
5 Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
1 Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
9 Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
8 Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
1 Tree management
Tree management

Code
Management
Management
Management
Notification
Planning
Planning
Policy
Professionals
Qualifications
Qualifications
Qualifications
Replacement
Resources
Resources
Resources
Resources
Reuse
Reuse
Reuse
Reuse
Reuse
Reuse
Reuse
Reuse
Reuse
Review
Risk management
Risk management
Risk management
Risk management
Risk management
Risk management
Risk management
Risk management
Risk management
Risk management
Supervision
Tree damage
Tree hollow retention
Tree protection
Tree protection
Tree removal
Tree removal
Tree removal

Condensed summary
Woody weed management
Woody weed management - change from 'prohibited supply' to 'suppression'
Woody weed management - integration
Adequate and timely notification and information
Negative impact of infrastructure priorities over trees
Trees management priorities: (i) Safety, (ii) shade, (iii) carbon, (iv) 'Bush Capital' value
Narrow/limited focus of current program
Leave tree management to qualified specialists
Qualified advisory committees
Use qualified people
Introduce aboriculturist Professional Code of Conduct
Inadequate tree replacement programs
Tree maintenance - adequate resource allocation
Maintenance allowance budget for each urban tree.
Funding options/sources
Focus resources on actual tree maintenance/replacement work
Inadequate / inappropriate reuse of timber
Timber reuse - carbon sequestration (Biochar)
Felled timber reuse is not 'sustainable' - reuse options only.
Timber reuse - craft use not often feasible
Auction off large felled logs
Local reuse of mulch
Resuse options are limited, but public perception of effective reuse is important
Support reuse, but not as a driver for replacement
Reuse of felled timber in biochar production which is put back into the soil
Review all existing programs/procedures
Inappropriate focus on risk minimisation
Balance the habitat and ecological value of urban forest with safety considerations
Public safety, property damage assessment for removal
Risk management through ad-hoc as-required maintenance
Adverse risk management impacts on urban tree program
Good maintenance/management to minimise tree risk issues
Tree decision-making priorities: (i) safety; (ii) evidence-based decisions; (iii) other options; (iv) inform and consult
Reassess risk-management options
Tree hollow presence does not directly translate to tree structural instability
Use graded tree risk assessment and management
Better supervision/enforcement
Public land/tree damage by agency infrastructure work
Keep trees with hollows
Tree protection strategies - avoid use of bollards, signs, ..
Tree protection strategies - use education and mulch
Inappropriate healthy tree removal
Inappropriate tree removal
Minimise tree removals
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ID New
22
26
30
2
2
32
36
3
3
7
19
20
29
31
6
13
30
46
39
2
2
5
9
9
13
17
30
30
33
33
36
43
46
26
36
12
15
22
24
24
26
26
26
28

TOR Theme
6 Tree management
Tree management
9 Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
7 Tree management
Tree management
7 Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
7 Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Tree management
Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
2 Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
2 Urban landscape design
4 Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
4 Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
7 Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
1 Urban landscape design

Code
Tree removal
Tree removal
Tree removal
Tree replacement
Tree replacement
Tree replacement
Tree replacement
Verge use enforcement
Verge use enforcement
Verge use enforcement
Verge use enforcement
Verge use enforcement
Verge use enforcement
Verge use enforcement
Water
Water
Water
Water
Management
Tree removal
Tree replacement
Amenity
Amenity
Amenity
Amenity
Amenity
Amenity
Amenity
Amenity
Amenity
Amenity
Amenity
Amenity
Biodiversity
Biodiversity
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design

Condensed summary
Tree removal decisions based on risk to people and property
Don't remove all trees if some are stressed.
Tree removal - evidence and safety based. Preplanting program.
Inadequate tree replacement
Call to replace lost trees before further removals
Prefer total over partial replacement of street trees
Tree replacement has been poorly executed
Verge car parking problems
Verge parking - enforcement
Verge car parking - enforcement
Verge car parking - tree damage
Verge car parking - tree damage
Verge parking problem
Verge parking problem
Water - lack of for trees
Water equity conflicts - local/downstream needs
Stormwater harvesting to maintain trees
Prime tree watering support in droughts
Potential conflicts of interest in contracted supervisors
Concern about tree removal extent
Poor survival of replacement trees
Amenity benefits of urban treescapes
Tree selection / landscape design
Climate mediating effects of trees
Heat island' detrimental impacts on local climate
Climate change mediation / healthy lifestyle impacts / Energy use considerations
Tree beautify and soften urban landscape
Integrated planning with emphasis on people amenity
Tree value in climate change mitigation
Urban trees provide amenity and habitat
Heritage value of trees
Urban amenity values balanced with safety
Trees markedly mediate climate extremes
Trees protect understorey
Biodiversity/habitat value of urban trees
Ecological and amenity value of deciduous trees
Tree selection - native species
Remove eucalypts
Good landscape design works
Whole street planting is better
Lost 'Garden City' - 'Urban Forest' gain
Garden City environment promotes tourism
Maintain the 'Garden City' concept
Include large trees in public realm
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ID New
28
28
30
31
33
37
38
41
42
46
12
12
12
13
42
42
45
31
33
33
36
40
44
47
49
46
37
51
39

TOR Theme
10 Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
6 Urban landscape design
1 Urban landscape design
6 Urban landscape design
6 Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
7 Urban landscape design
6 Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
7 Urban landscape design
1 Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
4 Urban landscape design
Urban landscape design
7 Urban landscape design

Code
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Fire risk
Fire risk
Fire risk
Fire risk
Habitat
Habitat
Habitat
Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning
Resources
Solar access
Tree selection/siting
Water

Condensed summary
Be flexible with tree selection
Public and private space allocation for urban trees
Broad tree selection criteria (mixed sp./drought tolerant/food producing)
Vision for the Urban Forest
Adopt as suitable mix of native and non-native species
Mixed species planting
Haig Park dense planting is not people friendly
High density urban development excludes trees
Current tree species selection is limited
More care needed with tree species selection
Eucalypt fire risk
Eucalypt fire/property risk
Eucalypt fire hazard
Fire risk management
Provision of diverse bird habitat
Species habitat imperatives in urban forest design
Support native birds through more understorey vegetation
Little space for trees in newer high-density subdivisions
Call for long-term strategic urban forest planning
Strategic Urban Trees Plan recommendation
Use of past knowledge/information/experience to enhance tree program
Adopt an integrated systems approach to tree management
Establish clear urban design priorities for tree planting
Use trees appropriate to this climate
Street tree numbers are subject to the law of diminishing returns.
Trees provide amenity and economic benefits
Select suitable solar access species
Individual tree roots can easily impact on other peoples rights [and property].
Tree support through irrigation and porous surrounds
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Appendix Q
Public Submission on Topic Papers
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Public submissions received on specific topic papers

A Management Framework for Important Trees in the ACT – CB Richard Ellis Pty Ltd.,
11 October 2010
No submissions received

Solar Access – Purdon and Associates, October 2010
Submission Number
Paper Submission 1
Paper Submission 2

Individual/Organisation Name
Requested submission not be made public
Meagan Cousins

Date of Submission
28 September 2010
3 October 2010

Report on the sustainable reuse of timber from felled urban trees in the ACT – Farm
Forestry Consulting, 2010
Submission Number
Paper Submission 3
Paper Submission 4
Paper Submission 5
Paper Submission 6
Paper Submission 7
Paper Submission 8
Paper Submission 9
Paper Submission 10
Paper Submission 11
Paper Submission 12

Individual/Organisation Name
Requested submission not be made public
Requested submission not be made public
Australian Air Quality Group
Mark Kristofferson
Requested submission not be made public
Gordon Smith
Michael Wilson
Wood Turners Guild
Louis du Plessis
Meagan Cousins

Date of Submission
20 September 2010
11 September 2010
26 September 2010
13 September 2010
28 September 2010
30 September 2010
12 October 2010
23 September 2010
21 September 2010
3 October 2010
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From: meagan cousins and jon burchill
Sent: Sunday, 3 October 2010 9:15 PM
To: OLoughlin, Larry
Subject: Fwd: Emailing: Sustainable Reuse of Urban Trees in the ACT,
solar_Access_Tree_Management_Practices

I trust these comments will be accepted in the spirit of constructive criticism. Happy to
provide additional comments if required.
Kind regards Meagan
<<Sustainable Reuse of Urban Trees in the ACT.pdf>>
<<solar_Access_Tree_Management_Practices.pdf>>
Your message is ready to be sent with the following file or link
attachments:
Sustainable Reuse of Urban Trees in the ACT
solar_Access_Tree_Management_Practices

Note: To protect against computer viruses, e-mail programs may prevent
sending or receiving certain types of file attachments. Check your
e-mail security settings to determine how attachments are handled.
----------------------------------------------------------------------This email, and any attachments, may be confidential and also privileged. If you are not the
intended recipient, please notify the sender and delete all copies of this transmission along
with any attachments immediately. You should not copy or use it for any purpose, nor
disclose its contents to any other person.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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General Comments
This paper concentrates on promoting the virtues of solar power rather than the Government’s tree
management practices. An interesting read, particularly with regard to the current feed in tariffs.
Discussion on tree management practices by the (ACT) Government is however relatively shallow.
Throughout the paper there are generalised statements that do not reflect the practices (to my
knowledge) within ACT government. For example it implies Government incorporates evergreen
species as street trees that have the potential to interrupt solar access. This practice may have been
the case during the earlier development of Canberra (1955-1975) as referenced however it is highly
unlikely that today’s developer (either TAMS, LDA or a private estate developer) would specify an
evergreen street tree species on an east/west street, and less likely that it would pass through the
TAMS design and/or asset acceptance gateway. An audit of current practices and newer suburbs
(e.g. Bonner, Dunlop, Harrison 4) might be in order.
It would be good if the photo on the cover steps back and includes the tree that is casting the shade
(no doubt a Eucalypt) and inclusion of a time and date would be a useful reference.
Section 4 – ISSUES
The topics listed as issues are not all issues. For example ‘4.7 Advice on Plant Species’ is considered
commentary. 4.9 Easements is an interesting observation, but is not an issue. Most of Section 4 is
however considered useful background information. The following commentary is my observation
of the “Solar Issues” fronting Canberra’s treed landscape.
Broadly the issues fall into one of two scenarios with respect to managing the conflict of solar access
and the shade cast by trees.
A. Existing trees
B. Future Trees
Within these two scenarios there are 3 conditions to explore:
1. Trees on Unleased Land that may cast shade and reduce solar access to private leases; and
2. Trees on Leased Land located on adjoining leased land that may cast shade on and reduce
solar access i.e. interfere with the solar enjoyment of another lease; and
3. Trees on Leased land that may cast shade on and reduce solar access to one’s own lease
The tool to manage the Government’s Tree Management Practices for A 2 and A 3 is the Tree
Protection Act (TPA) which may need revision to include an assessment criterion for solar access
context.
The tool to manage A 1 is development/preparation of robust solar access policy or public tree
management policy and/or the application or process of the TPA to unleased land.
Although unwritten, B 1 in practice is regulated by design acceptance and asset acceptance within
TAMs and through the use of professional designers for the enhancement of publicly managed land.
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Written policy (e.g. landscape policy that addresses solar access) would provide more certainty and
desired outcomes.
B 2 and B 3 are inherently difficult to regulate particularly at a domestic scale, as the planting of
trees in the absence of a development application does not necessitate an approval process. Self
regulation through increasing community awareness may assist solve this.
Summary of Issues (according to MC)


Powerless to control adjoining land regarding the species selection and location of tree
plantings



Solar access – a pseudo trigger for tree removal for tree haters



Small trees grow (time lag of overshadowing problem) – generational lag



Small blocks – no space for trees.....eventually the private planting of vegetation shading
adjoining blocks will disappear (except in the leafy locations such as of O’Malley Red Hill,
Forrest, where the block sizes are ample to achieve solar access)



Conflicting environmental imperatives ....e.g. solar access vrs biodiversity (eucalypts non
deciduous), summer shade vrs winter sun



Tree Protection Act – criterion to consider solar access rights required

Future development is scrutinised for solar passive design (the new Territory Plan requires solar
efficiency in block and section layout, house design requires energy efficiency rating). These (and
other) prescriptive approaches are leading/resulting in a predominance of east west rectilinear road
alignment to achieve solar efficiencies in residential development. Although unwritten it is unlikely
that species selection would interfere with solar access due to existing checks and balances
mentioned previously. The proposed application of “solar fences” is envisaged to increase minimum
block sizes, and may result in more spatial opportunity for the private planting of trees.
Hypothetically the planting of large evergreen species on small blocks will result in shadowing of
adjoining property, thus leaning for example to a “deciduous species only” policy perhaps on blocks
smaller than 650m2.
A basic requirement for the installation of a solar panel (etal) is siting. It is difficult to believe that a
solar panel would be proposed in an overly shaded location, except by an unscrupulous retailer.
Optimal location however could be frustrated by adjoining land use (built form or trees planting(s),
and may result in raising matters associated with common law (property law).
The need for an independent arbitration by the Commissioner is indicative perhaps that policy /
regulation are lacking. Increasing arbitration by the Commissioner is indicative that community
education (awareness/promotion) may be a required (e.g. plan before you plant).
Question
If it were possible to regulate the instruction to remove a tree on adjoining property on the basis of
solar access rights, the misuse of this as a pseudo trigger to remove unwanted tree cover (e.g. to
improve views, or used to remove nuisances associated with trees generally such as leaf and twig fall
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or to improve views may arise. The future role of the Commissioner may then be called upon to
scrutinise tree removal requests and be an advocate for trees.
Solar Access...Sun in Winter vs Shade in Summer
A personal observation is that solar access in Canberra is preoccupied with providing winter sun.
Whilst this is important, it is not the only consideration in the uncertain times of climate change.
The need for shade in summer to ameliorate harsh summer sun is believed as important and the
aspect of summer shade seems to be grossly under-rated. As house blocks are becoming more
compact, and the footprint ratio of dwelling / garage / paved surface increases there is less
opportunity for the provision of private shade trees. The resultant is energy consuming air
conditioners becoming the norm.
Specific Comments
The shrinking verge width is not the only factor. The ratio of block to built form requires discussion
(problem is likely to self resolve over time – the only trees in the landscape will be in publicly
managed open space (parks and road reserves)
Reference (discussion within text) to the photographs figures 4-1 to 4-9 is not apparent. There is no
message conveyed by these and do not really constitute a case study. In preference to this, hand
drawn or “sketch-up” graphics showing the chosen suburb’s spatial arrangement and street tree
position casting shade (worst case scenario) mid winter (7am; 8am; 9am). An optimal distance from
the house (solar panel) to street tree could be illustrated. To achieve solar outcomes this perhaps
could illustrate and lead to strategic principles on:


street design (subdivision layout); and



landscape (species selection (i.e. deciduous vrs evergreen); and



orientation (solar arc); and



residential setback

P16
Orientation – preferred sub heading and discussion on “Environmental Design”
From experience, street layout generally are conforming to the east /west block layout (refer
Molonglo, Lawson (South) and Harrison 4 (south facing slope, with east west roads). Some times
this layout is at the expense of a balanced approach to cut and fill and in conflict with minimizing
environmental impact. It is doubtful that evergreen street trees that interfered with soar access
would be proposed by a landscape architect (basic environmental design principle) and it is less
likely that TAMs would accept the proposal at design acceptance stage.
Throughout the section 4 there is reference to the appropriate species “selection”. More correctly it
is species selection and location (i.e. design and sting – go hand in hand).
4.10.2 Solar System installed before Erection of New Buildings.
Interesting discussion, but not really a tree management matter????
Section 4.10.4
Is it realistic that the planting of private vegetation (notably trees) can be regulated?
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Section 4.12
The concept of Community Solar Farms is exciting – but again – not an “Issue”. This concept (and
others) should be synthesized in a discussion section – leading logically to a conclusion driven from
the difficulty in regulating the growth or planting of trees on neighbouring land that cast shade (or
may cast shade in the future) and therefore interfere with private solar enjoyment.
Section 5 – Conclusions
With the following exception of Dot point 7 general agreement on the recommendations - most of
which support good environmental design principles and although unwritten are most probably in
practice. This paper (or a recommendation) should refer to an audit of current tree assessment and
public tree planting practices
Dot point 7 advocates the removal of free standing remnant trees prior to development in order to
provide more design flexibility (and in light of an holistic approach to habitat conservation reserves.
This is not supported. Canberra’s Bush Capital landscape character relies on reinforcement by
remnant species and regeneration preferably within the public open space system. Significant
remnant trees and/or natural regeneration (not all) should be considered in the context of a
landscape opportunity. Strategically located remnant trees and regeneration within the public open
space are considered an urban landscape asset (scientific, aesthetic, instant landscape and habitat
value). Their relegation to less feasible development locations and/or conservation reserve is not
supported on the basis that it is important ecologically to have a continuum representative ages and
species (diversity) that support or provide an ecological niche.
Question(s)
Is there substantial evidence that the ACT Government does not adhere to dot point 4? If there is
the point can remain. It does allude to street tree planning does not address this aspect of which I
am not aware.
The recommendation for data monitoring of solar energy systems is a good idea. But again not
exactly a Government tree management issue. Anecdotally there is increasing interest in solar
energy; it would however be relevant (and interesting) to poll whether nuisance trees (i.e. shading)
are a consideration as to the take up of solar installations. Who would manage the data base
suggested (dot point 9)? Perhaps a role for the Commissioner – State of Environment Reporting?
Is there an accreditation system for the installation of solar energy systems? Is the last dotpoint
really a Government Tree Management practices matter within the context of the renewal of
Canberra’s urban forest???
Recommendations (according to MC)


Trees on Leased Land
o

Policy development required; design and siting guidelines for tree placement on
leased (private) land

o

Legitimate criteria need to be developed for solar impact assessment with regard to
Tree Protection Act
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o


Investigate feasibility of legislating solar access rights (between lessees)

Trees on Unleased Land
o

Policy development for street tree planting – private solar access principles and
guidelines

o

Policy development for managing (pruning and removal) public trees for solar
penetration

o

Policy development for retaining Remnant Trees – design and siting guidelines for
remnant trees within public open space (solar access considerations)

o

Community awareness


Trees and Solar Access and Neighbours



Plan before you Plant



Regulate solar access (tree removal and pruning) through the Tree Protection Act (need to
review and incorporate solar criteria)



Solar Fence (ACTPLA DV 301? 303?) review with regard to advice on landscaping and impact
on southern neighbours (and raising community awareness /quasi regulation)
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Sustainable re-use of timber from felled urban trees in the ACT
Australian Air Quality Group, September 2010
Reasonable recommendations, but some comments dangerously misleading
The ACT is to be congratulated for considering the important issue of sustainable re-use of timber
from felled urban trees. Provided no additional PM2.5 pollution is generated, a wood-fired power station
that maximises the production of biochar will increase sustainability, as will using felled timber for
sawlogs and mulching any remnants. Saving seed, pruning trees to maximise their future commercial
value without affecting their aesthetic value, and the sustainable management of forests are all sound
recommendations.
Dangerously incorrect details
Australian heaters burning pine –10-20 times more health-hazardous PM2.5 as NZ requirements

A serious problem with this report is that it contains some dangerously incorrect details about the use
of felled timber for firewood. Pages 10-11 states incorrectly that, because New Zealand heaters burn
pine, Australian heaters can also burn softwoods.
This is false and dangerously misleading. New Zealand heaters are designed for softwoods. Before
they can be installed in urban areas, measured emissions of NZ heaters burning softwood must be less
than 1.5 g/kg, with some cities requiring emissions less than 0.7 g/kg.
In contrast, Australian heaters are designed for, and tested on, hardwoods. A study by CSIRO expert
Dr John Gras, commissioned by Environment Australia, reported that a typical Australian model
satisfying AS4013 emitted 15.8 g/kg when burning pine, more than 10 -20 times the limit of 1.5-0.7 g/kg
in NZ cities.
There is increasing evidence that fine particle air pollution is a health hazard. An economic analysis
by the BDA group calculated the costs of air pollution in the ACT. Their estimated health cost was $82
per kg of PM10 (airborne particles less than 10 microns in diameter) emissions. The subclass of particles
less than 2.5 microns (PM2.5) are now considered to be more dangerous to health than PM10 in general –
their smaller size allows them to bypass the body’s defences and penetrate into the deepest recesses of our
lungs where they cause inflammation leading to heart and respiratory diseases. Experts agree that the
health cost per kg of PM2.5 emissions is higher than for PM10. Thus the estimate of $82 per kg PM2.5
emissions in the ACT is likely to under-estimate the true health cost.
A wood heater burning the ACT’s average of 3.7 tonnes and emitting 15.8 grams of PM2.5 per kg of
firewood emits an estimated 3.7 x 15.8 = 58.5 kg of health-hazardous PM2.5 particles. This works out at
$4,794 per woodheater per year, based on the under-estimated health costs of $82 per kg PM2.5.
Although this seems extra-ordinarily high, Australian Bureau of Statistics data shows that only 3.9 %
of ACT households use wood as the main form of heating, yet the National Pollution Inventory reports
that domestic solid fuel heating is responsible for 67% of the ACT’s annual PM10 emissions and 67% of
toxic PAH (polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon) emissions.
Australian heaters burning pine cause more global warming than other forms of heating

Dr Gras’ study reported that methane emissions from a typical AS4013 heater burning pine averaged
30 g/kg. When multiplied by methane’s global warming potential of 25 (100 year time horizon), this
equates to 0.75 tonnes of CO2-equivalent per kg of firewood. Average firewood consumption in the ACT
is 3.7 tonnes per year. Burning this quantity of softwood to heat the lounge room of the average ACT
house releases 2.8 tonnes of CO2-equivalent, similar to the 3.0 tonnes of CO2 required for gas central
heating for an entire house with floor area of 160 square metres.
When emissions from supplementary heating are included, ACT homes burning firewood cause more
global warming than those heated by gas or reverse cycle airconditioning, over a 100-year time horizon.
Over shorter time horizons (now considered important because of the likelihood that our climate might
reach a tipping point in less than 50 years), wood heaters burning pine cause much more global warming
than other forms of heating. See Appendix for details.
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Recommendations
1.

The dangerously incorrect details in this report must be corrected. The public must be warned that
burning even sustainably-sourced softwood in Australian slow combustion stoves will cause as much
global warming than centrally heating the entire house with gas or reverse cycle airconditioning.

2.

The public must also be told that burning softwoods in Australian wood heaters leads to excessive
health-hazardous smoke emissions and that the Australian Lung Foundation and the American Lung
Association recommend use of non-polluting alternatives in preference to wood heating.

3.

The ACT Government’s aim to improve sustainability, including re-use of timber from felled urban
trees, is commendable. Because of their excessive pollution, and methane emissions that in most
cases causes more global warming than heating the same rooms with gas, use of wood heaters in
urban areas should be considered unsustainable. This is particularly true given the information
provided in this report that most firewood sold in the ACT has to be transported over distances of up
to 400 km, and more importantly that it is not from a renewable or sustainable source, but from dead
standing paddock trees, an extremely valuable habitat that is not being replaced.

4.

As part of its program to improve sustainability, the ACT Government should aim to increase public
awareness of the health and environmental problems of wood heating, including the significant
contribution to global warming from burning non-sustainably sourced firewood. A household
burning the ACT average of 3.7 tonnes of non-sustainably sourced firewood will emit over 9 tonnes
of CO2-equivalent, three times as much as emitted by gas central heating for the entire house.

Reference Material
BDA, 2006. Wood heater Particle Emissions and Operating Efficiency Standards: Cost Benefit
Analysis, Report prepared for the Department of the Environment and Heritage (Available at:
http://www.environment.gov.au/atmosphere/airquality/publications/pubs/wood-particle-emissions.pdf).
Gras, J., 2002. Emissions from Domestic Solid Fuel Burning Appliances. Environment Australia
Technical Report No. 5, March 2002.
Johansson, L.S., Leckner, B., et al., 2004. "Emission characteristics of modern and old-type
residential boilers fired with wood logs and wood pellets." Atmospheric Environment 38, 4183-4195.
Appendix – Australian wood heating increases global warming
Methane causes substantial, intense warming for some years after emission. Over 20 years, it causes
72 times as much global warming as the same amount of CO2, over 100 years this reduces to 25 times as
much. The Institute for Governance & Sustainable Development (www.igsd.org) explains: “With
abrupt climate change approaching faster than predicted according to scientists, fast-action mitigation
strategies (reducing black carbon, methane, and tropospheric ozone) are essential in order to avoid
passing the tipping points.” See also a research paper with detailed info on Australian woodheating and
global warming.
Particle and methane emissions from wood heating depend on the design of the heater and how it is
operated. This was confirmed by a Swedish study (Johansson et al., 2004) that “an old-type wood boiler
may have more than twice as high an impact on climate change as an oil boiler.” This situation also
occurs when Australian wood heaters burn pine, a fuel that they have not been designed to use.
Recent research shows that, when used in people’s homes, Australian wood heaters are not operated
as carefully as in the laboratory tests, and that in-service emissions are much higher than laboratory
measurements. This applies both to particles and methane. Estimated average emissions for Australian
heaters burning hardwood are about 12.5 g/kg PM2.5 and 18.7 g/kg of methane, based on the equation
used by the Department of Climate change that methane emissions from wood heaters are about 1.495
times particle emissions.
This implies that a wood heater in the lounge room burning the ACT average of 3.7 tonnes of
hardwood emits about 1.7 tonnes of CO2-equivalent from methane (based on the standard 100-year time
horizon), 7.4 tonnes of CO2 (not counted if the wood is from a sustainable source) plus about 2.2 tonnes
of CO2 if supplementary electric radiant heating is used occasionally in rooms not served by the wood
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heater. Compared with the 3 tonnes of CO2 emitted by gas central heating for the average ACT home,
this suggests that, over the next 100 years, heating the lounge room with wood with cause more global
warming than other forms of heating, e.g. gas central heating.
Burning softwoods creates even more global warming, at least 2.8 tonnes of CO2-equivalent from
methane (based on the standard 100-year time horizon) plus the 7.4 tonnes of CO2 if the wood is not from
a sustainable source and 2.2 tonnes of CO2 from supplementary heating.
The contribution to global warming over the next 20-50 years is also important, because of the
possibility of reaching a tipping point in less than 50 years, and because new zero emissions technology,
e.g. solar thermal power stations might be available within 50 years. Over a 50 year time horizon, 1 kg
methane causes as much global warming as about 50 kg of CO2. Consequently, the methane emitted from
burning a sustainable supply of firewood in an Australian wood heater will cause more global warming
over the next 50 years than heating the same room with gas or a reverse cycle airconditioner.
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Gordon Smith
614 Wallaroo Rd
Wallaroo NSW 2618
I would like to take the opportunity to respond to the ‘Discussion report on the
sustainable re-use of timber from felled urban trees’ by Ian McArthur.
My background in brief is as follows,



2000 to 2002 studied Furniture/Design/Making at the ANU wood workshop
GRADIP.
2002 to 2004 Post Grad at ANU wood workshop. The post grad study was
specifically based upon the salvage and milling of local trees mainly the exotic
cabinet making species planted as street trees, as well as producing furniture
from the product to highlight the potential as well as the problems associated
with this timber.
2001 to 2010 have run a local Hall based business specialising in

1.
2.
3.


Timber salvage of street trees and recycled building timber.
Contract portable sawmilling.
Furniture commissions from the salvaged trees and timber.
2007 to 2010 salvage of timber from Tasmania.




I have over the last 9 years recovered hundreds of tonnes of logs from local tree
surgeons, private house holds and Act govt departments.
A small example of the end use of material I have salvaged has been in,
 Lecterns in the Legislative Assembly from trees salvaged from Mt Stromlo
Observatory after the 2003 fires
 Staff for the Legislative Assembly.
 Milling of the ‘Lone Pine’ for the War Memorial
 Presentation pieces for PM John Howard and the Gov General.
 Namadgi Visitors Centre table from sequoias salvaged from burnt (2003)
Piccadilly Circus arboretums. (ongoing future works)
 Donated timber to several local high schools.
 Woodcraft Guild in the ACT
 ANU wood workshop.
 Niche markets local and interstate for, exotic turning timbers, sculpture and art
works, instrument making. A number of the art works have been sold
overseas.
 Steam bending materials for CIT and ANU courses. ( hard to source from
conventional markets)
 Private commissions. (Often from trees salvaged from the client with a
personal attachment.)
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In direct response to the discussion paper from a sawmilling/salvage point of view.
I would first like to make the point that the highest value end use of the trees is as fine
furniture, there are I believe over a million street trees alone and many in the older
parks and suburbs are of traditional cabinet making species.










1.4 Community consultation, Ian raises concerns about community back lash
if the tree removal is seen as commercial, I agree however on a number of
occasions when collecting a street tree for salvage, concerned (irate) residents
having lost a tree have been relieved to know the timber will not be mulched
but turned into furniture and have even commissioned pieces from me.
2.6 As well as bio char there has recently been work done on bio diesel from
trees, the ACT Govt could run some of its trucks from this resource? I have
had enquiries from interstate as to the availability if oak branches for the
growing of Shitake mushrooms for a niche market.
3.1 The short nature of the salvageable trunks and hardware in them is a
problem. My experience has been mainly that tree fellers will cut a tree about
waist height and then remove the small butt piece; this is for safety as they are
in a position to run if the felling process goes wrong. Unfortunately a large
scarf cut 700mm up a butt will often reduce the value of a potential saw log to
nil. I have worked with some of the tree surgeons who have Govt contracts
and have found the best way to deal with this is they bare pole a number of
trees in a suburb and I follow along with my crane truck and we sling the trees
before cutting flush to the ground. The advantage is better length saw logs
with no damage to the timber structure from hitting the ground and no dirt
embedded in the bark. There is added safety for the feller and less potential for
damage to gutters and pathways. From a Govt point of view they let the
contracts based upon a set price based upon tree size, for the felling and
removal. If someone such as me does the log removal at their own expense the
Govt expenditure could be lowered, they also use a contractor to remove trees
to their log dumps, after their own people bare pole them, this expenditure
could also be saved in some cases. It would be advantageous to have short 1
day accreditation course for tree surgeons to assist them in understanding the
requirements for saw logs.
3.5 I would estimate that only about 5 to 10% of the trees currently being
removed would be of interest to small scale saw millers, the option of pellet
production over fire wood apart from its environmental plus is that pellets can
be used immediately whilst firewood would have to be seasoned and stored for
a few years once processed, an added cost.
5.1 Experience with local native species has been that by the time they are in
decline there is usually no economically recoverable timber in them, a sound
70yo red gum is unlikely to be removed while a hollow 300yo remnant is. The
conifers grown in the ACT often have little usable timber in them due to a lack
of pruning, and I have found that there is not much of a market for this
material. The main interest is in the exotics for fine furniture as Ian states, and
log length, diameter and sweep are not as critical as for building materials. In
fact the nature of street trees gives far more feature to the timber which if
suitably milled is a more highly valued timber for fine furniture and
instrument making. Small scale saw millers are better able to deal with this
material than commercial saw mills which are geared for high production of
standardized log sizes. I would estimate that about 1/3 of the street trees I have
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milled have hardware in them mostly from the trees from front yards rather
than the parks.
I run two types of saw mill one a bandsaw mill for the highest value timber as it
gives the best recovery, but the blades can’t handle nails (the most common form
of hardware). If I suspect hardware to be present I use either the circular saw or
chainsaw attachment on the second mill both of these are able to deal with nails at
little cost. Experience on the mill often allows me to anticipate hardware before
encountering it as the sawdust changes colour.
5.3 Speciality products are a major untapped market not a minor one as stated by
Ian. I have had enquiries from Europe trying to source container loads of Elm as it
is no longer available. A trip to the Canberra Working with Wood show in
September (national show on tour) highlights the amount of reclaimed timber
coming on to the market and private small scale millers travel from all States inc
Tasmania to sell their product. A site starts at $3000 for 3 days and these people
bring in truckloads, obviously a financial success.
I have found that if the provenance of the material is known the value can
increase. There is a booming market for environmentally sourced materials. The
ACT Govt, developers and individuals are now specifying recycled materials in
their projects. Thors Hammer at Yarralmula Brickworks is a multi million dollar
business supplying this market, I sub contract to him and he has expressed a desire
to explore the locally sourced material as there is a limit to the amount of recycled
building timber available in this country. Locally salvaged trees have a much
lower carbon footprint than imported timber and as such appeal to a more
environmentally conscious public; this will only increase over time.
 6.2 Ian’s assumptions for the value of timber are based upon building
wholesale rather than cabinet species. Oak. Elm, claret ash, London plane
Casuarina, sequoia, walnut and fruit woods can retail for up to $7000 c/m.
They probably average about $4000 c/m with an average tree yielding about ¼
c/m of high quality material. Portable sawmills have a better recovery rate
than commercial mills at about 60% depending on log quality.
 6.3 The sale of logs to small scale millers is an obvious option but talks in
years past with Michael Bryce of Urban Tree Management Unit have
indicated the cost to the dept would not justify it. I can buy top quality saw
logs through forestry Tasmania for a $75 license fee for a truck load if I
collect from the coupe myself ( 2y/o figure) so about $15 tonne for Myrtle, or
I can select logs from their commercial dump starting at $80 tonne for Myrtle,
where they weigh and load it for me. There is obviously cost in time, labour
and transport for the Govt to collect the logs in one area as well as
administering the sale. Logs start to loose value if not end sealed and stored
correctly to avoid dirt contamination. The correct identification of the logs is
also important, with over 20 species of oak in Canberra it is often hard to
identify the species once cut down. I would prepose as a cheaper and more
efficient method (based on my experience working with some of the govt
contractors). Allow interested parties access to the Govt list of trees that are
due for removal , add an extra column or two to the list to allow them to
indicate which trees are to be salvaged and at what length the bare poles are to
be left. This allows the purchaser to inspect before felling and the Govt to
minimize workload, the successful purchaser organises the collection of the
logs from the road side once they are bare poled. Either a set price based on
volume could be arranged or a tender price. This means that the remaining
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trees are not stockpiled awaiting a potential sale and reduces Govt costs. It
needs to be that there are currently no timbers drying facilities in the area to
deal with small quantities of timber, so the small scale saw miller has to wait
roughly two years to recover his investment costs so this affects the stumpage
price they can pay. Possibly a co-op type arrangement would be possible
amongst the interested parties to allow sharing solar kiln would be possible.
Several years ago an R & D Grant was given to Custom Timber Industries to
trial a solar kiln in the ACT, with sucesss. They have however ceased to
operate the kiln.
7.2 Certification is desirable but not necessary as the scale of the timber
recovery would be modest and we are dealing with the urban forest rather than
native or private holdings. The ACT Govt has strict tree removal processes in
place (to their credit) so concerns that the deforestation and environmental
damage that the certification tries to reduce is of less concern. A chain of
custody or provenance is possibly of more value to the miller.
Recommendation 2 if the deciding factor as to weather the saw logs are
available to portable saw millers was a requirement for metal scanning and its
cost, I for one don’t require it. I have milled many street trees over 9 years and
factor in a small additional cost to cover the expense. I metal detect the
finished boards prior to sale with an $80 scanner quite successfully.
In Tasmania one of their forestry operations (Island Speciality Timbers)
operates I believe as a semi autonomous body. They salvage from the coups
after the commercial loggers have been through (the commercial loggers don’t
purchase the minor species from the coups but do clear fell). They mill and
sell these logs but are also make them available to others at forestry prices. So
an option could be to allow an independent operator to contract for all the saw
logs under a proviso they make the some available to other millers at
reasonable cost, in order to avoid a monopoly and damage existing businesses.
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opportunities using the felled trees. This will particularly apply to small niche opportunities
like seed harvesting, selected timber salvage for wood-turning, iconic tree salvage etc.
In our home we have kitchen and bathroom benches made from timber salvaged from
buildings (Eucalypt hardwood framing timber from Goodwin Village) and salvaged urban
trees (claret ash is used in our bathroom being a good choice for wet areas). We also have a
wood fire as our only space heating, with full double glazing, R6 ceiling insulation, solar hot
water and 16000 l of rainwater storage. All additional energy into our home is 100% wind
power. Firewood and passive solar gain are the only carbon neutral sources of space heating
available to urban dwellers, with 100% Green Power the next best option being near carbon
neutral. I would strongly urge that firewood harvesting from felled trees be actively
supported. Potential local smoke pollution must be weighed against known carbon- and
emission- pollution at distant locations. There are no simple answers to human settlements
and their interaction with global cycles and ecosystems but the principles of carbon-neutrality
and local responsibility for energy and material inputs and waste (outputs) are sound. These
principles underpin contemporary sustainability models for urban areas such as Permaculture,
Transition Towns, food miles and urban agriculture. Local businesses harvesting local timber
for local carbon-neutral heating is a sustainable alternative to distant businesses harvesting
distant fossil fuels that yield distant carbon and emission pollution to generate energy.
The use of felled trees in ecological restoration is an interesting and worthy recommendation
in the Macarthur report. There are many examples where large wood has been added to
forests, woodlands, floodplains, wetlands and rivers. Trees salvaged from road works and
other developments have been added to many ecosystems for structural reasons (like erosion
control and traffic management) and for habitat. There could be opportunities for integrating
ecosystem restoration work with tree felling work. As the Macarthur report alludes to, good
habitat trees are often more complex in form than a straight high-value sawlog tree so there
may be less conflict between these two uses than initially suspected.
The ACT government should ‘open’ the market for felled trees with appropriate removal of
regulatory barriers to small-scale enterprises, market creation and regulation, appropriate
subsidies considering costs of the current practice of felling and mulching and facilitation of
small- and medium- scale enterprises through education and community development around
the five uses discussed above. Small-scale businesses often emerge regardless of a formal
framework, whereas larger-scale investment is often predicated on a secure regulatory
framework. The wisest course of action will be one in which large-scale investment (eg for
energy production and sawlog salvage) will be facilitated but small-scale opportunities (eg
iconic tree wood turning, or specialist seed collection) are not prohibited. A risk-based
approach to regulation of activities with a largely deregulated market should achieve a good
dynamic balance.
Michael Wilson
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Submission to the Office of the ACT Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment
by
Louis A. du Plessis,
on
Report on the Sustainable Re-use of Timber from Felled Urban Trees in the ACT
by Ian McArthur, Farm Forestry Consulting
Although I live in Wagga Wagga, I believe myself entitled to comment on Mr McArthur’s
report (referred to as RTACT), because local jurisdictions observe each other in search of
precedents, and Wagga Wagga may well imitate Canberra. References are indicated by
superscripts.
My recommendations
I support the first sentence in RTACT Recommendation 1: “That the ACT Government give
consideration to calling for tenders or expressions of interest to operate a power station fired by
woody bio-mass.” For reasons stated in the last section, Biomass, of this submission, I do not
support the rest of Recommendation 1.
I strongly oppose the use of urban waste wood as firewood in domestic wood heaters, and most
of this submission is devoted to explaining why.
Preliminary explanations
Fine particulate matter consists of particles up to 2.5 micrometres in diameter and is called
PM2.5. Coarse particulate matter consists of particles between 2.5 and 10 micrometres in
diameter. Fine and coarse particulate matter together constitute PM10. Wood smoke is almost
all fine, so smoke from wood heaters collected by PM10 measuring instruments is essentially
PM2.5.
Carbon neutrality and greenhouse neutrality are different. If two uses of wood both start with
sustainably sourced wood and both end with only a mineral residue, then both are carbon
neutral. For example, if the wood is either burnt to ash or ends up as fully decomposed mulch,
then both uses are carbon neutral: each returns to the atmosphere the carbon that the growing
trees absorbed from the atmosphere. However, combustion in a wood heater is not greenhouse
neutral, because some of the carbon going up the chimney is in the form of methane, which
causes 25 times more global warming than the same mass of carbon.
Air pollution tests on wood heaters fall into two categories: batch tests and home tests. In a
batch test, the heater is loaded with wood and kindling once only and the fire is allowed to burn
out. This kind of test is applied to a heater submitted to a laboratory for AS4013 certification. It
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is not intended to and does not measure how much pollution is emitted by a heater installed in
a home and operated by its owner. In a home test, the owner follows the typical practice of
starting the fire and then refuelling from time to time until allowing it to burn out after
bedtime. Home tests measure much higher pollution than batch tests.
Injury to human health by wood smoke
RTACT contains only the slightest indication that wood smoke is a problem and no indication
that the problem is injury to human health caused by inhalation of the smoke. On page 17 we
read: “The use of felled trees for firewood by local residents needs to be carefully considered,
as there is the possibility that residents will not properly season firewood, thus potentially
creating smoke particulate emissions. This is an area that the ACT Government will have to
consider a policy, as the advantage of re-use locally and the minimising of the carbon foot print
might be outweighed by particulate pollution.”
Wood heaters emit particulate matter whether the wood is seasoned or not. Home tests in
Launceston have shown average particulate emission of 9.4 g PM10 / kg wood from hardwood
fuel.1 This 9.4 / 4 = 2.35 times higher than the AS4013 limit, and is high enough to cause
serious air pollution in places with many wood heaters and unfavourable topography and
meteorology, e.g. Tuggeranong.
Using the NSW life tables for 2006-2008 and epidemiological data, I have computed
that a decrease of 10 µg/m3 in annual average PM2.5 is associated with an increase of
0.56 year in female life expectancy and 0.63 year in male life expectancy, in good
agreement with 0.61 ± 0.20 year in the United States, undifferentiated by gender2. A
decrease of 20 µg/m3 is associated with increases of 1.10 year and 1.25 year for females
and males respectively. The relation between change in ambient PM2.5 and change in
life expectancy is nearly linear, so it is easy to use the foregoing data and any annual
average particulate matter monitored in the ACT to estimate the associated change in
life expectancy.
A loss of months of life expectancy implies a serious burden of ill health in the
population that suffers the loss.
Atmospheric modelling
Using the average particulate emission of 9.4 g PM10 / kg wood quoted above and its
TAPM computer program, the CSIRO found estimates of ambient particulate matter in
Launceston in agreement with monitored values.1 An excellent way for the ACT to
quantify the severe winter pollution in places like Tuggeranong would be to
commission a TAPM study by the CSIRO.
Greenhouse neutrality
RTACT pages 16,17: “…………the use of felled trees for mulch is an activity that is
not greenhouse neutral, or at least close to being neutral, but provides benefits in the
2
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local area where the trees are mulched which is consistent with the guiding principle of
re-use of material from trees locally. The use of felled trees for sawlogs, firewood and
bio-energy and bio-char are close to being greenhouse neutral in their application.”
These statements about greenhouse neutrality are incorrect. As set out above in
preliminary explanations, mulching is both carbon neutral and greenhouse neutral,
while use as firewood may be carbon neutral but, as shown in the next paragraph, is not
greenhouse neutral. The very purpose of biochar is to permanently sequester part of the
carbon absorbed from the atmosphere, i.e. to be better than carbon neutral.
Batch tests have shown methane emission from hardwood to be 1.495 times particulate
emission.3 If we assume this factor to apply also to home tests, we find 9.4 × 1.495 g
methane / kg wood. As a greenhouse gas, methane is 25 times stronger than CO2, so the
methane is equivalent to 9.4 × 1.495 × 25 = 350 g CO2. This has to be added to the 2 kg
of CO2 produced by 1 kg of wood, yielding 2350 g CO2-equivalent of greenhouse gas.
The CO2-equivalent of softwood is much worse.
Softwood
RTACT pages 10-11: “The other problem with the firewood market in Canberra is that
the market is very fussy, demanding boxes, redgum and ironbark, although these
species could also be the main types locally available. There is a mis-conception that
slow combustion heaters require this class of wood, and that the use of pine, for
example, generates high levels of resins which clogs up chimneys. This is false, and the
New Zealand firewood market relies almost exclusively on Monterey Pine (Pinus
radiata).”
The standard AS/NZS 4012:1999 requires a heater to be tested and certified for both
hardwood and softwood if the manufacturer wants to sell it as capable of burning both
fuels. Australian heaters are predominantly certified for hardwood and New Zealand
heaters for softwood.
In a set of batch tests, the same heaters were tested with both hardwood and softwood.4
The methane emissions averaged 8.3 g / kg hardwood and 30 g / kg softwood, which
means 30 / 8.3 = 3.6 times higher from softwood. If we assume this ratio to hold also
for home tests, the CO2-equivalent of methane calculated in the previous section yields
350 × 3.6 = 1260 g CO2-equivalent / kg softwood. Added to 1.9 kg CO2, this becomes
3160 g CO2-equivalent / kg softwood, far from greenhouse neutrality.
Misleading comparison
RTACT page 11: “Firewood from renewable sources has a very low carbon foot print.
Electricity emits 1.0 kgs of carbon dioxide per kilowatt hour, natural gas 0.31 kgs of
carbon dioxide per kilowatt hour, and wood 0.11 to – 0.17 kgs of carbon dioxide per
kilowatt hour, depending on the initial source (Paul et al, 2003)”

3
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The full reference (with emphasis added by me) is K Paul, T Booth, A Elliot, T
Jovanovic, P Polglase and M Kirschbaum (2003) Life cycle assessment of greenhouse
gas emissions from domestic woodheating. The CO2 / kWh claimed for wood is
misleading for two reasons. First, methane is not taken into account. Second, the oneoff, non-cyclical sequestration of carbon in the conversion of cleared land to plantation
is counted as part of the life cycle, which is incorrect scientifically, although legitimate
by bureaucratic rules for carbon accounting.
Biochar
RTACT page 18: “The document should specify that the woody bio-mass is to be burnt
in such a manner as to produce the maximum quantity of bio-char. In conjunction with
this recommendation, ACT No Waste could investigate the integration of organic
household waste with the woody bio-mass as a means of lessening the amount of this
material that currently goes into landfill.”
Biochar is experimental and uncommercialised in Australia. Probably the ACT does not
want to fund the development of a distribution network. If no network is accessible, the
ACT will find itself in possession of biochar that has to be stockpiled or sent to landfill,
where it will be a fire hazard. The NSW Government compelled Wagga Wagga City
Council to extinguish a buried landfill fire at high cost.
It is not clear what is meant by organic household waste. If it is green (garden) waste,
the co-firing may work. If it is general household waste (excluding recyclables), the
recommendation is very ill-advised. The Waverley-Woollahra municipal waste
incinerator in Sydney was shut down because it emitted air toxics. Dioxin and heavy
metals accumulated in the roof cavities of surrounding houses.
References
1. CP Meyer, A Luhar, R Gillett and M Keywood (2008) Measurement of real-world
PM10 emission factors and emission profiles from woodheaters by in situ source
monitoring and atmospheric verification methods. Final Report of Clean Air Research
Project 16 for Australian Commonwealth Department of the Environment Water
Heritage and the Arts.
2. C Arden Pope III et al. (2009) Fine-particulate air pollution and life expectancy in
the United States. N Engl J Med Vol 360, pages 376-38
3. Australian Air Quality Group – Woodsmoke. http://woodsmoke.3sc.net/greenhouse
4. J Gras (2002) Technical Report No. 5: Emissions from domestic solid fuel burning
appliances. Report to Australian Commonwealth Department of the Environment and
Heritage.
September 2010
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From: meagan cousins and jon burchill
Sent: Sunday, 3 October 2010 9:15 PM
To: OLoughlin, Larry
Subject: Fwd: Emailing: Sustainable Reuse of Urban Trees in the ACT,
solar_Access_Tree_Management_Practices

I trust these comments will be accepted in the spirit of constructive criticism. Happy to
provide additional comments if required.
Kind regards Meagan
<<Sustainable Reuse of Urban Trees in the ACT.pdf>>
<<solar_Access_Tree_Management_Practices.pdf>>
Your message is ready to be sent with the following file or link
attachments:
Sustainable Reuse of Urban Trees in the ACT
solar_Access_Tree_Management_Practices

Note: To protect against computer viruses, e-mail programs may prevent
sending or receiving certain types of file attachments. Check your
e-mail security settings to determine how attachments are handled.
----------------------------------------------------------------------This email, and any attachments, may be confidential and also privileged. If you are not the
intended recipient, please notify the sender and delete all copies of this transmission along
with any attachments immediately. You should not copy or use it for any purpose, nor
disclose its contents to any other person.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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Sustainable Re-Use of Timber from Felled Trees in the ACT

General Comments
This report is found to lack structure and logic. Its content, analysis and recommendations are not
considered robust or convincing. The recommendations are however worthy of further
investigations.
The paper does not appear to present logical discussion or credible referencing to build the
argument and address the sustainable re-use of timber felled from Canberra’s Urban forest. It reads
as a train of random, unlinked thoughts. The findings (albeit from a forester’s perspective) are that
the urban forest tree waste is potentially a resource, however given the trees are not managed in
terms of forestry there is limited re-use capacity based generally on:
 Health and Safety (unknown metal)
 Commercial viability (low grade resource due to management of the trees for urban amenity
rather than or lack of forestry technique)
 Undervalued commodity/unapparent demand
The paper however builds a very convincing argument to further investigate:



the viability of a utilising the material as biomass for electricity generation
investigating a different model for the sustainable management of the urban forest as a
forestry resource rather than purely for the purposes of urban amenity (i.e. certification)

In its current form the name of the paper is misleading ....and as such should be renamed and/or
proceed logically to investigate:



Building a business case for a wood-fired biomass electricity generation from ACT tree waste
resources; or
Building a business case for managing Canberra’s tree resources as an Urban Forest i.e.
forest certification (outsourcing and or in-house)

The sustainable re-use of timber from felled trees in the ACT needs to clearly identify and investigate
the current practices, discuss these in terms of sustainability or sustainable outcomes
(recommendations), identify gaps and how to close these gaps, identify sustainability
opportunities/conflicts and conclude with succinct recommendations (i.e. power station business
case, alternate tree management models for sustainable outcomes).
Specific Comments based on personal observation of the tree management in ACT


The document reads as though current practices for the reuse of timber felled from urban
trees as low value resource for mulch, specialty products, landscape materials and firewood
is ad-hoc. This observation should however be confirmed (and appropriately reference) with
TAMS. In the absence of policy, it is known that that the Land Development Agency pending
the evaluation of existing trees re-use felled timber where practicable as landscape elements
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e.g. fallen logs, hollow logs, mulch, vehicle restraint. There is however a limit to re-use of
materials in this manner.


Pg 16 of the report refers to re-use of material as mulch ‘is an activity that is not greenhouse
gas neutral, or at least close to being neutral’. Can the author expand this statement
(substantiate) and comment on the green house neutrality (or otherwise) of commercially
purchased mulch. Reference to mulch as a low value re-use until another higher value use is
identified is considered the highest and best use of this by-product (i.e. a sustainable re-use),
given the need to import mulch for landscape purposes.



There is opportunity to rationalise re-use (if indeed it is ad-hoc) through policy and market
the outcomes in a positive spin, perhaps teaming up with a community group (some of the
work is low skill based, but requires high manual labour and adherence to OHS).



Seed collection is not considered a reuse of timber. Trees that are removed are usually
defective, and/or not exemplar of the species. There is also the risk of hybridisation. Re-use
of seed not supported. Furthermore and from limited knowledge – I think Yarralumla
Nursery source material from known provenance – hence it is already being done.



Landscape materials, saw logs, timber for specialty crafts, firewood can be managed as a
cottage industry.



Street trees are not forest trees (different management strategy). This would appear the
main issue in the forestry approach.



A logical sequence to this paper is to investigate the viability of:
o

managing the Urban Forest as a forestry resource (outsourcing a satellite city;
and/or

o

managing the Urban Forest for the purposes of amenity, and closing the by-products
loop in a sustainable manner (developing a business case for establishing cottage
industry (mulch, firewood, sawlogs, landscape materials, mulch, biomass fuel and
the like) similar to the “Revolve” business model or as an adjunct to NoWaste).

Carbon Credits
It is surprising that the topic of managing Canberra’s urban forest as a carbon sink for the purposes
of carbon trading did not rate a mention in terms of sustainability.
Writing Style (personal preference)
Use of emotive words such as:



‘devastating Ash Wednesday fires’
‘sadly, prices offered’

qualifiers and terms such as:
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‘some’ and ‘will not burn satisfactorily’
‘as regards’, ‘at one stage’, ‘the other problem with’, and ‘as a word of caution’

are not considered appropriate in terms of professional writing standards and should be the subject
of editing either by the author or the client.
Referencing
Referencing throughout the document generally is non-credible. It is not satisfactory to reference
Territory and Municipal Services without a publication date. If relying on personal communications
the correct method according to the Flinders University is outlined at the following web site.
http://www.lib.flinders.edu.au/resources/sub/healthsci/referencing/textual.html#pers
The biomass power plant suggestion has merit, but will no doubt raise public interest and objection
from some community sectors. To gain community support it will require a well researched,
presented and reasoned business case.
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ACT Tree Register
Nomination 16
Number
PTR01

Tree Registration
Block 6 Section 21 City West

Tree Details:
Street address
Location on block
Botanical name:
Common name:
Tree height:

Canopy dimensions:

Trunk circumference:
Number of trunks:
Grid co-ordinates
MGA

Kingsley Street, City west,
Southern boundary of the car park
Quercus robur L
English oak
20.0m
Broadest Diameter
21.9 m
R1: 10.2m;
R2: 9.9m;
Radial Measurements
R3: 11.7m;
R4: 10.0m
2.9m
1
E 693308
N6094267

N

R1

R4

R2

R3
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Attachment 1
Open Space Planning
City Services
Land Management and Planning

Response to the Commissioner for Sustainability and the Environment
Questions emailed by Dr Matthew Parker Feb 2011
February, 2011
Draft Report
1) Provide a copy of the risk matrix for determining when trees are removed.
Open Space Planning uses a risk matrix to identify maintenance priorities including the
circumstances which would require tree removal.
The risk rating matrix is provided in Appendix 1. It focuses on a targeted approach to risk
management rather than a defect driven one. This approach is well recognised in the
industry as it rates the presence of people and/or property who may pass by the tree in a
determined time period. If people or property are not in the vicinity of the tree then the risk
is lowered.
The risk matrix consists of the following components
• Risk Zone
• Risk Score
• TAMS Risk Level and accompanying note on risk zone 5 – prominent
• Arboricultural Activity/Management Guide
• Management Actions and Responses to Risk Assessment Levels
2)

Definition of Duty of Care that TAMS uses.

Response: A duty of care is an obligation owed to anyone who it is reasonably foreseeable would be
injured by the lack of care of a person. In cases of physical damage or personal injury there is
generally always a duty to take care because reasonable foreseeability of damage is enough to give
rise to that duty. It is therefore unnecessary to consider whether a duty of care exists. The issue
becomes whether a person has breached that duty by failing to take reasonable care.
Further, there are additional duties placed on public authorises and bodies. A public body for
example has a duty to take positive steps to guard against risk. To this end, the ACT Government has
a policy of risk management. Under this policy, a risk management framework exists which ensures
that risk has been assessed and managed.
The ACT Government therefore has a duty to ensure its tree management program operates to limit
and minimise risk where risk is identified. That risk, because of the nature of tree management, is
more focused on protection against personal injury and property damage. This focus rests on the
common law obligation associated with duty of care.
The ACT Government Policy Statement on risk management is provided in the link:
http://www.treasury.act.gov.au/actia/Policy Statement.pdf

CSE Draft Report - Emailed questions
Feb 11
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Response – 5
5a A summary is provided in Table 3 (below) of the budget for the existing tree operations teams,
including their equipment costs and tree numbers from the audit in maintained areas of open space.
Region
No. of
FTE
Total Budget operationsLabour Equipment and operator
trees.
Hire
2010-11
*Cat A*
F/t
$3.175 million
(audit
only)
205,000
7
1
Crane Truck
615 hrs
Budget $960 K
South
EWP
1250 hrs
(Woden,
Salaries $450 K
Weston,
Truck & chipper
1900 hrs
(permanent )
Tugg)
Stump grinding
$20 K
Vehicles -$100 K
Contract plant $350 K
Labour hire $60K
7
1
Crane Truck
615 hrs
Budget $915 K
Belconnen 154,000
Salaries $425 K
(permanent )
EWP
1250 hrs
Vehicles -$100K
Contract plant
Truck & chipper
1900 hrs
$330 k
Labour hire $60K
Stump grinding
$20 K
Central

125,000

Gungahlin 65,000

6

4

2

1

Crane Truck

615 hrs

EWP

1250 hrs

Truck & chipper

1900 hrs

Stump grinding

$20 K

EWP

420 hrs

Truck and chipper

1000 hrs

Budget $870K
Salaries $375 K
(permanent )
Vehicles -$100 K
Contract plant $330 K
Labour hire $60K

Budget $462 K
Salaries $245 K
(permanent)
Vehicles $30 K
Contract plant $125 K
Labour hire $60K

Note : 18% of suburbs are yet to be audited. The majority of these suburbs are in the South region
so the actual number of trees in Gungahlin and South is greater than the numbers in the table.

*

*Category A trees refers to trees in maintained areas of unleased open space land in urban
Canberra including road verges and medians, urban parks and urban parkland areas.
Category B trees refers to trees in unmaintained parkland - It is estimated there is more than
178,000 trees in this category

CSE Draft Report - Emailed questions
Feb 11
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5 b) Open Space Planning, in their budget proposal for 2011- 15 recommends the creation of an
additional operational team containing of 8 full time equivalent’s (FTE) and equipment (which can be
by contract).
The addition of this team will then facilitate a redistribution of regional boundaries to balance the
workload and allow time to be dedicated to proactive maintenance activities along with responding
to enquiries.
Currently the team based in the South region is responsible for urban trees in 36 suburbs amounting
to approximately 250,000 trees. • The redistribution of regional boundaries will see each of the
operational teams responsible for 20 suburbs,
The size of the crew is based on the size of scale of that is required to adequately manage the urban
tree resource. As noted in the response to question 1, TAMS is manages approximately 526,000
trees in maintained areas of open space and a further 178,000 urban trees in unmaintained open
space. Currently there are 30 full time government employees, not including contractors,
undertaking tree maintenance activities daily across the Canberra. This equates to one person per
17, 533 trees which is inadequate for the scale and responsibility of the task.
A crew of 8 FTE’s allows for flexibility as the crew can be split and tasked with different activities
including chipping, pruning, formative work, lifting etc and also allows for operations to continue if
someone is absent.

Tree Register
1. 10 applications have been made to ACAT since 2006, was this till 31 December 2010? –
can you also please let us know how many were upheld i.e. the results?
Response: There were 10 applications to ACAT since 2006, up until 31 December 2010. All
but one was upheld and one or two have been withdrawn.
2. We also appreciated the updated information regarding the 5 public nominations to the
Tree register for trees on leased land by the owners of these lands. Can you please
indicate when these were received? Were they on residential or other leased lands?
Response: In summary, nominations received between 13 December 2010 and 25 January 2011
which were logged into the data base are noted in Appendix 3 .
There were eight nominations in total.
• All eight nominations indicate trees are on leased land.
• Two trees are on commercial leases.
• Six trees are on Domestic private leases.
In addition
• Four nominations relate to trees which belong to the owners of the properties.
• Three nominations have been received from persons who want to register their
neighbour’s tree.
• One Nomination by the Tree protection Unit was initiated on the recommendation of the
Tree Advisor Panel (TAP).
•

Audit data indicates 205,000 trees. 18 suburbs are yet to be audited many of which are in the South region.
The total estimated number of trees is expected to be approximately 250,000
CSE Draft Report - Emailed questions
Feb 11
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Note: - Nominees who want to register their neighbour’s tree have not sought the
consent of that person in any of the circumstances.
Nominations 96-100 still require a field assessments and subsequently may or
may not meet the criteria for inclusion to the Provisional Tree Register. In addition the final
decisions may also be subject to recommendations by the Tree Advisor Panel or public submissions.
Appendix 3 provides dates when the applications were received and the land tenure.
3. Thank you for the update of 41 trees and 1 group on unleased land on the Tree Register as
of 25 January 2011. How many are there on leased land? We understand that nominations
can change between leased and unleased throughout the process, but as of 25 January
2011 how many leased and unleased have provisional registration.
Response: As of the 25 January 2011 there were:
• 47 single trees and one group on leased land.
• 41 single trees and 7 groups on unleased land
4.

Could you also please confirm that the data below was correct up to November 2010.

Financial Year

Individual trees
provisionally
registered

Individual
trees fully
registered

Comments
(Tree Protection Act 2005, enacted in 2006)

2007–08

0

0

2008–09

12

0

2009–10

38

11

6 groups of trees fully registered, including trees
in Haig Park, City Hill and Olims Hotel

As at November
2010

55

31

6 groups of trees and 1 group of trees
provisionally registered

4. Response: The data in the table above appears to be correct.
5.

Just as a check can you please confirm that no assistance is given to people with registered
trees on their property.
Response: Assistance has been given in the preparation of a Tree Management Plan but no
financial assistance is given.
6. At Wednesday’s meeting with the members of TAMS Advisory Panel it became apparent
that the staff resourcing for populating the ACT Tree Register was important and
something we had not covered in detail. We will now do this so could you please advise of
its resourcing – 1 full-time FTE? Is this on-going or for a limited time? If it is not on-going
can you advise of the resourcing to make it on-going i.e. level of the staff position, please.

Response: As of September 2011, one full time officer at a TO3 level has been dedicated to the ACT
Tree Register. This role has been funded through recurrent funding budgets from the Tree
Protection Unit (TPU) prior to September 2010 and then from the Open Space Planning budget.
Ancillary costs for mandatory notification activities such as letters, advertising and tree assessment
by the Independent Advisory Panel have been funded by DECCEW. Open Space Planning has not
received additional funds for this role.
CSE Draft Report - Emailed questions
Feb 11
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7. We were of the understanding that no calls for public nominations to the ACT Tree
Register had been made but you indicated that this was not the case, please let us know
when and how this occurred.
Response:
The TAMS website provides nomination forms for the ACT Government Tree Register. These are
available to the public if they have a tree they would like placed on the Register.

CSE Draft Report - Emailed questions
Feb 11
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Open Space Planning – Risk Management Framework
Risk Zone
(Scored)

Prominent (5)

Major (4)

Highway / arterial road;
40km/hr school zones;
adjacent to retail premises;
shopping centres; 10m buffer
from edge of BBQs, seats,
shelters, toilet blocks, car
parks, picnic tables,
cycleways and paths in UOS

Major collector
roads; Category
A Maintenance
Areas – High
Use; Town Park

Risk Score

Calculated

TAMS – Risk Level

Auto

Moderate
(3)
Minor collector
roads; Category
A Maintenance
Areas –
Medium Use;
District Park

Minor (2)
Access roads;
Category A
Maintenance
Areas – Low Use;
Pedestrian
Parkland;
Laneway;
Neighbourhood
Park

Minimal
(1)
Category B
Maintenance
Areas

The sum of the individual scores for: Tree Height, Health, Structure, ULE and
Risk Zone – maximum 25
TAMS Management Actions and Responses to Risk Assessment Levels –
automatically determined by risk score – see attached table – Extreme, Very
High, High, Medium, Low, Very Low

Explanatory notes - Risk Zone 5 – Prominent
Highway and arterial roads are designated as the highest risk zone. The follow location areas may fall
within lower risk zones, but will be rated as Prominent (Zone 5).
•
Road sections with 40km/hr school zones
•
Adjacent to retail premises and in front of retail shops
•
Shopping centres
•
A 10m buffer will apply from the edge of BBQs, seats, shelters, toilet blocks, car parks, picnic
tables, and each side of cycleways and paths in urban open space (UOS)
Where there is potential hazard in a tree outside these buffer zones that could affect the asset, then
this tree will also be recorded with a risk zone rating of 5.

Comments Codes
The following codes can be used to provide additional information in comments field, particularly
when trees are recommended for removal.
EP
Epicormic Shoots
SC
Spilt Crotch
TR / BR
Trunk / Branch Rot
FFB
Fungal Fruiting Body
TW / BW
Trunk / Branch Wound
VL / VB
Vandalised Leader / Branches
TUG
Tree Unstable in Ground
MBF
Major Branch Failures
IBC
Included-bark Crotch
EW / OX
End-weight / Over-extension
GL
Galls
ML
Multiple Leaders
AD
Advanced Decline
CS
Conflict with Service

Arboricultural Activity / Management Guide
Risk Score (max. 25)
(street)
24-25
22-23
20-21

15-19

9-14

N/A
(0)

Arboricultural Management Actions
Exclude targets (e.g. fence tree off; close roads)
Immediate tree removal highly likely
Exclude targets (e.g. fence tree off; close roads)
Tree removal most likely
Minimise targets (e.g. move picnic table; mulch to drip line; remove car parking)
Tree removal probable
Other risk mitigation options could be considered depending on location
Minimise targets (e.g. move picnic table; mulch to drip line; remove car parking)
May require more detailed hazard assessment
Pruning may be used to mitigate risk
Tree removal would be considered
Consider targets (e.g. permanent structures; pedestrian / vehicular frequency)
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Open Space Planning - Budget Summary 2009/10 Field Operations Only
Programmed Storm
Formative Public
Pruning
damage
Pruning
requests
Depot
Gungahlin
Belconnen
$18,590
$99,199
$0
$374,798
City
$143,453
$100,174
$0
$195,406
Kambah
$33,064
$127,977
$125,965
$409,940
$195,107
$327,350
$125,965
$980,144
% of total
9.30%
15.61%
6.01%
46.73%

Tree
Removals

Power
lines

$206,169
$98,642
$125,559
$430,370
20.52%

$17,319
$19,224
$2,016
$38,559
1.84%

Tree
Removals
$8,527
$65,823
$84,162
$99,173
$257,685
20.85%

Power
lines
$0
$8,269
$24,443
$12,003
$44,715
3.62%

Trees Budget Summary 2009/10 total plus 2010/11 after 6 months Field Operations Only
Programmed Storm
Formative Public
Tree
Pruning
damage
Pruning
requests
Removals
Depot
Gungahlin
$15,136
$32,125
$92,380
$36,007
$8,527
Belconnen
$19,110
$251,190
$0
$522,236
$271,992
City
$162,496
$192,310
$0
$295,023
$182,804
Kambah
$80,377
$216,251
$132,922
$514,680
$224,732

Power
lines
$0
$25,588
$43,667
$14,019

Trees Budget Summary 2010/11 after 6 months Field Operations Only
Programmed Storm
Formative Public
Pruning
damage
Pruning
requests
Depot
Gungahlin
$15,136
$32,125
$92,380
$36,007
Belconnen
$520
$151,991
$0
$147,438
City
$19,043
$92,136
$0
$99,617
Kambah
$47,313
$88,274
$6,957
$104,740
$82,012
$364,526
$99,337
$387,802
% of total
6.63%
29.49%
8.04%
31.37%

% of total
Note

Total
$0
$716,075
$556,899
$824,521
$2,097,495

Total
$184,175
$374,041
$319,401
$358,460
$1,236,077

Total
$184,175
$1,090,116
$876,300
$1,182,981

$277,119
$691,876
$225,302
$1,367,946
$688,055
$83,274
$3,333,572
8.31%
20.75%
6.76%
41.04%
20.64%
2.50%
The figures are extracted from the City Services Financial reporting from June 09-10 - June 10-11.
They provide a summary of the actual expenditure by field operations crews against the 6 project
lines in the tree operations budget. Programmed works is a compilation of formative and
programmed pruning. All other works are considered reactive. The figures do not include funding for
tree watering, tree removal, tree planting which coordinated by the technical/management team nor
salary and other costs incurred by the technical/management team.
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Nominations entered to the ACT Tree Register data base between 13-12-2010 and 25-1-2011.
Break down of nominations in relation to land tenure.
Nominator of the tree
Nomination
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

date
13-12-10
4-1-11
5-1-11
6-1-11
13-1-11
24-1-11
24-1-11
25-1-11

NomineeLocal resident
TPO Officer
Owner
Owner
Neighbour
Neighbour
Owner
Owner

Land tenure

lessee other
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Leased Commercial
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Domestic

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Summary
Nominations received between 13 December 2010 and 25 January 2011 which were logged
into the data base are noted above. Eight nominations in total.
All eight nominations indicate trees are on leased land.
Two trees are on commercial leases.
Six trees are on Domestic private leases.
In addition
Four nominations relate to trees which belong to the owners of the properties.
Three nominations have been received from persons who want to register their
neighbour’s tree.
One Nomination by the Tree protection Unit was initiated on the recommendation of the
Tree Advisor Panel (TAP).
Note: - Nominees who want to register their neighbour’s tree have not sought the
consent of that person in any of the circumstances.
Nominations 96-100 still require a field assessments and subsequently may or
may not meet the criteria for inclusion to the Provisional Tree Register.
In addition the final decisions may also be subject to recommendations by the
Tree Advisor Panel or public submissions.

